Consigned by Damian Trahan, Agent for
Damian Trahan & Tammy Broussard

Rogues Fast Sister
January 11, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
T FRERE’ SISTER TB (2010) by Cherokee Beau. Winner in only start, $4,800. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam:
PA TA SA (1990) by Zuppardo’s Prince. 8 wins to 7, $30,337. Dam of 2 TB foals, 1 winner, including T Frere’ Sister (f. by Cherokee Beau). Winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
BUTTER PLUM (1978) by Assagai. Placed at 4, $1,324. Dam of 11 foals, 9 winners, including Pa Ta Sa (f. by Zuppardo’s Prince). Multiple winner, see above. 
Sarah’s Butter Cup (f. by Graydon Pool). Winner at 4, $21,004.
A Toofay (f. by Pacific Native). 3 wins at 3, $15,455.
Butter Princess (f. by Zuppardo’s Prince). 3 wins to 7, $8,849.
Shesallwet (f. by Pacific Native). Winner at 5, $6,498. Dam of Mr Graydon (g. by Graydon Pool). 3 wins to 4, $68,354.
Waxy’s Choice (g. by Graydon Pool). 2 wins at 3, $12,726.
Pacific Sparkles (f. by Mr. Sparkles). Placed, $7,778. Dam of Pacificvali (Placed, $6,407).
Plum Rebel (f. by Track Rebel). Winner at 3, $6,050. Dam of Carno Rebel (c. by Carnovali). 3 wins to 4, $39,030.
Plum Rebel’s Vali (c. by Carnovali). 2 wins at 3, $26,060.
Foxyvali (f. by Carnovali). 2 wins to 4, $44,023.
Atofay’s Brother (g. by Pacific Native). 2 wins at 3, $3,951.
Flying Butter (g. by Fly A Kite). Winner at 3, $2,842.
Patriot Nut (c. by Patriottiically). Placed to 5, $6,900.

4th Dam:
BUTTERNUT (1967) by Swoon’s Son. 3 wins at 3, $7,380. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, including Butter Bragg (f. by Braxton Bragg). Unraced. Granddam of Odin’s Warrior (2 wins, $36,641), Kentucky Kyther (3 wins, $30,869), Turbo Arrow (Winner, $4,886), Effie’s Finest (Winner at 2, $2,298), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Runacrossyourmind

March 24, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:


Jessyoudo si 95 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 4, $31,982.

2nd Dam:
MONGOOSE EFFORT si 98 (1991) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $94,878, Lancaster H., 2nd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, Spencer Childers Cal Brdr's–RG2, etc. Half–sister to SPECIAL MONGOOSE si 99 ($205,096), MONGOOSECHARMINGHAWK si 96 ($27,227), Mongoose Hawkette si 107 ($100,042), Charmed Mongoose Bug si 99 (53,528), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including MONGOOSE JET EYE si 106 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Two–Time Champion, 10 wins to 5, $447,550, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, Vargas H., Pomona Express S., etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including PAPPAS IN THE HOUSE si 107 (g. by Pappasito). 7 wins to 3, $119,200, Bitterroot F., Les Bois Juvenile Chal., Jack Rhoden Memorial S., 2nd Eastern Idaho State Fair Bonus, etc.

MY DULCINEA si 94 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins in 3 starts at 2, $21,135 in Mexico, Hipodromo Juvenile Challenge.

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Kirby Bruchhaus

Sheza QT
February 11, 2019, Bay Filly

By **ONE SWEET JESS** si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion **ONE SWEET RACY** si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), **JESSTACARTEL** si 99 ($675,600), **MAGICAL JESS** si 96 ($421,650), **WICKED AFFAIR** si 97 ($386,779), **JESS MY KISS** si 95 ($296,055), **JESS HAWK** si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
SILK SKIRT (1986) by On A High. Unraced. Half–sister to **TAKING RISKS** si 117 ($62,925), **Nobucklesforsecond** si 94, etc. Dam of 20 foals, 16 starters, 13 ROM, including TAILOR FIT si 110 (g. by Strawfly Special). **Two–Time World Champion & Four–Time Champion**, 20 wins, $1,299,010, Champion Of Champions–G1 (twice), MBNA America Challenge Ch.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1 (3–times), MBNA America Oklahoma Chal.–G2, MBNA America East Chal.–G2, Sam Houston D.–G2, etc. Ntr RP 440 yds.

FIT TO FLY si 104 (c. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins to 4, $173,560, Texas Classic D.–G1, 3rd MBNA America West/SW Ch.–G2, 4th All American Gold Cup–G3, etc.

SKIRT CHASIN ALIBI si 108 (c. by Sir Alibi). 11 wins, $117,784, PCQHRA H. (twice), San Mateo S., Solano D., Marco Smolich S., 2nd QHBC Soph. Cl.–G3, fnl. Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.

Throwin A Fit si 103 (c. by First Down Dash). 8 wins, $50,368, 2nd Huntington Harbour H.

Tailor This si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $15,928, 3rd Kisses To Yawl H. Beyond Polyester si 91 (f. by Eighty Below Zero TB). 8 wins to 5, $30,758.

A Fitting Alibi (f. by Sir Alibi). Unplaced. Dam of **MS JESS N ALIBI** si 86 (f. by Swingin Jess). 2 wins, $10,746, North Dakota Horse Park F.

Fly With It si 102 (f. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins, $28,215, 2nd Kansas Jackpot D.–RG3, etc.


Celebrity Fit Club si 95 (c. by Strawflyin Buds). 3 wins, $11,686, 2nd Premio Tapatío First, etc.

3rd Dam:
DECEPTIVE DIANE si 96 (1982) by Timeto Thinkrich. 3 wins at 2, $28,359, T & R Oilfield Construction F. Half-sister to **Multiple Champion BRIGAND SILK** si 111 (7 wins in 7 starts, $252,440), **Seconda Lady** si 96, etc. Dam of 10 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, including TAKING RISKS si 117 (f. by Runaway Winner). 6 wins to 4, $62,925, Sunland Express H., 3rd West Texas M., 4th Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Nwr SUN 300 yds. Granddam of **RISKEE CHIC** si 90 (3 wins, $27,674, Ben E Keith S., 3rd La Villita S.), etc.

**Nobucklesforsecond** si 94 (g. by Special Task). $35,204, 3rd Winner Maker Brdrs’ F.–RG2.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Shez Touched  
March 10, 2019, Bay Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:  
TD JES A TRES SEIS si 84 (2014) by Tres Seis. Placed at 3, $1,450. Half–sister to JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), TDZ FAST DASHER si 106, etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:  

3rd Dam:  
OH PANA PANA (2000) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in only start at 2. Half–sister to DASHING PANA si 108 ($277,139), TINY CHRIS LA JOLLA si 106 ($164,577), A Winning Team si 103 ($50,657), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including JES A GAME si 111 (f. by Game Patriot). Stakes winner, see above.

4th Dam:  
PANAMAS TINY JET si 93 (1986) by Panama Jet. 9 wins to 6, $11,453. Half–sister to Ambers Tiny Bit si 103 ($16,014), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including DASHING PANA si 108 (f. by Toast To Dash). 12 wins, $277,139, La Downs Champions Cl.–RG2, Harrah’s Distaff S., Party Girl S., Mother’s Day S., etc. Dam of DAYTONA B si 112 (g. by First Down Dash). 9 wins, $490,708, AQHA Chal. Ch.–G1, Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G2, AQHA Derby Chal. Ch.–G3, etc. Ntr HOU 440 yds. GUNSMOKE B si 112 (g. by American Runaway). 6 wins, $89,520, Develop A Plan S.–G3, Delta Dash S. Ntr DED 300 yds. TINY CHRIS LA JOLLA si 106 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 10 wins, $164,577, John Deere Oklahoma Cl.–G3, Grand Prairie Cl., 2nd MCI Texas Chal.–G3, Live Oak 770 S., etc. A Winning Team si 103 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins, $50,657, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G2, 3rd Remington Gold Cup–G1, fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G1, MBNA Texas Chal.–G1, etc.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.  
Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam: TELLEM SHES GAME si 94 (2013) by Game Patriot. Winner at 2, $39,298, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: TELL EM SHES GONE (2006) by Mr Jess Perry. Unraced. Half–sister to TELL EM IM GONE si 106 ($353,521), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including Tellem Shes Game Si 94 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner, see above.

3rd Dam: Teller Cash si 92 (1987) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $35,710, 3rd Kindergarten F., fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G1. Half–sister to TELLER QUEEN si 99 ($637,918), etc. Dam of 22 foals, 19 starters, 16 ROM, including TELL EM IM GONE si 106 (g. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins and 5 times placed in 12 starts to 3, $353,521, Okla. Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1, AQHA Derby Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.

4th Dam: JAIMIE JAY si 102 (1977) by Jim J. TB. Two–Time Champion, 7 wins to 4, $313,171, Kansas D., Las Damas H., 2nd Rainbow D., etc. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including TELLER QUEEN si 99 (f. by Easy Jet). 8 wins to 4, $637,918, Kindergarten F.–G1, Golden State F.–G1, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc. Dam of The Fling King si 99 (7 wins, $144,249, 2nd Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, etc.), Rare King si 113 (7 wins, $79,549, 2nd Burnett H., 3rd Refrigerator H., etc.); Granddam of PAINTED LIES si 106 (9 wins, $200,336, Prairie Meadows Derby Chal.–G3, MN Stallion Brdrs’/NCQHRA D., etc.), ADMIRAL ZOOMWALT si 106 (12 wins, $182,752, OQHRA Fall Cl., etc.), FIRST RATE RETURN si 95 ($73,052, Will Rogers Juv. Chal., fnl. Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), etc.

Teller Belle si 95 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner at 2, $114,428, fnl. All American F.–G3, 2nd Canterbury Park D.–G3, 2nd Oklahoma Chal. Ch.–G1, etc., etc.

WOODCUTTER si 103 (2005) by Woodchute. 2 wins to 3, $17,305, 3rd Oklahoma F.–G2, etc.

The Informant si 111 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins to 3, $359,608, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc., etc.

Jet Along Jamie si 90 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins to 3, $5,126. Dam of TELLER CARTEL si 108 (Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 3 wins at 2, $1,212,471, All American F.–G1, 3rd Golden State Million F.–G1, etc.), TOP GUN B si 100 (5 wins, $142,241, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, 3rd Mile High D., Arapahoe Express S., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

Patriot Dash
January 24, 2019, Black Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
DASHIN FOR DREAMS si 85 (2014) by Heza Fast Dash. Placed at 3, $12,835. Half–sister to REAL VISIONS si 104 ($287,816), WAR VISIONS si 105 ($108,338), SPECIAL VISIONS si 103 ($106,952), etc. Her oldest foals are yearlings.

2nd Dam:


I SEE VISIONS si 102 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins to 3, $85,142, South Florida Invt., 3rd Evangeline Downs D., 4th Miss Polly Classic–G3.

TEXAS VISION si 97 (g. by Texas Glitter TB). 7 wins to 8, $58,283, 2nd Key West S.

SIX VISIONS si 101 (f. by Sixarun). 4 wins to 5, $18,954, 2nd Oklahoma Distaff Chal., fnl. Oklahoma Distaff Chal.–G3, Central Distaff Chal.–G3, Oklahoma F.–G2, etc. Dam of LONE STAR STOLI si 106 (g. by Stoli). 3 wins, $95,310, W/SW Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd Remington Champ. Chal.–G1, Dash For Speed H., 4th Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

Gold Visions si 101 (g. by Game Patriot). 10 wins to 7, $97,308.

Doyoulikemenow si 103 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins to 4, $17,834. Dam of Jet Like Bernardo si 95 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 4 wins to 4, $42,867.

3rd Dam:
Zevity si 110 (1982) by Zevi TB. 9 wins to 3, $25,708, 3rd Four Corners F., Four Corners D., fnl. Raton D. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM.

4th Dam:
LAURITA JET BAR si 90 (1972) by Jet Deck. 4 wins, $3,061. Dam of 9 starters, 6 winners, including Zevity si 110 (f. by Zevi TB). Stakes placed, see above.


Embryo Transfer
Eyes A Sweet Jess

April 17, 2019, Gray Colt

CONSIGNED BY TATE FARMS, LLC., AGENT FOR TOUCHEZ FARMS, LLC.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
TF EYES A RUNAWAY si 94 (2012) by Sir Runaway Dash. 2 wins to 4, $28,643. Half–sister to TF EYES R STRUTTIN si 114 ($184,385), TF Eyesa Firefighter si 97 ($45,723), etc.

2nd Dam:
TF EYES R SPECIAL si 97 (2000) by Mr Eye Opener. 2 wins to 3, $11,647, 3rd OHA F.–G3, etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including TF EYES R STRUTTIN si 114 (f. by Struttin To Beduino). 9 wins to 5, $184,385, Mother’s Day S., Audubon S., Billy Montgomery Evd S., 2nd Party Girl S., etc. Ntr LAD 300 yds.
TF EYESA FIREFIGHTER si 97 (g. by Fighter On Fire). 2 wins to 3, $45,723, 2nd LQHBA Invt. S., 3rd Billy Montgomery LAD S.
TF EYES R RUNNIN si 94 (g. by Easy Winning Jet). 2 wins to 4, $54,613, 4th LQHBA F.–G1, etc. 
TF A SPECIAL RUNAWAY si 93 (f. by Struttin To Beduino). Dam of 12 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including TF EYES A RUNAWAY si 92 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Placed at 2, $5,960.

3rd Dam:
TF HEMPEN LIL si 97 (1985) by Hempen TB. 4 wins at 2, $38,474, 3rd Scott Lewis H., etc. Dam of 13 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including TF HEMPI LIL (1983) by Easy Jet. Placed to 3. Sister to EASY LANO si 92 ($33,585), TALKING PICTURE si 91 ($43,208, dam of LOQUENDI si 96, SCREEN TEST si 105, etc.).

4th Dam:
LILLYS JET (1973) by Easy Jet. Placed to 3. Sister to EASY LANO si 92 ($33,585), TALKING PICTURE si 91 ($43,208, dam of LOQUENDI si 96, SCREEN TEST si 105, etc.).

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
THE CHOSEN ONE si 87 (2013) by Walk Thru Fire. Placed 4 times to 4, $6,924. Half–sister to Champion A REVENANT si 91 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 3 wins and 1 second in 4 starts at 2, $604,800, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1. Ntr RUI 400 yds. Sister to HESA EYE OPENER si 102 ($48,553), The Way You Want Me si 100 ($102,929). Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including
A REVENANT si 91 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 3 wins and 1 second in 4 starts at 2, $604,800, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1.

Belle Helene si 101 (f. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins and 5 seconds in 10 starts to 3, $214,858, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, Mr Jess Perry D., fnl. Sam Houston Juvenile S. Dam of
Maghelenie si 98 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $58,253, 2nd Prairie Meadows Juvenile Chal., 3rd Mystic Lake Northlands F., 4th Dash In A Flash S., etc.

The Hiway si 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $156,284, 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1, The Magic Dash si 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $90,648, 4th Remington Championship Chal.–G2, fnl. All American D.–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc. Juanita Mi Amor si 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $7,415. Dam of
Suga Tai Can Fly si 87 (g. by Tempting Dash). $22,484, 3rd Handicap Kisses To Yawl, etc.

3rd Dam:
HOPE AND GLORY si 84 (1988) by Special Effort. 2 wins, $3,927. Half–sister to FAST AND RACY si 101 ($128,552; Dam of RACY RUNNER si 105, $136,803), etc. Dam of 8 ROM, including
THEWAYOUWAITMETOO si 108 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 4 wins to 3, $327,953, Rainbow F.–G1, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G1. Ntr RUI 400 yds. Sister to HESA EYE OPENER si 102 ($48,553), The Way You Want Me si 100 ($102,929). Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including
A REVENANT si 91 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 3 wins and 1 second in 4 starts at 2, $604,800, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1.

Belle Helene si 101 (f. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins and 5 seconds in 10 starts to 3, $214,858, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, Mr Jess Perry D., fnl. Sam Houston Juvenile S. Dam of
Maghelenie si 98 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $58,253, 2nd Prairie Meadows Juvenile Chal., 3rd Mystic Lake Northlands F., 4th Dash In A Flash S., etc.

The Hiway si 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $156,284, 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1, The Magic Dash si 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $90,648, 4th Remington Championship Chal.–G2, fnl. All American D.–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc. Juanita Mi Amor si 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $7,415. Dam of
Suga Tai Can Fly si 87 (g. by Tempting Dash). $22,484, 3rd Handicap Kisses To Yawl, etc.

Embryo Transfer
By CORONA CALIENTE si 101 (2000). Winner of 2 races, $118,278, fnl. Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 224 ROM, with earnings of over $6.3 million, including CORONA MEMORY CREST si 120 ($221,535, New Mexico Classic D.–G2, etc.), BERTHA VENATION si 107 ($181,499), DM HOT HOT HOT si 97 ($177,997), ONE HOT MECANIC si 121 ($158,557), CALIENTES WRANGLER si 108 ($133,226), etc.

1st Dam: 
THE FIRE FLY si 104 (2007) by Sixes Royal. 5 wins to 4, $28,232, AQHA Classic Bonus Challenge, 2nd Evergreen Park Distaff Chal. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including 
Fuel si 86 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). Winner at 2, $11,260.

2nd Dam: 
BUFFALO HEAD si 93 (g. by First Down Dash). 2 wins, $38,876, California Brdr's. Freshman S. 
THE FIRE FLY si 104 (f. by Sixes Royal). Stakes winner, see above. 
Valiant Force si 107 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins to 4, $34,072. 
Blazin Thru Fire si 95 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins to 3, $19,964. 

3rd Dam: 
SURE THATS ME si 95 (1990) by Sure Casady. 2 wins at 2, $40,531, New Mexico State Fair Senorita F.–RG3, fnl. New Mexico State Fair Brdr's D.–RG3. Half–sister to ODD BIRD TB (2 wins, $12,927, 2nd Cinderella H. Dam of AB BULLY si 99, $61,572, 2nd NM Distance Chal.–G3, etc.; LA VEDERA si 105, $43,423, 3rd Gillespie County Fair F.–G3; Granddam of ALIS JUMPN si 107, 12 wins, $318,768), etc. Dam of 10 starters, 8 ROM, including 
THATSA BLAZIN CHICK si 102 (f. by Chicks A Blazin). Stakes winner, see above. 
Sure Thats Hot si 88 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Winner at 3, $8,722. 
Sure Thats Blazin si 86 (f. by Chicks A Blazin). Placed at 3, $6,359. 
JESS THATS BLAZIN si 94 (g. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins to 5, $38,999, 3rd Ft Pierre F.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,519), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
Canadian Chick si 90 (1986) by Separate Cheques. 6 wins to 3, $16,196, 2nd All American Congress F. Half–sister to DASHIN DADDY si 91 ($16,602), Sheza Quick Draw si 89, etc. Dam of 16 foals, 14 starters, 11 winners, 11 ROM, including SPECIAL CHEQUES si 99 (g. by Special Effort). 6 wins to 4, $46,932, Michigan F., Ring Of Roses D., Midwest M., 2nd Michigan D., Oil Capital D., etc. SUPER CALIDOCIOUS si 99 (f. by Calyx). Stakes winner, see above. HOOK WITH ME si 93 (g. by Hooked On Cash). 3 wins to 4, $14,048, GLQHA Stallion Service Sale F., Qlf. Mt Pleasant Meadows Budweiser F.–G3. Fame On You si 91 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins to 3, $24,171, 2nd Mt Pleasant Meadows Budweiser F.–G3, Oil Capital D., fnl. All American Congress F.–G3, etc. Hold On Lil Suzie si 110 (f. by Hold On Hes Coming). 5 wins, $18,988, 2nd Oil Capital D.–G3, All American Congr. D., 3rd MPM Budweiser–G3, GLQHA Stallion Service Sale D. Zeveribest si 90 (f. by Zevi TB). Winner, $7,419, fnl. MPM Budweiser F.–G3. Granddam of DASHWAN si 93 (5 wins to 4, $31,410, GLQHA Michigan Sires F.), Wyreit si 114 (5 wins, $28,200), Slippen Away si 90 ($19,512), Swiffer si 82 ($6,691), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.


2nd Dam: RAPID PERKS si 89 (1988) by Dash For Cash. Placed. Sister to Champion CASH PERKS si 98 ($322,450), LADY CLASSIC CASH si 101 ($252,883), etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including JESS RAPID si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins, $300,138, Ruidoso D.–G2, All American Gold Cup–G3, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1, West Texas Juv. Inv’t., 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. RAPID DISPATCH si 97 (f. by Runaway Winner). 4 wins, $29,632, Sundowner Trailer S., etc. Dam of Rapidton si 110 (g. by Birmerton). $38,221, 2nd Silestone S., 3rd Streakin La Jolla S., etc. Eyes Like Rapid (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Unraced. Dam of PIRANHAAA si 101 (5 wins to 5, $64,857, Ajax Derby Chal., 3rd Alex Picov Mem. Ch., etc.), Mr Speed Wrench si 97 (2 wins to 3, $33,152, 3rd FQHRA Stallion Stakes F., FQHRA Stallion Stakes D., etc.), etc. PERRYS PERKS si 85 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). $14,722, Clasico Alfonso Patino Martine, in Mex. Perks Prime Plus si 95 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $43,641, 2nd La Villita S., 3rd Miss Houston S., 4th Retama Park D.–G1, Texas Distaff Chal.–G3, fnl. TQHA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Rapid Red Perry si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins to 7, $32,647, 3rd Swift S. Jessachampagnenewoman (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unraced. Dam of Champagne Prospect si 82 (f. by Prospect To The Top). Dam of Home Brewed si 97 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to $27,749, Lone Star F.

3rd Dam: PERKS si 87 (1977) by Easy Jet. 2 wins at 2, $4,995. Half-sister to Quintana Roo si 92 ($5,567), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 13 starters, 12 ROM, including CASH PERKS si 98 (f. by Dash For Cash). Champion Two-Year-Old Filly, 4 wins, $322,450, Golden State F.–G1, etc. Granddam of Run Donnie Run si 101 (8 wins, $81,400), etc. LADY CLASSIC CASH si 101 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, $252,883, QHBC Dist. Cl.–RG1, etc. Granddam of GENUINE AMERICAN si 104 (10 wins, $318,652), DOWNTOWN FORREST si 97 (7 wins, $140,953), Special American si 102 (16 wins, $144,716), Patriots Special si 108 (9 wins, $90,956, Ntr HIA 550 yds.), etc. HOME BREWED si 97 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to $27,749, Lone Star F. This Perks Is Royal si 90 (f. by Eyes Of Power). $25,750, 3rd Florentine S. Dam of MIRACLES N PERKS si 95 ($35,237), CLASSIC ROYAL PERKS si 102 (11 wins, $31,298), etc. Addicted To Cash si 81 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner at 2, $3,534. Dam of Task Express si 95 (3 wins, $19,507, 3rd Stockton D.); Granddam of Delta Addiction si 95 (5 wins, $49,207), etc.

Consigned by Jumonville Farms

Louisiana Runaway
February 18, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
THELOUISIANAPURCHASE si 89 (2010) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Placed twice in 3 starts, $6,786. Sister to LOUISANA CORONA si 101 ($186,206). Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 1 starter, including My Louisiana Kiss si 89 (g. by Kiss My Hocks). Winner at 3, 2020, $8,882.

2nd Dam:

HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 9 wins, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–G3, AQRA Turf Paradise D., Corona Cartel Stakes at TP, etc.


By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
THIS CHICKS FAMOUS si 84 (2010) by First Down Dash. Placed to 3, $1,144. Sister to One Famous Ferragamo si 84 ($56,898), half–sister to Champion ONE FAMOUS EAGLE si 101 ($1,387,453), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 1 ROM, including Fm Famous Rock si 91 (c. by Heza Fast Dash). Placed in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $2,000. (Currently qlf. to Laddie F.–RG2. Finals run after press time).

2nd Dam:

FAMOUS CARTEL LADY si 106 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $21,082, Knight Transportation F., 3rd Wild West Juvenile S., etc. Ntr BOI 300 yds.

One Famous Ferragamo si 84 (g. by First Down Dash). $56,898, 2nd Jens L List Jr Mem., etc. Famous Corona Lady si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). $184,408, fnl. All American D.–G1, etc. Dam of JEST FAMOUS si 99 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 8 wins to 3, $389,513, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, First Down Dash H., Town Policy S., 3rd Ruidoso F.–G1, 4th All American D.–G1.


3rd Dam:
One Slick Cookie si 96 (1994) by Dash For Cash. 3 wins to 4, $32,367, 2nd Debutante H., Gardena H., 3rd Marina Pacifica H., AQRA Turf Paradise D.–G3, etc. Sister to ONE SLICK ONE si 112 ($157,937), etc. Dam of 15 starters, 13 ROM, including FOCUS ON SPEED si 101 (f. by Separatist). 4 wins, $46,601, Enchanted S., etc. Ntr RDM 300 yds.

NUMBER ONE INTEREST si 100 (f. by Seperate Interest). $41,204, Four Corners F., etc. One Flying Cookie si 97 (f. by Strawfly Special). $13,092, 3rd Yavapai Downs F., etc. Dam of CARTERS COOKIE si 93 (2 wins to 3, $359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), ONE FLYING DYNASTY si 94 (2 wins to 3, 2020, $131,330, La Fiesta F.), etc.

One Quick Cookie si 92 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner, $12,102. Dam of JESS FEATUREME QUICK si 103 ($687,155), One Famous Cookie si 103 ($27,387); Granddam of Sure Fire Quick si 96 ($91,643), RF Apolliticalcookie si 95 (Winner to 3, 2020, $58,267), etc.

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC.

**TF Runaways Toasted**

March 31, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($554,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
**MISS JON IAN** si 92 (1991) by Jon Ian TB. 4 wins to 3, $20,130, Big Okie F. Half–sister to MR MOVING EFFORT si 103 ($89,850), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 7 ROM, including Peeping Jon si 91 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 4, $16,242. TTT Kellys Cowboy si 92 (g. by Second Down Kelly). Stakes winner, see above. 
Knights Princess si 90 (f. by Midnight Knight). Winner to 3, $16,035.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
**GOVANNA TB** (1973) by Jackal. 11 wins to 6, $17,107. Dam of 11 QH starters, 7 ROM, including Kitavan Man si 106 (g. by Kitaman). 13 wins to 7, $39,669, 3rd Pretty Boy Floyd S.
Kitamans Van si 87 (c. by Kitaman). 7 wins to 3, $28,128, 2nd Poor Boy F., Darrell Rose Memorial 440 F., 3rd Darrell Rose Memorial 400 F., First Chance F.
Royal Charger Man si 104 (g. by Kitaman). 8 wins to 6, $23,138, 3rd Bluegrass Downs F.
Kita Go Vanna si 92 (f. by Kitaman). Stakes placed, see above.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
This Girl Is Fast
February 10, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam: THIS GIRL IS SPECIAL (2001) by Special Effort. Unraced. Half-sister to Champion JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682), LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 ($151,254), etc. Out of Two-Time Champion LITTLE BLUE SHEEP si 105 ($389,355), Dam of 12 ROM, including JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Aged Stallion, 4 wins, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G1, 2nd AQHA Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Out of Two-Time Champion LITTLE BLUE SHEEP si 105 ($389,355), Dam of 12 ROM, including.

2nd Dam: The Louisiana Girl si 100 (1988) by Louisiana Slew TB. 5 wins, $30,569, 3rd Miss Princess H.–G2. Half-sister to BROWNS DASHER si 107 ($69,885), etc. Out of Two-Time Champion LITTLE BLUE SHEEP si 105 ($389,355), Dam of 12 ROM, including.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam: THORN CHICKS si 93 (2004) by Chicks Beduino. Winner to 3, $14,002. Half–sister to Champion I HEAR A SYMPHONY si 117 ($269,910), ROSES DOWN si 101 ($40,147), Blueberry Brulee si 94, etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 4 starters, including Runaway Thorns si 91 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner at 3, 2020, $14,768.

2nd Dam: ROSES AMONG THORNS si 85 (1985) by Truckle Feature. Winner to 3, $1,314. Half–sister to Two–Time World Champion DASH FOR CASH si 114. Dam of 12 starters, 10 ROM, including I HEAR A SYMPHONY si 108 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). 8 wins, $74,889, Altoona D.–G3, 3rd Alabama Bred D.–G3, etc.

3rd Dam: FIND A BUYER TB (1966) by To Market TB. Unraced. Dam of 10 starters, 7 winners, 8 ROM, including DASH FOR CASH si 114 (c. by Rocket Wrangler). Two–Time World Champion, Four–Time Champion, $507,689, Sun Country F., Los Alamitos D., Vessels M, Los Alamitos Invit. Ch., Champion Of Champions, etc.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
TICK TAC (2011) by Tac It Like A Man. Unraced. Half–sister to World Champion WAVE CARVER si 104 ($1,05,946), Three–Time Champion OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105, etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 ROM, including Tick Tac Tom si 94 (g. by Foose). Winner at 2, $17,022.

2nd Dam:
Runaway Wave si 105 (1995) by Runaway Winner. Broodmare of the Year & Dam of Distinction, $79,183, 3rd Dash For Cash D.–G2, etc. Half–sister to HARBOR BEACH si 111 ($129,372), First Down N Surfin si 97 ($290,681; dam of Corona Deluxe si 94, $168,135; Granddam of EAGLE DELUXE si 102, $164,787; COUNTRY BOY DELUXE si 103, $161,796; Reagal Eagle si 105, $467,790), Ocean Memories (dam of OCEAN CARTEL si 95, $186,103; Granddam of Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106, $929,150; SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108, $254,889; STEL MY CORONA si 89, $187,768), etc. Dam of 38 starters, 29 ROM, including WA VE HER DOWN si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2, $436,415, Ed Burke Million F.–G1.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103 (2009). **Champion Aged Stallion**, stakes winner of 8 races, $899,434, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Sire of 50 ROM, with earnings of $663,007, including Gridiron Girl B si 110 ($41,462, 2nd QHRAI SSA D., etc.), McAddies Feature si 106 ($7,000, 2nd South Valley F.), Its Crunch Tyme si 96 ($70,994), Quick Bolls Jangle si 98 ($42,037), First Lady si 100 ($31,998), etc.


2nd Dam: PRAIRIE MIDNIGHT si 84 (2002) by Chicks Beduino. Placed to 3, $1,200. Half–sister to SWINGIN VAL si 115 ($480,175), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including Midnight Swingin si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes placed, see above. Looking For Midnight si 90 (g. by Look Forward). Winner to 4, $29,990. Jess Alive si 96 (g. by Jess Zoomin). 2 wins to 3, $28,444, fnl. Indiana Grand QHRAI D., etc.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103 (2009), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 8 races, $899,434, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Sire of 50 ROM, with earnings of $663,007, including Gridiron Girl B si 110 ($41,462, 2nd QHRAI SSA D., etc.), McAddies Feature si 106 ($7,000, 2nd South Valley F.), Its Crunch Tyme si 96 ($70,994), Quick Bolts Jangle si 98 ($42,037), First Lady si 100 ($31,998), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

Kooln Inseprable
March 19, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:
TIME FOR WILENA si 109 (2007) by First N Kool. 2 wins and twice placed in 5 starts, $29,756, Canterbury Park D. Winner to 3, $5,175. Sister to MAHLANKA si 97. Dam of 11 foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, 4 ROM, including
MGA Lil Kool Wilena si 99 (f. by Lil Kool Wagon). 2 wins, $52,976, 3rd Iowa Stallion F., 4th Iowa Stallion D., Future Of Iowa S.
First Kool Corona si 92 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner at 2, $10,560.

2nd Dam:
TIME FOR JULIETTE si 86 (1998) by Special Effort. Winner to 3, $5,175. Sister to MAHLANKA si 97. Dam of 11 foals, 8 starters, 7 winners, 5 ROM, including
TIME FOR WILENA si 109 (f. by First N Kool). Stakes winner, see above.
Nemo Time B si 99 (g. by Finding Nemo). $50,911, fnl. Harrah's Entertainment F.–G3, etc.
Extra Ordinary Perry si 91 (g. by Carters Cartel). Placed 5 times to 3, $13,244, 3rd AQRA Turf Paradise F., AQRA President's Open Fall F., fnl. AQRA President's Open D.

3rd Dam:
DASH FOR TIME si 97 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 4 wins to 4, $57,332, 4th La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, fnl. Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Dash For Cash D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, etc. Half–sister to TAKEN ALL THE CASH si 97 ($118,176), FLY MARGARITA si 96 ($33,186; Dam of MARGARITAS N CORONAS si 112, $139,761), Dishin Out The Cash si 90 (Granddam of DENIRO si 103, $511,661), etc. Out of Timedancer si 88, half–sister to Champion FLORENTINE si 108 ($1,123,102), etc. Dam of 15 starters, 12 ROM, including
ROMEO RYON si 98 (g. by Ronas Ryon). 5 wins to 4, $292,187, Golden State F.–G1, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–G2, Jizzling Hi H., 4th Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc.
IMPECCABLE TIMING si 107 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins, $64,447, Laguna Hills H., 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–G2, California Dstf. Chal.–G3, 3rd Charger Bar H.–G1, etc.
MASTER TIME DANCER si 98 (g. by Masters Call). 3 wins to 4, $17,254, Futurity Mexicano, 2nd Merced Gomez Orozco S.
MAHLANKA si 97 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins in 4 starts, $5,576, Mexico Juv. Chal. Dam of Celtic Classic si 114 (g. by Check Him Out). 6 wins, $172,175, 2nd Zia Park Ch.–G1, 3rd Lovington S.–G2, Arapahoe Express S., 4th West Texas M.–G2, etc.
CB Hummer si 94 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins to 3, $42,102, 2nd Cash Rate H., fnl.
Golden State D.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, QHBC Juvenile Cl.–G3.

Time To Checkout si 103 (c. by Check Him Out). Winner to 4, $32,659, 2nd Clasico Jodys Glory.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
CLUELESS BUGABOO si 98 (2005) by Runaway Winner. 2 wins to 3, $7,230. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including Miss Corleone si 90 (f. by Carters Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $33,285, 4th TQHA Sale F.–RG2, etc. Tiny First Bug si 101 (f. by Tinys First Corona). Multiple winner, see above. Miss Beazley si 97 (f. by Brookstone Bay). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $6,000.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
MISS SINN BUG si 96 (1983) by Sinn Fein. Winner to 3, $3,938. Half–sister to MIGHTY PASS si 92 ($31,502, dam of MIGHTY EASY PASS si 106, $278,825), BUG EM UP si 102 ($17,776, dam of JOANNA KATE si 104, $539,084), Mighty Pass Em si 101 (granddam of CUT THE GLARE si 105, $277,788), etc. Dam of 9 starters, 9 ROM, including Barbs Bug Dash si 98 (f. by First Place Dash). Stakes placed, see above.


By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: TM GAME ON si 86 (2014) by Game Patriot. Winner at 3, $9,347. Sister to LITTLE BIT TRASHY si 105 ($267,960), City Street si 101 ($58,698), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: DELLA LOOM si 82 (2004) by Streakin La Jolla. Winner at 2, $2,905. Sister to Halfway A Streak si 101 ($49,140). Dam of 10 foals, 8 ROM, including LITTLE BIT TRASHY si 105 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $267,960, Lee Berwick F.–RG1, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Vinton S.–RG3. City Street si 101 (g. by Game Patriot). 5 wins to 6, $58,698, 2nd Great Lakes S.


4th Dam: KR BROOKSTONE GRAY si 107 (f. by Brookstone Bay). 7 wins to 4, $29,554, William “Doc” Sanders S.
Hesasorrelmagic
February 6, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:


Panthers Toast si 98 (g. by Panther Mountain). 3 wins to 4, $30,619.

Magics Leaving You si 88 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner at 4, $11,035.

2nd Dam:
MISS MAGIC DOLL si 88 (1979) by Rocket’s Magic. 3 wins to 4, $17,348. Half–sister to Pichirilos Copy si 95 ($12,322; Dam of Mr Jess Copy si 103, $85,162, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG2), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 14 starters, 11 winners, 11 ROM, including MORE THAN A DOLL si 89 (f. by More Than Once). 3 wins at 2, $36,525, Lassie F.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG3.


Burrs First Magic si 101 (g. by Burrs First Down). 6 wins, $58,177, 3rd Governor’s S. Miss Game Doll si 96 (f. by Game Patriot). 8 wins to 7, $59,050.

Toast Of Magic si 94 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner, see above. Magic Avenger si 95 (g. by Top Avenger TB). 15 wins, $37,906, fnl. La. Ch. Day Cl.–RG2, (twice). Mr Lookalike si 99 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 5, $36,671.


This Girl A Warrior si 91 (f. by Osceola Warrior). 2 wins to 6, $14,526. Dam of Panther Warrior si 96 (g. by Panther Mountain). 11 wins, $169,150, 2nd Live Oak S.

Edward Collins si 106 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 4, $110,987, 2nd Firecracker F.–G2, 3rd Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, De Saix S.

Getyourshineonbaby si 89 (f. by First To Shine). 3 wins to 3, $15,760.

Toast To Sir Runaway

April 7, 2019, Chestnut Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam: TOAST TO BEAUTY (2001) by Toast To Dash. Unplaced. Half–sister to SHESA RARE BEAUTY si 88 ($27,531), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 2 starters, including This Jesse Is Built (f. by Built Jesse). Placed 3 times in 4 starts, $2,177.


3rd Dam: OH BLACK MAGIC si 97 (1973) by Three Oh's. 6 wins to 5, $13,698. Sister to Much A Man si 95 (6 wins, $10,684), Oh Paddy Oh si 83 (dam of MR PAYROLL si 101, $88,176; etc.), half–sister to Colleen Of Sinn si 97 ($7,955, dam of FOOTPRINCE si 111, 14 wins, $72,382, Ntr ARP 400 yds.; Granddam of CORONA FIREBALL si 101, $181,112; TOO TOUGH TO CATCH si 104, $152,424; etc.), Scoopie Fein si 99 (6 wins, $15,807, dam of Two–Time Champion MR JESS PERRY si 113, $687,184, Ntr DED & HOU 400 yds.; Granddam of TOAST TO MY MOM si 94, $140,397; etc.), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 8 winners, 8 ROM, including MAGICS MIGHTY MAN si 96 (c. by Rovargas). 16 wins to 4, $305,210, Firecracker D.–G2, Lafayette F., Laddie F., Evangeline Downs La. Breds’ D., DED Louisiana Bred D., etc. OH MAGIC RAINBOW si 96 (c. by Rovargas). 2 wins, $94,175, DED Louisiana Breds’ F. OH MAGIC LADY si 86 (f. by Splash Splash TB). 3 wins in 3 starts at 2, $52,110, Lassie F. Oh Black Magic Man si 91 (c. by Splash Splash TB). 14 wins, $67,185, 3rd Silver Cup H. Double O Magic Lady si 101 (f. by Rocket’s Magic). 3 wins to 3, $45,140, 2nd DED Louisiana Breds’ F.–G3, 3rd LQHBA Sale F., etc. Dam of BUSHFIRE si 114 (17 wins, $212,188, Burnett H.–G3 (twice), etc.), KAKADU si 108 (4 wins to 4, $56,550, W/SW Derby Chal.–G3, etc.), Five Mile Creek si 98 (8 wins, $50,734, 3rd Manor Downs M.–G3, etc.); Granddam of ROCKIN si 101 (10 wins, $260,792, Mile High F.–G3, etc.), etc. Thompsons Magic si 91 (c. by Rovargas). 5 wins, $35,215, 2nd Delta Downs La. Bred D., etc. Oh Magic Wrangler (f. by Rocket Wrangler). Unraced. Granddam of Black Magic Callin si 95 (3 wins, $60,542, 3rd Lakeview S., fnl. Live Oak S.–G3), etc.

By AJS FAST DASH si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,238, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dashin Perry si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invt. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.


3rd Dam: SPECIAL CASH MISS si 92 (1978) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins, $49,534, 3rd Kindergarten F. Half–sister to the dam of LOOKIN FOR VICTORY si 90 ($38,774), Looks Galore si 95 ($8,702), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 12 winners, 12 ROM, including Back To Cash si 96 (c. by Master Hand TB). 2 wins, $80,444, 3rd Laddie H.–G2, fnl. Vandy’s Flash H.–G3, All American F.–G1.

Mr Special Le Jolla si 102 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins to 6, $36,599. Special Cash Colors si 96 (f. by Runaway Colors). 3 wins to 7, $35,029. Jukebox Jammin Miss si 88 (f. by Beduino TB). Winner to 3, $2,425. Dam of Jam Thru Traffic si 104 (4 wins at 2, $35,269, fnl. Ruidoso F.–G1); Granddam of THE CRAWFISH si 96 (4 wins, $320,546, Hobbs America D.–G2, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, etc.), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), JRS CORONAS SHADOW si 105 ($258,166), SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108 ($254,889), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
SCOOPIE FEIN si 99 (1978) by Sinn Fein. 6 wins to 4, $15,807. Half–sister to Oh Black Magic si 97 (dam of MAGICS MIGHTY MAN si 95, $305,210), etc. Dam of 7 starters, 6 ROM, including MR JESS PERRY si 113 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). Champion Two–Year–Old, Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 12 wins, $687,184, Texas Classic F.–G1, Texas Classic D–G1, LQHBA F.–RG1, La. Brdr’s Laddie F.–RG3, etc. Scoopie Dash si 91 (f. by Dashing Encounter). 5 wins, $65,746, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Louisiana Brdr’s F.–RG3, etc. Dam of Ms Scoopies Toast si 95 (3 wins, $71,639, 3rd Party Girl S.). Granddam of DASHIN BROWN STREAK si 107 (11 wins, $544,748, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, Leo S.–G1, etc.), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 (17 wins, $329,383, Mr Jess Perry LAD S.–RG3, etc. Ntr LAD 250 yds.), Lil Bro Big Streak si 99 (4 wins, $122,115, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.), Big Streakin si 95 (3 wins, $82,632, 2nd Billy Montgomery S., etc.), etc. Scoopie Cash si 101 (f. by Lil Easy Cash). Stakes placed, see above.


Embryo Transfer
TF Runaway Toast

January 24, 2019, Sorrel Filly

Sir Runaway Dash si 97

TF Runaway Toast
5862844

Toasted To Nana si 93

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 403 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($554,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
TOAST TO NANA si 93 (2013) by Toast To Dash. 4 wins to 4, $41,950. Sister to TOAST TO STREAKIN si 106 ($265,535), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
STREAKIN NANA si 93 (1997) by Streakin La Jolla. 3 wins to 4, $18,063, 3rd Bradford S., 4th All American Congress D.–G3, Qlf. La. Champions Day D.–RG2. Half-sister to NANNAS TRAIN si 99 ($11,141), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 13 starters, 11 ROM, including

TOAST TO STREAKIN si 106 (g. by Toast To Dash). 7 wins to 6, $265,535, Louisiana D.–RG3, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Mid City S.–RG3, 3rd LQHBA F.–RG1, Delta Downs La Brdr’s D.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Louisiana Classic–RG2, Mid–City S., Don Cravins S., 4th Vals Fortune S.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, etc.

Mighty Streakin si 103 (f. by Mighty Corona). 6 wins to 5, $79,268.

Nanas Leaving You si 98 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). 5 wins to 5, $73,992.

Ag Navigating Streak si 99 (c. by Jess Navigating). Winner at 2, $18,896. Dam of

3rd Dam:
MS NANTALLAH si 96 (1989) by On The Money Red. 3 wins to 5, $24,333, 2nd Delta Downs Derby Cl., 3rd Pompano Playland F. Dam of 5 foals, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including

STREAKIN NANA si 101 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes placed, see above.


Nana Time (f. by Dashing Val). Unraced. Dam of TOAST TO STREAKIN si 93 ($1,800; Barrel Futurities of America earnings of $61,596), etc.

4th Dam:
VALID MISS CREDE TB (1982) by Valid Appeal. Unraced. Dam of 7 QH foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including

Ms NANTALLAH si 96 (f. by On The Money Red). Stakes placed, see above.

Valid Miss Red si 91 (f. by On The Money Red). 3 wins to 4, $9,153.

By Tee Cos si 102 (2009). Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, etc. Sire of earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT si 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS si 105 ($85,494), MR TEE COS si 88 ($55,252), Di Maria si 104 ($113,780, 3rd La. Champions Day D.–G3), Gamey Tee Cos si 86 ($90,204), Jls Shakem Tee Cas si 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It si 97 ($75,625), etc.

1st Dam:

Jumpn Toast si 90 (g. by Jumpn Chic). 2 wins at 2, $22,878.

Fast Toastin Dash si 89 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 5, $21,945.

Apollitical High si 86 (g. by Apollitical Blood). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $2,000.

2nd Dam:

Copper Hemp si 93 (f. by Copper Buff). 3 wins to 6, $42,692.

Dashing Big Red si 98 (g. by Dashing Val). 2 wins to 4, $32,219.

3rd Dam:
COMIN HONI si 86 (1982) by Comin’ Easy. 8 wins, $9,817. Dam of 8 starters, 4 ROM, including Electric La Jolla si 91 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 3, $9,312. Dam of La Jollas Game si 96 (f. by Game Patriot). 4 wins, $95,776. Dam of LAST MAN STANDIN si 99 (3 wins, $81,470, FQHRA Stallion Stakes D., 2nd TQHA 250 S., Simulcast Services S., fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, Eastex S.–G2, etc.), etc.

Game La Jolla si 96 (g. by Game Patriot). 7 wins to 5, $58,749.

Electrics Game si 97 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $43,176, fnl. Party Girl S.

Electric Val si 96 (f. by Dashing Val). 2 wins to 5, $42,549.

La Jollasmeterreader si 96 (f. by Panther Mountain). 3 wins to 5, $34,417.

Electric Laveaux si 96 (f. by First Down Laveaux). 3 wins to 4, $33,748.

La Copper Miss si 88 (f. by Copper Buff). 2 wins to 5, $24,949.

Shez All Electric si 88 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 5, $18,249.


Streakin For Honi si 83 (f. by JLS Party Wagon). Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,250. Dam of Ms Seminole Princess si 92 (f. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins to 4, $35,898.

Streakin Erlene si 88 (f. by Erleton TB). Winner to 6, $30,451.

Fast Cash La Jolla si 87 (g. by Hez Fast As Cash). 2 wins to 4, $21,951.

Game Time Streaker si 95 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner to 4, $17,945.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Brileys Prize Doc
February 8, 2019, Bay Filly

Brileys Prize Doc
5932178
Adios Toast si 93

By FIRST PRIZE DOC si 108 (2009). Stakes winner of 5 races, $73,700, Gentilly Dash S., etc. Sire of 22 ROM, with earnings of $459,612, PRIVATE FIRST PRIZE si 98 ($31,613, LQHBA Sale Invt. S.), Little Toy Guns si 96 ($61,714, 2nd Harrah’s Dash S.), First Prize Cruise si 102 ($35,222), First Easy Doc si 97 ($37,696), Ni Rebs Special Doc si 92 ($32,890), Saintly Prize si 93 ($27,920), First Ladybug si 96 ($23,784), etc.

1st Dam:
ADIOS TOAST si 93 (2008) by Toast To Dash. Winner to 4, $21,507. Half–sister to LIGHTS OUT LIDGE si 99 ($125,421), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 2 starters.

2nd Dam:
ADIOS MAID si 92 (1992) by Sayin Adios. 3 wins to 4, $8,718. Dam of 11 foals, 10 starters, 9 ROM, including LIGHTS OUT LIDGE si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins at 3, $125,421, Laddie F.–RG2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Mardi Gras F.–RG3.
Courtneys Lil Shadow si 107 (g. by Dashing Val). 2 wins to 8, $29,380.
Adios Toast si 93 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner, see above.
Go Little Adios si 92 (g. by The End Of Summer). Winner to 4, $8,511.
Adios Game si 83 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner to 4, $6,923.
Adios Jewel (f. by First Down Jewel). Placed at 2, $1,105.
Miss Adios Warrior si 85 (f. by Osceola Warrior). Unplaced. Dam of Adios Miss Paige si 90 (f. by Jess Mr Perry). 2 wins to 4, $24,530. Dam of Adios Cartel si 88 (Winner at 3, $5,866), Adios Jess si 81 (Placed at 3 and 5, $2,410), etc.
Paula T si 91 (f. by Rakin In The Cash). Winner to 4, $13,730.

3rd Dam:
MAID OF CAESAR si 91 (1981) by Roma Charge. 3 wins, $3,528. Dam of 4 starters/winners, 3 ROM, including Adios Maid si 92 (f. by Sayin Adios). Multiple winner, see above.
Maid Of Sparkles (c. by Mr. Sparkles TB). Winner to 4, $3,148.
Hooked On Luck si 80 (g. by Top Pass). Winner to 3, $2,582.
Happy Indiscretion si 85 (g. by Easily Smashed). 2 wins at 2, $1,578.

4th Dam:
MAID MARY si 82 (1976) by Lunar Indian. 5 wins to 4, $1,475. Dam of 4 foals, 4 starters, 2 winners/ROM, including Maid Of Ceasar si 91 (f. by Roma Charge). Multiple winner, see above.
Roma Centurion (c. by Roma Charge). Winner in 2 starts at 2.
Marys Best si 84 (g. by Pass ‘Em Up TB). Placed 4 times in 5 starts to 2.

JRS Im The Man

March 9, 2019, Sorrel Colt


1st Dam:
TONYAS STATEMENT si 88 (1998) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed at 2, $6,429, fnl. Louisiana Bdrs’ F.–RG3. Half–sister to SEE ME RUNAWAY si 95 ($20,391), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 9 winners, 9 ROM, including

Jess Perrys Boots si 93 (g. by Come On Boots). 5 wins to 8, $76,590.
Purdy Moma si 102 (f. by Givinitaroyaleffort). 4 wins to 4, $45,880.
Brees Bayou si 88 (f. by Special Crown Royal). 3 wins to 5, $36,400.
Crows Statement si 90 (f. by Special Crown Royal). 3 wins to 4, $27,820.
White Toast si 97 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner at 3, $20,624.
Abajo Jr si 82 (g. by Abajo TB). Winner at 3, $13,435.
Socksbegone si 89 (g. by Okey Dokey Fantasy). Winner at 3, $10,350.
Fast Male si 81 (f. by Dashing Val). Winner at 3, $8,113.

2nd Dam:
GRANALEE (1991) by Johnny Vittoro. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 7 foals, 3 ROM, including

SEE ME RUNAWAY si 95 (f. by Andalay Get). 2 wins at 2, $20,391, Opelousas Juvenile S., fnl. East Distaff Chal.–G3. Dam of

JRS Arunawayefort si 102 (g. by Givinitaroyaleffort). 5 wins to 5, $41,495.
JRS Copas Runaway si 91 (g. by Copacorona Special). 2 wins at 2, $29,740.
JRS Watch Me Runaway si 92 (g. by Special Crown Royal). Winner at 2, $14,468.
JRS Special Runaway si 85 (g. by Special Crown Royal). 2 wins at 3, $14,270.
JRS Runaway Fantasy si 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Fantasy). Winner to 4, 2020, $13,909.
Gamey Girl si 87 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner at 4, $11,183. Dam of Gamey Te Cos si 86 (Winner at 2, $81,488, fnl. West Texas F.–G2, Qlf. All American F.–G1), etc.
Vittoro Val si 95 (f. by Dashing Val). Placed to 4, $10,698.
Ladiesfirstplease (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 4, $6,580.

3rd Dam:
KIM BAR JETTER (1976) by Arbhmaela High TB. Unplaced. Dam of 4 winners, 4 ROM, including

Happy T Revenge si 98 (g. by Sir Alibi). 10 wins to 9, $15,688.
Miss Vidon si 88 (f. by Ryons Nitro). 4 wins to 7, $9,369.
Jetter Ryon si 82 (f. by Windy Ryon). Winner to 4, $9,237, fnl. Lassie F. Dam of

Hustlin Ryon si 83 (c. by Heza Classy Streaker). 2 wins $10,141.

JJ Carter
February 8, 2019, Brown Colt
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, Agent for Montgomery Equine & J. Adcock

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
Too Much To Bear (2014) by Too Much Bling. Winner at 2, $25,197, 3rd Two Altazano S. Half–sister to IM A BEAR ($135,048), etc. Her oldest foals will race in 2021.

2nd Dam:
Real Bear (2000) by Formal Gold. 2 iwns at 3, $81,155, 2nd Lakeway S., Cy–Fair S. Dam of 13 TB foals, 9 starters, 8 winners, including
IM A BEAR (f. by Touch Tone). 3 wins to 3, $135,048, Texas Stallion S., Permian Basin S., 2nd JEH Stallion Station S., 3rd Texas Stallion S., Darby’s Daughter Texas Stallion S., etc.

Too Much To Bear (f. by Too Much Bling). Stakes placed winner, see above.

Bear’s The Name (g. by Sing Baby Sing). 5 wins to 7, $56,860.
El Oso (g. by City Street). 2 wins to 4, $48,066.

3rd Dam:
TOP CORSAGE (1983) by Topsider. 15 wins, $1,110,028, Spinster S.–G1, Sixty Sails H.–G3, Falls City H.–G3, Arlington Oaks–G3, etc. Half–sister to CORSLEW (8 wins, $246,155, Kangroo Court H., etc.), Seattle Symphony (3 wins, $114,700, 2nd Del Mar Oaks–G3, etc.), Single Flower (dam of SINGLE DAWN, $421,005, Hoist The Flag S.–G2, etc.; River Flower, $247,266; granddam of APPLICATOR, $517,496; SMART LADYS FRIEND, $238,352; Apreciado, $208,432; Bubble Gum, $172,887; Lawless West, $170,001; Ghost Flower, $129,486; etc.), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 winners, including

Real Bear (f. by Formal Gold). Stakes placed, see above.
Top Honours (g. by Honour And Glory). 3 wins to 4, $160,520.


Violet Lady (f. by Seattle Slew). Placed at 3, $7,740. Dam of SKYRING (5 wins, $710,854, Dixie S.–G2, Mervin H. Muniz Jr. H.–G2, etc.); GREENSPRING (5 wins in 8 starts, $205,780, General George H.–G2, etc.); NTR LRL 7f.); CABALLERO NEGRO (4 wins at 3, $169,415, Silver Season S., 2nd Pete Axthelm S., etc.), Dyna Penny (2 wins at 3, $117,710, 2nd Walmac Lone Star Oaks, etc.), LOOW KEY ($38,360, 2nd Salem County S.), DRESSED TO KILL ($105,000, 2nd Salem Co. S., etc.); Granddam of LADY NJINJA (8 wins to 6, 2020, $359,505, L.A. Woman S.–G3, 2nd Kalookan Queen S., etc.), etc.

Sokhop (f. by Nasty And Bold). Winner. Granddam of COULD BE ($262,922), etc.

Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.


MARK BARNES si 119 (g. by On A High). 16 wins, $63,154, The Mdws. 870 H., etc. Ntr 870 yds. Sheza Ten First si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed 3 times at 2, $6,478. Dam of Feature Ten si 109 (5 wins, $180,467, 2nd West Texas F.–G1, 3rd Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Ima Dashing Ten si 87 (f. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins. Dam of TEN IMA COMIN si 98 ($16,958, Four Corners F., etc.); Granddam of POKER FEATURE si 106 (7 wins, $179,015, Central Champ. Chal.–G2, etc.), LADY STREAKIN LEADER si 102 ($57,642, W/SW Derby Chal.–G3, etc.), Lucky Some Beach si 106 (5 wins, $15,023, 3rd Idaho Cup D.), etc.

Smokin The Fortune si 84 (f. by Six Fortunes). Placed at 2. Dam of BEDUINA CHICKY si 104 ($24,543, Blane Schvaneveldt F., etc.), Wako Paco si 103 (9 wins, $43,659), etc. Dash Ten Too si 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed. Dam of Ten Streaks si 99 (3 wins, $49,374, 2nd Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc.), Shez On The Zoom si 94 ($20,614), etc. Sheza Red Ten si 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Dam of LET IT SNOW CASH si 93 ($17,634, Corona Cash H., etc.), Big Momas Feature si 93 ($11,080, 3rd Premio Allen’s Cash, etc.).

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, Agent for Eddie Cramer/Tom or Bill Maher

Jes Inseperable
January 25, 2019, Brown Colt

INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:
OH PANA PANA (2000) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in only start at 2. Half–sister to DASHING PAN A si 108 ($277,139), TINY CHRIS LA JOLLA si 106 ($164,577), A Winning Team si 103 ($50,657), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including JES A GAME si 111 (f. by Game Patriot). Stakes winner, see above.

4th Dam:
PANAMAS TINY JET si 93 (1986) by Panama Jet. 9 wins to 6, $11,453. Half–sister to Ambers Tiny Bit si 103 ($16,014), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including DASHING PAN A si 108 (f. by Toast To Dash). 12 wins, $277,139, La Downs Champions Cl.–RG2, Harrah's Distaff S., Party Girl S., Mother's Day S., etc. Dam of DAYTONA B si 112 (g. by First Down Dash). 9 wins, $490,708, AQHA Chal. Ch.–G1, Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G2, AQHA Derby Chal. Ch.–G3, etc. Ntr HOU 440 yds. GUNSMOKE B si 112 (g. by American Runaway). 6 wins, $89,520, Develop A Plan S.–G3, Delta Dash S. Ntr DED 300 yds.

TINY CHRIS LA JOLLA si 106 (g. by Streakin La Jolla), 10 wins, $164,577, John Deere Oklahoma Chal.–G3, Grand Prairie Cl., 2nd MCI Texas Chal.–G3, Live Oak 770 S., etc. A Winning Team si 103 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins, $50,657, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G2, 3rd Remington Gold Cup–G1, fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G1, MBNA Texas Chal.–G1, etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for James Gary Vidrine

**Jess Magical**

February 9, 2019, Gray Filly

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
TWO LEFT RINGS si 83 (2004) by Fishers Dash. Winner to 3, $2,976. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 3 ROM, including BLUES FAVORITE FISH si 90 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 3, $56,100, Louisiana Juv. S. Shut Up And Fish si 98 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 4, 2020, $44,164.

2nd Dam:
ROCKING FORTH si 86 (1991) by Rocket's Magic. Winner at 2, $6,461, 4th Lassie F.–RG3. Half–sister to BAR FORTH si 110 ($79,975), VICTORYFORTH si 99 ($69,885), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 7 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Pretty Freddie si 103 (g. by Cash Dont Lie). 15 wins, $163,747, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG3. MPS Cash No Check si 95 (g. by Cash Dont Lie). 6 wins to 5, $64,803. Rocking Bayou si 92 (g. by First Comment). 3 wins to 5, $36,657. Royal Rockin (f. by Royal Sovereign). Unplaced. Dam of RB Rockin Pop si 96 (g. by Jodys Money Pop). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts to 3, $35,426, 2nd Gillespie County Fair F. First To Rock si 97 (g. by First To Shine). 8 wins to 5, $88,002. Ms Royal Rockin si 97 (f. by Royal Shake Em). 2 wins to 4, $3,583. Dam of SF ROYAL CHICKS si 86 (3 wins, $8,597, in Mex., Francisco Pasquel S.). SF BANQUERITA ROCKIN si 92 (Winner to 3, $6,565 in Mex., Premio Shake The Bank), SF Rockin Mystery si 95 (Winner to 3, $13,278 in Mex., 3rd Clasico Arcadio Espinosa F.), etc.

3rd Dam:
COMINGFORTH si 97 (1974) by Azure Te TB. 9 wins to 3, $197,196, Golden State F., El Primero Del Ano D. Sister to SANDY RHODES si 88. Dam of 14 starters, 11 ROM, including BAR FORTH si 110 (c. by Bar Roula). 8 wins to 5, $79,976, Ruidoso 550 Ch., etc. VICTORYFORTH si 99 (f. by Victory Stride TB). $69,885, Las Ninas H.–G3, etc. Dam of THE ROYAL PRINCE si 91 (5 wins, $92,672, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–RG2, fnl. Golden State D.–G1, El Primero Del Ano D.–G1), etc. Streakin Forth si 92 (c. by Streakin Six). 3 wins, $21,005, 2nd Kindergarten Colts F.–G3. Commingfirst si 94 (f. by Rocket Wrangler). 3 wins, $7,455, 3rd Dunbar Oil Co. D. Dam of FIRST ADASHIN si 111 (9 wins, $79,000, Evergreen F.–RG3, etc. Ntr DG 330 yds.); Granddam of ROCK ON RYON si 96 ($24,611, Boomer Sooner Fall F., etc.), ISLE FLY EASY si 92 ($19,803, Far West F., etc.), ADASHIN First si 87 ($4,648, 3rd Portland Meadows F.), etc. Four Coins si 104 (f. by Pocket Coin TB). Winner to 4, $8,077. Grandoam of Sign The Dash si 91 (Winner at 2, $18,126, 3rd Blue Ribbon F.–G1), etc. Distinctively Dash si 95 (f. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to 3, $2,254. Dam of Texas Option si 106 (9 wins, $10,205, 3rd Intermountain F. Ntr JCF 600 yds.), etc.

**ENGagements:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Elgibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESSA SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
U R Blue si 102 (2011) by Walk Thru Fire. 2 wins to 4, $18,422. Half–sister to BLUES MAN WON si 101 ($79,903), Amore La Blue si 93 ($159,339), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including
JESS U R BLUE si 96 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 5 wins in 5 starts to 3, 2020, $83,306, Mardi Gras D.
U R Jess Blue si 102 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $38,248.
UR Otis si 94 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 2 wins to 4, $14,539.

2nd Dam:
BLUES GIRL TOO si 105 (2004) by Corona Cartel. World Champion, Four–Time Champion, 8 wins and 4 seconds in 13 starts, $2,032,328, Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, Golden State D.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 400 & 440 yds. Sister to THE BLUES GIRL si 91, etc. Dam of 14 foals, 12 ROM, including
BLUES MAN WON si 101 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 9 wins, $79,903, Turf Paradise Jackpot S., Dastardly Desert Dash S., 3rd AQRA Turf Paradise D.

3rd Dam:
Run The Dash si 97 (1996) by Sixarun. 2 wins at 2, $50,013, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, fnl. Ruidoso F.–G1. Dam of 31 foals, 28 starters, 26 ROM, including
BLUES MAN TOO si 101 (g. by Holland Ease). 5 wins, $133,194, Vessels M.–G1, 2nd Sgt Pepper Feature H.–G3, 3rd Katella H., fnl. Champion Of Champions–G1, etc.
MAGIC MOMENT BLUES si 117 (g. by Carters Cartel). 5 wins and 8 times second in 17 starts to 4, $50,701, Bitterroot D., 2nd Los Bois Juv. Chal., Knight Transportation F., etc.
EYELL FOOL YA si 96 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins, $28,365, Clasico Easily A Possum–G3, etc. Dam of EYE TELLER si 97 ($79,034, Campeonato Juv., etc.), etc.
THE BLUES GIRL si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $12,900, Leo H., etc. Dam of MIDNITE BLU si 95 ($271,696, Zia F.–G1, etc.), Chickie Blu si 98 ($44,434), etc.
The Blues Man si 95 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 8 starts at 2, $187,841, 3rd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, fnl. Golden State F.–G1.
Mister Moody Blue si 94 (c. by One Famous Eagle). $37,952, 3rd Hobbs America D.–G3, etc. Working Girl Blues si 81 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner. Dam of AINT WORKING si 95 ($69,811), etc. Eyema Blues Girl si 89 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Dam of DEE FAVORITE GIRL si 102 ($83,667), etc. Eyesa Blues Girl (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Dam of Heza Blues Man si 103 (3 wins, $86,176), etc.


By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESSA SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
U R Blue si 102 (2011) by Walk Thru Fire. 2 wins to 4, $18,422. Half–sister to BLUES MAN WON si 101 ($79,903), Amore La Blue si 93 ($159,339), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including
JESS U R BLUE si 96 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 5 wins in 5 starts to 3, 2020, $83,306, Mardi Gras D.
U R Jess Blue si 102 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $38,248.
UR Otis si 94 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 2 wins to 4, $14,539.

2nd Dam:
BLUES GIRL TOO si 105 (2004) by Corona Cartel. World Champion, Four–Time Champion, 8 wins and 4 seconds in 13 starts, $2,032,328, Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, Golden State D.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 400 & 440 yds. Sister to THE BLUES GIRL si 91, etc. Dam of 14 foals, 12 ROM, including
BLUES MAN WON si 101 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 9 wins, $79,903, Turf Paradise Jackpot S., Dastardly Desert Dash S., 3rd AQRA Turf Paradise D.

3rd Dam:
Run The Dash si 97 (1996) by Sixarun. 2 wins at 2, $50,013, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, fnl. Ruidoso F.–G1. Dam of 31 foals, 28 starters, 26 ROM, including
BLUES MAN TOO si 101 (g. by Holland Ease). 5 wins, $133,194, Vessels M.–G1, 2nd Sgt Pepper Feature H.–G3, 3rd Katella H., fnl. Champion Of Champions–G1, etc.
MAGIC MOMENT BLUES si 117 (g. by Carters Cartel). 5 wins and 8 times second in 17 starts to 4, $50,701, Bitterroot D., 2nd Los Bois Juv. Chal., Knight Transportation F., etc.
EYELL FOOL YA si 96 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins, $28,365, Clasico Easily A Possum–G3, etc. Dam of EYE TELLER si 97 ($79,034, Campeonato Juv., etc.), etc.
THE BLUES GIRL si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $12,900, Leo H., etc. Dam of MIDNITE BLU si 95 ($271,696, Zia F.–G1, etc.), Chickie Blu si 98 ($44,434), etc.
The Blues Man si 95 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 8 starts at 2, $187,841, 3rd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, fnl. Golden State F.–G1.
Mister Moody Blue si 94 (c. by One Famous Eagle). $37,952, 3rd Hobbs America D.–G3, etc. Working Girl Blues si 81 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner. Dam of AINT WORKING si 95 ($69,811), etc. Eyema Blues Girl si 89 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Dam of DEE FAVORITE GIRL si 102 ($83,667), etc. Eyesa Blues Girl (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Dam of Heza Blues Man si 103 (3 wins, $86,176), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415, AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), ROSTER MAN si 95 ($49,100), LADYS A CARTEL si 106 ($50,472), etc.

1st Dam:
UNEMAGINABLE (2015) by Heza Fast Dash. Unraced. Sister to UNREALISTIC si 103 ($117,199), half-sister to ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 ($221,321), STREAKIN ILLUSIVELY si 103 ($163,057), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
REAL OR IMAGINED (1995) by Dash For Cash. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 25 foals, 20 starters, 18 ROM, including ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 (g. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins, $221,321, Vinton S., 2nd Sam’s Town S., 3rd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, LQHBA D., Opelousas S., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Lee Berwick F.–RG1, La. Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.


Cash For Mawnee (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unplaced. Dam of Monees Fast Cash si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $49,335, 2nd Party Girl S., etc.

3rd Dam:
TINY ILLUSION si 93 (1981) by Tiny’s Gay. 3 wins in 6 starts, $124,848, 2nd Firecracker F.–G1. Sister to Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), half-sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796), Exclusive Plan si 94 ($39,795), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Effortless Illusion (f. by Special Effort). Dam of ILLUSIONEIRESS si 109 (4 wins, $115,280, West Texas F.–G1), Eagle Illusion si 102 (3 wins, $46,171, 2nd Indiana Grand QHRAI D.), B D Illusion si 92 ($35,459, 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.), Style With Substance si 98 ($21,144, 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc.), A Special Illusion si 92 (2 wins at 2, $10,323, 3rd Ruidoso Juv. Invt.),; Granddam of EISENHEIM si 96 (4 wins, $43,671, TQHA F., 4th Retama Park F.–G1), Corona Illusion si 99 (3 wins, $55,203, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G2, etc.), etc.

Delightfully Tiny si 85 (f. by The Signature). Winner at 3, $2,015. Dam of Somethins Shakin (Winner at 2, $3,170, 3rd North Dakota Bred F.), etc.

Bonafyde

January 8, 2019, Brown Gelding

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSAJESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER A FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.


Consigned by Rob Redding, Agent for
Donald Rubin/Sta Rich Racing

Cecilia Jess Blue

March 27, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

VAL IS ZOOMIN si 91 (2011) by Shazoom. 2 wins to 3, $8,975. Half–sister to Vals Oak si 91.

2nd Dam:


Vals Oak si 91 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 4 wins, $19,542 in Mexico, 2nd Clasico Easily A Possum. Toast To Ce Ce si 98 (g. by Toast To Dash). 7 wins to 7, $108,921.

3rd Dam:

Streakin Marguerita si 93 (1990) by Streakin La Jolla. 9 wins to 4, $35,517, 3rd Lassie F.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG2, La Champ. Day Juv.–RG2, etc. Half–sister to Amajet Rocket si 96 ($62,201), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including

VALS STREAK si 103 (f. by Dashing Val). Stakes winner, see above.

Flying Marguerita si 93 (f. by Strawfly Special). $25,111, 2nd Sophomore Showdown, etc. Dam of Game Ready si 90 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $36,164.

Buff Is Tuff si 97 (g. By Copper Buff). 2 wins to 4, $32,302.

Ms Margueneraville (f. by Osceola Warrior). Unraced. Dam of

HAILEIGHS REEDS DASH si 102 (f. by Reeds Dash). 7 wins to 5, $177,236, LQHBA Soph., 2nd Party Girl S., 3rd La Downs Ch. Cl.–RG2 (twice), Mother’s Day S. (twice), etc. Dam of Lynns Fortune One si 100 ($28,406), Flooded Heartland si 89 ($20,679), etc.

The Louisiana Otoole

January 26, 2019, Bay Filly

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, etc. MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), CARRIS CARTEL si 97 ($129,937), etc.

1st Dam:

V ALIANT OTOOLE si 90 (2010) by Valiant Hero. Winner to 3, $21,001. Sister to Otoole Hero si 92 ($152,214). Dam of 2 foals, 2 starters, with a currently racing two–year–old, including O Toole Prize si 83 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner to 3, $13,178.

2nd Dam:


Another Diamond

February 26, 2019, Bay Filly

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK, etc. GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:


Blue Me Intriguing si 89 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 4 wins to 6, $34,843. Intriguing Me si 89 (g. by Call Me Together). 5 wins to 6, $21,424.

4th Dam:


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Darrell Williams

Sissi Stoli
January 6, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By STOLI si 99 (1998), Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 10 races, $332,237, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 623 ROM, with earnings of over $16.7 million, including World Champion STOLIS WINNER si 112 ($2,242,661, All American F.–G1, etc.), Three–Time Champion KETEL WON si 107 ($651,740), DONT LET DOWN si 103 ($697,769), SURE SHOT B si 104 ($573,548), A STOLI MATE si 103 ($431,263), VODKA WITH ICE si 120 ($429,364), TRENDI si 96 ($393,325), etc

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:
VEVA JEAN si 99 (1996) by Runaway Winner. Dam of Distinction. 5 wins to 6, $60,101, 2nd Barnmaster Sprint S.–G3, East Distaff Chal., Yellow Rose S., etc. Sister to Racing Zone si 104 ($75,914). Dam of 24 foals of racing age, 22 starters, 21 ROM, including

STOLIS WINNER si 112 (g. by Stoli). World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 13 wins, $2,242,661, All American F.–G1, Heritage Place F.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, Sam Houston Ch. Chal.–G1, Remington Ch. Chal.–G2, etc.

TRENDI si 96 (f. by Stoli). 4 wins to 3, $393,325, Rainbow F.–G1.

STIMULUS si 109 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins, $317,028, AQHA Challenge Ch.–G1, Prairie Meadows Ch.–G2, TQHA Classic S., 2nd Zia Park Ch.–G1, etc.

STOLIS PRO si 104 (g. by Stoli). 16 wins, $182,656, Governor’s Cup Marathon, Benny Pennington Mem. S., Sam Houston Dist. Chal., San Marcos H., etc.

ZOOMIN WINNER si 105 (g. by Shazoom). 4 wins to 7, $74,032, TQHA Sires’ Cup S., 2nd Clasico Velocidad, 3rd Clasico Inaugural, Handicap Kisses To Yawl, etc.


3rd Dam:
SWING STEP SUE si 90 (1984) by Streakin Six. 3 wins, $18,530. Dam of 8 starters, 8 ROM, including Racing Zone si 104 (g. by Runaway Winner). 7 wins to 6, $75,914, 3rd Two Rivers S.–G3, 4th Dash For Cash F.–G1.

4th Dam:
STERIVET SUE si 95 (1977) by Roulade. 9 wins, $14,457, 3rd Juarez H. Dam of 6 ROM, including Love Toy si 96 (f. by Never Bend Fly). 3 wins, $14,285. Dam of Im Your Love Man si 97 ($15,769, 3rd East Derby Chal.–G3); Granddam of DIAMONDS FOR TONI si 102 (4 wins, $76,980, Miss Houston S., etc.), Straight Stoli si 96 ($127,712, 2nd TQHA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), Prince Of Toys si 105 (6 wins, $68,987, 3rd Sam Houston F.–G1, etc.).

Embryo Transfer

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.


3rd Dam: FIRST PRIZE DASH si 101 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $77,465, 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Broodmare of the Year. Sister to All–Time Leading Sire & World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256). Dam of 35 starters, 30 ROM, including FIRST CAROLINA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $415,047, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 100 (5 wins, $550,105, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), CORONADO CARTEL si 98 (6 wins, $416,178); Granddam of AINT SHE TEMPTING si 97 (2 wins at 2, 2020, $164,220, Oklahoma F.–G1), etc. FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $295,147, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EC REVENGE si 93 (4 wins in 4 starts, $200,164, Oklahoma F.–G2, etc.), etc. FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, West Texas F.–G1, etc.) Wrn SUN 300 yds); Granddam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 97 ($930,730, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,980), DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 ($215,649, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 ($156,597), etc.

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Bennie & Terry Jeter

Black Op

January 21, 2019, Black Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.


2nd Dam: MISS LETHAL si 86 (2000) by Chicks Beduino. Unplaced. Half–sister to SHEZ LETHAL si 96 ($175,972; dam of ONE LETHAL BLAZE si 88, $100,840), LETHAL BAY si 96 ($146,004), LETHAL ARTILLERY si 98 ($144,260), A Lethal Dose si 104 ($35,511), Lethal Heart si 85 (Dam of VOLCOMS HEART si 103, $116,386), Lethal Coup si 90 (Dam of RARE COUP si 113, $158,816), LETHAL CASH si 99, $52,865; granddarn of VIENTO NEGRO si 98, $137,701; JESSGOTTAHAVEIT si 103, $118,890; Pretty Little Liar si 99, $54,129; Lethal Factor si 93, $47,362), Dam of 21 starters, 15 ROM, including

LETHAL DELIGHT si 106 (f. by Dean Miracle). 9 wins to 5, $453,701, Shue Fly S.–RG1, 2nd Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1. Lou Wooten/Sydney Valentini H.–RG1, NM Fillies & Mares Ch.–RG2, etc. Ntr ZIA 350 yds. Dam of


LETHAL EXPRESS si 92 (g. by Volcom). 2 wins to 3, $33,226, Ruidoso Juvenile Invt.

Volcoms Delight si 102 (f. by Volcom). 4 wins to 4, $55,011, 2nd Retama Derby Chal., etc.

Lethal Cartel si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $22,056, 2nd The Pink Roses H., etc. Delightful Cartel (f. by Corona Cartel). Placed. Dam of Delightful Moon Flash si 90 (3 wins to 4, 2020, $55,811, 2nd Four Corners F.), etc.

LETHAL PERRY si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $27,525, Sam Houston Juv. S., etc.

Lethal Volt si 108 (g. by Volcom). 7 wins to 7, $277,225, 2nd Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, TQHA 550 S., Orange Blossom S., 3rd Dash For Cash D.–G2, Prairie Meadows Championship Chal.–G2, TQHA Sires' Cup S., etc.

Lethal Class si 88 (f. by Tres Seis). 3 wins to 3, $151,075, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, 4th Remington Park Oklahoma Bred D.–G3, fnl. OHA Mystery D., Corona Cartel Stakes D.

Lethal Corona si 106 (c. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 5, $63,844, 2nd Dash For Cash Juv. S., 3rd Easy Jet S., fnl. Ned Goutierrez Memorial S.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Hip 44  Consigned by Oak Hill Farms, Agent for Arnold J. Trahan  Hip 44

Fast Dashin Rocket
March 27, 2019, Sorrel Gelding

By AJS FAST DASH si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,288, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dash Perry si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invt. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
CLEVER REGRET si 90 (1982) by Raise Your Glass TB. Winner to 3, $1,632. Sister to FIREWATER FANCY si 102 ($59,184; granddam of THIS FLIGHTS FOR YOU si 110, $175,170), Rhythm N Booze si 101 ($66,035). Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including BBS Magic Quarter si 101 (f. by Rocket’s Magic). $58,648, 2nd La Champ. Day Cl.–RG2. Dam of BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 (8 wins, $348,613, Delta Downs LA Brdr’s D.–RG2, Harrah’s La Bred D., etc.), BBS First Flame si 95 (3 wins, $64,586, 3rd Firecracker F.–G2, etc.); Granddam of Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), etc. Raise The Sky si 94 (f. by Pie In The Sky). Winner, $24,397, 3rd Mardi Gras D.–RG3, etc. Dam of IB Business si 97 ($62,840, 2nd Speedhorse G/S Cup D.–RG3, etc.), Mighty Pocket Rocket si 93 (3 wins, $60,614, 3rd EVD Dash S., etc.); Granddam of JR TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 (5 wins, $313,154, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), NO CROWN TONIGHT si 108 (3 wins at 2, $65,525, De Saix S., fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.


Wanna Be Special si 95 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $24,682. Dam of CARTELS SPECIAL GIRL si 106 (f. by Furyofthewind). 5 wins to 3, $41,505, Ft Pierre South Dakota Bred F.

Okey Disco Dash si 98 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). 4 wins, $21,418, fnl. Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2, Oklahoma Juvenile Chal.–G3.


3rd Dam: BE A LADY BEE si 87 (1987) by Mr Master Bug. Winner at 3, $15,874, 3rd Black Gold 350 F. Half–sister to PERKAWAY si 103 ($28,493, Prescott Downs D., etc.), DISCO LOOSE si 104 ($13,407, 3rd Mile High D.–G3), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including WANNA BE ME si 95 (f. by Disco Jerry TB). Stakes placed, see above.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.-RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
WARRIORS SISSIE (2003) by Osceola Warrior. Unplaced in 3 starts. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including
HCS Righteouswarrior si 92 (g. by Righteous Brother). Winner to 4, $14,183.
HCS Miss War Comment si 82 (f. by First Comment). Placed 3 times to 5, $13,840.
Osceola Reba si 83 (f. by Reba Reba Corona). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $7,920.
Wes Lookin For War si 87 (g. by Look Forward). Winner to 3, $7,377.
HCS Fastcash Warrior (g. by Hez Fast As Cash). Placed twice at 2, $4,109.
HCS Molinoyal Waro si 82 (g. by A Royal Symphony). Placed twice to 4, $3,913.

2nd Dam:
ROVAR SISSIE si 92 (1987) by Rovargas. 6 wins to 6, $42,057, La Champions Day Cl., fnl. La Champions Day Cl.–RG2. Ntr FG 440 yds. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 2 ROM, including
Dont Call Me Sissie si 87 (g. by Call Me Together). Winner to 3, $3,196.

3rd Dam:
JET YET SISTER si 84 (1970) by Jet Yet Hank. 2 wins to 3. Dam of 11 foals, 8 starters, 5 winners, including
ROVAR SISSIE si 92 (f. by Rovargas). Stakes winner, see above.
Marys Rovar si 93 (f. by Rovargas). 11 wins to 5, $26,303, 4th Southern Belle Cl. Ntr RND 250 yds. Dam of
Streakin Jacko si 85 (g. by Six Dimples). 3 wins to 5, $11,081.
Rovardash si 83 (g. by Somekindadash). Winner to 3, $6,937.
Patti Paycheck si 91 (f. by Dashduino). 2 wins to 3, $5,855. Dam of Heros Paycheck si 87 (1 win and 1 time placed in 4 starts at 2, $2,911).
Adios Omega si 81 (g. by Booray's Omega). 4 wins to 9, $17,824.
Dona Splash si 88 (f. by Splash Splash TB). 5 wins to 6, $16,853.
Gay Prince Jr (c. by Gay Prince TB). Winner to 3, $3,142.
Honky Tonk Sis (f. by Tonkaton TB). Unplaced in 3 starts. Granddam of Ms Magic Toast si 98 (2 wins to 6, $33,490), etc.

4th Dam:
GREEK SISTER (1964) by Trey Bars. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including
Passem Up Sister si 94 (f. by Pass 'Em Up TB). 2 wins to 3, $1,240. Dam of
Passem With Ease si 84 (g. by With Ease). 4 wins to 3, $4,806, 3rd Nebraska D.
Passem Up Easy si 89 (g. by Easy Find). Winner to 4, $1,900.

Consigned by Delta Equine Center, LLC., Agent for Lazy D Ranch

**TDZ Wave Bye You**

March 2, 2019,  Bay Filly

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam: WAVE AZIGOBYE si 107 (2008) by Wave Carver. Winner to 3, $4,705. Half–sister to OCEAN CARTEL si 95 ($186,103), SPECIAL ELA si 103 ($71,279), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including TDZ Wave To Me Baby si 95 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 5 wins to 3, $67,910, fnl. Lassie F.–RG2.

2nd Dam: OCEAN MEMORIES (1997) by Leaving Memories. Unplaced. Dam of 24 starters, 16 ROM, including OCEAN CARTEL si 95 (g. by Corona Cartel). 6 wins, $186,103, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, Los Alamitos Million Million Memorial F.–G1, etc. Dam of SPECIAL ELA si 103 (f. by Special Leader). 4 wins, $71,279, Hialeah La Nina Inv., etc. Mimi Cartel si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $49,035, 2nd Pocahontas H., etc. Dam of FEATUER MR LUCKY si 105 ($131,672, Sunland Winter D.–G2, etc.), etc. Ocean Express (f. by Fishers Dash). Dam of STEL MY CORONA si 89 ($187,768, PCQHRA Brders’ F.–G2, etc.); Granddam of TAC ME UP si 99 ($143,784, Autumn H., etc.), etc.

3rd Dam: IN THE CURL TB (1984) by Shelter Half TB. 26 wins, $749,891, Stefanita H., Primonetta H. (twice), Locheam H., Jacob Frace H., etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including HARBOR BEACH si 111 (g. by First Down Dash). $129,372, California Brders’ Mar. S.–G3, etc. First Down N Surfin si 97 (f. by First Down Dash). $290,681, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc. Dam of Corona Deluxe si 94 ($168,135); Granddam of EAGLE DELUXE si 102 ($164,787), Reagel Eagle si 105 ($467,790), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC.

TF Why Not
February 14, 2019, Bay Filly

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013), Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals are yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, etc.

1st Dam:
WHIP CURL si 96 (2011) by Carters Cartel. 3 wins to 3, $24,853, Sandy Downs Dstf. Chal. Half–sister to World Champion WAVE CARVER si 104 ($1,005,946), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including WHY si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner to 3, 2020, $49,101, Rainbow Juvenile S. Notorious si 93 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $19,248.


2nd Dam:
Runaway Wave si 105 (1995) by Runaway Winner. Brookmore of the Year & Dam of Distinction, $79,183, 3rd Dash For Cash D.–G2, etc. Half–sister to HARBOR BEACH si 111 ($129,372), First Down N Surfin si 97 ($290,681), etc. Dam of Corona Deluxe si 94, $168,135, etc. Dam of OCEAN CARTEL si 95, $186,103, etc. Dam of Champion OPEN ME A CORONA, etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam: WHITE QUEEN APOLITIC (2015) by Apollitical Jess. Placed to 3. Sister to Multiple Champion HOLD AIR HOSTAGE si 107 ($1,369,551). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: FOLS ZOKIE COOKIE si 102 (1991) by Fols Gold. 7 wins and 5 times placed in 17 starts to 4, $1,369,551, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Sooner State S.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.

THRU REBAS EYES si 105 (g. by Fishers Dash). 9 wins to 4, $168,346, Oklahoma Juvenile Chal.–G3, KHEY/Y96 H., Colors Of The Wind H., 2nd AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G1, TOHA Sires’ Cup D.–G3, etc. Ntr RET 350 yds. Dam of


MDT BACKSTREET BULLY si 99 (g. by First Prize Perry). 4 wins, $46,394, Magnolia S., etc. Rebas In The House si 100 (f. by Tres Seis). 2 wins to 3, $47,542, nfl. Texas Classic F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1. Dam of SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 (2 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts, $227,538, Laddie F.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S., Qlf. LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1), IMA GONE REBA si 99 (3 wins, $145,001, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2, 4th LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1, etc.). ITS WHAT IT IS si 101 (5 wins, $90,290, 2nd Louisiana Purchase S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.). COME ON TEMPT ME si 97 (At 2, $15,594, 3rd Clasico Jodys Glory, etc.), etc. Nobo si 96 (f. by Dashin Bye). Winner to 4, $20,470. Dam of NO FREIGHT si 96 (3 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts at 2, $256,120, 2nd LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1).

Brave Heart Won si 101 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins and 6 times placed in 14 starts, $381,068, 2nd Black Gold 440 F.–RG3, 3rd All American D.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc. Rectitude si 91 (f. by Heza Fast Man). Winner to 3, $6,687, nfl. Oklahoma Juvenile Ch.–G3. DAM OF HEZA DOOR PRIZE si 90 (g. by First Prize Perry). 2 wins, $64,943, Starlight Bertram Mem. S. Tres Seis Folszookie (f. by Tres Seis). Unraced. Dam of

Embryo Transfer Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, QHRAI Stallion Service Auction F.
Reddernecker
March 1, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
WHO WANTS TO BE YOU si 81 (2012) by Coronas Leaving You. Placed at 3, $11,850. Half–sister to SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($227,538), Ima Gone Reba si 99 ($145,001), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
Ima Gone Reba si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $145,001, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2, 4th Louisiana Million F.–RG1, fnl. LQHBA Breeders D., DED Louisiana Bred D.

3rd Dam:
THRU REBAS EYES si 105 (1998) by Fishers Dash. 9 wins, $168,346, Oklahoma Juv. Chal.–G3, KHEY/Y96 H., Colors Of The Wind H., 2nd AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G1, TQHA Sires' Cup D.–RG3, etc. Ntr RET 350 yds. Half–sister to ZOOKIE STREET si 106 ($268,774), Brave Heart Won si 101 ($374,068), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including MDT STREETFIGHTER si 105 (g. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins, $200,382, Delta Downs Louisiana Bbrds’ D.–RG2, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Vinton S.–RG3, etc.

4th Dam:
FOLS ZOOKIE COOKIE si 102 (1991) by Fols Gold. 7 wins, $38,811, Blue Ribbon 440 D., Windy City Dash, Frances Carr Dstf. S., etc. Ntr AP 400 yds. Dam of 8 starters, 8 winners, including HOLD AIR HOSTAGE si 107 (g. by Apollitical Jess). Champion Three Year Old & Three–Year–Old Gelding, 9 wins to 5, $1,415,551, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Sooner State S.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G2, 2nd Remington Park Invkt. Ch.–G1, etc.

ZOOKIE STREET si 106 (g. by Corona Cartel). 10 wins, $268,774, Texas Ch. Chal.–G1, Manor Downs D.–G2, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, Sophomore Showdown, etc. Ntr DED 330 yds.

Engagements: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
TF Wicked Guy
April 1, 2019, Sorrel Colt

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Tate Farms, LLC. & Jack Willie

TF Wicked Guy
5988846

TF Im That Guy si 105
TF Ms Special Perry si 97
Corona Cartel si 97
Fast Flyin Nanny si 101

First Down Dash si 105
Dash For Cash si 114
First Prize Rose si 98
TF Wicked Guy

Special Leader si 103
Dashadee

Holland Ease si 109
Corona Chick si 113

Strawfly Special si 97
Dashin Nanny si 95

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013). Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hollbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals will be yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, including World Champion A RANSOM si 104 ($1,079,556), etc.

1st Dam:
WICKED FALENA si 87 (2003) by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $9,556. Half–sister to Captain Stoli si 90 ($20,206), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Little Bat Girl si 86 (f. by Tempting Dash). Winner to 3, $10,770.

2nd Dam:
FAST FLYIN NANNY si 101 (1994) by Strawfly Special. 6 wins, $47,144, East Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., etc. Sister to FASTER FLYIN NANNY si 98 ($52,500), Flying Nanny si 103 ($52,469), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including Captain Stoli si 90 (g. by Stoli). 2 wins to 4, $20,206, 3rd Northlands F.–G3.

Seeking Daylight si 115 (g. by Separatist). 3 wins to 6, $33,882.

3rd Dam:
DASHIN NANNY si 95 (1987) by Dash For Cash. Winner to 4, $5,278. Dam of 13 ROM, including FASTER FLYIN NANNY si 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). 6 wins to 3, $52,500, The American QH Racing Journal, QHBC Juvenile Cl.–G3, 3rd Calif. Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, etc.


STREAKIN NANNY si 106 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins to 4, $57,790, NM Distaff Chal.–G3, La Mariposa H.–G3, 2nd Buttons And Bows H., etc. NTR SRP 400 yds, etc.

Fly Miss Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins, $37,194, 2nd NM Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Prairie Fire (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed twice, $3,328. Dam of DADDYS MOE si 99 ($93,855, Jaguar Rocket F.), FOOSE ON FIRE si 105 (6 wins, $76,956, Governor’s S.), etc. Hottesticketintown si 85 (f. by Jody O Toole). Placed 3 times in 5 starts, $2,019. Dam of DAMN STRAIT si 109 (5 wins to 6, 2020, $190,228, Downs Casino QH S., 2nd Prairie Meadows Championship Chal.–G2, etc.), HEISA HOT TICKET si 94 ($78,208, 2nd Louisiana Juv. S., 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), CLICKITICKET si 95 ($67,435, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), etc.

Fly Brazos Chick si 80 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Dam of FLY STOLIS CHICK si 95 ($21,190), etc.

Best Buds si 92 (g. by Strawflyin Buds). 5 wins to 4, $25,415, 3rd Splash Bac H. Fastest Flying Nanny si 89 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 3, $6,830. Dam of RK LADY PROSPect si 101 (f. by Coronas Prospect). 6 wins, $83,042, 2nd Heartland F.

Consigned by Damian Trahan, Agent

Wild As You Too
March 7, 2019, Bay Filly

The Signature si 107
Fast Copy si 103

Wild As You Too
5974169

Wild N Fast

Heza Fast Dash si 103

Heza Fast Man si 111
First Prize Dash si 101

Tac It Like A Man si 98

First Prize Leesa si 106

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
WILD N FAST (2013) by Tac It Like A Man. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to FIRST PRIZE SHAUNDA si 105 ($144,982), BARUE si 90 ($52,607), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 (2007) by Mr Jess Perry. 7 wins to 3, $488,270, Remington Park F.–G1, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147), etc. Dam of 18 ROM, including FIRST PRIZE SHAUNDA si 105 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 7 wins, $144,982, Decketta S.–G3, Evangeline Downs D., Harrah's Dash S., 3rd Easy Date H., etc. Dam of First Prize Shawn si 99 (g. by Tempting Dash). Winner to 3, $18,560, fnl. Oklahoma F.–G3.


Leesa Gone Wild si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins, $48,968, 2nd Ruidoso Juv. Chal.–G3, etc.


3rd Dam:
FIRST PRIZE DASH si 101 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $77,465, 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Broodmare of the Year. Sister to All–Time Leading Sire & World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256). Dam of 35 starters, 30 ROM, including FIRST CAROLINA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $415,047, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 100 (5 wins, $550,105, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), CORONADO CARTEL si 98 (6 wins, $416,178); Granddam of AINT SHE TEMPTING si 97 (2 wins at 2, 2020, $164,200, Oklahoma F.–G2), etc.

FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $295,147, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EC REVENGE si 93 (4 wins in 4 starts, $200,164, Oklahoma F.–G2), etc.

FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $244,929. Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875. Nwr SUN 300 yds); Granddam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 97 ($930,730, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,980), DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770), CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 ($215,649), FAST PRICE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), etc.

HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. First Prize Perry si 102 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $243,946, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1.

First Prize Diamond si 92 (f. by Fly Jess Fly). Winner, $13,821. Dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103 ($323,456, Laddie F.–RG2, etc.), FIRST Prize Jet si 98 ($275,858), etc.

First Prize Fancy si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner, $3,343. Dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104 ($478,760), IM A FANCY PYC si 92 ($454,765), WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, etc.

First Prize Pearl (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103 ($295,617), FIRST PRIZE DIVE si 110 (4 wins, $154,926), etc.

By AJS FAST DASH si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,238, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dash Penny si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invit. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
STREAKIN AMBER si 98 (2004) by Streakin La Jolla. 4 wins to 3, $80,455, Evangeline Downs F., 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc. Half–sister to Dashin Too Hi si 93 ($51,944), etc. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, including OAK HILL STREAK si 96 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 7 wins and twice placed in 13 starts to 4, $153,827, Flashy Hemp S., Audubon S., Louisiana Purchase S., etc.


Sheza Valiant Chick (f. by Valiant Hero). Unraced. Dam of Ajs Corona Chick si 102 (3 wins to 4, 2020, $49,027, 3rd French Quarter S.), etc.

3rd Dam:
SHIRLEYS DASH si 92 (1992) by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3, $11,125. Sister to Surely B Cash si 99 ($56,981). Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including STREAKIN AMBER si 98 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes winner, see above.

Dashin Too Hi si 93 (g. by Jazzing Hi). 4 wins, $51,944, 3rd Delta 550 S.

4th Dam:
SHIRLEY B GAYLE si 104 (1980) by Shirley’s Champion TB. 10 wins, $601,860, Golden State D.–G1, Golden State F., Dash For Cash M., etc. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including Surely B Cash si 99 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins, $56,981, 2nd Special Effort S., etc. Shirley Because si 96 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 2 wins, $16,294, fnl. NM Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of Dashin Because si 93 (2 wins, $29,212, 3rd Mile High F.–G2, etc.); Granddam of RTM MR CACCIA si 117 (9 wins, $74,664), RTM SAY YOUR PRAYERS si 111 (8 wins, $42,899), RTM MOONSHINE si 109 (7 wins, $33,345, Ntr WPR 350 YDS.), etc. Shirley’s Signature (f. by The Signature), Unplaced in only start. Dam of TIENE MUCHO BLANCO si 105 APHA (APHA Champion Three–Year–Old Paint Gelding, 5 wins, $56,230, Super Bowl H., etc.), JUST WANNA BE ME si 99 (7 wins, $56,927, Dashing Folly H., etc.), Devons Signature si 100 ($166,966, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.), See If I Care si 107 (7 wins, $63,490, 2nd W/SW Ch. Chal.–G2, etc.); Granddam of TORTUGA TONY si 117 (9 wins, $253,117), START SOMETHIN BAD si 92 ($126,705, La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, etc.), Darker Tint si 105 ($53,736), Teller Bye si 109 (5 wins, $52,103), etc.

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Randel Brown

Runaway Web
February 11, 2019, Chestnut Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
WINNING WEB si 107 (2010) by Easy Winning Jet. 4 wins to 4, $37,370, fnl. Opelousas S., Billy Montgomery EVD S. Half–sister to SHES JESS SPECIAL si 105 ($104,955), RUNAWAY BALANCE si 105 ($81,420), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Heza Dashin Dude si 93 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 1 win and 3 times placed in 5 starts, $20,460.

2nd Dam:
SPECIAL BALANCE (1992) by Special Project. Unraced. Half-sister to FABULOUS FIGURE si 111 ($270,112), SIX FIGURES si 98 ($114,604), INJUNS PLASTIC CASH si 96 ($60,932), SIX ON THE BEACH si 106 ($30,956; dam of BABE ON THE BEACH si 92, $193,302), SIX LITTLE INJUNS si 99, $121,500; Babe On The Fly si 101, $246,111; Granddam of ROCK YOU, $790,325; DONT LET DOWN si 103, $698,301; LITTLE TALKS si 94, $563,896; ALI BABE FOOSE si 96, $482,739; EYE CAUGHTCHA PEEKIN si 100, $201,942; Glock si 96, $216,170), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 11 starters, 9 ROM, including SHES JESS COURAGEOUS si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 3, $104,955, Vinton S., 2nd Delta Downs La Brdrs’ D.–RG3, 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, etc. Dam of JESS COURAGEOUS si 107 (g. by Achievement). 7 wins to 6, $122,254, LQHBA Invt. S., 3rd LQHBA Sale Invt. S., fnl. Mr Jess Perry Louisiana Downs S.–RG3.

WHITE OR WRONG si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 4, $113,626, All American Juvenile Invt., fnl. All American D.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, Hobbs America D.–G2.

BYE BYE JESS si 96 (g. by Dashin Bye). 7 wins to 7, $95,984, The Tricky Dust S., etc.

SHES JESS DYNAMITE si 99 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 4 wins to 3, $94,983, Hialeah Lassie F., etc.

TH Maverick si 100 (g. by American Runaway). 4 wins, $40,182, 2nd Evangeline Downs 550 S., fnl. SLM Big Daddy S.–G3, Leverne Perry Memorial S., etc.

EYE Popping si 96 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins, $34,069, 2nd All American Congr. M., etc. Dam of MAYBELLINA si 106 (10 wins in 11 starts, $167,660, Alfredo Castro Rea S., Campeonato Juv., Hipodromo Juvenile Chal., etc.), etc.

Shes Dashin First si 83 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner, $4,620. Dam of THRIVING IVORY si 111 (6 wins to 3, $147,479, Sam Houston Dstf. S., 2nd TQHA Sale F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

RUNAWAY BALANCE si 105 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 4 wins, $81,420, French Quarter S., etc.


Clarence Carter
January 24, 2019, Bay Colt

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
WOOD BE CHARMING si 83 (2013) by Woodbridge. 1 win and 3 times placed in 4 starts at 2, $16,960, By By JJ S. Half–sister to DASHIN ACE si 101 ($189,148), Swiss Chris si 99 ($164,761), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Boxcar si 91 (g. by Freighttrain B). Winner in 2 starts at 2, $25,662, 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2. Train In Vain (g. by Freighttrain B). Placed at 2, $3,320.

2nd Dam:
ACE CRYSTAL CHARM si 103 (2003) by Shazoom. 2 wins to 4, $43,479, Texas Juvenile Chal.–G1. Dam of 13 foals, 11 starters, 11 ROM, including


WOOD BE CHARMING si 83 (f. by Woodbridge). Stakes winner, see above.

Swiss Chris si 99 (g. by Swissle Stick TB). 6 wins, $164,761, 2nd New Mexico Cup 870 Ch., Zia 870 Ch., 3rd New Mexico Horsemens’s Assn H., 4th King Rick Rack S., etc.


3rd Dam:
KRISsy GIRL si 92 (1988) by Six Fols. Winner to 3, $15,766, San Juan Lassie S. Dam of 13 foals, 8 starters, 7 ROM, including

ACE CRYSTAL CHARM si 103 (f. by Shazoom). Stakes winner, see above.


4th Dam:
ELEGANCE AND ICE si 81 (1983) by St Bar. 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts to 3. Dam of 11 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including

KRISsy GIRL si 92 (f. by Six Fols). Stakes winner, see above.

Sailors Tale si 93 (g. by Sail On Bunny). 3 wins to 4, $5,954.

TF Rowdy Runaway
January 29, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:


On The Wagon si 99 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $105,830, 2nd Firecracker D., Old South F., 3rd Sam Houston D.–G3, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

Stolin Wagon si 96 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $27,086, 2nd Heritage Place Juvenile Invt., fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2.

Hennessy Xo Tlc si 91 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 1 win and 1 time placed in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $2,800. (Currently qlf. to Old South F. Finals run after press time).

2nd Dam:
STREAKIN KATE si 89 (1984) by Streakin Six. 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $9,247, fnl. Sun Country F.–G1. Sister to Streakin Shannon si 93 ($118,587), and to the dam of CAPITAL DASH si 98 ($115,018), and granddam of CUTE MJC JAGGER si 108 ($174,728, Ntr LAD 350 yds.), Toast Ta Fame si 110 ($124,604, Ntr RP 330 yds.), Toastin Fame si 106 ($123,702), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 15 starters, 10 ROM, including Dodadash si 107 (c. by Dash For Cash). 5 wins to 4, $129,951, 2nd Trinity Meadows D., 3rd All American D.–G1, Heritage Place Juvenile Invt., fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG1, 4th Remington Park F.–G1, etc.

Cashinon si 102 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 3 wins to 4, $58,987, 3rd Comal County H., fnl. All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1. Hooray Baby (f. by Dash For Cash). Unplaced in only start at 2. Dam of BABY LA JOLLA si 103 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 8 wins, $100,388, Dash For Speed H., etc. Dam of WAVE GOOD BYE BABY si 105 (7 wins, $115,257, Dash For Speed S., etc.), BABY I LIKE IT si 101 (5 wins, $94,974, Cherry Creek F.–RG3, etc.), etc.

OAK CANYON si 97 (g. by Grand Slam TB). 4 wins, $95,742, Bull Rastus H.–G3, etc.

Just As You Are si 94 (f. by Willie Wanta Dash). 4 wins, $47,557, 2nd La Pacifica H., etc.


Embryo Transfer
By FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103 (2009). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 8 races, $899,434, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Sire of 50 ROM, with earnings of $663,007, including Gridiron Girl B si 110 ($41,462, 2nd QHRAI SSA D., etc.), McAddies Feature si 106 ($7,000, 2nd South Valley F.), Its Crunch Tyme si 96 ($70,994), Quick Bolls Jangle si 98 ($42,037), First Lady si 100 ($31,998), etc.

1st Dam: YOUOPENMYEYES (2014) by Coronas Leaving You. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to Dutcher si 108 ($194,833), Eye On Corona si 97 ($133,718), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 7 wins in 10 starts, $151,254, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682), THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 ($127,941), JESSTHELOUISIANAGAIN si 98 ($122,904), FED EX TOGETHER si 105 ($111,784), CALL ME FED EX si 107 ($80,437), Jess Got Bayou si 101 ($46,496), This Girl Is Special (dam of THISFEATUREISSPECIAL si 98, $190,758; Eyin This Feature si 99, $125,913; IM A FEATURE GIRL si 97, $83,331; granddam of SANTANDER si 106, $142,365), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including

Dutcher si 108 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 5, $194,833, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, 3rd Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.


SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 6 wins, $110,955, Louisiana Purchase S., fnl. Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Open Me A Corona S.–RG2.

El Dorado Stone si 88 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner at 2, $17,010, 3rd Louisiana Juv. S., The Louisiana Lassie si 95 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, $11,863. Dam of

Fastdashing Lassie si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 4, $92,460, 2nd Audubon S., 3rd Billy Montgomery LAD S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3, etc.


Zapata Chic si 104 (f. by Jumpn Chic). 3 wins to 5, $35,043, 3rd EVD Dash S.


Consigned by Spring Hill Farms

Blood Money
March 24, 2019, Bay Colt

By APOLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), RF Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

See It Snow si 90 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner at 5, $7,906, 2nd Cherry Creek Juv. Invt. Once And Again si 88 (f. by Bully Bullion). Winner at 3, $9,430, fnl. Aurora D.–RG3. Dam of SWEET MACHO si 98 (3 wins to 3, $47,495, Mile High D.–G2, fnl. Lucille Rowe D.–RG3), See Me Shake Em si 98 (2 wins, $27,870, fnl. Mile High F.–G3, etc.), etc.


Caliente On Ice

March 30, 2019, Brown Filly

By CORONA CALIENTE si 101 (2000). Winner of 2 races, $118,278, fnl. Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 224 ROM, with earnings of over $6.3 million, including CORONA MEMORY CREST si 120 ($221,535, New Mexico Classic D.–G2, etc.), BERTHA VENATION si 107 ($181,499), DM HOT HOT HOT si 97 ($177,897), ONE HOT MECANIC si 121 ($158,557), CALIENTES WRANGLER si 108 ($133,226), Caliente Colt si 98 ($182,487), Hot Authorization si 100 ($166,176), etc.

1st Dam:
Zooming For Stoli si 92 (g. by Stoli). 2 wins to 3, $23,954.

2nd Dam:
CORONA ON ICE si 104 (2002) by Corona Cartel. 4 wins and 5 times placed in 10 starts to 3, $86,196, Manor Downs D.–G2, 2nd Longhorn D.–G3. Half–sister to SWEET MESSAGE si 96 ($31,207), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 9 winners, 9 ROM, including Tremor On Ice si 90 (g. by Shazoom). 4 wins to 4, $32,105.
Ice On Corona si 101 (g. by Pool). 5 wins to 3, $20,879.
Lee Brooks si 95 (g. by Pool). 3 wins to 4, $17,524, fnl. TQHA Classic S.–RG3.
Corona By Pool si 97 (f. by Pool). 2 wins to 3, $13,771.
Jess On Ice si 94 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, $10,969.

3rd Dam:
LETTERS HOME si 94 (1988) by Tolltac. 3 wins to 3, $9,057. Dam of 12 foals, 10 starters, 8 winners, 8 ROM, including CORONA ON ICE si 104 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, see above.
Final Message si 98 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins to 3, $22,823.
Down Home Letters si 101 (g. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 5, $58,004.
Takin The Wrath si 102 (g. by This Snow Is Royal), 2 wins to 7, $21,650.
Takenback si 100 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 2 wins to 3, $13,923, fnl. Texas Distaff Chal.–G3.
Short Dash Home si 95 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). 4 wins to 4, $12,645. Dam of Letters To Delta si 97 (g. by Deltas First Dash). 10 wins to 7, $70,619.
Certified Prize (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Unplaced. Dam of A Certified Heart si 89 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 3 wins to 4, $23,350.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Donald Aymond

Cartel Shakalaka
March 28, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By CARTEL JR si 93 (2013). 2 wins to 4, $37,333, fnl. Oklahoma F.–RG2, Evangeline Downs Dash, etc. From a limited number of foals, the sire of 1 ROM. Son of CORONA CARTEL si 97, $557,142. Sire of 1355 ROM, with earnings of over $63.3 million, including World Champion BLUES GIRL TOO si 104 ($2,032,328), Champion TELLER CARTEL si 108 ($1,212,471), Champion FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 ($1,068,825), etc.

1st Dam:
ZOOMSHAKALAKA (2008) by Azoom. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to JUMP JIVE AN WAIL si 99 ($55,070), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including FANTASTICAZOOM JR si 95 (c. by Fantastic Corona Jr). 7 wins in 12 starts to 4, 2020, $48,170, Harrah’s Dash S., Swift S., Leverne Perry Memorial S.
POLAR XPRESS si 105 (f. by Freightrain B). 5 wins to 5, 2020, $77,812, Cam Casby S., etc.
Sr Ur Fired si 87 (g. by Teller Cartel). 2 wins at 3, $44,160, 2nd Minnesota D., 3rd Minnesota F.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
MISS GOLDEN COPY si 91 (1983) by Duplicate Copy. 3 wins at 2, $18,807, Dash For Destiny F. Half–sister to IMA GOLD DIGGER si 98 ($31,805), He Merits Gold si 97 (15 wins, $18,892), Rich N Dusty si 103 ($11,774), etc. Dam of 11 starters, 6 ROM, including BCR DE GREAT COPY si 93 (g. by Floyd De Great). 3 wins, $14,303, Elko Co. Fair D., etc.

The Copilot
January 12, 2019, Sorrel Colt

Mr Jess Perry si 89
Ms Pilot Point si 105
Look Forward si 109
JA Runaway Button
A Bankers Dream si 85
Streakin La Jolla si 99
Scoopie Fein si 99
Splash Bac si 93
Dancing Tonight si 91
Corona Cartel si 97
Holliewood Hopes
Runaway Winner si 104
My Darling Cash si 88

Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106
($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH
MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O
si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
A BANKERS DREAM si 85 (2010) by Look Forward. Winner to 3, $8,400. Dam of 2 foals of
racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:
DARLING si 98 ($50,681), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including
Runaway Symphony si 95 (g. by A Royal Symphony). 5 wins to 5, $47,824.
Run On First si 86 (g. by First Lee Bug). 3 wins to 4, $36,874.

3rd Dam:
MY DARLING CASH si 88 (1989) by Dash For Cash. Winner to 4, $5,717. Sister to World
Champion DASH FOR SPEED si 107 ($1,225,337), etc. Dam of 3 ROM, including
JA HEZA DARLING si 98 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 7 wins to 5, $50,681, North Central
QHRA F., 3rd Governor’s S.

4th Dam:
MIGHTY SPEEDY si 101 (1973) by Mighty Deck. 10 wins at 2, $75,515, Oklahoma F., NEKQHA F.,
Garfield Downs Spring F., etc. Ntr LAM 350 yds. Dam of 10 starters, 9 ROM, including
DASH FOR SPEED si 107 (f. by Dash For Cash). World Champion, Six–Time Champion,
22 wins, $1,225,337, Champion Of Champions–G1, All American D.–G1, Rainbow
F.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, All American Gold Cup–G1, etc. Ntr LA 400 yds. Dam of
Guaranteed Value si 105 (4 wins, $21,916, 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc.), Granddam of
YOU BETCHA CAN si 134 (11 wins, $161,491, Bob Moore Mem. S.–G3, etc.), etc.
Mighty Quick Dash si 96 (f. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, $21,397, 2nd Vespero Express S.–G3, etc.
Mighty Girl Go (f. by Six Fols). Unraced. Dam of Mighty B Doll si 103 (3 wins to 3, $48,455,
2nd TQHA Brdrs’ F., etc.); Granddam of MIGHTY B VALIANT si 99 (4 wins, $543,968,
Remington Park Oklahoma Bred F., 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MIGHTY
INVICTUS si 102 (6 wins, $303,137, Dash For Cash D.–G1, 3rd Ruidoso D.–G1, etc.),
GLORY RIDER si 99 (4 wins, $102,691, Race For Hope Chal., etc.), JESS B
MIGHTY si 98 (4 wins, $63,104, Oklahoma Bred D., etc.), MIGHTY OBSESSION si
99 (4 wins, $50,744, The American QH Racing Journal S., 2nd NM Juvenile Chal., etc.),
JA GOLS RED MAN si 110 (4 wins, $38,634, Premio Louisiana Feature Two S., etc. Ntr WRD 350 yds.),
BH Boogie si 102 (4 wins, $99,193, 3rd Heritage Place D.–G1, etc.), Ja Gols Fireband
si 95 ($14,229, 3rd Mockingbird S.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKEHSHAKEHSHIKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:  
A CHICK CALLED LINDA si 92 (2010) by First Down Dash. Winner, $6,216. Half–sister to Quic Jess si 102, etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date 2–yr–old, 1 winner, including Jess Real Fast si 97 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 3, $36,860, 4th Firecracker D.

2nd Dam:  
JESS CRASHIN si 84 (2002) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed to 3, $5,471. Half–sister to CRASHED MY DOOLEY si 102 (Mr Jess Perry), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 5 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Quic Carter si 107 (g. by Carters Cartel). 2 wins, $104,169, 3rd Sam Houston F.–G2, Firecracker F.–G2, fnl. King William H., Sam’s Town S.  

3rd Dam:  

4th Dam:  
Tinys Effort si 101 (1988) by Special Effort. 5 wins, $61,615, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., Graham Farms M., etc. Half–sister to STRAWFLYIN BUDS si 99 ($315,974), etc. Dam of 7 ROM, including TINY FIRST EFFORT si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). Champion. 8 wins, $445,393, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Dam of EAGLES SPAN si 96 ($190,695), Granddam of LYNDDER 16 si 105 ($605,942), FIRST OF 15 si 112 ($192,336), RATTLE N BATTLE si 99 ($194,037), etc.

Tiny Dash Of Cash si 105 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, $208,739, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Dam of SIZZLING si 102 ($147,912), Dash Of Perry si 103 ($382,390), Red Storm Cat si 104 ($226,439); Granddam of Fire Fortune si 95 ($366,198), etc. First Down Dream si 87 (f. by First Down Dash). Dam of IMA CHICKIE TWO si 99 ($346,598), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS A CORONA YALL si 91 (2012) by Corona Cartel. Placed to 3, $7,145. Half–sister to JESS BIG TIME si 107 ($193,302), Jessazoom si 99 ($276,422), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 ROM.

2nd Dam:
JESS ME YALL si 106 (2000) by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins in 8 starts, $106,455, Lee Berwick F.–RG3, 4th LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG2. Ntr DED 350 yds. Half–sister to JLS War Chief si 97 ($58,530), etc. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 12 starters, 10 ROM, including
Jessazoom si 99 (g. by Shazoom). 2 wins and 3 seconds in 7 starts to 3, $276,422, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, 4th West Texas D.–G3.
Hez Fast Yall si 92 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $34,409.

3rd Dam:
GOODBYE TO ALL si 90 (1993) by Holme At Last. 3 wins, $11,272, 4th LQHBA Sale F.–RG3. Half–sister to Goodby Dash si 91 ($32,552), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 8 ROM, including
JESS ME YALL si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.
JLS War Chief si 97 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins, $58,530, 2nd Dixie Stallion F.–RG3.

4th Dam:
MS GOODBYE si 96 (1986) by Streakin Six. 3 wins, $3,961. Half–sister to SAYIN ADIOS si 102 ($97,417), and to the dam of Spittin And Splittin si 99 ($151,663), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 14 starters, 11 winners, 11 ROM, including
Goodby Dash si 91 (g. by Ima Dash Too). 3 wins to 5, $32,552, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–RG3, fnl. Laddie F.–RG3, LA Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.
Real Goodbye Jet si 88 (f. by Real Easy Jet). Winner to 4, $6,003. Dam of Real Agouti si 90 (g. by Agouti). 2 wins to 4, $12,193, 3rd TQHA F.
Ms Sweet Goodby si 84 (f. by Osceola Warrior). Winner to 2, $3,078. Dam of Sweets Dashin Bye si 98 (g. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins, $67,608, 3rd Vinton S.–RG3, etc.
A Toast To Sweet si 102 (g. by Toast To Dash). 10 wins, $143,851, fnl. LQHBA Fut.–RG1, La. Downs Champ. Juv.–RG2, La Downs Champ. D.–RG2, etc. Ntr FG 300 yds.

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

Blue Bye Patriot

January 17, 2019, Chestnut Colt

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.--G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.--RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.--G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Sheez Mylady Jet si 94 (1973) by Easy Jet. 7 wins to 3, $2,982, 3rd G Rollie White Downs Spring D. Dam of 13 foals, 11 starters, 7 ROM, including POFIADO si 91 (c. by Sturdy Indian TB). 5 wins at 2, $55,195, Quick Wrangler F., etc. No Lookin Back si 87 (f. by Casady Casanova). Winner at 2, $2,310. Dam of JUNOS BACK si 102 (7 wins, $65,096, Woodlands Champ. H., etc.), etc.

Heza Louisiana Man

March 21, 2019, Brown Gelding

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
A LOUISIANA AFFAIR si 83 (2011) by Jess Louisiana Blue. 2 wins to 3, $14,700. Half–sister to I LIKE THE ODDS si 90 ($911,606), JAMES FIRST AFFAIR si 120 ($100,992), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 2 starters, including Heza Dashn Christian si 88 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Placed at 2, $2,607.

2nd Dam:
FANCYS FIRST AFFAIR si 97 (2004) by First Down Dash. 4 wins in 7 starts, $102,745, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1. Half–sister to Toast Of The Party si 93 ($40,954), Fm Party Rock si 93 ($11,412), etc. Dam of 26 foals, 24 starters, 22 ROM, including I LIKE THE ODDS si 90 (g. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins at 2, $911,606, Los Al Two Million F.–G1. JAMES FIRST AFFAIR si 120 (c. by Ivory James). 10 wins, $100,992, Bitterroot D., 2nd Les Bois Juvenile Chal., Les Bois Derby Chal., fnl. Los Al Winter D.–G1, etc. Ntr ONC 300 yds.

HUNKI DORI si 98 (g. by One Dashing Eagle). 3 wins, $16,224 in Mexico, Jesus Nuch Jimenez Sanchez S., fnl. Easily A Possum D., Clasico Velocidad, etc.


3rd Dam:
PARTY GIRL AFFAIR si 102 (1996) by Streakin La Jolla. 8 wins to 3, $219,340, Lassie F.–RG3, Shebester F.–G3, Dixie Stallion F., 2nd LQHBA Classic, 3rd All American F.–G1, DED Louisiana Brdrs’ F., etc. Sister to PARTY MAN CAN si 99 ($90,654), Streak On Demand si 98 ($131,886), etc. Dam of 20 starters, 15 ROM, including FANCYS FIRST AFFAIR si 97 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes winner, see above.

Toast Of The Party si 93 (c. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins to 5, $41,284, 3rd Grand Coteau S.

Fm Party Rock si 93 (g. by Corona Cartel). Winner at 2, $11,412, 3rd Texas Classic Juv. S. Badman Of The Brazos si 91 (g. by Wave Carver). 4 wins to 5, $68,155.


Sir Runaway Copy
March 4, 2019, Gray Colt

Sir Runaway Dash si 97
First Down Dash si 105
Runaway Wave si 105

A Prize Romance si 99
First Prize Perry si 102
Romance Cartel si 101

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
A PRIZE ROMANCE si 99 (2010) by First Prize Perry. 4 wins to 3, $52,227. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:
ROMANCE CARTEL si 101 (2005) by Corona Cartel. Placed at 2, $1,606. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including
A Prize Romance si 99 (f. by First Prize Perry). Multiple winner, see above.
Corona Jesse si 94 (f. by Swingin Jess). 2 wins to 3, $34,600.
Pops si 97 (g. by Apollitical Jess). Winner at 2, $30,900.

3rd Dam:
ROMANCE WILL RETURN si 93 (2000) by First Down Dash. Winner at 2, $10,876, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1. Half–sister to REAL SIX TIME si 101 ($219,852), FIRST LEE BUG si 97 ($45,390), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including
Powder Eagle si 91 (f. by One Famous Eagle). Winner at 5, $21,152.

4th Dam:
BEDUINOS BUG (1987) by Beduino TB. Unraced. Half–sister to CASH N BALANCE si 103 ($19,577), California Dash si 87 (granddam of CALLIES FIRST EFFORT si 103, $163,284), etc. Out of Lela Barnes Bug si 93 ($51,722). Dam of 11 foals, 9 ROM, including
REAL SIX TIME si 101 (g. by Six Fortunes). 9 wins, $219,852, Ruidoso F.–G1, West Texas M.–G3, 2nd Cottonwood H., 3rd Southwest D.–G3, All American Gold Cup, etc.
FIRST LEE BUG si 97 (c. by Moo Vin First). 5 wins to 4, $45,390, East Juv. Chal.–G3, 2nd World’s Fastest Athlete S., 3rd Classic Chevrolet S., fnl. AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.
Sixarun Bug si 101 (f. by Sixarun). 3 wins, $28,627, 3rd Kool Kue Baby H., etc. Granddam of Tuff Copa Lbh si 94 (3 wins to 3, $42,109, 3rd Heritage Place Juv., etc.), etc.
Scarletts Fortune si 104 (f. by Six Fortunes). Winner, $8,012, fnl. Sun Country F.–G1. Dam of FORTUNE FLYER si 105 (8 wins to 4, $270,727, West Texas D.–G2, West Texas M.–G2, 2nd The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc.), Dash For A Fortune si 109 (5 wins, $57,495, 2nd MBNA America NM Chal.–G1, etc.); Granddam of Robins Fortune si 107 (2 wins to 3, $47,135, 2nd New Mexico Brdr’s F.–RG2, etc.), etc.
High Bon Ton si 100 (f. by On A High). Winner to 3, $3,878. Dam of A Relagate High si 99 (Winner to 4, $32,837, 3rd Manor F.–G1); Granddam of Sniper 1 si 95 (2 wins to 3, $9,164, 3rd AQRA Turf Paradise F., etc.), etc.
Sensous Bug (f. by Bills Ryon). Unplaced in only start. Granddam of Dolly Cartel si 96 (2 wins to 4, $55,029, 3rd Sunburst S.–RG3), etc.

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three–year–old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:
A REAL TORNADO si 104 (2000) by Streakin La Jolla. 3 wins to 3, $44,720, 4th Delta Downs Louisiana Brdrs’ D.–RG3, Mardi Gras D.–RG3. Sister to STEAKIN LATOCHA si 95 ($44,676), A Real Winnin Streak si 101 ($58,937), etc. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 11 starters, 8 ROM, including

Real Pantherrmountain si 92 (f. by Panther Mountain). 3 wins to 4, $30,585.
A Real Fast Dash si 89 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 3, $19,110.
Dont Say Goodbye si 92 (g. by Dashin Bye). 1 win and 3 times placed in 5 starts, $15,345.

2nd Dam:
REAL DASH (1985) by Dash For Cash. Unraced. Half–sister to Three–Time Champion REAL WIND si 103 ($528,162), etc. Dam of 10 starters, 10 winners, 10 ROM, including

STREAKIN LATOCHA si 95 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $44,676, East Juvenile Chal.–G3, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2.
A Real Winnin Streak si 101 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 7 wins, $58,937, 3rd Harrisburg H., 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG3, La Champions Day Cl.–RG2, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.
Streak And Dash si 104 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins, $42,987, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG2.
Genuine Blitz si 114 (c. by Streakin Six). 4 wins, $9,788, 3rd Cenicienta Classic S., etc.

3rd Dam:
Real New si 95 (1963) by Golly. 5 wins, $3,519, 2nd Lubbock Downs Fall M. Half–sister to the dam of MUDINYOURFACE si 107 (15 wins, $59,801), Fort Knox Junior si 102 (13 wins, $60,118), Dam of 11 starters, 10 ROM, including

REAL WIND si 103 (f. by Go With The Wind). Three–Time Champion, 13 wins, $528,162, All American F., Rainbow F., West Texas D., 3rd NM State Fair F., etc. Dam of
REAL JET WIND si 98 (c. by Easy Jet). 5 wins, $118,218, NM State Fair F., 3rd Kansans D., etc.
Brown Wind si 99 (c. by Go With The Wind). 4 wins, $52,030, 3rd NM Brdres’ D., etc.
New Bar si 94 (c. by Coffee Bar King). 6 wins to 4, $10,393, 2nd New Mexico Brdres’ D., etc.
A New High si 95 (f. by On A High). 3 wins to 5, $5,267, 3rd Autumn Leaves H., etc.
Im New si 93 (f. by I May Go). 6 wins, $19,899. Dam of Im New Cash si 101 ($10,753, 2nd NM Brdres’ D., etc.; Granddam of Red Toronada si 83 ($28,253, 2nd North Tx Sale F., etc.).
Real Stinger (f. by I May Go). Dam of BOW THE LINE si 101 ($37,311, Manor Downs F.), MISS ANISE JET si 91 (2 wins to 3, $7,039, Gator D.–G3), etc.
Stacy Day si 80 (f. by Go With The Wind). Placed twice. Dam of STACY TREAT si 104 (2 wins, $17,834, Windy City Dash, 2nd Chicago Motor Speedway S., etc. Ntr HAW 400 yds.), etc.

Imstreakinfast
March 3, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 82 ($8,247, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), Sweet Fast Cash si 90 ($55,240), Shez Fast N Easy si 91 ($50,755), etc.

1st Dam:
A STREAKIN MATE si 91 (1997) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins to 3, $11,056. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 11 starters, 11 ROM, including

STREAKIN ZOOMER si 105 (c. by Shazoom). 10 wins, $153,002, Downs At Albuquerque Dist. S., Q Racing Video Dist. S., North Dakota Horse Park S., 2nd Sunland Championship Chal.–G2, 3rd AQHA Distance Challenge Ch.–G1, fnl. Paul's Valley H.–G3.

Carters Playmate si 101 (c. by Carters Cartel). $38,217, 2nd Rocky Mnt. F., 3rd Mile High D.

Coronas Mate si 86 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). At 2, $30,200, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1.

I Am Able si 85 (f. by Call Me Together). Winner to 3, $2,859. Dam of Dontcallmemelvin si 97 (g. by Onthewingsofglory). 4 wins to 3, $18,205.

Ar Lucky Seven si 81 (g. by Furyofthewind). 2 wins at 4, $15,943.

2nd Dam:
LOUISIANA MATE si 90 (1988) by Louisiana Slew TB. Winner to 4, $2,832. Sister to Slew's Playboy si 102 ($40,482), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM (see above).

3rd Dam:
JUST A PLAY MATE si 106 (1979) by Beduino TB. 8 wins to 4, $130,709, West Texas F., New Mexico Brdrs' D., 2nd Shue Fly S., Sunland Park Fall D. Half–sister to LARKIN LILY si 102 ($64,416), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Slew's Playboy si 102 (g. by Louisiana Slew TB). 7 wins, $40,482, fnl. Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, etc. Feature Play si 85 (f. by Truckle Feature). Winner to 5, $1,984. Granddam of Nofearoffailure si 95 (8 wins, $62,240, 3rd Marathon S., etc.), Jess Play Together si 97 (5 wins, $89,250), etc.

4th Dam:
ME TO si 87 (1974) by Rocket Wrangler. Winner, $1,148. Dam of 12 starters, 9 ROM, including JUST A PLAY MATE si 106 (f. by Beduino TB). Stakes winner, see above.

LARKIN LILY si 102 (f. by Moon Lark). 6 wins, $64,416, Moore H., 3rd Blue Ribbon F.–G1, etc. Granddam of Genuinely Fast si 96 (3 wins, $71,737), etc.


Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Spring Hill Farms, Agent for Presley J. Broussard

A Toast To Carter

March 28, 2019, Bay Filly

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam: A TOAST TO BUCKS (2005) by Toast To Dash. Unplaced. Half-sister to RATTLE DEM BUCKS si 98 ($127,504), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 3 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Toast Dem Coronas si 92 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins to 3, $29,795.


Callie Achieves si 84 (f. by Achievement). Winner to 4, $9,205. Dam of Calamity Jane B si 97 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner at 2, $14,465.


4th Dam: LORETTA BOND (1970) by Jalo Bond. 7 wins to 5, $8,462. Dam of 3 TB foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including Beaux Governor TB (c. by Hello Governor). 3 wins to 4, $8,853. Loretta Beau TB (f. by Beau Moonshine). 2 wins to 3, $5,786.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
ABBAGAIL KATE si 88 (2003) by Copper Buff. Winner to 3, $17,990. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including
This Jet Got Swagger si 93 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 7 wins to 7, $59,836.
Swagger Jet si 95 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins, $44,189, fnl. Mardi Gras D., LQHBA Invt. S.
Mya Patriot si 101 (f. by Patriot Cartel). 1 win and 7 times placed in 9 starts to 3, $32,360.

2nd Dam:
WINNING DREAMS (1997) by Light On Cash. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to CAPITAL DASH si 98 ($115,018), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 2 ROM.

3rd Dam:
SHANNON SIX (1991) by Streakin Six. Unraced. Sister to Streakin Shannon si 93 ($118,587), half–sister to SILVER MASQUERADE si 112, etc. Dam of 13 foals, 8 ROM, including
CAPITAL DASH si 98 (g. by Victory Dash). 12 wins, $115,018, Covered Bridges S. (twice), 2nd MD Barns Central Chal.–G3, Covered Bridges S., 3rd Universal City H., San Marcos H., etc.
Shannons Dash si 95 (g. by Royal Quick Dash). 2 wins to 3, $24,587, 3rd Kansas F.–G2, etc.

4th Dam:
KATE SHANNON TB (1979) by Mito Paint. Unplaced. Sister to JOHNEY MITO ($146,801), Johnny Dark ($17,237), etc. Dam of 13 starters, 11 winners, including
Streakin Shannon si 93 (f. by Streakin Six). 4 wins, $118,587, 3rd Texas D.–G2, etc.
Miss Dashin Kate si 100 (f. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins. Dam of MISS DASHIN FORTUNE si 97 ($70,091); Granddam of SATCHA WAGONEER si 101 ($75,160), Ipolito si 99 ($78,994), etc.
Streakin Kate si 89 (f. by Streakin Six). Winner at 2, $9,247, fnl. Sun Country F.–G1. Dam of XO KATE si 104 (11 wins, $242,302), Dodadash si 107 (5 wins, $129,951); Granddam of GAME CHANGES si 90 ($140,685), BABY LA JOLLA si 103 (8 wins, $100,388), OAK CANYON si 97 ($95,742), On The Wagon si 99 ($105,830), etc.
Streak Katie Streak si 91 (f. by Streakin Six). 3 wins, $6,690. Granddam of SPANISH CARTEL si 106 (7 wins, $66,335, Cash For Kas H., etc.), VICTORY SPLASH si 101 ($53,012), etc.
Kate Perry (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced. Dam of Heza Fast Perry si 98 ($115,884, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of HEZA LAWMAN si 104 ($77,400), etc.

DR Rebel Still Adios
January 20, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By YES IM A REBEL (2012). No performance to date. From a limited number of foals, none to start. Son of Yes Im Special si 92, $14,005. Sire of 2 winners, including Always Special ($27,716), Special Results ($21,063). Grandson of Champion EYESA SPECIAL si 107, $1,394,911. Sire of 216 ROM, with earnings of over $5.2 million, including EYESA JUMPN si 108 ($460,270), EYESA SHAKER si 99 ($256,473), etc.

1st Dam:
ADIOS STILL LAUGHING (2004) by Sayin Adios. Unplaced. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including
Americas Oreille si 95 (g. by Gros Oreille). 2 wins to 4, $37,645.
Yes Im Aadios si 93 (f. by Yes Im Special). 2 wins to 4, $21,808.
Igotaadios si 95 (f. by Whathaveigottado). 2 wins to 4, $17,712.

2nd Dam:
STILL LAUGHIN TB (1988) by Senator Amo. 2 wins at 3, $6,585. Ntr TRM 5.5f. Dam of 5 TB foals and 5 QH foals, 5 starters, 2 winners, including
He Won Laughin TB (c. by Won Song). 3 wins to 5, $36,955.
Still Won TB (f. by Won Song). 6 wins at 3, $34,645.
Southern Prince TB (g. by Capitol South). Placed at 3, $2,676.
Still Laughin Too TB (f. by Feather Ridge). Unraced. Dam of
Laughin Lullaby TB (f. by Won Song). 3 wins at 3, $25,839.

3rd Dam:
PRINCESS SABLE (1977) by Groshawk. Winner to 3, $8,639. Half–sister to Straight Shot ($144,530), etc. Dam of 5 TB foals, 2 winners, including
Hear The Laughter (g. by Pocket Coin). 9 wins, $33,781 in TB & QH comp. Etr BND 5.5f.
Still Laughin (f. by Senator Amo). Multiple winner, see above.
Laughing Still (f. by Senator Amo). Unplaced. Dam of
Senator Jacks (g. by W. D. Jacks). Winner at 4, $24,996.
Laughingatluck (c. by Lucky So n’ So). 2 wins at 4, $19,647.
Luckyustoo (g. by Pollock’s Luck). 3 wins to 5, $17,190.

4th Dam:
PRINCESS JAMIE (1971) by Prince John. Unraced. Half–sister to AL’S LOVE BOAT (11 wins, $37,053, Espanda H., etc.), etc. Dam of 6 TB foals, 5 starters, 3 winners, including
Straight Shot (c. by Norcliffe). 7 wins, $144,530, 2nd Kentanths S., 3rd Round Table H.–G2. 
Princess Sable (f. by Groshawk). Winner, see above.
Hot Jaimie (c. by Vitriolic). Winner at 4, $3,376.
Squanderer (f. by Groshawk). Placed at 3, $2,486, in Panama.
Cabin Prince (c. by Cabin). Placed at 2, $2,400.

By Tee Cos si 102 (2009). Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, etc. Sire of 75 ROM, with earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT si 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS si 105 ($85,494), MR TEE COS si 88 ($55,252), Di Maria si 104 ($113,780, 3rd La. Champions Day D.–G3), Gamey Tee Cos si 86 ($90,204), Jis Shaked Tee Cas si 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It si 97 ($75,625), etc.

1st Dam:
TOASTIN GD si 85 (2007) by Toast To Dash. Winner at 3, $24,491. Sister to SPECIAL TOAST TO GD si 105 ($242,310), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

A Real Alibi si 95 (f. by Sir Alibi). 6 wns to 4, $27,412. Dam of A Real Dasher si 103 (g. by Dashin Chico). 7 wns, $48,378, 3rd Rukin Jelks S., Turf Paradise Championship.

Toastin GD si 85 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner at 3, $24,491.

3rd Dam:


4th Dam:
PRINCESS RANGLER si 93 (1977) by Rocket Wrangler. Winner at 3, $1,064. Half–sister to PIA'S PRINCE AL ($172,845, Littleton F., etc.), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including SHAWNS PAWN si 109 (f. by St Bar). Stakes winner, see above.

PRINCESS LADY BUGS si 108 (f. by Bugs Alive In 75). 8 wns to 4, $49,486, Four Corners D., Maxie Anderson Memorial H., 2nd Four Corners F., 3rd Three Bars H., etc.

Shawns Bug si 105 (g. by Bugs Alive In 75). 9 wns to 6, $22,824, 3rd Big Profit H.

Princess Rona si 99 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 2 wns to 3, $14,867, 2nd Black Gold 350 F.–RG3. Make Em Melt si 82 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wns to 4, $4,386. Granddam of BLR NANY BEE si 104 (7 wns to 3, $144,836, Fort Erie F., Lady Of The Lake S., etc.), STORMING RED CHICKIE si 95 (4 wns, $75,615, Terrace Hill S., 3rd Future Of Iowa S.), etc.

With Approval si 85 (f. by Streakin Six). Unplaced. Dam of Kellys Approved si 97 ($13,460), etc.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOM IN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
ADORE THE GAME si 86 (2012) by Game Patriot. Winner at 2, $17,626, fnl. Lassie F.–RG2. Half–sister to ADORING JESS si 101 ($26,790), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
First To Adore si 95 (2004) by First Down Dash. 3 wins and 3 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $62,091, 3rd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, Denim N Diamonds H. Sister to Champion FIRST TO FLASH si 106 ($494,835), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 5 ROM, including ADORING JESS si 101 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $26,790, Retama Juv. Chal. Dam of ADORE THE HERO si 95 (g. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins to 4, $87,217, La Fiesta D. Jess Pretty In Black si 87 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed 3 times in 4 starts to 3, $1,850. Dam of Sheza Pretty N Black si 96 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins, $43,840, 4th Louisiana Juv. S.

3rd Dam:
MARCY DARLING si 100 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 7 wins to 4, $40,429, Bandera Downs D.–G2, 2nd Heart of the Hills D., 3rd Bandera Six Flags D.–G3. Ntr GIL 350 yds. Half–sister to ASPEN BREEZES si 96 ($72,641), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including FIRST TO FLASH si 106 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins to 3, $494,835, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos D.–G1, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, etc. 

FIRST TO SHINE si 104 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $141,622, Sooner Trainer NM Chal.–G3, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, 4th Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. GW CHICK si 104 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 9 wins, $96,804, Great Lakes S., 2nd KEOKUK S.–G3. Marcys Dashin Bye si 95 (f. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins, $76,117, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Dam of BIG DASHING PERRY si 107 (5 wins to 5, $350,022, Firecracker F.–G2, 3rd Sam Houston D.–G3, Sam Houston Ch. Ch.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 350 yds.), etc.

Perrys Darling si 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts, $15,745. Dam of HRH Walkonfire si 92 (4 wins to 3, $44,087, 2nd Dillingham H., etc.), etc.

First Fervor (f. by First Down Dash). Placed, $4,300. Dam of The Printing Press si 104 ($259,703, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), Ardor si 98 ($51,959, 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Imdancinwiththestars si 117 (4 wins, $45,646), etc.

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

Bigtime Piloto

April 16, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:
MARCY DARLING si 100 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 7 wins to 4, $40,429, Bandera Downs D.–G2, 2nd Heart of the Hills D., 3rd Bandera Six Flags D.–G3, Ntr GIL 350 yds. Half–sister to ASPEN BREEZES si 96 ($72,641), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including FIRST TO FLASH si 106 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins to 3, $494,835, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos D.–G1, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

FIRST TO SHINE si 104 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $141,622, Sooner Trailer NM Chal.–G3, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, 4th Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.


Embyro Transfer

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Keith and Kayla Renfro

Streak N Jet
February 27, 2019, Sorrel Colt

Jet Black Patriot si 110
Streak N Jet 5993504
Agouti B Streakin si 92

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
AGOUTI B STREAKIN si 92 (2014) by Agouti. 4 wins to 3, $28,960. Half–sister to Streakin To Shine si 101 ($87,053), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Justa Bug si 101 (1972) by Lady Bug’s Moon. 13 wins, $25,870, 2nd Colorado State Fair F., etc. Half–sister to KIRKALETA si 93 ($26,034), Speedy Savannah si 97 ($31,152), Speedy Kirk si 99 ($6,051), Leta Go si 86 (Granddam of THE ULTIMATE WARRIOR si 104, $59,859; NATIVE ORCHID si 107, $50,484), etc. Dam of 9 starters, 7 ROM, including SHEZAREAL MASTER si 96 (f. by Master Hand TB). 3 wins, $7,823, Bluestem Spring D. Dam of REAL FAST DEAL si 93 (g. by Deal The Cards). 2 wins, $11,789, Kansas Bred D. Cleats Silver Bullet si 91 (g. by Dashing Cleat). 7 wins, $30,008, 3rd Wichita S. Masters Weapon si 94 (g. by First Weapon). 9 wins to 7, $26,238. Bug Tex si 97 (g. by Tex Oh). 16 wins to 9, $18,498.

Hez Awesome Fast
February 20, 2019, Gray Colt

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President’s Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:
AH BEDUINO si 86 (2006) by Chicks Beduino. Placed, $5,208. Half–sister to IPOMEA si 92, etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 ROM, including Jess Ah Brother si 93 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 5, $36,498.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

Consigned by J/B Racing

Heza Precious Rogue

January 24, 2019, Brown Colt

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011), Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue $96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam: AINT I PRECIOUS si 93 (2011) by First To Shine. 2 wins at 3, $38,835. Half–sister to ZOOBILEE si 112 ($249,267), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including Aint I Leaving You si 86 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins to 3, $15,724.


4th Dam: MS TIMETO FLY si 101 (1979) by Timeto Thinkrich. 4 wins, $7,765. Half-sister to Two–Time Champion DASHING PHOEBE si 104 ($609,553, dam of Four–Time Champion HEARTSWIDOPEN si 104 ($1,885,283), etc. Dam of 10 starters, 9 ROM, including PHOEBES SECRET si 102 (f. by Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, see above.

SAVORING MAGIC si 104 (g. by Dash For Cash). 5 wins, $35,923, QHBC Sunbelt F., etc. Endured si 98 (g. by Special Effort). 2 wins to 4, $21,136, 3rd Longhorn F.–G3. Special Timeto Think si 93 (f. by Special Effort). $17,849, 4th Sound Of Summer D.–G3, etc. Dam of TIME TO BE A HERO si 98 ($100,343, Laddie F.–RG3, etc.), SPECIAL STREAKIN si 105 ($91,100, Laddie F.–RG3, etc.), JESS SPECIAL si 109 ($54,161, LQHBA Juv., etc., etc).

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Sires winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery Lad S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), etc.

1st Dam: ALL ABOUT THE CANDY si 102 (2011) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. 2 wins to 4, $20,072. Sister to SEND CANDY POWER si 103 ($84,039). Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 winners, including Candy Coated Rogue si 94 (g. by Heza Fast Rogue). Winner to 3, 2020, $15,488, fnl. Laddie F.–RG2. Jess A Candy Rogue si 87 (c. by Apollitical Jess). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, 2020, $9,514. (Currently qf. to Old South F. Finals ran after press time).

2nd Dam: EYE ON THE CANDY si 107 (1996) by Mr Eye Opener. 4 wins to 5, $43,477. Half–sister to IMA CANDY SUSPECT si 108 ($152,211), etc. Dam of 15 starters, 14 ROM, including THIS CANDYS RED HOT si 99 (c. by Leaving Memories). 8 wins to 4, $251,502, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–G1, 3rd Texas Classic D.–G2, etc.

SEND CANDY POWER si 103 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 4 wins, $84,039, Fort Erie D., etc.

FOUND A CANDY TREE si 96 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 5, $72,964, Can Am Nations Cup S., 4th Juno’s Request S.–G2, etc.

PV Eye Desire Candy si 92 (g. by Desirio). 3 wins, $92,286, 2nd OHA Mystery D., etc.

Stone Eyed Candy si 99 (f. by SC Chiseled In Stone). 3 wins, $56,972, 3rd Easy Jet S.–RG3, etc.

Eyema Royal Candy si 96 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 2 wins to 3, $16,389. Dam of Eyema Candy Tree si 102 (f. by Oak Tree Special). $65,620, 3rd Speedhorse F.–G2, etc.

3rd Dam: Love This Candy si 101 (1988) by Seventy One North. 5 wins, $43,143, 2nd Moore H., 3rd Lazy E Nat’l QH Jockey 350 Chal., fnl. Kansas D.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Send The Gals Candy si 105 ($291,286, Ntr LA 350 yds.), Send Me The Candy si 97 ($135,976; Dam of Send Me A Candy Tree si 105, $411,194; Faster Then U si 92, $146,631; Granddam of Two–Time Champion Jess Good Candy si 96, $2,014,703; Apollitical Pence si 106, $684,016; This Candys Awesome si 105, $434,265, Ntr RP 330 yds.; Candy Cartel si 104, $210,141; Send Me This Wagon si 110, $179,310, Ntr CBY 400 yds.; Send Me Good Candy si 95, $175,720; I See Candy Paint si 111, $161,305, Ntr FE 300 yds.; Jess Special Candy si 114, $155,896, Ntr RP 330 yds.; Rockys Candy Shop si 96, $176,009; HoneyMoon Candy si 98, $115,962; Eyema Special Candy si 101, $149,295, etc. Dam of 9 ROM, including IMA CANDY SUSPECT si 108 (g. by Ausual Suspect). 7 wins, $152,616, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–G2, 2nd Eastex H.–G2, Black Gold 300 F., etc. Ntr BRD 300 yds.

Eyesa Love Candy si 101 (g. by Eyesa Special). 3 wins, $53,285, 3rd Jack Brooks S., etc. Give Me Candy si 87 (f. by Leaving Memories). Winner to 3, $6,658. Dam of Ranch Candy si 93 ($120,327, 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1, Ernies Palace si 99 ($88,341), etc.
By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($875,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: 
ALL BIZNEZ (2011) by Corona Cartel. Winner in 3 starts, $2,550. Sister to CHAZAQ si 104 ($963,664), Unlymited si 92 ($135,252), All N The Jeans si 95 ($120,036), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with two unraced to date two–year–olds, none to race.

2nd Dam: 
ALL ABOUT EASE si 98 (2002) by First Down Dash. 6 wins and 4 times placed in 12 starts, $309,503, Ruidoso F.–G1, 3rd West Texas F.–G1, 3rd Ruidoso D.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Entrust si 86 (Dam of Champion EXECUTIVE TRUST si 102, 12 wins, $353,414, EXECUTIVE BRASS si 106, $382,282, Ruidoso D.–G1, etc.), etc. Dam of 41 foals of racing age, 32 starters, 30 ROM, including CHAZAQ si 104 (g. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins and 5 seconds in 14 starts, $963,664, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc. Dam of 41 foals of racing age, with two unraced to date two–year–olds, none to race.

Awards: 

- LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
- Bank Of America Racing Challenge.

Eligibilities: 
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). **Champion Two–Year–Old Colt**, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
Allizoom si 102 (2011) by First Prize Perry. 7 wins to 4, $113,016, 2nd Louisiana Purchase S., Par A Dice S., 3rd Mother’s Day S., incl. DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3. Half–sister to **The Ivory Letter** si 97 ($30,116), etc. Dam of 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Let Her Leave si 88 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner at 2, $19,615. Shortstop Express si 84 (f. by Freighttrain B). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $6,000.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
LETT HER SIGN si 92 (1994) by Vital Sign. Winner to 3, $8,926, fnl. Oklahoma F.–G1. Half–sister to **PACK N DASH** si 111 ($105,441). Dam of 10 foals, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including LETT HER ZOOM si 103 (f. by Shazoom). **Champion**, see above. LETT HER DASH si 97 (f. by Pure D Dash). 3 wins to 3, $9,078, Dan Lockie D., etc. Dam of TR Letther First si 97 (f. by TR Dasher). Winner to 4, $7,689, 3rd Wyoming Bred F., etc. Jess A Sign si 98 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 4, $41,243, 2nd ND Horse Park S., etc. One Bullett si 97 (g. by King Of Scat TB). 4 wins to 7, $49,653. Lett There Be Zoom si 112 (g. by Shazoom). 6 wins to 5, $40,440.

4th Dam:
DOOLETT HER DASH si 92 (1983) by Dash For Cash. Placed to 3, $4,618. Sister to **Camptown Dash** si 99 ($85,824) and to the dam of **DASHIN BOBBIE** si 99 ($41,280), **Ms Doo Streak** si 105 ($53,708), etc. Dam of 10 ROM, including PACK N DASH si 111 (g. by Packin Sixes). 16 wins, $105,441, Classic Chev. Heartbeat Of America, All American Congress M., 2nd Manor Downs M.–G3, etc. Coup De Lou si 93 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 2 wins to 4, $8,009. Dam of **COUPS DE VILLE** si 94 (g. by Dean Miracle). 3 wins, $20,689, Grand Prairie Cl., etc. Loving Every Minute si 90 (f. by Bully Bullion). Winner to 5, $2,105. Dam of Lovin My Gold si 106 (g. by Gold Medal Jess). 7 wins, $52,073, 4th OHA F.–RG2.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Angelinas Goin Rogue

March 15, 2019, Gray Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
ANGELENA STOLI si 80 (2013) by Stoli. Placed at 3, $8,060. Half–sister to BEER AND PEANUTS si 96 ($67,961), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
STREAKIN ATTITUDE si 97 (2002) by Streakin La Jolla. 3 wins to 3, $32,175, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2, Firecracker D.–G2, East Juvenile Chal.–G3. Sister to STREAK N ATTITUDE si 98 ($142,708), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
Cash Attitude si 98 (1994) by Runaway Winner. 2 wins to 3, $79,725, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1. Sister to RUNAWAY CASH si 109 ($153,390), WINNERS DASH si 99 ($112,373), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 6 starter, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including
STREAK N ATTITUDE si 98 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins in 4 starts at 2, $142,708, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, East Juvenile Chal. Dam of

Im All Out si 101 (c. by Heza Fast Dash). 4 wins to 4, $74,410, 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3.

Cash Dynasty si 99 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins to 6, $18,755.

4th Dam:
JENNIFER CASH si 91 (1986) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $3,987. Sister to Hooked On Cash si 96 ($162,138); Half–sister to Excitable Lady si 85 (dam of HOLLIES EFFORT si 102, $49,447), Tourjete si 85 (granddam of RARE ED si 105, $124,442; Lil Sharky si 92, $13,088), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 9 ROM, including
RUNAWAY CASH si 109 (g. by Runaway Winner). 11 wins, $153,390, Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, 2nd Speedhorse F.–RG2, Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–RG3, 4th All American D.–G1, etc.
WINNERS DASH si 99 (f. by Runaway Winner). 6 wins, $112,373, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–RG2, Cafe 290 H., 2nd Alamo QHBA F.–G3, Manor Downs M.–G3, 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc. Dam of Apollos Winner si 89 ($26,594, 2nd Texas Juv. Chal.–G2); granddam of HESA WINNER si 108 (5 wins, $47,234), DEWEY COX si 105 (7 wins, $34,788), Kissin Kate Barlow si 109 (5 wins, $33,948), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

**Big Game Win**

February 20, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By **GAME PATRIOT** si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
**ANGELS CARTEL** si 90 (2005) by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $20,913. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with 2 currently racing two–year–olds, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including


Game Angels si 99 (f. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 4, $51,100, fnl. Par A Dice S.

Patriots Cartel si 91 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, $29,465.

2nd Dam:
**HEAVENLY EFFORT** si 82 (1990) by Special Effort. Placed 5 times to 3, $4,338. Half–sister to Champion SKYWARM si 101. Dam of 10 foals, 7 starters, 6 ROM, including Gabriels Thunder si 96 (g. by Coup De Kas TB). 12 wins, $110,267, fnl. Los Al. Million F.–G1, etc.

Carrion My Cash si 102 (c. by First Down Dash). Winner to 4, $32,281, fnl. West Texas M.–G3.

3rd Dam:
**HEAVENLY** si 110 (1982) by Pie In The Sky. Champion Aged Mare, 15 wins to 4, $1,045,796, All American D.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, All American Gold Cup–G1, etc. Sister to Heza Pie Dancer si 98, etc. Dam of 5 starters, 5 ROM, including SKYWARM si 101 (c. by Easily Smashed). Mexico Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 2 wins to 4, $10,122, The Quarter Racing Journal S., Velocidad Classic.

Beyond Special (f. by Special Leader). Unraced. Dam of Th Special Chivato si 98 ($22,402, 2nd Quicksilver S., etc.); Granddam BEYONDTHEGAME si 101 (4 wins in 5 starts at 2, $184,228, Lassie F.–RG2, 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc.), etc.

4th Dam:
**HANDY DANCER** si 108 (1977) by Gray Dancer. 8 wins to 3, $41,454, Diamond Cup F., Northwest Montana Fair F., etc. Ntr KSP 400 yds. Dam of 11 foals, 9 ROM, including HEAVENLY si 110 (f. by Pie In The Sky). Champion, see above.

Heavenly Smash si 103 (f. by Easily Smashed). 8 wins, $46,611, 2nd Subasta Classic, etc.

Heza Pie Dancer si 98 (g. by Pie In The Sky). Winner, $19,799, 3rd Rocky Mountain D.–G3. De Rigueur si 85 (f. by Special Effort). Winner to 3, $5,237. Dam of Formative si 91 (4 wins, $43,845, 2nd Don Guerrero H., etc.); Granddam of MR FRENCHMAN si 104 (12 wins, $503,281, New Mexico Cup 870 Ch., etc.); RABBIT REVIVAL si 102 (9 wins, $375,019, New Mexico Classic F.–RG1, etc.), Habit Rabbit si 98 ($44,639), etc.

Loving To Leave You
January 7, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 9 races, $278,358, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
PRITZI TOO si 91 (2000) by Pritzi Dash. 6 wins to 4, $29,692. Half–sister to SIXY BEE si 90 ($37,672), etc. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including RAWHIDE CREEK si 98 (f. by Ivory James). 6 wins to 4, $114,908, Hialeah La Nina Inv., 2nd Roble Rojo Bonus Chal., Qlf. West Texas F.–G1. Dam of Apache Secret si 86 (g. by First Down Dash). Winner at 2, $15,323.

ANNA DELOVELY si 98 (f. by Furyofthewind). Stakes winner, see above. Moonlit Miracle si 86 (f. by Jumpn). Winner at 2, $8,755.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
HIGH SILK si 90 (1993) by On A High. Placed at 2. Half-sister to TWO-TIME CHAMPION STOLI si 99 ($332,237), WHATHAVEIGOTTADO si 103 ($156,410), ROUSING ENCORE si 93 ($94,233), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 11 starters, 6 ROM, including CRIMSON SILK si 93 (f. by Corona Caliente). 2 wins to 4, $12,388, 3rd Ft Pierre F.

3rd Dam:

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

**Awe Y Not Go**

January 18, 2019, Bay Filly

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:

Awe Contraire si 105 (2008) by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 4, $77,127, 2nd Sam Houston Derby Chal., 3rd Dublucast Services S., fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, 3rd Hollywood Entertainment F.–G2, Sam Houston Juv. Chal.–G3. Sister to Chrysis si 98 ($38,010). Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Contraire Patriot si 94 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 6, $49,920.

Wild Card Patriot si 97 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $18,839.

2nd Dam:

SPECIAL Crys si 102 (1998) by Special Effort. 7 wins to 4, $95,190, La Mariposa H.–G3, New Mexico Distaff Chal.–G1, etc. Half–sister to AZOoM si 107 ($738,136), VRRROOM si 108 ($161,593), Bills Last si 95 ($371,381), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 12 ROM, including 

COSABELLA si 91 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $23,832, Mexico Juvenile Chal., fnl. AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G2.

Awe Contraire si 105 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed, see above.


Chrysis si 98 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 5, $38,020, 2nd Evergreen Park Distaff Chal. Bloomingdales (f. by First Down Dash). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 


3rd Dam:

CRYSTALINAs si 96 (1988) by Beduino TB. Winner to 3, $3,136. Sister to RUNAWAY WINNER si 104 ($369,410), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 14 ROM, including 

AZOoM si 107 (c. by Shazoom). 11 wins at 2, $738,136, Texas Classic F.–G1, Sam Houston F.–G1, 3rd Fair Grounds Chal., etc. Ntr HOU 400 yds.

VRRROOM si 108 (c. by Shazoom). 4 wins to 4, $161,593, Harrah's Entertainment D.–G2, Los Alamitos Two Million Juv., 2nd Fair Grounds Chal. S., 3rd Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.

BILLS Last si 95 (g. by Shazoom). 3 wins to 4, $371,381, 2nd Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G1, 3rd Vessels M.–G1, Kaweah Bar H.–G3, Animas S., fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.

Crystalin si 99 (f. by Jess Zoomin). Winner to 3, $9,464 2nd Ben E Keith S.

Windham si 100 (g. by Shazoom). 5 wins to 5, $47,810, fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G2. Cash Fee si 86 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner to 3, $4,796. Dam of 


**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent

Blue Blue Blue
January 5, 2019, Black Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Michael Mowad

MSM A Game Chick

February 25, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam: BARN CHICK (2006) by Holland Ease. Unplaced. Half–sister to DOLLS PRODIGY si 113 ($117,535), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Toast To Max si 90 (f. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins to 4, $18,059.
MSC A Game Chick

2nd Dam: IVE BEEN LIED TO si 97 (1988) by Six Fols. 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $13,241, Tots Randle Memorial F.–G3. Dam of 22 foals, 20 starters, 16 ROM, including

DOLLS PRODIGY si 113 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 8 wins to 4, $117,535, Mile High F.–G2, Rocky Mountain F.–G3, Cherry Creek F.–G3, 3rd Mile High M., etc. Dam of

SHAZOOMS DOLL si 103 (f. by Shazoom). 6 wins, $92,622, Rocky Mountain F.–G3, Cherry Creek F.–G3, etc. Dam of

Dolls Streaker si 97 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins, $45,913, 2nd Mile High F.–G2, etc.

Dolls Regal Choice si 98 (f. by A Regal Choice). $32,657, 2nd Cherry Creek F.–G3, etc.

Dolls Sacker si 98 (g. by Sackerin La Jolla). 2 wins, $45,913, 2nd Mile High F.–G2, etc.

Whos Kissin Who si 98 (f. by Takin On The Cash). $32,657, 2nd Cherry Creek F.–G3, etc.

BESTFOOT FOREWARD si 105 (g. by Ronas Ryon). 9 wins, $98,092, Rocky Mountain Ch., 2nd Rocky Mountain Ch., American Flyer S., 3rd Dash For Speed H., etc.

SHEZA FAST DASHER si 100 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins, $65,275, Rocky Mnt. F.–G3, etc.

JMW Whata Wave si 98 (g. by Wave Carver). 4 wins, $68,304, 2nd Rocky Mountain F., etc.

Marvins Streaker si 95 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins, $64,375, 2nd Cherry Creek F.–G3, etc.

Shoot For The Gold si 90 (g. by Shoot Yeah). 2 wins to 5, $9,051, 3rd Colorado Brdrs’ F. Somethin Fast si 100 (f. by Special Leader). 2 wins, $14,845, fnl. Cherry Creek F.–G3. Dam of

3rd Dam: NATIVE JET DOLL si 102 (1979) by Heisanative TB. 7 wins, $56,411, Tots Randle Memorial F., etc. Half–sister to FOLLS FOLK si 111 ($207,565), Fols Fancy si 95 ($24,769; Dam of

ALOTA FLARE si 104, $144,260; Granddam of BABY IM GAME si 103, $134,826), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including

Leavin My Tracks si 95 (c. by True Trac). 5 wins, $8,825, 3rd San Patricio F., etc.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($554,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
Bay Ba Licious si 104 (2011) by Carters Cartel. 3 wins to 3, $78,360, 3rd Sam Houston F.–G2, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Baby Freighthtrain si 98 (g. by Freighthtrain B). Placed 5 times out of 7 starts at 2, $26,786, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1.

2nd Dam:
PLATINUM PERFORMANCE si 92 (2004) by Strawfly Special. 2 wins to 3, $12,128. Sister to ROCK N STRAWFLY si 113 ($123,842), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 ROM, including Hierarchy si 94 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 2 wins to 3, $120,862, 2nd First Down Dash D., 3rd Ruidoso D.–G1, fnl. Lovingston S.–G2, Texas Classic Juv. S., Corona Cartel S.

3rd Dam:


LET IT FLY si 96 (g. by Strawfly Special). 5 wins to 4, $78,042, Columbus Day S., 2nd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 3rd Dash For Speed H., fnl. Los Alamitos D.–G1.

A Solid Score si 91 (f. by Rare Bar). 2 wins to 3, $43,573, fnl. PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc. Dam of a Solid Dash si 104 (g. by Dashin Bye). 10 wins, $120,377, 4th John Alleman Mem. S.–RG3, etc.

Get Your Rocks Off si 85 (g. by Carters Cartel). Winner to 4, $11,060. Firmly In Position si 96 (f. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins to 3, $7,948. Dam of


Shakem Firmly si 97 (f. by Royal Shake Em). Winner at 2, $5,596, 4th Desert Classic F.–RG3. Dam of Gold Lone Star si 106 (5 wins to 3, $25,369), etc.

JESS Perried (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed to 3, $1,461. Dam of

JP Pendleton si 90 (g. by Carters Cartel). Winner to 5, $15,179.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brders’ F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
BB SECRETS GAME (2010) by Game Patriot. Unraced. Half–sister to DEVINS SECRET si 106 ($267,218), TELLIN SECRETS si 102 ($95,751), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including TUCKERS PRIZE si 103 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). 8 wins in 16 starts to 3, $127,580, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
GO On Rona si 94 (1996) by Ronas Ryon. 2 wins to 3, $18,805, 2nd Black Gold 300 F.–RG3. Half–sister to JOANS TREAT si 96 ($110,053), etc. Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM.

4th Dam:

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Peter Bruchhaus

PB Runaway

January 27, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
BB STOLIS GIRL (2014) by Stoli. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to DEVINS SECRET si 106 ($267,218), Tellin Secrets si 102 ($95,751), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including Bad Girl Corona si 85 (f. by Open Me A Corona). Twice placed in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $2,660.

2nd Dam:
GO ON SECRET si 86 (2001) by Raise A Secret. 2 wins to 3, $13,261. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, 10 starters, 9 ROM, including


3rd Dam:
Go On Rona si 94 (1996) by Ronas Ryon. 2 wins to 3, $18,805, 2nd Black Gold 300 F.–RG3. Half–sister to JOANS TREAT si 96 ($110,053), etc. Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM.

4th Dam:
Go On Joan si 106 (1981) by Mr Big Wheel. 6 wins to 3, $218,810, 2nd 89’er Inaugural S. Dam of 16 foals, 13 starters, 11 ROM, including

JOANS TREAT si 96 (g. by Cash Treat). 20 wins, $110,053, Hope And Dreams D.–RG3, Black Gold 300 F., Big Oke F., Black Gold D., Special Effort S., etc.


Zevis Joan si 101 (f. by Zevi TB). 5 wins to 4, $17,657, 2nd El Reno S., Mystery F. Dam of ZE TUFF CONTENDER si 104 (12 wins, $87,134, Pepsi Bonus Challenge, etc.), Ze Tuff Colours si 102 (4 wins, $46,205, 2nd Speedhorse D.–RG3, etc.), etc.

Go Colours Go si 92 (f. by Hot Colours). $11,952, fnl. Hopes And Dreams F.–RG3, etc. Dam of No Pokey Okey si 106 (3 wins to 4, $41,730. Ntr PRM 300 yds.), etc.

Hi Five
March 23, 2019, Gray Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
BELLARISSA si 86 (2007) by Fishers Dash. Placed twice to 3, $2,020. Sister to Dashin Belladona si 98, etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including Bellas Swingin si 102 (f. by Swingin Jess). 6 wins to 5, $28,384, fnl. Texas Twister S. This Bells Political si 95 (f. by Apollitical Jess). Winner to 3, $11,450.

2nd Dam:
MISS RACY VIKE si 105 (1987) by Racin Free. 10 wins to 5, $263,661, Remington Park Ch.–G1, Las Damas H.–G1, etc. Sister to RACIN VIKE si 107 ($228,875), RACIN DEAL si 110 ($178,836). Dam of 29 foals, 28 starters, 23 ROM, including SHE LOOKS RACY si 102 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $139,983, Mockingbird S., etc. ONE SWEET RACY si 103 (f. by One Sweet Jess). Champion Aged Mare, 4 wins to 4, $388,523, AQHA Dstf. Chal.–G1, Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc.

MISS RACY EYES si 98 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins, $133,195, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2, 3rd Valley Junction F.–G2, etc. Granddam of WOOP DEE DOO si 106 (9 wins, $259,865, Heartland F., etc.), FETCHING BEAUTY si 93 ($135,000, Oklahoma F.–G2), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL

Hi Five 598262 Bellarissa si 86

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
BELLARISSA si 86 (2007) by Fishers Dash. Placed twice to 3, $2,020. Sister to Dashin Belladona si 98, etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including Bellas Swingin si 102 (f. by Swingin Jess). 6 wins to 5, $28,384, fnl. Texas Twister S. This Bells Political si 95 (f. by Apollitical Jess). Winner to 3, $11,450.

2nd Dam:
MISS RACY VIKE si 105 (1987) by Racin Free. 10 wins to 5, $263,661, Remington Park Ch.–G1, Las Damas H.–G1, etc. Sister to RACIN VIKE si 107 ($228,875), RACIN DEAL si 110 ($178,836). Dam of 29 foals, 28 starters, 23 ROM, including SHE LOOKS RACY si 102 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $139,983, Mockingbird S., etc. ONE SWEET RACY si 103 (f. by One Sweet Jess). Champion Aged Mare, 4 wins to 4, $388,523, AQHA Dstf. Chal.–G1, Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc.

MISS RACY EYES si 98 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins, $133,195, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2, 3rd Valley Junction F.–G2, etc. Granddam of WOOP DEE DOO si 106 (9 wins, $259,865, Heartland F., etc.), FETCHING BEAUTY si 93 ($135,000, Oklahoma F.–G2), etc.

Vikes Iota si 94 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 3, $103,709, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, Speedhorse Invt. S., fnl. Heritage Place D.–G1, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2.

The Bluetailfly si 97 (c. by Strawfly Special). 4 wins, $82,835, 2nd Woodlands Ch. H., etc.

Sixavike si 102 (c. by Sixarun). 5 wins, $68,439, 2nd East Championship Chal.–G3, etc.

Dashin Belladona si 98 (f. by Fishers Dash). $49,126, 3rd Valley Junction F.–G2, etc. Dam of Mr Jess XL si 95 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $77,841, 2nd Firecracker F.–G2, etc.

Elaines Fantasy si 103 (f. by Leaving Memories). 3 wins, $25,704, 2nd Big Splash S., etc.

Granddam of AGGRESSIVE DRIVER si 100 (5 wins, $131,422, West Texas D., etc.), etc.

Runaway Vike si 97 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $8,898. Dam of VOLCOM si 97 (c. by First Down Dash). 11 wins, $430,433, Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G1, El Primero Del Ano D.–G1, Los Alamitos Prep H., 2nd Los Al Winter Ch.–G1, etc.

Dashing Vike si 90 (c. by First Down Dash). Winner to 3, $142,432, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1.

Dashin Vike si 87 (f. by Dashin Bye). Winner in 2 starts, 2nd PV Laddie/Lassie F.–G3.

Granddam of RUNAWAY WAGON si 106 (6 wins, $146,125, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, etc.), etc.


By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: BELLAS LEAVING YOU si 93 (2012) by Coronas Leaving You. 4 wins to 5, $62,695, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3. Half–sister to Special Fast Dash si 91 ($43,362), etc. This is her first foal.


3rd Dam: STREAKIN GORETHA si 80 (1993) by Streakin La Jolla.. Winner to 3, $3,391. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 11 winners, 10 ROM, including Laveaux Streakin si 95 (f. by First Down Laveaux). 6 wins, $125,653, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2. LQHBA Sophomore H., fnl. La. Downs Champions Cl.–RG2. Dam of RT Streakin D. si 94 (2 wins, $22,500), Leaving On A Streak si 98 (2 wins, $18,105), etc. Mr La Jollas Game si 97 (g. by Game Patriot). 7 wins to 5, $90,229, 3rd Virgil Bond S. S. Streaking Dragon si 94 (g. by Dragon Wings). 3 wins to 4, $55,902, 3rd LQHBA Invitational S. Next Toast si 87 (g. by Toast To Dash). 3 wins to 4, $26,205. Madisons Corona si 93 (f. by Corona Cocktail). 2 wins to 3, $21,883. Dam of Mightey Mouse si 93 (Winner at 3, $24,960), Hakunna Matata si 91 (Winner, $11,836), etc. Jumpn For Pop si 91 (g. by Jumpn). 3 wins at 5, $20,475. Shez Electrafyin (f. by Rakin In The Cash). Winner at 4, $8,700. Dam of Attackdog 89 si 94 (3 wins, $38,955), Yes Sir Im Gone si 90 (Winner, $14,228), etc.

4th Dam: HAVADREAM TB (1979) by Haveago. Unraced. Half–sister to BLACK PIPE (23 wins, $86,908, Calder H., etc. Ntr 6.0f.), Terresto (11 wins, $76,883, Etr SA 6.0f.), etc. Dam of 1 TB foal; 4 QH foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, including Havastreak si 92 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 2, $3,672., fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG3.

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: BETTER BE DIAMONDS si 82 (2009) by Corona Cartel. 2 wins at 2, $10,265. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion MONGOOSE JET EYE si 106 ($447,550), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Jet For Diamonds si 82 (g. by Bodacious Dash). Winner to 3, 2020, $5,590, 3rd Rillito D. Stella Lou si 93 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins at 2, $37,761, fnl. West Texas F.–G2, Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.–G3.

Ar Jess A Diamond si 97 (f. by Apollitical Jess). Winner at 2, $14,006.

2nd Dam: MONGOOSE EFFORT si 98 (1991) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $94,878, Lancaster H., 2nd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, QHBC Champ. Cl.–G1, Spencer Childers Cal Bdr's–RG2, etc. Half–sister to SPECIAL MONGOOSE si 99 ($205,096), Mongoose Hawkette si 107 ($100,042), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including PAPPAS IN THE HOUSE si 107 (g. by Pappasito). 7 wins at 3, $119,200, Bitterroot F., Les Bois Juvenile Chal., Jack Rhoden Memorial S., 2nd Eastern Idaho State Fair Bonus, etc.


The Cartel Runner si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $20,600, 2nd Golden State Juv. S.

Consigned by Jumonville Farms

Shez Beyond Fast
January 20, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President’s Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (c. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins and 3 times placed in 10 starts to 4, $127,941, Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G2, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, etc.

JESSTHELOUISIANAGIRL si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 4, $122,904, Kansas F.–G1, Altoona D.–G3, 3rd Central Derby Chal.–G3, 4th Heritage Place F.–G1.

FED EX TOGETHER si 105 (g. by Call Me Together). 6 wins, $112,864, Ruidoso 550 Ch.–G3, Paul B Ford Memorial H., 3rd Newport Beach H., Mr Jet Moore H., etc.

CALL ME FED EX si 107 (g. by Call Me Together). 6 wins, $80,437, Live Oak H., etc.

Jess Got Bayou si 101 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). $46,496, 2nd Texas Championship Chal.–G1, etc. This Girl Is Special (f. by Special Effort). Unraced. Dam of THISFEATUREISSPECIAL si 98 (6 wins, $190,758, Juno’s Request S.–G2, Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, 2nd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, etc.), IM A FEATURE GIRL si 97 (3 wins, $33,331, Sam Houston Dstf. Chal., etc.). Eyein This Feature si 99 (3 wins, $125,913, 2nd Mr Jet Moore H.–G3, etc.); Granddam of SANTANDER si 106 (4 wins, $142,365, Firecracker D.–G3), DONT TELL LILA si 98 ($32,040), Pamplonna si 96 ($37,306), etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam: BEYONDTASTOLENGAME si 97 (2014) by Stoli. 3 wins to 3, $36,360. Half–sister to Hezafastgame si 103 ($63,475), Beyondivory si 108 ($37,181), etc. This is her first foal.


Beyondthestolelgamewagon si 97 (f. by Stoli). Multiple winner, see above. Beyondtheprize si 94 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). 3 wins to 4, $28,205, 4th

Beyondthechic si 114 (g. by Jumpn Chic). 2 wins to 3, $17,206.


Beyondthefly si 94 (g. by Fly Jess Fly). 3 wins to 5, $26,255. Beyonderjess si 89 (g. by Built Jesse). 3 wins to 3, $21,925.


Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Greg McBride

Gmborn Lucky

April 11, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($554,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
EASTER EVE BID si 93 (1974) by Top Bidder. 3 wins to 4, $9,006, 2nd Beulah D. Sister to DIAL LATE si 102 ($33,751), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 4 starters, 2 ROM, including SKYLARKIN si 110 (g. by Reb’s Policy TB). 19 wins, $91,076, Clasico Zantanon, Clasico Leonel, 2nd Goetta H., Clasico Hipodromo De Las America, Clasico Campeon De Campeones, 3rd Double Bid H.–G3, Go Josie Go S., fnl. Chicado V H.–G3. Ntr MEX 300 & 440 yds. BF Northern Fancy (f. by Victory Stride TB). Unraced. Dam of BF Cellar Man si 93 (g. by Gone To The Man). Winner to 3, $9,653. BF Big Chill si 99 (g. by By Yawl). 4 wins to 3, $8,871. BF Yankee Man si 103 (g. by Gone To The Man). 3 wins to 8, $8,016.

4th Dam:
MISSY DIAL BAR si 100 (1967) by Johnny Dial. 5 wins to 4, $3,300, Ralph R Stuart Ch. Ntr TCF 440 yds. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including DIAL LATE si 102 (f. by Top Bidder). 5 wins to 3, $33,751, Beulah F., 2nd Pacific S. Granddam of Hunters Policy si 93 (5 wins, $31,959), Jet N Zack si 91 (6 wins, $25,023), Reb N Beduino si 102 (4 wins to 4, $22,085), etc. Easter Eve Bid si 93 (f. by Top Bidder). Stakes placed, see above. Miss A Bid si 87 (f. by Top Bidder). 2 wins to 5, $8,902, 2nd Lorelei Handicap S. Bar Pie si 93 (c. by Pie In The Sky). Placed at 2, $11,390.

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms, Agent for Erin Chrisman

**Name Pending**

April 8, 2019, Colt

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:

**BIPITY JAZZ TB** (2003) by Kentucky Jazz. Winner at 3, $5,050. Dam of 1 foal, 1 winner, including **BIPTY DASH** si 103 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Stakes winner, see above.

3rd Dam:


4th Dam:


**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
BJS Cute N Natural si 91 (2006) by Dashs Slinky. 2 wins to 3, $42,810, 3rd Lassie F.–RG2, fnl. La. Champions Day Juv.–RG2. Half–sister to CUTE N SHINY si 97 ($187,099), Moe Raculous si 97 ($103,781), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including

- Mighty N Natural si 85 (g. by Mighty Corona). 2 wins to 5, $12,915.

Lady In Black si 87 (f. by Ragazzo). Winner to 3, $11,604.

2nd Dam:
NATURAL N CUTE si 95 (1995) by Roc Shok. 4 wins to 4, $14,545. Sister to First Down Roc si 103 ($50,341), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including

- Moe Raculous si 97 (g. by First To Shine). 8 wins to 8, $103,781, 2nd FDD Dynasty S.

BJS Cute N Natural si 91 (f. by Dashs Slinky). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:
REAL CUTE KID (1986) by Easy Hempen. Unplaced to 3. Dam of 10 foals, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including


Rockin Slinky si 93 (g. by Dashs Slinky). 3 wins to 4, $34,309.

Down Town Roc si 89 (g. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins to 5, $29,335.

By ZOOMIN FOR BUX si 117 (2004). Stakes winner of 5 races, $259,739, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 139 ROM, with earnings of $5.9 million, including Champion ZOOMIN FOR SPUDS si 107 ($809,171, Champion of Champions S.–G1, etc.), ZOOMIN EFFORTLESSLY si 112 ($875,675), JODY POPS ZOOMER si 104 ($298,056), ZOOMIN AFTER SIX si si 105 ($227,456), SSTRICKORTREAT si 107 ($183,794), etc.

1st Dam:
BLACK MAGIC MOUNTAIN si 80 (2006) by Panther Mountain. Unplaced. Half–sister to JESS LIKE MAGIC si 107 ($304,919), JESS MAID MAGIC si 106 ($230,960), etc. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including First Prize Chad si 96 (g. by First Prize Perry). 6 wins to 6, $72,079.
Magic Piloto Man si 94 (g. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins to 4, $46,727.
Magic Mountain Hope si 95 (f. by Strong Hope). 2 wins to 5, $22,036.
Staccato Mambo si 91 (g. by Jess Zoomin). Placed to 4, $10,505.
Mr Jess Black si 80 (g. by First Down Mr Jess). Placed at 2, $8,124, fnl. LQHBA Sale Invt. S.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
FANCY'S BAR MAID si 82 (1970) by Depth Bars. Placed to 3. Half–sister to Champion MR KID CHARGE si 104 ($299,186, All American F., Rainbow F., etc. Ntr RUI 400 yrs.), Going Fancy Charge si 97 (dam of LUCKY GOING si 91, $32,060, Las Ninas H.), etc. Out of FANCY CHARGE si 100 ($13,978). Dam of 8 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including Made Easy si 103 (f. by Mr Easy Charger). 7 wins to 3, $15,502, Ntr LZD 350 yrs.
Fancy Thoughts si 92 (f. by Aforethought TB). 4 wins to 3, $11,155.
Consigned by Delta Equine Center, LLC.

Goat
April 15, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdrs’ F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:

Blazin Bye si 92 (f. by Dashin Bye). 1 win and 4 times placed in 9 starts to 3, $15,353.

2nd Dam:
MYSTERIOUS DREAMS (1989) by Dash For Cash. Unraced. Sister to World Champion DASH’S DREAM si 113 ($1,119,610), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including MY TASK MASTER si 98 (g. by Special Leader). 4 wins to 3, $60,005, Three Bars F., etc.


3rd Dam:
Southern Streaker si 93 (1974) by Some Kinda Man. 5 wins, $103,690, 2nd Rainbow D., etc. Dam of 14 foals, 10 starters, 8 winners, 8 ROM, including DASH’S DREAM si 113 (f. by Dash For Cash). World Champion, Three–Time Champion, 19 wins in 24 starts, $1,119,610, All American D.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc. Ntr LUB 330 yds. Dam of EFFORTLESS DREAM si 95 (4 wins, $175,263, Go Together H.–G3, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of Puente Villa si 97 (5 wins, $50,224 in Mexico, 2nd Futurity Subasta Selecta–RG3), etc.

Victory Dash si 94 (c. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, $99,070, 3rd Jet Deck H.–G3, etc. Luxurious Dreams si 98 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, $63,325, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc. Granddam of Vertical Vision si 102 (5 wins, $145,279, 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.), Lavish Susan si 89 ($121,732, 3rd La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, etc.), Ditto Head si 94 (4 wins to 3, $101,268, 3rd Dillingham H.), etc.

Pass Em Streaker si 91 (f. by Pass ‘Em Up TB). 3 wins to 3, $8,838. Dam of CASHEM STREAKER si 99 (Two–Time Mexico Champion, $40,122); Granddam of SOUTHERN CASH MAN si 102 (5 wins, $157,590, Ruidoso D.–G2, etc.), etc.

Dreamy Dash si 88 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner in 3 starts, $6,014. Dam of SHERRYS ARIA si 99 (10 wins, $184,367, NM Dist. Chal.–G2, etc.), etc. Granddam of MARYS CORONITAS si 96 (5 wins to 4, $174,209, AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G3, etc.), etc.

Forever For Always (f. by Reckless Dash). Dam of EYE AM FOREVER YOURS si 104 (8 wins, $97,014); Granddam of FIRST N FOREVER si 96 ($148,315), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Ryan & Danielle Robicheaux

Full Strut
February 14, 2019, Bay Filly

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITCAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:
SENATORS DREAMS (2016) by Louisiana Senator. Unplaced in 2 starts. Sister to JM APOLLO si 95 ($82,325), Time For The Senator si 93 ($26,492). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:


LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM si 104 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 4, $174,810, 2nd LQHBA Brdr's D., Faubourg St John S., 3rd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc. Dam of Cowboy Sexy si 99 (g. by Valiant Hero). 5 wins, $70,427, 3rd Prairie Meadows Derby Chal.

JM APOLLO si 95 (g. by Louisiana Senator). 4 wins to 4, $82,325, 2nd Remington Park D.–G2, etc. Dam of THE LOUISIANA DREAM si 104 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 4 wins, $44,972, Covered Bridges S.–G3, 3rd Los Alamitos Derby Chal., fnl. Remington Park Distance Chal.–G2.

No Politics Here si 104 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins, $174,810, 2nd LQHBA Brdr's D., Faubourg St John S., 3rd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc. Dam of Time For The Senator si 93 (f. by Louisiana Senator). 1 win and 1 time placed in 2 starts at 2, $26,492, 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3.


3rd Dam:

Bonnie's Blue Girl

January 11, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
BONNIES OWN FORTUNE si 90 (2013) by Game Patriot. 3 wins to 4, $28,415. Sister to GAME OWN si 103 ($143,047), Patriot Fortune si 96 ($62,020), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
MY OWN FORTUNE si 102 (1995) by Six Fortunes. 2 wins to 4, $9,166. Half–sister to MAKEITONHISOWN si 98 ($122,460), Hempenonlymyown si 93 ($36,629), Dashinsonmyown si 8 ($24,028), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 12 starters, 10 ROM, including GAME OWN si 103 (g. by Game Patriot). 7 wins to 7, $157,147, Sailfish S., 2nd Live Oak S., Magnolia S., Faubourg St John S., 3rd Virgil Bond 870 S., Faubourg St John S.


Patriot Fortune si 97 (c. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 5, $62,021, 3rd Longhorn F.–G1. Myfirstplacefortune si 94 (f. by First Place Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $6,755. Dam of FRANKIE B si 101 (g. by Tres Seis). 3 wins to 5, $70,271, Lone Star Distance Challenge, fnl. AQHA Distance Challenge Championship–G1.

3rd Dam:
MAKITONMYOWN si 104 (1979) by Dash For Cash. 7 wins, $31,321, Golden Trianle H., Trinity Meadows Texas Cl., etc. Half–sister to FIGURINE si 98 ($7,569), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 11 winners, including MAKEITONHISOWN si 98 (c. by Rare Breed TB). 9 wins, $122,460, LQHBA F.–RG3, Miss Polly Classic, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.


4th Dam:
DRESDEN si 95 (1965) by Buzz Bar. 4 wins, $10,786. AQRA Lassie S., etc. Sister to ROYAL DOULTON si 100 ($91,211; dam of LOVINGLY si 93, $57,999; granddam of RARE LOVING si 90, $61,756); half–sister to EASY CUSTUS si 95 ($40,760), Easy Jet Liz si 98 ($10,962; granddam of CASCIA BABE si 101, $173,893), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 9 winners, including FIGURINE si 98 (f. by Top Moon). 4 wins and once placed in 5 starts, $7,569, AQRA Lassie S.

Consigned by Runnin Broke Ranch, Agent

**Blue Timber**

February 9, 2019, Brown Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

CHAMPAGNE LEGACY si 113 (f. by Cash Legacy). 20 wins, $134,279, Red Earth H.–G3, Kansas Jackpot D.–RG3, Moore H., Cherry Creek F., QHBC Classics D., Dash For Speed H., La Mariposa H., etc. Ntr 330 yds. Ntr ARP 440 yds. Dam of
HEZ COOL MAN si 103 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 8 wins, $104,337, Woodlands Champ. H., 2nd Aurora D.–RG3, Rocky Mountain Marathon S., 3rd Mile High D.–G2, etc.

Hesa Rare Legacy si 105 (g. by Rare Form). 4 wins, $20,634, 3rd Mexico Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. Cherry Creek F.–RG3, Inaugural Cl.–G3.

Splashin Champagne si 93 (f. by Splash Bac). Winner at 2, $14,520, 3rd Rocky Mountain F.–G3. Dam of TREASON si 96 (2 wins to 4, $109,671, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc.

SHESFRIENDLY TOO si 102 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 4 wins, $12,185, Colorado Brdrs’ F., etc. Granddam of TRS Top Shot Riley si 89 (2 wins, $31,119, 3rd Future Of Iowa S.), etc.

Only Take Cash si 105 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 12 wins, $18,510, 3rd Alex Picov Mem. Ch.

4th Dam:
BEAUTIFUL BUG si 91 (1977) by Champsville TB. 2 wins to 3, $3,123. Half–sister to CHARGE ME EASY si 90 ($36,476), JUST DASHING BY si 99 ($51,013), Bug In The Pie si 92 (dam of PIVOTAL DECISION si 106, 17 wins, $630,639, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Ntr CBY 250 yds.), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 3 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including

SHESFRIENDLY BUG si 103 (f. by Easy Approach). Multiple stakes winner, see above.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By IGOTYOURTAC si 88 (2009). Stakes winner of 4 races, $577,067, Golden State Million F.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 227 ROM, with earnings of $5.5 million, including A Canadian Chill si 97 ($41,513, 2nd Par A Dice S.), Papa Vaquero si 91 ($22,984), We Gota Jewel si 87 ($17,285), Cowboyz Hotrod si 97 ($12,357), Igotgame Rf si 90 ($6,727), Fastatak si 80 ($5,923), etc.

1st Dam: 
BRILEYS FIRST PRIZE si 93 (2010) by First Prize Perry. 3 wins to 3, $39,419. Half–sister to Firefly Fortune si 97 ($105,276), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam: 

3rd Dam: 

4th Dam: 

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
Vals La Jolla si 97 (g. by Dashing Val). 7 wins to 7, $121,686.
Copper Streaker si 98 (c. by Copper Buff). 2 wins to 3, $46,402, fnl. Retama Park F.–G1.
Davids Corona si 83 (f. by King Corona). 2 wins to 4, $21,713.
Docs Some Dasher si 84 (f. by Some Dasher). Winner to 3, $14,826.
BT Lock To Streak si 87 (f. by Lock To Load). Winner in 2 starts to 3, $6,600.

3rd Dam:
Mamas Royal Express si 93 (g. by Village Hero). $16,088, 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.
Go Starya La Jolla (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of Mamaminniegamespirit si 95 (2 wins to 4, $32,090), etc.

4th Dam:
MISS GO FLASH (1973) by Go Man Go. Unplaced in 3 starts. Half-sister to FLASHY MOON DOLL si 88 (3 wins, $3,578, Ruby's F., etc.), FLASHY CAJUN si 85 (3 wins, $1,479, Ruidoso Sprint S.), etc. Dam of 4 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Thymus Go Flash si 83 (f. by Thymus Jet). 3 wins to 3, $3,740.
First And Three si 90 (f. by First And Goal TB). $14,027, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG3, etc.
Go Thymus Rocket si 80 (f. by Rocket's Magic). 2 wins to 3, $10,402. Dam of JS First Down Magic si 90 (2 wins, $9,486), Docs Streakin Rocket si 86 (Winner, $5,276), etc.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Richard Ortego

Fastn Inseperable
February 22, 2019, Bay Filly

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:
BUILT FOR BATTLE si 89 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. Winner to 4, $19,790. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
MS WANDAS LA JOLLA si 90 (2002) by Streakin La Jolla. Winner, $8,366. Half–sister to Ms Wandas Fortune si 98 ($219,786), etc. Dam of 7 starters, 5 ROM, including CJS Huslin Game si 103 (g. by Game Patriot). 7 wins to 5, $98,723. Bullet Proof Patriot si 81 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). Winner to 3, $24,279. Built For Battle si 89 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner to 4, $19,790. Cjs Helluva Game si 92 (f. by Game Patriot). 1 win and 3 times placed in 7 starts at 2, $14,615.

3rd Dam:


4th Dam:
CLEVER REGRET si 90 (1982) by Raise Your Glass TB. Winner to 3, $1,632. Sister to FIREWATER FANCY si 102 ($59,184; granddam of THIS FLIGHTS FOR YOU si 110, $175,170), Rhythm N Booze si 101 ($66,035). Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including BBS Magic Quarter si 101 (f. by Rocket's Magic). $58,648, 2nd La Champ. Day Cl.–RG2. Dam of BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 (8 wins, $348,613, Delta Downs LA Brdrs' D.–RG2, Harrah’s La Bred D., etc.), BBS First Flame si 95 (3 wins, $64,586, 3rd Firecracker F.–RG2, etc.); Granddam of Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), etc.

Raise The Sky si 94 (f. by Pie In The Sky). Winner, $24,397, 3rd Mardi Gras D.–RG3. Dam of IB Business si 97 ($62,840, 2nd Speedhorse G/S Cup D.–RG3, etc.), Mighty Pocket Rocket si 93 (3 wins, $60,614, 3rd EVD Dash S., etc.); Granddam of JR TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 (5 wins, $313,154, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), NO CROWN TONIGHT si 108 (3 wins at 2, $65,525, De Saix S., fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Shel B
March 19, 2019, Brown Colt

Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for Chad Hart & Bobby D. Cox

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
C SHELBY ZOOM (2011) by Shazoom. Unplaced at 2. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with 1 starter, a currently racing two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
FIRST TO CELEBRATE (2005) by First Down Dash. Unraced. Dam of 27 foals of racing age, 17 starters, 12 ROM, including WAHOO si 102 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). Champion Distance Horse, 8 wins to 6, $166,425, Paul's Valley H.–G3, Remington Distance Chal.–G3, Master Salls H., Governor’s Cup Marathon, 2nd Paul's Valley H.–G3, Remington Distance H.–G3 (twice), etc.

3rd Dam:
FITTING CELEBRATION si 110 (1990) by Ronas Ryon. 8 wins in 10 starts to 4, $47,775, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–G2, Ntr TRM 400 yds. Broodmare Of The Year, Half–sister to Quack Attack si 112 ($110,702), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 13 ROM, including BRIMMERTON si 104 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins to 3, $519,538, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities:
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC., Agent for Montgomery Equine Center

Corona Ultra
February 1, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
CACHE CORONA (2014) by Coronas Leaving You. Unraced. Sister to Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 105 ($929,150), SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Chicks With Coronas si 93 (f. by Apollitical Blood). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $20,818.

2nd Dam:

SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108 (c. by Coronas Leaving You). 8 wins, $254,889, Louisiana Classic S.–RG2, SAN LORENZO si 105 (c. by Coronas Leaving You). 8 wins, $186,103, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc.

CANT CATCHACORONA si 102 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). Dam of Mimi Cartel si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $49,035, 2nd Pocahontas H., etc.


3rd Dam:
OCEAN MEMORIES (1997) by Leaving Memories. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to HARBOR BEACH si 111 ($129,372), First Down N Surf si 97 ($290,681; Dam of Corona Deluxe si 94, $168,135; Granddam of EAGLE DELUXE si 102, $164,787; COUNTRY BOY DELUXE si 103, $161,637; Reagal Eagle si 105, $467,790), Runaway Wave si 105 (Broodmare of the Year, $79,183; Dam of World Champion Wave CARVER si 104, $1,005,946; Three–Time Champion OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105, $1,642,498, Ntr LA 400 yds.; WAVE HER DOWN si 95, $436,415; TRISK si 102, $254,233; AQUAFINA si 99, $188,336; Granddam of Two–Time Champion UNCLE D si 96, $682,965, etc. Out of IN THE CURL TB ($749,891). Dam of 15 ROM, including OCEAN CARTEL si 95 (g. by Corona Cartel). 6 wins, $186,103, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc. Mimi Cartel si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $49,035, 2nd Pocahontas H., etc. Dam of FEATURE MR LUCKY si 105 ($131,672, Sunland Winter D.–G2, etc., etc. Ocean Express (f. by Fishers Dash). Dam of STEL MY CORONA si 89 ($187,768, PCQHRA Brdrs' F.–G2, etc.; Granddam of TAC ME UP si 99 ($143,784, Autumn H., etc., etc.

Icecoldblood
February 1, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:
CAMERONS GAME si 95 (2012) by Game Patriot. 5 wins to 3, $78,730, Flashy Hemp S. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:
SHES LILS FG si 97 (2003) by Embrujo FG. 4 wins to 3, $123,605, Lassie F.–RG2, Louisiana Downs Champions D.–RG2. Half–sister to Shes Glens Runaway si 92 ($25,784), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including CAMERONS GAME si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). Stakes winner, see above.

Miss Bigtime FG si 97 (f. by Bigtime Favorite). 6 wins to 6, $38,391.

3rd Dam:
MIDKNIGHT MAGNOLIAS (1994) by Runaway Winner. Unplaced. Sister to RESONATE si 102 ($23,948); half-sister to VIGOROUSLY si 105. Dam of 4 foals, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including SHES LILS FG si 97 (f. by Embrujo FG). Stakes winner, see above.

Shes Glens Runaway si 92 (f. by Reeds Dash). $25,784, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.

4th Dam:

RESONATE si 102 (g. by Runaway Winner). $23,948, La Jolla H., fnl. Town Policy H.–G3, etc. Bizarre si 93 (f. by Magic Dozen). 2 wins, $14,532. Granddam of RUNNING BROOK GAL si 102 (Two–Time Champion, 6 wins, $1,359,989, All American F.–G1, etc.), BIG BIZ PERRY si 98 (5 wins, $434,705, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), UNFINISHED BIZ si 107 ($71,664), etc.

Chitchatty si 94 (f. by Runaway Winner). 3 wins to 3, $4,205. Dam of ADASHIN RUNAWAY si 98 (f. by Adash For Cash). 7 wins, $40,535, Evergreen F.–RG3, etc. Dam of MR CORONA CARTEL si 107 ($222,392, Joe Reed II S., 2nd Golden State Million F.–G1, etc.), PEPE EL TRUENO si 102 (5 wins, $61,555), MISTIC ROSE si 89 ($49,259), Adashin First Dash si 99 ($238,769, 3rd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1), La Corona Cartel si 94 (3 wins, $45,450), etc.

Chitchatin Memories si 102 (g. by Leaving Memories). $50,303, 2nd AQHA Juv. Chal.–G2, etc.

Chitchat N Charlie si 100 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). $31,871, 2nd 7 Feathers Firecracker F. Runaway Eye Opener si 98 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). $25,436, 2nd Portland Meadows F., etc. Dam of Shazoom Away si 99 (10 wins, $93,348), Chitchatin Okie si 98 ($33,111), etc.

PK Sugar Daddy

March 25, 2019, Gray Colt

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Phatt Kat Ranch

Sir Runaway Dash si 97

PK Sugar Daddy
5998090

Runaway Wave si 105

First Down Dash si 105

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
CANDIE KISSES (2009) by Separatist. Unraced. Half–sister to SEND ME A CANDY TREE si 105 ($411,194), FASTER THEN U si 92, THIS CANDYS SPECIAL si 104, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, including PK Fast Kisses si 85 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner to 4, 2020, $16,212.

2nd Dam:

FASTER THEN U si 92 (g. by Ivory James). 3 wins to 3, 2019, $142,585, La Fiesta F.

THIS CANDYS SPECIAL si 104 (f. by Strawfly Special). 8 wins, $102,821, KEOKUK S.–G3, etc. Dam of CANDY CARTEL si 100 (5 wins, $162,294), Flashing Candy si 103 ($140,205, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1), Eyesa Candy Maker si 109 (f. by Eyesa Special). 5 wins, $106,494, 3rd Remington Park D.–G1, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–G3, fnl. Speedhorse F.–G1, etc.

Eyesa Candy Horse si 95 (g. by Eyesa Special). $56,554, 3rd OHA D.–G3, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1. Roll On Candy Wagon si 99 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins, $40,663. Dam of SEND ME GOOD CANDY si 95 ($175,720, Miss Ellen S., 2nd RP Oklahoma Bred F.–G3, etc.), Jess Send Candy si 95 (f. by Jess Perry). Winner at 2, $7,153. Dam of ROCKYS CANDY SHOP si 96 (7 wins to 3, $149,979, Blue River D., QHRAI SSA D., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms, Agent for Bielau Oaks

Sweet But Psycho B

April 23, 2019, Gray Filly

BF Farm Boss si 97

Sweet But Psycho B

Candy Before My Eyes si 91

By BF FARM BOSS si 97 (2012). Stakes winner of 7 races, $932,655, Ruidoso D.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 3rd Los Alamitos Championship Chal.–G3, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of Champion HAWKINSON si 99, $448,299. Sire of 462 ROM, with earnings of over $11.8 million, including Three–Time Champion STRAWKINS si 108 ($614,156), etc.

1st Dam:
CANDY BEFORE MY EYES si 91 (2003) by Mr Eye Opener. Winner to 4, $6,343. Half–sister to PAINT A FAMOUS CANDY si 109 ($84,265). Dam of 9 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 8 starters, 5 ROM, including Candy Cat Eyes si 90 (f. by Red Storm Cat). Winner to 4, $14,489. Angry Bird B si 92 (g. by Divide The Cash). Placed to 4, 2020, $14,061. Louisiana Sidecar B si 90 (g. by Freighttrain B). Winner to 3, 2020, $12,103.

2nd Dam:
THIS CANDYS FAMOUS si 93 (1995) by Leaving Memories. 2 wins to 4, $13,693. Sister to SEND ME THE CANDY si 97. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 9 ROM, including Chicks Famous Candy si 84 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Placed to 3, $1,550. Dam of Famous Candy Cat si 102 (f. by Red Storm Cat). 2 wins, $51,727, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., etc.

3rd Dam:

SEND ME THE CANDY si 97 (f. by Leaving Memories). $135,976, Remington Park F.–G1. Dam of SEND ME A CANDY TREE si 105 (12 wins to 5, $411,194, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, etc.), FASTER THEN U si 92 (3 wins to 3, $146,631, La Fiesta F); Granddam of Two–Time Champion JESS GOOD CANDY si 96 (8 wins in 8 starts, $2,014,703, All American F.–G1, etc.), APOLLITICAL PENCE si 106 ($660,105), THIS CANDYS AWESOME si 105 ($434,265, Ntr RP 330 yds.), CANDY CARTEL si 104 (10 wins, $210,141), SEND ME THIS WAGON si 110 ($179,310, Ntr CBY 400 yds.), ROCKYS CANDY SHOP si 96 ($176,009), SEND ME GOOD CANDY si 95 ($175,720), I SEE CANDY PAINT si 110 ($161,305), JESS SPECIAL CANDY si 114 (6 wins, $155,896, Ntr RP 330 yds. Ntr BEU 440 yds.), etc.

Love This Candy si 101 (f. by Seventy One North). 5 wins, $43,143, 2nd Moore H., etc. Dam of IMA CANDY SUSPECT si 108 (7 wins, $152,211, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–RG2, etc. Ntr BRD 300 yds.); Granddam of THIS CANDYS RED HOT si 99 (8 wins, $251,502, Speedhorse F.–RG1, etc.), Ranch Candy si 93 ($120,327), etc.

Send The Guys Candy si 88 (f. by Disco Jerry TB). Unplaced. Dam of THIS CANDYS OKAY si 109 ($218,354, Ntr BRD 300 yds.), SEND A CANDY GUY si 103 ($136,785); Granddam of THIS WAGONS OKAY si 106 ($173,930), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Danny Trahan Quarter Horses

Cant Catch Aubrey
January 10, 2019, Black Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam: CANT GO WRONG si 93 (2014) by Oak Tree Special. Winner at 2, $11,315. Sister to UNQUESTIONABLE si 99 ($128,178), half-sister to ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 ($221,321), STREAKIN ILLUSIVELY si 103 ($163,057), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: REAL OR IMAGINED (1995) by Dash For Cash. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 25 foals, 20 starters, 18 ROM, including ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 (g. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins, $221,321, Vinton S., 2nd Sam’s Town S., 3rd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, LQHBA D., Opelousas S., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Lee Berwick F.–RG1, La. Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.


Cash For Mawnee (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unplaced. Dam of Monees Fast Cash si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $49,335, 2nd Party Girl S., etc.

3rd Dam: Tiny Illusion si 93 (1981) by Tiny’s Gay. 3 wins in 6 starts, $124,848, 2nd Firecracker F.–G1. Sister to Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), half-sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796), Exclusive Plan si 94 ($39,795), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Effortless Illusion (f. by Special Effort). Dam of ILLUSIONEIRESS si 109 (4 wins, $115,280, West Texas F.–G1), Eagle Illusion si 102 (3 wins, $46,171, 2nd Indiana Grand QHRAI D.), B D Illusion si 92 ($35,459, 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.), Style With Substance si 98 ($21,144, 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc.), A Special Illusion si 92 (2 wins at 2, $10,323, 3rd Ruidoso Juv. Invt.), Granddam of EISENHEIM si 96 (4 wins, $43,671, TQHA F., 4th Retama Park F.–G1), Corona Illusion si 99 (3 wins, $55,203, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G2, etc.), etc.

Delightfully Tiny si 85 (f. by The Signature). Winner at 3, $2,015. Dam of Somethins Shakin (Winner at 2, $3,107, 3rd North Dakota Bred F., etc.

Inseperablebaby
January 29, 2019, Bay Colt

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), TOGETHER TO THE END si 86 ($112,280), PRONTO ALEX si 96 ($94,199), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
CARRY ON DASH si 101 (2002) by Toast To Dash. 4 wins to 4, $117,201, LQHBA Juvenile, 2nd Louisiana Downs Champions Cl.–RG2, 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG2, Flash Hemp S. Half–sister to BURRS WARRIOR si 110 ($181,645), WARRIOR LEE si 105 ($130,257), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Carry On si 97 (c. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins to 5, $45,545, 3rd Governor’s Cup Marathon, 4th TQHA Sires’ Cup S., fnl. Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G1, etc. Carry On Theft si 102 (g. by Identity Theft). 4 wins to 5, $37,980.

3rd Dam:
CARRY ON TEE si 95 (1990) by Streakin La Jolla. 5 wins to 3, $17,488, 4th Lassie F.–RG3. Half–sister to ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 ($97,634; Granddam of MAKE ME FLY si 104, $159,431; FLY ME ANYWHERE si 107, $133,488; TELLHER TO FLY si 92, $88,907; etc.), and to the dams of CREOLE WILLIAMS si 96 ($86,229), Picture Perfect Game si 101 ($100,335), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 14 ROM, including BURRS WARRIOR si 110 (g. by Burrs First Down). 11 wins, $181,645, Bayer Legend East Chal.–G3, La Brdrs’ D.–RG3, Hipodromo De Las Americas S., etc. Nfr DED 300 yds. WARRIOR LEE si 105 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins, $130,257, Speedhorse Gold Cup F.–RG2, LA Brdrs’ Laddie F.–RG3, 3rd LA Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.

CARRY ON DASH si 101 (f. by Toast To Dash). Stakes winner, see above. Miss Game Tee si 94 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins, $65,285, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1. Dam of PATRIOTIC GAMES si 95 (3 wins at 2, $304,298, Firecracker F.–G2, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G2, etc.), A GAME DAME si 111 (6 wins, $119,192, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, etc.), Giasfastdash si 99 ($26,248, 3rd Harrr’s F.–G3, etc.) Carry On Game si 92 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins at 2, $45,739, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc. First Down Tee si 91 (f. by Burrs First Down). Winner to 3, $4,093. Dam of TEE CHIC si 103 (4 wins to 4, $380,986, Oklahoma F.–G2, 2nd Haleah Derby S., etc.), etc. Tee Pie (f. by Pie In The Sky). Unraced. Dam of SHINING TEE PIE si 103 (4 wins to 3, $229,937, LQHBA F.–RG1, 2nd La Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Sheafastgame
February 24, 2019, Chestnut Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
CARRY ON GAME si 92 (2013) by Game Patriot. 3 wins to 3, $45,739, 4th Louisiana Juv. S., fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, fnl. La. Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc. Sister to the dam of PA TRIOtic GAMES si 95 ($304,298), A GAME DAME si 111 ($119,192), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, none to race.

2nd Dam:
CARRY ON TEE si 95 (1990) by Streakin La Jolla. 5 wins, $17,488, 4th Lassie F.–G3. Half–sister to ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 ($97,634), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 14 ROM, including BURRS WARRIor si 110 (g. by Burrs First Down). 11 wins, $181,645, Bayer Legend East Chal.–G3, LA Brdr’s D.–RG3, Hipodromo De Las Americas S., 2nd Mardi Gras Gr. –G3, 3rd Bayer Legend Chal. Ch.–G1, 4th La Champions Day D.–RG2, Ntr DED 300 yds. WARRIor LEE si 105 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins, $130,257, Speedhorse Gold Cup F.–RG2, LA Brdr’s Laddie F.–RG3, 3rd LA Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.

CARRY ON DASH si 101 (f. by Toast To Dash). 4 wins to 4, $117,201, LQHBA Juvenile, 2nd Louisiana Downs Champions Cl.–RG2, 3rd Lee Berwick Mem.–RG2, etc. Dam of Carry On si 97 (c. by Panther Mountain). $45,545, 3rd Governor’s Cup Marathon, etc. Miss Game Tee si 94 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins, $65,285, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1. Dam of PATRIOTIC GAMES si 95 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins and 4 seconds in 9 starts to 3, $304,298, Firecracker F.–G2, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G2, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3.


3rd Dam:
TEES HEART si 91 (1984) by Rocket's Magic. 8 wins, $19,217. Dam of 9 starters, 9 winners, including ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 (f. by Jody O Toole). 5 wins, $97,634, Live Oak H., etc. Granddam of MAKE ME FLY si 104 ($159,431, Will Rogers Derby Chal.–G3, etc.), FLY ME ANYWHERE si 107 (5 wins, $133,488), TELLHER TO FLY si 92 ($88,907), etc. Picture Perfect Tee si 95 (f. by Power Train). 5 wins, $21,350. Dam of CREOLE WILLIAMS si 91 (4 wins, $86,229), Picture Perfect Game si 101 (5 wins, $100,335), etc.

Consigned by Jumonville Farms

Jessa Jalapeno

February 20, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Sires of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President’s Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:

Louisianabluebeauty si 90 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 3, $29,000.

2nd Dam:


Louisianafeature One si 105 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 4 wins to 4, $135,898, 2nd La Plata S.–G2, King Rick Rack S.–G2, 3rd Herman Jefferson S.–G3, etc.

Call Me Mr Feature si 92 (g. by Call Me Together). 3 wins to 3, $22,613, 3rd Woodlands S.


Louisianafeature Two si 104 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). $33,506, fnl. Handicap Kisses To Yawl–G3.

Call Me Mr Feature si 92 (g. by Call Me Together). 3 wins at 3, $22,613, 3rd Woodlands S.


Louisianafeature Two si 104 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). $33,506, fnl. Handicap Kisses To Yawl–G3.

Feature Together si 90 (g. by Call Me Together). 4 wins to 5, $32,915.


Featuring FAST JESS si 104 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins to 4, $268,192, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D., Vinton S., 2nd Open Me A Corona S.–RG2, Mardi Gras D., etc.

Tell Brenda with love si 81 (f. by Call Me Together). Placed at 2. Dam of JESS LA JOLLA BLUE si 103 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 5 wins to 4, $47,412, Clasico Campeon De Campeones, 3rd Hipodromo Derby Chal.


Jess Snouping Around si 94 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). $56,176, 2nd The Getaway S., etc. JF First Patriot si 94 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 3 wins to 7, $70,813.


Jess Brenda si 88 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced. Dam of Booyah Bay si 96 (g. by Brookstone Bay). 6 wins, $210,765, 2nd Namehimastreaker NM Cl.–RG1, NMHBA S.–RG2, Mesilla Valley Speed H.–RG2, etc.

Bankie Bay si 104 (f. by Brookstone Bay). 2 wins, $99,963, 2nd NMHBA S.–RG2, etc.

Wild Game Fortune
February 7, 2019, Bay Filly

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam: CARTELS FORTUNE si 103 (2011) by Carters Cartel. 7 wins and 5 times placed in 16 starts, $128,750, Evangeline Downs D., Sam Houston Dstf. Chal., 2nd De Saix S., Sam's Town S., 3rd Develop A Plan S.–G3, fnl. AQHA Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Half–sister to LOUISIANA JEWELS si 95 ($312,725), The Renaissance Man si 94 ($182,721), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced and a currently racing two–year–old, 2 ROM, including Blues Fortune si 104 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner at 2, $26,399, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S., fnl. Lassie F.–RG1.


2nd Dam: CARTELS FORTUNE si 103 (f. by Carters Cartel). Stakes winner, see above.


Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for
Danny Trahan Quarter Horses

Mavens Cash
January 22, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
CASH FOR MAWNEE (2008) by Streakin La Jolla. Unplaced in 2 starts. Sister to STREAKIN ILLUSIVELY si 103 ($163,296), half–sister to ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 ($221,321), UNQUESTIONABLE si 99 ($128,178), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including

Monees Fast Cash si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $49,335, 2nd Party Girl S., 3rd Mother’s Day S.
Elevate Your Game si 81 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $20,185.
Monees Game si 89 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner at 2, $12,510.

2nd Dam:
REAL OR IMAGINED (1995) by Dash For Cash. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 25 foals, 20 starters, 18 ROM, including
ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 (g. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins, $221,321, Vinton S., 2nd Sam’s Town S., 3rd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, LQHBA D., Opelousas S., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Lee Berwick F.–RG1, La. Champions Day Cl–RG2, etc.
UNREALISTIC si 103 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins to 4, $117,199, Billy Montgomery S., LQHBA Invt. S., 2nd Billy Montgomery EVD S.–RG3, Mardi Gras D., Audubon S., etc. Dam of

3rd Dam:
Tiny Illusion si 93 (1981) by Tiny’s Gay. 3 wins in 6 starts, $124,848, 2nd Firecracker F.–G1. Sister to Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), half–sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796), Exclusive Plan si 94 ($39,795), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including
Effortless Illusion (f. by Special Effort). Dam of ILLUSIONEIRESS si 109 (4 wins, $115,280, West Texas F.–G1), EAGLE ILLUSION si 102 (3 wins, $46,171, 2nd Indiana Grand QHRAI D.), B D ILLUSION si 92 ($35,459, 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.), Style With Substance si 98 ($21,144, 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc.), A SPECIAL ILLUSION si 92 (2 wins at 2, $10,323, 3rd Ruidoso Juv. Invt.), Granddam of EISENHEIM si 96 (4 wins, $43,671, TQHA F., 4th Retama Park F.–G1), CORONATION si 99 (3 wins, $55,203, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G2, etc.), etc.

TF Cashys First Down
January 11, 2019, Sorrel Colt


1st Dam:
CASHY LA JOLLA si 110 (2008) by Streakin La Jolla. 6 wins to 5, $77,210, La Mariposa H., 3rd La Mariposa H.–G3. Half–sister to CLASSY SHOT GLASS si 98 ($145,103), EAGLES FIRST PREY si 96 ($100,558), EAGLES FIRST PREY si 96 ($100,558), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date—two–year–olds, 3 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including
TF ROWDY CARTEL si 108 (g. by Coronado Cartel). 6 wins to 4, 2020, $52,953, EVD Dash S., fnl. Old South D.
TF Dashin N Cashin si 91 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 4 wins to 3, $34,386.
TF Chics Lajolla si 93 (c. by Jumpon Chic). Winner at 2, $18,800.

2nd Dam:
CLASSY CASHY si 96 (1991) by Dash For Cash. Placed 3 times to 3, $1,620. Sister to SPECIALLY FAST si 104 ($190,544), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 16 starters, 12 ROM, including
CLASSY SHOT GLASS si 98 (g. by JJ Shot Glass). 7 wins to 6, $145,103, AQHA Distance Chal. Ch.–G1, Oklahoma Dist. Chal., The Getaway H., 2nd Oklahoma Dist. Chal.–G3, etc.
EAGLES FIRST PREY si 96 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins to 6, $100,558, Bobby Dan Crenshaw Mem. S., fnl. Downs At Albuquerque Distance Chal.
CASHY LA JOLLA si 110 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes winner, see above.
Classy Bully si 99 (g. by Bully Bullion). 3 wins, $122,136, 2nd Remington Park F.–G1, etc.
Bully Of The Class si 95 (g. by Bully Bullion). Winner, $16,945, 3rd The Getaway H.–G3.

3rd Dam:
SPECIAL SOUND TB (1971) by Bold Commander. Unraced. Dam of 11 starters, 10 ROM, including
SUPER SOUND CHARGE si 109 (c. by Roma Charge). World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 14 wins, $295,052, Los Alamitos Invt. Ch., Vessels M., Go Man Go H., etc.
SPECIALY FAST si 104 (g. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, $190,544, Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, World’s Championship Cl.–G1, AQHA W/SW Chal.–G3, etc.
RONAS SOUND si 96 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 8 wins, $149,648, Ruidoso D.–G2, QHBC Soph. Cl.–G3, etc. Granddam of STRIVER si 97 ($153,513, Slotz Equip. S., etc.), CONQUER ALL si 98 ($46,007, Jens L List Jr Mem., etc.), Go Straight si 115 ($91,659, 2nd Blane Schvaneveldt H.–G3, etc.), Trust Me si 99 ($49,648, 2nd Jack Robinson H., etc.), etc.
Sound Venture si 99 (c. by Roma Charge). 6 wins to 6, $62,004, 2nd Barbra B H.
Sound Memories si 95 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $40,440, 2nd East Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Beths Beluga (f. by Dash For Cash). Dam of Bilini si 94 ($18,767, 3rd OH Of Texas Brdr’s Sale F.–RG3, etc.), Arethas Song si 92 ($13,597); Granddam of ICE SHAKER si 93 ($81,544, Jim Bader F.–RG3, etc.), Chickitita si 88 ($29,691), Heza Valiant Hero si 94 ($22,066).

Consigned by J/B Racing

Xdw Catch A Rouge

February 20, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery Lad S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), etc.

1st Dam:

CATCHMEIFUCANDARLIN si 81 (2013) by Too Tough To Catch. 2 wins to 4, $13,195. Half–sister to Big Boy Agouti si 91 ($27,040), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

MARY DARLIN TB (1999) by Silent King. Placed at 3, $4,368. Sister to DOCTOR D. K. ($175,529). Dam of 2 TB and 4 QH foals, 6 starters, 4 winners, including

Big Boy Agouti si 91 (g. by Agouti). 2 wins to 4, $27,040, 2nd Marathon S.

Catchmeifucandarlin si 81 (f. by Too Tough To Catch). Winner to 4, $13,195.

Heza Big City si 84 (g. by Heza Fast Rogue). Winner at 2, $12,465.

3rd Dam:

GLAD COMPANY (1988) by Meadowlake. 3 wins to 4, $29,500. Half–sister to FULL RETAIL ($450,759), etc. Dam of 11 TB foals, 9 winners, including

DOCTOR D. K. (g. by Silent King). 16 wins, $175,529. Stardust S., 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Juvenile S., 3rd Andrew L. “Red” Erwin Memorial S.

Dance Company (f. by Vilzak). 4 wins to 5, $77,291, 3rd Southern Belle S. Dam of

Bobbies Flight (f. by Precocity). 7 wins, $164,059, 2nd Peppers Pride New Mexico Classic Championship Fillies and Mares S.

Mickey's Last Dance (f. by Precocity). 3 wins to 5, $72,159, 2nd Dessie And Fern Sawyer F.

Rodeo Cat (g. by Storm Passage). 10 wins to 8, $67,258.

Dance Mary Dance (f. by Nelson). 3 wins to 6, $60,560.

Notaprettypicture (g. by Precocity). 2 wins to 5, $41,095.


Class Of Sixty One (g. by Leestown). 3 wins to 4, $95,970.

Glad Mary (f. by Goodbye Doeny). 3 wins to 4, $62,180.

Glad You Dance (g. by Leestown). 3 wins to 4, $45,863.

4th Dam:

KINDANCE (1981) by Kinsman Hope. 9 wins to 4, $150,341, Colfax Maid S., 2nd Illinois Fantasy S. Peach Queen S. Half–sister to JUNK BOND KING ($220,579), ZENTASTIC ($99,784), STARLEE ($68,675). Junk Bond Queen (dam of THE NAME'S BOND, $327,380,; MS BROOKSI, $323,810,; Junk Bond Kid, $58,350; granddam of Alpaca Fina, $158,910), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 5 winners, including

FULL RETAIL (g. by Rare Performer). 17 wins, $450,759, August Muckler S., 2nd Don Bernhardt S., Forego S.

TF One Sweet Witch

January 31, 2019, Bay Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc. 

1st Dam:
Connors Cat si 103 (f. by Achievement). 5 wins to 4, $70,600. Dam of Connors Illusion si 86 (g. by First Down Illusion). 6 wins to 3, $40,045.
Divide Cats Cash si 83 (g. by Divide The Cash). Winner at 2, $13,095.

2nd Dam:
BLACK CAT BONE si 95 (1992) by Zevi TB. 5 wins to 3, $26,847, Black Gold 330 F., 2nd Black Gold 400 F., 3rd Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, fnl. Shebester F.–RG1, Remington Park D.–G1. Dam of 6 foals, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including RARE CAT MAN si 96 (g. by Rare Form). 6 wins to 4, $52,705, Black Gold D.–RG3, 3rd Oklahoma F.–G3, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, 4th Oklahoma Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.
Cats Witchy Woman si 93 (f. by A Streak Of Cash). Stakes placed, see above.
Black Cats Cash (f. by Light On Cash). Placed once at 2, $1,743. Dam of Apollos By Pass si 98 (g. by Apollo). 3 wins to 4, $27,210, 3rd QHRAI D.
Cats Foxy Lady (f. by Strawfly Special). Unplaced. Dam of Fire Cat SM si 84 (g. by Highest Fire). 2 wins at 2, $20,880.
Dacatsgotaclimbngear si 90 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 4, $19,485.
One Foxy Runaway si 88 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner to 4, $17,215.

3rd Dam:
STANDING OFFER si 88 (1983) by Raise A Lady TB. Winner, $1,425. Sister to Wall To Wall si 89 ($19,835, fnl. Firecracker F.–G1, Dam of WALL STREAK si 94, $84,289, Mardi Gras F.–RG3, etc.; Six Walls si 87, $26,675, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG3, etc.), half-sister to All The Marbles si 98 (dam of SMASHED HANNA JET si 94, $39,469, Black Gold 440 F., SMASH THE MARBLES si 97, $26,432, Earl Clark F., etc.), etc. Dam of 7 ROM, including BLACK CAT BONE si 95 (f. by Zevi TB). Stakes winner, see above.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC., Agent for Montgomery Equine Center

Cee Me Dashing
February 24, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
CEE CEE OTTOOLE si 103 (2006) by Corona Cartel. Placed twice at 2, $18,428, fnl. West Texas F.–G1. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion EYESA SPECIAL si 107 ($1,394,911), etc. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including


Bayakoa si 95 (f. by Zulu Dragon). 2 wins to 4, $36,714.

3rd Dam:
MISS O TOOLE si 88 (1989) by Special Effort. Winner to 3. Half–sister to JODY O TOOLE si 106 ($280,721), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 15 starters, 12 ROM, including

EYESA SPECIAL si 107 (c. by Mr Eye Opener). Two–Time Champion, 6 wins to 3, $1,394,911, All American F.–G1, Texas Classic F.–G1, Remington Park D.–G1, Qlf. Remington Park F.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G1. Ntr LS 400 yds.

JESSIE O TOOLE si 113 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $93,553, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Ntr MEX 350 yds.

4th Dam:
JETTA O TOOLE si 88 (1978) by Barney O Toole. 3 wins at 2, $3,253. Dam of 7 ROM, including


By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President’s Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleeez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.


3rd Dam: VERY FAIR (1981) by Honest Pleasure. 3 wins to 4, $60,030. Half–sister to MAKE CHANGE (5 wins, $506,338, Miss Liberty S., 2nd Mother Goose S.–G1, etc.; Granddam of STAY THIRSTY, $1,936,000, Travers S.–G1, etc.; ANDROMEDA’S HERO, $836,961, Fred W. Hooper H.–G3, etc.; SPUR WING (6 wins, $145,685, Carousel H.–G3, etc.; Granddam of =NAYYIR, 9 wins, $975,245, in Eng., Victor Chandler Chal. S.–G2, etc.; =SKY HUNTER, 7 wins, $595,544, in Fr.; =HIGHEST, $434,706, in Eng, 2nd Rothsmons Royals St. Leger–G1, etc.), Disk Of Gold (Granddam of =Kashino Pikachu, $865,635 in Japan, 2nd Chunichi Sports Sho Falcon S.–G3, etc.; =RE BAROLO, 13 wins, $401,125 in Italy, Eng), Ersatz (Dam of Sultry Substitute, 4 wins, $267,440, 2nd Bel Air H.–G2, etc.), Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 8 winners, including Harrington Sound (c. by Cahill Road). 5 wins to 4, $191,395, 3rd Alysheba S. Cat’s Fair (f. by Sir Cat). Unraced. Dam of CRISP (3 wins to 3, $286,431, Santa Anita Oaks–G1, Santa Ysabel S.–G3, etc.), DEER VALLEY (3 wins to 3, $180,910, Cranck It Up S., 3rd Stormy Blues S.); Granddam of =Danon Pharaoh (2 wins to 3, 2020, $226,088 in Japan, 2nd Hyogo Ch.), Malibu Bonnie (3 wins at 3, $150,385, 2nd Sweet Briar Too S., 3rd Seaway S.–G3), etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Jumonville Farms

Jesscheerforblue

January 30, 2019, Bay Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESS LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
CHEERFORLUTE TB (2011) by Midnight Lute. Unraced. Half–sister to Tice ($177,405), etc.

2nd Dam:
SILVERBULLETDAY (1996) by Silver Deputy. Champion Two–Year–Old & Three–Year–Old Filly, 15 wins in 23 starts, $3,093,207, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies–G1, Kentucky Oaks–G1, Ashland S.–G1, Alabama S.–G1, Gazelle H.–G1, etc. Dam of 15 TB foals, 6 starters, 3 winners, including Tice (g. by A.P. Indy). 5 wins to 7, $177,405, 2nd Phil D. Shepherd S. Tre HOL 1 1/4m.

3rd Dam:
ROKEBY ROSE (1977) by Tom Rolfe. 7 wins to 4, $250,480, Flower Bowl H.–G2, Susan’s Girl H., 2nd Sheepshead Bay H.–G2, etc. Half–sister to SPLIT ROCK ($187,426), I MEAN IT ($186,332; Dam of PROMINENT FEATHER, $270,446), Gone To Venus (dam of SAUDI POETRY, $596,972), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 10 starters, 8 winners, including Rokeby Rosie (f. by Prized). Unplaced in only start. Granddam of Lime And Tequila (12 wins, $308,658, 3rd Honey Jay S.), Anydayismyday ($177,410), Zapperkat ($128,520), etc.

Embryo Transfer

**Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.**

**MP Chickafly High**

January 22, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
CHICK FLY HIGH si 84 (2005) by Strawfly Special. Unplaced. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, including

Mile High Chick si 91 (f. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins to 3, $14,205.
High Moonflash si 86 (c. by First Moonflash). Placed at 2, $4,350.

2nd Dam:
CHICK ON THE TAKE si 97 (1997) byChicks Beduino. 2 wins at 2, $168,370, Ruidoso F.–G1. Half–sister to ON THE SPECIAL si 106 ($32,560), DASHER ON THE FLY si 109 ($24,439), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 6 ROM, including

Chick In Excess si 88 (f. by No Secrets Here). Winner at 2, $20,958.
Jess On The Take si 98 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins at 3, $6,942.

3rd Dam:
DASHER ON THE TAKE si 99 (1986) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins to 3, $46,856, 4th La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, fnl. Kindergarten F.–G1. Sister to Champion TAKIN ON THE CASH si 109 ($661,697), Bet The Cash si 102, Taking On Royalty si 91, etc. Dam of 16 foals, 12 starters, 7 ROM, including

CHICK ON THE TAKE si 97 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Sires winner, see above.

ON THE SPECIAL si 106 (g. by Strawfly Special). 5 wins, $32,560, Nortrux M., 3rd Enerpan Aged Series Ch., fnl. Sunland Park Fall D.–G2, Canada Champ. Chal.–G3. Etr LBG 300 yds.

DASHER ON THE FLY si 109 (g. by Strawfly Special). 9 wins, $24,439, Burst Of Energy F., etc. Dasher On The Run si 110 (g. by Runaway Winner). 5 wins, $64,140, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Quick Take si 84 (f. by Special Effort). Winner at 2, $22,227. Dam of

Rk Quick Version si 95 (f. by latest Version). 3 wins to 4, $28,052, 3rd IQHRA Dash For Cash S. Specially Quick si 86 (f. by Separate). 4 iwins to 6, $37,854.

Take First Quick (f. by First Down Dash). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of First Quick Cartel si 109 (Winner at 4, $29,888, 3rd Sweetwater Downs D.). Apollos First Take si 93 (Winner at 3, $4,639, 3rd Aberdeen D.), Southern Take si 102 (2 wins, $21,179), etc.

High Kickin Gal si 85 (f. by Strawfly Special). Placed twice in 2 starts, $1,580. Dam of

BLAZIN PERFECTION si 101 (g. by Chicks A Blazin). 4 wins to 3, $255,640, NM Classic F., 3rd New Mexican Spring F.–RG1, 4th NM Breeders F.–RG2, etc.

MAN ON THE MOVE si 94 (c. by The Down Side). 3 wins to 4, $206,369, Zia F.–RG1. Kix N Giggles si 113 (f. by Southern Cartel). Winner, $12,680. Dam of Bodacious Giggles si 96 (Winner at 2, $27,009), IC Southern Dash Guy si 87 (Winner at 3, $18,789), etc.

High Fuel Cartel (f. by Corona Cartel). Unraced. Dam of

Fireball From Heaven si 105 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 4 wins to 5, $77,106.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Sisters Cartel

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
SISTERS GIRL si 84 (2009) by Eyesa Special. 2 wins and 3 times placed in 9 starts, $7,581. Half–sister to ZOOMIN BABY si 102 ($169,778), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 ROM, including Corona Leavin Sunset si 88 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins at 3, $18,570.

2nd Dam:
ROYAL BABY SISTER si 99 (1999) by Royal Quick Dash. 8 wins to 4, $172,983, Cajun Kindergarten F.–G3, New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd AQHA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Dash Plays On si 94, etc. Dam of 12 starters, 11 ROM, including ZOOMIN BABY si 102 (g. by Jess Zoomin). 5 wins to 3, $169,778, Evangelin Downs F., 2nd Evangeline Downs D., 3rd Firecracker D.


3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
PASS YOUR GLASS si 91 (1974) by Raise Your Glass TB. 4 wins to 3, $40,309, Jet Deck S. Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 8 ROM, including STREAKIN PASS si 108 (g. by Streakin Six). 6 wins, $35,693, Down South Jukin S., 2nd Trinity Meadows Ch., 4th Texas Championship Chal.–G3, etc.


PIES POWER PLAY si 108 (g. by First Place Dash). 3 wins, $25,950, Manor Downs Sophomore S. Ntr HOU 330 yds.

Sheza Rare One si 102 (f. by Rare Form). 3 wins to 5, $16,167, 2nd Calico S.

Ciao Ciao Bambina si 104 (f. by Beduino TB). 2 wins, $17,492, fnl. Ed Burke Mem. F.–G2, Governor’s Cup F.–RG3. Dam of Ciao Down si 104 ($22,881); Granddam of MAKE A RUN si 107 (6 wins, $153,236), Magnum Jess si 95 ($24,501), Magnum Cartel si 91 ($17,742), First Achiever si 93 ($41,697, 4th Rainbow F.–G1), etc.

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.). JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.


3rd Dam: BEAUTIFUL BUG si 91 (1977) by Champsville TB. 2 wins to 3, $3,123. Half–sister to CHARGE ME EASY si 90 ($36,476), Just Dashing By si 99 ($51,013), Bug In The Pie si 92 (dam of PIVOTAL DECISION si 106, 17 wins, $630,639, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Ntr CBY 250 yds.), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 3 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including SHESAFRIENDLY BUG si 103 (f. by Easy Approach). Multiple stakes winner, see above.
By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
CHOCOLATESENSATION TB (2005) by Valid Expectations. 3 wins at 3, $45,454. Dam of 7 foals, 3 starters, 2 winners, including Charming Afleet TB (g. by Saint Afleet). 3 wins to 4, $72,180. Stars N Strikes si 90 (c. by Strike The Cash). Winner at 5, $22,880.

2nd Dam:
GOLD CHARMER (1998) by Gold Fever. 2 wins in 3 starts at 3, $25,410. Dam of 5 TB foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, including Midland (g. by Midway Road). Winner at 4, $74,760. Gift Box (f. by Valid Expectations). 3 wins to 4, $30,072.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Udder Delight (1974) by Raja Baba. 8 wins to 5, $81,400, 2nd Sadie Hawkins S., 3rd Ocean City H. Etr PIM 5f. Dam of 8 foals, 6 starters, 6 winners, including WEEKEND DELIGHT (f. by Clever Trick). Stakes winner, see above.

A Trifle To Spare (f. by Dixieland Brass). 5 wins to 4, $122,980, 3rd Tulare Brdrs’ Cup S. Weekend Spree (f. by Clever Trick). 2 wins to 3, $58,377, 2nd Debutante S. Ten Count (f. by Fit To Fight). Dam of Quillo (Winner at 3, $28,429, 2nd British Columbia Cup Debutante, etc.); Granddam of Ms Fifty First St (3 wins, $170,792, 3rd Rainbow Miss S., etc.), Quillo’s Intention (4 wins, $86,559, 3rd Supernaturel H., etc., etc).

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

BCL Rabbit Lee

February 18, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
CHOICE OF TOAST (2014) by Toast To Dash. Placed at 2. Half–sister to DUKES FAST DASH si 99 ($75,995), Jess So Special si 97 ($123,068), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
Dukes Choice TB (1995) by Bolger. Winner at 3, $8,178, 3rd Pepsi and RTMG Open F. [NR]. Dam of 5 TB and 9 OH foals, 13 starters, 8 winners, including
DUKES FAST DASH si 99 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $75,995, Louisiana Juvenile S., Inl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–RG2.
TF I Am Special si 93 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 3, $21,995.
Dukes Special si 95 (g. by Jess Special). 4 wins to 8, $29,481, 3rd Universal City H. Surgeon Of Choice TB (c. by Slew The Surgeon). 2 wins to 4, $54,217.
Dukes Shawklit TB (g. by Mr Shawklit). 3 wins to 4, $43,780.
Dukes First Prize si 80 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). 2 wins to 5, $37,153.
Iamjustaduke TB (g. by Mr. Shawklit). 2 wins to 6, $35,169.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
MIZZLE (1966) by Fleet Nasrullah. 5 wins to 5, $71,140, Santa Ana H., 2nd Las Potrancas S., etc. Sister to COURSING ($79,935), half–sister to SPINNEY ($263,096), EASTERN HERO ($196,769), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 9 starters, 5 winners, including
Order Order (c. by Court Ruling). 10 wins to 5, $55,300.
Nothing Flat (f. by Faliraki). Unraced. Dam of
ADDIE’S BRO (g. by Relaunch). 9 wins to 7, $139,831, Sun H.
Mrs. Gruniou (f. by Windy Sands). Unraced. Dam of
Peignoir (f. by Windy Sands). Unraced. Dam of
Sudden Dance (c. by Bolger). 4 wins to 4, $70,063, 2nd Canterbury Juvenile S.
Mary’s Lil Angel (g. by Sunny’s Halo). 9 wins, $48,898, 2nd Spokane D.
Knockdown (c. by It’s The One). Winner, $48,870, 3rd California Bdrrs’ Champion S.
Clever Covers (f. by Clever Allemont). 6 wins to 5, $60,030.
Witching (c. by Kennedy Road). 5 wins to 6, $52,503.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Neal B. Cormier

NBC Mr Jed

January 6, 2019, Bay Colt

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
CLASSIC SEIS (2010) by Tres Seis. Unraced. Half–sister to CHINA WALL si 109 ($58,568), CLASSIC SASSY CHECK si 92 ($52,835), Battle Weary si 96 ($108,910), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including NBC Mr Blackie si 86 APHA (c. by Fast Prize Jordan). 1 win and 1 time placed in 4 starts, $12,811.

NBC Mr Stoli si 94 (g. by Stoli). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $10,800.

NBC Classic Cartel si 81 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 1 win and 1 time placed in 4 starts at 2, $4,000.

2nd Dam:


De Moss si 96 (g. by Separatist). 8 wins, $94,393, 3rd California Brdrs' Sprint S. (twice), 4th Spencer Childers Cal Brdrs' S.–RG1, Kaweah Bar H.–G3, etc.

Topock Gorge si 91 (g. by Foose). 3 wins to 3, $27,238.

Shot Of Patron si 87 (c. by Foose). 5 wins to 2, $20,698.

Carefulwithmyheart si 91 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 4, $16,967. Dam of Carefulwith Myrka si 91 (f. by Big Daddy Cartel). 3 wins to 4, 2020, $28,206.

Sassy Favorite si 91 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $17,677, fnl. La Pacifica S. The Beast Within si 84 (c. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins to 3, $15,460.

Perfectionist RM si 90 (g. by Separatist). 2 wins to 3, $13,012.

The Posse si 104 (g. by Separatist). 3 wins to 8, $12,637.

Is It Fantasy si 93 (f. by Foose). Winner to 3, $12,393.

Foo Foo Dust si 92 (f. by Foose). Winner to 4, $11,649, fnl. AQHA Members Plus S.


Classy Sassy Anna (f. by Separatist). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of PCR Mad Version si 102 (f. by Winners Version). 3 wins, $10,831, 3rd Rocky Mt. Spring Cl.

PCR Separate Stone si 103 (g. by Brookstone Bay). Winner, $5,389, 3rd Jake Kapp Memorial S., fnl. Beehive F.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam: CLEAR INTENT TB (2012) by Yankee Gentleman. 2 wins to 4, $38,810. Half–sister to Mi Copa Rebosa ($136,420), etc. This is her first foal.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Heza Farm Boss
January 8, 2019, Bay Colt

Consigned by Tate Farmd, LLC., Agent for Rio Rico Ranch

By BF FARM BOSS si 97 (2012). Stakes winner of 7 races, $932,655, Ruidoso D.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 3rd Los Alamitos Championship Chal.–G3, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of Champion HAWKINSON si 99, $448,299. Sire of 462 ROM, with earnings of over $11.8 million, including Three-Time Champion STRAWKINS si 108 ($614,156), etc.

1st Dam:
CLONING AROUND (2012) by Carters Cartel. Unraced. Half–sister to HICLASS LA JOLLA si 104 ($349,118), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including


2nd Dam:


Cloned With Class si 110 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 5, $34,171, fnl. PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1. Ntr GIL 400 yds. Dam of

Classy Seis si 93 (f. by Tres Seis). 2 wins, $23,837, fnl. Retama Park D., Dash For Cash Juv., etc.
Lady Mimosa si 91 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins at 2, $5,830.

3rd Dam:
HICLASS GIRL si 104 (1984) by Zevi TB. 7 wins to 4, $402,220, Heritage Place F.–RG2, Shebester F., 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, World’s Championship Cl.–G1, 4th Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sister to Elaina Rae si 95 ($380,113; Dam of Jessie Rae si 99, $44,939; Granddam of Beccas Quick Six si 93, $99,656; Panther Canyon si 97, $55,481; etc.), Dam of 16 foals, 13 starters, 10 ROM, including

A CHICK OF CLASS si 96 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins, $161,824, Heritage Place F.–G1, 2nd Oklahoma F.–G2, etc. Dam of FIRST IN CLASS DBS si 103 ($95,992, Leo S.–G1, etc.), A TACKY CHICK si 95 ($87,709, Indiana Grand Classic S. (twice), etc.), etc.

Hiclass Juliette si 111 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 4 wins, $20,159, 2nd Derby Mexicano–G3, etc.

Hiclass Kamikaze si 96 (f. by Separatist). 2 wins to 3, $16,005. Dam of Hiclass Man si 104 (6 wins, $62,780, 2nd Covered Bridges S.–G3, 3rd Mean Competitor S., etc.), etc.

Hiclass Attitude si 86 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Placed to 3. Dam of OSU Cowboy Attitude si 109 (9 wins, $85,930, 2nd TP Dist. Chal., 4th Orange Blossom S., etc.), etc.

Easy Barbarella (f. by Easy Jet). Unplaced in only start at 2. Granddam of Hiclass Fly si 98 (6 wins, $86,224, 3rd Biscayne S., fnl. Remington Park Oklahoma Bred D., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Grant Farms

Coco Jet Black

February 3, 2019, Chestnut Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
COCOPATA si 111 (2008) by Walk Thru Fire. 5 wins and 4 times placed in 13 starts, $89,576, Manor D.–G3, Evangeline Downs D., fnl. Heritage Place D.–G2, etc. Ntr GIL 350 yds. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including
WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 (g. by Mr Piloto). 5 wins to 4, $100,107, Terrace Hill S., 2nd Polk County D., fnl. Zia Park Ch.–G1, Prairie Meadows Ch. Chal.–G2, KEOKUK S.–G3.
Coco Jess Perry si 90 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 3, $47,119.
Mr Coco Pilota si 99 (c. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins at 2, $39,286, fnl. Laddie F.–RG2.
Red Cocoperry si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $25,596.

2nd Dam:
CONTESSA CORONA si 93 (2004) by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $22,215, fnl. Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1. Half–sister to North County Fair si 102, etc. Dam of 2 foals, 2 ROM, including
CONCOPATA si 111 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Stakes winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
CONTESSA DE KAS si 91 (1995) by Coup De Kas TB. Winner to 3, $8,704, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G2. Half–sister to CHECK HIM OUT si 98 ($418,528), MASTERS CALL si 102 ($108,757), etc. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including
North County Fair si 102 (g. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins to 3, $32,122, 2nd Clasico Easily A Possum, Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M., Derby Mexican, Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Ch. Count Conrad si 104 (c. by Chicks Beduino). 4 wins, $91,631, fnl. Higheasterjet H.–G3, etc.

4th Dam:
CHECK HER TWICE si 105 (1990) by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 3, $215,361, Golden State F.–G1, California Sires’ Cup F.–G3, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sister to DASH TO CHIVATO si 96 ($150,549), Fishers Dash si 94 ($123,495), etc. Dam of 17 ROM, including
CHECK HIM OUT si 98 (c. by Hennessy TB). 9 wins, $419,528, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Golden State D.–G1, PCQHRA Brders’ D.–G2, 3rd El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc.
MASTERS CALL si 102 (c. by Hennessy TB). 8 wins, $108,757, Los Alamitos Two Million Juv., Farnam S., 2nd Katella H.–G3, 3rd Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S., etc.
Duplicate Check si 92 (f. by Corona Cartel). $23,628, 2nd Rocky Mountain D. Dam of GRACEFUL EAGLE si 118 ($202,343, Texas Classic Juv. Invt., etc. Ntr 330 yds.), etc. Just Checking Out si 81 (f. by Hennessy TB). Granddam of Texas Kool si 105 ($65,759, 2nd Texas Twister S., etc.), The Zapata si 92 ($43,364, 3rd Rainbow Juv. Invt.), etc. Lady Olaine (f. by Apollo TB). Dam of Eyesa Special Lady si 98 (4 wins, $77,847), etc.

Embryo Transfer

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). **Two–Time Champion**, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.


3rd Dam: Patched Panties si 85 (1983) by Oil Patch Pappa TB. 5 wins to 3, $35,189, 3rd Louisiana F. Sister to Peso Pappa si 95 ($82,178). Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including Miss Streakin Jade si 91 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins to 7, $57,826. Dam of Shiek On Shine si 94 (f. by Rakin In The Cash). 5 wins to 7, $57,826.

4th Dam: MISS BOTTOM DRI si 82 (1977) by Bottom Line TB. Winner to 4, $5,337. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Peso Pappa si 95 (g. by Oil Patch Pappa TB). 16 wins, $82,178, 2nd Laddie F., 3rd DED Louisiana Brdr’s D.–RG1, etc. Miss Timely Tune si 89 (f. by Hemp Meyers). $20,887, 3rd Mardi Gras F., 4th Lassie F.–RG3.

**ENGAGEMENTS**: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities**: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdr’s F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
SOME QUICK DASHER si 94 (2001) by Some Dasher. 2 wins to 3, $6,505. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 8 starters, 7 ROM, including


Convergence si 95 (c. by American Runaway). $5,203 in Mex., 3rd Hipodromo Derby Chal. Jingle Bella si 90 (f. by Freighttrain B). Winner at 2, $18,855.

Five Bell Cartel si 97 (f. by Five Bar Cartel). Placed to 3, $26,985, 4th Lassie F.–RG2. Especially Effective si 95 (g. by Achievement). 3 wins to 3, $21,880.

2nd Dam:
QUICKEN si 82 (1992) by Rare Jet. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 8 foals, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including Ms Special Ed (f. by Special Effort). Unraced. Dam of

Bt Fly Boy si 94 (g. by Fit To Fly). 2 wins, $18,050, 2nd Wyoming Downs 870 Bonus Chal. Ms Make It si 99 (f. by Make It Anywhere). 2 wins to 3, $31,048, fnl. Oklahoma F.–G3.

3rd Dam:
COME ON BABE (1985) by My Dear Charlie TB. Placed. Half–sister to World Champion SEE ME DO IT si 104 ($913,464), Lovers Talk si 98 ($45,754), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 1 starter.

4th Dam:
RITA SEIS (1979) by Easy Six. Unraced. Half–sister to BUZZ TE si 98 ($48,235), Sumpin Silly si 92 ($26,556), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including

SEE ME DO IT si 104 (f. by On A High). World Champion, Three–Time Champion, 16 wins, $913,464, Rainbow D.–G1, All American D.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, etc. Dam of

LOOKIN FOR ME si 99 ($16,347, Black Gold 330 F., etc.), Andalay Get si 97 ($44,286, 2nd East Derby Chal.–G3, etc.); Granddam of JD WAGON BOSS si 103 ($72,295), etc.

Lovers Talk si 98 (f. by Casady Casanova). 4 wins, $45,754, 2nd Las Ninas H.–G3, etc. Granddam of Miss Talk Show si 100 (2 wins, $38,356, 3rd Northlands F.–G3, etc.); etc.


Corona For Me si 99 (4 wins, $375,718, 2nd Los Al Million F.–G1, etc.). Rito Darlin si 80 (f. by Mr Master Bug). Placed twice in 2 starts. Dam of

BEERFORBUZZ si 101 (7 wins, $56,626, Pony Express S., etc.); Granddam of DASHING TA FAME si 104 ($103,408), Blushing Daisy si 128 ($131,337), Straight Tothe Vault si 96 ($87,547).

How Romantical si 88 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Unplaced. Dam of Eyesa Romantic si 102 (3 wins, $96,213, 2nd KEOUK S.–G3, etc.), Howdoyado si 91 ($52,176), etc.

Valentina Delight
February 14, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNDER A FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
CONSUELA DELIGHT si 103 (2014) by Separatist. 2 wins at 3, $15,635. Sister to Champion INSEPERABLE si 96 ($672,756), SEPERATE INTEREST si 98, etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:


Teller No Lies si 102 (g. by Teller Cartel). Winner at 3, $103,932, 2nd Town Policy S., fnl. All American D.–G1, 1st El Primero Del Ano D.–G2.

Political Nonsense si 96 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 2 wins at 3, $51,668, 2nd AQHA Distaff Challenge Ch.–G1, Canterbury Distaff Chal. Dam of Nonsense On Corona si 89 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner at 2, 2020, $26,417, 2nd Remington Park Juvenile S.


3rd Dam:
FORTUNE OF DELIGHT si 107 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 8 wins, $100,269, El Tesoro de Oro D., 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, etc. Broodmare of the Year & Dam of Distinction, Half–sister to Champion TRES SEIS si 97 ($856,901), Champion DEAN MIRACLE si 104 ($199,601), etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including A DELIGHTFUL DASHER si 102 (g. by Takin On The Cash). Two–Time Champion, 8 wins, $1,660,525, All American F.–G1, Golden State F.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.

HES MY DASHER si 102 (g. by Dash Thru Traffic). Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 11 wins, $575,774, Rainbow F.–G1, Double Bid H., 2nd Champion Of Champions–G1, etc.

BUCKSHOT DELIGHT si 101 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins, $119,682, La Mariposa H.–G3, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS ELIE si 87 (2002). Winner of 2 races, $12,048. Sire of 16 ROM, with earnings of $448,772, including A NOBLE JESS si 106 ($81,175, Barbmastor Sprint S., etc., Ntr RET 250 yds.), A Noble Jess Elie si 98 ($58,220, 2nd Harrah's Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Noblejeselie Inview si 85 ($14,042, 3rd Old South F.), Azoom Policy si 99 ($67,386), Jess A Patriot si 101 ($51,700), Confidante si 105 ($26,835), etc.

1st Dam:
CORONA CARAT si 80 (2011) by Carters Cartel. Placed at 3, $3,300. Half–sister to LOUISANA CORONA si 101 ($186,206), HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 ($79,359), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 ROM.

2nd Dam:
CORONA CASH si 101 (1995) by First Down Dash. Four–Time Champion, 19 wins, $1,542,880, All American F.–G1, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, etc. Sister to VALIANT HERO si 105 ($668,633), Mighty Corona si 99 ($309,216), etc. Dam of 27 starters, 26 ROM, including
LOUISANA CORONA si 101 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins to 4, $186,206, Junos Request S.–G2, Mother’s Day S., 3rd Jack Brooks S.–RG3, fnl. All American D.–G1, etc. Dam of CORONA BY CORONA si 97 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins, $138,414, Holiday H., etc.

HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 9 wins, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, AQRA Turf Paradise D., Corona Cartel Stakes at TP , etc.

POT OCASH si 97 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 6 wins, $68,019, Independence Day H., Katella H., etc.

Feature My Corona si 92 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). $114,216, 2nd Los Al Two Million Juv., etc.

Dimes And Nicks si 95 (g. by Azoom). 3 wins to 4, $97,809, 3rd Golden State D.–G1, etc.

One Corona si 95 (c. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $85,381, 2nd Leo H., etc.


3rd Dam:
CORONA CHICK si 113 (1989) by Chicks Beduino. Three–Time Champion, Broodmare Of The Year, 15 wins to 3, $591,326, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion CORONA KOOL si 104 ($1,296,797), VALIANT HERO si 94 ($214,718), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 13 ROM, including

VALLIANT HERO si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 7 wins, $668,633, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

CORONA CARTEL si 97 (c. by Holland Ease). 6 wins, $557,142, Los Alamitos Million–G1, etc.

CORONA CZECH si 93 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $125,759, Mr Jet Moore H., etc.

Mighty Corona si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). $309,216, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

Captain Courage si 100 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $213,251, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.

Embryo Transfer
By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.


Cosino Doll si 87 (f. by Cosino). 2 wins to 4, $18,360.

2nd Dam: BLUSHADOLL si 98 (1991) by Blushing Bug. 5 wins to 4, $20,073, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2. Sister to BLUSHIN BUGS si 114 ($507,422), BLUSHING SIXTEEN si 99 ($61,166), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Heza Invisible Injun si 103 (c. by Invisible Injun). 4 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts, $27,654, 2nd Gridiron Special S., 3rd Rocky Heinzig Memorial S.

Some Baby Doll si 96 (f. by Some Dasher). 3 wins to 6, $15,701, 2nd Shebester D.

Sheza Blush A Doll si 94 (f. by Beat The Feet TB). 2 wins to 10, $7,425.

Sheza Dashin Home si 92 (g. by Down Home Dash). 2 wins to 5, $5,910.


Blushadoll si 98 (f. by Blushing Bug). Multiple winner, see above.

Ragin Rusty si 99 (c. by Beduinos Charger). 8 wins to 4, $19,560.

Lightning Blush si 99 (g. by Blushing Bug). 2 wins to 8, $15,879.

The Bugs Rides Again si 91 (g. by Blushing Bug). Winner, $10,233, 4th Shebester F.–G2, etc.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdr’s F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:

A Double Corona si 87 (c. by Open Me A Corona). Placed second in only start 2, 2020, $2,000.

2nd Dam:
Corona Cerveza si 94 (2001) by Corona Cartel. 5 wins, $38,611, 2nd Easy Date H., 3rd AQHA Members Plus S., etc. Dam of 17 foals of racing age, 13 starters, 9 ROM, including CORONA TOAST si 123 (g. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins, $254,786, Sonoita Ranchers Bonus Chal., 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, El Moro De Cumpas S., 4th Lee Berwick F.–RG1, fnl. La Champions Day D.–RG2, etc. Ntr SON 350 yds.

Corona Dashin Bye si 106 (f. by Dashin Bye). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:
WASTING NO TIME (1986) by Streakin Six. Placed. Sister to Champion SIXY CHICK si 106 ($751,284), SIXARUN si 106 ($291,228), etc. Dam of 22 starters, 22 ROM, including WASTING NO CASH si 109 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 8 wins, $78,392, Texas Distance Chal.–G3, Virgil Bond 870 H., 2nd East Distance Chal.–G3, etc.

GENERATING CASH si 89 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $58,076, Heritage Place Juv. Invt. TIMELESS FAVORITE si 115 (f. by Fishers Dash). 5 wins, $24,910, All Canadian D., etc. Dam of

JACK DUPP si 98 (c. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins, $54,134, Classico A.M.C.C.C.M., etc. Some Waste Time si 101 (g. by Some Dasher). 8 wins to 5, $72,965, 2nd PCQHRA H., etc.

Heza Two Timing Man si 95 (c. by Heza Fast Man). $27,120, 3rd B F Phillips Jr H.–RG3, etc. Chicory Glass si 100 (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). 4 wins, $19,853, 2nd Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, etc.

2nd Dam:
Corona Cartel si 97 (f. by Open Me A Corona). 2 wins, $58,076, Remington Dist. H.–G3, etc. Dam of

STANDING NO TIME (1986) by Streakin Six. Placed. Sister to Champion SIXY CHICK si 106 ($751,284), SIXARUN si 106 ($291,228), etc. Dam of 22 starters, 22 ROM, including WASTING NO CASH si 109 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 8 wins, $78,392, Texas Distance Chal.–G3, Virgil Bond 870 H., 2nd East Distance Chal.–G3, etc.

GENERATING CASH si 89 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $58,076, Heritage Place Juv. Invt. TIMELESS FAVORITE si 115 (f. by Fishers Dash). 5 wins, $24,910, All Canadian D., etc. Dam of

JACK DUPP si 98 (c. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins, $54,134, Classico A.M.C.C.C.M., etc. Some Waste Time si 101 (g. by Some Dasher). 8 wins to 5, $72,965, 2nd PCQHRA H., etc.

Heza Two Timing Man si 95 (c. by Heza Fast Man). $27,120, 3rd B F Phillips Jr H.–RG3, etc. Chicory Glass si 100 (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). 4 wins, $19,853, 2nd Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, etc.

3rd Dam:
GOTTA GET si 109 (g. by Celadon). Champion Aged Gelding, 21 wins, $974,524, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Nwr SUN 400 yds. Ntr ALB 400 yds.

Crystal Motion si 84 (f. by Power Train). Placed twice, $3,253. Dam of STONE E MOTION si 107 (g. by Power Train). Placed once, $4,550. Dam of

WASTING NO CORONA si 99 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 5 wins to 4, $154,064, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, 3rd Higheasterjet H.–G3, 4th Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3.

Valiant Stoli Time si 100 (g. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins, $38,569, 3rd Alex Picov Mem. Ch., etc.

No Time Wasting (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). Unraced. Dam of

Time Is A Blazin si 102 (f. by Chicks A Blazin). 2 wins, $77,356, 2nd Pelican S.–RG3, etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam: Corona Deluxe si 94 (2004) by Corona Cartel. 2 wins at 2, $168,135, 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, Skip Zimmerman Mem. S.–G3, Canterbury Express S.–G3, etc. Dam of 27 foals, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 18 starters, 15 ROM, including

EAGLE DELUXE si 102 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins to 4, $164,787, Keokuk S.–G3, NCQHRA F., Mystic Lake Northlands Juvenile S., 2nd Two Rivers S.–G3, etc.

COUNTRY BOY DELUXE si 105 (g. by Country Chicks Man). 10 wins, $161,796, Alex Picov Memorial Ch., Ajax Downs Derby Chal., Hialeah El Nino Inv., 2nd Fort Erie D.

ALAKAZAAM si 102 (g. by Mezoomn). 8 wins to 4, $97,523, Ontario Sires Stakes D., etc.

Reagal Eagle si 105 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $467,790, 2nd All American F.–G1, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1.

Gamepatriotdeluxe si 102 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner at 3, $70,300, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–RG2.

Fantasy Pants si 92 (f. by Splash Bac). Winner at 3, $22,408, 3rd Ajax Championship Chal., etc.

Moonflash Deluxe si 106 (g. by First Moonflash). $13,335, 2nd AQR President's Fall D.

Baby Boy Deluxe si 89 (c. by One Famous Eagle). Placed 3 times in 3 starts at 2, 2020, $4,190.

2nd Dam: First Down N Surfin si 97 (1998) by First Down Dash. 2 wins to 3, $290,681, 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sister to HARBOR BEACH si 111, etc. Dam of 5 foals, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including

La Fantastica (f. by Corona Cartel). Granddam of Capital Ice si 96 (2 wins, $96,588, 3rd Firecracker F.–G2, etc.), Days Gone Down si 103 (Winner at 2, $63,578, 2nd Remington Park Juv. S., etc.), One Fantastic Gal si 91 (2 wins, $51,452, QHRAI D., etc.), etc.

3rd Dam: IN THE CURL TB (1984) by Shelter Half TB. 26 wins, $749,891, Stefanita H., Primonetta H. (twice), Lochein H., Jacob France H., etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including

HARBOR BEACH si 111 (g. by First Down Dash). $129,372, California Breds’ Mar. S.–RG3, etc.

Runaway Wave si 105 (f. by Runaway Winner). Broodmare of the Year, $79,183. Dam of WAVE CARVER si 104 (World Champion, $1,005,946), OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105 (Three–Time Champion, $1,642,498), WAVE HER DOWN si 95 ($436,415), TRISK si 102 ($254,233); Granddam of Two–Time Champion UNCLE D si 96 ($684,565, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), Call Me Cole si 93 ($298,122), etc.

Ocean Memories (f. by Leaving Memories). Unplaced in only start. Dam of OCEAN CARTEL si 95 (6 wins, $186,103); Granddam of Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108 ($254,889), STEL MY CORONA si 89 ($187,768), FEATURE MR LUCKY si 105 ($131,672), etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by John K. Leger, Agent for Jordan M. Bertrand

Curls For The Girls

April 3, 2019, Bay Colt

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013), Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals are yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
CRUSH ON FISH si 91 (2002) by Fishers Dash. Placed at 2. Sister to Real Good Man si 96 ($53,387). Dam of 8 foals, 7 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including

- Love To Beatcha si 99 (f. by First Prize Perry). 5 wins to 5, $51,411.
- Danielle And Daisies si 98 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $17,446.

3rd Dam:
GIRL IN THE CURL (1999) by In Excess. Unraced. Half–sister to Broodmare of the Year Runaway Wave si 105 ($79,183; Dam of World Champion WAVE CARVER si 104, $1,005,946; Three–Time Champion OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105, $1,642,498; WAVE HER DOWN si 95, $436,415; TRISK si 102, $254,233; AQUAFINA si 99, $188,336; Sir Runaway Dash si 97, $120,706; etc.; Granddam of UNCLE D si 96 (Two–Time Champion, $684,565; AQUA FLASH si 96, $204,518; Call Me Cole si 93, $298,122), Ocean Memories (Dam of OCEAN CARTEL si 95, $186,103; Granddam of Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106, 16 wins, $929,150, Ntr FG 250 yds.; SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108, $254,889; STEL MY CORONA si 89, $187,768; FEATURE MR LUCKY si 105, $131,672; HARBOR BEACH si 111 ($129,371), First Down N Surfin si 97 ($290,681; Dam of CORONA DELUXE si 94, $168,135; Granddam of EAGLE DELUXE si 102, $164,787; COUNTRY BOY DELUXE si 105, $161,796; Reagal Eagle si 105, $467,790), Igofast TB ($143,043), etc. Out of IN THE CURL (26 wins, $749,891). Dam of 7 TB & 19 QH foals, 21 starters, 13 winners, including

- CURLIE CUE si 92 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $54,758, Juno’s Request H., etc.
- GIRLRILLA si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $27,219, Lone Star Dstf. Challenge, etc.
- Eddies Curl TB (f. by Square Eddie). 2 wins to 3, $72,550, 2nd CTBA S.
- Devonaire TB (f. by Devon Lane). Winner at 2, $57,443, 3rd LaSenora H.
- Real Good Man si 96 (g. by Fishers Dash). 2 wins at 3, $53,387, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1.


Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for Bobby D. Cox

Stratosphear
February 10, 2019, Brown Colt

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: CORONA STARLETTE si 84 (2011) by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $2,630. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 2 starters, including Frankli Starlette (f. by King Of Heart). Placed at 2, $13,985.


3rd Dam: Ladys A Special Star si 98 (1994) by Special Leader. 3 wins to 3, $74,636, 2nd Kansas F.–G1, fnl. Longhorn D.–G3. Dam of 20 foals, 15 starters, 13 ROM, including KATHYS STAR QUEST si 113 (f. by Leaving Memories). Stakes winner, see above.

Earnings:
- ONE SWEET JESS: $953,592
- CORONA STARLETTE: $2,630
- KATHYS STAR QUEST: $416,542
- Ladys A Special Star: $74,636

Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
Consigned by Mary G. Thompson

Famous Corona Cash

January 26, 2019, Sorrel Gelding

By One Famous Brioni si 101 (2009), Winner of races, $26,562, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2. Sire of 10 ROM, with earnings of $270,700, including RAZZATONI si 96 ($64,859, The Treme D.), Onefamousstreakindash si 97 ($13,287, 2nd Harris County 550 S., etc.), A Lil Bit Famous si 94 ($6,366), Razzaroni si 93 ($53,340), Annas T Time si 94 ($34,166), Famous Connie si 89 ($23,623, Jess Brioni si 86 ($17,169), etc.

1st Dam: CORONA TRES CASH si 94 (2012) by Tres Seis. 2 wins, $23,960. Half–sister to LOUISANA CORONA si 101 ($186,206), etc. Her first foal is an unraced to date two–year–old.


3rd Dam: CORONA CHICK si 113 (1989) by Chicks Beduino. Three–Time Champion, Broodmare Of The Year, 15 wins to 3, $591,326, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Half-sister to Two–Time Champion CORONA KOOL si 104 ($1,296,797), CORONA CASH si 94 ($214,718), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 13 ROM, including CORONA CASH si 101 (f. by First Down Dash). Multiple Champion, see above. VALIANT Hero si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 7 wins, $668,633, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. CORONA CARTEL si 97 (c. by Holland Ease). 6 wins, $557,142, Los Alamitos Million–G1, etc. CORONA CZECH si 93 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $125,759, Mr Jet Moore H., etc. Mighty Corona si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). $309,216, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Captain Courage si 100 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $213,251, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC., Agent for Triple Lynn Farms, LLC

Curtel

January 19, 2019, Brown Filly

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam: CORONAS BLACK CURLS si 95 (2011) by Spit Curl Jess. 2 wins, $9,930. Sister to SPIT CURL DAISY si 101 ($63,720), First Prize Corina si 95, etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, including Tim The Tax Man si 99 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins at 2, $24,720.


3rd Dam: FIRST PRIZE DASH si 101 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $77,465, 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Broodmare of the Year. Sister to All–Time Leading Sire & World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256). Dam of 35 starters, 30 ROM, including FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins, $488,270, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. FIRST CAROLINA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $415,047, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 100 (5 wins, $550,105, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), CORONADO CARTEL si 98 (6 wins, $416,178); Granddam of AINT SHE TEMPTING si 97 (2 wins at 2, 2020, $164,220, Oklahoma F.–G2), etc.

FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $295,147, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EC REVENGE si 93 (4 wins in 4 starts, $200,164, Oklahoma F.–G2), etc., etc. FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, West Texas F.–G1, etc). Nwr SUN 300 yds); Granddam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 97 ($930,730, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), FERRARI JAMES si 107 (f. by Spit Curl Jess). 3 wins to 3, $313,980, DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770), CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 ($215,649), FAST PRICE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), etc.

HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. First Prize Perry si 102 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $243,946, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1. First Prize Diamond si 92 (f. by Fly Jess Fly). Winner in 2 starts, $13,821. Dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103 ($323,456), First Prize Jet si 98 ($275,858), etc. First Prize Fancy si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner, $3,343. Dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104 ($478,760), IM A FANCY PYC si 92 ($454,765), WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, etc. First Prize Pearl (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103 ($295,617), etc.

Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC., Agent for Eddie Cramer/Tom or Bill Maher

Dianetoseparatefromu

January 9, 2019, Bay Colt

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two-Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam: CORONAS CONCIERGE si 96 (2012) by Corona Cartel. 3 wins to 3, $56,744, NCQHRA F., 2nd Prairie Meadows Juvenile Chal., 4th AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G2. Half–sister to FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 ($421,761), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including Dashintogetcha si 92 (c. by Dashin Bye). Placed twice at 2, $5,067, 3rd Vii Clasico Nuchi Jimenez Sanchez.

Relentless Concierge si 83 (f. by Hes Relentless). Placed at 2, $4,482, 3rd MQHRA Stallion Auction F.

Corona Relentless (f. by Hes Relentless). Winner in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $7,022.


CORONAS CONCIERGE si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, see above.

Essohess si 99 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 5 wins to 5, $64,082, 2nd Dash For Speed S., etc. Beneteau si 94 (g. by Brimmerton). 2 wins to 3, $70,754.

Diane To Paint (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Unraced. Dam of Diane To Be A Hero si 87 (c. by Valiant Hero). Winner in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $24,958, 2nd Heritage Place Juvenile S.


DIANETOGETCHA si 108 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Stakes winner, see above.


Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Jess Bye A Corona

February 12, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
CORONAS DASHIN BYE (2013) by Coronas Leaving You. Unplaced. Half–sister to DASHIN BEDUINO si 105 ($124,185), COMPAGNONI si 93, etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, a currently racing two–year–old.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
BEAT YOUR PANTS OFF si 103 (1986) by Six Fols. 3 wins, $22,440, UQHA F., 3rd QHBC Far West Cl., 4th QHBC Freshman Cl.–G3, fnl. Utah QHA Spring D. Half–sister to BCR MY MAIN MAN si 102 ($167,577), etc. Dam of 26 starters, 24 ROM, including JUMPING TAC FLASH si 106 (f. by Tolltac). Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins, $147,065, Miss Kindergarten F.–G2, etc. Dam of CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 6 wins in 10 starts, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 350 yds.), TAC IT LIKE A MAN si 98 ($417,763, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.), FLASH FIRST si 105 ($351,719, etc.); Granddam of HEADTURNER si 101 ($294,032, Los Al. Winter D.–G1, etc.), JUMPN BEDUINO si 96 ($267,825), JUMPN si 98 ($187,555), JUMP DOWN AZOOM si 103 ($115,783), Jumnpn Chic si 96 ($161,420), etc.

Absolve si 112 (g. by Check Him Out). 12 wins, $114,393, 2nd Key West Bonus Chal., etc. Lady Nayen si 106 (f. by Check Him Out). 2 wins to 3, $65,083, 2nd Retama Park D., etc. Dam of FLOKIE si 96 (5 wins to 3, 2020, $711,819, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), etc. Diva Reba si 84 (f. by Tolltac). Winner to 3, $10,655, 4th Miss Kindergarten F.–G2. Dam of METALLIC LION si 101 (5 wins, $262,080, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.), etc.

Catch This Dash si 94 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed 4 times in 5 starts, $4,018. Dam of FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103 (Two–Time Champion, 8 wins to 3, $899,434, Rainbow F.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, Four Corners F., etc.), etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
CORONAS PRIZE DOLL si 92 (2014) by Corona Cartel. Winner at 3, $7,780. Sister to Ms Corona Doll si 96, half–sister to FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109, etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
DOUBLE DOWN si 95 (c. by Valiant Hero). 2 wins to 4, $73,738, Boyd Morris Mem. H., 2nd Corona Cartel Invt. D., 4th Mr Jet Moore S.–RG2, fln. Sooner State S.–RG1, etc.
FAST PRIZE ROBYN si 94 (f. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins, $19,106, Hipodromo Distaff Chal., etc.
FAST Prize Doll Too si 98 (f. by Finding Nemo). 2 wins, $21,674, 3rd Black Gold 350 F.
Ms Corona Doll si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $20,275, in Mex., 3rd Castro Rea S., etc.

3rd Dam:
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fln. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760.; IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $416,178), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456; First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), etc. Dam of 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ($132,653), TARISH si 101 ($120,774), etc.

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOPOLITICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 (5 wins, $156,597, Texas Classic Juvenile S., fln. Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc.
Ferrari Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), FERRARI GT 97 ($167,859), etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
CORONAS PRIZE DOLL si 92 (2014) by Corona Cartel. Winner at 3, $7,780. Sister to Ms Corona Doll si 96, half–sister to FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109, etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
DOUBLE DOWN si 95 (c. by Valiant Hero). 2 wins to 4, $73,738, Boyd Morris Mem. H., 2nd Corona Cartel Invt. D., 4th Mr Jet Moore S.–RG2, fln. Sooner State S.–RG1, etc.
FAST PRIZE ROBYN si 94 (f. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins, $19,106, Hipodromo Distaff Chal., etc.
FAST Prize Doll Too si 98 (f. by Finding Nemo). 2 wins, $21,674, 3rd Black Gold 350 F.
Ms Corona Doll si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $20,275, in Mex., 3rd Castro Rea S., etc.

3rd Dam:
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fln. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760.; IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $416,178), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456; First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), etc. Dam of 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ($132,653), TARISH si 101 ($120,774), etc.

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOPOLITICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 (5 wins, $156,597, Texas Classic Juvenile S., fln. Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc.
Ferrari Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), FERRARI GT 97 ($167,859), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,594), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
CRUZIN WAGON (2009) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. Unplaced in only start. Sister to CRUZIN THE WAGON si 106. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Asmodee si 91 (f. by Dominyun). 4 wins to 5, $37,678. Reasonable si 84 (f. by Good Reason SA). Winner to 3, $6,925.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
CAIRINA si 94 (1988) by Duck Dance TB. Winner to 3, $1,213. Sister to World Champion MERGANSER si 105 ($1,373,704), half–sister to A DASH OF GINGER si 103 ($38,717), Highlander si 92 ($39,785), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 18 starters, 17 ROM, including ACT UP si 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). 3 wins, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds H., 2nd Debutante H., etc. Dam of Arthur Guinness si 114 ($35,727, 3rd Terrace Hill S. Ntr); Granddam of JESS TELLIN TALES si 103 (4 wins at 2, $49,216, Rocky Mountain Spring Cl., etc.), etc. CAIRINAS QUICK DASH si 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins, $23,578, Cy–Fair S., etc. Air Corona si 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd The Woodlands Ch., 3rd Altoona D.–G3, Sooner Trailer S., 4th Oklahoma Championship Chal.–G1, etc. CAIRINAS ROYAL SNOW si 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). $10,927, 3rd Cajun Knndt. F.–G3, etc. Corona With Ice si 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins, $94,108, 4th Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1, Valley Junction F.–G2, etc. Dam of MR CORONA BLUE si 98 ($56,628, Prairie Meadows Juv. Chal., etc.), CORONAS ICE MAIDEN si 98 ($55,170, 3rd Hialeah Lassie F., etc.), Wave Corona si 92 ($46,228, 2nd Hialeah Lassie F., etc.), Icecarver si 96 ($32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park D., 3rd Hialeah Lassie F., etc.); Granddam of HAYNES BLUE BOY si 101 ($39,896, Covered Bridges S.–G3), etc. Corona Cairina si 93 (f. by Corona Cartel). $14,610, fnl. Canterbury D.–G3. Dam of Aylin si 94 ($45,501, 2nd West Tx. Juv.), One N A Million si 98 ($41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juv., etc.).

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
DAGOUTI si 92 (2013) by Agouti. Winner at 3, $27,250. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 ROM, including
BP Fancy Girl si 83 (f. by BP Wagon Train). Winner in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $6,180.

2nd Dam:
Amplitude ($52,291), etc. Dam of 3 TB and 4 QH foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, including
Happy Dream TB (f. by Tiger Ridge). 3 wins to 3, $52,567.
Agoodn si 98 (f. by Agouti). 2 wins at 2, $29,010.
Dagouti si 92 (f. by Agouti). Winner, see above.
Rocco Tiger TB (g. by Roar Of The Tiger). Winner at 3, $23,502.
Day Dreamer si 94 (f. by Agouti). 2 wins to 4, $10,159.

3rd Dam:
MISS CLARATIUS (1992) by Horatius. 4 wins to 4, $79,367, Debby’s Turn S., 2nd Toddler Breeders’ Cup S. Dam of 7 TB foals, 6 winners, including
RAYMOND’S DREAM (f. by Prospect Bay). Stakes winner, see above.
Amplitude (g. by Prospect Bay). 4 wins to 4, $52,291, 3rd Triple Sec S.
True Babu (f. by River Keen). 4 wins at 3, $37,755. Dam of
H an F’s Sensation (g. by Unbridledsensation). 3 wins to 3, $54,985, 3rd Louisiana Cup Juvenile S.
Keen Impact (c. by River Keen). 2 wins to 4, $55,208.
Sportster (g. by Prospect Bay). 3 wins to 5, $40,325.
Revived (g. by Diligence). 3 wins to 4, $35,360.
Daybeforeyou (f. by Wheelaway). Unplaced in only start. Dam of
Double Clap (g. by Wild Desert). Winner at 2, $71,197.
Rooster Ray (c. by Seeking A Home). Winner at 4, $15,770.

4th Dam:
CLARA DRIVE (1985) by Cutlass. Winner at 2, $26,276. Half–sister to Forever Hillarious ($16,250, 2nd Riviera S.). Dam of 1 foal, 1 winner, including
MISS CLARATIUS (f. by Horatius). Stakes winner, see above.

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

KERRYS LA JOLLA si 99 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). 6 wins, $107,730, Live Oak S., etc.


Kerrs Fast Dash si 89 (f. by Dashin Bye). 3 wins to 4, $35,561.

Kerrys Last Toast si 89 (g. by Toast To Dash). Winner to 5, $21,587.


TF Ima Gray Runaway
February 10, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
TF Lil Black Oak si 97 (2009) by Oak Tree Special. 2 wins to 3, $25,700, 3rd LQHBA Sale Invt. S., fnl. Gillespie County Fair F.–G3. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including TF Lil Black Runaway si 97 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner to 3, $18,490.

2nd Dam:
Zooning si 96 (1996) by Takin On The Cash. Stakes placed, see above. Half–sister to WILLIES LILY si 107 ($154,157), Super Clyde si 109 ($81,813), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including TF Lil Black Oak si 97 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Special Task si 107 (g. by Takin On The Cash). Winner to 3, $184,490.

3rd Dam:

By **AJS FAST DASH** si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,238, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dashin Perry si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invt. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.

**1st Dam:**

**2nd Dam:**
MALIBU SILK si 88 (1989) by Beduino TB. Placed 5 times at 2, $3,923. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including
- Dash Sister si 99 (f. by Dodadash). Multiple winner, see above.
- Signed Silks si 94 (g. by The Signature). 4 wins to 4, $26,267.
- Dashing Silks si 92 (g. by Dashing Val). 4 wins to 5, $12,973, fnl. Speedhorse Sprint F.–RG3.
- Classic Buddy si 93 (g. by A Classic Dash). 3 wins to 3, $7,563.

**3rd Dam:**
MISS ANGEL STREAK si 92 (1984) by Streakin Six. Winner at 2, $3,753. Dam of 10 foals, 6 starters, 3 ROM, including
- Berenda Chick si 86 (f. by chicks Beduino). 2 wins at 2, $12,493. Dam of First Delta Chick si 95 (g. by Deltas First Dash). Winner at 2, $9,308.
- Power Streaker si 89 (g. by Eyes Of Power). Winner at 3, $3,882.
- Minstral Of Royalty si 86 (c. by Royal Sovereign). Winner at 3, $9,247.
- Pristine Snow si 88 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner at 2, $7,216. Dam of Snow Is Okey si 106 (4 wins, $39,155, fnl. Covered Bridges S.–G3), Zooming Prissy si 84 (Winner at 4, $14,349), etc.
- Miss Magic Minstral (f. by Rocket's Magic). Placed at 3. Dam of Jls Call Me First si 88 (2 wins, $28,515), Get The Magic si 89 (2 wins at 2, $21,518), Jls Chicks R Flying si 80 (Winner at 3, $8,262), etc.
- Sky Dashin (f. by Pie In The Sky). Unraced. Dam of Whats Up Superman si 102 (Winner at 3, $7,302), etc.

**4th Dam:**
JUSTA BLUE ANGEL si 90 (1977) by Azure Te TB. Winner at 2, $3,718. Sister to ANGEL'S WING si 99 ($44,710, Blue Ribbon F., etc.), half–sister to Willow Song si 91 ($4,234, 3rd Beulah 870 S., etc.), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Wild N Blue si 87 (f. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). Winner at 2.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
DASHA EFFORT si 99 (2006) by Fishers Dash. 2 wins and 4 times placed in 9 starts, $21,756. Half–sister to Champion DEELISH si 102 ($604,153), FEARLESS FREDA si 113 ($262,121), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including

- **Dasha Blue** si 99 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner to 3, $243,800, 2nd LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

2nd Dam:
SUCH AN EASY EFFORT si 111 (1985) by Special Effort. 14 wins, $496,127, Denim N Diamonds F.–G1, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, etc. Ntr HOL 440 yds. Dam of 16 ROM, including

- **DEELISH** si 102 (f. by First Down Dash). Champion Two–Year–Old Filly & Champion Aged Mare, 9 wins, $604,153, Dash For Cash F–G1, Go Man Go H.–G1, etc. Dam of DECASH si 86 APHA (c. by Real Easy Cash). APHA Champion, $19,524, Masterpiece D.–G1.
- **DEEHEIRESS** si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins, $127,057, Miss Princess H.–G3, etc. Dam of ROLLICKIN RED si 102 (10 wins, $353,002, Challenger Six H., NMHA H., etc.), etc.
- **CAPTAIN FORCE** si 94 (c. by Captain Courage). 4 wins, $126,728, Black Gold 440 Ch., etc.
- **DA EDGE** si 102 (f. by Separatist). 5 wins to 4, $117,076, Lubbock S.–G2, etc. Dashadee (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of TF CAJUN CARTEL si 102 (10 wins, $303,624), etc.

- **FEARLESS FREDA** si 113 (f. by Dash For Cash). 6 wins to 4, $262,121, Texas Classic D.–G1, Retama Park D.–G2, QHBC Ch.–G1, etc. Ntr RET 440 yds. Dam of

FREDRICKSBURG si 109 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Aged Stallion, 7 wins, $369,304, Refrigerator H.–G1, The Champ. At Sun.–G1, East Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

- **FREDVILLE** si 112 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Aged Mare, 11 wins, $324,696, AQHA Distf. Challenge Ch.–G1, Los Alamitos Distf. Chal.–G3, etc. Ntr HIA 350 yds. Dam of Kiss My Heineken si 94 ($140,072, 3rd Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), etc.

- **DASHA FREDA** si 99 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $111,741, California Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of HEZA DASHA FIRE si 105 (World Champion, Three–Time Champion, 16 wins, $2,240,112, Golden State Million F.–G1, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), IMA FEARLESS HERO si 92 (Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 8 wins, $1,062,435, Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, etc.), etc.

Fearless Fritz si 103 (c. by Shazoom). 4 wins, $100,085, 3rd Dash For Cash D.–G1, etc. Corona Edge si 89 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $18,167. Dam of CARELESS LIGHTNING si 103 (g. by American Runaway). $169,340, AQHA Juv. Chal.–G2, etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:
SHESA DOUBLE DASHER si 81 (1994) by Dashing Encounter. Placed. Half–sister to HEISAJOY si 103 ($249,978), HESA SKI RACER si 94 ($85,028), Miss Desert Joy si 92 ($12,941; dam of MR DESERT STREAK si 91, $87,205), Joyply Night si 94 (dam of PIE IN THE NIGHT si 99, $66,178; The Joy Of Cash si 108, $47,357), Mongo Native Jet si 88 (dam of ENJOY N THE CASH si 98, $55,009; NATIVE JET DASH si 105, $44,533), etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including 


By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
ZEVIS LADY LOVE si 86 (1990) by Zevi TB. Winner at 2, $1,997. Sister to ZEE VEE LOVE si 106 ($48,248; Dam of THE RAINBOW ROYALE si 108, $53,759;, The Rainbow Ranger si 106, $53,325), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 16 starters, 15 ROM, including DUKE OF HOUSTON si 122 (g. by Mr Houston). 7 wins to 4, $201,481, Mesilla Valley Speed H.–G1, Real Runaway S., 2nd New Mexico Classic D., etc. Ntr SUN 350 yds.


Embryo Transfer
Consigned by Copper Spring Ranch, LLC

Shesa Patriot Dotcom

March 11, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam: 
DASHIN DOT COM si 107 (2009) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner at 2, $10,928. Half–sister to ZOOMIN AWAY si 95 ($145,383), City Dasher si 99 ($91,388), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 3 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including PYC Dot Com si 103 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $22,062, fnl. Arapahoe Park D.

2nd Dam: 


Chromium Zoom si 103 (g. by Shazoom). 5 wins, $61,606, 3rd All Canadian Classic M. Already Gone Famous si 96 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins to 3, $26,469, 2nd TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG3.


SWEET N SALTY si 106 (f. by Stoli). 4 wins to 4, $60,570, Beautiful Prairie S., 2nd Rocky Heinzig Memorial S., 3rd Roble Rojo Bonus Challenge S., etc.

Be Elegant (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unraced. Dam of Clondike si 98 (g. by No Secrets Here). 2 wins to 5, $39,650.

3rd Dam: 
BLUE ELEGANCE si 102 (1977) by Mito Paint TB. 4 wins, $9,895. Sister to PAINTED GOLD si 83 ($37,573). Out of MICKEY PASSUM si 99 ($18,358). Dam of 5 ROM, including ELEGANT DASHER si 111 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes winner, see above.

Legendermain si 107 (c. by Band Of Azure). 7 wins to 6, $6,633. Ntr DG 400 yds.

Embryo Transfer

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
TF DASHIN MS PERRY si 92 (2015) by Sir Runaway Dash. 2 wins to 3, $42,010. Half–sister to TF IM THAT GUY si 105 ($535,814), etc. Her first foals will race in 2021.

2nd Dam:
TF MS SPECIAL PERRY si 97 (2007) by Special Leader. 2 wins to 3, $115,284, Firecracker F.–G2, 4th Evangeline Downs F., Qlf. Firecracker D. Half–sister to TF CAJUN CARTEL si 102 ($303,624, etc. Dam of 15 foals, 13 starters, 12 ROM, including TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 4, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Ch.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. NOT PERRY PRETTY si 95 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 5 wins in 7 starts to 3, $219,918, Firecracker F.–G2, Old South F.

TF JESS A LEADER si 106 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $123,730, QHRAI D., 2nd Indiana Grand QHRAI D., Bradford S., fnl. Indiana Ch., Harrah’s Dash S., Swift S.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
DEELISH si 102 (1996) by First Down Dash. Champion Two–Year–Filly, Champion Aged Mare, 9 wins, $604,153, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to FEARLESS FREDA si 113 (262,121, Ntr RET 440 yds.; Dam of Champion FREDRICKSBURG si 109, $369,304; Champion FREDAVILLE si 112, $325,321, Ntr HIA 350 yds.; Granddam of World Champion HEZA DASHA FIRE si 105, $2,240,112, Champion IMA FEARLESS HERO si 92, $1,062,435), etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including DEEHEIRESS si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins to 5, $127,057, Miss Princess H.–G3, Anaheim H., 2nd Las Damas H.–G2, Chicago V H., fnl. Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc. Dam of ROLLLICKIN RED si 103 (g. by Roll Hennessy Roll TB). 10 wins, $353,002, Zia 870 Ch., etc.

Embryo Transfer

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURN si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), JRS CORONAS SHADOW si 105 ($254,889), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
DASHING RIO si 93 (1990) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $4,204, fnl. Firecracker D.–G3. Half–sister to MR FANCY RIO si 99 ($132,043), SHE WANTS CASH si 91 ($12,836; Dam of CAT FIVE STORM si 104, $149,985, Ntr., WE WANT CASH si 90, $87,787; HOLLYWOOD LA JOLLA si 97, $70,187; Granddam of WAGON TO HOLLYWOOD si 106, $157,990; MR GORDON SHULTZ si 98, $119,175), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including DASHING OBSESSION shultz si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.


Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), TOGETHER TO THE END si 86 ($112,280), PRONTO ALEX si 96 ($94,199), etc.

1st Dam:
DASHING WELL si 97 (2011) by Strong Hope. 2 wins to 3, $15,450. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, none starters to date.

2nd Dam:
DASHING HELEN (2004) by Dashin Chico. Unraced. Half–sister to SENOR SEABOLT si 99 ($418,999), Bills Top Man si 95 ($40,712), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including
Chaos si 91 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 4 wins to 3, $39,679.
Dashing Well si 97 (f. by Strong Hope). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
LOVE A RASCAL si 84 (1994) by Raise A Rascal TB. Placed twice at 2. Half–sister to Jolita Jo Baby si 96 ($13,143). Dam of 15 foals, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including
SENR SEABOLT si 99 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 7 wins to 4, $418,999, Lee Berwick Memorial F.–RG1, Louisiana Downs Champions Juv.–RG1, Evangeline Downs F., 2nd Delta Downs Louisiana Brdr’s D.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Louisiana Purchase S.–RG3, 3rd Louisiana Classic–RG1, etc.

David Poche si 99 (c. by Heza Fast Dash). 4 wins to 4, $44,786.
First Down McLaren B si 90 (g. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 4, $32,737, fnl. Ruidoo Derby Chal.
Senorita Perry si 95 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $18,036, fnl. Old South D., etc. Dam of
Senorita Patriot si 91 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner to 4, $18,592.

Unomassenorseabolt si 92 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner to 3, $11,972.

4th Dam:
Luvukirk si 91 (1981) by Dr Kirk. 4 wins at 2, $11,209, 3rd Miss Betty S. Sister to Rebellious Kirk si 99 ($14,043), Rebbie Kirk si 96 ($30,388; Dam of HEZA NOBLE KIRK si 102, $30,301;,, MIZZ NOBLE KIRK si 97, $14,541;,, SHEZA NOBLE DOCTOR si 94, $11,628;,, etc.) etc. Dam of 12 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including
Luvuquick si 84 (f. by Atol Quicker). 2 wins at 2, $1,969. Dam of
Tee Noir si 83 (g. by Dash For Blue). 2 wins to 4, $25,409.
Convertababy si 99 (f. by The Converter). 2 wins to 4, $22,326.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Spring Hill Farms

De Tanyas Cartel
February 7, 2019, Bay Filly

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
DE TANYAS M si 99 (2010) by Game Patriot. 3 wins, $46,328. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including Perry Patriotic si 88 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner to 3, 2020, $12,518.

2nd Dam:

De Fast Perry si 93 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 3, $39,605.

De Bye Kandy si 97 (f. by Dashin Bye). Winner to 3, $19,237. Dam of Fast Dashing Kandy si 86 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 6, $33,816.


One Fast Perry si 98 (g. by Fast Prize Jordan). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $33,975, 3rd Leverne Perry Memorial S.

Danny De Joe si 95 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 3, $57,140.


3rd Dam:
Bell Swat TB (1985) by Nalees Man. 2 wins at 3, $12,570, 2nd Bon Femme H. Dam of 2 TB and 5 QH foals, 6 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Burrs First Swat si 101 (g. by Burrs First Down). 4 wins to 6, $41,478.

Streakin La Shannon si 92 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 3, $10,380. Dam of This Vals Streakin si 91 (g. by Dashing Val). Winner at 2, $29,155.

4th Dam:
BELLA'S POINT (1971) by Swaps Point. 9 wins to 4, $19,026. Dam of 11 foals, 9 winners, including Bell Swat TB (f. by Nalees Man). Stakes placed. see above.

Tees Bug si 96 (f. by Mr Afton Bug). 9 wins to 6, $21,541.

Tees Lark si 95 (g. by Moon Lark). 3 wins to 3, $20,714.

Tee's Royal Flush TB (f. by Countercards). 2 wins at 3, $5,138. Dam of TEE BOY GOER si 94 (15 wins, $84,837, Live Oak 770 H., Best Of Both Breeds H. (3–times), etc.), etc.

Point Of Pleasure TB (f. by Pleasure Castle). Granddam of ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 ($97,634, Live Oak H., etc.), Village Princess si 99 (11 wins, $41,900, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1), etc.

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:
Dee Dee Do Run Run si 99 (2013) by Ivory James, Winner at 2, $11,132, 3rd Miss Sam Houston S., La Vilitta S. Half–sister to A DOWN RIGHT RUNAWAY si 108 ($109,053), RIDDICK si 100 ($67,598), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 ROM, including Dee Separator si 81 (g. by Inseperable). Placed at 2, 2020, $1,654.

2nd Dam:
Runaway Dee Dee si 105 (1995) by Runaway Winner. 3 wins, $25,068, 2nd Sundowner Trailer S., etc. Half–sister to OH NO U DIDNT si 96 ($76,585), MOKASSO si 105 ($59,630), Power Stroker (Dam of POWERFUL INJUN si 89, $68,345; The Polar Express si 96, $37,819; Granddam of POWERFUL STONE si 99, $48,860; IVORY INJUN si 93, $45,025; Out of DASHIN DEE DEE si 105 ($266,453). Dam of 25 starters, 22 ROM, including A DOWN RIGHT RUNAWAY si 108 (g. by First Down Dash). 11 wins, $109,053, All American Congress M.–G3, Blue River D., Oil Capital D., Don Boyd Memorial H., etc.


Dominyun si 104 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 3, $336,181, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1, 3rd All American F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

Kpax si 87 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins, $14,004, fnl. All American Congress D.–G3. Dam of JESSTIFIABLE si 114 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $73,635, Hasta La Vista S., El Moro De Cumpas S., Mark T Bars S., etc. Ntr RIL 220 yds. Ntr DG & SON 350 yds.

Yurman si 97 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 3 wins to 6, $53,640, 2nd Lucky Loser S., etc.


Runaway Brooke si 89 (f. by Brookstone Bay). Winner to 3, $4,743. Dam of APOLLITICAL BROOKE si 98 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins to 4, $169,590, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, fnl. Zia Park Ch.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.

Flashin Dee Dee si 88 (f. by First To Flash). Placed twice in 3 starts, $2,020. Dam of BEACH CARTEL si 102 (g. by Escondido Beach). 15 wins, $403,653, Blue River D., Sterlie Bertram Mem. S., Born Runner Cl., 2nd Bob Woodard Memorial Cl., etc.

BEACH RUNNER si 99 (f. by Escondido Beach). 4 wins, $139,522, Indiana Grand Classic S., 2nd Sterlie Bertram Mem. S., 3rd Hoosier Park Classic, etc.

Jess Jace si 99 (g. by Palm Beach). Winner, $57,270, 3rd Gordon Moble F., etc.

Coco Beach si 101 (f. by Escondido Beach). 4 wins to 3, $55,019, 2nd QHRAI SSA D., etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

February 3, 2019, Bay Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALEAY si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
DEE DEE PERRY si 84 (2011) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in 2 starts, $1,155. Sister to

Dominyun si 104 ($336,180). Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 ROM, including

Royal Patriota si 88 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins at 2, $16,160.

2nd Dam:
Runaway Dee Dee si 105 (1995) by Runaway Winner. 3 wins, $25,068, 2nd Sundowner Trailer S., etc. Half–sister to

OH NO U DIDNT si 96 ($76,585), MOKASSO si 105 ($59,630), Power Stroker (Dam of POWERFUL INJUN si 89, $68,345; The Polar Express si 96, $37,819; Granddam of Powerful Stone si 99, $48,860; IVORY INJUN si 93, $45,025; etc. Out of DASHIN DEE DEE si 105 ($266,453). Dam of 25 starters, 22 ROM, including

A DOWN RIGHT RUNWAY si 108 (g. by First Down Dash). 11 wins, $109,053, All American Congress M.–G3, Blue River D., Oil Capital D., Don Boyd Memorial H., etc.


Dominyun si 104 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 3, $336,181, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1, 3rd All American F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

Dee Dee Do Run Run si 99 (f. by Ivory James). Winner, $11,132, 3rd Miss Sam Houston S., etc. Kpax si 87 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins, $14,004, fnl. All American Congress D.–G3. Dam of

JESTIFIABLE si 114 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $73,635, Hasta La Vista S., El Moro De Cumpas S., Mark T Bars S., etc. Ntr RIL 220 yds. Ntr DG & SON 350 yds.

Yurman si 97 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 3 wins to 6, $53,640, 2nd Lucky Loser S., etc.


Runaway Brooke si 89 (f. by Brookstone Bay). Winner to 3, $4,743. Dam of

APOLLITICAL BROOKE si 98 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins to 4, $169,590, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, fnl. Zia Park Ch.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.

Flashin Dee Dee si 88 (f. by First To Flash). Placed twice in 3 starts, $2,020. Dam of

BEACH CARTEL si 102 (g. by Escondido Beach). 15 wins, $403,653, Blue River D., Sterle Bertram Mem. S., Born Runner Cl., 2nd Bob Woodward Memorial Cl., etc.

BEACH RUNNER si 99 (f. by Escondido Beach). 4 wins, $139,522, Indiana Grand Classic S., 2nd Sterle Bertram Mem. S., 3rd Hoosier Park Classic, etc.

Jess Jace si 99 (g. by Palm Beach). Winner, $57,270, 3rd Gordon Mobley F., etc.

Coco Beach si 101 (f. by Escondido Beach). 4 wins to 3, $55,019, 2nd QHRAI SSA D., etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent

Jess A Wild Cat
January 29, 2019, Bay Filly

By JESS ELIE si 87 (2002). Winner of 2 races, $12,048. Sire of 16 ROM, with earnings of $448,772, including A NOBLE JESS si 106 ($81,175, Barometer Sprint S., etc. Ntr RET 250 yds.), A Noble Jess Elie si 98 ($58,220, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Noblejesselie Inview si 85 ($14,042, 3rd Old South F.), Azoom Policy si 99 ($67,386), Jess A Patriot si 101 ($51,700), Confidante si 105 ($26,835), etc.

1st Dam:
DELIIGHTFUL CAT si 102 (2011) by Red Storm Cat. 5 wins to 3, $46,572, Cherokee Nation S., 3rd Speedhorse D. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam:
TOUR DELIGHT si 88 (2004) by Tour de Kas. Placed 5 times to 3, $9,073. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
MISS SPECIAL EASY si 83 (1989) by Easily Smashed. 3 wins at 2, $4,240. Sister to SPECIAL EASY JET si 104 ($77,280). Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Runnin Sixarun si 99 (g. by Sixarun). 2 wins to 4, $6,742. Ntr RIL 250 yds.

4th Dam:
SPECIAL CHARGE TB (1973) by Special Dunce. Unraced. Dam of 11 starters, 8 ROM, including

SPECIAL CROSS si 110 (g. by Cross Tie Walker). 6 wins, $41,118, All American Congress F., Georgia Stallion Auction F., Ruffner Mountain F.

Air Task si 98 (g. by Special Task). 4 wins, $30,324, 3rd East Derby Chal.–G3, 4th East Champ. Chal.–G2, fnl. Texas Champ. Chal.–G1, TQHA Sires Cup D.–RG3, etc.


Special Savage TB (c. by Jungle Savage). Winner, $23,572, 3rd Oklahoma TB Assc. F. Our Special Bug si 88 (f. by Bugs Alive In 75). Dam of

CASS CAN si 103 (g. by A Royale High). 8 wins, $74,136, PRM 870 Special, 2nd Remington Dist. H., 3rd Lond Star Park Dist. Ch.–G3, etc.

BUGEM BULLY si 104 (g. by Bully Bullion). 7 wins, $53,827, MCI Central Chal., etc.


By JESS ELIE si 87 (2002). Winner of 2 races, $12,048. Sire of 16 ROM, with earnings of $448,772, including A NOBLE JESS si 106 ($81,175, Barometer Sprint S., etc. Ntr RET 250 yds.), A Noble Jess Elie si 98 ($58,220, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Noblejesselie Inview si 85 ($14,042, 3rd Old South F.), Azoom Policy si 99 ($67,386), Jess A Patriot si 101 ($51,700), Confidante si 105 ($26,835), etc.

1st Dam:
DELIIGHTFUL CAT si 102 (2011) by Red Storm Cat. 5 wins to 3, $46,572, Cherokee Nation S., 3rd Speedhorse D. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam:
TOUR DELIGHT si 88 (2004) by Tour de Kas. Placed 5 times to 3, $9,073. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
MISS SPECIAL EASY si 83 (1989) by Easily Smashed. 3 wins at 2, $4,240. Sister to SPECIAL EASY JET si 104 ($77,280). Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Runnin Sixarun si 99 (g. by Sixarun). 2 wins to 4, $6,742. Ntr RIL 250 yds.

4th Dam:
SPECIAL CHARGE TB (1973) by Special Dunce. Unraced. Dam of 11 starters, 8 ROM, including

SPECIAL EASY JET si 104 (g. by Easily Smashed). 12 wins, $77,280, Delta Downs Derby Cl.–G3, Autumn Leaves H., Au Revoir H., Delta 550 H., 2nd Miss Polly S., etc.

SPECIAL JELLY ROLL si 93 (f. by Jelly Jet). 4 wins, $58,564, Heritage Place D.–RG1. Dam of NO TOOLS REQUIRED si 100 (f. by Jody O Toole). 9 wins to 3, $116,509, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, TQHA Sires Cup D.–RG3, Rheudasil H.–G3, etc. Dam of ONE HOT MECANIC si 121 (5 wins, $158,557, NMHBA S.–RG2, fnl. New Mexican Spring F.–RG1, etc.). REQUIRED FIRE si 93 (4 wins in 7 starts, $71,235, Go Josie Go H., fnl. Mildred N. Vessels Mem. H.–G1). Firing Tools si 103 ($182,829, 2nd Leo S.–G1, etc.), Tools In The Sky si 96 (4 wins, $310,313, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.), Tools Of Fire si 95 (4 wins, $155,905, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc.), etc.

POWER ROLL si 105 (g. by Power Train). 11 wins, $82,311, Manor Downs H., 2nd Sundowner Trailer S.–G3, 4th Manor Downs M., fnl. Texas Championship Chal.–G1, etc.

SPECIAL CROSS si 110 (g. by Cross Tie Walker). 6 wins, $41,118, All American Congress F., Georgia Stallion Auction F., Ruffner Mountain F.

Air Task si 98 (g. by Special Task). 4 wins, $30,324, 3rd East Derby Chal.–G3, 4th East Champ. Chal.–G2, fnl. Texas Champ. Chal.–G1, TQHA Sires Cup D.–RG3, etc.


Special Savage TB (c. by Jungle Savage). Winner, $23,572, 3rd Oklahoma TB Assc. F. Our Special Bug si 88 (f. by Bugs Alive In 75). Dam of CASS CAN si 103 (g. by A Royale High). 8 wins, $74,136, PRM 870 Special, 2nd Remington Dist. H., 3rd Lond Star Park Dist. Ch.–G3, etc.

BUGEM BULLY si 104 (g. by Bully Bullion). 7 wins, $53,827, MCI Central Chal., etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($875,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: DEVILWITHABLUEDRESS si 84 (2013) by Corona Cartel. Placed 3 times to 3, $9,673, fnl. AQHA Members Plus S. Sister to World Champion BLUES GIRL TOO si 105 ($2,032,328), THE BLUES GIRL si 91, etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.


By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc. 

1st Dam: 
DEVS SECRET si 106 (2006) by Dashin Bye. 4 wins to 4, $267,218, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including 
Secret Black Jet si 82 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). Winner to 4, 2020, $6,876. 

2nd Dam: 
GO ON SECRET si 86 (2001) by Raise A Secret. 2 wins to 3, $13,261. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including 
DEVINS SECRET si 106 (f. by Dashin Bye). Stakes winner, see above. 
Tellin Secrets si 102 (g. by Dashin Bye). 6 wins to 8, $95,751, 3rd Wrangler S., fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2. 
Sydneys First Secret si 105 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 3, $36,393. BB Secrets Game (f. by Game Patriot). Unraced. Dam of 
TUCKERS PRIZE si 103 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). 8 wins to 3, $127,580, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3. 

3rd Dam: Go On Rona si 94 (1996) by Ronas Ryon. 2 wins to 3, $18,805, 2nd Black Gold 300 F.–RG3. Half–sister to JOANS TREAT si 96 ($110,053), etc. Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM. 

4th Dam: 
Go On Joan si 106 (1981) by Mr Big Wheel. 6 wins to 3, $218,810, 2nd 89’er Inaugural S. Dam of 13 starters, 11 ROM, including 
JOANS TREAT si 96 (g. by Cash Treat). 20 wins, $110,053, Hope And Dreams D.–RG3, etc. 
Zevis Joan si 101 (f. by Zevi TB). 5 wins to 4, $17,657, 2nd El Reno S., Mystery F. Dam of 
ZE TUFF COLOURS si 102 (4 wins, $46,205, 2nd Speedhorse D.–RG3, etc.). Go Colours Go si 92 (f. by Hot Colours). $11,952, fnl. Hopes And Dreams F.–RG3, etc. Dam of No Pokey Okey si 106 (3 wins to 4, $41,730, NTR PRM 300 yds.), etc. Six On Six si 87 (f. by Six Fols). Placed at 2. Dam of Big Wheelin Okey si 89 ($9,929), etc. 

Leavingdiamondforyou
January 26, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
DIAMONDS R FOREVER B si 81 (2012) by FDD Dynasty. Placed to 3, $1,723. Half–sister to MON TI ROSE si 103 ($284,169), MON TI STOLI si 111 ($81,107), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Train Of Diamonds si 95 (c. by Freighttrain B). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $48,658, 4th Laddie F.–G2.

2nd Dam:
MON TI FLEUR si 94 (1997) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 3, $10,990. Sister to ST PATS TEA si 109 ($95,791). Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including Always Ifs si 95 (g. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 3, $59,488, 3rd West Texas D.–G3.

Get Cash Now si 101 (g. by Dashin Now). 4 wins to 4, $143,271, 2nd Louisiana Cl.–G1, 2nd Don Cravins S., 3rd Mr Jess Perry S.–G3, etc. Ntr DED 300 yds.

Mon Ti Dash si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). Winner to 4, $123,094, 2nd Delta Dash, Inl. All American D.–G1, Qlf. Sam Houston Classic H.–G2.

3rd Dam:
SHES MY TEA si 92 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 9 wins to 4, $26,913, fnl. LQHBA F.–G3. Sister to LOTTA TEA si 94 ($49,422), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 ROM, including ST PATS TEA si 109 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 4, $95,791, Louisiana Champions Day D.–G2, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–G3, 2nd Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–G3, etc. Dam of BODACIOUS DASH si 101 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $756,495, Texas Classic F.–G1, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc.


ST PATS FIRST si 108 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $173,113, Firecracker D.–G2, EVD Challenge S., Stephen F Austin S. (twice), 2nd Ancira Ford Classic S.–G3, etc. First Tea Rose si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2, $33,744, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, etc. Dam of ROCK THAT WAGON si 99 (9 wins, $124,399, Simulcast Services S., etc.), ROB THAT WAGON si 109 ($104,736, Bitterroot F., etc.), etc.

Inseperable Freight

April 5, 2019, Bay Filly

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:
DIANE TO PAINT (2013) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. Unraced. Sister to FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 ($421,761), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including Diane To Be A Hero si 87 (c. by Valiant Hero). Winner at 2, 2020, $24,958, 2nd Heritage Place Juvenile S.

2nd Dam:


Relentless Concierge si 83 (f. by Hes Relentless). Placed at 2, $4,482, 3rd MQRHA Stallion Auction F.

Essohess si 99 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 5 wins to 5, $64,082, 2nd Dash For Speed S., etc. Beneteau si 94 (g. by Brimmerton). 2 wins to 3, $70,754.

Chizm si 95 (g. by Ivory James). Winner at 3, 2020, $27,730. Vipor si 91 (g. by Dominyun). 2 wins at 3, $21,980.

3rd Dam:
DIANETOMEETCHA si 103 (1993) by Special Show. 8 wins, $89,193, Hopes And Dreams D.–G3, Shebester D.–G3, Black Gold M., 2nd Red Earth H.–G3, Windy City Dash, 3rd Hopes And Dreams F.–G3, etc. Dam of 14 foals, 12 starters, 11 ROM, including DIANETOBEWITCHA si 104 (g. by Southern Cartel). 10 wins to 6, $180,272, All Canadian F., Maple Leaf F., Maple Leaf D. Ntr AJX 250 yds.


Dolls Regal Prize

January 19, 2019, Bay Filly

By FIRST PRIZE DOC si 108 (2009). Stakes winner of 5 races, $73,700, Gentilly Dash S., etc. Sire of 22 ROM, with earnings of $459,612, PRIVATE FIRST PRIZE si 98 ($31,613, LQHBA Sale Invt. S.), Little Toy Guns si 96 ($61,714, 2nd Harrah's Dash S.), First Prize Cruise si 102 ($35,222), First Easy Doc si 97 ($37,696), NB Rebs Special Doc si 92 ($32,890), First Ladybug si 96 ($23,784), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:

DOLLS PRODIGY si 113 (1996) by Ronas Ryon. 8 wins to 4, $117,535, Mile High F.–G2, Cherry Creek F.–G3, Cherry Creek F.–RG3, 3rd Mile High M., fnl. Kansas Jackpot F.–RG2, etc. Nwr ARP 350 yds. Sister to BESTFOOT FOREWARD si 105 ($97,592); half–sister to SHEZA FAST DASHER si 100 ($65,275), JMW Whata Wave si 98 ($68,304), Marvins Streaker si 115, etc.. Dam of 8 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including WHO YOU KNOW si 96 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins at 2, $76,038, Mile High F., 3rd Rocky Mountain F., Cherry Creek F.

III Paint The Town si 95 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 4 wins 3 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $33,776, 2nd TQHA Sires’ Cup D., fnl. Gillespie County Fair F.–G3, etc.


Dolls Streaker si 97 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins and 5 times placed in 7 starts at 2, $45,913, 2nd Mile High F.–G2, 3rd Rocky Mountain F.–G3.

Dolls Regal Choice si 98 (f. by A Regal Choice). Stakes placed, see above.

Whos KISSIN Who si 98 (f. by Takin On The Cash). Winner to 4, $27,372, 3rd Dash For Speed H., Rocky Mountain Ch., 4th Rocky Mountain F.–G3, W/SW Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of WHOS KISSIN CARTER si 98 (f. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $69,275, Rocky Mountain F., 3rd Lucille Rowe D.


A Joint Effort si 104 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins to 3, $39,530, fnl. Cherry Creek F.–RG3, etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
TAC IT SASSY si 87 (2013) by Tac It Like A Man. 2 wins, $26,025, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2, fnl. EVG Downs F., etc. Half–sister to Champions JESS WALKING THRU si 92 ($447,266) and SASS ME BLUE si 94 ($296,378). Dam of 1 foal of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam:
JESS SASS ME si 107 (2004) by Mr Jess Perry. 4 wins to 3, $110,503, Holiday H., 2nd La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Easy Date H., 3rd Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, etc. Dam of Distinction. Dam of 36 foals of racing age, 28 starters, 25 ROM, including
SASS MO BLUE si 96 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 2 wins at 3, 2020, $52,240, Los Al Maiden S.
FIRE AND SASS si 93 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 3 wins, $140,756, Robt. Adair Kndgt. F.–G3, etc.
VALIANT JESS si 99 (f. by Valiant Hero). $45,645, Ruidoso Juv. Chal., etc.
Jess Sass Dash si 95 (c. by First Down Dash). $72,154, 2nd Ruidoso Juv., fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, etc.

3rd Dam:
SASSY SMITH si 99 (1999) by Corona Cartel. 7 wins to 3, $412,011, Kindergarten F.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to BULLY BONDS si 107 ($151,127), Wallstreet Darlin si 102 ($47,671; dam of SASSY CORONA si 99, $125,609), and to the dams of ANYWHERE BULLY si 108 ($123,701, Ntr ALB 350 yds.), AZOOM BABE si 105 ($61,495; Dam of VALIANT ROGUE si 107, $814,850; CORONA RANGER si 97, $256,449), Eye My Stocks si 121 ($107,472, Ntr SUN 350 yds.), Fast Copy Miss si 98 ($78,450; Dam of WOODYS COPY CAT si 102, $370,928), etc. Dam of 6 starters, 6 ROM, including
JESS SASS ME si 107 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.
Lucky Me si 101 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 6, $80,544, 3rd City Of Hialeah S., etc.
Sass That Chick (f. by Chicks A Blazin). Unraced. Dam of SASSY MOONFLASH si 96 (g. by First Moonflash). 4 wins, $128,167, NM Senor F.–RG3, etc.

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam: 
DONT LETT HER DOWN si 89 (2013) by First Down Dash. Winner to 3, $6,041, fnl. Old South D. Half–sister to Allizoom si 102 ($113,016), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, a currently racing two–year–old.

2nd Dam: 


3rd Dam: 

LETT HER DASH si 97 (f. by Pure D Dash). 3 wins to 3, $9,078, Dan Lockie D., etc. Dam of TR Letther First si 97 (f. by TR Dasher). Winner to 4, $7,689, 3rd Wyoming Bred F., etc.

Jess A Sign si 103 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 4, $41,243, 2nd ND Horse Park S., etc. One Bullet si 97 (g. by King Of Scat TB). 4 wins to 7, $49,653, fnl. Mean Competitor S.

Lett There Be Zoom si 112 (g. by Shazoom). 6 wins to 5, $40,440.

4th Dam: 
DOOLETT HER DASH si 92 (1983) by Dash For Cash. Placed to 3, $4,618. Sister to Camptown Dash si 99 ($85,824) and to the dam of DASHIN BOBBIE si 99 ($41,280), Ms Doo Streak si 105 ($53,708), etc. Dam of 9 ROM, including PACK N DASH si 111 (g. by Packin Sixes). 16 wins, $105,441, Classic Chev. Heartbeat Of America, All American Congress M., 2nd Manor Downs M.–G3, Purple Sage H., etc.

Coup De Lou si 93 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 2 wins to 4, $8,009. Dam of COUPS DE VILLE si 94 (g. by Dean Miracle). 3 wins, $20,689, Grand Prairie Cl., etc.


The Louisiana Sting
March 9, 2019, Gray Colt

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007), Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), CARRIS CARTEL si 97 ($129,937), etc.

1st Dam:
DONT LIE LUCY si 90 (2004) by Cash Dont Lie. 4 wins to 5, $59,955. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Fast Prize Haywood si 94 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner to 3, $24,104. Hearts Dont Lie si 81 (f. by Gary D TB). Winner in 3 starts to 3, $2,745.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Pass Catcher si 97 (c. by Pass ’em Up TB). 5 wins to 5, $39,139, 3rd Golden Triangle D., etc. Miss Bold Roula (f. by Roulade TB). Unraced. Dam of Bid Darlin si 88 (f. by Mr Master Bug). 3 wins to 4, $6,159.

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam: DOYOULIKEMENOW si 103 (2007) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins to 4, $17,834. Sister to REAL VISIONS si 104 ($287,816). Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two-year-old, 4 starters, 3 winners, including Jet Like Bernardo si 95 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 4 wins to 4, $42,867. Runnin The Risk si 86 (g. by Oak Tree Special). Winner at 2, $6,770.


I SEE VISIONS si 102 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins to 3, $85,142, South Florida Invt., 3rd Evangeline Downs D., 4th Miss Polly Classic–G3.

Texas Vision si 97 (g. by Texas Glitter TB). 7 wins to 8, $58,283, 2nd Key West S.

Six Visions si 101 (f. by Sixarun). 4 wins to 5, $18,954, 2nd Oklahoma Distaff Chal., fnl. Oklahoma Distaff Chal.–G3, Central Distaff Chal.–G3, Oklahoma F.–G2, etc. Dam of LONE STAR STOLI si 106 (g. by Stoli). 3 wins, $95,310, W/SW Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd Remington Champ. Chal.–G1, Dash For Speed H., 4th Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Gold Visions si 101 (g. by Game Patriot). 10 wins to 7, $97,308.

3rd Dam: Zevita si 110 (1982) by Zevi TB. 9 wins to 3, $25,708, 3rd Four Corners F., Four Corners D., fnl. Raton D. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM.

4th Dam: LAURITA JET BAR si 90 (1972) by Jet Deck. 4 wins, $3,061. Dam of 9 starters, 6 winners, including Zevita si 110 (f. by Zevi TB). Stakes placed, see above.


By Tee Cos si 102 (2009). Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs Sr.--G2, etc. Sire of 75 ROM, with earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT si 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS si 105 ($85,494), MR TEE COS si 88 ($55,252), Di Maria si 104 ($113,780, 3rd La. Champions Day D.--G3), Gamey Tee Cos si 86 ($90,204), Jls Shakedm Tee Cas si 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It si 97 ($75,625), etc.

1st Dam: DRUNK ON YOU si 91 (2012) by Fast Prize Dash. Winner to 3, $21,645. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 ROM, including
She Flys Bye You si 91 (f. by Dashin Bye). Placed at 2, $13,615.

2nd Dam: Bringnucandyandroses si 106 (2004) by Royal Evening Snow. 11 wins to 5, $128,669, 2nd Fair Meadows Belles S.--G3, Rocky Heinzg Memorial S., 3rd Golden Driller S., Charlie Ciaborn Memorial S., Kool Kue Baby H., 4th Rocky Heinzg Memorial S.--G3. Sister to SRR ROYAL FLUSH si 98 ($36,269), half--sister to TOAST TO CANDY si 102 ($55,725), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including
Drunk On You si 91 (f. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner, see above.

3rd Dam: Sweet Candy Rose si 107 (1995) by First Down Dash. 4 wins to 3, $295,905, 2nd Heritage Place F.--G1, 3rd Remington Park F.--G1, Texas Classic F.--G1, 4th Remington Park D.--G1. Qlf. Heritage Place D.--G1. Dam of 24 foals, 21 starters, 19 ROM, including
TOAST TO CANDY si 102 (f. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins to 4, $55,725, Miss Blackhawk S.--G3, Bluegrass D., 3rd Tallahassee S.

SRR ROYAL FLUSH si 98 (g. by Royal Evening Snow). 5 wins to 5, $36,269, FDD Dynasty S.
Brignucandyandroses si 106 (f. by Royal Evening Snow). Stakes placed, see above.
Jesssweetlikethat si 96 (g. by Jess Jones). 4 wins to 5, $42,194.
A Fast Evening si 103 (g. by Royal Evening Snow). 2 wins to 5, $27,662.
A Kiss From A Rose si 99 (f. by Royal Evening Snow). Winner at 2, $4,480. Dam of
KISS A CORONA si 108 (g. by Coronas Prospect). 6 wins to 4, $128,077, OHA F.--RG3, Garden District S., Biscayne S., Davie S.

4th Dam: Im Steppin Easy si 107 (1985) by Sail On Bunny. 4 wins to 4, $54,304, 3rd Go Together H.--G3, El Reno S., 4th West Texas F.--G2, etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including
Sweet Candy Rose si 107 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes placed, see above.
Ruby Medallion si 85 (f. by Jody O Toole). Winner at 2, $4,937. Dam of
DOOLEYS MEDALLION si 103 (g. by Dooley Authorized). 14 wins to 4, $237,250, New Mexico State Fair Brdrs’ D.--RG3, Cimarron H.--RG3, NMHBA S., etc.
HOUSTONS MEDALLION si 98 (f. by Mr Houston). 3 wins to 4, $94,826, NMHBA S., 4th Manuel Lujan H.--RG3, fnl. NM Distaff Chal.--G3, etc. Dam of MARCUS MEDALLION si 104 (6 wins, $282,718, Zia H.--RG2, First Moonflash M., etc.), etc.

Ransack

January 6, 2019, Bay Gelding

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Lester Colomb, Jr.

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


Ferarri GT si 97 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 4 wins to 3, $167,659, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, 3rd The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.


3rd Dam:
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Cl. F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164). First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760; IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765; etc.), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456, etc.), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including

FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ( 3 wins to 3, $132,653, West Texas F.–G2, etc.), etc.

Fast Prize Doll si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $85,762, 3rd Harrah's Entr. F.–G2, etc. Dam of FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (6 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc.); Granddam of JORDAN EAGLE si 106 (6 wins, $155,735, Evangeline Downs F., etc.), etc.

Ms Fast First Prize si 93 (f. by DMNV Mountable). $77,738, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc.

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 95 ( 7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc.

Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

Oh Dat Curl
January 13, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSIA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: Eddies Curl TB (2011) by Square Eddie. 2 wins to 3, $72,550, 2nd California Thoroughbred Brdrs’ S. Half–sister to CURLIE CUE si 92 ($54,758), Devonairre TB ($57,443), Real Good Man si 96 ($53,387), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Stripitdown si 90 (f. by Fast Prize Dash). 2 wins to 3, $37,751.


Devonairre TB (f. by Devon Lane). Winner at 2, $57,443, 3rd LaSenora H.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Breeder’s Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by J/B Racing

Bos Gone Rogue
March 27, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
Eagle Illusion si 102 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins and 6 times placed in 9 starts to 3, $46,171, 3rd Indiana Grand QHRAI D.
B D Illusion si 92 (g. by Bodacious Dash). 2 wins to 3, $35,459, 2nd Mr Jess Perry D.
Style With Substance si 98 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). $20,744, 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc. Dam of EISENHEIM si 96 (g. by Tres Seis). 4 wins to 4, $41,411, TQHA F., 4th Retama Park F.–G1.
Effortless Chic Desi si 98 (f. by Desirio). 3 wins to 5, $47,840.
Poison Ivory Effort si 95 (g. by Ivory James). 3 wins to 4, $41,357.
Traffic Illusion si 88 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). Placed 3 times at 2, $5,488. Dam of Corona Illusion si 99 (g. by Corona Caliente). 3 wins, $55,203, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G2, etc.

3rd Dam:
Tiny Illusion si 93 (1981) by Tiny’s Gay. 3 wins in 6 starts, $124,848, 2nd Firecracker F.–G1. Sister to Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), half-sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.), Exclusive Plan si 94 ($39,795), etc. Dam of 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Real Or Imagined (f. by Dash For Cash). Unplaced in only start. Dam of ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 (g. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins, $221,321, Vinton S., 2nd Sam’s Town S., 3rd Louisiana Classic–RG2, DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, LQHBA D., etc.
UNREALISTIC si 103 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins to 4, $117,199, LQHBA Invt. S., Billy Montgomery S., 2nd Billy Montgomery S.–RG3, Mardi Gras D., Audubon S., etc. Dam of THISGAMEISUNREAL si 96 (3 wins, $39,871, LQHBA Sale Invt. S., etc.), etc.
ILLUSIONEER si 105 (g. by Special Leader). 5 wins, $61,921, Kansas Jackpot F.–RG2, etc. Cash For Mawnee (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Dam of Monees Fast Cash si 95 ($49,335), etc.

Frosty Fast Man

January 23, 2019, Brown Gelding

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
DOCS EFFI si 94 (1999) by Special Effort. 2 wins to 4, $18,076, Michigan D., 3rd Fathers Day Gold Cup, fnl. All American Cong. M.–G3. Half–sister to APOLLO BABE 123 si 107 ($50,595), VERY DASHIN 123 si 91 ($44,112), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including Doc Holiday 123 si 102 (g. by Holland Ease). 5 wins to 9, $56,457. Ntr FP 440 yrs. Cupid 123 si 96 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). 6 wins to 5, $30,078.

3rd Dam:
VERY STRIKING si 94 (1992) by Striking Bunny. 5 wins to 3, $25,290, GLQHA SSA F.–G3, 2nd Michigan Bred F.–G3, Michigan F., 4th Mt Pleasant Meadows Budweiser F.–G3. Half–sister to LOVE YA LUCY si 90 ($15,804; Dam of FRIDAY 123 si 104, 7 wins, $141,915, WHATA TRUCKER si 99, 10 wins, $38,552, etc.). TINY LOU ETTA si 91 (dam of FANCY ENDING 123 si 104, $35,363; Granddam of FANCY FEET 123 si 103, $51,444, OVERPOWERED si 100, $36,434; MM NICKERS 123 si 101, $33,892, etc.). Out of LOU ETTA DECK si 93 ($21,426), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 11 ROM, including APOLLO BABE 123 si 107 (f. by Apollo TB). 5 wins to 5, $50,595, Sooner Trailer S., 2nd Harrisburg H., JEH Stallion Station H., 3rd Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

VERS DASHIN 123 si 91 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). 3 wins to 4, $44,112, Texas Dstf. Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1. Dam of COUNTRY BOY 123 si 114 (22 wins in 35 starts, $349,228, Picov D., Alex Picov Mem. Ch. (twice), Picov M. (twice), Alex Picov Mem. Ch., Bradford S., All Canadian Classic M. (twice), etc.). Ntr AJX 250, 300 & 400 yrs., etc.

Awesome 123 si 102 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 6 wins, $44,069, 2nd GLQHA SSA F., Mt Pleasant Meadows H., Mothers Day Silver Cup S., etc.

Eyesa Beauty 123 si 101 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 3, $19,123, 2nd Michigan Bred D., Don Boyd Mem. H., etc. Dam of Eyesa Game si 95 (2 wins at 2, $46,192, 3rd Mother’s Day S., etc.). Ima Wagon si 87 ($20,620, 3rd Hialeah La Nina Inv.), etc.

Docs Dynasty 123 si 87 (f. by Fdd Dynasty). Winner at 3, $17,318, fnl. Altoona D.–G3. Dam of Docs Kansas Rep si 98 (4 wins to 4, 2020, $75,444, 2nd Cherokee Nation S., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Jumonville Farms
Jess Louisiana
February 28, 2019, Bay Colt
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
ELLY MAE si 90 (2006) by Fishers Dash. Placed 3 times to 4, $7,361. Half–sister to LOOKIN FOR ME si 99, etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including
JD WAGON BOSS si 103 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 7 wins to 4, $72,295, Evergreen Park Juvenile Chal., 2nd AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G2, Evergreen Park Ch. Chal., Grande Prairie Sprint S., 3rd Peace Country D., 4th Canada QH Cup D., etc. See Me Do It Too si 100 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 3 wins in 5 starts to 3, $14,706. Jess Mae Be Blue si 96 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner at 3, 2020, $12,885. What The si 88 (f. by Azoom). 2 wins to 4, $12,799.

2nd Dam:
SEE ME DO IT si 104 (1986) by On A High. World Champion, Three–Time Champion, 16 wins, $913,464, Champion Of Champions–G1, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, All American Gold Cup–G1, World’s Championship Cl.–G1, Oklahoma F.–G3, 2nd All American F.–G1, Higheasterjet H.–G3, etc. Half–sister to LOVERS TALK si 98 ($45,754), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 11 starters, 10 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
RITA SEIS (1979) by Easy Six. Unraced. Half–sister to BUZZ TE si 98 ($48,235), Sumpin Silly si 92 ($26,556). Dam of 12 foals, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including
SEE ME DO IT si 104 (f. by On A High). World Champion, see above.
LOVERS TALK si 98 (f. by Casady Casanova), 4 wins, $45,754, 2nd Leo H., Las Ninas H.–G3, Berkeley H., etc. Granddam of Miss Talk Show si 100 ($38,612, 3rd Northlands F.–G3).
JD Me Too si 90 (f. by On A High). $23,466, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1. Dam of ET O TOOLE si 106 ($26,053, Hobbs America Juv. Invt.), CAME UPON ME si 97 ($9,311, NW QH Brdrs’ Society), CORONA FOR ME si 99 (4 wins, $375,718, 2nd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc.), etc. Rita Darlin si 80 (f. by Mr Master Bug). Placed twice in 2 starts. Dam of BEERFORBUZZ si 104 ($103,408, New Mexico H.–RG2, etc.), BLUSHING DAISY si 128 ($131,337, 2nd La Mariposa H.–G3, etc.), STRAIGHT TO THE VAULT si 96 ($87,547, 2nd Shiprock S., etc.), etc. How Romantical si 88 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Dam of EYESA ROMANTIC si 102 ($98,408, 2nd KEOKUK S.–G3, etc.), HOWDYOADO si 91 ($52,176, 2nd Evergreen Dstf. Chal., etc.), etc.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
Env si 95 (2007) by First Down Dash. 2 wins to 3, $30,008, 3rd Secret Card H., fnl. Governor’s Cup D.–RG2, etc. Sister to Lotta Love For Robyn si 97 ($238,746), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including FOO WHO si 92 (f. by Foose). 4 wins to 4, $49,169, Denim N Diamonds H., 2nd Tustin H., AB What A Runner H., 3rd Autumn H., fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, etc.

2nd Dam:

Overcast
February 28, 2019, Gray Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam: ESCALADY (2009) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to CHIVALRY SR si 106 ($364,156), SERENITY DASH si 97 ($50,527), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 2 ROM, including FDD Jess si 104 (g. by FDD Dynasty). Winner at 3, $7,372. Heavy Pedal si 80 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $1,800.


Venus Flight si 93 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 3, $49,472, 3rd Heritage Place D.–G1, fnl. Remington Park Farm F.–G1, Remington Park D.–G1, etc.

3rd Dam: ARTESIA si 97 (1982) by TimetoThinkrich. 8 wins, $361,716, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Lassie H.–G2, etc. Broodmare of the Year, dam of 14 starters, 13 ROM, including ARTESIAS SPECIALChIC si 99 (g. by Chicks Beduino). Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 8 wins, $511,866, Golden State F.–G1, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc.

ARTESTAS FIRST DOWN si 103 (g. by First Down Dash). $109,505, Pomona Champ.–G3, etc. ARTESTAS SPECIAL GAL si 97 (f. by Beduino TB). 9 wins, $108,892, Southern California D.–G1, etc. Dam of A Gals First Down si 101 ($111,157, 2nd Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, etc.), etc.

Artesias Super Chic si 96 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 4 wins, $83,062, 2nd Jet Deck H., etc. Artesias Merridoc si 95 (f. by Merridoc). 2 wins, $38,056, 2nd La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, etc. Dam of MERRIDOC HAWK si 100 (8 wins, $219,912, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, etc.), Chicky Do Run Run si 98 (11 wins, $106,463, 3rd Spencer Childers Cal Brdr’s Ch.–G1, etc.); Granddam of JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951, Miss Princess H.–G3, etc.), BAIL CZECH si 95 (5 wins to 4, 2020, $125,216, Vandys Flash H., etc.), etc.

Shez Going All Royal
March 2, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By FDD GOING GRAND si 112 (2010). Stakes winner of 6 races, $197,510, Old South D., Evangline Downs S., 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $516,960, including GOING NOBLE si 102 ($109,541, Harrah's F.–G3), THE GRAND LEGEND si 97 ($67,603, Ancient Of Days si 104 ($20,177, 3rd De Saix S.), The Most High Rules si 96 ($60,339), Tdz Going Nuts si 99 ($47,482), etc.

1st Dam:
ESSENCE OF IT ALL si 98 (2007) by Feature Mr Jess. 2 wins, $15,075. Half–sister to Snow Forecast si 108 ($65,581), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 1 ROM, including Ms Robrogas si 85 (f. by Ragazzo). Winner to 3, $11,052. Tee Coquin (g. by Tee Cos). Placed in only start at 2, 2020.

2nd Dam:
SCARLET SNOW si 80 (2000) by This Snow Is Royal. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to Redwood Creek si 93 ($143,892), etc. Dam of 18 foals, 13 starters, 11 ROM, including Snow Forecast si 108 (f. by La Jollaroid). 5 wins to 5, $65,724, 3rd Decketta S.


Turbulent Water si 99 (f. by Southern Cartel). Winner to 4, $10,395, 2nd Gem County F. Inviting A Snow si 93 (f. by Mighty Invictus). 2 wins at 2, $6,955. Dam of INVITE A FAVOR si 97 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 3 wins at 2, $36,418, Rocky Mountain F. Spin The Pages si 89 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, $6,406. Dam of CHOCAZOOM si 101 (c. by Azoom). 3 wins to 3, $36,602, in Mexico, Cl. The Prize, etc.

Jess A Dashin Man si 94 (g. by Dashin Bye). Winner, $24,088, 2nd Ben E Keith S., etc.

3rd Dam:
Scarlet Oh si 103 (1993) by First Down Dash. 4 wins, $29,689, 2nd Buttons And Bows S., fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G2. Sister to Champion ROYAL QUICK DASH si 101 ($1,046,980), Champion FIRST SOVEREIGN si 106 ($278,829), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 ROM, including Redwood Creek si 93 (c. by Feature Mr Jess). 4 wins, $143,892, 3rd Los Al. Super D.–G1, etc.

4th Dam:

FIRST SOVEREIGN si 106 (c. by First Down Dash). Two–Time Champion, 3 wins and 2 seconds in 5 starts, $278,829, Kindergarten F.–G1, Ed Burke Memorial Memorial F.–G1.

A REGAL CHOICE si 101 (c. by First Down Dash). 8 wins, $735,507, Los Al. Million F.–G1, etc. Dam of HAREMS LAST DASH si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). 8 wins, $169,957, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Class In Excess si 91 (f. by Merganser). 2 wins, $3,714. Dam of RED CLAY OF TEXAS si 105 (5 wins, $169,863, Ruidoso F.–G1), Hiclass Heat si 97 (8 wins, $144,622), etc.

Helens First Choice si 92 (f. by First Down Dash). $17,604, fnl. West Texas F.–G1. Dam of ONE HANDSOME MAN si 97 ($188,777, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.), THIS DUDE CAN FLY si 101 ($186,603, Heritage Place D.–G2, 3rd Oklahoma F., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms, Agent

Eye This Carter
March 19, 2019, Gray Filly

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
Eye Opening Corona si 86 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins to 3, $13,920.
Eye Jess Blue Bye U si 80 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner at 2, $7,875.

2nd Dam:
HICLASS GIRL si 104 (1984) by Zevi TB. 7 wins to 4, $402,220, Heritage Place F.–RG2, Shebester F., 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, World’s Championship Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to Elaina Rae si 95 ($380,113). Dam of 16 foals, 13 starters, 10 ROM, including

A CHICK OF CLASS si 96 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins to 3, $161,824, Heritage Place F.–G1, 2nd Oklahoma F.–G2, nrl. Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of FIRST IN CLASS DBS si 103 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins, $95,992, Leo S.–G1, 4th Zia Park Ch.–G1, nrl. The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc.

A TACKY CHICK si 95 (f. by Tac It Like A Man). 4 wins, $87,709, Indiana Grand Classic S. Hiclass Juliette si 111 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 4 wins, $20,159, 2nd Derby Mexican–G3, Mexico Derby Chal., Clasico Beduino, fnl. Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Ch.–G3. Dam of SF HICLASS HEART si 92 (g. by SF Brave Heart), 3 wins to 3, $18,578, Premio Cafeina D., etc.

Hiclass Cloned (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 7 wins, $13,250, 2nd Derby Mexican–G3, etc. Dam of HICLASS LA JOLLA si 104 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). 7 wins to 3, $349,118, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1, All American Juvenile Invt., Heritage Place Juvenile Invt., etc.


ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities:
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013), Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals will be yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, including World Champion A RANSOM si 104 ($1,079,556), etc.

1st Dam:
EYE OPENING DANCE si 86 (2011) by Mr Eye Opener. Winner to 3, $4,410. Half–sister to JLS PARTY WAGON si 108 ($147,808), JLS STREAK OF SNOW si 97 ($121,362), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Sir Runaway Eye si 87 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 3, 2020, $36,288, fnl. Oklahoma D.–G3.

2nd Dam:
DANCING TONIGHT si 91 (1989) by On A High. 3 wins to 3, $3,856. Half–sister to Big Cash Roll si 93 ($31,229), Varsity si 102 ($21,893), Air Mail Express (granddam of SPECIAL TASK FORCE si 110, 15 wins, $436,901, Ntr RUI 300 yds.; HEZA MOTOR SCOOTER si 106, $259,682), etc. Dam of 23 foals of racing age, 21 starters, 16 ROM, including JLS PARTY WAGON si 108 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 5 wins to 3, $147,808, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, Evangeline Downs Dash. Ntr EVD 330 yds.

By SIZZLIN CARTEL si 105 (2007), takes winner of 3 races, $233,446, Firecracker F.–G2, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc. Ntr DED 350 yds. Sire of 47 ROM, with earnings of $1.5 million, including LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM si 107 ($282,670, Louisiana Cl.–G2, etc.), EYE AM SIZZLIN si 108 ($182,668, De Saix S.), SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 ($110,955), SIZZLIN STEWART si 102 ($85,861), etc.

1st Dam:
EYE OPENING JESS si 86 (2011) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner to 3, $6,225. Half–sister to Dutcher si 108 ($194,833), EYE ON CORONA si 94 ($133,718), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including

EYE AM SIZZLIN si 108 (c. by Sizzlin Cartel). 7 wins to 4, $182,668, De Saix S., 3rd LQHBA Brdrs’ D., Louisiana Million F.–RG1, Lee Berwick F.–RG1, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, Mid–City S.–RG3 (twice).

Jessahfastdash si 89 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner at 2, $7,320.

2nd Dam:
LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 7 wins in 10 starts, $151,254, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to CHAMPION JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682), THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 ($127,941), JESTSHELOUISIANAGIRL si 98 ($122,904), FED EX TOGETHER si 105 ($111,784), CALL ME FED EX si 107 ($80,437), This Girl Is Special (dam of THISFEATUREISPECIAL si 98, $190,758;, Eyein This Feature si 99, $125,913; granddam of SANTANDER si 106, $142,365), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including

Dutcher si 108 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 5, $194,833, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, 3rd Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.


SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 6 wins, $110,955, Louisiana Purchase S., fnl. Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Open Me A Corona S.–RG2.

The Louisiana Lassie si 95 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, $11,863. Dam of FASTDASHING LASSIE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 4, $92,460, 2nd Audubon S., 3rd Billy Montgomery LAD S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3, etc.


ZAPATA CHIC si 104 (f. by Jumpn Chic). 3 wins to 5, $35,043, 3rd EVD Dash S.

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
EYEJESSLOVELOUISIANA si 96 (2007) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 3, $19,880. Half–sister to Dutcher si 108 ($194,833), Eye On Corona si 94 ($133,718), etc. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, with an unraced and a currently racing two–year–old, 8 starters, 6 ROM, including HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 12 wins, $531,041, LQHBA D., Open Me A Corona S.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, Opelousas S., etc.

SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 6 wins to 5, $110,955, Louisiana Purchase S., 4th Open Me A Corona S.–RG2, Leverne Perry Memorial S., etc.

El Dorado Stone si 88 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner at 2, $17,010, 3rd Louisiana Juvenile S. Louisiana Fast Dash si 100 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins, $86,700, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1.

Eye Sizzle si 98 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 4 wins to 5, 2020, $39,742.


2nd Dam:
LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 7 wins in 10 starts, $151,254, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682), THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 ($122,904), FED EX TOGETHER si 105 ($111,784), This Girl Is Special (dam of THISFEATUREISSPECIAL si 98, $190,758), Eyein This Feature si 99, $125,913), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including Dutcher si 108 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 5, $194,833, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, 3rd Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.

Eye On Corona si 94 (c. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins, $133,718, 2nd Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G2, 3rd Independence Day H., Farnam S., fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc. The Louisiana Lassie si 95 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, $11,863. Dam of Fastdashing Lassie si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins, $92,460, 2nd Audubon S., etc.


Zapata Chic si 104 (f. by Jumpn Chic). 3 wins to 5, $35,043, 3rd EVD Dash S.


Embryo Transfer

TF Eyema Rowdy Jess

January 31, 2019, Brown Colt

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($380,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), STRAWFINDERS JESSEE si 99 ($151,899), FOR SWEET JESS si 105 ($143,693), etc.

1st Dam:

EYEMA ROYAL CANDY si 96 (2004) by Royal Quick Dash. 2 wins to 3, $16,389. Half–sister to THIS CANDYS RED HOT si 99 ($251,502), SEND CANDY POWER si 103 ($84,039), Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including


2nd Dam:

EYE ON THE CANDY si 107 (1996) by Mr Eye Opener. 4 wins to 5, $43,477. Half–sister to IMA CANDY SUSPECT si 108 ($152,211), etc. Dam of 15 starters, 14 ROM, including

THIS CANDYS RED HOT si 99 (c. by Leaving Memories). 8 wins to 4, $251,502, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–G1, 3rd Texas Classic D.–G1, 4th Remington D.–G2, etc.

SEND CANDY POWER si 103 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 4 wins, $84,039, Fort Erie D., etc.

FOUND A CANDY TREE si 96 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins, $72,964, Can Am Nations Cup S., etc. Ntr FE 300 yds. Dam of Live To Love Candy si 104 ($38,870), etc.

PV Eye Desire Candy si 92 (g. by Desirio). 3 wins, $92,286, 2nd OHA Mystery D., etc.

Stone Eyed Candy si 99 (f. by SC Chiseled In Stone). 3 wins, $56,972, 3rd Easy Jet S.–G3, etc.

3rd Dam:

Love This Candy si 101 (1988) by Seventy One North. 5 wins, $43,143, 2nd Moore H., etc. Half–sister to SEND THE GALS CANDY si 105 ($291,286, Ntr LA 350 yds.), SEND ME THE CANDY si 97 ($135,976), Dam of SEND ME A CANDY TREE si 105, $411,194, etc.

IMDia CANDY SUSPECT si 108 (g. by Ausual Suspect). 7 wins, $152,616, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–G2, 2nd Eastex H.–G2, Black Gold 300 F., etc. Ntr BRD 300 yds.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

Eyesa Racy Patriot
February 3, 2019, Gray Colt

Eyesa Racy Patriot
5945268
Eyes A Racin si 90

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Sires of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc. 1st Dam: EYES A RACIN si 90 (2014) by Favorite Cartel. Winner to 3, $26,356, fnl. Heritage Place Juvenile S., Iowa Double Gold D., 3rd Valley Junction D.–G1, etc. Half–sister to RACY LA JOLLA si 114, Stepenos si 103 ($64,108), etc. This is her first foal. 2nd Dam: MISS RACY EYES si 98 (2001) by Mr Eye Opener. 3 wins to 4, $133,195, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–G2, 3rd Valley Junction F.–G2, 4th Remington Park D.–G1, etc. Sister to Vikes Iota si 94 ($103,709). Dam of 21 foals, 17 starters, 15 ROM, including RACY LA JOLLA si 114 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins at $13,031, Blane Schwayneveltd F.–Ntr. Stepenos si 103 (c. by Favorite Trick). 3 wins to 4, $64,108, 3rd Paul B Ford Memorial H., fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G1, Paul B Ford Memorial H. Big Daddy Cartel si 94 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins in 5 starts, $121,800, 4th Rainbow F.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1. Jess Racy Eyes si 94 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $17,415. Dam of WOOP DEE DOO si 106 (g. by Good Reason SA). 9 wins to 5, $259,865, Heartland F., Bradford S., South Florida D., 2nd Heritage Place D.–G2, Iowa Double Gold F., etc. FETCHING BEAUTY si 93 (f. by No Secrets Here). Winner at 2, $135,000, Oklahoma F.–G2. Get There si 110 (f. by Fantastic Corona Jr). 3 wins, $45,017, 3rd Sam Houston S., etc. 3rd Dam: MISS RACY VIKE si 105 (1987) by Racin Free. 10 wins to 5, $263,661, Remington Park Ch.–G1, Las Damas H.–G1, etc. Sister to RACING VIKE si 107 ($228,875), RACING DEAL si 110 ($178,836). Dam of 29 foals, 28 starters, 23 ROM, including MISS RACY JESS si 91 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Three–Year-Old Filly, 6 wins, $485,113, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc. Dam of SHE LOOKS RACY si 102 (5 wins, $139,983, Mockingbird S., etc.), etc. ONE SWEET RACY si 103 (f. by One Sweet Jess). Champion Aged Mare, 4 wins to 4, $388,523, AQHA Distf. Chal. Ch.–G1, Los Al. Distf. Chal.–G3, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Vikes Iota si 94 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 3, $103,709, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. The Blue Tailfly si 97 (c. by Strawfly Special). 4 wins, $82,835, 2nd Woodlands Ch. H., etc. Elaines Fantasy si 103 (f. by Leaving Memories). 3 wins, $25,704, 2nd Big Splash S., etc. Granddam of AGGRESSIVE DRIVER si 100 (5 wins, $131,422, West Texas D., etc.), etc. Runaway Vike si 97 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins, $8,898. Dam of VOLCOM si 97 (11 wins, $430,433, Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G2, etc.), Dashing Vike si 90 ($142,432, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1); Granddam of RUNAWAY WAGON si 106 (6 wins, $146,125), etc. First Down Racy (f. by First Down Dash). Dam of RACY HIGH ROLLER si 91 ($276,200, PCQHRA Bdr’s F.–G2, etc.), First Fancy Racy si 97 ($380,877, 2nd Texas Cl. F.–G1, etc.), etc.

Consigned by Damian Trahan, Agent for Damian Trahan & DGC, LLC

Eyesa Rapid Train B
February 11, 2019, Gray Gelding

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
EYES LIKE RAPID (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. Unraced. Half–sister to Rapidton si 110, etc. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 9 starters, 5 ROM, including
PIRANHAAA si 101 (g. by First Down Straw). 5 wins to 6, $64,857, Ajax Derby Chal., 3rd Alex Picov Memorial Ch., Sunshine State D., All Canadian D.
Mr Speed Wrench si 97 (g. by First Down Straw). 2 wins to 3, $33,152, 3rd FQHRA Stallion Stakes F., FQHRA Stallion Stakes D., fnl. Rocky Mountain F.–G3.
Whos Joe Papa si 103 (g. by Papa Larry). 5 wins, $34,639, fnl. FQHRA Stallion Stakes F., etc.
Fearghas si 91 (g. by First Down Straw). 2 wins to 3, $26,736, 4th Ajax Derby Chal., etc.

2nd Dam:
RAPID DISPATCH si 97 (1997) by Runaway Winner. 4 wins to 3, $29,632, Sundowner Trailer S., 3rd Sunland Park Fall F. Half–sister to JESS RAPID si 103 ($300,138), Perks Prime Plus si 95 ($43,641), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 11 starters, 7 winners, including
Rapidton si 110 (g. by Brimmerton). 6 wins, $38,221, 2nd Silestone S., 3rd Streakin La Jolla S., fnl. Develop A Plan S.–G3, King William H.

3rd Dam:
RAPID PERKS si 89 (1988) by Dash For Cash. Placed. Sister to Champion CASH PERKS si 98 ($322,450), LADY CLASSIC CASH si 101 ($252,883), etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including
JESS RAPID si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins, $300,138, Ruidoso D.–G2, All American Gold Cup–G3, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1, West Texas Juv. Inv., 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.
PERRYS PERKS si 85 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $14,797, Clasico Alfonso Patino Martine, in Mex.
Perks Prime Plus si 95 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $43,641, 2nd La Villita S., 3rd Miss Houston S., 4th Retama Park P.–G1, Texas Distaff Chal.–G3, fnl. TOQA Sale F.–RG1, etc.
Rapid Red Perry si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins to 7, $32,647, 3rd Swift S.

4th Dam:
PERKS si 87 (1977) by Easy Jet. 2 wins at 2, $4,995. Half-sister to Quintana Roo si 92 ($5,567), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 13 starters, 12 ROM, including
CASH PERKS si 98 (f. by Dash For Cash). Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 4 wins, $322,450, Golden State F.–G1, etc. Granddam of Run Donnie Run si 101 (8 wins, $81,400), etc.
LADY CLASSIC CASH si 101 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, $252,883. Granddam of GENUINE AMERICAN si 104 ($318,652), DOWNTOWN FORREST si 97 ($140,953), Special American si 102 ($144,716), Patriots Special si 108 ($90,956), etc.
HOME BREWED si 97 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to $27,749, Lone Star F. This Perks Is Royal si 90 (f. by Eyes Of Power). $25,750, 3rd Florentine S. Dam of MIRACLES N PERKS si 95 ($35,237), CLASSIC ROYAL PERKS si 102 (11 wins, $31,298), etc.

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013). Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovingston S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals will be yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, including World Champion A RANSOM si 104 ($1,079,556), etc.

1st Dam:
Eyes R Special si 97 (2000) by Mr Eye Opener. 2 wins to 3, $11,647, 3rd OHA F.–RG3, fnl. OHA D.–RG3. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 7 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including
- TF EYES R STRUTTIN si 114 (f. by Struttin To Beduino). 9 wins to 5, $184,385, Mother’s Day S., Audubon S., Billy Montgomery Evd S., 2nd Party Girl S., etc. Ntr LAD 300 yds.
- TF EYESA FIREFIGHTER si 97 (g. by Fighter On Fire). 2 wins to 3, $45,723, 2nd LQHBA Invt. S., 3rd Billy Montgomery LAD S.
- TF Eyes A Runaway si 94 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 3, $28,643.
- TF A Special Runaway si 103 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 4, $25,508.

2nd Dam:
Hempen Lil si 97 (1985) by Hempen TB. 4 wins at 2, $22,584, 3rd Boomer Sooner Preep F., Black Gold 440 F.–3rd Div. Dam of 12 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including
- Eyes R Special si 97 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Stakes placed, see above.
- Lily Gold si 99 (f. by Digging For Gold). 3 wins to 3, $14,812, fnl. Manor Downs F.–G3. Dam of Shoot N Shine si 98 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 4 wins, $38,474, 3rd Scott Lewis H., etc. Fishers Prissy Lady (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner to 3, $2,908. Dam of Okey Dokey Bob si 86 (Winner at 2, $19,840, 3rd Louisiana Juvenile S.), Blaze Forward si 102 ($74,007), Special Britt si 113 ($38,805, Ntr FG 300 yds.), Fishers Jessi si 94 ($31,310), etc.

3rd Dam:
LILLYS JET (1973) by Easy Jet. Placed to 3. Sister to EASY LANO si 92 ($33,585), Talking Picture si 91 ($43,208). Dam of 13 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including
- Hempen Lil si 97 (f. by Hempen TB). Stakes placed, see above.

4th Dam:
LILLY LARK si 95 (1965) by Lanolaark TB. 4 wins to 4, $2,422. Dam of 10 starters, 7 ROM, including
- EASY LANO si 92 (c. by Easy Jet). 4 wins to 4, $33,585, Black Gold 400 F.
- Talking Picture si 91 (f. by Easy Jet). 7 wins, $43,208, 3rd Blue Ribbon F., etc. Dam of LOQUENDI si 96 ($54,351, Rocket Bar F.–G3, etc.), Talk Tough si 107 ($40,788, 2nd Northlands F.–G3, etc.); Granddam of El Gato Thomas si 102 (10 wins, $126,200), etc.
- Me To si 87 (f. by Rocket Wrangler). Winner. Dam of JUST A PLAY MATE si 106 (8 wins, $130,709, West Texas F., etc.), LARKIN LILY si 102 ($64,416, Moore H., etc.); Granddam of Dark N Lonesome si 106 (8 wins, $43,486, 2nd Santo Domingo H., etc.), etc.
- Real Precious (f. by Real Easy Jet). Granddam of REAL EASY OKEY si 103 ($151,566), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE HAKE SI 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH Hi Five SI 94 ($172,415, AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), FIVE BAR BODEE SI 96 ($115,914), ROSTER MAN SI 95 ($49,100), LADYS A CARTEL SI 106 ($50,472), etc.

1st Dam:

**Eyesa Beauty 123**

Si 101 (2005) by Mr Eye Opener. 2 wins to 3, $19,330, 2nd Don Boyd Memorial H., Michigan Bred D., 3rd All American Congress D., etc. Half–sister to APOLLO BABE 123 si 107 ($50,595), VERY DASHIN 123 si 91 ($44,112), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including

**Eyesa Game** si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $46,192, 3rd Mother’s Day S., fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, LQHBA Sale Invt., Flashy Hemp S.

**Ima Wagon** si 87 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Winner to 3, $20,620, 3rd Hialeah La Nina Invt.

2nd Dam:

**V**ery Striking si 94 (1992) by Striking Bunny. 5 wins to 3, $25,290, GLQHA SSA F.–RG3, 2nd Michigan Bred F.–RG3, Michigan F., etc. Half–sister to LOVE YA LUCY si 90 ($15,804; Dam of FRIDAY 123 si 104, 7 wins, $141,915; WHATA TRUCKER si 99, 10 wins, $38,552), TINY LOU ETTA si 91 (dam of FANCI ENDING 123 si 104, $35,363; Granddam of FANCI FEET 123 si 103, $51,444; OVERPOWERED si 100, $36,434; MM NICKERS 123 si 101, $33,892; HOT HUGGER si 94, $23,645; Shesa Lady 123 si 93, $32,542; Streakin Joe 123 si 98, $23,169, etc.), etc. Out of LOU ETTA DECK SI 93 ($21,426), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 11 ROM, including

**Apollo Babe 123** si 107 (f. by Apollo TB). 5 wins to 5, $50,595, Sooner Trailer S., 2nd Harrisburg H., JEH Stallion Station H., 3rd Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

**Very Dashing** si 91 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). 3 wins to 4, $44,112, Texas Distaff Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, Kool Kue Baby H. Dam of

**Country Boy 123** si 114 (g. by Country Chicks Man). 22 wins, $349,230, Picov D., Alex Picov Mem. Ch., Alex Picov Mem. Ch. M., Picov M. (twice), etc.

**Docs Effi** si 94 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins to 4, $18,076, Michigan D., 3rd Fathers Day Gold Cup, fnl. All American Congress M.–G3, Dam of

**Eight Below 123** si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). $9,867, 2nd Michigan Bred D., fnl. All American Congress F.–G3, etc. Dam of Babbity Bobbity Blue si 98 (2 wins, $53,865, 3rd Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3, etc.), Brrrr si 99 (2 wins, $64,862), etc.

**Awesome 123** si 102 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 6 wins, $43,949, 2nd GLQHA SSA F., Mt Pleasant Meadows H., Mothers Day Silver Cup S., GLQHA SSA D, etc.

**On The Docit** si 94 (f. by Takin On The Cash). Winner to 4, $9,243, 3rd Mothers Day Silver Cup S., 4th All American Congress D.–G3.

**Dashin Spirit 123** si 108 (g. by Fishers Dash). 4 wins, $60,431, fnl. Rainbow Juvenile S., etc. Docs Dynasty 123 si 87 (f. by FDD Dynasty). Winner, $17,318, fnl. Altoona D.–G3, Dam of

**Docs Kansas Rep** si 99 (g. by Louisiana Senator). 4 wins to 4, 2020, $72,302, 2nd Cherokee Nation S., 4th Heritage Place D.–G3, fnl. Speedhorse D.

**Engagements:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for
Triple M Farms, LLC

Queen Of Rogues
March 13, 2019, Brown Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMP si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.


HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (c. by Heza Fast Dash). 8 wins to 4, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery S., 2nd John Alleman Mem. S.–RG3, 3rd LQHBA SALE F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juvenile S.–RG2, Streakin La Jolla S., 4th LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.

JESS A ROGUE si 101 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 3, $128,173, Old South F., Invitational Bonus Chal., Sparkling Tip S., Biscayne S., 2nd Gentilly Dash S., etc.

ZOOMIN JR si 100 (f. by Jess Zoomin). Winner to 4, $19,919, Clasico Chirina Glorys, etc.

GAME GONE ROGUE si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner, $8,654, Clasico Jesus Nuchi Jimenez Sa.


Jess Like Stoli si 102 (c. by Stoli). 3 wins to 5, $84,479, 3rd Four Corners F.–G3, etc.


2nd Dam: EASILY A ROGUE si 109 (1989) by Calyx. 9 wins, $302,968, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to LOVE A ROGUE si 106 ($54,934, Ntr), Master Rogue si 101 ($65,680), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including MISS JESS ROGUE si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

HUG A ROGUE si 95 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $31,279, Mexico Juv. Chal., etc. Dam of Asnow Hug si 95 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins, $18,693, 2nd Mexico Dstf. Chal., etc.

3rd Dam: Easily A Doll si 94 (1982) by Easy Jet. 2 wins to 3, $7,136, 3rd Elmer Heppeler S. Half–sister to Top Deck Bunny si 98 ($53,610), Sixadoll si 99 ($19,686), etc. Dam of 14 ROM, including EASILY A ROGUE si 109 (f. by Calyx). Stakes winner, see above.

LOVE A ROGUE si 106 (g. by Calyx). 8 wins, $54,934, Sportsman’s Park Cl., etc. Ntr SPT 550 yds.

Master Rogue si 101 (g. by Calyx). 2 wins to 3, $65,680, 2nd Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Easily Holland si 80 (f. by Holland Ease). Dam of Hickerson si 102 ($72,922, 2nd Picov D., etc.).

Embryo Transfer

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
HEART STREAKER si 98 (1982) by Streakin Six. 2 wins at 2, $48,926, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, Kansas F.–G1. Half–sister to Glass Heart si 108 ($43,251). Dam of 9 starters, 8 ROM, including LEGACYS HEARTBEAT si 98 (g. by Cash Legacy). 32 wins, $164,365, Paul’s Valley H.–G3, (twice), Oklahoma Dist. Chal., 2nd Prairie Meadows 870 S., Rio Grande H., etc. MORE HEART si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 3, $153,199, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, 2nd La Pacifica H., Stanton H., 3rd Charger Bar H.–G1, etc. Dam of SEPARATIST MORE si 97 (6 wins, $58,636 in Mexico, Futurity Mexicano, etc.); Granddam of ONE HEART si 88 (2 wins, $17,481 in Mexico, Premio Alberto Bailleres F.), Power Heart si 103 (5 wins, $25,946 in Mexico, 2nd Clasico Salvador Onate Ascencio S.), etc. WEALTH si 9 (g. by Dash For Cash). 9 wins, $133,150, Vessels M.–G1, Kaweah Bar H.–G3, 2nd Go Man Go H.–G1, Double Bid H.–G3, 3rd Southern California D.–G2, etc. REGARD si 98 (f. by Moon Lark). 9 wins to 3, $100,486, Pocahontas H., Santa Barbara H., etc. Dam of FIRST REGARDS si 99 (Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, Dash For Cash D.–G1, etc.); Granddam of CALIENTES WRANGLER si 108 ($83,123 in Mexico, Clasico Jodys Glory, etc.), ZOOMIN TO WIN si 110 ($67,006, Mother’s Day S.), Senor Fish si 106 (10 wins, $133,491, 3rd Fair Meadows M.), Consider si 97 (4 wins, $60,505, 2nd Kaweah Bar H.–G3), etc.

First Heart si 97 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins at 3, $6,914. Granddam of APOLLITICAL STONE si 94 (4 wins, $147,389, Oatman H., 2nd Golden State D.–G2, etc.), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam: EYING MISS PERRY si 88 (2007) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner to 3, $11,501. Half–sister to Eye On Corona si 94 ($133,718), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 6 ROM, including


Zapata Chic si 104 (f. by Jumpn Chic). 3 wins to 5, $35,043, 3rd EVD Dash S.


Louisiana Fast Eye si 97 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 3, $27,095.

2nd Dam: LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 7 wins in 10 starts, $151,254, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682), THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 ($127,941), JESTTHELOUISIANAGIRL si 98 ($122,904), FED EX TOGETHER si 105 ($111,784), CALL ME FED EX si 107 ($80,437), This Girl Is Special (dam of THISFEATUREISSPECIAL si 98, $190,758; Eyein This Feature si 99, $125,913; granddam of SANTANDER si 106, $142,365), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including

Dutcher si 108 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 5, $194,833, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, 3rd Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.


Eyejesslovemissperry si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $19,945. Dam of

HEZALOUISIANA DASH si 105 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 12 wins, $531,041, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, Open Me A Corona S.–RG2, LQHBA D., Opelousas S., Amelia Belle S., 2nd Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.

SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 6 wins, $110,955, Louisiana Purchase S., fnl. Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Open Me A Corona S.–RG2.

El Dorado Stone si 88 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner at 2, $17,010, 3rd Louisiana Juv. S. The Louisiana Lassie si 95 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, $11,863. Dam of

Fastdashing Lassie si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins, $92,460, 2nd Audubon S., etc.

Eye Opening Jess si 86 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $6,225. Dam of


Hezalamagic
March 30, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
EZZIELIKEMAGIC (2011) by Righteous Brother. Unraced. Half–sister to BEAUS FIRST DOWN si 108 ($58,251), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Silver Fox si 96 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 4 wins to 4, $49,095.

2nd Dam:

Beaus Big Game si 92 (g. by Game Patriot). 6 wins to 7, $40,380. AB Creole Lady (f. by Game Patriot). Unplaced. Dam of Lto Thumbs Up si 92 2 wins to 3, 2020, $21,526), etc.

3rd Dam:
Beau Catcher si 96 (1977) by Mito Paint TB. 4 wins to 4, $11,428, 3rd Ruidoso H. Dam of 11 foals, 10 starters, 8 winners, including JOYS FORTUNE si 99 (g. by Six Fortunes). 20 wins, $116,599, 2nd Live Oak 770 H., 3rd Sound Of Summer D.–G3, Virgil Bond 870 H., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.

Beau Hemp si 93 (c. by Hemp Meyers). 3 wins to 3, $12,405.

Jet Black Fabulous
January 20, 2019, Brown Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Sires of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
FABULOUSLY FAST (2003) by Mr Jess Perry. Unraced. Half–sister to BIGTIME FAVORITE si 102 ($324,020), BIGTIME CARTER si 117 ($49,390), etc. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 6 winners, including

FABULOUS OCEAN si 96 (c. by Ocean Runaway). 2 wins to 3, $64,892, Mile High F.–G3, etc.

FABULOUSLY BLACK si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 5, $20,241, 3rd Mardi Gras D., etc.

BIGTIME FAVORITE si 102 (c. by Carters Cartel). 10 wins, $62,723, Eastern Idaho State Fair S., Pete Arrossa Memorial S., etc.

NTR CAS 250 yds.
NTR JRM 250 yds.
NTR RPT 350 yds.

2nd Dam:
Ms Dashin Bigtime si 90 (1996) by First Down Dash. Winner to 3, $11,215, 2nd Carmel H. Half–sister to HIGH SIETE si 105 ($106,765), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 10 ROM, including


BIGTIME CARTER si 117 (g. by Carters Cartel). 10 wins, $62,723, Eastern Idaho State Fair S., etc.

3rd Dam:
ZEVIS JEWEL si 92 (1981) by Zevi TB. 2 wins at 3, $1,335. Half–sister to JEWELLED CASH si 105 ($67,159), JEWELLED BUG si 95, etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 8 ROM, including

HIGH SIETE si 105 (g. by On A High). 17 wins, $106,765, Southwest D.–G3, Corrales H., Cabeza De Vaca H., 2nd Juarez H., 3rd O B Cockerell H.–G3, El Tesoro De Oro D., etc.


Effortless Leader si 98 (g. by Special Leader). $8,617, 3rd Cherry Creek Juvenile Invit., etc. Sheza Fast Jewel si 90 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $7,429. Dam of HEZA FAST INVICTUS si 99 (7 wins and 3 seconds in 12 starts, $169,099, OHA Mystery F.–RG2, etc.).

Imajewel Dash si 94 (f. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to 4, $24,065, fnl. All American D.–G1. Dam of

La Jolla Ca si 97 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins, $79,234, 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Dam of Guthrie Tx si 94 ($5,073, 2nd Premio Allen's Cash [Mex]), etc.

Juicy Jewel (f. by Easily Smashed). Unraced. Dam of


Juicy Beduino si 104 (f. by Behold A Beduino). 4 wins, $20,954, 2nd Harris Co. H., etc.

Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Jumonville Farms

**Sizzlin Courage**

January 27, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By SIZZLIN CARTEL si 105 (2007), takes winner of 3 races, $233,446, Firecracker F.--G2, 2nd Harrah's Entertainment F.--G3, etc. Ntr DED 350 yds. Sire of 47 ROM, with earnings of $1.5 million, including LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM si 107 ($282,670, Louisiana Cl.--G2, etc.), EYE AM SIZZLIN si 108 ($182,668, De Saix S.), SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 ($110,955), SIZZLIN STEWART si 102 ($110,955), SHEZ SIZZLING si 95 ($68,831), Blue Eyed Cartel si 101 ($71,516), Lovin That Sizzle si 97 ($52,323), etc.

**1st Dam:**


Dashing With Courage si 93 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 7 wins to 8, 2020, $134,273, 2nd Live Oak S., 4th Races And Aces S., fnl. DED Louisiana Bred D.--RG3, etc.

Blue Courage si 103 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 7 wins to 8, 2020, $134,273, 2nd Live Oak S., 4th Races And Aces S., fnl. DED Louisiana Bred D.--RG3, etc.

**2nd Dam:**


Lovin That Sizzle si 97 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $52,323, fnl. Laddie F.--RG2, etc. Call Me Jess Love si 95 (g. by Call Me Together). 2 wins, $40,982, fnl. Mardi Gras D.--RG3, etc.

**3rd Dam:**


**4th Dam:**

MISS ANGEL LOVE (1983) by L'Natural TB. Placed in 2 starts. Out of Two–Time Champion EASY ANGEL si 97 ($477,634, Kindergarten F., etc.). Dam of 10 starters, 7 winners, including Buddy Loves To Shine si 94 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 8, $76,509.

Love Miss Behavin si 81 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $9,777. Dam of Behavin Cartel si 105 (4 wins to 4, $39,883, 2nd Ft Pierre F., etc.); Granddam of Fowl Play si 101 (5 wins, $59,787, 3rd Canterbury Championship Chal., etc.), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam: FAMOUS CORONA LADY si 96 (2012) by Corona Cartel. 3 wins to 3, $184,408, fnl. All American D.–G1, Ruidoso F.–G1. Sister to FAMOUS CARTEL LADY si 106. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including JESS FAMOUS si 99 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 8 wins to 3, $389,513, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, First Down Dash H., Town Policy S., 3rd Ruidoso F.–G1, 4th All American D.–G1.

Jessapolitical Guy si 87 (c. by Apollitical Jess). Placed 5 times in 8 starts, $10,411, 3rd Turf Paradise Juvenile Chal., 4th Granite Mountain F., fnl. AQRA F.


ONE FAMOUS ICON si 103 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $48,676, AQRA Turf Paradise D., etc. FAMOUS CARTEL LADY si 106 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $21,082, Knight Transportation F., 3rd Wild West Juvenile S., etc. Ntr BOI 300 yds.

One Famous Ferragamo si 84 (g. by First Down Dash). $56,898, 2nd Jens L List Jr Mem., etc. One Famous Rock Star si 93 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed 5 times to 3, $5,156. Dam of JR ROCK STAR si 104 (f. by Fantastic Corona Jr). 6 wins, $82,415, Canterbury Dstf. Chal., etc.

3rd Dam: One Slick Cookie si 96 (1994) by Dash For Cash. 3 wins to 4, $32,367, 2nd Debutante H., Gardena H., 3rd Marina Pacifica H., AQRA Turf Paradise D.–G3, etc. Sister to ONE SLICK ONE si 112 ($157,937), etc. Dam of 15 starters, 13 ROM, including FOCUS ON SPEED si 101 (f. by Separatist). 4 wins, $46,601, Enchanted S., etc. Ntr RDM 300 yds.

NUMBER ONE INTEREST si 100 (f. by Seperate Interest). $41,204, Four Corners F., etc. One Flying Cookie si 97 (f. by Strawfly Special). $13,092, 3rd Yavapai Downs F., etc. Dam of CARTERS COOKIE si 93 (2 wins to 3, $359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), ONE FLYING DYNASTY si 94 (2 wins to 3, 2020, $131,330, La Fiesta F., etc).

One Quick Cookie si 92 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner, $12,102. Dam of JESS FEATUREME QUICK si 103 (9 wins, $687,155, Hobbs America D.–G3, Los Alamitos Ch.–G3, etc.), One Famous Cookie si 103 ($27,387, 2nd Hialeah La Nina Invt., etc.); Granddam of Sure Fire Quick si 96 ($91,643, 3rd Hobbs America F.–G2, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), RF Apolliticalcookie si 95 (Winner to 3, 2020, $58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2, etc.).
RF Fast Dash N Jess

January 5, 2019, Sorrel Gelding

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Rogers Farm (Tim & Jennie Rogers)

RF Fast Dash N Jess

5970456

One Sweet Jess si 104

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Mr Jess Perry si 113} & \\
\text{One Sweet Dash si 94} & \\
\text{Debs Been Streakin si 95} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fast Dash N Deb si 106

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Heza Fast Dash si 103} & \\
\text{Streakin La Jolla si 99} & \\
\text{Scoopie Fein si 99} & \\
\text{First Down Dash si 105} & \\
\text{Sweet Beduino si 101} & \\
\text{Heza Fast Man si 111} & \\
\text{First Prize Dash si 101} & \\
\text{Travelin Budget si 101} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of over 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,777), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:

Fast Dash N Deb si 106 (2006) by Heza Fast Dash. 7 wins to 4, $198,179, 2nd Billy Montgomery S.–RG3, 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juve.–RG2, etc. Ntr FG 330 yds. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including


Miss Stoli Fast si 96 (f. by Stoli). 2 wins to 3, $45,470.

RF Miss Dash N Stoli si 85 (f. by Stoli). Winner to 3, $14,660.

2nd Dam:

DEBS BEEN STREAKIN si 95 (1998) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins, $17,433. Sister to Hi Tech Hustler si 93 ($71,577), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 12 starters, 8 ROM, including

Fast Dash N Deb si 106 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Stakes placed, see above.

Corona On Draft si 99 (g. by King Corona). 4 wins to 4, $54,920, fnl. Billy Montgomery LAD S. RBD Fastestdashndeb si 97 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 3, $43,153, 4th LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, fnl. Louisiana Juvenile S., etc.

3rd Dam:

Travlin Budget si 101 (1988) by Jet Toro. 5 wins, $23,429, 2nd Southern Belle Cl., Silver Cup H., fnl. Firecracker F.–G1, Firecracker D.–G3. Half–sister to Budget Bob Six si 104 ($37,808), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including


Adra Ann si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $36,448, fnl. LQHBA Sophomore S., etc.

Blew The Budget si 92 (g. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins to 4, $29,635.

4th Dam:

SUM LIL BUDGET si 88 (1981) by Mito Paint TB. 2 wins at 2, $6,984, Qlf. Sunland Park Fall F.–G2. Half–sister to Show Me More Money si 95 ($12,764, dam of FOR LOVE N MONEY si 104, $53,936; Buy Mia Beer si 100, $24,279), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 10 ROM, including

Budget Bob Six si 104 (g. by Streakin Six). 6 wins, $37,808, 3rd Remington Distance Ch.–G3, John Deere Oklahoma Chal.–G3, fnl. American Airlines NM Chal.–G3, etc.

Travlin Budget si 101 (f. by Jet Toro). Stakes placed, see above.


Six Figure Budget si 86 (f. by Sixarun). Placed, $1,103. Dam of Six Figure Leader si 88 ($49,136).

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
Fast Dashin Dee si 93 (2014) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 3, $97,572, 2nd Lassie F.–G2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–G3, Flashy Hemp S. Half–sister to JUMP DOWN AZOOM si 103 ($115,783), Mojo Perry si 99 ($151,387), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
Jump Down Jess si 87 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 4, $10,480. Dam of TEMPTINGJESS FOR LMG si 106 (c. by Tempting Dash). 4 wins, $43,485, El Moro De Cumpas S., fnl. La Plata S.

3rd Dam:
JUMPING TAC FLASH si 106 (1991) by Tolltac. Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins to 3, $147,065, Miss Kindergarten F.–G2, Calif. Sires’ Cup F.–RG3, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Sister to Champion Two–Year–Old Colt SPLASH BAC si 93 ($135,505), Diva Reba si 84 (dam of METALLIC LION si 101, $262,080), half–sister to GOINBYE si 94 ($52,411; dam of HEZADASHINBYE si 96, $150,855), Lady Nayen si 106 ($65,083; dam of FLOKIE si 96, 5 wins to 3, 2020, $711,819, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), Catch This Dash si 94 (dam of Two–Time Champion FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103, $899,434, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (c. by Corona Cartel). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 6 wins to 3, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 350 yds.

TAC IT LIKE A MAN si 98 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $413,563, PCQHRA Brdr’s F.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG3, 2nd Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Southern California D.–G1. Flash First si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 4, $351,719, California Breeders Matron S., 2nd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, Cypress H., 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. IMJUMPN si 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $56,495, Aliso Viejo H., etc. Dam of HEADTURNER si 101 (g. by Check Him Out). 7 wins, $294,032, Los Al. Winter D.–G1, etc. JUMPN BEDUINO si 96 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 5 wins, $267,825, PCQHRA Brdr’s F.–G1, etc. JUMPN si 98 (c. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins to 3, $187,555, Los Alamitos Million Juv. Invt., etc. A Tac First si 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 3, $88,793, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, QHRAI Stallion Service Auction F.  

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

You Bet Rhett
January 7, 2019, Brown Colt

You Bet Rhett
5979659

Jet Black Patriot si 110
Fast Dashin Dee si 93

You Bet Rhett

Game Patriot si 109
First Down Jewel si 98
Joes Hemp Jet si 96

First Down si 89
Heza Fast Man si 111
First Prize Dash si 101

Chicks Beduino si 104
Fire And Nice si 102

First Down si 105
Jumping Tac Flash si 106

Fast Dashin Dee si 93

Jump Down First si 90
Consigned by Damian Trahan, Agent for Damian Trahan & DGC, LLC

Fast Dashin Carter

March 29, 2019, Gray Gelding

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
FAST GIRL FRIEND si 89 (2010) by Heza Fast Dash. Winner to 3, $25,506. Half-sister to PYB PLACE YOUR BET si 95 ($115,826), MAN HEZ GORGEOUS si 89 ($18,792), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two-year-old, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including Heza Fast Train B si 95 (g. by Freighttrain B). Winner in 2 starts, $24,971, fnl. Mardi Gras Gr.2–RG2.

2nd Dam:
FASHION DASHIN si 86 (1997) by Runaway Winner. Placed. Dam of 17 foals, 16 starters, 12 ROM, including
MAN HEZ GORGEOUS si 89 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $18,792, Clasico The Prize.
Jess Got Easier si 108 (c. by Feature Mr Jess). 5 wins to 4, $21,120, 2nd Intermountain H., fnl. Elko County Championship Challenge–G3.
Heza Great Bet si 90 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner to 3, $20,944.
Jess Mr Fashion si 101 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 4, $17,882, 4th Dixie Stallion F.–RG3.
High Dollar Return si 90 (g. by High Rate Of Return). 2 wins to 3, $17,744.
Platinum Dynasty si 91 (g. by FDD Dynasty). Winner to 3, $16,488.

3rd Dam:
DASHING PEGGY (1985) by Dash For Cash. Unraced. Out of Easy Peggy si 86, half-sister to (EASY SIX si 97, $198,740; DASHING TORO si 105, $50,173; Jet Toro si 104, $47,186; etc.). Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including
Dashing Dion si 97 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 2 wins, $9,258, 4th Central Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of LEDUM si 105 (g. by Struttin To Beduino). 5 wins, $110,209, Kansas Jackpot F.–RG2, etc.
Xoom si 105 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 4, $76,849, 2nd Prairie Meadows Dstf. Chal., etc.
Dashing Tee si 95 (g. by Volcom). 2 wins to 4, $47,802, 2nd Bob Morehouse S.
Bedem si 93 (g. by Brimmerton). 3 wins to 7, $46,119.
Expect Magic si 90 (f. by Struttin To Beduino). Unplaced. Dam of Effortlessly Strut si 93 (3 wins, $24,555, 3rd NCQHRA F., Sparkling Tip Bonus Chal. S., etc.), etc.
Special Thrill si 91 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins to 3, $9,811. Dam of Thrilling Finish si 84 (f. by Streakin Six Cartel). 2 wins to 4, $15,548, 2nd ND Horse Park F. First Thrill si 91 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 4, $65,360.
Azoomin Thrill si 90 (f. by Azoom). 6 wins to 4, $44,408.

Jettin For A Prize
January 11, 2019, Chestnut Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
FAST PRIZE ANGIE si 86 (2007) by Oak Tree Special. Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,000. Half–sister to FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875), FAST PRIZE DOLL si 102 ($85,762), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins, $257,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, SLM Big Daddy S., 2nd All American Gold Cup–G1, Miss Polly Classic–G3, 3rd The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Downs At Albuquerque Fall Ch., etc. Angiesprizedpatriot si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner to 3, $63,149, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1, Mardi Gras F.–RG2, De Saix S. Prize Winning Dash si 95 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 3, $35,004, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. Fast Prize Jess si 86 (g. by Swingin Jess). Winner to 4, $16,886.

2nd Dam:
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047; dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105; CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 93 (6 wins of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760; IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765; WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, $179,500), First Prize Diamond si 92 (2nd of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456; First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE DOLL si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (3 wins to 3, $132,653, West Texas F.–G2, etc.), etc. Fast Prize DOLL si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $85,762, 3rd Harrah’s Entr. F.–G2, etc. Dam of FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (6 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc.); Granddam of JORDAN EAGLE si 106 (5 wins, $155,735, Evangeline Downs F., etc.), etc. Ms Fast First Prize si 93 (f. by DMNV Mountable). $77,738, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc. Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOPTICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc., etc. Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), SPIT LIKE JAGGER si 96 (5 wins, $105,045, Speedhorse F.–G2, etc., etc. Ferarri Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V POWER si 91 ($279,419), Ferarri GT si 97 ($167,659), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007), Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.


2nd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123), FIRST PRIZE Leesa si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,167), dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164, First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of Pyc Fun N Fancy si 104, $478,760), IM A FANCY Pyc si 92, $454,756, WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, $179,500), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of First Prize Denim si 103, $323,456, First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of First Prize Bourban si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (3 wins to 3, $132,653, West Texas F.–G2, etc.), etc. Fast Prize Doll si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $85,762, 3rd Harrah’s Entr. F.–G2, etc. Dam of FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 106 (5 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc.); Granddam of JORDAN EAGLE si 106 (5 wins, $155,735, Evangeline Downs F., etc.), etc. Ms Fast First Prize si 93 (f. by DMNV Mountable). $77,738, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc. Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of Apollitical Chad si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR Tuckernuck si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), SPIT LIKE JAGGER si 96 (5 wins, $105,045, Speedhorse F.–G2, etc.), etc. Ferrarri Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferrarri GT si 97 ($167,659), etc. Fast Price Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

Embryo Transfer

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: FAST PRIZE BLUE (2014) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Unplaced. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including RL Prize Freight si 86 (g. by Freighttrain B). Placed in only start at 2, 2020, $1,200.

2nd Dam: FAST PRIZE SHASTA si 87 (2009) by Shazoom. Placed at 2, $2,681. Sister to FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, Nwr), FAST PRIZE Tracy si 101 ($40,960); Half–sister to Fast Prize Doll si 102 ($85,762), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 1 ROM, including Jess A Fast Prize si 94 (c. by Jess Cuervo). 2 wins to 5, 2020, $29,498.

3rd Dam: FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456; First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE Bourban si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including

FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G2, etc. Dam of 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.).

FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.).

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: FAST PRIZE BLUE (2014) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Unplaced. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including RL Prize Freight si 86 (g. by Freighttrain B). Placed in only start at 2, 2020, $1,200.

2nd Dam: FAST PRIZE STASHA si 87 (2009) by Shazoom. Placed at 2, $2,681. Sister to FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, Nwr), FAST PRIZE Tracy si 101 ($40,960); Half–sister to Fast Prize Doll si 102 ($85,762), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 1 ROM, including Jess A Fast Prize si 94 (c. by Jess Cuervo). 2 wins to 5, 2020, $29,498.

3rd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047; dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105; CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Perry si 102 ($279,315), First Prize Fancy si 103 ($271,606), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including

FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.).

FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.).
By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.


2nd Dam: FAST Prize Doll si 102 (2005) by Mr Jess Perry. 3 wins to 3, $85,762, 3rd Harrah's Entertainment Three H., Mr Jet Moore H., 2nd Sooner State S.–G1, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1, etc.


3rd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($138,123); half-sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105; CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147); dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760; IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456; First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 95 ( 7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc. Ferarri Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferarri GT si 97 ($167,659), etc. Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

Prized Runaway Doll
February 15, 2019, Gray Filly
By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.


2nd Dam: Fast First Prize si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,629, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half-sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147), dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164, First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 92, $454,765), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456; First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ($132,653), TARISH si 101 ($120,774), etc. Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOPOLITICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 (5 wins, $156,597, Texas Classic Juvenile S., fnl. Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $14,338. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc. Ferarri Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferarri GT si 97 ($167,659), etc. Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: Fast Prize Doll Too si 98 (2009) by Finding Nemo. 2 wins to 3, $21,674, 3rd Black Gold F. Half–sister to FAST PRIZE JORDAN, etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including This Dolls Gone si 83 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Placed at 2, $11,119, 2nd Alabama F. Talmileena Prize si 94 (f. by Hez Our Secret). 3 wins to 3, $12,455.


DOUBLE DOWN si 95 (c. by Valiant Hero). 2 wins to 4, $73,738, Boyd Morris Mem. H., 2nd Corona Cartel Invt. D., 4th Mr Jet Moore S.–RG2, fnl. Sooner State S.–RG1, etc.

FAST PRIZE ROBYN si 94 (f. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins, $19,106, Hipodromo Distaff Chal., etc.

Ms Corona Doll si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $20,275, in Mex., 3rd Castro Rea S., etc.


3rd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147); dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164, First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760, IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456, First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), etc. Dam of 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ($132,653, TARISH si 101 ($120,774, etc.).

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 95 ($930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 ($156,597).

First Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc.

Ferrari Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640, V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferrari GT si 97 ($167,659), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

Fast Bar Cartel
January 2, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKER si 101 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415, AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), ROSTER MAN si 95 ($49,100), LADYS A CARTEL si 106 ($50,472), etc.

1st Dam:
FAST PRIZE DOLLY si 97 (2009) by Shazoom. 1 win and 5 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $17,902. Sister to FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, Nwr), Fast Prize Tracy si 101, etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 4 starters, 2 ROM, including Coronas Prize Dolly si 95 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins to 3, $54,601, 4th Lassie F.–RG2.

2nd Dam:
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half-sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105; CORONADO CARTEL si 98 ($416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147); dam of EC REVENGE si 93 ($200,164), First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $454,765, WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, $179,500), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456); First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (f. by Jess Perry), $85,762, 3rd Harrah's Entr. F.–G2, etc.

FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 (3 wins to 3, $132,653, West Texas F.–G2, etc.), TARISH si 101 (4 wins to 3, $120,774, Speedhorse D., etc., etc.).

Fast Prize Doll si 102 (f. by Jess Perry). $85,762, 3rd Harrah's Entr. F.–G2, etc. Dam of FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (6 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc.); Granddam of JORDAN EAGLE si 106 (5 wins, $155,735, Evangeline Downs F., etc., etc.).

Ms Fast First Prize si 93 (f. by DMNV Mountable). $77,738, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc.

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APO POLITICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $390,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 (5 wins to 3, $56,597, Texas Classic Juvenile S., etc.), etc.

Fast Prize Corona si 103 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), SPIT LIKE JAGGER si 96 (5 wins, $105,045, Speedhorse F.–G2, etc.); Granddam of MR DILLARD si 110 (3 wins in 5 starts to 3, 2020, $150,714, Black Gold 350 Ch., etc.), etc.

Ferarri Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $6,242. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), FERRARI GT si 97 ($167,659), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.).

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam: FAST PRIZE FERARRI si 87 (2014) by Tac It Like A Man. Winner at 2, $10,876. Half–sister to FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferarri GT si 97 ($167,659), Ferarri B si 86 ($34,268), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: FERRARI FAST PRIZE si 92 (2007) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed once in 2 starts, $4,624, fnl. Firecracker D. Sister to Fast Prize Doll si 102, etc. Dam of 22 starters, 15 ROM, including FERRARI JAMES si 107 (g. by Ivory James), 13 wins, $313,640, KEOKUK S.–G3 (twice), Two Rivers S.–G3, Altonna D., Iowa Double Gold D., 2nd KEOKUK S.–G3, etc.


Ferarri GT si 97 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon), 4 wins to 3, $167,659, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, 3rd The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

Ferarri B si 86 (f. by Freighttrain B), Winner at 2, 2020, $34,268, 2nd Laico Bird S.–RG3.

3rd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,992, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Cl. F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147); dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760, IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom), $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc.

FAST PRIZE ME si 87 ( 3 wins to 3, $132,653, West Texas F.–G2, etc.), etc. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ( 3 wins to 3, $244,992, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ( 3 wins to 3, $132,653, West Texas F.–G2, etc.).

Fast Prize Doll si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry), $85,762, 3rd Harrah’s Entr. F.–G2, etc. Dam of FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (6 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc.); Granddam of JORDAN EAGLE si 106 ( 5 wins, $155,735, Evangeline Downs F., etc.).

Ms Fast First Prize si 93 (f. by DMNV Mountable), $77,738, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc.

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom), 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 95 ( 7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), etc. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special), Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: FAST PRIZE GAME si 92 (2012) by Game Patriot. Winner at 2, $10,125. Half–sister to FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), DOUBLE DOWN si 95, etc. This is her first foal.


DOUBLE DOWN si 95 (c. by Valiant Hero). 2 wins to 4, $73,738, Boyd Morris Mem. H., 2nd Corona Cartel Invt. D., 4th Mr Jet Moore S.–RG2, fnl. Sooner State S.–RG1, etc.

FAST PRIZE ROBYN si 94 (f. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins, $19,106, Hipodromo Distaff Chal., etc.

Fast Prize Doll Too si 98 (f. by Finding Nemo). 2 wins, $21,674, 3rd Black Gold 350 F., etc.

Ms Corona Doll si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $20,275, in Mex., 3rd Castro Rea S., etc.


3rd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST PRIZE si 103 ($136,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047; dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105; CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760; IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456, First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), etc. Dam of 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds. Dam of JESS PRIZE ME si 87 ($132,653), TARISSH si 101 ($120,774), etc.

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOPELLICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruido F.–G1, etc.), SHE EAT FIRE si 93 (5 wins, $156,597, Texas Classic Juvenile S., fnl. Ruido F.–G1, etc.), etc.

Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), etc.

Ferarri Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferarri GT si 97 ($167,659), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), LOUISIANA JEWELS si 95 ($312,725), JESS A RUNNER si 120 ($298,741), etc.

1st Dam:
FAVORITE CRYSTAL si 110 (2008) by Bigtime Favorite. Winner at 2, $14,365. Half–sister to SALTY KING CORONA si 109 ($182,743), Shimmering Crystal si 89 ($26,292), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including Salt On The Corona si 86 (c. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner at 3, $4,530.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
Dashes Dimples si 97 (1986) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $62,253, 2nd All American Gold Cup–G1, etc. Sister to DIS DUDES A DASH si 103 ($25,479), This Chicks Got It si 95 ($96,574; Granddam of JUNO CORONA si 98, $43,430), Unpaid si 88 (Dam of GETMEOUTOFOTHERED si 100, $24,905; DM Paid In Cash si 95, $66,142), half–sister to Daring Dimples si 82 (Dam of DEE DEES DIMPLES si 101, $39,460; Granddam of Blacks Dimples si 95, $44,920), Easy Dimple (Granddam of DOW NHOME DASH si 108, $60,052; UP DOWN DASH si 112, $55,979), etc. Out of CHICK’S DIMPLE TOO si 105 ($43,056). Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including DASH OF ESSENCE si 111 (g. by Streakin Six). 16 wins, $232,882, World’s Championship Cl.–G2, O B Cockrell H., 2nd MBNA America Central Chal.–G3, O B Cockrell H., etc. DASHS KOOOL si 106 (c. by First N Kool). 3 wins to 3, $24,263, Oneida Co. Fair F., etc. Dashing Perry si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 8 wins, $79,944, 3rd Pomona Express S., etc. Devious Dimples si 108 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 10 wins, $47,819, 3rd Higheasterjet H., 4th South West D.–G3, fnl. Ruidoso D.–G2, MNBA NM Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr RUI 330 yds. Sixes La Jolla si 101 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 4, $33,087, 2nd Milestone S., etc. Dashin Apollo si 96 (f. by Apollo TB). Winner at 2, $1,087. Granddam of Officer Moonflash si 105 (2 wins to 3, $53,157, 3rd NMHBA S.–RG2, fnl. New Mexico Brdr’s S.), etc.

Im That Favorite Guy

April 2, 2019, Brown Colt

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013). Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovingston S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals will be yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, including World Champion A RANSOM si 104 ($1,079,556), etc.

1st Dam:
FAVORITE OVATION si 86 (2001) by Dash To Chivato. Winner at 2, $6,495. Sister to Rare Chivalry si 94. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Piloto Ovation si 89 (g. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins to 3, $28,268, fnl. De Saix S.

2nd Dam:
RARE ENCORE si 104 (1994) by Rare Form. 5 wins, $60,752, Cherry Creek F.–RG3, Aurora D.–RG3, 3rd Rocky Mountain D.–G3, etc. Half–sister to BOLD INTRIGUE si 93, RUN THE GAUNTLET si 101, etc. Dam of 32 foals of racing age, 29 starters, 26 ROM, including PURELY PRADA si 111 (f. by Brimmerton). 3 wins to 5, $46,022, Mile High D.–G3, fnl. Rocky Mountain F.–G3, Manuel Lujan H.–RG3, etc. Ntr ARP 400 yds.
Rare Waves si 102 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins to 4, $49,818, 3rd Rocky Mountain D., fnl. Hobbs America D.–G2, West Texas M.–G2, Arapahoe Express S.
Jimbossecret (g. by No Secrets Here). 5 wins to 4, 2020, $41,200, 2nd Blink Of An Eye H., etc.
Rare Chivalry si 94 (g. by Dash To Chivato). Winner, $27,460, 3rd Rocky Mountain F.–G3, etc.
Stole An Encore si 101 (f. by Ivory James). Winner at 2, $10,678, 2nd Evergreen Park Juv. Chal., etc.
Core Carver si 105 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins to 3, $38,679, fnl. Rocky Heinzig Memorial S.
Ivory Riches si 98 (f. by Ivory James). 3 wins to 3, $34,246, fnl. Mile High F.–G3, etc.
Encore For James si 94 (c. by Ivory James). Winner to 2, $20,549, fnl. West Texas F.–G2. First Audition si 92 (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner to 3, $3,860. Dam of First Time Favorite si 95 (f. by Bigtime Favorite). 2 wins, $34,867, 4th Queen City Dash, etc.
First Royal Encore (f. by First Down Dash). Unplaced in only start. Dam of Mr Flash Bac si 101 (g. by Splash Bac). 3 wins to 4, $29,620, 2nd Lucille Rowe D., etc.

3rd Dam:
FOLS AUDITION si 109 (1987) by Fol's Native TB. 13 wins, $452,463, Black Gold Futurity Ch., Black Gold 350 F., etc. Half–sister to AUDITIONS LEGACY si 112 ($190,953, Remington Park Ch.–G1, etc. Ntr ARP 440 yds.), etc. Dam of 13 starters, 12 ROM, including RARE ENCORE si 104 (f. by Rare Form). Stakes winner, see above.
BOLD INTRIGUE si 93 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 4 wins, $58,976, Cherry Creek F.–RG3, etc.
RUN THE GAUNTLET si 101 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 8 wins, $40,220, Michoacan M., etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.-RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam: FEARONA (2009) by Corona Cartel. Unraced. Sister to Fredona si 103 ($59,178), half–sister to Champions FREDRICKSBURG si 109 and FREDAVILLE si 112. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: FEARLESS FREDA si 113 (1993) by Dash For Cash. 6 wins to 4, $262,121, Texas Classic D.–G1, QHBC Championship Cl.–G1, Retama Park D.–G2, 2nd Vessels M.–G1, Bardella H., 3rd All American D.–G1, Mildred N Vessels Memorial H.–G1, etc. Ntr RET 440 yds. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion DEELISH si 102 ($604,153), Dam of Distinction, dam of 19 foals, 16 starters, 12 ROM, including Champions FREDRICKSBURG si 109 (c. by Mr Jess Perry) and FREDAVILLE si 112. This is her first foal. 

Dam of Distinction, dam of HEZA DASHA FIRE si 105 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). World Champion, Three–Time Champion, 16 wins, $2,240,112, Champion Of Champions–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, Go Man Go H.–G1, etc.

IMA FEARLESS HERO si 92 (g. by Valiant Hero). Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 8 wins to 4, $1,062,435, Los Alamitos Two Million–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, etc.

Fearless Fritz si 103 (c. by Shazoom). 4 wins, $100,085, 3rd Dash For Cash D.–G1, etc.

Fredona si 103 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $59,178, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc.

HARRISBURG si 97 (g. by Azoom). 3 wins to 6, $25,091, 2nd Arapahoe Derby Chal. Fearless Chick si 95 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins, $15,924, fnl. Calif. Brdrs’ Freshman S. Dam of FUNAWAY si 100 (f. by Ocean Runaway). 3 wins to 4, $86,681, Campeonato Juv., Clasico Jodys Glory, 3rd Derby Mexicano, 4th Clasico Velocidad, etc.

Political Chick si 106 (f. by Apollitical Jess). $42,160, 2nd Paul B Ford Memorial H., etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

Runaway Lucille
March 23, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam: 
FEATURE LUCY si 101 (2005) by Feature Mr Jess. 9 wins, $118,381, All Canadian D., Maple Leaf F., 3rd Princess Stakes D., Fort Erie Distaff Chal. Half–sister to CALL ME SUNDOWN si 105 ($70,124), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including 

Mr Empresario si 92 (c. by Point Break Dash). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $15,054, fnl. Laddie F.–RG2.

Doctor Pol si 105 (c. by Point Break Dash). Winner at 2, $12,072.

2nd Dam: 
SUNDOWN LUCY (2000) by Hooked On Sun. Unraced. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 4 ROM, including 
FEATURE LUCY si 101 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Stakes winner, see above.

CALL ME SUNDOWN si 105 (g. by Call Me Together). 5 wins, $70,124, Crystal River S., 3rd Moonstone S.

Blazing Sundown si 93 (f. by Bigtime Favorite). Winner to 4, $15,423.

3rd Dam: 
LUCY LUCY (1993) by Floyd De Great. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 3 foals, none to race or show.

4th Dam: 
GOING PLACES FAST si 82 (1987) by Streakin Six. Placed 5 times to 4, $1,715. Half–sister to 
Champion ELLIPTICAL si 99 ($333,807, Denim N Diamonds F.–G1, etc.). MS SPRING BOUQUET si 94 ($18,277; Dam of Champion POWER TRAIN si 101, $226,437, Kansas F.–G1, etc.; Granddam of ILL STOP THE WORLD si 102, $237,222), General Gage si 95 ($99,276), Fancy Foliage si 99 ($40,757), Dashing Deborah si 92 (dam of WINNING RUNNER si 97, $100,214; Granddam of VISIBLE INJUN si 104, $98,738; Rushago si 104, $281,876, 2nd Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1, etc.), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 5 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including 
Fast Buff si 96 (c. by Copper Buff). 3 wins to 7, $32,175, fnl. Dixie Stallion F.–RG3.

Calgyo si 90 (f. by Calyx). 3 wins to 6, $10,539.

Fast Leader si 80 (g. by Special Leader). Winner in 2 starts at 2, $2,040.

Shes Going Fast (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Unplaced, $1,920. Dam of 
Hesagoguittowseshoes si 93 (g. by Agouti). Winner to 5, $24,115.

Brakeaway Dash si 88 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Placed to 3, 2020, $8,270.

TDZ Shesgonedashing si 90 (f. by Shining First Dash). Winner at 2, $5,815.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Jumonville Farms, Agent for
Donald G. Kelly

Feature Mr Blue
February 25, 2019, Brown Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
SEE SUPER SALLEE (1988) by Royalty Rules. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to KITAWAY BAY si 105 ($22,405), Snazzy Jazz si 90, etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 4 ROM, including FEATURE MACY si 103 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Stakes winner, see above. First Okie Dokie si 88 (g. by Oklahoma Line). 2 wins to 3, $2,854.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
MISS BAR O BAR (1959) by Sugar Bars. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Miss Hatari Bar si 96 (f. by Mr Bar O Bar). 7 wins to 4, $2,839. NTR LBD 440 yds. Dam of Charge It Papa si 102 (c. by Roma Charge). 14 wins to 8, $191,866, 2nd Mr Jet Moore S., 3rd All American D. Crouper si 98 (c. by Easy Six). 13 wins to 8, $39,293. Hatari Bug si 95 (g. by Mr Hay Bug). 2 wins to 3, $5,096. Hoochie Coochie si 87 (f. by Bunny Bid). 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $3,144. Dam of COOCHIE HOOCIE si 94 (4 wins to 3, $32,911, Dogwood Dash F., 3rd Firecracker F.–G1), Head Over Heels si 105 (8 wins to 4, $50,701, 3rd South Texas D.–G3, E.T.R.B.A. Poorboy F., 4th Coors Distr. F.–G3), Tote N Time si 98 (2 wins to 4, $5,332, 3rd Great Texas M.), etc. Muss’n Touchit (f. by Bunny Bid). Dam of Try N Touchit si 93 (3 wins, $6,390). Financial Touch si 94 (3 wins, $3,219), You Fols Me si 88 ($1,944), Final Climb si 83 ($1,587), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, All American Triple Crown.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Simmons Racing

Lady Lydia

March 9, 2019, Brown Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
SC LYDIA (2015) by Corona Cartel. Unplaced. Sister to Champion CORONAS FIRST DIVA si 95 ($496,377), SC VAPOR TRAIL si 95 ($113,607), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

STEVIE B FIRST CASH si 92 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $238,312, First Down Dash D., Town Policy S., 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, Los Alamitos Invitational Chal.–G1, etc.

SC VAPOR TRAIL si 95 (f. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 3, $113,607, Los Alamitos Juvenile Chal., 3rd Ruidoso Derby Chal., Girl Secrets H., Chingaderos H., etc.

CRUISE BY DIVA si 104 (c. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $70,188, Beautiful Prairie S., fnl. Mr Jet Moore S.–G3.


Divas First Wagon si 97 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 2 wins to 3, $25,207, 3rd Mr. Jess Perry D., Biscayne S.


3rd Dam:


Enb Speed Diva si 86 (f. by Spit Curl Jess). 2 wins at 3, $6,267, 2nd Chippewa Downs Open D. Catch The Fly si 106 (f. by Fit To Fly). 4 wins at 2, $22,083.

Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC, Agent for Haddad Ranch

**Roulette Tlc**

February 18, 2019, Bay Filly

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: FEATURES LUCKY CHARM si 96 (2008) by Feature Mr Jess. 2 wins to 3, $42,926, Ruidoso Dstf. Chal., 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.–G1, etc. Half–sister to RAGAZZO si 102 ($559,500), GIORGINO si 100 ($324,367), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including The Charmed Ruler si 101 (g. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $30,666, 4th South Florida D., fnl. Iowa Double Gold F., Indiana Grand QHRAI D., Hialeah El Nino S.

2nd Dam: LAS ALAMITOS si 97 (1994) by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 4, $202,480, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, 3rd Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, 4th Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sister to Champion Three–Year–Old Gelding FOUR FORTY BLAST si 112 (13 wins, $321,356, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc.), HOLLAND EASE si 109 ($361,227, Golden State D.–G1, etc.), Brisco County Jr si 95 (5 wins, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.), Dividends Declared si 94 ($93,160, 2nd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.; Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN si 97, $456,010, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.; SOMETHIN LIKE THIS si 98, $151,810, Eastex S.–G2, etc.). Half–sister to Reloaded And Ready si 90 (dam of GREAT GRACE si 96, $201,838, Ruidoso Derby Chal., etc.). Dam of 34 starters, 26 ROM, including RAGAZZO si 102 (c. by Shazoom). 7 wins to 3, $559,500, Heritage Place F.–G1, Manor Downs D., fnl. Southwest Juvenile Championship–G1, Sam Houston D.–G2.

GIORGINO si 100 (c. by Apollo TB). 8 wins to 5, $324,367, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, Delta Juv. Chal.–G3, 2nd Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.

ANASTTASIA si 104 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $127,671, Iowa Double Gold F., 2nd Firecracker D., fnl. TOHA Sale F.–RG3, Old South D., TOHA Sires’ Cup D.

Potenza si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $151,754, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, Qlf. All American D.–G1.

Mazzimo si 101 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $31,118, 2nd Sam Houston Derby Chal., Retama Derby Chal., 4th TQHA Sires’ Cup D., fnl. Altoona D.

Mia Favoritta si 89 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 1 win and 4 times placed in 5 starts at 2, $22,118, 2nd John Deere Juvenile Chal.


Newarcos Bambina si 102 (f. by Newarco). 3 wins to 4, $18,351, fnl. Texas Twister S., etc. Dam of Louisiana EZ si 93 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). Winner, $13,081, 3rd Wyoming Downs F., etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold. Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity. Embryo Transfer
By Tee Cos si 102 (2009). Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, etc. Sire of 75 ROM, with earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT si 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS si 105 ($84,654), MR TEE COS si 88 ($55,252), Di Maria si 104 ($112,280), Di Maria si 104 ($113,780), Gamey Tee Cos si 86 ($90,204), Jls Shakem Tee Cas si 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It si 97 ($75,625), etc.

1st Dam:
FERDIES ONE EYED si 90 (2007) by Game Patriot. Winner at 3, $12,405. Half-sister to RT Runnin To Achieve si 94 ($78,889), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, including Ivys Best Game si 94 (f. by Best Advice). 3 wins to 4, $27,537.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
MY EASY HONI (1981) by Comin’ Easy. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half-sister to OH HONI OH si 101 ($81,568), Bar Comaruninn si 93 ($16,263), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 8 starters, 3 ROM.

4th Dam:
COMARUNIN HONI (1965) by Glory Be Good. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners, including OH HONI OH si 101 (f. by Three Oh’s). 13 wins, $81,568, Silver Cup Series #1, etc. Dam of ESPECIALLY EFFORT si 105 (c. by Special Effort). $77,920, Everglades Classic S., etc. RUNNIN SMASHED si 94 (g. by Easily Smashed). 8 wins, $16,354, Cow Cap. Turf Club F., etc. Bar Comaruninn si 93 (c. by Bar Depth). 7 wins to 7, $16,263, 3rd Armitisce F.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC.

Gold Digger Donna
March 25, 2019, Palomino Filly

Sir Runaway Dash si 97
Gold Digger Donna
Feverishly Fast si 88

First Down Dash si 105
Runaway Wave si 105
He Will Reign si 93
Sunset Fever

1st Dam:
FEVERISHLY FAST si 88 (2012) by He Will Reign. 3 wins at 3, $12,670. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
SUNSET FEVER (1995) by Sunset Six. Unraced. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners,

   Feverishly Fast si 88 (f. by He Will Reign). Multiple winner, see above.
   Embracing forgiveness (f. by Especially Rare). Winner at 2, $4,930.
   Duel Fever si 85 (g. by Duel Fuel). Winner at 2, $3,700.
   Royal Fever si 87 (g. by Royal Sovereign). Winner at 2, $2,418.
   Streakin Fever (g. by Relagate TB). Winner at 2, $1,920.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
STARSKIP WILO (1969) by Skip’s Dundee. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1
ROM, including

   Ferndale Fever si 81 (f. by Wondersome). Winner, see above.
   Ski On Wilo (f. by Ski Deck Jr). Unraced. Dam of
   Secret Lee Jr si 80 (g. by Secret Lee). Winner at 3.

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms, Agent for Jeffery Locklear

Chicksmakemeblue
February 3, 2019, Chestnut Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam: FINECHICKSNFATCHECKS si 99 (2007) by Game Patriot. 4 wins to 3, $33,495. Half–sister to PHOTO SMART si 103 ($215,685), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 3 ROM, including Chickslikelfast si 89 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). 2 wins to 3, $29,410.

2nd Dam: SHEZA NEON ROSE si 97 (1998) by Takin On The Cash. 3 wins and 4 times placed in 7 starts to 3, $39,770, OHA. F.–RG3, 3rd OHA D.–RG3. Sister to PURE OKLAHOMA si 100 ($36,758), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 9 ROM, including PHOTO SMART si 103 (g. by First Smart Money). 12 wins, $215,685, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, 2nd Road Runner S., 4th Dash For Cash D. –G1, fnl. Sunland Park Winter D.–G2, etc.


3rd Dam: KISS ME REAL EASY si 103 (1986) by Real Easy Jet. 4 wins, $21,558, AQHA Stampede S., 2nd Shakopee S. Half–sister to KIPTYS KISSES si 99 ($48,972; dam of Champion IMA RAMBLIN GIRL si 104, $162,515; HEZA RAMBLIN MAN si 111, $750,907; FIRST TO RAMBLE si 110, $348,647; granddam of LITTLE BIT OF AH HA si 104, $315,699; etc.), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including PURE OKLAHOMA si 100 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 4 wins, $36,758, Shebester F.–G3, etc. Dam of HOUDINI si 105 (g. by Valiant Hero). 9 wins and 10 times placed in 22 starts, $1,223,198, Rainbow D.–G1, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc.

ADIOS MY AMIGOS si 105 (g. by Make It Anywhere). 11 wins to 5, $232,080, Sooner State S.–RG1, Golden Driller S.–G3, Don Steel Mem. S., 2nd Oklahoma D.–G2, Leo S.–G2, etc.

OKLAHOMA BANDIDO si 106 (g. by Take Off Jess). 5 wins to 5, $165,832, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–G3, Mr Master Bug H., 2nd Okla. Bred F.–RG3, etc.


Rare Kiss si 101 (f. by Rare Form). 3 wins to 3, $21,166, 2nd Black Gold 300 F., etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:  
FIRST FANCY PRIZE si 98 (2013) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. 4 wins, $113,804, Mothers Day S., 2nd Firecracker F.–G2, Delta Dash S., etc. Sister to  
PYC FUN N FANCY si 105 ($478,760), IM A FANCY PYC si 92 ($454,765), etc. Her oldest foals will race in 2021.

2nd Dam:  
FIRST PRIZE FANCY si 96 (2005) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner at 2, $3,578. Sister to  
FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), etc. Dam of 27 starters, 21 ROM, including  
PYC FUN N FANCY si 105 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 5 wins to 3, $478,760, Heritage Place D.–G3, Laico Bird S., 2nd Oklahoma F.–G1, etc.  
WEETONAS LAFAWN si 102 (f. by Valiant Hero). 7 wins to 4, $179,500, Prairie Meadows Dstf. Chal.–G3, Remington Park Juvenile S., Mr Master Bug S., Jack Brooks S., etc.  
FAST N FANCY si 92 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). $89,764, Speedhorse F.–G3, etc.  
PYC First Prize Fany si 98 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 4 wins to 3, $92,303, 2nd South Florida D., 3rd Governor’s S.

3rd Dam:  
FIRST PRIZE DASH si 101 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $77,465, 4th All American D.–G1, etc.  
Broodmare of the Year. Sister to All–Time Leading Sire & World Champion  
FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256). Dam of 35 starters, 30 ROM, including  
FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins, $488,270, Remington Park F.–G1, etc.  
FIRST CAROLINA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $145,047, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.  
MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 100 (5 wins, $550,105, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.). Dam of  
CORONADO CARTEL si 98 (6 wins, $416,178, Remington Park Okla. Bred F., etc., etc. Dam of  
FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $295,147, Remington Park F.–G1, etc.  
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.  
Dim of  
FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, Nwr SUN 300 yds); Granddam of  
APOLLITICAL CHAD si 97 ($930,730, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,980), DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770), CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 ($209,149), FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), V POWER si 91 ($279,419), etc.  
HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc.  
First Prize Perry si 102 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $243,946, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1. First Prize Denim si 92 (f. by Fly Jess Fly). Winner, $13,821. Dam of  
FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103 (7 wins in 8 starts, $323,456), First Prize Jet si 98 ($275,858), etc.  
First Prize Pearl (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of  
FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103 ($295,617), etc.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU

DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

TERRIFIC SYNERGY si 92 (g. by FDD Dynasty). $307,026, Governor’s Cup D.–RG2, etc.

DYNASTY ENERGY si 92 (g. by FDD Dynasty). $283,564, Calf. Brdrs. Freshman S., etc.

TERRIFIC FIRST DOWN si 95 (f. by FDD Dynasty). $141,826, La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, etc.

Geothermal si 95 (f. by Parsons Rock). $179,464, 2nd Pat Hyland Memorial H., etc.

TEJAS ENERGY B si 112 (g. by Tres Seis). $34,161, Sam Houston Derby Chal. Ntr HOU 300 yds.

Miss Energy P si 103 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). $63,441, 2nd Mystic Lake Northlands F.

My First Corona si 86 (f. by Corona Cartel). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of CORONAS BOY si 98 (g. Mr Houston). 11 wins, $553,426, NM Cup 870 Ch. (twice), etc.

3rd Dam:
Tinys Effort si 101 (1988) by Special Effort. 5 wins, $61,615, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., Graham Farms M., etc. Half–sister to STRAWFLYIN BUDS si 99 ($315,974), etc. Dam of 7 ROM, including TINY FIRST EFFORT si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). Champion, 8 wins, $445,393, Southern California D.–G1, etc. Dam of EAGLES SPAN si 96 ($191,378), Granddam of LYNNDER 16 SI 105 ($605,942), FIRST OF 15 si 112 ($192,874), RATTLE N BATTLE si 99 ($148,037), APOPLLITICAL MAN si 101 ($143,406), etc.

TINY FIRST DOWN si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). 4 wins, $317,881, Southern Calif. D.–G1, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EXQUISITE STRIDE si 100 ($257,978), etc.


Tiny Dash Of Cash si 105 (f. by Dash For Cash). $209,452, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Dam of BUNGALOW si 102 ($147,912), 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EXQUISITE STRIDE si 100 ($257,978), etc.

First Down Dream si 87 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner at 2, $6,154. Dam of IMA CHICKIE TWO si 99 (5 wins, $346,598, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–G3, etc.), etc.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Im That Dove
March 20, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013). Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals will be yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, including World Champion A RANSOM si 104 ($1,079,556), etc.

1st Dam:
FIRST LITTLE MAGIC si 93 (2009) by First To Shine. Winner to 4, $16,361. Sister to MAGIC SHINEY si 105 ($300,123), Shiny Magic Girl si 103 ($39,647), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 ROM, including
First Little Pilot si 91 (f. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins at 2, $30,240.
Little Corona Magic si 88 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner to 3, $9,935.

2nd Dam:
LITTLE MAGIC SIS (1997) by Rocket’s Magic. Half–sister to Sixty Six Joe si 102 ($23,581), etc. Dam of 21 foals, 16 starters, 14 ROM, including
MAGIC SHINEY si 105 (g. by First To Shine). 9 wins to 4, $300,123, Mardi Gras F.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Downs Champions Derby–RG2, Louisiana Downs Champions Cl.–RG2, 3rd LQHBA F.–RG1, Laddie F.–RG3, etc. Ntr DED 250 yds.
Little Sis Shines si 96 (f. by First To Shine). Winner to 3, $37,354, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1.
Jons Magic Shine si 102 (g. by First To Shine). 3 wins to 6, $36,636.
Big Shine Magic si 98 (g. by First To Shine). 2 wins to 4, $29,108.
Mr Piloto Shiney si 88 (g. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins to 5, 2020, $26,957.

3rd Dam:
PRECIOUS SIS si 91 (1983) by Pie In The Sky. Winner, $1,457. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including

4th Dam:
SHE’S PRECIOUS si 107 (1971) by Roma Charge. Two–Time Champion, 19 wins, $242,427, Vessels M., Go Man Go H., etc. Ntr LA 400 yds. Dam of 7 starters, 7 ROM, including
Precious Kiss si 96 (f. by Pie In The Sky). 5 wins to 4, $34,455. Dam of
Jilotian Glorys si 106 (f. by Jodys Glory). 3 wins, $17,144, 2nd Derby Subasta Selecta, etc.
Certified Lady si 95 (f. by Barrera TB). 3 wins, $25,304, fnl. Miss Princess H.–Q2. Dam of
Veddy Lucky Lady si 92 (f. by The Signature). 4 wins to 5, $40,367.
Do As She Does si 83 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins to 3. Dam of
DO IT AGAIN PRECIOUS si 103 (f. by Hempen TB). 5 wins, $21,226, Six Flags D., etc.
Dam of Im Cowgirl Lady si 99 (2 wins, $33,570, fnl. Bammaster Sprint S.–RG3), etc.
Everbodys Irish (f. by Pie In The Sky). Unraced. Dam of
Always Royal si 103 (f. by Royal Sovereign). 4 wins, $20,548, 3rd Texas Derby Chal.–Q2, etc.
Packin Irish si 110 (g. by Packin Sixes). 8 wins to 8, $31,211. Ntr ED 400 yds.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.


PYC Hero si 90 (g. by Valiant Hero). Winner at 4, $9,510.

2nd Dam: FIRST PRIZE DASH si 101 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $77,465, 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Dam of 35 starters, 30 ROM, including FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins, $488,270, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE SHAUNDA si 105 (7 wins, $144,982, Decketta S.–G3, etc.), etc.

FIRST CAROLINA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $415,047, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 100 (5 wins, $550,105, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), CORONADO CARTEL si 98 (6 wins, $416,178), etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE SHAUNDA si 105 (5 wins, $144,982, Decketta S.–G3, etc.), etc.

FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $243,946, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE Denim si 92 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 4 wins in 4 starts, $200,160, Oklahoma F.–G2, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE WAGON si 98 (4 wins, $198,936), etc.

FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $295,147, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE ME si 87 ($132,653), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferrari Qt si 97 ($167,659), etc.


First Prize Honey si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of Prized Wagon si 98 (5 wins, $198,936), etc. First Prize Fancy si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner, $3,343. Dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 100 ($478,760), IM A FANCY PYC si 92 ($454,765), WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, etc.

First Prize Pearl (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103 ($295,617), FIRST PRIZE DIVE si 110 (4 wins, $154,926), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

First Prize Pilot
February 28, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–G2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
First Prize Linda si 96 (2011) by First Prize Perry. 3 wins to 3, $39,319, 3rd Biscayne S., 4th Old South D. Half–sister to MR PIE CHICK si 101 ($149,589), SCREAM N EAGLE si 99 ($71,341), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
LINDA TE CHICK si 93 (1996) by Chicks Beduino. 7 wins to 5, $139,638, Las Colinas S., California Distaff Chal., QHBC Distaff Classic, 2nd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, etc. Dam of 19 foals of racing age, 18 starters, 16 ROM, including MR PIE CHICK si 101 (g. by Pie In The Sky). 4 wins to 4, $149,589, Golden State D.–G1, 3rd LQHBA F.–G1, 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juvenile.–G2, etc.
SCREAM N EAGLE si 99 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins to 5, $71,341, Par A Dice S., 2nd Speedball S., Beautiful Prairie S., 3rd Evangeline Downs Dash., etc.
BLUEEYEDEAGLE si 95 (g. by One Dashing Eagle). 4 wins to 3, $42,802, Los Alamitos Two Million Juvenile, fnl. Los Alamitos Winter.–G1.
TREASURED TOOT si 102 APHA (g. by Treasured Too). 3 wins, $25,437, Spotted Dotted S., etc. Perry Tee Chick si 98 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 5, $36,826, 2nd John Deere S., etc. Eaglestefamous si 98 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins, $119,245, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G2, etc. Jessa Linda Tee si 94 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 7 starts, $16,800. Dam of JESS TEE OFF si 104 (g. by Tres Seis). 4 wins and twice placed in 7 starts, $281,566, Sam Houston F.–G2, 2nd Evangeline Downs F., fnl. Retama Derby Chal., etc.

3rd Dam:
Dashin Linda si 96 (1984) by Dash For Cash. 7 wins, $79,426, 3rd San Rafael H., Laguna Beach H., 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM.

4th Dam:
LINDA TE (1975) by Azure Te TB. Unplaced at 2. Sister to SIX TE si 108 ($275,104), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 11 starters, 8 winners, 8 ROM, including A PERSONAL TOUCH si 98 (f. by Streakin Six). 3 wins, $27,167, AQRA Lassie S. Fast Lindy si 98 (c. by Streakin Six). 2 wins to 3, $58,624, 2nd Graham Farms F. Pay Linda si 92 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner, $8,103. Granddam of BRIGHTLITES BIGCITY si 93 ($35,639), First Words si 97 (6 wins, $228,968, 2nd LQHBA F.–G1, etc.), etc.

Hes Game

April 4, 2019, Bay Colt

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
First Prize Paris si 108 (2006) by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins to 3, $92,910, 2nd Black Gold 330 F., 4th Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1, Bob Moore Mem. S.–G3, etc. Sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047), etc. Dam of 25 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 20 starters, 15 ROM, including

Y Paint Paris si 103 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 8 wins, $51,945, 2nd Clasico Velocidad, etc. Paris Prize si 93 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). $32,617, 3rd Cherokee Nation S., etc. Tac It First si 89 (g. by Tac It Like A Man). Placed twice at 2, $7,918, 3rd Desert Classic F., etc. Bars N Cars si 107 (g. by Desiroy). 4 wins to 6, 2020, $47,044, fnl. Intermountain F. Cashgar si 90 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 4, $32,695, fnl. OQHRA Fall Classic.

2nd Dam:
FIRST PRIZE DASH si 101 (1988) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $77,465, 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Dam of 35 starters, 30 ROM, including

FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $488,270, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. FIRST CAROLINA si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $415,047, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 100 (5 wins, $550,105, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), CORONADO CARTEL si 98 (6 wins, $416,178, Remington Park Okla. Bred F., etc.), etc.

FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $295,147, Remington Park F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EC REVENGE si 93 (4 wins in 4 starts, $200,164, Oklahoma F.–G2, etc.), etc.

FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, West Texas F.–G1, etc. Nwr SUN 300 yds); Granddam of APOPTICAL CHAD si 97 ($930,730, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,980), DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc.), CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 ($209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), V Power si 91 ($279,419), etc.

HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. First Prize Perry si 102 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $243,946, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. First Prize Diamond si 92 (f. by Fly Jess Fly). Winner, $13,821. Dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103 (7 wins in 8 starts, $323,456), FIRST Prize Jet si 98 ($275,858), etc. First Prize Fancy si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner, $3,343. Dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104 ($478,760), IM A FANCY PYC si 92 ($454,765), WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, etc. First Prize Pearl (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103 ($295,617), etc.

Embryo Transfer
ENGINCETMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
Runaway First Shine

January 10, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
FIRST SHINE TIME (2011) by First To Shine. Unraced. Half–sister to MR ITS COUNTRY TIME si 100 ($66,441), WAITIN ON ROYALTY si 97 ($58,493), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including Piloto First Shine si 92 (g. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins to 3, $33,500.

2nd Dam:
ABSTINENCE si 96 (1990) by Special Effort. 2 wins to 3, $4,466. Dam of 21 starters, 18 ROM, including MR ITS COUNTRY TIME si 100 (g. by Country Chicks Man). 4 wins to 3, $66,441, Dillingham H., Independence Day H., James S Smith Memorial H., etc.
SHEZA SPECIAL CHICK si 101 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 6 wins to 4, $34,145, Ford Chal. Ch.–G1, fnl. Manor Downs F.–G2, etc.
Frozen Ocean si 96 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 3 wins to 4, $35,984, 3rd Fort Erie D.
Dashin Haze si 98 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). 4 wins, $30,202, 3rd Alberta Bred D.–RG3, etc.
Wave Rocker si 94 (f. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $28,564, 2nd Canada QH Cup F.–RG3, etc.
Famousagletime si 93 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $60,700, 3rd La Fiesta D., etc.

3rd Dam:
STARS IN HER CROWN si 98 (1983) by Easy Jet. 6 wins to 3, $217,757, Leo H., 2nd Kindergarten F.–G1, 3rd Trinity Meadows March F., fnl. Bay Meadows F.–G1, Los Alamitos F.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including Dashing Stardust si 84 (f. by Dash For Cash). $9,591, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G1. Dam of ACCUSATORY si 98 ($93,294, Ruidous Horse Sale F.–RG3, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.), ADULTERESS si 99 (8 wins to 3, $76,148, Canadian QH Cup F.–RG3, etc.), etc. Granddam of BOONDOCK SAINT si 107 ($67,617), Cybil si 102 ($36,950), Comin In Hot si 97 ($28,331), Zoomin Her Way si 105 ($25,852), etc.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
FIRST TO ADORE PERRY (2013) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced. Sister to ADORING JESS si 101 ($26,790), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
First To Adore si 95 (2004) by First Down Dash. 3 wins and 3 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $62,091, 3rd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, Denim N Diamonds H. Sister to Champion FIRST TO FLASH si 106 ($494,835), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 5 ROM, including CHAMPION FIRST TO SHINE (f. by First Down Dash). Placed, $4,300. Dam of The Printing Press si 104 ($259,703, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), Ardor si 98 ($51,959, 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Imdancinwiththestars si 117 (4 wins, $45,646), etc.

3rd Dam:
MARCY DARLING si 100 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 7 wins to 4, $40,429, Bandera Downs D.–G2, 2nd Heart of the Hills D., 3rd Bandera Six Flags D.–G3. Ntr GIL 350 yds. Half–sister to ASPEN BREEZES si 96 ($72,641), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including FIRST TO FLASH si 106 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins to 3, $494,835, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos D.–G1, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013), Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovingston S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals are yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, etc.

1st Dam:
FIRSTSHINESIS si 91 (2010) by First To Shine. Placed 4 times, $9,300. Sister to MAGIC SHINEY si 105 ($300,123), Shiny Magic Girl si 103 ($39,647), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including Dj Star si 92 (g. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins at 3, $5,660.

2nd Dam:


Little Sis Shines si 96 (f. by First To Shine). Winner to 3, $37,354, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
SHE'S PRECIOUS si 107 (1971) by Roma Charge. Two–Time Champion, 19 wins, $242,427, Vessels M., Go Man Go H., Los Alamitos Invitational Ch., etc. Ntr LA 400 yds. Dam of 10 foals, 7 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including Precious Kiss si 96 (f. by Pie In The Sky). 5 wins to 4, $34,455. Dam of Jilotlan Glorys si 106 (f. by Jodys Glory). 3 wins, $17,144, 2nd Derby Subasta Selecta.


Do As She Does si 83 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins to 3. Dam of

DO IT AGAIN PRECIOUS si 103 (f. by Hempen TB). 5 wins, $21,226, Six Flags D., etc. Dam of Im Cowgirl Lady si 99 (2 wins, $33,570, fnl. Bamm master Sprint S.–RG3), etc.

Everbodys Irish (f. by Pie In The Sky). Unraced. Dam of

Always Royal si 103 (f. by Royal Sovereign). 4 wins to 5, $20,548, 3rd Texas Derby Chal.–G2, fnl. Sam Houston D.–G2, etc.

Packin Irish si 110 (g. by Packin Sixes). 8 wins to 8, $31,221. Ntr ED 400 yds.

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–G2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam: FISHERS JETSETTER (2006) by Fishers Dash. Unplaced in 2 starts. Sister to Gulfstream Five si 99 ($259,319), half–sister to FIXIN TO FLY si 97 ($258,722), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 2 ROM, including Jetsetting Cartel si 91 (f. by Five Bar Cartel). Winner at 2, $16,583.


GIRL SECRETS si 99 (f. by Raise A Secret). 7 wins, $177,552, Golden State D.–G1, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, etc. Dam of SECRET PATH si 99 (7 wins, $338,929, AQHA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), FOOL THE GUYS si 109 (6 wins, $27,528), My Girls Toasted si 94 ($97,633), Girls Dont Seis si 102 ($34,166), Bonofide si 110 ($28,976), etc.

CITATION FIVE si 90 (g. by Raise A Secret). 5 wins to 3, $66,052, California F., etc.

FLAMING OUT si 108 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 4 wins to 5, $59,979, Farnam S., etc. Dam of The Deadline si 103 (6 wins in 8 starts to 3, $22,608 in Mexico, 3rd Clasico Jodys Glory), etc. She Travels si 90 (f. by Fishers Dash), Winner. Dam of Masherati B si 89 ($136,550, 3rd Ed Burke Million F.–G1), Conquistadorable B si 93 ($41,091, 2nd Tallahassee S.), etc. Bet She Flies si 81 (f. by TR Dasher). Dam of BOUND TO BET si 106 (5 wins, $52,675), etc. Gender Gap (f. by Raise A Secret), Unplaced. Dam of The Gap si 103 ($143,000, 2nd Shue Fly S.–G1, etc.), Granddam of MORE THAN WILD si 96 ($71,559), etc.

Go Places Fast (f. by Fishers Dash), Unplaced. Dam of First Place Moonfast si 91 (3 wins, $64,112, 2nd NM Brdrs’ F.–G3, fnl. New Mexico State Fair Senor F.–G3), etc.

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam: RIOS DASHING PATRIOT si 93 (2008) by Game Patriot. 2 wins to 3, $27,390. Half-sister to DASHING OBSESSION si 105 ($204,133), DASHING RIO DOC si 103, etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Patriots Leaving You 103 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins to 5, $89,287, 3rd Lassie F.–RG2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juvenile–RG2, Billy Montgomery S., etc.

2nd Dam: DASHING RIO si 93 (1990) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $27,390. Half-sister to MR FANCY RIO si 99 ($132,043), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by J/B Racing

Ladys Second Rogue
March 15, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery Lad S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 86 ($16,231), Candy Coated Rogue si 94 ($15,488), Heza Big City si 85 ($12,465), etc.

1st Dam:
FLY CANDY LADY si 80 (2011) by Spit Curl Jess. Placed 5 times, $7,422. Half–sister to Paint Candy Flying si 101 ($56,141), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 ROM, including Fly Rogue Fly si 81 (g. by Heza Fast Rogue). Placed in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $2,240.

2nd Dam:

BC Candy Kisses (f. by The Corona). Unraced. Dam of CANDY CARTEL si 104, $136,785, 2nd Fair Meadows Juvenile Futurity In 75 S., 3rd Mr Master Bug H., 4th Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKA SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415, AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), ROSTER MAN si 95 ($49,100), LADYS A CARTEL si 106 ($50,472), etc.

1st Dam:
FLYING APOLITICAL si 80 (2014) by Apollitical Jess. Placed to 3, $4,560. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
FIRE FLYING si 81 (2007) by Walk Thru Fire. Placed to 3, $5,408. Sister to FIXIN TO FLY si 97 ($258,722), FLAMING OUT si 108 ($59,979), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 ROM, including Stel Flying si 101 (g. by Stel Corona). 3 wins to 4, $14,696. Foose Flying si 98 (f. by Foose). Winner at 2, $10,922.

3rd Dam:
JETSETTING GIRL si 92 (1985) by Master Hand TB. 2 wins at 2, $3,855. Half–sister to Broodmare of the Year Separate Ways si 92 (dam of Three–Time Champion SEPARATIST si 101, $889,044; Champion WAY MAKER si 103, $617,444; MAKE IT ANYWHERE si 91, $411,006), etc. Dam of 20 starters, 16 ROM, including FIXIN TO FLY si 97 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 3 wins at 2, $258,722, Governor's Cup F.–G2, 2nd Kindergarten F.–G1.

CITATION FIVE si 90 (g. by Raise A Secret). 5 wins to 3, $66,052, California F., etc. FLAMING OUT si 106 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 4 wins to 5, $59,979, Farnam S., etc. Gulfstream Five si 99 (g. by Fishers Dash). 5 wins, $259,319, 2nd Los Al. Winter D.–G1, etc. Timothy Pilot si 103 (g. by Raise A Secret). 7 wins, $121,479, 2nd Gold Rush 870 D.–G3, etc. Early Secret si 106 (g. by Raise A Secret). 11 wins, $86,707, 2nd Calif. Sires’ Cup D.–G3, etc. Flying Regal si 98 (f. by A Regal Choice). 3 wins, $26,811, 2nd California Brdrs’ Debutante. Dam of Flying Foose si 105 (5 wins, $62,371, 2nd Los Al Derby Chal., etc.), etc. She Travels si 90 (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner. Dam of Masherati B si 89 ($136,550), 3rd Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Conquistadorable B si 93 ($41,091, 2nd Tallahassee S.), etc. Bet She Flies si 81 (f. by TR Dasher). Dam of BOUND TO BET si 106 (5 wins, $52,675), etc. Gender Gap (f. by Raise A Secret). Unplaced. Dam of The Gap si 103 ($143,000, 2nd Shue Fly S.–RG1, etc.); Granddam of MORE THAN WILD si 96 ($71,559), etc. Go Places Fast (f. by Fishers Dash). Unraced. Dam of First Place Moonfast si 91 ($64,112), etc.

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–G2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam: FLYING RED CORONA si 99 (2014) by Corona Cartel. 2 wins at 2, $9,812. Sister to The Cartel Straw si 87 ($51,734), etc. Her oldest foals are yearlings.


4th Dam: Canadian Chick si 90 (1986) by Separate Cheques. 6 wins to 3, $16,196, 2nd All American Congress F. Half–sister to DASHIN DADDY si 91 ($16,602), Sheza Quick Draw si 89, etc. Dam of 16 foals, 14 starters, 11 winners, 11 ROM, including SPECIAL CHEQUES si 99 (g. by Special Effort). 6 wins to 4, $46,932, Michigan F., Ring Of Roses D., Midwest M., 2nd Michigan D., Oil Capital D., etc.
SUPER CALIDOCIOUS si 99 (f. by Calyx). Stakes winner, see above.

HOOK WITH ME si 93 (g. by Hooked On Cash). 3 wins to 4, $14,048, GLQHA SSS F., etc.

Fame On You si 91 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins to 3, $24,171, 2nd Mt Pleasant Meadows Budweiser F.–G3, Oil Capital D., fnl. All American Congress F.–G3, etc.

Hold On Lil Suzie si 110 (f. by Hold On Hes Coming). 5 wins, $18,988, 2nd Oil Capital D.–G3, All American Congr., D., 3rd MPM Budweiser–G3, GLQHA Stallion Service Sale D.

Zeveribest si 90 (f. by Zevi TB). Winner, $7,419, fnl. MPM Budweiser–G3. Granddam of DASHWAN si 93 (5 wins to 4, $31,410, GLQHA Michigan Sires F.), Wyreit si 114 (5 wins, $28,200), Slippen Away si 90 ($19,512), Swiffer si 82 ($6,691), etc.

Embryo Transfer

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:  
FOLLIES CORONA CHICK si 89 (2012) by Corona Cartel. 1 win and twice placed in 5 starts, $7,820. Sister to PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON si 107 ($889,581), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date three–year–old.

2nd Dam:  

3rd Dam:  

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.  
Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
By AGOUTI (1999). Stakes winner of 7 races, $278,495, Southern California D.-G1, etc. Sire of 216 ROM, with earnings of $6.1 million, including SWINGIN DADDYO si 105 ($718,108, Rainbow D.-G1, etc.), IRIS CARTELSBADNEWS si 104 ($193,503), BELIEVERS GATHERING si 109 ($183,302), TELLER SHES LUCKY si 109 ($165,515), HEZ RARE TOO si 101 ($153,992), JW WHO DAT si 99 ($153,542), etc.

1st Dam:
FOREVER GAME si 98 (2009) by Game Patriot. 3 wins at 3, $30,250. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Heza Forever Lucky si 88 (c. by Heza Fast Rogue). Winner at 2, $21,243. Mia Forever Cash (f. by Hez Fast As Cash). Placed to 5, 2020, $1,822.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
CHICKA DILLY TOO si 94 (1984) by On The Money Red. 4 wins to 7, $5,436. Dam of 5 foals, 3 starters, 1 ROM, including Big Man Holme si 81 (g. by American Holme TB). Placed twice at 2.

TF Fearless Runaway
February 28, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
FREDA BLUE si 91 (2008) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Winner to 3, $12,627. Half–sister to Champion FREDRICKSBURG si 109 ($369,304), Champion FREDAVILLE si 112 ($325,321), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including TF Highest Return si 81 (g. by High Rate Of Return). Winner at 2, $7,357. TF Runaway Freda si 84 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). Placed at 2, $4,520.

2nd Dam:
FEARLESS FREDA si 113 (1993) by Dash For Cash. 6 wins to 4, $262,121, Texas Classic D.–G1, QHBC Championship Cl.–G1, Retama Park D.–G2, etc. Ntr RET 440 yds. Dam of Distinction. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion DEELISH si 102 ($604,153; Granddam of ROLLICKIN RED si 103, $353,002;, TF CAJUN CARTEL si 102, $303,624), etc. Out of SUCH AN EASY EFFORT si 111 ($496,127, Ntr HOL 440 yds.). Dam of 19 foals, 16 starters, 12 ROM, including FREDRICKSBURG si 109 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Aged Stallion, 7 wins to 4, $369,304, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.

Dashnunder Ahalfmoon
February 27, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
FULL MOON DASHER si 114 (2007) by Dash Ta Fame. 4 wins to 4, $122,086, Four Corners Senora S., 3rd Ruidoso Dstf. Chal., etc. Sister to DASH TA MOON si 108 ($351,680). Dam of 9 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 8 starters, 7 ROM, including

Prize Dasher si 97 (g. by Fast Prize Jordan). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $114,200, 3rd LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.


2nd Dam:
Nagano Moon si 82 (1998) by Major Rime. Placed 3 times at 2, $4,968, 3rd New Mexican Spring Fling. Half–sister to MOON SHAKE si 97 (9 wins, $208,017), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 15 starters, 14 winners, 14 ROM, including
FIRST MOONFLASH si 122 (c. by First To Flash). Champion Aged Stallion, 14 wins to 4, $969,828, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1 (twice), New Mexico Classic F.–RG1, New Mexico Classic Cup Ch.–RG1, etc. Ntr ALB 440 yds. Nwr SUN 360, 400 & 440 yds.

DASH TA MOON si 108 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 6 wins to 4, $352,305, Lubbock S.–G2, Ruidoso Horse Sale F., Sunland NM Bred Invt., New Mexico f/m Chal., etc. Dam of

Moro Moon si 94 (c. by Sixes Royal). 3 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts at 2, $74,993, 3rd Zia F.–RG1, New Mexico Classic F.–RG2, tbl. Shue Fly S.–RG2.

MOONIFISANT si 99 (c. by Sixes Royal). 5 wins to 4, $201,484, New Mexico Spring F.–RG2, 3rd Shue Fly S.–RG2, New Mexico Classic F.–RG2, etc.

FULL MOON DASHER si 114 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Stakes winner, see above.

MESA MOONLIGHT si 101 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 4 wins to 3, $29,470, La Pacifica H.

Vancouver Moon si 94 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 4 wins, $350,719, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc.

Moon Dynasty si 103 (c. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins, $80,211, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc.

New Moon Dynasty si 97 (c. by FDD Dynasty). $14,831, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring D. Machi Moon (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Unraced. Dam of CHICKALONI si 95 (6 wins to 3, $271,260, NM Classic F.–RG2, 2nd NM Classic D.–RG2, etc.), Machismo Moon si 89 (3 wins to 3, $157,779, 2nd Zia F.–RG1, 3rd NM Cup 870 Ch., etc.), etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for
Wilson One Consulting, LLC.

Cardi Bee
January 4, 2019, Bay Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKEISHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
SHESA LA LASSIE si 99 (2013) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 3, $45,870. Sister to Fastdashing Lassie si 102 ($92,460), etc. Her oldest foal is an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
THE LOUISIANA LASSIE si 95 (2008) by Feature Mr Jess. Winner to 3, $11,863. Half–sister to Dutcher si 108 ($194,833), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 ROM, including
Fastdashing Lassie si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 4, $92,460, 2nd Audubon S., 3rd Billy Montgomery LAD S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3, fnl. Fashy Hemp S., etc.
Blue Eyed Cartel si 101 (c. by Sizzlin Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,516, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, The Treme D.–RG3, etc.

3rd Dam:
LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 7 wins in 10 starts, $151,254, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682, Ntr DED 440 yds.), THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 ($127,941), JESSTHELouisianagirl si 98 ($122,904), FED EX TOGETHER si 105 ($112,864), CALL ME FED EX si 107 ($80,437), Jess Got Bayou si 101 ($46,496), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including
Dutcher si 108 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 5, $194,833, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, 3rd Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.
Eyejesslovelouisiana si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $35,043, 3rd EVD Dash S.

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

**Freighttrain Game**

January 19, 2019, Gray Filly

By **FREIGHTTRAIN B** si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV **MIDNITE EXPRESS** si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), **MOONIE BLUES** si 97 ($534,579), **BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN** si 107 ($350,045), **TOMMY THE TRAIN** si 109 ($279,315), **BORN TO B BAD** si 112 ($271,606), **HH GAILFORCE** si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

*Embryo Transfer*

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


Wild Tycoon si 110 (g. by Tempting Dash). 8 wins, $73,507, 2nd Old South D. Ntr LAD 220 yds.


Redhot Patriot Jet si 96 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, $56,319.


Black Ice si 93 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 5, $54,468.

Scarlett Jewel si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner to 4, $45,780.


3rd Dam:
JOES HEMP JET si 96 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 2 wins, $4,071. Dam of 6 starters, 4 winners, including Holme At Jos si 89 (f. by Holme At Last). 2 wins to 3, $18,051, 3rd Lassie F.–RG3.

Osceola Jet si 91 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins to 3, $19,820, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.


Si Santorini si 98 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $46,678, Qlf. Lee Berwick F.–RG1.

Rarely Done si 101 (f. by One Rare Bug). 4 wins to 4, $40,758.


Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
GIRLRILLA si 95 (2009) by First Down Dash. 3 wins to 4, $27,219, Lone Star Dstf. Chal., fnl. Lovington S.–G2. Sister to CURLIE CUE si 92, etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Peter & Kirby Bruchhaus

Secrets Runaway
March 20, 2019, Gray Gelding

Sir Runaway Dash si 97
Runaway Wave si 105
Raise A Secret si 99
Go On Rona si 94

First Down Dash si 105
Runaway Winner si 104
L'Natural TB
Runaway Second Down si 103
JRS Taylors Runaway si 102

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF Racee Runaway si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS Dashn and Zoomn si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), Runaway Second Down si 103 ($428,526), JRS Taylors Runaway si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
GO ON SECRET si 86 (2001) by Raise A Secret. 2 wins to 3, $13,261. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including


Tellin Secrets si 102 (g. by Dashin Bye). 6 wins to 8, $95,751, 3rd Wrangler S., fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2.


BB Secrets Game (f. by Game Patriot). Unraced. Dam of Tuckers Prize si 103 (8 wins to 3, $127,580, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3), etc.

2nd Dam:
GO ON RONA si 94 (1996) by Ronas Ryon. 2 wins to 3, $18,805, 2nd Black Gold 300 F.–RG3. Half–sister to JOANS TREAT si 96 ($110,053), etc. Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM, including

Go Thru Fire si 88 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Winner at 4, $17,905.

3rd Dam:
GO ON JOAN si 106 (1981) by Mr Big Wheel. 6 wins to 3, $218,810, 2nd 89’er Inaugural S. Dam of 13 starters, 11 ROM, including

JOANS TREAT si 96 (g. by Cash Treat). 20 wins, $110,053, Hope And Dreams D.–RG3, Black Gold 300 F., Big Okie F., Big Gold D., Special Effort S., etc.


Zevis Joan si 101 (f. by Zevi TB). 5 wins to 4, $17,657, 2nd El Reno S., Mystery F. Dam of Ze Tuff Contender si 104 (g. by Title Contender). 12 wins, $87,134, Pepsi Bonus Chal.


Six On Six si 87 (f. by Six Fols). Placed at 2. Dam of Big Wheelin Okey si 89 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). $9,929, 2nd Black Gold 300 F., etc.

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent

Eye Opener On Fire
March 20, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By Highst Fire si 93 (2011). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $325,637, 2nd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 26 ROM, with earnings of $689,775, including Wokatee On Fire si 93 ($258,136, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1), Fdz Slinkys Fire si 97 ($50,764), Bullyonfire si 94 ($43,360), Salt And Fire si 103 ($36,300), Juanells Fireball si 88 ($30,548), etc.

1st Dam:
GOLDEN EYE OPENER (2011) by Plain Eye Opening. Unraced. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
KATHY T PUDDEN (1968) by Pudden Head. Unraced. Dam of 9 foals, 2 performing foals, including Kathy’s Hubba (f. by Hubba Bar). Unplaced in only start. Dam of Hang On To Win si 84 (c. by Rovargas). 5 wins to 4, $34,196, 2nd Evangeline Downs Louisiana Breeders’ F.
Hang On Ima Comin si 80 (c. by Rovargas). Winner to 4, $11,948.
Hang On Ima Goin (g. by Rovargas). Placed 3 times to 3, $2,490.
Hang On I Can Fly (g. by Rovargas). Placed 4 times in 6 starts at 2.
Whizariffic (f. by Rovargas). Placed to 3. Dam of Native Fires (Placed 3 times to 3, $1,830; Earner of 61 open, 22 amateur and 2 youth performance points; Superior Barrel Racing; Qlf. World Show Sr Barrel Racing).

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
GOLS HONEY MONEY POP si 99 (2008) by Gol. 3 wins at 2, $69,108, Sam Houston Juvenile Chal.–G3, Inl. TQHA Sale F.–RG1, AQHA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G2. Half–sister to JODYS MONEY POP si 106 ($303,026), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including
HONEYS PAINTED POP si 88 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $44,541, Canada QH Cup F.–RG3, Evergreen Park Juvenile Chal.

Honeys Pop A Tac si 101 (g. by Tac It Like A Man). $21,961, 2nd Canada QH Cup F.–RG3.

2nd Dam:
GOTTA MONEY POP si 90 (2001) by Man In The Money. Winner at 2, $3,606. Half–sister to JODIES MONEY POP si 103 ($183,232), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 16 starters, 11 ROM, including

JODYS MONEY POP si 106 (c. by Jody O Toole). 6 wins to 3, $303,026, TQHA Sale F.–RG1, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd Texas Twister S., 3rd West Texas F.–G1, etc.

GOLS HONEY MONEY POP si 99 (f. by Gol). Stakes winner, see above.

Shake Em Money Pop si 97 (c. by Royal Shake Em). 3 wins at 2, $152,093, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1, West Texas F.–G1.

First Down Money Pop si 97 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins, $17,683, 3rd All Amer. Cong. F.

Eagle Money Pop si 93 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins at 4, $16,718, 3rd Sam Houston Derby Chal.

3rd Dam:
Gotta Pop Pop si 110 (1983) by Bobby Que. 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $6,982, 2nd Texas Poor Boy Sprint F. Ntr GRW 330 yds. Dam of 17 starters, 16 winners, 16 ROM, including

JODIES POP POP si 103 (g. by Jody O Toole). 18 wins, $183,232, Manor Downs D.–G2, East Championship Chal.–G3, Alamo QHBA D., Davy Crockett S., etc. Ntr 440 yds.

RANDYS POP POP si 100 (g. by Dash By For Randy). 4 wins to 4, $135,562, TQHA Sales F.–RG2, TQHA Texas Bred S., 2nd Barnmaster Sprint S.–RG3, 3rd Manor Downs H., etc.

GOTTA SPECIAL POP si 100 (f. by Special Elan). 4 wins to 4, $84,312, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, etc. Dam of SHAKE EM SPECIAL POP si 105 (7 wins to 4, $178,872, Fairmount Park Invt., Evangeline Downs D., etc.); Granddam of VOLCOMS SPECIAL POP si 103 ($34,099, West Texas Juvenile Invt.), etc.

JODY POPS LITTLE SIS si 98 (f. by Jody O Toole). 5 wins, $60,567, Dixie Stallion F., etc. Dam of JODY POPS ZOOMER si 104 (7 wins, $298,056, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), etc.

Oak Trees Pop Pop si 99 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins in 4 starts, $16,133, Qlf. TQHA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Dam of CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509, TQHA Sale F.–RG2), etc.

VICTORYS POP POP si 88 (f. by Victory Dash). 2 wins at 3, $6,741. Dam of GOLS VICTORY POP si 102 (7 wins, $129,586, Dash For Cash Juv. Invt., etc.), etc.

By SIZZLIN CARTEL si 105 (2007), takes winner of 3 races, $233,446, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 350 yds. Sire of 47 ROM, with earnings of $1.5 million, including LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM si 107 ($282,670, Louisiana Cl.–G2, etc.), EYE AM SIZZLIN si 108 ($182,668, De Saix S.), SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 ($110,955), SIZZLIN STEWART si 102 ($85,861), SHEZ SIZZLING si 95 ($68,831), etc.

1st Dam: GRACE FILLED CHARM si 101 (2003) by Feature Mr Jess. 3 wins to 3, $19,550. Half–sister to HES EXTRAORDINAIRE si 99 ($98,174), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 4 ROM, including LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM si 107 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 7 wins to 6, $282,670, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, 3rd Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, etc. Mississippi Stud si 92 (g. by Cosino). 2 wins to 3, $42,080.


3rd Dam: MISS ANGEL LOVE (1983) by L’Natural TB. Placed in 2 starts. Out of Two–Time Champion EASY ANGEL si 97 ($477,634, Kindergarten F., etc.). Dam of 10 starters, 7 winners, including Buddy Loves To Shine si 94 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 8, $76,509. Controversial Call si 87 (g. by Call Me Together). 4 wins, $35,138, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG2. Love Miss Behavin si 81 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $9,777. Dam of Behavin Cartel si 105 (4 wins to 4, $39,883, 2nd Ft Pierre F., etc.); Granddam of Fowl Play si 101 (5 wins, $59,787, 3rd Canterbury Championship Chal., etc.), etc. Tuff Little Angel si 89 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $4,469. Dam of JW Tuff Love si 95 (5 wins, $65,660), Backyard Cocktail si 101 (3 wins to 4, $43,760), Tuff Achievement si 101 ($31,555, fnl. La. Champions Day Cl.–RG1, etc.), JW Valentine si 87 ($26,405), etc.

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Sires of 9 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Affair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC., Agent for Johnny R. Johnson

Dreamin The Dream

April 21, 2019, Sorrel Filly

Sir Runaway Dash si 97

Runaway Wave si 105

Jet Black Patriot si 110

She Wants Cash si 91

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam: GREW UP DREAMING si 93 (2014) by Jet Black Patriot. 3 wins to 4, $9,982. Half–sister to CAT FIVE STORM si 104 ($149,985), We Want Cash si 90 ($87,787), Hollywood La Jolla si 97 ($70,187), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: She Wants Cash si 91 (1992) by Send Cash. 2 wins to 3, $12,836, 3rd Sound Of Summer D.–G3, fnl. La Champions Day D.–G2, etc. Half–sister to MR FANCY RIO si 99 ($132,043), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 13 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including CAT FIVE STORM si 104 (f. by Panther Mountain). 7 wins to 5, $149,985, Virgil Bond 870 S., Marathon S., Sam Houston Dist. Chal., Faubourg St John S., etc. Ntr DED 870 yds.

We Want Cash si 90 (g. by Toast To Dash). 8 wins to 5, $87,787, 2nd Magnolia S.


Mr Gordon Shultz si 98 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 5, $119,175, 3rd All American Juvenile Invt., fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, Hobbs America D.–G2, West Texas M.–G2.

Mike And Gavel si 102 (g. by Dasin By Date). 3 wins to 4, $66,056, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S.


I Want Cash si 92 (f. by Toast To Dash). 3 wins to 4, $39,310, 2nd Vermillion S.


Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
GREYSTONE GIRL si 92 (2013) by FDD Dynasty. 2 wins to 3, $10,833. Half–sister to JESS A LIL BIT MORE si 108 ($145,165), SEXY AND I KNOW IT B si 114 ($100,782), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:

SEXY AND I KNOW IT B si 114 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 9 wins, $100,782, Fair Meadows M., etc.
PALOMA BLANCA B si 98 (f. by Prospect To The Top). Winner, $67,615, Selma S., etc.
Petye Wheat si 101 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $38,703, 2nd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Mama Rosa B si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner, $24,338, 4th West Texas Juv. S. Dam of CD MAMAS BOY si 105 (3 wins, $179,379, 2nd Zia F.–G1, NMHBA S.–G2, etc.), etc.

Jess A Lil Bit si 94 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins, $17,032, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2. Dam of RONNIE JAMES si 100 (7 wins, $263,694, Firecracker F.–G2, etc.), THE LIZZARD KING si 105 (10 wins, $199,584, Develop A Plan S.–G3, etc.), HAND OF DOOM si 97 ($77,743), etc.

Sheza Runaway (f. by Ocean Runaway). Dam of All Blinged Up si 92 ($53,696), etc.

3rd Dam:
BEDUINOS RUSTY si 106 (1993) by Chicks Beduino. 4 wins in 5 starts, Sam Houston F.–G1. Sister to World Champion WHOSLEAVINGWHO si 105 ($1,334,842), half–sister to CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 ($278,358), Rustys Lil Lady (dam of VALIANT LIL LADY si 103, $517,604), Shenoshespecial si 91 (granddam of FAVORITE CARTEL si 104, $607,669), etc. Out of LIL BIT RUSTY si 103 ($215,394). Dam of 20 starters, 16 ROM, including HESA LIL BIT HIGH si 103 (g. by On A High). 6 wins, $120,865, BF Phillips Jr H.–RG3, etc.
RUSTYS QUICKID si 101 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 7 wins to 3, $87,693, Cypress Soph. H., etc. Dam of JESSA LITTLE RUSTY si 101 ($266,786, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), QUICKID CORONA si 114 ($166,040, Bob Moore Mem. S.–G3, etc. Ntr RP 300 yds.), Paint Me Quickid si 108 ($135,441, 3rd Retama Park D.–G3, etc.). Granddam of DASH QUICK PERRY si 108 (8 wins to 4, $184,849, Retama Park D., etc.). A Lucky Ladies Man si 91 (2 wins at 2, $134,562, 3rd Golden State Million F.–G1), etc.

BR Regal Gal (f. by A Regal Choice). Unraced. Dam of BRUCE ALLMITY si 123 ($132,032), etc.

Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Johnny & Cynthia Guidry

Guidrys Credit Card

March 23, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three–year–old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:

Guidrys Tradition si 96 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner at 3, $8,580.

2nd Dam:
POP THAT COUCHIE si 90 (1992) by Sayin Adios. 3 wins to 4, $14,249, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Qlf. Lassie F.–RG3. Half–sister to GUIDRYS PRIDE si 99 ($92,823), Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 winners, including Guidrys Couchie si 102 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins to 6, $38,521.

Guidrys Boodie Doo si 90 (f. by Panther Mountain). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
ST GAUDENS si 82 (1984) by Pocket Coin TB. 7 wins to 3, $14,129. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, including GUIDRYS PRIDE si 99 (g. by First Down Express). 4 wins at 2, $92,823, LQHBA F.–RG1. Guidrys First Down si 93 (f. by First Down Express). 2 wins to 5, $28,048. Dam of Guidrys Blue Chip si 91 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner to 3, $11,701.

Guidrys St Dash si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $24,220.

Guidrys Dasher si 89 (g. by Some Dash). Winner to 3, $16,928.

Pop That Couchie si 90 (f. by Sayin Adios). Multiple winner, see above.

Streakin Tina (f. by Streakin Firth). Winner to 3, $3,569.

4th Dam:

St Gaudens si 82 (f. by Pocket Coin TB). Multiple winner, see above.

Money In Our Pocket si87 (g. by Pocket Coin TB). 5 wins to 4, $7,214.

Bye Bye Rocket si 83 (f. by Sageys Rocket). 3 wins to 5, $6,491.

Ease On Money si 87 (g. by Real Easy Jet). Winner to 3, $2,292.

Five Bar Wagon
March 23, 2019, Sorrel Gelding

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011), Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
GW SHEZASPECIALROSE si 93 (2012) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. Winner to 3, $21,199, fnl. Heritage Place D.–G2, etc. Sister to FIRST BLACK WAGON si 95. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, none to race.

2nd Dam:
First Black Rose si 108 (2003) by Heza Fast Man. 4 wins to 3, $50,075, 2nd OHA D.–RG3, 3rd Oklahoma Bred D., 3rd QHRAI D. Sister to FAST FIRST DASH si 101 ($102,250), etc. Dam of 22 foals of racing age, 20 starters, 18 ROM, including FIRST BLACK WAGON si 95 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon), 8 wins to 3, $87,283. John Deere S., Anaheim H., 4th Southern California D.–G1, fnl. Prairie Meadows Ch.–G2, etc.

Love Me Madly si 106 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 5 wins to 4, $68,888, 3rd Altoona D., Golden Driller S., Fair Meadows Belles S., fnl. OQHRA Fall Classic S.

Wild Ryde si 95 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $35,355, 3rd Two Rivers S.–G3, etc.

JB First Rose si 90 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins, $34,425, 2nd Develop A Plan S.–G3, etc. First Faded Rose (f. by Shazoom). Winner to 3, $1,420. Dam of Rose Dynasty si 95 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 2 wins, $19,568, 3rd AQRA President's Open D., etc.

3rd Dam:
First Prize Rose Too si 94 (1991) by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3, $3,470. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including FAST FIRST DASH si 101 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 7 wins, $102,250, Manor Downs H., 2nd Expo Square S., Manor Downs H., Universal City H., 3rd Covered Bridges S., etc.

Dash Fast Girl si 90 (f. by Heza Fast Man). Winner to 3, $17,321, 2nd QHRAI D. Dam of VACHETTA si 96 (3 wins in 3 starts, $142,928, Kindergarten F.–G1), Coroñas Fast Dash si 102 (4 wins, $156,421, 2nd Heritage Place D.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.), etc.

4th Dam:
FIRST A ROSE si 101 (1986) by Mr Master Bug. 4 wins to 3, $31,926, QHBC Soph. Cl.–G2, 3rd QHBC Sunbelt D. Half–sister to World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256), First Prize Dash si 101 ($77,465; dam of FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106, $488,270; FIRST CAROLINA si 106, $415,047; FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103, $295,147; FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102, $244,929; HEZA FAST DASH si 103, $136,123; First Prize Perry si 102, $243,946; etc.), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Oh What A Rose (f. by Disco Jerry TB). Dam of Oh Perks Go si 94 (7 wins, $33,338, 3rd Portland Meadows D., etc.); Granddam of OH JESS FLY si 98 (9 wins, $189,355), OH CHEROKEE ROSE si 106 (6 wins, $112,001, Fair Meadows Belles S., 3rd Remington Park F.–G1, etc.); SPIT CURL TEN si 96 ($95,857, Speedhorse D., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Montgomery Equine Center

Railroad Jimmy

January 15, 2019, Brown Colt

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
Ha Chi Mama si 105 (2007) by Azoom. 3 wins to 3, $38,503, 3rd Sunshine State S. Half–sister to Ramblin Cartel si 94 ($79,090), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including Jess Redwhiteandblue si 96 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $78,294, fnl. LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

2nd Dam:
IMA RAMBLIN GIRL si 104 (2003) by First Down Dash. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins, $162,515, Dash For Cash D.–G1, J B Turner Memorial S., etc. Ntr PRM 400 yds. Sister to FIRST TO RAMBLE si 110 ($348,647), Dam of 15 starters, 13 ROM, including Ramblin Cartel si 94 (g. by Carters Cartel). 1 win and 5 times placed in 8 starts at 2, $79,090, 2nd Sunland Park Winter F.–G2.

3rd Dam:

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
Ha Chi Mama si 105 (2007) by Azoom. 3 wins to 3, $38,503, 3rd Sunshine State S. Half–sister to Ramblin Cartel si 94 ($79,090), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including Jess Redwhiteandblue si 96 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $78,294, fnl. LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

2nd Dam:
IMA RAMBLIN GIRL si 104 (2003) by First Down Dash. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins, $162,515, Dash For Cash D.–G1, J B Turner Memorial S., etc. Ntr PRM 400 yds. Sister to FIRST TO RAMBLE si 110 ($348,647), Dam of 15 starters, 13 ROM, including Ramblin Cartel si 94 (g. by Carters Cartel). 1 win and 5 times placed in 8 starts at 2, $79,090, 2nd Sunland Park Winter F.–G2.

3rd Dam:

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President’s Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:
HALF TIME BLUES si 98 (2013) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Winner at 4, $27,454. Sister to POLITICAL OPTION si 109 ($286,180), LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM si 104 ($102,332), No Politics Here si 104 ($174,810), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM si 104 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 4, $102,332, All American Juv. Invt., 2nd Remington Dstf. Chal., 3rd Remington Park D.–G2, etc. Dam of Cowboy Sexy si 99 (g. by Valiant Hero). 5 wins, $70,427, 3rd Prairie Meadows Derby Chal.
JM APOLLO si 95 (g. by Louisiana Senator). 4 wins to 4, $82,325, West Texas M.–G2, etc.
THE LOUISIANA DREAM si 104 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 4 wins, $44,972, Covered Bridges S.–G3, 3rd Los Alamitos Derby Chal., fnl. Remington Park Distance Chal.–G2.
No Politics Here si 104 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins, $174,810, 2nd LQHBA Brdrs’ D., Faubourg St John S., 3rd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc.

3rd Dam:
Halftime Seperator si 97 (g. by Separatist). 5 wins to 4, $29,276, 2nd Wyoming All Breed D.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Copper Spring Ranch, LLC.

**Bang Boom Pow**

January 6, 2019, Sorrel Colt

**By JET BLACK PATRIOT** si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 (240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
HALLEY BAE si 94 (2004) by Dash Ta Fame. 2 wins to 3, $29,545. Half–sister to WESTERN HEART si 104 ($173,538), MY DASHING LADY si 97, etc. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 8 starters, 5 ROM, including Gunamakyafamous si 87 (g. by One Famous Eagle). Winner to 3, $8,270. La Bella Ava (f. by Atilla’s Storm TB). Winner to 4, $5,435. One Fabulous Carly si 86 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins to 3, $4,960.

2nd Dam:
LADY SIGNATURE (1986) by The Signature. Unraced. Sister to the dam of LA TALEA si 104, ($191,595), etc. Out of Champion LADY JUNO si 104 ($270,313). Dam of 17 foals, 16 starters, 15 ROM, including WESTERN HEART si 104 (g. by First Down Dash). 11 wins, $173,538, Southern California D.–G1, 3rd Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S.–G3, fnl. Champion Of Champions–G1, etc. MY DASHING LADY si 97 (f. by Dash For Cash). Broodmare of the Year & Dam of Distinction. 6 wins, $169,512, Rainbow D.–G1, 2nd Las Damas H.–G2, etc. Dam of NOCONI si 105 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). Two–Time Champion, 15 wins, $1,356,400, All American D.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Zia Park Ch.–G1, All American Gold Cup–G2 (twice), Lovington H.–G2 (twice), Hobbs America D.–G2, etc.

BRENDA BEAUTIFUL si 110 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 4 wins, $336,624, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, etc. Ntr ZIA 440 yds.

GOING SEPARATE WAYS si 99 (f. by Separatist). 2 wins, $13,804, Ruidoso 350 Yard S. Dam of FRANS HERO si 96 (3 wins to 3, $39,746, Sparkling Tip S.), etc.


SIXY LADY si 102 (f. by Streakin Six). 7 wins to 4, $146,318, Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–G3, Ruidoso Horse Sale Derby At Sunland, etc. Dam of KETEL WON si 107 (c. by Stoll). Three–Time Champion, 8 wins, $651,740, Zia Park Ch.–G1 (twice), The Championship At Sunland–G1, All American Gold Cup–G3 (twice), etc.

Rumsfield si 95 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 7, $25,681, 3rd PCQHRA S. Lady Bonafide si 91 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 3, $8,450. Dam of Carters Thunder si 104 (g. by Carters Cartel). $84,790, 3rd Black Gold 350 F.–G3, etc.

Kate Of Spades si 99 (f. by Fredricksburg). $78,430, 3rd New Mexican Spring F.–G1, etc. Salty Broad si 83 (f. by Salt Lake TB). Placed in 2 starts, $1,250. Dam of SALT ON THE SIDE si 105 (g. by The Down Side). 3 wins, $117,586, Zia D.–G2, etc.

**Embrpoy Transfer**

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.

**Nominated To:** Bank Of America Racing Challenge.

---

**Embryo Transfer ENGAGEMENTS:**

- LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

**Eligibilities:**

- LQHBA Sale Futurity.

**Nominated To:**

- Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for Bobby D. Cox

Profitz

January 13, 2019, Chestunt Colt

**By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008).** Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
HASTA LA VEESTA si 103 (2007) by Brimmerton. 2 wins to 3, $27,657. Sister to Bottega si 95 ($30,824), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including KRASH YOUR PARTY si 101 (g. by Krash Cartel). 2 wins to 4, $35,860, South Valley F., Jake Kapp Mem. S., 2nd Tolltac H., 3rd Elko Co. Fair D., Dixie Downs D., Oneida Co. Fair D., 4th Wild West F.

Rideawagon si 88 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Winner to 4, $13,354.

2nd Dam:
QUICK MOON SIGN si 103 (1995) by Royal Quick Dash. 7 wins to 3, $419,781, Blue Ribbon F.–G1, Remington Park F.–G1, Blue Ribbon D.–G3, 2nd Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–G1, etc. Sister to Lonely Moon Sign si 108 ($92,294). Dam of 36 starters, 31 ROM, including MIDNIGHT SUNLIGHT si 93 (f. by Ivory James). 2 wins to 3, $106,073, Mystic Lake Northlands F., 2nd Oklahoma F.–G1, etc. Dam of MIDNIGHT MOONLYTE si 98 (2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $57,605, Ruidoso Juvenile S.), etc.

Wyld Bleu Yonder si 95 (f. by Ivory James). 2 wins and twice placed in 6 starts to 3, $133,583, 2nd Remington Park Oklahoma Bred F.–G2.


Luminaro si 119 (c. by Separatist). 5 wins, $41,379, The Circle City S., 2nd Hialeah El Nino S., 3rd All American Congress M., Hazel Park Bonus Chal., etc.

Astronomical si 89 (f. by Dominyun). Winner to 3, 2020, $37,053, 3rd Oklahoma D.

Bottega si 95 (g. by Brimmerton). $30,824, 3rd Texas Classic Juv. S., etc.

Cosmograph si 101 (c. by Separatist). 3 wins, $20,166, 2nd Ruidoso Juv. Inv., fnl. Longhorn F.–G2, Parhelion si 101 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 7 wins, $150,499, fnl. West Texas D.–G3, Animas S. Avyator si 90 (c. by One Famous Eagle). Winner at 2, $100,518, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.

Parisz si 98 (f. by Azoom). 2 wins to 3, $20,712. Dam of SR SHAMBLES si 102 (8 wins to 3, $168,987, Heartland F., Old South D., 3rd Retama Park D., fnl. Firecracker F.–G2, etc.), etc.

Quick Moon Rising si 92 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 3, $9,597, fnl. QHRAI D., etc. Dam of MOONLIGHT MASQUERADE si 97 ($23,019, MSBA D., etc.); Granddam of VODKA AT MOONLIGHT si 96 ($73,209), Itinkican Itinkican si 94 ($49,301), etc.

Embryo Transfer ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

By FIRST PRIZE DOC si 108 (2009). Stakes winner of 5 races, $73,700, Gentilly Dash S., etc. Sire of 22 ROM, with earnings of $459,612, PRIVATE FIRST PRIZE si 98 ($31,613, LQHBA Sale Invt. S.), Little Toy Guns si 96 ($61,714, 2nd Harrah's Dash S.), First Prize Cruise si 102 ($35,222), First Easy Doc si 97 ($37,696), NI Rebs Special Doc si 92 ($32,890), Saintly Prize si 93 ($27,920), First Ladybug si 96 ($23,784), etc.

1st Dam:
HEY HEY MISS SUE TB (2013) by Due Date. 2 wins to 4, $49,180. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
LUCKY SPARKLES (2003) by Phone Trick. Unraced. Half–sister to HEITAI ($1,074,893), MUFFIN ($241,414), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 2 winners, including
Olivia’s Belle (f. by Prospector’s Gift). 2 wins to 4, $52,423.
Hey Hey Miss Sue (f. by Due Date). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
SPARKLES OF LUCK (1997) by Mr. Sparkles. 4 wins to 4, $160,165, Red Camelia H., Millennium S., 2nd Battler Star H., 3rd Dixie Miss S. Dam of 6 foals, 3 starters, 3 winners, including
MUFFIN (f. by Smart Strike). 5 wins to 5, $241,414, Elge Raspberry S., 2nd Crescent City Oaks, 3rd Magnolia S., Louisiana Showcase Distaff S. Dam of
Zendelphian (g. by Big Top Cat). 9 wins, $219,205, 2nd Louisiana Legends Cheval S. D’wild Muffin (f. by D’wildcat). 3 wins to 5, $110,005.
Ulah Tyson (g. by Mr. Shawklit). 9 wins to 5, $139,012.

4th Dam:
LUCKY HOUSE (1990) by Lucky North. Unraced. Half–sister to I Didn’t Do It ($99,589, 2nd Cornucopia H., etc.). Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 7 winners, including
SPARKLES OF LUCK (f. by Mr. Sparkles). Stakes winner, see above.
Target Of Luck (g. by On Target). 3 wins to 5, $47,900.
Buddy And Ben (g. by Leestown). 3 wins to 5, $43,040.
Washman Bay (g. by Sir Richard Lewis). 4 wins to 3, $37,480.
Diamonds Of Luck (f. by Deputy Diamond). 2 wins at 3, $27,884. Dam of
Lucky Shoes (f. by Wildcat Shoes). 3 wins to 5, $80,452.
Lucky Bad Boy (g. by Good And Tough). Winner at 4, $32,594.
Lucky Big Boy (g. by Afternoon Deelites). Winner at 3, $20,705.
Silent Eyes (f. by Mertonz). 2 wins at 3, $16,555.
Goodbye Lucky (f. by Goodbye Doeny). Winner at 4, $9,708.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Michael K. Richard

Nickole Marie
January 17, 2019, Bay Filly

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
Heza No Bay si 95 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 5, $54,426, 2nd Party Girl S. Half–sister to Reckless Miracle si 89 ($29,703), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
Reckless Renee si 98 (1997) by Reckless Dash. 3 wins to 3, $23,534, 3rd TQHA Sale F., etc. Half–sister to FIRST DOWN DELIGHT si 107, etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 ROM, including Heza No Bay si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
A LITTLE ANNIE (1981) by Tiny’s Gay. Unraced. Sister to TINY OVERDRIVE si 96 ($67,839); Half–sister to OVERDRIVE JUNIOR si 96 ($68,238), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 6 ROM, including BIG SKY RAIDER si 101 (c. by Pie In The Sky). $16,339, QHBC Rocky Mountain Cl. F., etc.

ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam: HICLASS HUNTRESS si 95 (2011) by Hiclass La Jolla. Winner to 4, $17,000. Half–sister to SANTE MON AMIE si 92 ($127,986), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 starter.

2nd Dam: 

3rd Dam: 
CHECK IT TO EM MISS si 101 (1988) by Check The Charts. 7 wins to 3, $48,214, Vespero Express S.–G3, Trinity Meadows Yearling Sale F., 2nd Miss Betty S., 3rd Boomer Sooner Fall F., Mystery D. Half–sister to SHOW ME GONE si 97 (7 wins, $20,759, Boomer Sooner Prep D., etc.), YAWS Baby Doll si 104 (6 wins, $32,256, 2nd Kindergarten Fillies F., etc.), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 15 ROM, including CHECK EM HIGH si 105 (g. by On A High). 15 wins, $132,238, Fine Loom H., Master Salls H., 2nd Central Dist. Chal.–G3, Oklahoma Dist. Chal, O B Cokerell H., etc. 
Check It To Em Missy si 99 (f. by Shazoom). $35,163, 3rd Oklahoma Bred F.–RG2. Dam of Check It To Em Dale si 92 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). 2 wins to 5, $40,202. Coronary Fixer si 86 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 2 wins to 3, $18,514. 
Corona Mon Amie si 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed, see above. 
Check Em Royal si 102 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins to 3, $26,382, 2nd Mystic Lake Northlands F.–G3, Woodlands Championship H., North Dakota Horse Park Inaugural, etc. 

Consigned by Run Bayou Ranch, LLC., Agent for Dan Nan, Inc.

Dashin Daisy May
February 2, 2019, Brown Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
SKIPPIE FAST DASH si 89 (2010) by Heza Fast Dash. Winner to 3, $19,959. Sister to HEZA SKIPIN FAST si 99 ($208,389), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced two-year-old, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Jets Fast Dash si 104 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 4 wins to 3, $56,115.


2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:


Classy Shyanne si 101 (f. by Toast To Dash). 4 wins, $63,005, fnl. Mother’s Day S.–RG3. Dam of RCV Sheza Classydash si 101 (3 wins, $55,726, 2nd Billy Montgomery EVD S.), etc. Troublesbackintown si 94 (g. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins to 2, $45,260.


4th Dam:
ROSA JET si 83 (1970) by Jet Deck. Placed at 2. Sister to Champion JET CHARGER si 101 ($190,068) and to the dam of Timing si 95 ($28,495); Half–sister to COUNTERPLAY si 100 ($25,797), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including Haughty Hussey si 91 (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). $4,658, 3rd Laredo Tx Bred D. Dam of Cam Goes Native si 103 (c. by Cameronian). 11 wins, $87,429, 2nd Head Pin H., etc.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: HOLIDAY CREDIT si 80 (2013) by Stoli. Winner at 3, $14,765. This is her first foal.


4th Dam: ROMANDO TB (1980) by Poker. 2 wins at 2, $15,880. Half–sister ROBYN DANCER ($622,906, Triple Bend H.–G3, etc.), HILL BILLY DANCER ($214,420, Native Street S., etc.; Dam of VEGAS PROSPECTOR, $297,232, Cicada S.–G3, etc.; SHE RIDES TONITE, $297,213, Mohawk S., etc.; Granddam of Sheer Luck, $205,285, 2nd Turfway Bdr's Cup S.–G3, etc.; Theycallmeladyluck, $52,460), Double Dent ($52,271; Dam of Gold N Her, $45,208; Granddam of WA WA WINDY, $80,365; L’Grande d'Oro, $85,175), etc. Dam of 3 TB foals; 2 QH foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, including Romando Meyers si 89 (f. by Hemp Meyers). Stakes placed, see above. Nalees Romando TB (f. by Nalees Man). Winner at 3, $8,851. Dam of Lord Romandus (3 wins to 4, $16,117), Romandos Gold (Winner at 2, $12,689), etc. Romandos Rocket (g. by Rocket Wrangler). 4 wins to 3, $5,502.

Kb Five Bar Dynasty

March 9, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
HOLLAND DYNASTY (2010) by FDD Dynasty. Unraced. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including
KB Shez One Dynasty si 94 (f. by One Corona). 2 wins to 4, $6,924.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
ALAPASS si 101 (1983) by Pass ‘Em Up TB. 5 wins, $110,385, Lafayette F., Go Man Go Classic H., Laguna Beach H., etc. Half-sister to Coming Alive si 83 (dam of MELTDOWN si 98, $247,855, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.). Dam of 18 starters, 14 ROM, including
Aladashing si 94 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins to 3, $15,176. Dam of Hook Em Up Bully si 105 (16 wins, $157,981, 3rd Oklahoma Express S., MD Barns NW Chal., etc.), etc. Pass The Corona si 92 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $14,176. Dam of PASS IN A FLASH si 106 (3 wins and 3 times placed in 8 starts, $18,311, Ed Giles Mem. Fut., etc.), etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: HOLY OAK TREE (2014) by Oak Tree Special. Unraced due to injury. Half–sister to The
Ground Game si 102 ($75,968), With Endurance si 96 ($70,276), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: Holy Ground si 90 (2000) by Especially Rare. Winner at 2, $10,188, 3rd Oklahoma Bred F.–RG3. Half–sister to MOSSY OAK TREE si 99 ($170,635), EYES OKEY si 107 ($104,573), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including
The Ground Game si 102 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins, $75,968, 2nd Par A Dise S., fnl. Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3.
With Endurance si 96 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 5, $70,276, 3rd Louisiana Juvenile S. Holy Grail si 97 (g. by Toast To Dash). 4 wins to 4, $80,803, fnl. Laddie F.–RG2. Bono Beat si 105 (g. by Bono Jazz). 6 wins to 4, $33,860. Hallowed si 93 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, $25,641.

EYE FOR DALE si 106 (c. by Okey Dokey Dale). 5 wins to 3, $32,868, Canada Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G1, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S.–G3. You Want To Be Me si 101 (g. by Swingin Jess). 6 wins to 4, $71,350.

Put Me Down As Buds si 104 (g. by Strawflyin Buds). 6 wins, $52,610, 3rd California Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. Southern California D.–G1, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2, etc. Put Me Down As Zoom si 105 (g. by Shazoom). 5 wins to 5, $41,329, 2nd Cherokee S.

Consigned by Rober Daly, Agent

**MJ Leaving You**
January 2, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By **CORONAS LEAVING YOU** si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including **Champion OPEN ME A CORONA** si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), **EYE WORK FOR YOU** si 96 ($379,330), **SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU** si 109 ($329,383), **FIRST PRIZE BOURBON** si 103 ($295,617), **DASH FOR CORONAS** si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam: **HONORARIUM** si 81 (2013) by **Stoli**. Winner to 3, $3,685. Half–sister to **The August Heat** si 93 ($424,996), **Oceanik** si 93 ($151,143), **Bogart** si 98 ($110,373), **Undaunted** si 95 ($108,978), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, currently racing two–year–old.

2nd Dam: **JESS GENUINE** si 102 (2003) by Mr Jess Perry. 4 wins and 3 seconds in 7 starts at 2, $195,175, Retama Park F.–G1, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G1. Half–sister to **Genuine Botticelli** si 97 ($164,182), etc. Dam of 29 foals, 25 starters, 19 ROM, including **The August Heat** si 93 (g. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $424,996, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Golden State D.–G1, etc.


**Encore** si 92 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $39,328, 2nd Bradford S., fnl. Indiana Ch. **Paramounte** si 94 (c. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $36,543, 2nd Rocky Mountain F.

**Azoomin With Jessie** si 108 (f. by Azoom). 2 wins to 3, $31,266, 2nd Sam Houston D.–G2, fnl. Sam Houston Derby Chal.–G3. **MIROMAR** si 102 (g. by Ivy James). 5 wins to 3, $34,098, 3rd Picov D.

Carburator si 97 (g. by Azoom). 6 wins to 6, $83,915, fnl. Kindergarten F.–G1. **Bovet** si 95 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins, $63,411, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, Sam Houston F.–G2, etc.

3rd Dam: **GENUINE REWARD** si 84 (1993) by First Down Dash. Placed in 2 starts at 2, $4,137, fnl. Kansas F.–G1. Sister to **Fabulous Results** SI 98 ($15,653), Onlyifthecheckcleeisrs 88 (granddam of **TURBULENZ** si 104, $192,900, **DIVINA JESS** si 103, $108,656), half–sister to **DASHIN DEE DEE** si 105 ($266,453; Granddam of **Dominyun** si 104, $336,180), **SUSIES GIRL SALLY** si 104 ($145,761), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 6 ROM, including **Genuine Botticelli** si 97 (c. by Special Task). Winner, $164,182, 2nd Remington Park F.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1, San Mateo S., Ben E Keith S.


**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Hip 263
Consigned by JLA Farms, Agent for KK Horse Racing

Name Pending
February 2, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE’SHAKE’SHAKE’IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
HOOKED ON LAVEAUX si 108 (2002) by First Down Laveaux. 13 wins to 5, $86,018, Lexington Challenge Sprint S., Queen City Dash, Jaguar Rocket S., 2nd Blue River D., 3rd Fair Meadows Belles S., Queen City Dash (twice), Hoosier Park Classic S., etc. Ntr RDM 250 yds. Ntr RD 350 yds. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including

HOOKED ON JORDAN si 96 (g. by Fast Prize Jordan). 5 wins to 3, $118,225, Blue River D., 3rd Jaguar Rocket F.

Dezenzo si 93 (g. by Ivory James). 4 wins to 4, $55,523, 3rd Sterlie Bertram Memorial S.
R Batar si 88 (f. by Captain Courage). Winner at 2, $24,694.

2nd Dam:
Hooked On Clover si 91 (1990) by Hooked On Cash. 2 wins, $26,026, 3rd Lone Star State F.

HOOKED ON MAGIC si 97 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 4, $182,885, Bob Woodard Memorial Classic, Sterlie Bertram Memorial S., 2nd Miss Roxie Little F.

HOOKED ON LAVEAUX si 108 (f. by First Down Laveaux). Stakes winner, see above.
Running In The Buff si 90 (g. by Coppers Buff). Winner to 5, $24,781.
Royal Quick Charm si 91 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner to 3, $21,057, Inl. Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1.
Leaders Memories (f. by Leader Of The Class). Winner in only start at 2, $16,129.
RC Crimsons Hookinit si 92 (f. by Bridlewood). 3 wins to 3, $12,946. Dam of Deputado si 82 (g. by Mito Corona). Winner at 3, $25,130.
Lt Tragg si 82 (g. by Fast Prize Jordan). Winner to 3, $15,350.

3rd Dam:
MISS HILO FELIX (1973) by Little Felix. Unraced. Dam of 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including

MIGHTY SILKY si 99 (f. by Mighty Te). 6 wins to 3, $11,287, Brady Creek Summer D., 2nd Brady Autumn D. Etr RWD 400 yds. Dam of Drifting Silk si 104 (f. by No Drift TB). 6 wins to 4, $6,885. Dam of Train Ridin Cash si 95 (7 wins to 6, $31,644), Vital Red si 81 (2 wins to 5, $7,452), etc.

Hooked On Clover si 91 (f. by Hooked On Cash). Stakes placed, see above.

4th Dam:
HILO ALICE (1953) by Marrano Hilo. Unplaced. Dam of 10 foals, 7 starters, 2 ROM, including
Hilo Folly si 95 (f. by Bob’s Folly). 7 wins to 4, $2,510. Ntr BRD 400 yds. Dam of

HILO KING si 88 (5 wins, $53,784, EVD Louisiana Breeders’ F., etc.), Miss Jet Dial si 95 (3 wins, $2,000, 3rd Illinois State Fair D., etc.); Granddam of HILO PEARL si 94 (5 wins, $27,826, Teche Country D., 3rd Delta Downs Derby Cl., Miss Polly Cl., etc.), etc.

By Highst Fire si 93 (2011). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $325,637, 2nd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 26 ROM, with earnings of $689,775, including Wokatee On Fire si 93 ($258,136, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1), Fdz Slinkys Fire si 97 ($50,764), Bullyonfire si 94 ($43,360), Salt And Fire si 103 ($36,300), Juanells Fireball si 88 ($30,548), etc.

1st Dam:
Hurried Connection si 98 (2002) by Royal Quick Dash. 3 wins to 3, $25,557, 2nd Pony Express S. Half–sister to BEAUTIFUL WORLD si 104 ($68,643), Sing A New Song si 96 ($60,813), etc. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
KASMANIA si 83 (1997) by Chicks Beduino. 2 wins to 3, $12,017, fnl. Shebester F.–G3, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including
Sing A New Song si 96 (f. by Make It Anywhere). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 7 starts at 2, $60,813, 2nd Heritage Place Juvenile Invt., 3rd Hialeah Lassie F., fnl. Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1. Ntr HIA 400 yds.
Hurried Connection si 98 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Stakes placed, see above. Heart Whispers (f. by Stoli). Winner at 3, $6,304.

3rd Dam:
KAS BE QUIK si 91 (1991) by Super De Kas. 7 wins to 4, $23,766. Dam of 4 foals, 3 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including
Kasmania si 83 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Multiple winner, see above.
Kas Royale si 89 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 2 wins to 3, $8,783, f.nl. Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Ch.–G3, Mexico Derby Chal., Mexico Distf. Chal., Derby Mexicano, etc.
Structural Integrity si 96 (g. by Dashing Val). 2 wins to 3, $5,760.

4th Dam:
EASY PRINCESS LADY si 90 (1984) by Easy Jet. Placed twice to 3, $1,761. Dam of 12 foals, 7 starters, 4 ROM, including
Kas Be Quik si 91 (f. by Super De Kas). Multiple winner, see above.
De Great si 107 (g. by Floyd De Great). 6 wins to 5, $14,745.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 461 yds, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
I AM ABLE si 85 (2003) by Call Me Together. Winner to 3, $2,859. Half–sister to A STOLI MATE si 102 ($431,263), STREAKIN ZOMMER si 105 ($153,002), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Don’tcallmemelvin si 97 (g. by Onthewingsofglory). 4 wins to 3, $18,205.
AR Lucky Seven si 82 (g. by Furyofthewhind). 2 wins to 4, $15,943.
Streak Of Able si 100 (g. by Jet Cartel). 2 wins to 5, $10,126.

2nd Dam:
A STOLI MATE si 91 (1997) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins to 3, $11,056. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including:
STREAKIN ZOMMER si 105 (c. by Shazoam). 10 wins, $153,002, Downs At Albuquerque Dist. S., Q Racing Video Dist. S., North Dakota Horse Park S., 2nd Sunland Championship Chal.–G1, 3rd AQHA Distance Challenge Ch.–G1, fnl. Paul’s Valley H.–G3, Great Lakes S., Herman Jefferson S., King Rick Rack S. (twice), Covered Bridges S.
Carters Playmate si 101 (c. by Carters Cartel). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts to 3, $38,217, 2nd Rocky Mnt. F., 3rd Mile High D., fnl. Arapahoe Derby Chal.
Coronas Mate si 86 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). At 2, $30,200, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1.

3rd Dam:
LOUISIANA MATE si 90 (1988) by Louisiana Slew TB. Winner to 4, $2,832. Sister to SLEWS PLAYBOY si 102 ($40,482), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM (see above).

4th Dam:
JUST A PLAY MATE si 106 (1979) by Beduino TB. 8 wins to 4, $130,709, West Texas F., New Mexico Bords’ D., 2nd Shue Fly S., Sunland Park Fall D. Half–sister to LARKIN LILY si 102 ($64,416), Special Playmate si 88 (dam of DArk N Lonesome si 106, $43,486; Iris London Chicks si 91, $41,346), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including SLEWS PLAYBOY si 102 (g. by Louisiana Slew TB). 7 wins, $40,482, fnl. Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, etc. Famous Last Word si 96 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). 11 wins, $13,636, 4th Alex Picov Mem. Ch. (twice).
Feature Play si 85 (f. by Truckle Feature). Winner to 5, $1,984. Granddam of NOFEAROFFAILURE si 95 (8 wins, $62,240, 3rd Marathon S., etc.). Jess Play Together si 97 (5 wins, $88,400), etc.

Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Heza Louisianna Man
January 18, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
I WANT TO DASH FAST si 96 (2009) by Heza Fast Dash. 2 wins to 4, $32,337. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 ROM.

2nd Dam:
I Want Cash si 92 (2002) by Toast To Dash. 3 wins to 4, $39,310, 2nd Vermillion S. Sister to We Want Cash si 90. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including I Want To Dash Fast si 96 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
She Wants Cash si 91 (1992) by Send Cash. 2 wins to 3, $12,836, 3rd Sound Of Summer D.–G3, fnl. La Champions Day D.–G2, etc. Half–sister to MR FANCY RIO si 99 ($132,043), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 13 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including CAT FIVE STORM si 104 (f. by Panther Mountain). 7 wins to 5, $149,985, Virgil Bond 870 S., Marathon S., Sam Houston Dist. Chal., Faubourg St John S., etc. Ntr DED 870 yds.

We Want Cash si 90 (g. by Toast To Dash). 8 wins to 5, $87,787, 2nd Magnolia S.


Mike And Gavel si 102 (g. by Dashin Bye). 3 wins to 4, $66,056, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S.


4th Dam:
PRINCESS RIO TB (1984) by Boca Rio. 7 wins in 9 starts in TB & QH comp., $51,790, Camellia H., Best Of Both Breeds H., etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including MR FANCY RIO si 99 (g. by Mr Fancy Jet). 27 wins, $132,043, Live Oak 770 H., etc.


By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MESPINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–G2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), There Goes My Wallet si 103 ($75,725), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
IDA VALIANT CHICK si 84 (2010) by Valiant Hero. Placed 3 times to 3, $4,117. Half–sister to WASTING NO CASH si 109 ($77,992), GENERATING CASH si 89 ($58,076), etc.

2nd Dam:
WASTING NO TIME (1986) by Streakin Six. Placed. Sister to Champion SIXY CHICK si 106 ($751,284), SIXARUN si 106 ($291,228), etc. Dam of 22 starters, 22 ROM, including WASTING NO CASH si 109 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 8 wins, $77,992, Texas Distance Chal.–G3, Virgil Bond 870 H., 2nd East Distance Chal.–G3, etc.

GENERATING CASH si 89 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $58,076, Heritage Place Juv. Invt.

TIMELESS FAVORITE si 115 (f. by Fishers Dash). 5 wins, $24,910, All Canadian D., etc. Dam of JACK DUPP si 98 (c. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins, $54,134, Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M., etc.

Some Waste Time si 101 (g. by Some Dasher). 8 wins to 5, $72,965, 2nd PCQHRA H., etc.

Corona Cerveza si 94 (f. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 4, $38,611, 2nd Easy Date H., 3rd Ntr ALB 400 yds.

Cystal Motion si 105 (f. by Power Train). Placed twice, $6,611. Dam of Stone E MOTION si 107 (8 wins, $125,566, Remington Dist. H.–G3–twice, etc. Ntr PRM 870 yds.), BRIMMERS MOTION si 101 (3 wins to 3, $85,780, Fair Meadows Juv.), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Nash Development, LLC

Hes Lillys Corona
February 22, 2019, Bay Colt

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
LONNIES SONG (2000) by Unbridled’s Song. 3 wins to 4, $28,470. Half–sister to Cool Punch ($110,220), etc. Dam of 4 TB foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including Lillie’s Song (f. by Deerhound). Winner, see above. Flatnote (g. by Flatter). 3 wins to 5, $24,809.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
FREE TO FLY (1974) by Stevward. 3 wins to 4, $30,638, 3rd Cicero H. Sister to SONNY SAYS QUICK ($271,678), half–sister to GUSTOSO ($181,452, Berkeley H., etc.), CREEQUE ALLEY ($35,780, Yo Tambien H.), BROADWAY BARON ($44,357, 2nd Royal Glnk S.), etc. Dam of 8 TB foals, 8 winners, including FLY SO FREE (c. by Time For A Change). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 12 wins to 5, $2,330,954, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile.–G1, Champagne S.–G1, Florida Derby.–G1, etc.

DON’S CHOICE (c. by Private Account). 7 wins to 4, $204,179, Jamaica Handicap.–G3, 2nd Jim Dandy S.–G2, Governor’s Cup H.–G3, Five Star Flight S., 3rd Mayflower S.

Grande Jette (c. by Timeless Moment). 8 wins to 5, $141,310, 2nd Skip Trial S., Sneakbox S., 3rd Red Bank H.–G3, Dania H.

Flying Loose (f. by Giboulee). 2 wins to 4, $29,888. Dam of Unloosened (6 wins to 5, $256,016, 2nd Turfway Park Fall Festival.–G3, etc.); Granddam of GRAND TRAVERSE (14 wins, $507,015, Bonapaw S., 2nd F. W. Gaudin Memorial S., etc.), etc.

Flaps Up (f. by Timeless Moment). 3 wins to 5, $29,287. Granddam of Saveeta (3 wins, $74,360, 2nd Northern Lights Debutante S.), etc.

Quiamong (f. by Majestic Light). Winner at 3, $17,362. Granddam of Crimson And Roses (3 wins to 3, $211,980, 2nd J’s Dream S., Office Queen S., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Jumonville Farms

Love Me Some Cash

February 22, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleezi si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Affair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:
HES EXTRAORDINAIRE si 99 ($98,174), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an
unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including
Love Me Some Cuervo si 90 (f. by Jess Cuervo). Winner at 2, $16,280.
Mighty Blue Too si 84 (f. by Mighty Corona). 2 wins to 3, $12,940.
Pass Me One Too si 87 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 1 win and 3 seconds in 5 starts at 2, $11,100.
Sizzlin Blues si 90 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). Placed twice to 3, $10,211, fnl. Laddie F.–
RG2.

2nd Dam:
LOVE ONE si 89 (1988) by Call Me Dash. 3 wins to 4, $4,675. Dam of 11 starters, 9 ROM, including
HES EXTRAORDINAIRE si 99 (g. by Call Me Together). 4 wins, $98,174, East Distance Chal.,
2nd Governor's Cup Mar.–G3, East Distance Chal.–G3, Live Oak 770 H., 3rd Live Oak H. (twice), fnl. AQHA Distance Challenge Ch.–G1, Louisiana Champions Day D.–
RG2, etc.
Grace Filled Charm si 101 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins to 3, $19,550. Dam of
LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM si 107 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 7 wins to 6, 2020, $282,670,
Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–
RG2, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, 3rd Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–
RG2, etc. Mississippi Stud si 92 (g. by Cosino). 2 wins to 3, $42,080.
Jess Love si 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins at 2, $8,382. Dam of
Sheza Jess Love si 97 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins, $40,266, 2nd The Belle Of New Orleans S., etc. Dam of Heza Jess Cuervo si 99 (5 wins , $70,957, 3rd LQHBA Sale Invt. S.), etc.
Lovin That Sizzle si 97 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $52,323, fnl. Laddie F.–
RG2.
Call Me Jess Love si 95 (g. by Call Me Together). $40,982, fnl. Mardi Gras D.–
RG3, etc. Faith And Courage si 93 (f. by Stoli). 4 wins, $29,690. Dam of JESSALITTLECOURAGE si 108 (4 wins to 4, $183,023, Lassie F.–
RG2, 2nd Billy Montgomery S.–
RG3, etc. Ntr DED 330 yds.), Dashing With Courage si 93 (7 wins to 8, 2020, $134,273, 2nd Live Oak S., etc.), Blue Courage si 103 (4 wins, $79,491, 3rd Laddie F.–
RG2, etc.

3rd Dam:
MISS ANGEL LOVE (1983) by L'Natural TB. Placed in 2 starts. Out of Two–Time Champion EASY ANGEL si 97 ($477,634, Kindergarten F., etc.). Dam of 10 starters, 7 winners, including
Buddy Loves To Shine si 94 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins, $76,509, 4th Grand Coteau S., etc.
Controversial Call si 87 (g. by Call Me Together). 4 wins, $35,373, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–
RG2.
Love Miss Behavin si 81 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $9,777. Dam of Behavin Cartel si 105 (4 wins to 4, $39,883, 2nd Ft Pierre F., etc.); Granddam of Fowl Play si 101 (5 wins, $59,787, 3rd Canterbury Championship Chal., etc.). etc.

Ace Up His Sleeve
March 6, 2019, Bay Gelding

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Sires of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.-G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: 
Im Game Lets Play si 96 (2010) by Game Patriot. 2 wins to 4, $47,635, 3rd Party Girl S. Sister to LISTEN TO THE WIND si 105 ($85,944). Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including PEYTONS LAST DASH (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 2020, $53,370, Harrah’s Dash.

2nd Dam: 


SMOAK si 99 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 3, $28,750, LQHBA Sale Invitational S., Illusions Dream si 102 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 4 wins to 5, $78,131, 3rd The Big Easy S., Mardi Gras D., 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2, LQHBA Invt. S.


3rd Dam: 
WINDY ILLUSION si 93 (1988) by Windy Ryon. 2 wins to 4, $5,897. Half–sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796), Tiny Illusion si 93 ($124,848), Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including JJ STREAKIN ILLUSION si 105 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 2, $36,979, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Dam of WINDY ILLUSION si 93 (1988) by Windy Ryon. 2 wins to 4, $5,897. Half–sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796), Tiny Illusion si 93 ($124,848), Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including JJ STREAKIN ILLUSION si 105 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 2, $36,979, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Dam of Six Toasts si 99 (5 wins, $146,776, 2nd La. Downs Champ. Juv.–RG2, etc.). Louisiana Blue Step si 105 ($76,891, 2nd Faubourg St John S., etc.). Granddam of JETHRO ALMITEY si 107 (7 wins, $159,059, Louisiana Purchase S., etc.).

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), STRAWFINDERS JESSEE si 99 ($151,899), FOR SWEET JESS si 105 ($143,693), etc.

1st Dam:
TF IM THAT GAL si 81 (2015) by Favorite Cartel. Placed at 2. Half–sister to TF IM THAT GUY si 105 ($535,814), NOT PERRY PRETTY si 95 ($219,918), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

NOT PERRY PRETTY si 95 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 5 wins in 7 starts to 3, $219,918, Firecracker F.–G2, Old South F.

TF JESS A LEADER si 106 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $123,730, QHRAI D., 2nd Indiana Grand QHRAI D., Bradford S., fnl. Indiana Ch., Harrah's Dash S., Swift S.

3rd Dam:

TF MS SPECIAL PERRY si 97 (f. by Special Leader). Stakes winner, see above.

TF Ms Perrys Runaway si 98 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 3 wins to 5, $81,426, 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, 3rd Party Girl S., fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–G1, Opelousas S.–RG2, etc.

4th Dam:
DEELISH si 102 (1996) by First Down Dash. Champion Two–Year–Filly, Champion Aged Mare, 9 wins, $604,153, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to FEARLESS FREDA si 113 ($262,121, Ntr RET 440 yds.; Dam of Champion FREDRICKSBURG si 109, $369,304; Champion FREDAVILLE si 112, $325,321, Ntr HIA 350 yds.; Granddam of World Champion HEZA DASHA FIRE si 105, $2,240,112, Champion IMA FEARLESS HERO si 92, $1,062,435), etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including DEEHEIRESS si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins to 5, $127,057, Miss Princess H.–G3, Anaheim H., 2nd Las Damas H.–G2, Chicago V H., fnl. Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc. Dam of ROLLCICKIN RED si 103 (g. by Roll Hennessy Roll TB). 10 wins, $353,002, Zia 870 Ch., etc.
CAPTAIN FORCE si 94 (c. by Captain Courage). 4 wins, $126,728, Black Gold 440 F.–G3, etc.
DA EDGE si 102 (f. by Separatist). 5 wins, $117,076, Lubbock S.–G2, 4th Higheasterjet H.–G3, etc.

MP Dancing Star
March 9, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MSSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
Imdancinwiththestars si 117 (2008) by Furyofthewind. 4 wins to 5, $45,646, 3rd West Texas Juvenile S., Harrah's Dash S., Evangeline Downs Dash, Swift S. Half–sister to The Printing Press si 104 ($259,703), Ardor si 98 ($51,959), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including Mr Dance Pilot si 84 (g. by Mr Piloto). Winner to 3, $7,068.

Dancing Perry Doll si 99 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, 2020, $9,124 in Mexico, fnl. Campeonato Juv., Easily A Possum D.

2nd Dam:
FIRST FERVOR (2004) by First Down Dash. Placed 3 times in 6 starts, $4,300. Sister to Champion FIRST TO FLASH si 106 ($494,835), FIRST TO SHINE si 104 ($141,622), First To Adore si 95, etc. Dam of 22 foals of racing age, 15 starters, 11 ROM, including The Printing Press si 104 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins, $259,703, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, All American Juv. S., 3rd Sam Houston Ch. Chal.–G1, etc.

Ardor si 98 (g. by Ivory James). 3 wins, $51,959, 2nd Old South D., 3rd Harrah's Entertainment F.–G3, 4th Gentilly Dash S., fnl. Firecracker D., Swift S., etc.

Imdancinwiththestars si 117 (f. by Furyofthewind). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:
MARCY DARLING si 100 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 7 wins to 4, $40,429, Bandera Downs D.–G2, 2nd Heart of the Hills D., 3rd Bandera Six Flags D.–G3, Ntr GIL 350 yds. Half–sister to ASPEN BREEZES si 96 ($72,641), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including FIRST TO FLASH si 106 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins to 3, $494,835, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos D.–G1, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

FIRST TO SHINE si 104 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $141,622, Sooner Trailer NM Chal.–G3, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, 4th Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.

GW CHICK si 104 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 9 wins, $96,804, Great Lakes S., 2nd KEOKUK S.–G3.

First To Adore si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). $62,091, 3rd Governor's Cup F.–RG1, etc. Dam of ADORING JESS si 101 (2 wins at 2, $26,790, Retama Juvenile Chal.); Granddam of CDS WINE N DINE si 106 (5 wins to 3, $257,257, All American Gold Cup–G1, etc.), ADORE THE HERO si 95 (3 wins to 4, $87,217, La Fiesta D.), Jess Featured Girl si 92 (3 wins to 3, 2020, $83,694, 2nd NMHBA OH S.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Marcys Dashin Bye si 95 (f. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins to 3, $76,115, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Dam of BIG DASHING PERRY si 107 (5 wins, $350,022, Firecracker F.–G2, 3rd Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G2, etc., Ntr DED 350 yds., etc.)

Perrys Darling si 109 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts, $15,745. Dam of HRH Walkonfire si 92 (4 wins to 3, $44,087, 2nd Dillingham H., etc.), etc.

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 109 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
In His Dreams si 97 (2001) by Apollo TB. 2 wins and 8 times placed in 11 starts, $31,881, 2nd Denim N Diamonds H. (twice), 3rd La Pacifica H., etc. Sister to Three–Time Champion APOLLITICAL TIME si 104 ($904,242), etc. Dam of 20 starters, 15 ROM, including

POLITICAL OPTION si 109 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 5 wins, $286,180, Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, Delta 550 S., 2nd LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Ntr DED 550 yds.


LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM si 104 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 4, $102,332, All American Juv. Invt., 2nd Remington Dstf. Chal., 3rd Remington Park D.–G2, etc.

Cowboy Sexy si 99 (g. by Valiant Hero). 5 wins, $70,427, 3rd Prairie Meadows Derby Chal.

JM APOLLO si 95 (g. by Louisiana Senator). 4 wins to 4, $82,325, West Texas M.–G2, etc.

THE LOUISIANA DREAM si 104 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 4 wins, $44,972, Covered Bridges S.–G3, 3rd Los Alamitos Derby Chal., fnl. Remington Park Distance Chal.–G2.

No Politics Here si 104 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins, $174,810, 2nd LQHBA Brdrs’ D., Faubourg St John S., 3rd Ded Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc.

Time For The Senator si 93 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 1 win and 1 time placed in 2 starts at 2, $26,492, 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3.

Jess Her Dream si 88 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $6,000. (Currently qf. to Lassie F.–RG2. Finals ran after press time).


2nd Dam:

APOLLITICAL TIME si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare & Champion Aged Horse, 14 wins, $904,242, Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, Los Al. Super D.–G1, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, Los Al. Invt. Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of

APOLLITICAL JESS si 107 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). World Champion, Two–Time Champion. 8 wins to 3, $1,399,831, Champion Of Champions–G1, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, All American D.–G1. Ntr LA 400 & 440 yds. Apollitical Dash (f. by First Down Dash). Dam of MR APOLLITICAL DASH si 94 ($216,811, So. Calif. D.–G2, etc.), Oneapoliticalflight si 94 ($196,808, 2nd Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.).

Halftime Seperator si 97 (g. by Separatist). 5 wins to 4, $29,276, 2nd Wyoming All Breed D.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Fontenot Running Horses, Agent for Thomas G. Fontenot, MD

One Sweet Dancer
March 18, 2019, Chestnut Colt

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
ITSY BITSY DANCER si 101 (2010) by Fishers Dash. 2 wins, $20,889. Half–sister to JLS PARTY WAGON si 101 (147,808), JLS STREAK OF SNOW si 97 ($121,362), MS PILOT POINT si 105 ($73,706), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, including JLS Itsy Bitsy B (f. by Freighttrain B). Placed in 2 starts at 2, $2,460. JLS She Can Dance (f. by Tee Cos). Placed at 2, $1,810.

2nd Dam:
DANCING TONIGHT si 91 (1989) by On A High. 3 wins to 3, $3,856. Half–sister to Big Cash Roll si 93 ($31,229), Varsity si 102 ($21,893), Air Mail Express (granddam of SPECIAL TASK FORCE si 110, 15 wins, $436,901, Ntr RUI 300 yds.; HEZA MOTOR SCOOTER si 106, $259,682), etc. Dam of 23 foals of racing age, 21 starters, 16 ROM, including JLS PARTY WAGON si 108 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 5 wins to 3, $147,808, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, Evangeline Downs Dash. Ntr EVD 330 yds.

JLS STREAK OF SNOW si 97 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 5 wins to 4, $121,362, Miss Polly Classic S.–G3, East Distaff Chal.–G3, Dash For Cash Juvenile Invt., etc.


JLS Streak Of Dash si 96 (g. by A Streak Of Cash). 4 wins, $22,146, 2nd Cajun Kindergarten F.–G3.


Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Guerra Racing Stables

Camila Farrah
February 25, 2019, Brown Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.). DASHUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
IVORY DEBUTANTE si 87 (2013) by Ivory James. 2 wins at 2, $7,930. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
FEEFES CELEBRATION si 98 (1996) by Takin On The Cash. 2 wins in 2 starts, $7,760. Half–sister to Champion BRIMMERTON si 104 ($519,538), GONE CELEBRATING si 109 ($364,068), First To Celebrate (dam of Champion WAHOO si 102, $166,425), Jess Celebrating (granddam of Champion DUPONTE si 96, $92,454,717; NYMERIA si 92, $495,147; SUNNYSYDE si 102, $434,961), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 11 starters, 11 ROM, including NO FEES si 94 (f. by Runaway Winner). 6 wins in 6 starts, $166,320, TQHA Sale F.–RG1, Texas Juvenile Chal., Miss Houston S., Qlf. Sam Houston F.–G1. Dam of HAWKEYE si 105 (c. by One Dashing Eagle). 6 wins to 4, $219,737, Sam Houston Classic S.–G2, Harris County S., 2nd Bank Of America Canterbury Park Ch. Chal., etc.


Consigned by Live Oak Farms
Iwanna Freighttrain
March 24, 2019, Gray Colt

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

Sister to SPANISH BOOT si 104 ($128,208); half–sister to RAKIN IN THE CASH si 102 ($242,707), SHES SIMPLY SMASHING si 97 ($26,350), etc. Dam of 16 foals of racing age, 13 starters, 9 winners, 9 ROM, including


MORE NACHOS si 100 (c. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $12,931, Ft Pierre D.

Louisiana Panther si 107 (g. by Panther Mountain). 7 wins, $149,853, 2nd Vals Fortune S.–RG3, Delta 550 S., fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.

I Wanna Dash Fast si 91 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, $26,605.

I Wanna Zoom si 88 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $17,898. Dam of Caraways Zoomto Fame si 87 (g. by Sycamore Lane). Winner to 5, $32,536.

2nd Dam:
HEMPENS ANGEL si 90 (1983) by Hempen TB. Placed 3 times to 3, $3,361. Sister to LOADS OF LAUGHS si 98 ($25,122), half–sister to Ima Oklahoma Outlaw si 96 ($31,711), Ragtime Wrangler si 106 ($24,776), Reflections si 93 (dam of BEST SIX si 103, $76,924), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 12 starters, 11 ROM, including

RAKIN IN THE CASH si 102 (c. by Takin On The Cash). 5 wins to 4, $242,707, Heritage Place F.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G1.

SPANISH BOOT si 104 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). 7 wins, $128,208, Blue Ribbon F.–G1, Kansas F.–G1, Sooner State S.–RG3, 2nd Pomona Champ. H.–G3, Duplicate Copy H., etc.


Sir Angel si 100 (g. by Teller Cartel). Winner to 5, $33,285, fnl. Speedhorse F.–G2.
Hez Pure Country si 99 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 3 wins at 2, $36,350.


Embryo Transfer
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Jim & Jackie Berard

Chris Is Special
January 3, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (2003). Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including Champion BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($564,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), etc.

1st Dam:
J J SPECIAL TREE si 93 (2009) by Oak Tree Special. Winner at 2, $10,520. Half–sister to Jjs Black Lace si 104 ($127,910), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 4 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including
JJ Flyinginthewind (g. by Furyofthewind). Placed twice in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $5,446.

2nd Dam:
LETHAL N LACE si 94 (2004) by Dash To Chivato. Placed 4 times to 3, $4,620. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
Walkin Talkin Angel si 106 (1996) by Rare Form. 2 wins to 3, $12,953, 2nd Dan Lockie D., 3rd Great Falls HRA D., etc. Half–sister to NATURALLY OURS si 119 ($109,897), ESPECIAL ANGELIC si 96 ($91,216), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including

4th Dam:
OUR EASTER ANGEL si 91 (1978) by Easy Jet. Placed to 2. Sister to Two–Time Champion EASY ANGEL si 97 ($477,634), half–sister to El Angel si 87 ($9,929), etc. Out of Champion ALAMITOS ANGEL si 96 ($161,511). Dam of 13 starters, 13 ROM, including
NATURALLY OURS si 119 (f. by L'Natural TB). 14 wins, $109,897, Pomona 870 H.–G3, Endurance S., Santa Rosa Marathon S., etc. Ntr SAC 870 yds.
FLACK ATTACK si 108 (c. by The Signature). 7 wins, $68,669, Marco Smolich S., 2nd Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S.–G3, Marco Smolich S., etc. Ntr STK 350 yds.


RDD Runaway Jacquie
February 12, 2019, Bay Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
JACQUIE O si 101 (2012) by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $8,750. Sister to Champion CARTERS CARTEL si 103, etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including RDD Empire Builder si 95 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins at 2, $26,520, qlf. LQHBA Million Invitational S., Louisiana Juvenile S.

2nd Dam:
JUMPING TAC FLASH si 106 (1991) by Tolltac. Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins to 3, $147,065, Miss Kindergarten F.–G2, etc. Sister to Champion Two–Year–Old Colt SPLASH BAC si 93 ($135,505), Diva Reba si 84 (dam of METALLIC LION si 101, $262,800, Governor’s Cup F.–G1, etc.), half–sister to GOINBYE si 94 ($52,411; dam of HEZADASHINBYE si 96, $150,855, Firecracker F.–G2, Lady Nayen si 106 ($65,083; dam of FLOKIE si 96, 5 wins to 3, 2020, $711,819, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), Catch This Dash si 94 (dam of Two–Time Champion FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103, $899,434, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (c. by Corona Cartel). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 6 wins to 3, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 350 yds.

TAC IT LIKE A MAN si 98 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $413,563, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–G1, 4th Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Southern California D.–G1.

FLASH FIRST si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 4, $351,719, California Breeders Matron S., 2nd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, Cypress H., 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, etc.

IMJUMP si 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $56,495, Aliso Viejo H., etc. Dam of HEADTURNER si 101 (g. by Check Him Out). 7 wins, $294,032, Los Al. Winter D.–G1, etc.

JUMPN BEDUINO si 96 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 5 wins, $267,825, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.

JUMPn Chic si 96 (c. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins, $187,555, Los Alamitos Million Juv. Inv., etc.

A Tac First si 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 3, $88,793, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Jump Down First si 90 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $20,277, Dam of JUMP DOWN AZOOM si 103 (g. by Azoom). 5 wins, $115,783, La Plata S.–G3, etc.

Mojo Perry si 99 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins, $155,712, 3rd Decketta S.–G3, etc.

Engagements: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
JDT GAME EXPRESS si 89 (2004) by Game Patriot. Winner at 3, $23,550. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including
JDT Alluresgame si 87 (g. by His Allure). Winner at 3, $21,435.
JDT Allures Patriot si 91 (g. by His Allure). 2 wins to 4, $16,810.
Zoomin The Game si 88 (g. by Zoomin For Bux). Winner at 3, $7,275.

2nd Dam:
JDT EXPRESS si 81 (2000) by The Converter. Winner at 2, $5,785. Dam of 8 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including
JDT Game Express si 89 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner, see above.
Sheza Fast Express si 92 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner at 2, $14,952.
JDT Allures Express si 84 (g. by His Allure). Winner at 2, $8,572.

3rd Dam:
ROCKIN HERO (1995) by Village Hero. Placed at 2. Half–sister to Pams Cash si 98 ($43,027), Mr Fancy Rebel si 92 ($20,328), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 3 ROM, including
JDT Direct Hit si 95 (g. by Direct Hit TB). 2 wins at 3, $36,280.
JDT Hard Luck si 88 (g. by Fishin Kisses). Placed to 4, $16,980.
JDT Express si 81 (f. by The Converter). Winner, see above.

4th Dam:
REBELLIOUS LADY GO si 92 (1981) by Rebel Cause). Winner at 3. Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 6 ROM, including
Mr Fancy Rebel si 92 (g. by Mr Fancy Jet). 5 wins to 4, $20,328, 3rd American Holiday F., Ruffner Mountain F., fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG3.
The Convertible si 98 (g. by The converter). 5 wins to 4, $37,438.
Toast To Ali si 94 (g. by Toast To Dash). Winner at 4, $15,240.
Streakers Classy Gal (f. by Heza Classy Streaker). Unraced. Dam of Flyers Copy si 90 ($13,585, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1), Heza Streakin Flyer si 80 (Placed at 2, $6,225), etc.
Jess Rebel (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced. Dam of Snapper Jess si 106 (8 wins to 5, $109,120), Se Jess Cartel si 87 (3 wins to 3, $10,478 in Mexico), etc.
Hemps Lady Rebel si 83 (f. by Hemp Meyers). 2 wins at 3, $3,972.
Rockin Roberta si 85 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 3, $3,723.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
JDT GETAWAY GREY (2012) by His Allure. Unraced. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 1 starter, including
Sir Azabache si 83 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Placed to 3, 2020, $7,159.

2nd Dam:
BEHOLD A WHIZ (2005) by Oh My Gee Whiz. Unraced. Half-sister to Takin A Streak si 99 ($18,680), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including
Jdt Spencer Boy si 94 (g. by Pretty Boy Perry). 3 wins to 5, $22,701.
Allure Whiz si 80 (g. by His Allure). Winner at 3, $6,810.

3rd Dam:
BEHOLD A STREAK si 95 (1988) by Behold A Beduino. 2 wins to 3, $6,340. Half-sister to A STREAK OF MAC si 87 ($13,283), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including
Ronas Streak si 83 (g. by Ronas Ryon). Placed at 2 in Mexico.

4th Dam:
STREAKIN HOT si 95 (1982) by Streakin Six. 2 wins to 3, $5,270. Sister to STREAK N DASH si 95 ($25,932, Dashing Lady H., etc.), half-sister to SKIPPA STONE si 105 ($48,366, Dash For Cash H., etc.), HOT BLOODED WRANGLER si 88 ($46,177, Shebester D.–G3, etc.), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including
A STREAK OF MAC si 87 (f. by Mac Meyers). 2 wins at 3, $13,283, Prairie Gold D.
Special Six Cash si 90 (g. by Special Effort). 2 wins at 2, $19,842.

Consigned by Jumonville Farms

Lucky Blue
January 30, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), LOUISIANA JEWELS si 95 ($312,725), JESS A RUNNER si 120 ($298,741), etc.

1st Dam:
JE JESS LUCKY (2015) by Sizzlin Cartel. Unraced. Half–sister to Sheza Jess Love si 97 ($44,005), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
MISS ANGEL LOVE (1983) by L’Natural TB. Placed in 2 starts. Out of Two–Time Champion EASY ANGEL si 97 ($477,634, Kindergarten F., etc.). Dam of 10 starters, 7 winners, including Buddy Loves To Shine si 94 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 8, $76,509.

ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.


2nd Dam: FIRST PRIZE DIAMOND si 92 (2007) by Fly Jess Fly. Winner in 2 starts, $13,821. Half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 8 ROM, including FIRST PRIZE DIAMONDS si 103 (f. by Carters Cartel). 8 wins, $133,534, Decketta S.–G3, etc. PYC FIRST PRIZE MIA si 98 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 6 wins, $69,420, Delta Dash, etc. Dam of Mia Jet In si 99 (5 wins, $106,245, 2nd Old South F., Old South D., etc.).

3rd Dam: FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $295,146, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Granddam of EC REVENGE si 93 (4 wins in 4 starts, $200,164, Oklahoma F.–G2, etc.), etc. FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins to 3, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc. Dam of FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875, West Texas F.–G1, etc. Nwr Sun 300 yds); Granddam of APOLITICAL CHAD si 97 ($930,730, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,980), DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770), CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 ($215,649), FAST PRICE JORDAN si 109 ($203,724), etc.

HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. FIRST PRICE Perry si 102 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $243,946, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1. First Prize Fancy si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner, $3,343. Dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104 ($478,760), IM A FANCY PYC si 92 ($454,765), WEETONAS LAFAWN si 101, etc.

Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC., Agent for Eddie Cramer/Tom or Bill Maher

Holland Ease si 109
Corona Chick si 113
Louisiana Slew
Little Blue Sheep si 105
First Down Dash si 105
Sweet Beduino si 101
Raise A Secret si 99
Making Priti

THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
TURQUOISE si 89 (2011) by Walk Thru Fire. Placed to 3, $3,742. Sister to OATMAN si 102 ($192,737), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including Black 214 si 86 (g. by Jess Cuervo). Winner to 3, 2020, $17,183.
Hes A Kingman si 92 (g. by Hes Relentless). Winner to 3, 2020, $15,955.

2nd Dam:
OLD SIX SIX si 92 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 4 wins to 4, $73,723, Cash Rate H., etc.
Semper Fi si 104 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 3 wins to 3, $17,328, 3rd Altamont Dash S., etc.

3rd Dam:
MAKING PRITI (1997) by Pritzi Dash. Unraced. Half–sister to KINGMAN KID si 97 ($531,365), etc. Dam of 2 foals, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Penny Pritzi si 87 (f. by Raise A Secret). Winner to 3, $9,313. Dam of RIOT ACT si 92 (g. by TR Dasher). 3 wins at 2, $32,562, 2nd Arizona QRA F.

4th Dam:
Waymaker Miss si 93 (f. by Merridoc). 4 wins, $17,643, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G2. Dam of MAKING CHOICES si 110 ($74,497), etc.; Granddam of AMENDING THE BAR si 99 (4 wins in 6 starts, $226,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, fnl. Lassie F.–RG2, etc.), etc.; Granddam of MILLION MIAD si 110 ($57,484), SIX ZEROS si 89 ($77,432), etc.

Embryo Transfer
By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

**1st Dam:**
JESS A DAME si 95 (2011) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 3, $8,690. Half–sister to PATRIOTIC GAMES si 95 ($304,298), A GAME DAME si 111 ($116,955), etc. This is her first foal.

**2nd Dam:**

**3rd Dam:**

**4th Dam:**
TEES HEART si 91 (1984) by Rocket’s Magic. 8 wins, $19,217. Dam of 9 starters, 9 winners, including ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 (f. by Jody O Toole). 5 wins, $97,634, Live Oak H., etc. Granddam of MAKE ME FLY si 104 ($159,431, Will Rogers Derby Chal.–G3, etc.), FLY ME ANYWHERE si 107 (5 wins, $133,108), TELLHER TO FLY si 92 ($88,907), etc. Picture Perfect Tee si 95 (f. by Power Train). 5 wins, $21,350. Dam of CREOLE WILLIAMS si 91 (4 wins, $86,229), Picture Perfect Game si 101 (5 wins, $100,335), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Tony Palermo, Sr.

Jet Black Moon
February 5, 2019, Brown Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS A MARTINI si 95 (2011) by Swingin Jess. 3 wins to 4, $58,777, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. Half–sister to Bare Naked Martini si 101 ($99,243), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Swingin Martini si 92 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 3, 2020, $14,053.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
PRESumptuous (1999) by Hennessy. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 5 TB and 4 QH foals, 7 starters, 6 winners, including

Engagements:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities:
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
The Rogue Warrior
March 11, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam: JESS A ROGUE si 101 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. 5 wins to 3, $128,173, Old South F., Inv. Bonus Chal., Biscayne S., Sparkling Tip S., 2nd Gentilly Dash S., 3rd Mockingbird S., Evangeline Downs Dash. Sister to HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 ($323,950), Rogue One si 99 ($55,432), etc. Dam of 1 racing and 1 unraced to date two–year–olds, including TMF Rogue Runer si 81 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $3,600.


JESS LIKE STOLI si 102 (c. by Stoli). 3 wins to 5, $84,479, 3rd Four Corners F.–G3, etc.


3rd Dam: EASILY A ROGUE si 109 (1989) by Calyx. 9 wins, $302,968, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to LOVE A ROGUE si 106 ($54,934, Ntr), Master Rogue si 101 ($65,680), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including MISS JESS ROGUE si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

HUG A ROGUE si 95 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $31,279, Mexico Juvenile Chal., fnl. AQUA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G1, Qlf. New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3, Dam of Asnow Hug si 95 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins, $16,693, 2nd Mexico Distf. Chal., etc.

Embryo Transfer

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS A SPECIAL STAR si 89 (2009) by Feature Mr Jess. 2 wins to 3, $22,858. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Jessa Special Tee si 80 (f. by Tee Cos). Placed to 4, $9,220.

2nd Dam:
A Special Illusion si 92 (2004) by First Down Dash. 2 wins at 2, $10,323, 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Invt. Half–sister to ILLUSIONEIRESS si 109 ($115,280), Eagle Illusion si 102 ($46,171), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, including Gold Spin si 86 (g. by Tres Seis). Winner to 5, $10,582.

3rd Dam:


4th Dam:
TINY ILLUSION si 93 (1981) by Tiny’s Gay. 3 wins in 6 starts, $124,848, 2nd Firecracker F.–G1. Sister to Master Tiny si 98 ($60,030), half–sister to Sky Fire si 97 ($152,796, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.), EXCLUSIVE PLAN si 94 ($39,795), etc. Dam of 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Real Or Imagined (f. by Dash For Cash). Unplaced in only start. Dam of ICANONLYEMAGINE si 103 (g. by Swinging Jess). 5 wins, $221,321, Vinton S., 2nd Sam’s Town S., 3rd Louisiana Classic–RG2, DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, LQHBA D., etc.


UNREALISTIC si 103 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins to 4, $117,199, LQHBA Invt. S., Billy Montgomery S., 2nd Billy Montgomery S.–RG3, Mardi Gras D., Audubon S., etc. Dam of THISGAMEISUNREAL si 96 (3 wins, $39,871, LQHBA Sale Invit. S., etc.), etc.

ILLUSIONEER si 105 (g. by Special Leader). 5 wins, $61,921, Kansas Jackpot F.–RG2, etc.

Louisiana Pawn
January 28, 2019, Bay Colt

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 109 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: JESS AN ANGEL si 86 (2013) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner to 3, $14,640, fnl. Firecracker F. Half–sister to Champion KATES DYNASTY si 99 ($572,882), TEXAS ICON si 107 ($111,105), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.


TEXAS SIXES si 97 (g. by Streakin Sixes). 7 wins, $90,244, Ruidoso Juvenile Invt.–G3, 3rd Clasico Campeon De Campeones, 4th TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–G3, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, Oklahoma Championship Chal.–G1, etc.

3rd Dam: KIPTY KATE si 93 (1980) by Kiptydoo TB. 4 wins to 3, $6,727, fnl. Miss Polly S. Dam of 12 foals, 11 starters, 10 winners, 10 ROM, including RUNAWAY KATE si 102 (f. by Runaway Winner). 4 wins to 3, $29,011, Texas Juvenile Chal., etc. Dam of KATIES SIGN si 104 (5 wins, $63,119, Canada Champ. Chal.–G3, etc.), Jazzy Sixes si 104 (9 wins, $145,936, 2nd TQHA Sale F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of KATIES AWARD si 92 (3 wins, $75,428, Princess Stakes D., etc.), etc.

ILLUSIVE PRINCESS si 99 (f. by Illusivo). 3 wins to 3, $27,283, Alamo QHBA F. Dam of FIRST PLACE QUEEN si 110 (6 wins, $880,869, Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, Golden State F.–G1, etc. Ntr), FIRST PLACE PRINCESS si 103 (4 wins to 4, $73,583, East Dstf. Chal.–G3, Ruidoso 550 Ch., etc.), BIG PROFITT si 97 (5 wins, $68,980, Sparkling Tip S., etc.); Granddam of MR QUEENS MYSTERY si 101 (5 wins, $599,381, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), PRINCESS OF ZOOM si 111 (4 wins in 4 starts, $30,225, NW Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc.), Wonderboy si 104 ($249,426), Tres Queens si 96 ($74,915), Queens R Blue si 94 (6 wins, $65,997, 2nd Miss Princess H.–G3, etc.), etc. Runaway Katie si 85 (f. by Runaway Winner). Winner to 3, $3,654. Granddam of Kateillac si 96 (3 wins, $93,693, 2nd AQHA Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1, 3rd Lubbock S.–G3, etc.), etc.

Consigned by Delta Equine Center, LLC., Agent for JJJ Horse Ranch

JJJ Awesome Patriot
February 1, 2019, Sorrel Gelding

GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS AN AWESOME BLUE (2013) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Unplaced in 2 starts. Sister to HEZA AWESOME BLUE si 117 ($105,101). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

Chisled Form si 108 (g. by SC Chiseled In Stone). 3 wins to 5, $51,061, 2nd Canada Championship Chal.–G3, Black Gold Dist. Series, 3rd NM Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

Prissy La Jolla si 86 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner to 3, $9,022. Dam of My Streakin La Jolla si 91 (g. by Tempting Dash). 2 wins, $22,854, 3rd Ruidoso Juv. Chal.–G3.

3rd Dam:

RAJAS GOLD si 115 (g. by Raja Baba TB). 11 wins, $75,078, El Ocho Setenta H.–G3, etc.

Digging For Gold si 101 (c. by Victory Strike TB). $426,086, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.

Dashes Gold Digger si 97 (f. by Dash For Cash). $53,274, 2nd Vandy's Flash H.–G3, etc. Dam of Gold Daze si 102 (4 wins, $53,274, 2nd Live Oak H., etc.); Granddam of JESS YOU AND I si 109 (Three–Time Champion, 19 wins, $1,851,691, Golden State Million F.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, etc. Ntr LA 440 yds.), MAYO FIRST si 106 (9 wins, $99,500, Mexico Championship Chal., etc.), DOG DAZE AFTERNOON si 108 (5 wins to 3, $49,877, Yavapai Downs F.–G3, etc.), Pushing Dazies si 95 (2 wins to 3, $97,373, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc.), etc.

First Smart Money si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins, $32,613, 3rd AA NM Juv.–G3, etc. Such A Socialite (f. by Coup De Kas TB). Unraced. Dam of FIRST SOCIALITE si 101 ($76,072, Chirina Gorys Cl., etc.), Such Magic si 101 ($65,294, 3rd KHEY/Y96 H., etc.), etc.

Golden Form si 91 (f. by Rare Form). 2 wins to 4, $11,762, fnl. NM Distaff Chal.–G3. Dam of Golden Zoomer si 97 (6 wins, $51,329, 3rd Dash In A Flash S. Ntr 300 yds.); Granddam of FAL VEGAS si 109 ($53,342, Ntr), etc.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two-Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS ANOTHER HABIT si 107 (2005) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner at 2, $98,374, 2nd Paul B Ford Mem. fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1. Dam of 15 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date and 1 currently racing two–year–olds, 13 starters, 10 ROM, including

One Hot Habit si 95 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins at 2, $189,599, 2nd Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, fnl. All American F.–G1, Los Alamitos 2 Million F.–G1, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.

Abeachindynasty si 98 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 2 wins to 3, $59,396, 2nd Rocky Mt. F., etc. Jess A Habit si 83 (f. by Separatist). Winner at 2, $10,350. Dam of Jespinky si 94 (Placed to 3, 2020, $18,680, 3rd Los Alamitos Maiden S.), etc.

2nd Dam:
FIRST FEMME si 102 (1989) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $30,972, Independence Day H.–RG3, etc. Sister to CHECK HER TWICE si 105, etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including

OLD HABITS si 106 (g. by Apollo TB). Two–Time Champion, 9 wins, $680,966, All American D.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.

ONE MORE HABIT si 98 (f. by Apollo TB). 8 wins, $272,510, Los Al Winter D.–G1, etc. Dam of Dynasty Of Habits si 96 ($171,426, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, etc.), etc. Habitual Dreamer at 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Placed 4 times at 2, $5,425. Dam of HABITS SECRET si 109 (10 wins, $330,334, South Florida D., Governor’s S., etc.), etc.

Sheza Habit (f. by Apollo TB). Dam of SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 ($164,545, AQHA Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Ntr 400 & 440 yds.); Granddam of Badhabit Jess si 98 ($172,097), etc.

3rd Dam:
FISHERS FAVORITE si 98 (1977) by Beduino TB. $210,860, Soph. H., etc. Sister to Bedawee si 92 (dam of DARING DIFFERENCE si 102, $329,000; granddam of World Champion SPECIAL LEADER si 103, $292,605); half–sister to Oughterdo Sumpin’ si 89 (dam of Champion SOLVENCY si 101, $632,442, etc.), etc. Dam of 15 ROM, including

CHECK HER TWICE si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). $215,361, Golden State F.–G1, etc. Dam of CHECK HIM OUT si 98 ($418,528; Granddam of GRACEFUL EAGLE si 118 ($202,343), etc.

DASH TO CHIVATO si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). $150,549, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Class With Cash si 91 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner, $23,952. Qlf. Golden State F.–G1. Dam of HATEFUL HANNA si 105 (Champion Distance Horse, $139,487); Granddam of Hardly Hateful si 103 (Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, $436,979, etc.). Its Good To Be Queen si 99 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins, $22,142. Dam of RDD LAJOLLANFASTDASH si 102 (6 wins in 8 starts at 2, $403,498, etc).

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold F.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: JESS CHARMING si 95 (2004) by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins in 10 starts at 2, $82,605, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, West Texas F.–G1. Half–sister to LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 9 ROM, including

FAVORITE LATIN LOVER si 102 (g. by Favorite Cartel). 4 wins in 5 starts at 2, $32,316, Desert Classic F., 2nd AQRA President's Fall F.

Twenty One Gunz si 90 (g. by First Moonflash). 2 wins at 3, $33,004, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million Juvenile S., fnl. Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, Golden State D.–G2.

Jesstempting si 98 (f. by Tempting Dash). 2 wins at 3, $26,826, 2nd Sparkling Tip S., Selma S.

B Mighty Speedy si 101 (f. by Tempting Dash). Winner at 2, $26,201.

2nd Dam: Corona Perfection si 95 (1999) by Corona Cartel. 3 wins to 3, $20,776, 3rd Blushing By H., fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G2. Dam of 20 starters, 19 ROM, including


Perfect Place si 102 (c. by City Place TB). $25,219, 3rd Barbra B H., fnl. Vessels M.–G1.

Corona Thru Fire si 98 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins to 3, $21,050, 3rd Oatman H.

Julias Perfection si 93 (f. by Tr Dasher). Winner at 2, $6,812. Dam of

APOLLINEPERFECTION si 108 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 4, $74,003, Balloon City S., Ntr ALB 350 yds.


3rd Dam: SUPERIOR PERFECTION si 97 (1990) by Tommy de Great. 3 wins, $11,783, fnl. Kansas Jackpot D.–RG3, etc. Half–sister to PENNY STACKER si 102, etc. Dam of 6 ROM, including

Corona Perfection si 95 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed, see above.

4th Dam: Excellent Turn TB (1978) by Special Assignment. 10 wins to 3, $83,578, 3rd Clasico Criadores de Puerto Rico. Dam of 7 starters, 6 winners, including

PENNY STACKER si 102 (c. by Ronas Ryon). 5 wins to 3, $39,619, La Chiripada S.–G3, etc.

Timely Rhythm si 99 (f. by St Bar). 3 wins at 2, $24,777, 3rd Sun Country F.–G1. Granddam of IN FAMOUS CAPER si 109 (11 wins, $339,951, Mesilla Valley Speed H.–RG2, etc.), SUPER CAPER si 96 (2 wins, $39,913, Ruidoso Juv. Invt., etc.). Famous Caillie si 99 (4 wins to 3, $101,778, 2nd New Mexican Spring Fling, etc.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Dynatrain
February 24, 2019, Brown Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: JESS DYNAMIC si 82 (2011) by FDD Dynasty. Placed once in 2 starts to 3, $1,050. Half–sister to The August Heat si 93 ($424,996), Oceanik si 93 ($151,143), Bogart si 98 ($110,373), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including Enchanted ivory si 94 (f. by Ivory James). 2 wins to 3, 2019, $10,734, Qlf. Ajax Downs Chal. F.

2nd Dam: JESS GENUINE si 102 (2003) by Mr Jess Perry. 4 wins and 3 seconds in 7 starts, $195,175, Retama Park F.–G1, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G1. Half–sister to Genuine Botticelli si 97 ($164,182), etc. Dam of 29 foals, 25 starters, 19 ROM, including The August Heat si 93 (g. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $424,996, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Golden State D.–G1, etc.

Oceanik si 93 (g. by Ocean Runaway). Winner, $151,143, 3rd Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.

Bogart si 98 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $110,373, 3rd James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, Corona Cartel Stakes D.


Encore si 92 (c. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $42,049, 2nd Bradford S., fnl. Indiana Ch., etc.

Paramounte si 95 (c. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins and 3 seconds in 6 starts at 2, $36,543, 2nd Rocky Mountain F., fnl. All American Juvenile S.

Azoomin With Jessie si 108 (f. by Azoom). 2 wins to 3, $31,266, 2nd Sam Houston D.–G2, fnl. Sam Houston Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of RAPPID si 95 (g. by Ivory James). 2 wins to 3, $125,605, Speedhorse F.–G3, etc.

AZOOMIN JAMIE si 98 (f. by Ivory James). 4 wins to 3, $101,252, Clasico The Prize, etc.

Miromar si 102 (g. by Ivory James). 5 wins to 3, $34,088, 3rd Picov D.


Genuine Botticelli si 97 (c. by Special Task). Winner, $164,182, 2nd Remington Park F.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1, San Mateo S., Ben E Keith S.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
FIRST FEMME si 102 (1989) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $30,972, Independence Day H.–RG3, etc. Sister to Check Her Twice si 105, etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including OLD HABITS si 106 (g. by Apollo TB). Two–Time Champion, 9 wins, $680,966, All American D.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.

JESS ANOTHER HABIT si 107 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $98,374, 2nd Paul B Ford Mem. H., etc. Dam of One Hot Habit si 95 ($189,599, 2nd Los Al. Dstf. Chal.–G3, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.). Habitual Dreamer si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Placed 4 times at 2, $5,425. Dam of HABITS SECRET si 109 (10 wins, $330,334, South Florida D., Governor’s S., etc.), etc. Sheza Habit (f. by Apollo TB), Unraced. Dam of SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 (f. by Looking For Chicks). 10 wins, $164,545, AQHA Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Ntr 400 & 440 yds. Dam of BADHABIT JESS si 98 ($172,097), etc.

3rd Dam:
FISHERS FAVORITE si 98 (1977) by Beduino TB. 7 wins, $210,860, Soph. H., Miss Princess H., 2nd Skoal Dash For Cash F., etc. Sister to Bedawee si 92 (dam of DARING DIFFERENCE si 102, $329,000; MR EYE OPENER si 106, $202,978; granddam of World Champion SPECIAL LEADER si 103, $292,605); half–sister to Oughterdoo Sumpin’ si 89 (dam of Champion SOLVENCY si 101, $632,422), etc. Dam of 15 ROM, including CHECK HER TWICE si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). $215,361, Golden State F.–G1, etc. Dam of CHECK HIM OUT si 98 ($418,528); Granddam of GRACEFUL EAGLE si 118 ($202,343).

DASH TO CHIVATO si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). $150,549, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Class With Cash si 91 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner, $23,952, Qlf. Golden State F.–G1, etc.

HARTEFUL HANNA si 105 (Champion Distance Horse, $139,487); Granddam of HARDLY HATEFUL si 103 (Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, $436,979), etc.

Its Good To Be Queen si 99 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins, $22,142. Dam of RDD LAJOLLANFASTDASH si 102 (6 wins in 8 starts at 2, $403,498), etc.

Fishers Fantasy si 84 (f. by For Really TB). Dam of FIRST DOWN ILLUSION si 98 ($500,547), etc.

Jess Runaway Cupid

February 17, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.


2nd Dam: FITTING CELEBRATION si 110 (1990) by Ronas Ryon. 8 wins in 10 starts to 4, $47,775, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–RG2, Ntr TRM 400 yds. Broodmare Of The Year, Half–sister to Quack Attack si 112 ($110,702), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 13 ROM, including BRIMMERTON si 104 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins to 3, $519,538, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, etc. GONE CELEBRATING si 109 (g. by Meter Me Gone). 8 wins, $364,068, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Sam Houston Cl.–G2, Classic Chevrolet S.–RG3, etc. MITFORD si 109 (g. by Ivory James). $121,559, Alex Picov Mem. Ch., etc. Ntr AJX 440 yds. Feefees Celebration si 98 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 2 wins in 2 starts, $8,135. Dam of NO FEES si 94 (f. by Runway Winner). 6 wins in 6 starts, $166,320, TQHA Sale F.–RG1, etc. Dam of HAWKEYE si 105 (6 wins, $219,737, Sam Houston Cl.–G2, etc.), Sinuous si 99 (4 wins to 3, $105,956, 2nd Dash For Cash D.–G2, etc.), Andorite si 95 (2 wins at 2, $77,342, 3rd Remington Park F.–G1, etc.), etc. Fee Lion si 91 (f. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins at 2, $15,567, fnl. Retama Park F.–G1. Dam of ZIP KODE si 97 (7 wins to 4, $91,697, Ontario Jackpot F., etc., etc. Midnite Celebration si 84 (f. by Special Task). Winner at 2, $5,164. Granddam of FIRST SWEET MIDNITE si 102 (4 wins, $151,621, Black Gold 440 Championship F.–RG3, etc.), etc. Jess Celebrating (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed in only start. Granddam of DUPONTE si 96 (Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 7 wins, $921,237, Heritage Place F.–G1, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), NYMERIA si 92 ($495,147, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), SUNNYSYDE si 102 ($434,961, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.). Fit To Celebrate (f. by This Snow Is Royal). Unplaced in only start. Dam of INTERESTING MAN si 97 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 3, $140,810, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, 3rd Firecracker F.–G2. First To Celebrate (f. by First Down Dash). Unraced. Dam of WAHOO si 102 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). Champion Distance Horse, 8 wins, $166,425, Paul’s Valley H.–G3, Governor’s Cup Mar. (twice), Remington Dist. Ch.–G3, etc. Aunti Up si 102 (f. by Ivory James). 3 wins, $39,787, 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Danny Trahan Quarter Horses

Jess Lett Her Dash
February 16, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), ZUPERS QUICK DASH si 108 ($471,129), SUNNYSYDE si 102 ($434,961), etc.

1st Dam: JESS LETT HER ZOOM si 80 (2015) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed in only start at 2, $1,155. Half–sister to Allizoom si 102 ($113,016), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: LETT HER ZOOM si 103 (2001) by Shazoom. Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 4 wins and 9 times placed in 15 starts, $309,167, Kansas F.–G2, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, Central Derby Chal.–G3, 3rd Firecracker F.–G3, etc. Half–sister to LETT HER DASH si 97, etc. Dam of 25 foals of racing age, 21 starters, 16 ROM, including Allizoom si 102 (f. by First Prize Perry), 7 wins to 4, $113,016, 2nd Louisiana Purchase S., Par A Dice S., 3rd Mother’s Day S., 4th Audubon S., fnl. Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–G3, etc.


1st Dam: JESS LETT HER ZOOM si 80 (2015) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed in only start at 2, $1,155. Half–sister to Allizoom si 102 ($113,016), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: LETT HER ZOOM si 103 (2001) by Shazoom. Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 4 wins and 9 times placed in 15 starts, $309,167, Kansas F.–G2, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, Central Derby Chal.–G3, 3rd Firecracker F.–G3, etc. Half–sister to LETT HER DASH si 97, etc. Dam of 25 foals of racing age, 21 starters, 16 ROM, including Allizoom si 102 (f. by First Prize Perry), 7 wins to 4, $113,016, 2nd Louisiana Purchase S., Par A Dice S., 3rd Mother’s Day S., 4th Audubon S., fnl. Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–G3, etc.


The Signature si 107 (f. by Sign Of The Times). 2 wins, $15,999, fnl. Hialeah Cl. Ntr.

Fast Copy si 111 (f. by First Prize Perry). 6 wins to 5, $70,004, fnl. Lone Star Futurity. Enthrall si 102 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $41,805, fnl. Vallen Junction F.

Dash For Cash si 114 (f. by First Prize Rose). 2 wins, fnl. Hialeah Cl. Ntr.

First Prize Rose si 98 (f. by First Prize Perry). 2 wins, fnl. Longacres Invitational.

Streakin La Jolla si 99 (f. by Scoopie Fein). 7 wins to 4, $42,998, fnl. Oklahoma Futurity.

Scoopie Fein si 99 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 3, $24,885, fnl. Lone Star Futurity.

Lett Her Zoom si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $112,980, fnl. Lone Star Futurity.


Jess Lett Her Dash
5975043

Jess Lett Her Dash

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: JESS MIGHT BE FAMOUS si 85 (2011) by One Famous Eagle. Placed at 2. Half–sister to A FIRST CALLER si 105 ($467,753), Mighty First Call si 104 ($322,797), Fast First Call si 106 ($149,312), Call Me First Fast si 101 ($139,770), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Easters Regard si 81 (f. by Chicks Regard). At 2, $8,277, fnl. NM State Fair Breeders F. Eyeza Beauty si 88 (f. by Big Daddy Cartel). Placed 3 times to 3, $7,422.

2nd Dam: MIGHT BE A FIRST si 80 (1996) by First Down Dash. Unplaced at 2. Half–sister to the dam of ROYAL RESERVE si 92, Shesa Burning Desire si 91, Ima Burning Desire si 94, etc. Dam of 22 foals, 15 starters, 10 ROM, including A FIRST CALLER si 105 (g. by Calligrapher). 9 wins, $467,753, Mesilla Valley Speed H.–RG2, New Mexico Brdrs’ Ch.–RG3, 2nd New Mexico Classic Cup Ch.–RG1, Namehimastreaker NM Classic Ch.–RG1, Jess Burner Memorial H.–RG1, etc. Mighty First Call si 104 (f. by Calligrapher). 6 wins to 4, $322,797, 2nd Zia F.–RG1, Lou Wooten/Sydney Valentini H.–RG1, 3rd NMHBA S.–RG2, 4th All American F.–G1, New Mexico Classic F., fnl. All American D.–G1, Shue Fly S.–RG1, Zia D.–RG2, etc. Dam of DYNASTYS FIRST CALL si 103 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins and twice placed in 5 starts, $170,971, Dash For Cash F.–G1.

Mighty First Corona si 89 (g. by Southern Corona). 2 wins to 5, $32,512.

Fast First Call si 106 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 4 wins and 5 seconds in 10 starts to 3, $149,312, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1, 4th Sunland Park Fall Fall F.–G2, Qlf. Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

Call Me First Fast si 101 (f. by Calligrapher). 3 wins and 5 times placed in 10 starts, $139,770, 2nd Zia F.–RG1, 3rd New Mexican Spring F.–RG1, Shue Fly S.–RG1, etc. Dam of Call A Fast Corona si 99 (g. by Southern Corona). 4 wins, $45,073, fnl. NM Classic F.–RG2, etc. Mighty Last Call si 99 (g. by Calligrapher). 4 wins, $123,046, 4th Ruidoso Juv. Invt., fnl. Ruidoso D.–G1, Zia H.–RG2 (twice), New Mexico Brdrs’ Ch.–RG3, etc.

Be A First Call (f. by Calligrapher). Unplaced in only start. Dam of FIRST CORONA CALL si 106 (g. by Southern Corona). 7 wins, $498,818, West Texas M.–G2, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Zia F.–RG1, 3rd All American F.–G1, 4th All American D.–G1, Zia H.–RG2, fnl. Texas Classic D.–G1, etc. RS Corona First si 93 (g. by Southern Corona). 3 wins to 8, $103,592.

First Call Corona si 92 (g. by Southern Corona). 3 wins, $52,253, 4th Mike Hastings Mem. S., fnl. Turf Paradise Championship.

Afirstrvalianthero si 113 (f. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins to 6, $41,006.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

1st Dam:
Mystic Beach si 83 (f. by Buccaneer Beach). Winner to 3, $12,650.

2nd Dam:
APRIL TORO si 96 (1994) by Jet Toro. 3 wins to 4, $39,089, Cajun Kindergarten F., 2nd East Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3. Half–sister to Racin Vick si 96 ($55,330), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including

I MAKE EM SHAKE si 99 (g. by Royal Shake Em). 5 wins, $338,287, Dash For Cash F.–G1, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, 2nd AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G1, East Juv. Chal.–G3, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, 3rd Sam Houston D.–G2, East Challenge Ch.–G2, 4th East Challenge Ch.–G2, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, fnl. Texas Championship Chal.–G1, etc.

SNOW IN APRIL si 98 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins to 4, $63,610, Sunset 870 S., 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F., East Distance Chal., fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, East Juvenile Chal.–G3, East Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of

Gray Chardonae si 87 (f. by Strong Hope). 2 wins to 4, $20,025.
Kc Cut Me Loose si 83 (g. by Zoomin For Bux). 2 wins to 4, $17,958.
BJS Chase Me Down si 90 (c. by First Down Laveaux). 4 wins to 6, $46,002.
Jess Misty Perry si 91 (f. by Jess Mr Perry). Winner, see above.
Oh Kee Kee si 92 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Winner to 3, $14,839. Dam of
Oh Kee Jess si 80 (f. by First Down Mr Jess). Winner at 4, $7,840.
Noble Holly Heat si 93 (f. by Holland Ease). Winner to 3, $3,566. Dam of

Playthegame Withease si 96 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $25,345.
Makin More Cash si 95 (g. by Rakin In The Cash). 2 wins to 3, $18,452.
Jake BJS Advice si 87 (g. by Best Advice). Winner to 4, $9,816.
Tellit Onthemoth (g. by Panther Mountain). Winner to 3, $6,615.

3rd Dam:

APRIL TORO si 96 (f. by Jet Toro). Stakes winner, see above.
Racin Vick si 96 (g. by Racin Free). 8 wins, $55,330, 2nd Los Alamitos S., 3rd East Distance Challenge–G3, fnl. Texas Distance Challenge–G3.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (2003), Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including Champion BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($564,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS PHOEBE si 81 (2005) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to CORONA EASE si 129 ($209,820), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including Couchattasizzler si 93 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $28,247.
Red River Phoebe si 83 (f. by Sizzlin Cartel). Winner at 2, $9,780.

2nd Dam:
Callan Rocks si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $50,198, fnl. All American D.–G1. Dam of WORTH DOING si 93 (6 wins in 11 starts, $1,182,696, Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 2nd Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG2, etc.), etc.
Show Me The Wave si 98 (3 wins, $40,770); Granddam of IVORYAND OAK si 86 ($23,168), etc.

3rd Dam:
DASHING PHOEBE si 104 (1983) by Dash For Cash. 11 wins, $609,553, Kansas F.–G1, Kansas D.–G1, Sun Country F.–G1, Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including HEARTSWIDEOPEN si 104 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Four–Time Champion, 11 wins in 13 starts to 3, $1,885,283, All American F.–G1, Ruido S., 4th All American F.–G1, fnl. All American D.–G1, etc.
SPECIAL PHOEBE si 104 (f. by Special Effort). Champion Aged Mare, 12 wins, $139,963, Rainbow Silver Cup–G2, etc. Granddam of DUELING JUAN si 120 (15 wins, $475,001), etc.
FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins, $70,554, California Derby Chal.–G3, etc.
DASHINGFORDESTINY si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $56,961, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, etc. Dam of FM IM A ZATANAZ TOO si 96 ($30,749), TEMPTING DESTINY si 95 ($302,699), etc.
Allamerican Dreamgirl si 103 (f. by Strawfly Special). $35,671, fnl. Las Damas H.–G2. Dam of Two–Time Champion AMERICAN RUNAWAY si 104 ($686,355, Ruido S.–G1, etc.); Granddam of VALIANT TIBERIAS si 107 ($418,050, Champion At Sunland Park–G1, etc.).
Bodacious Dream si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). $26,078, fnl. Hobbs America D.–G2, etc. Dam of BODACIOUS EAGLE si 104 (World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 14 wins, $1,293,444, Champion Of Champions–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), etc.
This Dreams Flying si 91 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 4, $13,109, fnl. Alkooona D.–G3. Dam of Champion HES RELENTLESS si 107 (8 wins, $616,380, Ntr RP 350 yds.), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, All American Triple Crown.

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including 

**Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE** si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), **MI AMOR SECRETO** si 107 ($478,855), **CARTELS POP POP** si 92 ($191,509), **TLC DALE** si 108 ($189,502), **ZOOMIN B CARTEL** si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
**JESS PRETTY IN BLACK** si 87 (2012) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed 3 times in 4 starts, $1,850. Sister to **ADORING JESS** si 101 ($26,790). Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, including 


Point Break Black si 91 (f. by Point Break Dash). Winner to 3, 2020, $8,272.

2nd Dam:
**First To Adore** si 95 (2004) by First Down Dash. 3 wins and 3 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $62,091, Denim N Diamonds H. Sister to **Champion FIRST TO FLASH** si 101 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $26,790, Retama Juv. Chal. Dam of 


Jess Adoration (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unraced. Dam of 

**CDS WINE N DINE** si 106 (c. by FDD Dynasty). 5 wins to 3, $257,257, All American Gold Cup–G1, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, 3rd Ruidoso D.–G1, fnl. All American Juv.


3rd Dam:
**MARCY DARLING** si 100 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 7 wins to 4, $40,429, Bandera Downs D.–G2, 2nd Heart of the Hills D., 3rd Bandera Six Flags D.–G3. Ntr GLL 350 yds. Half–sister to **ASPEN BREEZES** si 96 ($72,641), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including 

**FIRST TO FLASH** si 106 (c. by First Down Dash). **Champion Two–Year–Old Colt**, 7 wins to 3, $494,835, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos D.–G1, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

**FIRST TO SHINE** si 96 (f. by Big Time Favorite). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 

Marcy Dashing Bye si 95 (f. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins, $76,117, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Dam of 

**GW CHICK** si 104 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 9 wins, $96,804, Great Lakes S., 2nd KEOKUK S.–G3. Marcys Dashing Bye si 95 (f. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins, $76,117, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Dam of 

**BIG DASHING PERRY** si 107 (5 wins to 5, $350,022, Firecracker F.–G2, 3rd Sam Houston D.–G3, Sam Houston Ch. Ch.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 350 yds.), etc.

**HRH Walkonfire** si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts, $15,745.

**Perrys Darling** si 91 (f. by Point Break Dash). Winner to 3, 2020, $8,272.

**First Fervor** (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,300. Dam of 

**THE PRINTING PRESS** si 104 ($259,703, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), **Ardo** si 98 ($51,959, 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), **Imdancinwiththestars** si 117 (4 wins, $45,646), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by JLA Farms, Agent for Robeau Jodie & Mowad Freeman

Risen Patriot
April 23, 2019, Bay Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
Mr Jess Risen si 83 (g. by Stoli). Winner at 2, $7,560.

2nd Dam:
FIRST MOON RISEN (2003) by First Down Dash. Unplaced. Sister to Champion YOUR FIRST MOON si 96 ($750,726), NOT A FULL MOON si 104 ($271,962), Sunset Dash si 102 ($250,795), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 13 starters, 11 ROM, including First Famous One si 84 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins to 3, $10,036.
Eagle Rising si 88 (f. by One Famous Eagle). Winner to 3, $8,173.
Risen Eagle si 91 (f. by One Famous Eagle). Placed 8 times to 3, $6,566. Dam of LJ MOONRISE si 84 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins to 3, $10,036.

3rd Dam:

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS SEA (2015) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner in 2 starts at 2, $6,600. Half–sister to World Champion WA VE CARVER si 104 ($1,005,946), Three–Time Champion OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105 ($1,642,498), WA VE HER DOWN si 95 ($436,415), TRISK si 102 ($254,233), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
Runaway Wave si 105 (1995) by Runaway Winner. Broodmare of the Year & Dam of Distinction, $79,183, 3rd Dash For Cash D.–G2, etc. Half–sister to Harbor Beach si 111 ($129,372), First Down N Surfin si 97 ($290,681; dam of Corona Deluxe si 94, $168,135; Granddam of EAGLE DELUXE si 102, $164,787; COUNTRY BOY DELUXE si 103, $161,796; Reagal Eagle si 105, $467,790), Ocean Memories (dam of OCEAN CARTEL si 95, $186,103; Granddam of Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106, $929,150; SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108, $254,889; STEL MY CORONA si 89, $187,768), etc. Dam of 38 starters, 29 ROM, including WA VE CARVER si 104 (c. by First Down Dash). World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 11 wins, $1,005,946, Champion Of Champions–G1, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, Governor’s Cup D.–RG2, Los Alamitos Million Juvenile–RG3, etc.

OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). Three–Time Champion, 10 wins to 3, $1,642,498, Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, PCQHRA Brdr’s D.–G2, etc. Ntr LA 400 yds.


TRISK si 102 (c. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 5, $254,233, Southern Calif. D.–G1, Jens L List Jr Mem. H., 2nd Los Al Championship Chal.–G2, etc.

No Warranty
April 23, 2019, Bay Filly

By PROSPECT TO THE TOP si 106 (2008). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 12 races, $992,670, Championship at Sunland Park S.–G1, etc. Sire of 50 ROM, with earnings of over $1.3 million, including DICECAPADES si 99 ($276,941, Speedhorse F.–G3, etc.), TARISH si 101 ($147,451), PALOMA BLANCA B si 98 ($66,313), HEZA PROSPECT si 95 ($48,157), Carneros si 113 ($68,381), etc.


2nd Dam: Rareascanbe si 90 (1999) by Rare Form. Winner to 3, $8,652. Sister to Champion ESPECIALLY RARE si 113 ($348,031), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 6 ROM, including HEZ RARE TOO si 101 (g. by Agouti). 6 wins, $153,992, Blue River D., Sterle Bertram Mem. S., fnl. Bob Woodard Mem. Cl., Hoosier Park Cl. (twice).

3rd Dam: ME BRIGHT SPECIAL (1989) by Special Effort. Unraced. Half–sister to SUPER FORMULA ONE si 93 ($11,759), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including ESPECIALLY RARE si 113 (c. by Rare Form). Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 9 wins to 3, $348,031, Remington Park D.–G1, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G1, Speedhorse Sprint F.–RG3, 4th Oklahoma F.–G1, Blue Ribbon F.–G1, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.

4th Dam: ME BRIGHT TWO si 84 (1976) by Rebel Cause. Winner. Sister to Bright Rebel si 95 ($12,813), Johnny Boone si 100, Follow Me On (granddam of BIG BAD BOZ si 104, $58,576; FOLLOW THE FELLOW si 99, $39,143); half–sister to ME GOTTA GO si 99 ($72,992, dam of The Embargo si 95, $20,676). Dam of 8 foals, 6 starters, 3 winners, including SUPER FORMULA ONE si 93 (g. by Pine's Easter Jet). 3 wins, $11,759, Duke Of Paducah F. Hard Luck Duck (f. by Duck Dance TB). Unplaced. Dam of LUCKS GOT IT si 87 (2 wins to 3, $21,951, QHRAI SSA F.–RG3, etc.), Dancing With Ducks si 98 (3 wins to 4, $58,648, 3rd Bob Woodard Memorial Classic), Dancing As Usual si 90 (2 wins, $39,953); Granddam of MAKE IT EVERYWHERE si 94 (4 wins to 4, $41,052, Indiana Breed Dvlp. Juv.), Shawne Bay si 99 (6 wins to 5, $109,702, 3rd Jaguar Rocket S., Miss Roxie Little F.), Its Chilly si 91 ($43,709, 3rd Born Runner Classic), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
JESS TEMPTING TO FLY si 84 (2013) by Tempting Dash. Winner at 2, $8,600. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including Jet Tempted si 85 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). Placed at 2, $7,085.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
ALLAMERICANDREAMGIRL si 103 (2002) by Strawfly Special. 2 wins to 4, $35,671, fnl. Las Damas H.–G2, etc. Dam of 38 foals of racing age, 28 starters, 21 ROM, including AMERICAN RUNWAY si 105 (c. by Ocean Runaway). Champion Two-Year-Old & Two-Year-Old Colt, 4 wins, $686,355, Ruidooso F.–G1, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

4th Dam:
DASHING PHOEBE si 104 (1983) by Dash For Cash. 11 wins, $609,553, Kansas F.–G1, Kansas D.–G1, Sun Country F.–G1, Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, etc. Dam of 16 ROM, including HEARTSWIDEOPEN si 104 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Four-Time Champion, 11 wins in 13 starts to 3, $1,885,283, All American F.–G1, Ruidooso F.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc.

SPECIAL PHOEBE si 104 (f. by Special Effort). Champion Aged Mare, 12 wins, $139,963, Rainbow Silver Cup–G2, etc. Granddam of DUELING JUAN si 120 ($475,001), etc.

4th Dam:
Bodacious Dream si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). $26,078. Dam of BODACIOUS EAGLE si 104 (World Champion, Two-Time Champion, $1,293,444, Texas Cl. D.–G1, etc.), etc. This Dreams Flying si 91 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 4, $13,109, fnl. Altona D.–G3. Dam of Champion HES RELENTLESS si 107 (8 wins, $616,380, Ntr RP 350 yds.), etc.

Phoebe’s Ryon (f. by Bills Ryon). Unraced. Dam of CORONA EASE si 129 ($209,820, Nwr), etc. Granddam of WORTH DOING si 93 (6 wins, $1,182,696, Los Al Two Million F.–G1, etc.), etc.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
JET BLACK PRESENCE si 95 (2012) by Jet Black Patriot. 3 wins to 5, $73,680, 3rd Flashy Hemp S., Audubon S. Half–sister to SHINING PRESENCE si 94 ($164,470), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
PROVOCATIVE PRESENCE (2004) by Daunting Presence. Placed once in 3 starts, $2,745. Half–sister to ADIOS MISS JESS si 104 ($82,672), JESSTOGETHER si 98 ($40,072), etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 8 starters, 7 ROM, including SHINING PRESENCE si 94 (g. by First To Shine). 3 wins to 4, $164,470, 2nd Lee Berwick F.–RG1. JET BLACK PRESENCE si 95 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). Stakes placed, see above. Provocatives Dashin si 99 (g. by Dashin Bye). 3 wins to 4, $40,055.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.


4th Dam: HOOCHIE COOCHIE si 87 (1976) by Bunny Bid. 3 wins at 2, $3,144. Half–sister to Charge It Papa si 102 ($191,866), Muss'n Touchit (granddam of TOUCHIT EASY si 106, 18 wins, $75,608, etc.). Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including COOCHIE HOOCHIE si 94 (f. by Lucky Gay Chic). 4 wins to 3, $32,911, Dogwood Dash F., 3rd Firecracker F.–G1, fnl. Kindergarten Fillies F.

Hez Alittlebigman
February 21, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
MISS JESS ROGUE si 98 (2003) by Mr Jess Perry. 4 wins, $125,159, Zia Juv. Invt., 2nd Mesilla Valley Speed H.–RG2, 3rd New Mexico f./m. Ch., etc. Half–sister to HUG A ROGUE si 95 ($31,279), etc. Dam of 25 foals of racing age, 19 starters, 16 ROM, including

JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). Stakes winner, see above.

HEZA FAST DASH si 101 (c. by Heza Fast Dash). 8 wins to 4, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery S., 2nd John Alleman Mem. S.–RG3, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Streakin La Jolla S., 4th LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.

JESS A ROGUE si 101 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 3, $128,173, Old South F., Invitational Bonus Chal., Sparkling Tip S., Biscayne S., 2nd Gentilly Dash S., etc.

ZOOMIN JR si 99 (f. by Jess Zoomin). Winner to 4, $19,919, Clasico Chirina Glorys, etc.

GAME GONE ROGUE si 85 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner, $8,654, Clasico Jesus Nuchi Jimenez Sa.


Jess Like Stoli si 102 (c. by Stoli). 3 wins to 5, $84,479, 3rd Four Corners F.–G3, etc.


Jess Teller si 93 (g. by Teller Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $37,082, 4th Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.


3rd Dam:
EASILY A ROGUE si 109 (1989) by Calyx. 9 wins, $302,968, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to LOVE A ROGUE si 106 ($54,934, Ntr), Master Rogue si 101 ($65,680), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including

MISS JESS ROGUE si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

HUG A ROGUE si 95 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $31,279, Mexico Juvenile Chal., fnl. AQHA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G1, Qlf. New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of

Asnow Hug si 95 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins, $18,693, 2nd Mexico Distf. Chal., etc.

Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdrs’ F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.


2nd Dam: GENRE si 92 (1999) by Runaway Winner. 3 wins, $18,117, fnl. TQHA Sale F.–RG2. Sister to ACCUSATORY si 98, etc. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, 12 starters, 9 ROM, including Glaring Bye si 94 (g. by Dasin Bye). 4 wins to 3, $62,552, 4th LQHBA Invitational S. Rockin Woody si 90 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $27,519. Lil Rising Star si 89 (f. by Tres Seis). Winner at 2, $17,790.


4th Dam: STARS IN HER CROWN si 98 (1983) by Easy Jet. 6 wins, $217,757, Leo H., 2nd Kindergarten F.–G1, 3rd Trinity March F., fnl. Los Alamitos F.–G1, etc. Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM, including Abstinence si 96 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins to 3, $4,466. Dam of MR ITS COUNTRY TIME si 100 (4 wins, $66,441), WAITIN ON ROYALTY si 97 (4 wins, $58,493), SHEZA SPECIAL CHICK si 101 (6 wins, $34,145), Jesastar si 99 ($83,608, 3rd Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), Famouseagletime si 93 (3 wins, $60,700), Cajun Camelot si 104 (3 wins, $40,997); Granddam of A SHORE THING si 101 (10 wins, $105,902), Frozen Ocean si 96 ($35,984), Eyesa Chickin It Out si 102 ($31,780), Dashin Haze si 98 ($30,269), Wave Rocker si 94 ($28,564), etc.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 6 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., Mr Jet Moore H., 2nd Sooner State S.–RG1, fnl. Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.
DOUBLE DOWN si 95 (c. by Valiant Hero). 2 wins to 4, $73,738, Boyd Morris Mem. H., 2nd Corona Cartel Invt. D., 4th Mr Jet Moore S.–RG2, fnl. Sooner State S.–RG1, etc.
FAST PRIZE ROBYN si 94 (f. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins, $19,106, Hipodromo Distaff Chal., etc.
Fast Prize Doll Too si 98 (f. by Finding Nemo). 2 wins, $21,674, 3rd Black Gold 350 F.

3rd Dam:
FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G2, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($138,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, etc.
FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147); dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164, etc.
First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760, IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765), First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456, FIRST PRIZE JET si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including
FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds.
Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S., Dam of APOLITICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc., etc.).
Fast Prize Corona si 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $13,438. Dam of CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (7 wins, $209,149, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc., etc.).
Ferrari Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferrari QT si 97 ($167,659), etc.
Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 (6 wins, $275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc., etc.).

**Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC, Agent for Mercy Hinklin Horse Farm**

**An Incredible Moment**

February 28, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 (2010) by Jet Black Patriot. 6 wins to 4, $277,670. Miss Polly Classic S.–G3, etc. Half–sister to STING LIKE A VIPER si 99 ($59,270), ANCIENT OF DAYS si 104 ($20,177), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including Jetblack Dynasty si 83 (g. by Fdd Dynasty). 2 wins at 3, 2020, $18,500. (Fastest qlf to West Texas D.–G3, but finals never ran).


Fdd Texas Tea si 83 (f. by Fdd Dynasty). Winner at 3, 2020, $10,816.

Whatahistoric Moment si 90 (g. by FDD Going Grand). 1 win and 1 time placed in 2 starts at 2020, $3,583. (qlf. to Old South F. Finals ran after press time).

2nd Dam: ROYALLY STREAK si 98 (2006) by Royal Quick Dash. 3 wins in 5 starts to 3, $57,680, 3rd TQHA Sale F.–RG1. Half–sister to FRENCH FURY si 110 ($181,332), FOROUCIOUS JESSIE si 91 ($14,403), etc. Dam of 20 foals of racing age, 16 starters, 13 ROM, including JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). Stakes winner, see above.

STING LIKE A VIPER si 99 (f. by Brookstone Bay). 4 wins to 4, $59,270, 2nd Sparkling Tip S., Roble Rojo S., Beautiful Prairie S.


ABSOLUTELY BRILLIANT si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 3, $20,049 in Mexico, 2nd Jesus Nuchi Jimenez Sanchez S.


FOROUCIOUS JESSIE si 91 (g. by Scintalflying). Winner at 2, $14,403, 2nd Rio Rico F.–G3, etc. Truley B Jolly si 97 (g. by Truley First Class). 6 wins to 8, $46,482, fnl. Kaweah Bar H.–G3.

Feature Jessie Gail si 87 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins, $42,115, fnl. Charger Bar H.–G2, etc.


Embryo Transfer

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
JF BRENDA PATRIOT (2011) by Jet Black Patriot. Winner to 3, $13,770. Half–sister to FEATURE MR JESS si 101 ($539,327), DISCIPLE si 94 ($51,863), Louisianafeature One si 105 ($135,898), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including Louisiana Homebrew (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Placed twice to 3, $3,590.

2nd Dam:


Call Me Mr Feature si 92 (g. by Call Me Together). 3 wins to 3, $22,613, 3rd Woodlands S.

Di Maria si 104 (f. by Tee Cos). 7 wins to 5, $113,780, 3rd Louisiana Champions Day D.–G3, 4th Flying Breed S., Billy Montgomery EVD S., Party Girl S., fnl. Flahay Hemp S., etc..

Louisianafeature Two si 104 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). $33,506, fnl. Handicap Kisses To Yawl–G3.


Call me fast dash si 104 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins to 4, $268,192, DED Louisiana Bred D., Vinton S., 2nd Mardi Gras D., Open Me A Corona S., etc.

Tohrendawithlove si 81 (f. by Call Me Together). Placed at 2. Dam of JESS LA JOLLA BLUE si 103 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 5 wins to 6, $51,079, Clasico Campeon De Campeones, 3rd Hipodromo Derby Chal., 4th Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M., etc.


Jess Snoopin Around si 94 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). $56,151, 2nd The Getaway S., etc.


Reb So Sweet
March 7, 2019, Bay Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESTITACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
JLS CARTERS REB (2014) by Favorite Cartel. Placed once in 2 starts, $1,851. Half–sister to GET IT REB si 107 ($249,080), Tee Cos si 102 ($246,396), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:


JLS Go Big Daddy si 101 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 3 wins, $126,433, 2nd Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.


JLS Bubba B si 91 (g. by Brookstone Bay). Winner at 2, $33,695, 3rd Gillespie Co. Fair F.–G3.

JLS Mountain Time si 95 (g. by JLS Party Wagon). 7 wins to 5, $61,318.


3rd Dam:
Rebs Do It To It si 107 (1983) by Reb’s Policy TB. 6 wins, $22,125, 2nd Ladies Classic S. Ntr BND 350 yds. Half–sister to I’M A SURE THING si 103. Dam of 3 foals, 3 ROM, including DO IT TO IT REB si 101 (f. by Splash Bac). Stakes winner, see above.

Shoot The Moon Reb si 99 (g. by Marthas Six Moons). 7 wins, $23,428, 3rd Miss Polly Cl.

4th Dam:
MAYBE LATER si 85 (1967) by Moolah Bux TB. Winner, $2,707. Dam of 7 starters, 4 ROM, including I’M A SURE THING si 103 (f. by Duplicate Copy). 8 wins, $35,317, Bart Express H., 2nd Las Chiquitas H., Debutante H., 3rd St Nicholas Express H. Ntr BM 300 yds.

It’s A Sure Thing si 81 (f. by Duplicate Copy). Placed 7 times to 3, $1,941. Dam of LETS DO IT TO IT si 103 (c. by Timeto Thinkrich). 6 wins, $153,814, San Mateo Invl. H., etc. Sure Is Nice (f. by Beduino TB). Dam of VITAL SIGN si 105 ($291,934, Heritage Place F.–G1). Refer To Maker si 93 (f. by Beduino TB). Placed 3 times to 4, $3,864. Dam of BEDUINOS EFFORT si 94 ($30,205), Special Referral si 95 (9 wins, $36,369), etc.

Timeto Think Mink (f. by Timeto Thinkrich). Dam of MINK PAJAMAS si 104 (10 wins, $48,419, Bay Meadows Inaugural H., 2nd Woodside H., 3rd Doc Severinson H.–G3, etc.), etc.

Dart For Dollars (f. by Duplicate Copy). Granddam of Who Darted si 98 (5 wins, $71,936), etc.

Mr Crawfish
February 6, 2019, Bay Gelding

By PROSPECT TO THE TOP si 106 (2008). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 12 races, $992,670, Championship at Sunland Park S.–G1, etc. Sire of 50 ROM, with earnings of over $1.3 million, including DICECAPADES si 99 ($276,941, Speedhorse F.–G3, etc.), TARISH si 101 ($147,451), PALOMA BLANCA B si 98 ($66,313), HEZA PROSPECT si 95 ($48,157), Carneros si 113 ($68,381, 2nd Picov D., etc.), Tac N Dale si 95 ($84,700), A Mine Of Our Own si 95 ($51,721), etc.

1st Dam:
JLS CRAWFISH PIE si 100 (2009) by The Crawfish. 3 wins to 3, $19,401. Half–sister to JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 106 ($534,505), JLS Shakem Tee Cos si 95 ($83,592), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including CAJUN COS si 105 (f. by Tee Cos). 4 wins to 4, 2020, $84,774, Flashy Hemp S., 4th Billy Montgomery LAD S., fnl. LQHBA Louisiana Million Invt.
Crawfish Wagon si 97 (f. by JLS Party Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $32,280.

2nd Dam:
JLS Shakem Tee Cos si 95 (g. by Tee Cos). 1 win and 5 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $83,592, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1.
JLS Crawfish Pie si 100 (f. by The Crawfish). Multiple winner, see above.
JLS Crash This Party si 90 (g. by JLS Party Wagon). Placed 3 times at 2, $10,085.

3rd Dam:
SHAKEIT DOLLY (1997) by Shake It Special. Unraced. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including Shaken Thru Zoom si 93 (f. by Shazoom). Multiple winner, see above.
Dashing Dragon (f. by Dragon Wings). Winner to 5, $6,741.

4th Dam:
Easily A Monk si 98 (1991) by Easily Smashed. 2 wins to 3, $8,080, 3rd South Dakota Bred F., Foothills F., South Dakota Bred D. Dam of 7 foals, none to race.

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.


2nd Dam: REAL CLASSY PANTS si 96 (2003) by Corona Cocktail. 2 wins and twice placed in 6 starts to 3, $9,675. Half–sister to Champion JUMPING TAC FLASH si 106 ($147,065). Champion SPLASH BAC si 93 ($135,505), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 starters, 6 ROM, including JLS Shes Sassy si 98 (f. by Tee Cos). 2 wins to 4, $33,155.

3rd Dam: BEAT YOUR PANTS OFF si 103 (1986) by Six Fols. 3 wins, $22,440, UQHA F., etc. Half–sister to BCR MY MAIN MAN si 102 ($167,577), etc. Dam of 26 starters, 24 ROM, including JUMPING TAC FLASH si 106 (f. by Tolltac). Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins, $147,065, Miss Kindg. F.–G2, Calif. Sires’ Cup F.–RG3, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Dam of CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 6 wins in 10 starts, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, Ntr LA 350 yds.), TAC IT LIKE A MAN si 98 ($413,563, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.), FLASH FIRST si 105 ($351,719, Calif. Bdrs’ Matron S., 2nd Los Al. Million F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of HEADTURNER si 101 (7 wins, $294,032, Los Al. Winter D.–G1, etc.), JUMPN BEDUINO si 96 (5 wins in 8 starts, $267,825, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.), JUMPN si 98 ($187,555), JUMP DOWN AZOOM si 103 (5 wins, $115,783), Jumpn Chic si 96 ($161,420, 2nd El Primero Del Ano D.–G1, etc.), Mojo Perry si 99 (6 wins, $155,712), etc.

SPASH BAC si 93 (c. by Tolltac). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 5 wins at 2, $135,505, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 2nd Ed Burke Memorial F.–G1, etc.

GOINBYE si 94 (f. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins, $52,411, Firecracker D.–G2, etc. Dam of HEZADASHINBYE si 96 (3 wins to 4, $150,855, Firecracker F.–G2, etc.), etc.

Absolve si 112 (g. by Check Him Out). 12 wins, $114,380, 2nd Key West Bonus Chal., etc.

Lady Nayen si 106 (f. by Check Him Out). 2 wins, $65,083, 2nd Retama Park D., etc. Dam of FLOKIE si 96 (5 wins to 3, 2020, $711,819, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), etc.

Divas Reba si 84 (f. by Tolltac). Winner to 3, $10,655, 4th Miss Kindergarten F.–G2. Dam of METALLIC LION si 101 (5 wins, $263,045, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.), etc.

ENAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
JLS Rebs Wagon si 89 (g. by JLS Party Wagon). 2 wins to 4, $19,010.

2nd Dam:
DO IT TO IT REB si 101 (1997) by Splash Bac. 6 wins to 4, $67,849, Texas Derby Chal.–G2, Sound Of Summer D., 2nd Cajun Kindergarten F.–G3, 3rd Bluebonnet S., etc. Half–sister to GET IT REB si 107 ($249,080). Dam of 21 foals, 19 starters, 14 winners, 13 ROM, including JLS Shades Of Gray si 93 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 3, $25,784.

3rd Dam:
I'M A SURE THING si 103 (f. by Duplicate Copy). 8 wins, $35,317, Bart Express H., 2nd Las Chiquitas H., 3rd St Nicholas Express H. Ntr BM 300 yds. It’s A Sure Thing si 81 (f. by Duplicate Copy). Placed, $1,941. Dam of LETS DO IT TO IT si 107 (6 wins, $153,814); Granddam of VITAL SIGN si 105 ($291,934, Heritage Place F.–RG1), MINK PAJAMAS si 104 (10 wins, $48,419), BEDUINOS EFFORT si 94 ($30,205, Alabama Bred F.–RG3, etc.), Special Referral si 95 (9 wins, $36,369), etc. Dart For Dollars (f. by Duplicate Copy). Granddam of Who Darted si 98 (5 wins, $71,936), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

LIL MS B

Hip 314

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Drake Quebedeaux

April 12, 2019, Sorrel Filly
By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
JUMPN SO FAST si 86 (2013) by Jumpn. Winner at 2, $11,460. Half–sister to MR ITS COUNTRY TIME si 100 ($66,441), WAITIN ON ROYALTY si 97 ($58,493), etc.

2nd Dam:
ABSTINENCE si 96 (1990) by Special Effort. 2 wins to 3, $4,466. Dam of 21 starters, 18 ROM, including MR ITS COUNTRY TIME si 100 (g. by Country Chicks Man). 4 wins to 3, $66,441, Dillingham H., Independence Day H., James S Smith Memorial H., etc.


Frozen Ocean si 96 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 3 wins to 4, $35,984, 3rd Fort Erie D.

Eyesa Chickin It Out si 101 (f. by Eyesa Special). 2 wins, $31,780, 2nd All Canadian Derby Of Alberta, etc. Dam of ZOmn On Bye si 104 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 4 wins to 3, 2020, $60,706, Alberta Bred F.–RG3, etc.

Dashing Haze si 98 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). 4 wins, $30,202, 3rd Alberta Bred D.–RG3, etc.

Wave Rocker si 94 (f. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $28,564, 2nd Canada QH Cup F.–RG3, etc.


Famouseagletime si 93 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $60,700, 3rd La Fiesta D., etc.


Its Shine Time si 103 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins, $67,132, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.

3rd Dam:
STARS IN HER CROWN si 98 (1983) by Easy Jet. 6 wins to 3, $217,757, Leo H., 2nd Kindergarten F.–G1, 3rd Trinity Meadows March F., fnl. Bay Meadows F.–G1, Los Alamitos F.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including Dashing Stardust si 84 (f. by Dash For Cash). $9,591, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G1. Dam of ACCUSATORY si 98 ($93,294, Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–RG3, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.), ADULTERESS si 99 (8 wins to 3, $76,148, Canadian QH Cup F.–RG3, etc.), etc. Granddam of BOONDOCK SAINT si 107 ($67,617, The Prize Cl., etc.), Cybil si 102 ($36,950, 2nd Wild West F.), Comin In Hot si 97 ($28,331, 3rd Hialeah El Nino Inv., etc.), Zoomin Her Way si 105 ($25,852, 2nd Alberta Stallion F., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Danny Trahan Quarter Horses

Lincolns Fortune

January 3, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
Jumpn To A Fortune si 96 (2010) by Tres Fortunes. 3 wins, $24,076, 3rd La Villita S. Half–sister to PLATINUM FDD si 96 ($162,909), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Eyesa Fortune Maker si 90 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins at 2, $17,940. Eyesa Jettin si 90 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $15,078.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
JUMP JIVE AN WAIL si 99 (1999) by Holland Ease. 6 wins to 3, $55,070, The American QH Racing Journal S., fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Dam of 11 ROM, including EYESA JUMPn si 108 (f. by Eyesa Special). Multiple stakes winner, see above.

4th Dam:
COPY SIX (1990) by Six Fols. Winner to 3. Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 6 ROM, including JUMP JIVE AN WAIL si 99 (f. by Holland Ease). Stakes winner, see above. Queen Of Everything si 88 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 3 wins, $5,754, fnl. NM Juv. Chal.–G3. Dam of GIT ER DONE si 115 (15 wins, $295,878, Herman Jefferson S.–G3, etc. Ntr ZIA 870 yds.), QUEEN OF ANYWHERE si 93 ($45,726, Lazy E F.–RG2, etc.; Granddam of TELL HER SHES QUEEN si 94 ($68,839), CARTERS CROWN si 102 ($59,909), etc. Zoomshakalaka (f. by Azoom). Dam of FANTASTICAZOOM JR si 95 (7 wins, $48,170), Polar Xpress si 105 (4 wins, $64,981), Sr Ur Fired si 87 ($44,160), etc.

Consigned by J/B Racing

Justa Streakin Rogue
February 26, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
Justa Gayla Affair si 98 (1998) by Streakin La Jolla. 3 wins to 3, $41,203, 2nd Mile High D–G2. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 8 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including
Justa Easy Man si 109 (g. by Dashin Is Easy). 6 wins to 5, $58,476.
Sexy Game si 94 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $34,604.
Justazoom si 98 (f. by Azoom). Winner at 2, $13,091, fnl. Black Gold 300 F.
Justa Leaving You si 93 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner to 4, $12,680.

2nd Dam:
SEXY SEQUEL si 92 (1992) by Dash For Cash. Placed in only start. Half–sister to STRAWFLY SPECIAL si 97 ($222,920), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 14 starters, 12 ROM, including
Justa Gayla Affair si 98 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes placed, see above.
Scorned si 95 (g. by Apollo TB). 8 wins to 6, $64,663.
Summon The Hero si 104 (g. by Sixarun). 3 wins, $54,519, 4th Rainbow F.–G1, Special Hank H.–G3.

3rd Dam:
Shes So Sexy si 87 (f. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins to 3, $22,249. Granddam of AGUERRIDO LESS TALK si 107 ($15,304 in Mexico), Wild Proct si 92 ($23,460), etc.
Too Revealing si 96 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner to 4, $4,023. Dam of
Fly By Patriot si 115 (g. by Game Patriot). 5 wins, $152,921, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Harrah’s La Bred D., 3rd Harrah’s Star S., 4th John Alleman Mem. S.–RG3, etc.

4th Dam:
FLYING ROCKETTE si 91 (1971) by Rocket Bar TB. 6 wins to 3, $103,558, Rainbow F. Dam of 14 foals, 11 starters, 11 winners, 11 ROM, including
EASY FLYING si 104 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins, $7,105, Lubbock Downs Spring D. Dam of THIS PIE IS FLYING si 103 (4 wins, $44,258, Boise F.–G3, etc.), DECKEM CASS si 99 (5 wins, $21,586); Granddam of The Stalking Man si 101 (6 wins, $67,375), etc.
Flyings Expression si 95 (f. by Master Salls TB). 3 wins, $34,224, 2nd Consolation Invt. H. Dam of EXPRESSION OF EFFORT si 102 ($67,215); Granddam of WRANGLERS AND ROPERS si 99 (9 wins, $40,960), LEGACY EXPRESS si 101 (10 wins, $30,580), etc.
Flaunt It si 107 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins, $1,767. Dam of SPECIAL SHOW si 99 ($150,812, Black Gold 440 F., etc.), Free Special si 94 ($34,345, 3rd Bay Meadows Inaugural H., etc.), etc.

By FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (2003). Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including CHAMPION BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($564,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), JUST ANOTHER NATURAL si 103 ($217,957), ANNA DELOVELY si 98 ($108,407), etc.

1st Dam:
Obadoe si 91 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $34,626.
Poppys Boy si 90 (g. by Swingin Jess). Placed to 3, $14,015.
Maw Mel si 85 (f. by Toast To Dash). Placed at 2, $3,310.

2nd Dam:
Mamaleen (1997) by Zuppardo’s Prince. 6 wins to 6, $125,428, 3rd Gardenia S., Azalea S. Dam of 2 TB and 3 QH foals, 4 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Kay P TB (f. by Wildcat Shoes). Winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
QUEEN ON FIRE (1987) by What Luck. 8 wins to 5, $31,622. Dam of 5 TB and 1 QH foal, 3 winners, including Mamaleen TB (f. by Zuppardo’s Prince). Stakes placed, see above.
Dickie’s Heart TB (f. by Time Bandit). Winner at 3, $13,025.
Road Dog si 88 (g. by Burrs First Down). Winner at 3, $6,796.

4th Dam:
FIRE ISLAND QUEEN (1982) by *Decies II. Placed at 3, $2,172. Half–sister to CONTESTED BID TB ($413,425, Hoist The Flag S.–G3, etc.), ONLY QUEENS TB ($87,420, Demoiselle S.–G1, etc.). Dam of 3 TB foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including Queen On Fire (f. by What Luck). Multiple winner, see above.
Regaining The Lead (f. by Dansons). 4 wins at 3, $28,143.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Dancin With Blue
March 7, 2019, Brown Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
KDWANTSAFASTONE si 94 (2001) by Mr Eye Opener. Placed to 3, $1,498. Half–sister to REDNECK PA TRIO T si 96 ($81,474), PA TRIO TS RED NECK si 94 ($42,834), etc. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 9 starters, 6 ROM, including
EYE GET THE BLUES si 94 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 4, $29,670.

2nd Dam:
RED NECK BABE si 92 (1988) by Mr Hempen. Winner to 3, $3,284. Half–sister to Mr Runnin Wheels si 92 ($22,312), Drew Little Man si 98, etc. Dam of 14 starters, 11 ROM, including

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Slash Z Quarter Horses

Spicey Jet Z
January 29, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
KINDA SPICEY si 88 (2014) by Tres Seis. Winner at 3, $10,294. Half–sister to TEMPLAR KNIGHT si 93 ($117,641), Sprinster si 97 ($85,782), etc. Her oldest foals will race in 2021.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
Tiny Dash Of Cash si 105 (1996) by Dash For Cash. 4 wins to 3, $209,452, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion TINY FIRST EFFORT si 105 ($445,393; Dam of Eagles Span si 96, $191,378; Granddam of Lynnder 16 si 105, $605,942; FIRST OF 15 si 112, $193,223; RATTLE N BATTLE si 99, $148,037; Apollitical Man si 101, $143,406; HARDTOGET si 104, $128,140), TINY FIRST DOWN si 105 ($317,881; Granddam of EXQUISITE STRIDE si 109, $301,806), CRASH THRU TRAFFIC si 108 ($140,595, Nwr SUN 330 yrs.), First Down Energy (Dam ofTerrific Energy si 101, $174,393; Granddam of Champion CORONAS BOY si 98, $553,426; Thermonuclear Energy si 97, $420,132; Terrific Synergy si 92, $307,026; Dynasty Energy si 92, $283,564; Terrific First Down si 95, $141,826; Geothermal si 95, $179,464), First Down Dream si 87 (Dam of Ima Chickie Two si 99, $346,598), etc. Dam of 13 starters, 11 ROM, including SIZZLING si 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins to 5, $147,912, Juno’s Request S., Rheudasil H., etc. Dam of IMAQTPIE si 94 (2 wins, $106,733, Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, etc.), Fire Fortune si 95 (4 wins, $366,198, 3rd All American D.–G1, etc.), etc.
Red Storm Cat si 104 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $226,439, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.
Pepper Perry si 102 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $113,283, 2nd Hobbs America D.–G3, etc.

Consigned by Tate Farms, Agent for Phatt Kat Ranch

PK Bootscootin Rogue
March 28, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery Lad S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), Candy Coated Rogue si 94 ($15,488), etc.


2nd Dam: PURE OKLAHOMA si 100 (1994) by Takin On The Cash. 4 wins to 3, $36,758, Shebeter Cup D.–G3, Mr Master Bug H., 2nd Oklahoma Bred F.–RG3, Jack Brooks S.–RG3, etc.

OKLAHOMA CARTEL si 97 (f. by Carters Cartel). $59,756, Black Gold 330 F.–RG3, etc.

3rd Dam: KISS ME REAL EASY si 103 (1986) by Real Easy Jet. 4 wins to 3, $21,558, AQHA Stampede S., 2nd Shakopee S. Half–sister to KIPTYS KISSES si 99 ($48,972; Dam of Champion IMA RAMBLIN GIRL si 104, $162,515, NTR PRM 400 yds.; HEZA RAMBLIN MAN si 111, $750,907; FIRST TO RAMBLE si 110, $348,647; Granddam of LITTLE BIT OF AH HA si 104, $315,699, etc.). Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including SHEZA NEON ROSE si 97 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 3 wins, $39,770, OHA F.–RG3, etc.

Rare Kiss si 101 (f. by Rare Form). 3 wins, $21,166, 2nd Black Gold 300 F., fnl. Oklahoma F.–G1. Makin Money Easy si 98 (f. by Man In The Money). 7 wins, $14,865. Dam of MAKIN FAST CASH si 109 (4 wins in 7 starts, $25,249, Ghosts And Goblins H., etc. NTR LA 220 yds.); Granddam of SHELB C si 103 (4 wins to 5, $68,649, Fair Meadows Belles S.), etc.

First Prize Rogue

March 8, 2019, Brown Colt

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery Lad S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
KISS ME REAL EASY si 103 (1986) by Real Easy Jet. 4 wins, $21,558, AQHA Stampede S., 2nd Shakopee S. Half–sister to Kipty's Kisses si 99 ($48,972; dam of Champion IMA RAMBLIN GIRL si 104, $162,515; HEZA RAMBLIN MAN si 111, $750,907; FIRST TO RAMBLE si 110, $348,647; granddam of LITTLE BIT OF AH HA si 104, $315,699; etc.). Dam of Houdini si 105 (g. by Valiant Hero). 9 wins and 10 times placed in 22 starts, $1,223,198, Rainbow D.–G1, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc.

Engagements:
- LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
- Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam: KITE RUNNER (2010) by Bigtime Favorite. Unplaced. Half–sister to LOUISIANA JEWELS si 95 ($312,725), CARTELS FORTUNE si 104 ($128,750), BIG DADDY JEWEL si 96 ($64,300), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Mr Manuel si 88 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner to 3, 2020, $11,790.


BIG DADDY JEWEL si 96 (g. by Big Daddy Cartel). Winner at 2, $64,300, Old South F., fnl. Firecracker F.–G2, Harrah’s F.–G3.


Da Honey Badger si 98 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 6, $50,770.


Mariannas Comet si 95 (f. by Tee Cos). Winner to 3, $14,540.


VP Express si 92 (f. by First Down Express). Winner to 4, $14,055.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510, SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam: KITTYNA si 90 (2013) by The Louisiana Cartel. Winner to 3, $12,430, fnl. FQHRA Stallion Stakes D., La Villita S. Sister to ANASTTASIA si 104 ($127,671), Mazzimo si 101 ($31,118), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam: LAS ALAMITOS si 97 (1994) by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 4, $202,480, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, 3rd Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, 4th Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sister to Champion Three–Year–Old Gelding FOUR FORTY BLAST si 112 (13 wins, $321,356, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc.), HOLLAND EASE si 109 ($361,227, Golden State D.–G1, etc.), Brisco County Jr (95, 5 wins, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.), Dividends Declared si 94 ($93,160, 2nd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.; Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN si 97, $456,010, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.; SOMETHIN LIKE THIS si 98, $151,810, Eastex S.–G2, etc.). Half–sister to Reloaded And Ready si 90 (dam of GREAT GRACE si 96, $201,838, Ruidoso Derby Chal., etc.). Dam of 34 starters, 26 ROM, including RAGAZZO si 102 (c. by Shazoom). 7 wins to 3, $559,500, Heritage Place F.–G1, Manor Downs D., fnl. Southwest Juvenile Championship–G1, Sam Houston D.–G2.

GIORGINO si 100 (c. by Apollo TB). 8 wins to 5, $324,367, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, TOQA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, Delta Juv. Chal.–G3, 2nd Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.

ANASTTASIA si 104 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $127,671, Iowa Double Gold F., 2nd Firecracker D., fnl. TOQA Sale F.–RG3, Old South D., TOQA Sires’ Cup D.

FEATURES LUCKY CHARM si 96 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $42,926, Ruidoso Dstf. Chal., 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Dstf. Challenge Ch.–G1, etc.

Mazzimo si 101 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $31,118, 2nd Sam Houston Derby Chal., Retama Derby Chal., 4th TOQA Sires’ Cup D., fnl. Altona D.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
KM DASHER si 83 (2005) by Dashin Bye. Placed twice to 3, $2,655. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 6 ROM, including
Three R Bay si 93 (g. by Agouti). 3 wins to 5, $45,096.
Three R First Rose si 86 (f. by Struttin To Beduino). 3 wins to 4, $38,530, fnl. Lassie F.–RG2.
Three R Zoomin si 88 (f. by Zoomin For Bux). Winner to 5, $22,165.
Three R Mr Perry si 91 (g. by First Prize Perry). Winner to 3, $12,094.
Three R Fast si 90 (g. by Hez Fast As Cash). Winner to 4, $11,450.

2nd Dam:
BY SERRY (1991) by By Yawl. Unplaced. Dam of 12 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including
Sizzling Cocktail si 106 (g. by Corona Cocktail). 6 wins, $98,139, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.
Pupas Warrior si 101 (g. by Embrujo FG). 2 wins to 4, $30,153.
Lisas Toast si 86 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner to 3, $15,600.
Grahams Serry si 85 (f. by SW Graham). Winner at 2, $1,500. Dam of
Toast To Sherry (g. by Toast To Dash). Winner to 7, $25,346.

3rd Dam:
SERRYS SAGE si 88 (1974) by Lady Bug’s Moon. 1 win and twice placed in 4 starts. Half–sister to HEMPEN TB ($108,808), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including
A One Man Band si 96 (g. by Band Of Azure). 2 wins to 3, $37,607, fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1, Ed Burke Memorial F.–G1, Dash For Cash D.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG2. 
Serrys Sensation (f. by Top Moon). Unraced. Dam of
Sagesensation si 92 (g. by Easy Sage). 2 wins, $36,179, 3rd Denim N Diamonds F.–G1, etc.
Yawl Sensational si 95 (g. by By Yawl). 4 wins, $8,894, 3rd All Canadian Derby of Alb., etc.
Smooth Serry (f. by Jet Smooth). Unraced. Dam of
Smooth Oak si 93 (g. by Casady Casanova). Winner, $3,018, 3rd Northwest Montana Fair F.
Serry Nova (f. by Casady Casanova). Unraced. Dam of
Serrys Lucky Winner si 96 (f. by Lucks Lucky). 2 wins, $18,442, fnl. Mile High F.–G2, etc.

4th Dam:
SERRY TB (1952) by Spy Song. Placed 4 times to 3, $6,675. Dam of 9 winners, including
HEMPEN TB (c. by *Indian Hemp). 11 wins to 4, $108,808, Midwest H., Snaro H., etc.
Mr. Blast TB (g. by Fanfare). 17 wins to 7, $45,336, 3rd President’s S.
Serry’s Dream TB (f. by Conjure). Winner at 2, $3,000. Granddam of JEFF A GEAN TB (5 wins to 3, $24,134, Welcome S. Ntr FP 3.5f.), Jeffs Road Way (5 wins, $38,516), etc.
Lisa Mariea si 94 (f. by Jet Deck). 2 wins, $4,103. Dam of REAL EASY JET TWO si 106 ($159,541, Marco Smolich H., etc.); Granddam of Casady Dawn si 106 ($13,890), etc.

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.-G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.-G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.


3rd Dam: FEMME si 100 (1983) by Raise Your Glass TB. 5 wins to 3, $42,079, Trinity Meadows March D., TQHA Texas F.-G3. Dam of Distinction, including 10 starters, 9 winners, 9 ROM, including FEMMES FROLIC si 111 (g. by Beduino TB). Champion Three-Year-Old Gelding, 14 wins, $448,673, World’s Champ. Cl.-G1, All American D.-G1, All American Gold Cup–G1, etc. DECEPTIVELY si 105 (f. by Runaway Winner). Multiple Champion, see above. Femmes Flam si 96 (f. by Pie In The Sky). 3 wins, $27,831, 3rd Leo H., fnl. Kndgrtn. F.-G1. Dam of VIGOROUSLY si 102 (4 wins, $23,948, La Jolla H., etc.; Grannaddam of SHES LILS FG si 97 (4 wins, $123,605, Lassie F.-RG2, etc.), ADASHIN RUNAWAY si 98 (7 wins, $40,535, Evergreen F.-RG3, etc.), Chitchattin Memories si 102 ($50,303, 2nd AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.-G2, etc.), Chitchat N Charlie si 100 (4 wins, $31,871, 2nd Seven Feathers Firecracker F.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Rebecca Brown

Corona Blues
February 22, 2019, Brown Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
KO KO CORONA si 93 (2008) by King Corona. 2 wins to 3, $18,204. Half–sister to SHES JESS SPECIAL si 105 ($104,955), RUNAWAY BALANCE si 105 ($81,420), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including


2nd Dam:
SPECIAL BALANCE (1992) by Special Project. Unraced. Half-sister to FABULOUS FIGURE si 111 ($270,112), SIX FIGURES si 98 ($114,604), INJUNS PLASTIC CASH si 96 ($60,932), SIX ON THE BEACH si 106 ($30,956; dam of BABE ON THE BEACH si 92, $193,302; SIX LITTLE INJUNS si 99, $121,500;, Babe On The Fly si 101, $246,111; Granddam of ROCK YOU, $790,325;, DON'T LET DOWN si 103, $698,301;, LITTLE TALKS si 94, $563,896;, ALI BABE FOOSE si 96, $482,739;, EYE CAUGHTCHA PEEKIN si 100, $201,942;, Glock si 96, $216,170), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 11 starters, 9 ROM, including

SHES JESS SPECIAL si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 3, $104,955, Vinton S., 2nd Delta Downs La Brdrs’ D.–RG3, 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, etc. Dam of


WHITE OR WRONG si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 4, $113,626, All American Juvenile Invt., fnl. All American D.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, Hobbs America D.–G2.

BYE BYE JESS si 96 (g. by Dashin Bye). 7 wins to 7, $95,984, The Tricky Dust S., etc.

SHES JESS DYNAMITE si 99 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 4 wins to 3, $94,983, Hialeah Lassie F. Th Maverick si 100 (g. by American Runaway). 4 wins, $40,182, 2nd Evangeline Downs 550 S., fnl. SLM Big Daddy S.–G3, Laverne Perry Memorial S., etc.

Eye Popping si 96 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins, $34,069, 2nd All American Congr. M., etc. Dam of MAYBELLINA si 106 (10 wins in 11 starts, $167,660, Alfredo Castro Rea S., Campeonato Juv., Hipodromo Juvenil Chal., etc.), etc. Forest Park si 103 (c. by Brimmerton). 2 wins at 2, $63,379, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Shes Dashin First si 83 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner, $4,620. Dam of THRIVING IVORY si 111 (6 wins to 3, $147,479, Sam Houston Dstf. S., 2nd TQHA Sale F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

RUNAWAY BALANCE si 105 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 4 wins and 3 times placed in 9 starts to 3, $81,420, French Quarter S., 2nd Audubon S., 3rd LQHBA Invitational S.


ENGAGEMENTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip 327</th>
<th>Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Rebecca Brown</th>
<th>Hip 327</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corona Blues</td>
<td>X0738072</td>
<td>Ko Ko Corona si 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jess Louisiana Blue si 109</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Louisiana Girl si 100</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Corona si 104</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Balance</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streakin La Jolla si 99</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoopie Fein si 99</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Slew TB</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Blue Sheep si 105</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland Ease si 109</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corona Chick si 113</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Project si 108</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Balance</td>
<td>{</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hip 328

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Lester Colomb, Jr.

La Jetn Cartel

March 1, 2019, Bay Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
LA DONA CARTEL si 92 (2009) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner to 3, $7,364, fnl. Hialeah La Nina Invitational. Half-sister to SWINGIN CORONA si 104, There Goes My Wallet si 102, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including Jess Moonflash si 87 (g. by First Moonflash). Winner to 4, $23,963, fnl. By JJ S. RKM Perry Full Moon si 93 (f. by First Moonflash). Placed to 3, $2,527, fnl. Old South D.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:
DASHIN FOLLIES (1999) by Strawfly Special. Unplaced. Half-sister to EAGLES MAGIC si 93 ($195,546), etc. Out of World Champion DASHING FOLLY si 108 ($535,841, Champion Of Champions–G1, etc.). Dam of 34 foals, 29 starters, 23 ROM, including PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON si 107 (c. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins, $889,581, Texas Classic F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G1, Lazy E F.–RG2, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. MI ANGELA si 107 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). 7 wins, $137,723, Indiana Grand QHRAI D., etc. Dam of JESS MASTER ANGEL si 98 (g. by Dash Master Jess). 4 wins to 3, $121,517, TQHA Sires’ Cup D., fnl. Texas Classic F.–G3, Texas Classic D.–G1, Sam Houston F.–G2, etc.


Sir Run A Lot
April 30, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
A SPECIAL FLING si 90 (1996) by Disco Jerry TB. Winner to 3, $31,059, 2nd Blue Ribbon F.–G1, fnl. Shebester F.–G3. Half–sister to Beam Me Up Kelly si 103 ($75,615), Fast Moonbeams si 89, etc. Dam of 8 foals, 3 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including La Jolla Lace si 102 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Multiple winner, see above. Dashin Fling si 80 (f. by Dashin Is Easy). Winner in 3 starts at 2, $9,770, fnl. Longhorn F.–G2.

3rd Dam:


By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
SO INTO YOU si 81 (2012) by Oak Tree Special. Unplaced. Sister to SEND ME A CANDY TREE si 105 ($410,384), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including Lindt si 95 (g. by Hes Relentless). Placed to 3, 2020, $30,233.
Godiva Tlc si 85 (f. by FDD Dynasty). Winner to 3, 2020, $19,494.

2nd Dam:
ASTER THEN U si 92 (g. by Ivory James). 3 wins to 3, $146,631, La Fiesta F.
THIS CANDYS SPECIAL si 92 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 5 wins, $61,332, 3rd OHA F.–G2, etc.

EYESA CANDY MAKER si 109 (f. by Eyesa Special). 5 wins, $106,494, 3rd Remington Park D.–G1, etc. Ntr BRD 330 yds. Dam of EYESA WAGON MAKER si 104 ($85,322), etc.
Send The Candy Wagon si 96 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 5 wins, $61,332, 3rd OHA F.–G2, etc.
Eye On This Candy si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). $56,916, 3rd Valley Junction F.–G2, etc. Dam of I SEE CANDY PAINT si 111 ($161,305), Eyema Special Candy si 101 ($149,295), etc.
Roll On Candy Wagon si 99 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins and 4 seconds in 8 starts, $40,663. Dam of SEND ME GOOD CANDY si 95 (3 wins, $175,720, Miss Ellen S., etc.), Jess Send Candy si 95 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $16,652. Dam of ROCKYS CANDY SHOP si 96 (9 wins, $176,009, Blue River D., etc.), Jess Shantastic si 96 ($85,769), etc.
Jess Send Candy si 95 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner at 2, $7,153. Dam of JESS GOOD CANDY si 96 (Champion Two Year Old & Two–Year–Old Colt, 8 wins in 8 starts to 3, $2,014,703, All American F.–G1, etc.), THIS CANDYS AWESOME si 105 (11 wins, $434,265, Ntr RP 330 yds.), SEND ME THIS WAGON si 105 (10 wins, $179,310, Ntr CBY 400 yds.), HONEYMOON CANDY si 98 (6 wins, $115,962), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold Futurity.
Eligibilities:
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Simmons Racing

**Cartel In The Bayou**

March 8, 2019, Chestnut Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–G1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–G1), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415, AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), ROSTER MAN si 95 ($49,100), LADYS A CARTEL si 106 ($50,472), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

RUNNING BLOOD si 95 (1980) by Victory Stride TB. 2 wins and 3 times placed in 7 starts, $3,322. Half-sister to VIM AND VIGOR si 103 ($310,204), DUPLICATE BID si 96 ($105,959), TWIN JET si 101 ($104,111), Dynago Queen (dam of Champion DYNAGO VICTORY si 102, $361,245), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 6 ROM, including STREAKIN VICTORY si 110 (g. by Streakin Six). 26 wins, $180,394, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, James Smith Mem. H.–G3, AQHA Dist. Chal. #4, Tijeras H., Brigand H., etc. CASH THIS RUNNER si 110 (f. by Dash For Cash). $43,022, Trinity Meadows Ch., etc. Dam of PANTHER MOUNTAIN si 105 (Champion Aged Stallion, 12 wins, $459,921, Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, etc.); Granddam of SHAKE BLUE si 106 (6 wins, $152,870), Specialty Alluring si 101 ($146,656, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G1, etc.), etc. Miswaki Queen si 86 (f. by Miswaki TB). Placed at 2. Dam of MISWAKI SIX si 98 (27 wins, $194,781, 2nd Show Me Challenge H., 3rd Covered Bridges S.-twice, etc.), etc. Running Victory (f. by Dash For Cash). Unraced. Granddam of ONE GAME CHICK si 101 (9 wins, $120,752, Mother’s Day S.–RG3, Delta Dash, etc. Ntr EVD 220 yds.), etc.

Tastreakoffire
February 12, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By Highbst Fire si 93 (2011). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $325,637, 2nd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 26 ROM, with earnings of $689,775, including Wokatee On Fire si 93 ($258,136, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1), Fdz Slinkys Fire si 97 ($50,764), Bullyonfire si 94 ($43,360), Salt And Fire si 103 ($36,300), Juanells Fireball si 88 ($30,548), etc.

1st Dam:
LA SHINING STREAK si 95 (2004) by First To Shine. 3 wins to 7, $26,076. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including
La Jumpstreak si 93 (g. by Jumpn). 5 wins to 5, $50,860.
Pilotoshinning si 102 (g. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $46,406, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1.
La Prize Streak si 100 (g. by First Prize Perry). 2 wins and 5 times placed in 9 starts, $32,137.

2nd Dam:
Caris Magic Streak si 85 (1993) by Streakin La Jolla. 3 wins to 4, $21,449, 3rd Louisiana Bred Cl., fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 6 ROM, including
La Shining Streak si 95 (f. by First To Shine). Multiple winner, see above.

Chico Is Streaking si 90 (g. by Dashin Chico). 2 wins to 4, $23,858.
La Dashing Streak si 89 (g. by Toast To Dash). Placed 9 times to 5, $16,647.
Achieve The Streak si 84 (g. by Achievement). Winner to 5, $12,648.
La Chivatos Streak si 90 (f. by Dash To Chivato). Placed twice to 4, $7,505.
La Toasted Streak si 87 (f. by Toast To Dash). Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $5,700.

3rd Dam:
CARIS MAGIC si 84 (1984) by Rocket’s Magic. Winner to 4. Dam of 5 foals, 4 winners, including
Caris Magic Streak si 85 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes placed, see above.

Black Magic Fortune (f. by Six Fortunes). 2 wins to 5, $8,500.
Caris Silence si 99 (f. by Sunny Silence). 2 wins to 6, $5,889.

4th Dam:
CARI COUNTY si 94 (1977) by Flaming Jet. 3 wins, $9,954. Half–sister to Easy Carrie Ann si 91 ($31,054, dam of ANITAS FEATURE si 99, $44,357; granddam of ORIONS DREAM si 104, 22 wins, $111,285; ANOPEN si 106, 13 wins, $155,030), from the family of LLANO TELLER si 104 ($1,770,007), LLANO CARTEL si 113 ($438,484), MS REGARD si 119 ($330,381), etc. Dam of 6 starters, 4 winners, including
County Moon si 94 (g. by Drop Of Moon). 6 wins, $19,282, fnl. Laddie F.–RG3.

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
LADY MIMOSA si 91 (2008) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins at 2, $5,830. Half–sister to HICLASS LA JOLLA si 104 ($349,118), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including ND Ladys Man si 96 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins to 5, $34,016.
My Ladies Fast Dash si 92 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins at 2, $26,130.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:
HICLASS GIRL si 104 (1984) by Zevi TB. 7 wins to 4, $402,220, Heritage Place F.–RG2, Shebester F., 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, World’s Championship Cl.–G1, 4th Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sister to Elaina Rae si 95 ($380,113; Dam of Jessie Rae si 99, $44,939; Granddam of Beccas Quick Six si 93, $99,656; Panther Canyon si 97, $55,481;), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 13 starters, 10 ROM, including A CHICK OF CLASS si 96 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins, $161,824, Heritage Place F.–G1, 2nd Oklahoma F.–G2, etc. Dam of FIRST IN CLASS DBS si 103 ($95,992, Leo S.–G1, etc), A TACKY CHICK si 95 ($87,909, Indiana Grand Classic S. (twice), etc.), etc.


Hez Blacklisted

January 4, 2019, Bay Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
LE FASHIONISTA (2014) by Heza Fast Dash. Unraced. Half–sister to CALLIES FIRST EFFORT si 103 ($163,284), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
CALIFORNIA SIXES si 82 (1997) by Special Effort. Winner, $1,008, fnl. Blue Ribbon D.–G3. Dam of 16 foals of racing age, 12 starters, 9 ROM, including CALLIES FIRST EFFORT si 103 (f. by First To Shine). 7 wins, $163,284, Flashy Hemp S.–RG2, Billy Montgomery EVD S., 2nd East Dstf. Chal.–G3, Party Girl S., Billy Montgomery S., 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2, Lassie F.–RG2, etc. Dam of AB Game Effort si 101 (g. by Game Patriot). 6 wins, $63,262, fnl. Louisiana Bred D.–RG2, etc. LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

3rd Dam:
CALIFORNIA DASH si 87 (1986) by Dash For Cash. Placed 6 times to 3, $7,812. Sister to CASH N BALANCE si 103 ($19,577), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 6 ROM, including EGG ON YOUR FACE si 97 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). Winner to 3, $8,584, Wyo. All Breed D. Lovin Me Is Easy si 91 (f. by Special Effort). Winner to 3, $3,711, 3rd Buckinhg Horse Sale F. Dam of Hawk Springs si 99 (3 wins, $20,847, 2nd Handicap Kisses To Yawl), etc.

4th Dam:
LELA BARNES BUG si 93 (1973) by Top Moon. 6 wins to 3, $51,722, 2nd Live Oak D. Sister to MR TOP BUG si 98 ($30,184, 3rd Ruidoso D. Ntr MND 250 yds.), half-sister to GOING LADYBUG si 104 ($58,238, Blue Ribbon F. Ntr SUN 350 yds.), Dash It si 95 ($42,968; dam of DASH ITS COUPER si 101, $263,064, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.). Sweet Indulgence si 90 (dam of SIX GUN SAGE si 102, 5 wins, $152,216), Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including CASH N BALANCE si 103 (c. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins, $19,577, Pines Easter Jet D., etc. Beduinos Bug (f. by Beduino TB). Unraced. Dam of REAL SIX TIME si 101 (g. by Six Fortunes). 9 wins, $219,852, Ruidoso F.–G1, West Texas M.–G3, 2nd Cottonwood H., 3rd Southwest D.–G3, All American Gold Cup, etc. FIRST LEE BUG si 97 (c. by Moo Vin First). 5 wins, $45,390, East Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc. Sixarun Bug si 101 (f. by Sixarun). 3 wins to 3, $28,627, 3rd Harris County S., etc. Scarletts Fortone si 104 (f. by Six Fortunes). Winner, $8,012, fnl. Sun Country F.–G1. Dam of FORTUNE FLYER si 105 (8 wins, $267,338, West Texas D.–G2, West Texas M.–G2, etc.), Dash For A Fortune si 109 (5 wins, $57,755, 2nd NM Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.), etc.

Consigned by Delta Equine Center, LLC., Agent for Lloyd “Red” Benoit, Jr.

**Time Wagon**
May 5, 2019, Bay Filly

By BP WAGON TRAIN si 97 (2011). Stakes winner of 6 races, $263,988, Retama Park D., Mighty Deck Three S., 2nd SW Juvenile Ch.–G1, 3rd Sooner State S.–G1, Mr Master Bug H., fnl. Heritage Place F.–G1, Dash For Cash D.–G1, etc. His first foals race in 2020, including BP Fancy Girl si 83 (winner, $6,180). Son of PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON si 107, $889,581. Sire of 880 ROM, with earnings of over $35.6 million.

**1st Dam:**
LESS TIME THAN RIME si 106 (2002) by Major Rime. Winner at 3, $22,434. Half–sister to ROYALS MY BOY si 113 ($246,462), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including Timetotakeoff si 93 (f. by Take Off Jess). Winner at 3, $17,736.

**2nd Dam:**
STRAPLESS si 103 (1989) by Easy Jet. 5 wins to 5, $18,805, Ntr RP 330 yds. Dam of 11 foals, 10 starters, 7 ROM, including ROYALS MY BOY si 113 (g. by Royal Quick Dash). 19 wins to 6, $246,462, Mile High D.–G2, Special Hank H.–G3, Fine Loom H.–G3, Master Salls H.–G3, Los Alamitos S., 3rd New Mexico Distance Chal.–G3, Black Gold 350 F.–RG3, Central Distance Chal.–G3, fnl. New Mexico Championship Chal.–G2, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, New Mexico Distance Chal.–G3, Top Deck H.–G3 (twice), New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3, Central Distance Chal.–G3, Ntr ARP 870 yds.


**3rd Dam:**
KOWKAB TB (1979) by Regal Caribe. Winner at 3, $9,027. Dam of 14 QH foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Strapless si 103 (f. by Easy Jet). Multiple winner, see above. Extra Regal si 101 (g. by Extra Easy). 6 wins to 5, $7,941. Cosmic Design si 96 (f. by Pine’s Easter Jet). Winner at 2, $1,046. Saturday Ice Cream (f. by Six Fols). Unraced. Dam of Icy Knows si 93 (g. by Now I Know). 5 wins to 4, $47,610.

**4th Dam:**
LIGHTNIN’ SHY (1975) by Western Quebec. Unraced. Half–sister to Ruling Crown ($34,764, 3rd Colin S., etc.). Dam of 6 TB foals, 5 starters, 3 winners, including Shy Excuse (g. by Good Excuse). 7 wins to 5, $20,951.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Jjs Lace

April 9, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
LETHAL N LACE si 94 (2004) by Dash To Chivato. Placed 4 times to 3, $4,620. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including


J J Special Tree si 93 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Winner at 2, $10,520. Dam of


Jjssundaynighttoast (g. by Toast To Dash). Winner at 2, $7,470.

Jj Flyinginthewind (g. by Furyofthewind). Placed twice in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $5,446.

2nd Dam:
Walkin Talkin Angel si 106 (1996) by Rare Form. 2 wins to 3, $12,953, 2nd Dan Lockie D., 3rd Great Falls HRA D., Yellowstone Downs D. Half–sister to NATURALLY OURS si 119 ($109,897), ESPECIALLY ANGELIC si 96 ($91,216), FLACK ATTACK si 108 ($68,669), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including

Wave Walkin si 106 (g. by Wave Carver). 2 wins to 4, $22,620.

Quad Seis si 95 (f. by Jesse James Jr). 4 wins, $15,506, 4th Evergreen Park Dstf. Chal., etc.

3rd Dam:
Our Easter Angel si 91 (1978) by Easy Jet. Placed at 2. Sister to EASY ANGEL si 97 (Two–Time Champion, $477,634), etc. Out of Champion ALAMITOS ANGEL si 96 ($161,511). Dam of 16 foals, 13 starters, 13 ROM, including

NATURALLY OURS si 119 (f. by L’Natural TB). 14 wins, $109,897, Pomona 870 H.–G3, Endurance S., Santa Rosa Marathon S., etc. Ntr SAC 870 yds.


FLACK ATTACK si 108 (c. by The Signature). 7 wins, $68,669, Marco Smolich S., 2nd Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S.–G3, Marco Smolich S., etc. Ntr STK 350 yds.

Easy Blurr si 99 (g. by Murrtheblurr TB). 25 wins, $78,709, 2nd Pomona 870 Invtr. H.–G3, etc.

Our Easy Effort si 90 (g. by Special Effort). $52,084, 3rd Denim N Diamonds F.–G1.


Alarming Charm si 104 (g. by On A High). 3 wins to 3, $9,404, 2nd Great Northern D.

Inspired Angel si 90 (f. by Meritable TB). 2 wins, $20,297, fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G1. Dam of ANGEL IN TRAFFIC si 97 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). 3 wins, $58,190, Shiprock H., etc.

Bye Bye Easy Jet si 103 (g. by Bye Bye Slick). 4 wins, $19,420, 3rd All Amer. Cong. D., etc.

Eyes A Easy Jet si 94 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 6 wins, $16,551, 3rd Mothers Day Silver Cup S.

By CORONA CALIENTE si 101 (2000). Winner of 2 races, $118,278, fnl. Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 224 ROM, with earnings of over $6.3 million, including CORONA MEMORY CREST si 120 ($221,535, New Mexico Classic D.–G2, etc.), BERTHA VENATION si 107 ($181,499), DM HOT HOT HOT si 97 ($177,897), ONE HOT MECANIC si 121 ($158,557), CALIENTES WRANGLER si 108 ($133,226), Caliente Colt si 98 ($182,487), Hot Authorization si 100 ($166,176), etc.

1st Dam:

**Let's Play Yacht Sea** si 101 (2010) by First N Kool. 4 wins to 4, $95,843, 3rd Flashy Hemp S., LQHBA Invt. S., Mother’s Day S., 4th Lassie F.–G2, etc. Half–sister to **Titos** si 111 ($62,043), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced and currently racing two–year–old.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

**Spicy And Special** si 96 (1996) by Special Effort. 2 wins to 3, $139,733, North Texas Horse Sale F.–G2, 4th Texas Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to **SEMINOLE INJUN** si 104 ($122,770), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 10 ROM, including **Titos** si 111 (g. by Stoli). 5 wins to 7, $62,043, 2nd Texas Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc. **Dedication** si 87 (f. by Dedication). Placed at 2, $2,380, etc. Dam of **Ryon James** si 102 (5 wins, $86,256, 2nd FQHRA Stallion Stakes F., 3rd West Texas Juv. Invt.), etc.

4th Dam:

**SPICY MYTHOLOGY** TB (1988) by Duck Dance. 2 wins in 2 starts at 4, $18,600. Dam of 1 TB foal, 8 QH foals, 6 ROM, including **SPICY AND SPECIAL** si 96 (f. by Special Effort). Stakes winner, see above. **SEMINOLE INJUN** si 104 (g. by Invisible Injun). 13 wins, $122,770, 2nd East Dist. Chal.–G3, etc. **Spicy Little Number** si 88 (f. by Ronas Ryon). Dam of Slinkys Mr Big Stuff si 108 ($84,247, Ntr). Yada Yada Yada (f. by Ronas Ryon). Unplaced in only start. Granddam of **Ryon James** si 102 (5 wins, $86,256, 2nd FQHRA Stallion Stakes F., 3rd West Texas Juv. Invt.), etc.

**Embryo Transfer**

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC.

Dash N Rogue
April 19, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
DASH N MAGGIE MARA si 93 (2001) by Toast To Dash. 3 wins to 4, $33,749. Half–sister to Streakin Baba Lee si 94 ($49,445), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Iced Down Corona si 99 (g. by Hail Corona). 4 wins to 7, $55,537. Hothdoggin Maggie si 83 (f. by Hothdoggin). Winner to 3, $7,485. HQH Runaway Dash si 81 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner to 4, 2020, $5,010.

2nd Dam:
MISS RAJA MARA (1988) by Parlor Talk TB. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Streakin Baba Lee si 94 (g. by Heza Classy Streaker). 8 wins to 6, $49,445, 2nd Laddie F.–RG3, fnl. La Champions Day Juv.–RG2, La Champions Day Cl.–RG2. Dash N Maggie Mara si 93 (f. by Toast To Dash). Multiple winner, see above. Sunday Dayclean (f. by Packin Sixes). Barrel Futurities of America earnings of $2,859.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
SOLID THREE si 82 (1970) by Three Bears. 2 wins to 3, $1,785. Sister to Threetomakeready si 83 ($8,654, 3rd Santa Fe Downs F.); Half–sister to SOLID GOLD SAN si 102 ($77,636, Rocket Bar F., etc.), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 ROM, including Go Solid San (f. by Go Run Some). Placed 3 times in 4 starts at 2, $1,114. Dam of Go Jet Moon si 85 (g. by Chick Check). Winner to 3. Maras Three si 83 (f. by Aim N Shoot). Winner, see above. Maras Aim N Win (c. by Aim N Shoot). Placed to 3.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
MISS HATCH TB (1997) by Duck Dance. 2 wins to 4, $7,553. Dam of 8 QH foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including
LIL MISS HATCH si 107 (f. by Achievement). Stakes winner, see above.
HATCH A PLAN si 110 (f. by Identity Theft). 3 wins to 3, $42,726, Sweetwater Downs D., FQHRA Stallion S.

3rd Dam:
SMOKEY HATCHET (1990) by Hatchet Man. 3 wins to 4, $19,121. Half–sister to BIG PLOP ($80,152), etc. Dam of 1 foal, see above.

4th Dam:
PLOP PLOP FIZZFIZZ (1979) by Acts Like A King. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to GO LINE ($86,076, Venus S., etc.). Dam of 14 TB foals, 11 starters, 8 winners, including
BIG PLOP (c. by Diabolo). 5 wins to 3, $80,152, Francis Scott Key S.
Golden Fizzle (f. by Bates Motel). 4 wins to 4, $26,501.
Boone Boone (c. by Judge John Boone). 3 wins to 3, $24,474.
Amy’s Relief (f. by Muttering). 2 wins at 4, $9,872. Dam of
Inapinch (f. by Ocean Splash). 11 wins to 7, $188,343, 3rd Nepal H.
Indy Forest (g. by Malibu Moon). 6 wins to 5, $77,778.
Willow Brook (f. by Crow [Fr]). 3 wins at 3, $7,416. Dam of
Slyclone (g. by Golden Sly). 7 wins to 4, $18,659.
Chasco (f. by Ridge Fighter). Unraced. Dam of
Stormin (g. by Mr. Beasley). 4 wins to 6, $63,389.
Resignation (g. by Cheque Froid). 5 wins to 6, $61,879.
Obrien (f. by Mr. Beasley). 4 wins to 5, $38,398.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three–year–old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:
LIL SOUTHERN CORONA si 93 (2011) by Coronas Leaving You. Winner to 3, $25,610. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 2 winners, including Fury Of Corona si 92 (g. by Furyofthewind). Winner at 2, $12,930.

2nd Dam:
Southern Pretense si 97 (2006) by Heza Bold Man. 2 wins to 3, $43,853, 3rd East Juv. Chal.–G3, fnl. Harrah's Entertainment F.–G2, etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including Lil Southern Corona si 93 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner, see above.
Jetblack Heartattack si 88 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $21,020.
Mightysoutherncorona si 84 (g. by Mighty Corona). Winner to 3, $8,009.

3rd Dam:
PERFECT PRETENSE si 98 (1993) by First Down Dash. 3 wins to 4, $13,282. Half–sister to EASY HEMPEN CHIC si 107 ($120,524), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 7 ROM, including Southern Pretense si 97 (f. by Heza Bold Man). Stakes placed, see above.
Just B Mighty si 93 (g. by Mighty B Valiant). Winner at 3, 2020, $23,531.
Jess One Bad Apple si 95 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins to 3, $15,560.

4th Dam:
HEMPENS CHICGAY si 101 (1979) by Hempen TB. 6 wins to 4, $39,949, Travis Ranch Fall M. Half–sister to Champion LUCKS GAY CHIC si 104 ($154,388), WHAT LUCKS GAY CHIC si 109 ($79,389), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 13 starters, 9 winners, 9 ROM, including EASY HEMPEN CHIC si 107 (f. by Easy Jets Image). 6 wins to 3, $120,524, Trinity Meadows F.–G3, Hopes And Dreams F.–RG3, etc. Dam of CHICS DELIGHT si 109 (6 wins, $212,418, Cherokee Chal. S., etc. Ntr WRD 400 yds.), CHIC EASY COLOURS si 105 (8 wins, $37,935, Black Gold D.–RG3, etc.), Easy Chiseled Stone si 103 (4 wins, $49,090, 3rd Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG2); granddam of GOLD GRANITE STONE si 109 (7 wins, $222,583, Remington Park Okla. Bred D., etc.). FAME FATALE si 102 ($55,511, Prissy Gold Digger S., etc.), etc.
Blazing Heartbeat si 104 (c. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins to 3, $18,868, 3rd Sausalito H. Easy Hempenchicgay (f. by Easy Jet). Winner to 3, $2,341. Dam of Bobbi Jo Marshal si 90 ($13,946, 3rd Polk County D.), Cashinonthischic si 88 ($10,512, 3rd Jim Bader F.), etc.
Very Tempting (f. by Dash For Cash). Unplaced in only start. Dam of Check Into Cash Fast si 93 ($54,620, 2nd Firecracker F.–G2), etc.

By APOPOLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:
IFUAINTFIRSTULAST (2013) by First Down Dash. Unplaced at 2. Sister to Mon Ti Dash si 96 ($123,094). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
MON TI FLEUR si 94 (1997) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 3, $10,917. Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including

MON TI STOLI si 111 (g. by Stoli). 4 wins to 5, $81,107, Par A Dice S., 2nd Retama Park D.–G2, 4th Firecracker F.–G1, Firecracker D.–G3, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, Refrigerator H.–G2, Ntr DED 300 yds.

Get Cash Now si 101 (g. by Dashin Now). 4 wins to 4, $143,271, 2nd Louisiana Cl.–RG1, 2nd Don Cravins S., 3rd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Vinton S.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG1, etc.

Mon Ti Dash si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). Winner to 4, $123,094, 2nd Delta Dash, fnl. All American Juv.–RG2, Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, 2nd Louisiana Cl.–RG1, Vinton S.–RG3, etc.


3rd Dam:
SHES MY TEA si 92 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 9 wins to 4, $26,913, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG3. Sister to LOTTATEA si 94 ($49,422), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 ROM, including

ST PATS TEA si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 4, $95,791, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, 2nd Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc. Dam of BODACIOUS DASH si 101 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $756,495, Texas Classic F.–G1, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc.


ST PATS FIRST si 108 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $173,113, Firecracker D.–G2, EVD Challenge S., Stephen F Austin S. (twice), 2nd Ancira Ford Classic S.–RG3, etc. First Tea Rose si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2, $33,744, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, etc. Dam of ROCK THAT WAGON si 99 (9 wins, $128,949, Simulcast Services S., etc.), ROB THAT WAGON si 109 ($104,736, Bitterroot F., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Runnin Broke Ranch, Agent

**Rockin Rosalita**

January 27, 2019, Brown Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:

LILS LITTLE SHOW si 93 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. Winner to 3, $26,250. Sister to Heza Gand D's Dash si 106 ($257,028), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 ROM, including Brays Rapid Dash si 81 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Placed in only start at 2, 2020, $1,200.

2nd Dam:

MARY SNOW si 87 (2000) by This Snow Is Royal. 1 win and 3 times placed in 5 starts at 2, $5,878. Dam of 11 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including

Heza Gand Ds Dash si 106 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 16 wins, $257,028, 2nd Evangeline Downs Dash, Delta Dash, 3rd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, Delta Dash, etc.

Shes Lils Snow si 102 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 6, $82,499.

Heza Fast Snow si 106 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, $80,231, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–RG2.

Heza Lil Dashin Snow si 108 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, 2020, $41,817.

3rd Dam:

MARY JO MITO si 94 (1996) by Vital Class. 2 wins at 2, $22,697, 4th Kansas Jackpot F.–RG2, Oklahoma F.–G1, Kansas F.–G1. Half-sister to JUDGE CASH si 110 ($115,936), HARRY MITO si 106 ($30,776), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including

HF Dashin Jojo si 106 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to 4, $42,135.

4th Dam:

MARY MITO si 104 (1977) by Mito Paint TB. 5 wins to 3, $45,294, Triple Crown F. Half-sister to Streakin Silk si 88 (3 wins, $5,176; dam of STREAKIN TOGETHER si 107, $80,374, Live Oak 770 H., etc.; granddam of APHA World Champion B/Stock, Three–Time APHA Champion RIO ROJO JESSIE si 101, $135,094; Two–Time APHA Champion RIO ROJO JESS si 102, $219,478), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including

JUDGE CASH si 110 (c. by Dash For Cash). 12 wins, $115,936, Leon Defoe Memorial S., etc.

HARRY MITO si 106 (g. by Last Hurrah). 9 wins to 8, $30,776, Husker Classic S., etc.

LL Cash si 99 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins to 3, $13,751, 3rd American Airlines Central Chal.

Tommy Toro si 102 (g. by Jet Toro). 8 wins to 5, $44,187, 4th Southwest D.–G3.

Mary Dash si 87 (f. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins at 2, $2,100. Granddam of NEGRO DE AZ si 110 (12 wins, $356,277, Mesilla Valley Speed H.–RG2, etc. Ntr RU1 300 yds.), Chicks Gold Medal si 94 ($24,426, 2nd North Central QHRA F.), etc.

Mary Six si 92 (f. by Streakin Six). Winner to 3, $2,046. Dam of Mary Roll si 100 (3 wins, $27,187, 3rd Frances Carr Dstf. S.), Six Full Moves si 95 (4 wins, $23,692, 3rd Dixie Stallion F.); Granddam of MDA Game si 103 (4 wins, $139,314, 2nd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc.), Durango Mountain si 99 (2 wins, $41,788), etc.


---

**Hip 342**

**Hip 342**

Consigned by Runnin Broke Ranch, Agent

**Rockin Rosalita**

5983972

Lils Little Show si 93

Jet Black Patriot si 110

First Down Hemp si 89

Heza Fast Dash si 103

Mary Snow si 87

Game Patriot si 109

Chicks Beduino si 104

First Down Jewel si 98

Joes Hemp Jet si 96

Heza Fast Man si 111

First Prize Dash si 101

This Snow Is Royal si 101

Mary Jo Mito si 94

---
By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LOHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–G2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam: LINDA TE CHICK si 93 (1996) by Chicks Beduino. 7 wins to 5, $139,638, Las Colinas S., California Dstf. Chal., QHBC Dstf. Classic, 2nd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, AQHA Dstf Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of 19 foals of racing age, 18 starters, 16 ROM, including MR PIE CHICK si 101 (g. by Pie In The Sky). 4 wins to 4, $149,589, Golden State D.–G1, 3rd LQHBA F.–G2, etc. SCREAM N EAGLE si 99 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 5 wins to 5, $71,341, Par A Dice S., 2nd Speedball S., Beautiful Prairie S., 3rd Evangeline Downs Dash. BLUE EYEDEAGLE si 95 (g. by One Dashing Eagle). 4 wins to 3, $42,802, Los Alamitos Two Million Juv., fnl. Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1.


2nd Dam: Dashin Linda si 96 (1984) by Dash For Cash. 7 wins, $79,426, 3rd San Rafael H., Laguna Beach H., 4th All American D.–G1, etc. Half–sister to A PERSONAL TOUCH si 98 ($27,167), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including LINDA TE CHICK si 93 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Stakes winner, see above.


By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 109 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.


Big Streakin si 95 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 3 wins to 4, $82,632, 2nd Billy Montgomery S., fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1, The Big Easy S.

3rd Dam: SCOOPIE FEIN si 99 (1978) by Sinn Fein. 6 wins to 4, $15,807. Half–sister to Oh Black Magic si 97 (dam of MAGICS MIGHTY MAN si 96, $305,210), etc. Dam of MR JESS PERRY si 113 (c. by Streakin La Jolla), Champion Two-Year-Old, Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, 12 wins, $687,184, Texas Classic F.–G1, Texas Classic D–G1, LQHBA F.–G1, La. Breds’ Laddie F.–RG3, etc.

SCOOPIE CASH si 101 (f. by Lil Easy Cash). $45,647, 2nd LQHBA Juv.–Fillies Div., etc. Dam of TOAST TO MY MOM si 94 (4 wins, $143,437, LAD Champions Juv.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Sinn N Saint si 98 (g. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). $10,656, 2nd 870 H., fnl. War Chic H.–G3, Scoopie Magic (f. by Rocket's Magic). Unplaced. Dam of SCOOPIE STREAK si 110 (7 wins, $73,618, Sound Of Summer D., 3rd Kool Kue Baby H., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Fontenot Running Horses, Agent for Glenn Fontenot

Tee Mahtoo

January 5, 2019, Bay Gelding

By Tee Cos si 102 (2009). Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs S.—G2, etc. Sire of 75 ROM, with earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT si 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS si 105 ($85,494), MR TEE COS si 88 ($55,252), Di Maria si 104 ($113,780, 3rd La. Champions Day D.—G3), Gamey Tee Cos si 86 ($90,204), Jls Shakem Tee Cas si 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It si 97 ($75,625), etc.

1st Dam:
LITTLE LOVE SHACK si 103 (2007) by Game Patriot. 2 wins at 3, $21,402. Half–sister to OLTIGBITTIES si 96 ($61,286), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Easy Little Game si 84 (f. by Bad Go Getter). 2 wins at 2, $11,115.
Bodacious Love Shack si 89 (g. by Bodacious Dash). Winner at 5, $3,249.

2nd Dam:
LOVE SHACK si 96 (2000) by Holland Ease. Winner to 3, $10,139, fnl. Cajun Kindergarten F.—G3. Half–sister to BUGS BE QUICK si 101 ($55,115), Catch My Rainbow si 101 ($64,245), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including OLTIGBITTIES si 96 (f. by Lota PYC). 5 wins to 3, $61,286, Speedhorse D.
Special Love Shack si 101 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins at 4, $48,568.
Necorize si 94 (g. by Zoomin For Bux). 2 wins at 3, $22,658.
Dale Lee si 91 (g. by Jess Special). 3 wins to 4, $19,205.

3rd Dam:
Catch My Rainbow si 101 (g. by The Rainbow Ranger). 9 wins, $64,245, 2nd LAND Run S., El Reno S., Governor’s Cup H., 3rd Big Okie F., fnl. Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.—RG2.
Bugs Be Nimble si 102 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins to 4, $37,904. Dam of Painted By Perry si 98 (g. by Paint Me Perry). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $31,350.
Sheza Fast Bug si 92 (f. by Dash Easy). Winner at 4, $6,252. Dam of Fast Bug Dash si 93 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, $37,625.
Go Cash Baby si 86 (f. by Dash Easy). Winner at 4, $4,271. Dam of Wild Uncle Bill si 108 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $41,386.
Aunt Bro si 96 (f. by SC Chiseled In Stone). 3 wins to 5, $36,956.

4th Dam:
JAYDANCER si 85 (1971) by Raindancer TB. 3 wins to 3, $3,109. Half–sister to the dam of Digital si 105 ($61,395) and granddams of TOUCH OF GOOD si 106 ($149,046, Pomona Marathon H., etc.), Touch Control si 99 ($49,927, Ntr), etc. Dam of 4 starters, 3 ROM, including BUGS FLY AWAY si 97 (f. by Go For Bugs). Stakes winner, see above.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Triple M Farms, LLC

Logans Fast Game
January 24, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

LOGANS DASH si 104 (f. by Toast To Dash). 6 wins, $123,691, Delta Dash, Three Cherries S., Biscayne S., Miami–Dade Co. S., 2nd Flying Breed S., etc. Dam of Logans Favorite si 97 (g. by Favorite Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $40,994, 2nd Mile High D.


Logans Mystery Man si 91 (g. by Mr Queens Mystery). 7 wins to 5, $56,167.

Logans Zoomin si 101 (g. by Jess Zoomin). 3 wins to 4, $55,671, fnl. Rainbow F.–G1, etc.

Jess Like Logan si 87 (f. by Swingin Jess). 2 wins to 4, $33,950.

2nd Dam:
LA JOLLAS DOLL si 89 (1994) by Streakin La Jolla. 3 wins, $21,544, fnl. La. Champions Day Juv.–RG2, LQHBA Sale F.–RG3. Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including LOGANS GAME si 93 (f. by Game Patriot). Stakes winner, see above.

Logans Fast Game
5977014

Logans Game si 93

Heza Fast Dash si 103

Heza Fast Man si 111

First Prize Dash si 101

Game Patriot si 109

La Jollas Doll si 89

Chicks Beduino si 104

Fire And Nice si 102

Streakin La Jolla si 99

Shes Screamer si 104

3rd Dam:
SHESA SCREAMER si 104 (1988) by Special Effort. 9 wins, $50,087, Michigan F., MPM Lassie F., 2nd Budweiser F.–G3, etc. Sister to Our Special Doll si 88, etc. Dam of 3 ROM, including Warriors Quick Doll si 87 (f. by Osceola Warrior). Winner, $6,608, 2nd Dixie Stallion F.

4th Dam:
DECKAS DOLL si 98 (1974) by Deep Fathom. 6 wins to 3, $4,895, Michigan Classic S. Ntr GND 400 yds. Dam of 14 foals, 13 starters, 13 winners, including BOONETOWN GIRL si 99 (f. by Johnny Boone). 12 wins, $55,994, All American Cong. F.–G3, etc. Dam of BOONETOWN BOY si 103 ($21,743, Northstar F., etc. Ntr SAF 350 yds.).


HESA WHAT LUCK si 99 (c. by What Luck TB). 3 wins at 2, $12,028, MPM Laddie F.

Our Special Doll si 88 (f. by Special Effort). 4 wins, $13,835, 2nd MPM Lassie F., etc. Granddam of RECKLESS CHICK si 95 (8 wins, $47,047, ND Bred F., ND Bred D., etc.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Jesstify Your Faith

January 28, 2019, Bay Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), LOUISIANA JEWELS si 95 ($312,725), JESS A RUNNER si 120 ($298,741), etc.

1st Dam:
LOOK AT YOUR FAITH (2010) by Look Forward. Unplaced. Half–sister to JESSALITTLECOURAGE si 108 ($183,023), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including SC Milo si 91 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $16,873.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
LOVE ONE si 89 (1988) by Call Me Dash. 3 wins to 4, $4,675. Dam of 11 starters, 9 ROM, including HES EXTRAORDINAIRE si 99 (g. by Call Me Together). 4 wins, $98,174, MCI East Chal., 2nd Governor’s Cup Mar.–G3, MCI East Chal.–G3, Live Oak 770 H., etc. Grace Filled Charm si 101 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins to 3, $19,550. Dam of LIGHTEMUPWITHCHARM si 107 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 7 wins to 6, 2020, $282,670, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, etc. Mississippi Stud si 92 (g. by Cosino). 2 wins to 3, $42,080.

By FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103 (2009), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 8 races, $899,434, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Sire of 50 ROM, with earnings of $663,007, including Gridiron Girl B si 110 ($41,462, 2nd QHRAI SSA D., etc.), McAddies Feature si 106 ($7,000, 2nd South Valley F.), Its Crunch Tyme si 96 ($70,994), Quick Bolls Jangle si 98 ($42,037), First Lady si 100 ($31,998), etc.

1st Dam:
Loretta Loretta si 96 (2003) by Jazzing Hi. 2 wins to 3, $82,041, 3rd LQHBA Juvenile, 4th Lee Berwick F.–RG2, fnl. Louisiana Brdr's D.–RG1, Lassie F.–RG2. Half–sister to Nine Dancers si 110 ($146,352), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including
Shakem Hi Loretta si 95 (f. by Shake Em White). 4 wins to 3, $30,927.
Hi On Hemp si 88 (g. by Strong Hope). Winner to 4, $16,280.
Holiday Credit si 80 (f. by Stoli). Winner to 3, $14,765.
Lolas Jalopena Lena si 87 (f. by Shake Em White). Winner to 3, $12,215.

2nd Dam:
Loretta Loretta si 96 (f. by Jazzing Hi). Stakes placed, see above.
Travling Val si 89 (g. by Dashing Val). 4 wins to 5, $49,629.

3rd Dam:
ROMANO TB (1980) by Poker. 2 wins at 2, $15,880. Half–sister ROBYN DANCER ($622,906), etc. Dam of 3 TB foals; 2 QH foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, including
Romando Meyers si 89 (f. by Hemp Meyers). Stakes placed, see above.

4th Dam:
DOUBLE DANCER (1969) by Sword Dancer. Unraced. Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 9 winners, including
HILL BILLY DANCER (f. by Never Down Hill). 14 wins, $214,420, Native Street S., etc. Dam of
VEGAS PROSPECTOR (f. by Crafty Prospector). 7 wins, $297,232, Cicada S.–G3, etc. Dam of Sheer Luck (3 wins, $205,285, 2nd Turfway Brdr's Cup S.–G3, etc.), Theycallmeladyluck (2 wins, $52,460, 3rd Hoist Her Flag S.), etc.
Double Dent (f. by Explosent), 7 wins, $52,271, in Mex. & NA, 2nd Clasico Primavera. Dam of
Gold N Her (f. by Silver Deputy). Winner at 3, $45,208, 3rd Round Barn H. Dam of
L'Grande d'Oro (2 wins to 3, $80,365, 2nd Lafayette S.), etc.

ENAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Lota Choochoo
February 16, 2019, Brown Filly

Consigned by Runnin Broke Ranch, Agent for Steve Holt

Lota Choochoo
5948042
Lotawatah si 88

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
LOTAWATAH si 88 (2005) by Shazoom. Winner at 2, $9,447. Half–sister to REDMAN RUNNING si 108 ($266,615), etc. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, 11 starters, 11 ROM, including


LOTA JAMES si 99 (g. by Ivory James). 5 wins to 4, $46,044, Dash In A Flash S.


Watah Litical Jess si 101 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins to 3, $51,478.

Jess Aloha Fly si 93 (g. by Fly Jess Fly). 4 wins to 4, $50,586.

2nd Dam:
STREAKIN LA TOYA (1996) by Streakin La Jolla. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to PERFECTLY AGED si 105 ($44,083), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including

REDMAN RUNNING si 108 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). 10 wins to 3, $266,615, Remington Park F.–G1, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–RG2, Oklahoma Juvenile Chal.–G3, Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3, 2nd AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G1, Remington Park D.–G1, etc.


Streakins Firstbloom si 95 (f. by Corona King). 2 wins to 3, $10,610, fnl. Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2, OHA D.–RG3. Dam of


3rd Dam:
CASH TRAIL si 95 (1991) by Bully Bullion. Winner at 3, $3,691. Dam of 13 starters, 9 ROM, including

PERFECTLY AGED si 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins in 8 starts to 3, $44,083, Bob Moore Memorial S., 2nd Lazy E D.–RG2, 3rd Sooner Trailer S. Ntr LS 300 yds.

Sea Hunter si 98 (g. by Wave Carver). 5 wins, $64,260, fnl. Oklahoma Bred F.–RG3, etc.

Dukes Cash Trail si 98 (g. by Magnificience). 3 wins to 4, $39,128.

Jackie Perfect Age si 94 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 2 wins to 4, $30,067.

Landaluce (f. by Southern Cartel). Unraced. Dam of

Reggies Bailbond si 90 (g. by High Rate Of Return). Winner at 2, $76,663, 2nd Okla. F.–G3.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Name Pending
March 7, 2019, Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFLUMLON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM si 104 (2007) by Jess Louisiana Blue. 3 wins to 4, $102,811, 2nd American Juvenile S., 2nd Remington Distf. Chal., 3rd Remington Park Distf. D.–G2, etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, with an unraced and a currently racing two–year–old, 7 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
In His Dreams si 97 (2001) by Apollo TB. 2 wins and 8 times placed in 11 starts, $31,881, 2nd Denim N Diamonds H. (twice), 3rd La Pacifica H., etc. Sister to POLITICAL OPTION si 109 ($286,180), etc. Dam of 21 starters, 16 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
APOLITICAL TIME si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare & Champion Aged Horse, 14 wins, $904,242, Governor’s Cup D.–G1, Los Al. Super D.–G1, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, Los Al. Invt. Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of APOLITICAL JESS si 107 (World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 8 wins to 3, $1,399,831, Champion Of Champions–G1, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 400 & 440 yds.); Granddam of MR APOLITICAL DASH si 94 (4 wins, $216,811, Southern Calif. D.–G2, etc.), Oneapoliticalflight si 94 (2 wins to 3, $196,808, 2nd Ed Burke Million F.–G1, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1), etc.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Montgomery Equine Center

**BF Bosslady**

January 4, 2019, Gray Filly

By BF FARM BOSS si 97 (2012), Stakes winner of 7 races, $932,655, Ruidoso D.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 3rd Los Alamitos Championship Chal.–G3, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of Champion HAWKINSON si 99, $448,299. Sire of 462 ROM, with earnings of over $11.8 million, including Three–Time Champion STRAWKINS si 108 ($614,156), etc.

**1st Dam:**


Special Politico si 102 (g. by Apollitical Blood). 3 wins, $80,920, fnl. LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1.

She B Special si 93 (f. by Freighttrain B). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $29,885.

**2nd Dam:**


**3rd Dam:**

SWEET GAME si 101 (1979) by Game Plan. 4 wins, $48,328, Sophomore H., 3rd Vandy’s Flash H. Half–sister to Sweet Meet si 107, etc. Dam of 19 starters, 15 ROM, including SWEETEN THE POT si 114 (g. by Raise Your Glass TB), $124,132, Kaweah Bar H.–G3, etc. DASH FOR GAME si 106 (f. by Dash For Cash), $15,310, Prescott Downs D. Ntr PRE 330 yds.

Horseshoe Bend si 110 (g. by Dash For Cash). 9 wins to 6, $32,084, 3rd Purina Mills S. Easy Dashin Chick si 88 (g. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 2, $29,512, 3rd Mile High F.–G2, etc.

Sweet Beduino si 101 (f. by Beduino TB). $21,824, 2nd Santa Cruz County F., etc. Dam of A DASH OF BEDUINO si 101 ($103,934, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2), THIS JET IS ROYAL si 107 (10 wins to 4, $91,613, Prescott Downs F.–G3, etc. Ntr PRE 330 yds. Ntr SAF 400 yds.), ONE SWEET DASH si 94 (6 wins, $81,937, Prescott F.–G3), etc.; Granddam of ONE DASHING EAGLE si 98 (World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 6 wins in 7 starts, $2,079,065, All American F.–G1, etc.), ONE SWEET JESS si 103 (7 wins to 3, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 400 yds.), etc.

The Dream Date si 105 (f. by The Signature), 6 wins, $28,169, 4th Santa Cruz Co. F.–G3, fnl. Vessels M.–G1, etc. Ntr PRE 330 yds. Dam of COUNTING SHEEP si 99 ($146,089, Longhorn D.–G3, etc.); Granddam of Can Straw Fly si 112 (5 wins, $161,926), etc.

The Sweetest Ever si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed 5 times to 3, $1,716. Granddam of LETS JESS DO IT si 107 (7 wins, $181,140, Flying Breed S., LQHBA Sale Inv., etc.), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.-RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
LOVETHewayYOUlie si 96 (2012) by Tempting Dash. 2 wins at 2, $456,472, Heritage Place F.–G1, 2nd Sam Houston Juvenile S., 4th Ruidoso Juvenile Challenge–G3. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including
PYC Lovestruck si 93 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Placed 6 times in 9 starts at 2, $29,509, 3rd Pocatello Downs Juvenile Chal., Wyoming Downs F., fnl. AQHA Juv. Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.

2nd Dam:
LOVETHewayYOUlie si 96 (f. by Tempting Dash). Stakes winner, see above.
DYNASTY DINAMO si 97 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 1 win and 4 times placed in 6 starts to 3, 2020, $14,767, Rulon Goodman Maiden S., 2nd Turf Paradise Juvenile Chal.
Baby Witch si 93 (f. by Shazoom). Winner, $39,600, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., fnl. Hialeah Lassie F.

3rd Dam:
LIVORNO (2000) by Strawfly Special. Unraced. Dam of 17 foals, 15 starters, 11 ROM, including
Witchs Streak si 105 (f. by Streakin Sixes). Stakes placed, see above.
JS Romeo si 96 (g. by Jesses Sixes). Winner at 2, $6,097, 2nd South Valley F.
Windschke si 93 (c. by Jess Zoomin). 2 wins to 3, $35,982, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G2, etc.

4th Dam:
JUANA DINERO si 99 (1990) by Dash For Cash. 3 wins to 3, $4,932. Ntr DUN 330 yds. Half–sister to CLASSIFIED AS DASH si 103 ($334,835), JUANA MYSTICA si 98 ($179,648), etc. Dam of 4 starters, 4 ROM, including
Miss JB 055 (f. by Fire Water Flit). Barrel Futurities of America earnings of $123,438. Feature This Dinero si 86 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins to 6, $33,233.

Toogoodtobeforgotten si 95 (f. by Chicks Beduino). $25,952, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G2. Dam of
JACQUE SEIS si 110 (f. by Tres Seis). 7 wins, $51,803. Yavapai Downs D., 2nd Mark T Bars S., etc. Dam of Betini si 105 (3 wins to 3, $16,813, 2nd El Moro De Cumpas D.), etc.
Juanas Streak si 85 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins to 4, $4,182. Dam of
JUMPN STREAK si 104 (g. by Jumpn Chic). 6 wins to 4, $117,782, Sam Houston Derby Chal., Streakin La Jolla S., Hill Country Dash, 3rd AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G3, etc.

Embryo Transfer: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
By PATRIOT CARTEL (2011). Unraced. From a limited number of foals, the sire of 4 ROM, including Mya Patriot si 101 (winner, $32,360), Southside Girl si 87 (2 wins, $15,900), Eyes Streakin Chick si 94 (winner, $9,610), Brother Im Fast si 92 ($5,992), etc. Son of JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134), etc.

1st Dam:

Royal Nemo si 90 (g. by Finding Nemo). 5 wins to 3, 2020, $26,040.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:
MERRY FOR CASH si 106 (1981) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins to 3, $27,097, Navajo County F., etc. Ntr HOB 440 yds. Dam of 16 foals, 14 starters, 11 winners, including A STREAK OF CASH si 114 (c. by Streakin Six). 9 wins, $181,346, Rainbow D.–G1, 2nd AQHA Oklahoma Chal. Ch.–G2, AQHA Central Chal. Ch.–G3, etc. Ntr TRM 400 yds.


Dam of AB WHAT A RUNNER si 109 (Three–Time Champion, 11 wins, $1,342,389, All American F.–G1, etc. Nwr RUI 350 yds., Ntr RUI 440 yds., Ntr BOI 440 yds.), Temerity Wrangler si 96 (4 wins, $276,749, 2nd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc.) Granddam of CAPO DE CAPI si 108 (6 wins, $244,647, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), etc.

Trot For Cash si 96 (c. by The Signature). 3 wins, $41,461, 3rd Golden State D.–G1. For Some Cash si 91 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Winner at 2, $2,291. Dam of FOR SWEET JESS si 105 (16 wins, $143,693, John Deere Juve. Chal., Sun Downs Derby Chal., etc.), etc.

A Streak Of Merry (f. by Streakin Six). Winner, $1,410. Dam of GONNA GET IT ON si 96 (7 wins, $68,017, Paul B Ford Mem. H., Griswold H., 2nd Viking Anne H., etc.), etc.

Bonified Lady (f. by Chicks Beduino). Placed. Dam of BONIFIED MAN si 105 (9 wins, $151,466, Sam Houston Dist. Chal., 2nd Paul’s Valley H.–G3, Remington Dist. Chal.–G3, etc.), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
THEWAYOUWANTMETOO si 108 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 4 wins to 3, $327,953, Rainbow F.–G1, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G1. Ntr RUI 400 yds. Sister to HESA EYE OPENER si 102 ($48,553), The Way You Want Me si 100 ($102,929). Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including
A REVENANT si 91 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 3 wins and 1 second in 4 starts at 2, $604,800, Rainbow F.–G1, 2nd Ruidoso F.–G1.
Belle Helene si 101 (f. by Valiant Hero). 3 wins and 5 seconds in 10 starts to 3, $214,858, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, Mr Jess Perry D., fnl. Sam Houston Juvenile S. Dam of Magheline si 98 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $58,253, 2nd Prairie Meadows Juvenile Chal., 3rd Mystic Lake Northlands F., 4th Dash In A Flash S., etc.

The Hiway si 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $156,284, 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1. The Magic Dash si 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $90,648, 4th Remington Championship Chal.–G2, fnl. All American D.–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc. Juanita Mi Amor si 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $7,415. Dam of Suga Tai Can Fly si 87 (g. by Tempting Dash). $22,484, 3rd Handicap Kisses To Yawl, etc.

3rd Dam:
HOPE AND GLORY si 84 (1988) by Special Effort. 2 wins, $3,927. Half–sister to FAST AND RACY si 101 ($128,552; Dam of RACY RUNNER si 105, $136,803), etc. Dam of 8 ROM, including
THEWAYOUWANTMETOO si 108 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Stakes winner, see above.
HESA EYE OPENER si 102 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 5, $48,553, Mexican Juv. Ch., etc. The Way You Want Me si 100 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 4 wins, $102,929, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G2, etc. Dam of BRIMMIES ALLI BI B si 112 (4 wins, $221,154, TQHA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), A FITTING WAY si 98 (6 wins, $82,296, Heritage Place Juv. Invt., etc.); Granddam of Diamond G Bee si 108 ($52,992, 2nd TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–G3, etc.), etc.
Ryons Special Effort si 107 (g. by Ronas Ryon). 9 wins, $91,003, 2nd Rocky Mountain Ch., 3rd Texas Classic D.–G1, fnl. All American D.–G1.


Embryo Transfer
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:
SPECIAL KINDA WINNER si 93 (1997) by Runaway Winner. 2 wins at 2, $9,574. Half–sister to Go Bull Lee si 102 ($16,955), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 3 ROM, including Shez Kinda Bold si 98 (f. by Heza Bold Man). 3 wins to 5, $51,770.

3rd Dam:
DASHINGLY SPECIAL si 80 (1988) by Special Effort. Winner, $1,500. Dam of 4 ROM, including Go Bull Lee si 102 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins, $16,955, 3rd East Juvenile Chal.–G3. Special Mania si 107 (g. by Pyromaniac). 11 wins to 7, $39,809. Im Dashing For Kas si 92 (g. by Super De Kas). 3 wins to 7, $17,935.

4th Dam:
DASHINGLY si 104 (1979) by Dash For Cash. World Champion, Three–Time Champion, 18 wins to 5, $1,754,323, All American Gold Cup, Skoal Dash For Cash F., Golden State F., Go Man Go H.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, etc. Dam of 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Dashinglys Dream si 101 (f. by Runaway Winner). Winner to 3, $30,212. Beduinos Dashingly (f. by Chicks Beduino). Dam of Heza A Fast Beduino si 93 (6 wins, $43,152); Granddam of THE CAZADOR si 107 (7 wins to 5, 2020, $164,995, Mardi Gras D., etc.), Zhihuatanejo si 89 (4 wins to 3, $68,428, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1), Showed Ya si 115 (5 wins to 4, 2020, $45,913), El Predator si 89 ($28,220), etc. Dashinglys Chick (f. by Chicks Beduino). Unraced. Dam of Chicks Feature Jess si 102 (5 wins, $74,868. Ntr AJX 300 yds.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
TF Runaway Cartel
January 6, 2019, Gray Filly

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
MADISON RAE si 90 (2009) by Corona Cartel. Placed 5 times in 7 starts, $6,501. Sister to Champion CARTERS CARTEL si 103 ($659,146). Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 ROM, including Return To Order si 81 (g. by High Rate Of Return). Placed to 4, $3,239.

2nd Dam:
JUMPING TAC FLASH si 106 (1991) by Tolltac. Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins to 3, $147,065, Miss Kindergarten F.–G2, California Sires’ Cup F.–RG3, 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, Dash For Cash D.–G1, etc. Sister to Champion Two–Year–Old Colt SPLASH BAC si 93 ($135,505), Diva Reba si 84 (dam of METALLIC LION si 101, $262,080, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.), half–sister to GOINBYE si 94 ($52,411; dam of HEZADASHINBYE si 96, $150,855, Firecracker F.–G2), Lady Nayen si 106 ($65,083, dam of FLOKIE si 96, 5 wins to 3, 2020, $711,819, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), Catch This Dash si 94 (dam of Two–Time Champion FEATURE MR BOJANGLES si 103, $899,434, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.), Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (c. by Corona Cartel). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, 6 wins to 3, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 350 yds.

TAC IT LIKE A MAN si 98 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $413,563, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 4th Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Southern California D.–G1.

FLASH FIRST si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 4, $351,719, California Breeders Matron S., 2nd Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, Cypress H., 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, etc.

IMJUMP si 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $56,495, Aliso Viejo H., etc. Dam of HEADTURNER si 101 (g. by Check Him Out). 7 wins, $294,032, Los Al. Winter D.–G1, etc.

JUMPN BEDUINO si 96 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 5 wins, $267,825, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.

JUMPN Chic si 96 (c. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins, $161,420, 2nd El Primero Del Ano D.–G1, etc.

A Tac First si 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 3, $88,793, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Jump Down First si 90 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $20,277. Dam of JUMP DOWN AZOOM si 103 (g. by Azoom). 5 wins, $115,783, La Plata S.–G3, etc.

Mojo Perry si 99 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins, $155,712, 3rd Decketta S.–G3, etc.

Jusjumpin (f. by Chicks Beduino). Unplaced. Dam of FANTASTIC FOR ME (c. by Corona For Me). Champion South America Racing Quarter Horse, 2 wins in 2 starts, $41,460, South America Championship Chal.

ITALIA GOLD si 109 (f. by Gold Medal Jess). Champion South America Racing QH. Ipanema Gold (f. by Gold Medal Jess). Dam of CORONA JUMPIM MRL si 98 (Champion South America Racing QH, 4 wins, $156,713, So. America Ch. Chal., etc.), etc.

Consigned by J/B Racing

Shesa Magic Rogue
February 9, 2019, Brown Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011), Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam: MAGIC DASHING BYE si 87 (2005) by Dashin Bye. Winner to 4, $17,580. Half–sister to Him Astreaker si 110 ($126,944), Heza Clicken Dee si 96 ($124,328), Heza Streakin Fool si 109 ($111,883), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 5 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Dee Magic Oak si 96 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 5 wins, $52,375, fnl. LQHBA Sale Invt. S. Toast N Good Bye si 98 (f. by Taylors Toastin Papa). 3 wins to 4, $29,623. Rogues Lil Magic (f. by Heza Fast Rogue). Winner at 2, $6,000.


Heza Clicken Dee si 96 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 7 wins, $124,328, 3rd Woodlands S., etc.


Nobodies Friends si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 9 wins, $112,284, 4th Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, fnl. Billy Montgomery LAD S.


Heza Green Oak si 94 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $27,723.

Magic Mountain Miss si 93 (f. by Panther Mountain). Winner to 5, $23,486. Somekind Of Game si 84 (f. by Game Patriot). Placed at 2, $7,310. Dam of Lucky Kind Of Game si 91 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, $52,100.


DEE MAGIC ENCOUNTER si 94 (f. by Dashing Encounter). Stakes winner, see above.


By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
MAMMA JAMMA JAMMA si 85 (2015) by Apollitical Jess. Winner at 2, $5,869. Sister to JESS PROVED YOUWRONG si 94 ($155,888). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
OH COOPER GO si 110 (g. by Apollo TB). 5 wins to 5, $107,296, Paul’s Valley H.–G3, Walter Merrick Memorial S., 2nd FQHRA Stallion Stakes D., Walter Merrick Mem. S., etc.
Oh Fancy Go si 80 (g. by Im A Fancy PYC). Winner at 4, 2020, $22,459.

3rd Dam:
OH MICKEY GO si 112 (1976) by Three Oh’s. 2 wins at 3, $3,610. Ntr EUR 400 yds. Half–sister to Calm Sensation si 91 (Winner, $3,185; Dam of Coco Smith si 93, 8 wins, $30,709, 3rd Black Gold II 350 F.), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 14 ROM, including SWEETTEMPTION si 96 (f. by Pie In The Sky). 6 wins to 3, $46,589, Black Gold 300 F., etc. Granddam of EYE AM THE BEST si 106 (8 wins, $104,259, Kansas F.–G2, Kansas Jackpot Prep F.–RG3, etc.), LOGICAL FAVORITE si 96 (2 wins at 2, $20,899, Kansas Jackpot Prep F.–RG3, etc.), WAY TO HUSSLE si 94 (2 wins at 2, $14,422, Oklahoma F., etc.), Angels Quick Dash si 97 (4 wins to 3, $27,340, 3rd Frances Carr Dstf. S., etc.), Hot Timebank si 98 (2 wins to 3, $18,854, 3rd Gillespie Co. Fair F.–G3), etc.
Lawn Party si 97 (f. by Special Effort). 3 wins to 4, $12,074, 3rd Black Gold 350 F., etc. Dam of Good Combination si 101 (10 wins, $87,715, 2nd Rocky Heinzig Mem. S.–G3, etc.), etc.
Pie Seven si 106 (g. by Pie In The Sky). 7 wins to 3, $106,778.
Sun Splashed si 84 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins at 3, $4,158. Dam of Lottery Pick si 107 (6 wins, $72,992, 2nd Midwest City S.–G3, 3rd Speedhorse F.–RG3, Ntr FM 250 yds.), Simply Splashing si 101 (5 wins, $23,834, Ntr CCF 220 yds. Ntr FGS 100 yds. Ntr RIL 100 yds.), Granddam of Splash In The Lake si 91 (4 wins, $40,279, 3rd Maple Leaf F.), etc.
Pretty Love Words si 95 (f. by Pie In The Sky). 4 wins to 4, $11,068. Dam of Pretty Lil Love Song si 93 (Winner at 2, $17,303, 2nd Oklahoma F.), Demilicious si 99 (3 wins to 4, $43,893); Granddam ofWonderfulicious si 94 (Winner to 4, 2020, $20,226), etc.
Pie Three si 96 (f. by Pie In The Sky). 3 wins to 3, $5,723. Granddam of GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 (10 wins to 3, $383,323, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), etc.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.


2nd Dam: RYONS MARTINI (1996) by Ronas Ryon. Placed to 3, $1,096. Half–sister to TEMPESTUOUS JUDY si 90 ($45,780), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM.

3rd Dam: MARTINI MONGO si 97 (1977) by Mongo Jet. 7 wins, $19,442, Florida Bred D. Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including TEMPESTUOUS JUDY si 90 (f. by Go Dick Go). 2 wins at 2, $45,780, Acadia Spring F. Dam of STRIKING NEW IDEA si 90 (2 wins, $8,742, Florida F.), Driftinwinner si 102 (3 wins, $11,261, 3rd Florida Bred F.–RG3, etc.); Granddam of UNDINE CROSS si 107 (9 wins, $41,782, Gridiron Special S., etc.), All Liquored Up si 107 ($21,023, etc.).

Mckomet si 97 (g. by Coup De Kas TB). 4 wins, $20,260, 3rd Canterbury Park D.–G2. Neon Rainbows si 90 (f. by Ronas Ryon). Winner, $19,205, fnl. Ruidoso F.–G1, etc. Dam of RABBITS RAINBOW si 105 (14 wins, $270,757, West Texas/Sun Country F.–G1, West Texas D.–G3, NM State Fair Senor F.–RG3, etc.), RABBITS JET si 100 (7 wins to 5, $161,116, Zia F.–RG2, etc.); Granddam of MITEY MAN si 93 (3 wins to 3, $183,222, NM State Fair Bdrs’ F., 3rd NM Classic F.–RG2, etc.), MITEY MOON si 93 (3 wins and 3 times placed in 7 starts at 2, $179,118, NM Classic F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

4th Dam: HERE COMES MY BABY si 88 (1972) by Third Martini TB. Winner to 3. Half-sister to Hear The Band si 98 ($37,292), Bright N Your Day si 97 (dam of BILLS RYON si 113, $249,350, etc.), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including MARTINI MONGO si 97 (f. by Mongo Jet). Stakes winner, see above.

Dream Duck si 91 (f. by Duck Dance TB). 2 wins to 3, $3,727. Dam of FITTING CELEBRATION si 110 ($47,755, Ntr TRM 400 yds.), Quack Attack si 112 ($110,702); Granddam of BRIMMERTON si 104 (Champion, $519,538, All American D.–G1, etc.), GONE CELEBRATING si 109 ($364,068, The Champ. At Sunland Park–G1, etc.), MITFORD si 109 ($121,558, Ntr AJX 440 yds.), etc.

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
MARVELOUS MADISON si 103 (2006) by First Down Dash. 2 wins to 4, $28,983, fnl. East Derby Chal.–G3, Mother’s Day S.–RG3, East Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 ROM, including Papa Toast si 91 (g. by Taylors Toastin Papa). 3 wins to 5, $22,603. HFR Rogue Nation si 90 (g. by Heza Fast Rogue). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $19,686.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

STRAWFLYIN BUDS si 99 (c. by Strawfly Special). 7 wins, $315,974, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Dam of TINY FIRST EFFORT si 101 (f. by Special Effort). $61,615, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., etc. Dam of TINY FIRST EFFORT si 105 (f. by First Down Dash). Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, 8 wins to 4, $445,393, Southern Calif. D.–G1, California Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of EAGLES SPAN si 96 (7 wins, $191,378, Mystic Lake Northlands F., etc.), etc.


Tiny Dash Of Cash si 105 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins, $209,452, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Dam of SIZZLING si 102 (7 wins, $147,912, WSW Dstl Chl., etc.). Dash Of Perry si 103 ($382,390, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.), Red Storm Cat si 104 ($226,439, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.). Pepper Perry si 102 ($113,287, 2nd Hobbs America D.–G3, etc.), etc. First Down Dream si 87 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner at 2, $6,154. Dam of IMA CHICKIE TWO si 99 (5 wins to 3, $346,598, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, etc.), etc. First Down Energy (f. by First Down Dash). Unraced. Dam of TERRIFIC ENERGY si 101 (6 wins, $174,393, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, Charger Bar H.–G1, etc.), etc.

Long Stemmed Roses si 92 (f. by First Down Dash). $36,405, 3rd Denim N Dmdn. H., etc. Dam of CARTEL ROSIE si 106 (f. by Carters Cartel). 9 wins, $180,806, Black Gold 400 F., etc. A Tiny Bit More si 86 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 4, $6,182. Dam of MORE THAN YOU KNOW si 102 (c. by Azyoucansee). 5 wins, $133,169, Holiday H., etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:  
MCM On Thin Ice si 99 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 4, $54,475, 3rd Races And Aces S. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:  

3rd Dam:  

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

1st Dam:
MCM PREMO DASH si 88 (2009) by Heza Fast Dash. Placed to 4, $3,819. Sister to First Kiss Jitter si 97 ($64,229). Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
NANCYS EASY si 87 (1991) by Easy Dozen. 2 wins to 3, $2,962, Qlf. Old South F.–G3. Dam of 25 foals, 19 starters, 15 ROM, including
MCM Ocean Twelve si 94 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 6 wins, $81,305, 3rd Firecracker F.–G2, 4th Fort Erie Championship Chal.–G3, fnl. Firecracker D.
MCM Easy Twelve si 96 (g. f. by Azoom). 2 wins to 5, $43,683
MCM Dash Easy Girl si 98 (f. by Some Dasher). 2 wins to 3, $37,904. Dam of
Runaway Easy Sir si 99 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 4 wins, $43,420, fnl. Mr Jess Perry S.
MCM No Mo Dashers si 102 (g. by Some Dasher). 3 wins to 4, $27,396.
MCM Shalako si 102 (g. by Azoom). 3 wins to 3, $22,024.
MCM Its Easy Breezy si 99 (f. by Some Dasher). 4 wins to 5, $18,284.
Blitzin 2000 si 93 (g. by Mighty Blitz). 3 wins at 3, $12,222.
MCM Razzle Dazzle (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Unplaced in only start. Dam of
Dazzle Cartel si 89 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). 1 win and 6 times placed in 9 starts to 3, $17,793.

3rd Dam:
Designer Showcase si 85 (1984) by Vikingson TB. Winner at 2, $7,572, 3rd Texas F.–G3. Out of VANI OH si 91 ($12,809, 3rd Louisiana Brdrs’ Spring F). Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM, including Three Whitewalls si 90 (g. by By Yawl). 3 wins to 5, $10,103.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Nash Development, LLC.

Sheza Fast Blood

February 19, 2019, Bay Filly

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
SOME CUTIE si 96 (2002) by Some Dasher. 2 wins to 3, $17,418, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2, Texas Juvenile Chal.–G2. Half–sister Illegally Special si 100 ($70,148), Illegal Doll si 95 ($20,088), etc. Dam of 2 foals, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including MCM Sheza Fast Cutie si 101 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:
SPECIAL CUTIE DOLL (1991) by Special Effort. Unraced. Half–sister to DOLLS LAST CHANCE si 93, etc. Dam of 10 foals, 9 starters, 9 ROM, including Illegally Special si 100 (f. by Illegal Runaway). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $70,148, 2nd West Texas F.–G1. Granddam of FEATURE HERO si 99 (Two–Time Champion, 5 wins to 4, $1,418,960, All American D.–G1, 2nd Remington Park Oklahoma Bred D., etc.), Cheyenne Hero si 94 (Winner at 3, $42,821, 2nd Lone Star Distaff Chal., etc., etc.).

4th Dam:
TOP DECK DOLL si 94 (1970) by Pal's Top Deck. 3 wins at 3, $2,480. Dam of 10 ROM, including DOLLS LAST CHANCE si 93 (g. by Cherokee Arrow). 7 wins, $11,976, Garfield Downs Spring F.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. \[ Hip 363 \] 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

1st Dam: JESS ME YALL si 106 (2000) by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins in 8 starts, $106,455, Lee Berwick F.–RG3, 4th LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG2. Ntr DED 350 yds. Half–sister to JLS War Chief si 97 ($58,530), etc. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 12 starters, 10 ROM, including

JESS BIG TIME si 107 (f. by Bigtime Favorite). 5 wins and 4 seconds in 10 starts to 3, $193,302, Lassie F.–RG2, Flashy Hemp S.–RG3, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Audubon S., 4th Billy Montgomery EVD S.–RG3, etc. Dam of

BELLS BIG HERO si 94 (g. by Valiant Hero). 6 wins to 3, $127,263, OHA Mystery F.–RG3, 2nd Corona Cartel Stakes D., Mr Master Bug H., fnl. First Down Dash D.

JESSAZOOM si 99 (g. by Shazoom). 3 wins and 3 seconds in 7 starts to 3, $276,422, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, 4th West Texas D.–G3.


2nd Dam: GOODBYE TO ALL si 90 (1993) by Holme At Last. 3 wins, $11,272, 4th LQHBA Sale F.–RG3. Half–sister to Goodby Dash si 91 ($32,552), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 8 ROM, including

JESS ME YALL si 106 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

JLS War Chief si 97 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins, $58,530, 2nd Dixie Stallion F.–RG3.

3rd Dam: MS GOODBYE si 96 (1986) by Streakin Six. 3 wins, $3,961. Half–sister to SAYIN ADIOS si 102 ($97,417), and to the dam of SPITTIN AND SPLITTIN si 99 ($151,663), etc. Dam of 17 foals,14 starters, 11 winners, 11 ROM, including

Goodby Dash si 91 (g. by Ima Dash Too). 3 wins to 5, $32,552, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–RG3, fnl. Laddie F.–RG3, LA Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.

Action Figure si 95 (g. by Embrujo FG). 2 wins, $59,424, 4th Laddie F.–RG3. Jean Of My Dreams si 92 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins, $53,018, fnl. LA Downs Ch. Cl.–RG2. Real Goodbye Jet si 88 (f. by Real Easy Jet). Winner to 4, $6,003. Dam of

REAL AGOUTI si 90 (f. by Agouti). 2 wins to 4, $12,193, 3rd TQHA F.

Ms Sweet Goodby si 84 (f. by Osceola Warrior). Winner to 2, $3,078. Dam of

SWEET DASHIN BYE si 98 (g. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins, $67,608, 3rd Vinton S.–RG3, etc. A Toast To Sweet si 102 (g. by Toast To Dash). 10 wins, $143,851, fnl. LQHBA Fut.–RG1, La. Downs Champ. Juv.–RG2, La Downs Champ. D.–RG2, etc. Ntr FG 300 yds.

Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC, Agent for Haddad Ranch

Achilles Tlc

January 5, 2019, Bay Colt

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
Meduzza si 95 (2012) by Ragazzo. Winner at 2, $44,850, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, La Villita S., 3rd Miss Sam Houston S. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, none to race.

2nd Dam:
La Jolla Suspect si 97 (2006) by Ausual Suspect. 3 wins to 3, $89,073, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G3, Sam Houston Distaff Chal.–G3, 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, Gallery Furniture S., fnl. AQHA Distaff Challenge Ch.–G1, Delta Championship Chal.–G3, Frances Carr Distaff S.–G3. Half–sister to Champion EL DUERO si 111 ($380,505), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including Meduzza si 95 (f. by Ragazzo). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:
LA JOLLA ROCKET si 95 (1994) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins in 4 starts, $45,890, Lassie F.–RG3, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2. Half–sister to Jess Go Holme si 98 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Dam of 18 foals of racing age, 14 starters, 10 ROM, including EL DUERO si 111 (g. by Oak Tree Special). Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 5 wins, $380,505, West Texas F.–G1, Highheaster Jet H.–G3, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, 3rd Hill Country Dash Bonus S., fnl. All American Gold Cup–G1, Remington Championship Chal.–G2, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, Retama Park D.–G3.

La Jolla Suspect si 97 (f. by Ausual Suspect). Stakes placed, see above. Emilianos Wagon si 102 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 2 wins, $43,847, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2. El Nilo si 87 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 5, $42,775. The Louisiana Rocket si 95 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). Stakes placed, see above. The Louisiana Jewel si 108 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). Winner at 2, $21,713.

4th Dam:
HOLME BY ROCKET si 97 (1984) by Rocket Wrangler. Winner at 2, $1,446, fnl. Alamo QHBA D.–G3. Half–sister to Happy Rebel Gal si 99 (dam of REBEL WHEEL si 97, $17,079, Alamo QHBA F.–G3; granddam of FAST MAN REBEL si 96, $75,680, Texas Horse Racing Hall Of Fame S., etc.), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including

LA JOLLA ROCKET si 95 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes winner, see above. Jess Go Holme si 98 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins at 2, $25,920, 2nd Laddie F.–RG3, etc. Holme Warrior si 90 (f. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins to 3, $26,509. Dam of Dashin Holme si 91 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 2 wins at 2, $32,620.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdrs’ F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
Mia Smash si 96 (2010) by Shazoom. 2 wins to 4, $36,209, 3rd Laico Bird S. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including TDZ Runaway Sash si 90 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 3 wins to 3, $24,630. TDZ Sir Sash si 107 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner at 2, $15,455.

2nd Dam:
SASHEA si 98 (2001) by Corona Cartel. 3 wins to 4, $59,660, fnl. Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, OHA D.–RG3. Half–sister to JAFFAS si 103 ($105,916), John Ricky si 99 ($33,662), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including

Mia Sash si 96 (f. by Shazoom). Stakes placed, see above.
Okey Dokey Sash si 89 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). Winner to 3, $8,987.

3rd Dam:
KATY SILVERTICKET si 95 (1992) by Mr Dark Jet. Placed 3 times in 5 starts at 2, $3,287. Dam of 12 foals, 10 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including

JAFFAS si 103 (g. by Rare Form). 11 wins, $105,916, Oklahoma Express S., Prairie Meadows 870 S., Sign Of Lany S., 2nd Remington Dist. H.–G3, JEH Stallion Station H., 3rd Expo Square S., 4th Remington Dist. Ch.–G3, etc.

Sashea si 98 (f. by Corona Cartel). Multiple winner, see above.
Keri N On si 97 (f. by Tres Seis). 3 wins to 5, $30,739. Dam of Lilies Opus si 82 (f. by Brookstone Bay). Winner at 4, $18,728.
Sean Roy si 87 (c. by Corona Cartel). 1 win and 4 times second in 7 starts, $6,439.

4th Dam:
RAINBOW GLASS si 81 (1987) by Raise Your Glass TB. Winner to 3, $1,047. Dam of 12 foals, 5 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including

Rock The Desert si 93 (g. by Shoot No). 2 wins to 4, $55,869, fnl. NMHBA S.–RG2, New Mexico State Fair Senor F.–RG3.
By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013). Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals will be yearlings of 2020. Son of World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105, $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, including World Champion A RANSOM si 104 ($1,079,556), etc.

1st Dam:
MIA SWAMP TB (2007) by Swamp. 2 wins to 3, $20,308. Dam of 2 TB and 2 QH foals, 3 starters, 1 winner, including Swamp Production (f. by Run Production). Winner at 2, $21,250.

2nd Dam:
MIA CAT (2000) by Forest Wildcat. Unplaced in 2 starts, $2,640. Half–sister to Bear's Lightning ($168,642), Ilusoria ($88,807), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, including Mia Swamp (f. by Swamp). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
CLOUD'S AMBRE (1990) by Two Punch. Winner at 3, $23,527. Half–sister to IRISH CLOUD ($246,633), STORMY CLOUD ($182,603), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 6 winners, including Bear's Lightning (f. by Maria's Mon). 3 wins to 4, $168,642, 3rd Chaves County S.

Ilusoria (f. by Maria’s Mon). Winner at 2, $88,807, 2nd Pochontas S., 3rd Matron S.–G1, Dame Mysterieuse S. Dam of PEAK MARIA'S WAY (f. by Pyramid Peak). 8 wins to 4, $409,435, Obeah H., Justakiss S., Ghost And Goblins S., St. Georges S., 2nd Without Feathers S., etc.

Cajun Mon (g. by Jambalaya Jazz). 7 wins to 6, $89,834, 3rd Turfway Prevue S. Bemused (f. by Maria’s Mon). Winner at 3, $35,965. Dam of Our Jenny B (f. by Tale Of The Cat). Winner at 2, $53,131, 2nd Cincinnati Trophy S.


MEADOW BREEZE (f. by Meadowlake). 4 wins to 2, $301,301, Matron S.–G1, My Trusty Cat S., 2nd Fiesta Lady S., P. G. Johnson S. Dam of MAGIC STAR (2 wins to 4, 2020, $180,670, Marshua’s River S.–G3, etc.), Royal Copy (Winner at 2, $138,725, 2nd Hopeful S.–G1), Duke Of The City (7 wins, $155,362), etc.


Mighty Monsoon (g. by Forestry). 2 wins to 3, $92,252, 3rd Best Pal S.–G2, etc.

4th Dam:
ARCTIC CLOUD (1984) by Yukon. 11 wins to 4, $319,022, Parasol H., Hilltop S., Flirtation S., Straight Deal S., Cherry Blossom H., etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 winners, including IRISH CLOUD (c. by Private Terms). 11 wins to 5, $246,633, Rollicking S., etc.

STORMY CLOUD (c. by Smarten). 6 wins to 5, $182,603, Maryland Juvenile Champ. S., etc.

Cloud’s Forty Four (c. by Private Terms). 8 wins, $104,363, 2nd Deputed Testimony S., etc.

Saratoga Broadway (c. by Polish Numbers). 4 wins to 4, $81,035, 3rd Gallant Serenade S.

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
TICKIN AWAY (2003) by Apollo TB. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to Champions MOONIST si 101 ($878,468) and MOONIN THE EAGLE si 111 ($548,985). Dam of 9 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including HOT TICKIN si 103 (f. by Hotdoggin). 3 wins to 6, $37,634, Silestone S. Dam of Gpf One Sweet Patsy si 80 (f. by One Sweet Jess). 2 wins to 6, $37,634, Silestone S.

2nd Dam:
YOUR FIRST MOON si 96 (1999) by First Down Dash. Champion Two Year Old & Two–Year–Old Filly, 7 wins, $750,726, Los Alamitos Million Million.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, Ivan Ashment H., 4th California Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sister to NOT A FULL MOON si 104 ($271,962), Sunset Dash si 102 ($250,795), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 12 ROM, including MOONIST si 101 (g. by Separatist). Four–Time Champion, 24 wins to 5, $878,468, Golden State D.–G1, Robert L Boniface LA Invt.–G1, Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G1, Go Man Go H.–G1, El Primero Del Ano D.–G3, Governor’s Cup D.–RG3, Kaweah Bar H.–G3, etc.

3rd Dam:

NOT A FULL MOON si 104 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $271,962, El Primero Del Ano D.–G1, AQRA Turf Paradise F.–G3, 2nd Governor’s Cup D.–RG2, etc.

MOONLIGHT CORONA si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins, $61,642, Your First Moon H. Dam of NOMADIC si 95 ($165,098), Circle City si 94 ($203,790), Stroller si 107 ($52,177), etc.
Sunset Dash si 102 (g. by First Down Dash). 4 wins, $250,795, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, etc. First Moon Risen (f. by First Down Dash). Granddam of LJ MOONRISE si 95 ($161,664), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

Hip 368

Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC., Agent for Gotreaux Ponderosa Farms, LLC.

GPF Jingaling

March 29, 2019, Brown Colt

Heza Fast Dash si 103

GPF Jingaling

X0741004

Tickin Away

Heza Fast Man si 111
First Prize Dash si 101
Apollo TB

{ The Signature si 107
Fast Copy si 103
Dash For Cash si 114
First Prize Rose si 98
Falstaff
Tumble Along

{ First Down Dash si 105
Moon Arisen si 91

{ Your First Moon si 96
By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACCE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
MISS BEAU WINDY (2004) by Gros Oreille. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to BEAU CASHANOVA si 99, etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
BEAU WINDY si 96 (1983) by Duck Dance TB. 3 wins to 3, $10,022, Suwannee Belle S. Dam of 16 foals, 14 starters, 11 ROM, including
BEAU CASHANOVA si 99 (g. by Sir Cashanova). 11 wins, $69,760, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, Miss Polly Cl., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.
WINDY PERRY si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $44,984, Lassie F.–RG3, etc. Dam of
JESSLVUCHICKS si 111 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 10 wins, $71,248, Lexington Challenge Sprint S., Don Boyd Mem. H., , 3rd All American Congress M. Ntr RDM 250 yds.
Jess Mr Perry si 103 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $48,579, 3rd Lee Berwick Memorial F.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.
Beau Cashin In si 101 (g. by Lil Easy Cash). Winner, $27,705, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc. Princely Dancer si 90 (f. by Princely Pleasure TB). 2 wins to 3, $7,185. Dam of
Sassy Chic 3341 si 106 (6 wins to 4, $100,920, 2nd Party Girl S., 3rd Billy Montgomery S.), etc. Streakin Duchess si 87 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner to 3, $7,074. Dam of
The Real Game si 103 (3 wins to 3, $142,752, 2nd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc.), etc.
Bedawee Beau si 92 (f. by Somekindadash). Placed twice to 3, $1,848. Dam of
SOMEKINDA BEAU si 111 (g. by Gros Oreille). 7 wins, $260,556, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Billy Montgomery LAD S., 2nd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG2, etc. Ntr DED 440 & 550 yds.
Bigtime Beau si 107 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 3 wins to 3, $153,743, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2, etc.
First Down Bedawee si 98 (f. by First Down Jewel). 4 wins, $64,881, 3rd Harrah’s Distf. S.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent

Precious World
March 26, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By WORLDLY MAN si 95 (2003). Winner to 3, $10,115. Sire of 17 ROM, with earnings of $491,309, including Streakin World si 102 ($107,268, 2nd La. Champions Day D.–G2, etc.), Buds World si 102 ($57,375), Worldly Tap si 85 ($30,255), Ritas World si 98 ($29,342), The Real World si 89 ($23,528), Worldly Beau si 94 ($22,203), Mans Story si 89 ($21,035), The Perfect World si 88 ($18,510), Goldmaker World ($15,900), etc.

1st Dam: MISS DASH N RUN si 93 (2002) by Runaway Winner. Winner to 3, $6,278. Half–sister to WATCH ME IF YOU CAN si 99 ($161,564), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including Wordly Dash si 82 (f. by Worldly Man). 2 wins at 2, $17,930. Ill Make You Money si 97 (g. by Make It Anywhere). 2 wins to 6, $5,494. Mr Dash N Run si 81 (c. by Mr Queens Mystery). Placed twice to 3, $1,694.


By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:
MISS FLYIN FEATURE si 88 (2000) by Strawfly Special. Winner to 3, $8,678. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 3 ROM, including


2nd Dam:
FEATURE THIS DANCE (1986) by Truckle Feature. Unraced. Half–sister to RYDIN AND WISHIN TB, MR. NUTCRACKER TB, etc. Dam of 14 foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, including

Special Truck si 96 (g. by Special Effort). 6 wins to 8, $31,709. Feature The Streaker si 97 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 4, $25,876, fnl. New Mexico Juvenile Chal.–G2, New Mexico Dstf. Chal.–G3 (twice).

Truckers Special si 91 (g. by Special Effort). 2 wins to 4, $9,595, fnl. Sam Houston D.–G2.

3rd Dam:
Christmas Wishes TB (1967) by Northern Dancer. 6 wins to 4, $58,606, 3rd Margate H. Sister to COOL MOOD ($66,214; granddam of Horse of the Year WITH APPROVAL, $2,863,540; Horse of the Year IZVESTIA, $2,702,527; TOUCH GOLD, $1,679,907), etc. Dam of 11 TB foals and 3 QH foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, including

RYDIN AND WISHIN TB (f. by Red Ryder). 6 wins to 4, $36,964 in TB & QH comp., Virgil Bond 870 H., Delta Downs Gold Cup H., 2nd Live Oak 870 H., etc.

MR. NUTCRACKER TB (c. by Mr. Prospector). 4 wins in Jamaica, The President's Cup “A1” H., etc. Deck The Bough TB (f. by Tom Rolfe). 3 wins to 5, $33,370. Granddam of Christmas Cactus (4 wins to 4, $126,656, 3rd Meritus S.), etc.

Bury The Hatchet TB (f. by Tom Rolfe). Unraced. Dam of BURYYOURBELIEF 3 wins to 3, $308,879, Kentucky Oaks–G1, 2nd Ashland S.–G1, Santa Anita Oaks–G1, etc.; Granddam of PRETTY DISCREET (3 wins, $230,423, Alabama S.–G1, 2nd Matron S.–G1, etc.), =GRADUATION DAY [SAF](5 wins, $28,117, in South Africa, Golden Loom H.), Forgiving Monarch (6 wins, $220,525, 2nd West Virginia Senate President's Cup S., etc.), =Galaxy Girl [Aus](5 wins, $35,586, in SAF, 3rd Tony Taberer Southern Cross S.–G2), etc.

Key To The North TB (f. by Key To The Mint). Unraced. Dam of STRAIGHT SOUTH (2 wins, $62,903, Fall Fashion S.); Granddam of BENDING STRINGS (6 wins, $870,612), IT'S SILENT (6 wins, $138,233, Lady Sponsors’ Brdrs’ Cup S., etc.), DIXIE PREMIERE (4 wins, $132,255), Katya (20 wins, $186,772), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007), Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: MISS JESS LADY PILOT (2012) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in only start. Sister to MR PILOTO si 89 ($1,002,240, All American F.–G1), etc. This will be her first foal of racing age.

2nd Dam: MS PILOT POINT si 105 (2002) by Splash Bac. 4 wins, $73,706, East Distaff Chal.–G3, Sophomore Showdown, 2nd Firecracker D.–G2, East Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc. Half–sister to JLS PARTY WAGON si 108 ($147,808), JLS STREAK OF SNOW si 97 ($121,362), etc. Dam of 19 starters, 17 ROM, including

MR PILOTO si 89 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1.

PAINT MY PILOT si 105 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 6 wins to 4, $392,175, Mr Jet Moore H.–G2, Dash For Cash D.–G1, Oklahoma Juvenile F., 3rd All American Gold Cup–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G2, Mobbo Mem. S.–G2, etc.


Dominicklala si 90 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $16,610, 3rd City Of Firebaugh S.

Famous Joker si 88 (g. by One Famous Eagle). Winner at 2, $23,813, 2nd AQRA President’s Open D., Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge.

Pilot Points Moon si 102 (g. by First Moonflash). 3 wins to 3, $168,625, fnl. All American F.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G1.

3rd Dam: DANCING TONIGHT si 91 (1989) by On A High. 3 wins to 3, $3,856. Half–sister to Big Cash Roll si 93 ($31,229), Varsity si 102 ($21,893, Ntr MC 350 yds.), Air Mail Express (Dam of Katies Littlefoot si 103, $20,074; Granddam of SPECIAL TASK FORCE si 110, $436,901, Ntr RUI 300 yds.; HEZA MOTOR SCOOTER si 106, $259,682; Bills Miracle si 99, $42,876), etc. Dam of 23 foals, 21 starters, 16 ROM, including


JLS STREAK OF SNOW si 97 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 5 wins, $121,362, Miss Polly Classic S.–G3, East Distaff Chal.–G3, Dash For Cash Juvenile Invt., 2nd East Derby Chal.–G3, etc.

JLS Streak Of Dash si 96 (g. by A Streak Of Cash). 4 wins, $22,146, 2nd Cajun Kndgt. F.–G3.


Heza A Fast Dancer si 96 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 3 wins, $14,045, 3rd Sound Of Summer D.

By FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (2003), Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including Champion BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($564,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), etc.

1st Dam: Eyesa La Tac si 99 (2006) by Eyesa Special. 5 wins to 3, $121,107, 2nd Blue Ribbon F.–G1, AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G1, etc. Half–sister to TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($564,146), TESTING THE ICE si 95 ($218,306), Streakin Regard si 95 ($144,984), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 6 starters, 4 ROM, including RUNNING GAME PATRIOT si 101 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 5, $120,424, Louisiana Purchase S., 2nd Mr Jess Perry LAD S.–RG3, Swift S., 3rd Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Streakin La Jolla S., 4th Mr Jess Perry LAD S., etc. Skunktail Eagle si 91 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 4 wins to 5, $51,870. Hez Sexy si 96 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 1 win and 1 second in 3 starts at 2, $20,840.

2nd Dam: Streakin La Tac si 98 (2000) by Streakin La Jolla. 4 wins to 3, $46,810, 3rd Ruidoso D.–G2, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1. Sister to STREAKIN ANGELICA si 102 ($100,209), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 8 ROM, including TURBULENT TIMES si 94 (g. by Furyofthewind). 5 wins in 8 starts to 3, $564,146, Golden State Million F.–G1, 4th Ed Burke Million F.–G1, fnl. Ruidoso D.–G1.


Eyesa La Tac si 99 (f. by Eyesa Special). Stakes placed, see above. Streakin Wagon si 94 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 2 wins, $29,988, 3rd Northlands F.

TF Ms Sweet Mallard
February 18, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:

Sister to MR MALLARD si 111 ($573,726). Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including


Lu Lu P si 98 (f. by Dashin Chico). 2 wins to 3, $16,424.

2nd Dam:
GOT A PROJECT si 84 (1994) by Special Project. Winner to 3, $1,971. Half–sister to GOTUM LOOKIN si 98 ($60,167), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 10 ROM, including

TOAST TO MALLARD si 104 (f. by Toast To Dash). 6 wins to 3, $110,133, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, 2nd Lassie F.–RG1, etc. Dam of

TF EL Whiskey si 96 (c. by Sir Runaway Dash). 3 wins, $131,012, 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc.


T Boy G si 103 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 6 wins, $116,101, 2nd Amelia Belle S., Swift S., etc.

TF Little Bit Rowdy si 109 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 4, $35,185, 3rd Esplanade S. Miss Mallard Too si 94 (f. by First Down Jewel). 2 wins to 3, $28,202. Dam of
Miss Runaway Dash si 103 (f. by Struttin To Beduino). $64,670, 3rd Party Girl S., etc.

3rd Dam:
GOTUM COVERED si 92 (1985) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins in 4 starts, $4,388. Sister to the dam of APHA World Champion REAL EASY CASH si 91 ($94,386); Half–sister to the dam of DOCTOR STREAKIN si 117 ($181,823), STREAKIN MD si 93 ($56,179), Wassup T Doc si 104 ($114,038), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including
GOTUM LOOKIN si 98 (c. by Streakin Six). 4 wins, $60,167, Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, 3rd Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, All American D.–G1, etc.


LIGHTING REGARD si 104 (g. by Chicks Regard). 7 wins to 3, $97,717, Higheasterjet H.–G3.

Mr Fast Mallard
January 26, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
Miss Mallard Struts si 93 (2013) by Struttin To Beduino. 3 wins to 3, $61,791, 3rd French Quarter S., 4th The Treme D.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. Half–sister to Bubba Mallard si 103 ($67,077), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
GOT A PROJECT si 84 (1994) by Special Project. Winner to 3, $1,971. Half–sister to GOTUM LOOKIN si 93 ($60,167), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 10 ROM, including MR MALLARD si 111 (c. by First Down Jewel). 15 wins, $573,726, LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG2, LA Champions Day Juv.–RG2, La. Classic H. (twice), LQHBA Classic, etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:

Mallards Runaway si 92 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 3, $21,320.

2nd Dam:


TF El Whiskey si 96 (c. by Sir Runaway Dash). 3 wins, $131,012, 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc. Dam of T Boy P si 105 (g. by King Corona). 5 wins, $123,255, 2nd La. Champions Day Cl.–RG2, 3rd Vals Fortune S.–RG2, Delta 550 S. (twice), fnl. Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Mid–City S.–RG2.

T Boy G si 103 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 6 wins, $116,101, 2nd Amelia Belle S., Swift S., etc.


3rd Dam:
GOTUM COVERED si 92 (1985) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins in 4 starts, $4,388. Sister to the dam of APHA World Champion REAL EASY CASH si 91 ($94,386); Half–sister to the dam of DOCTOR STREAKIN si 117 ($181,823), STREAKIN MD si 93 ($56,179), Wassup T Doc si 104 ($114,038), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including GOTUM LOOKIN si 98 (c. by Streakin Six). 4 wins, $60,167, Sunland Park Fall F.–RG2, 3rd Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, All American D.–G1, etc. Uncovered Streaker si 100 (f. by Streakin Six). $22,432, 4th Ruidoso Sprint S.–G3. Dam of UNCOVERED REGARD si 110 (g. by Chicks Regard). 8 wins to 5, $246,489, KOFX–FM H.–G2, Desert Classic F.–RG3, 2nd Mesilla Valley Speed S.–RG2, etc. Ntr ZIA 330 yds.

LIGHTING REGARD si 104 (g. by Chicks Regard). 7 wins to 3, $97,717, Higheasterjet H.–G3.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Dwayne Breaux

Mjc Going Grand
February 13, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FDD GOING GRAND si 112 (2010). Stakes winner of 6 races, $197,510, Old South D., Evangline Downs S., 2nd Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $516,960, including GOING NOBLE si 102 ($109,541, Harrah's F.–G3), THE GRAND LEGEND si 97 ($67,603, Ancient Of Days si 104 ($20,177, 3rd De Saix S.), The Most High Rules si 96 ($60,339), Tdz Going Nuts si 99 ($47,482), Fdd Aufluential si 84 ($39,760), Kc Ima Keep Running si 91 ($31,373), etc.

1st Dam:
MISS ONISAC si 90 (2010) by Cosino. Winner, $36,146. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam:
SEVENTEEN BUGS si 80 (2001) by My Moon Shot. Placed to 3, $3,646. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 8 starters, 5 ROM, including Hi O Kona Corona si 95 (c. by Hail Corona). 3 wins to 6, $56,349. Seemenowcatchemlater si 91 (f. by Too Tough To Catch). 3 wins to 5, $43,866. Miss Onisac si 90 (f. by Cosino). Winner, see above. Bugs Black Patriot si 98 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, $21,209.

3rd Dam:
BABY BARBS BUG si 90 (1980) by Sunny South TB. Placed to 3. Half–sister to DR DEPOT si 104 ($186,193), Mr Crimson Bug si 107, etc. Dam of 19 foals, 12 starters, 9 ROM, including Miss Highfalutin (f. by On A High). Winner at 2. Dam of DROP OF CORONA si 109 (f. by The Corona), 5 wins, $89,131, Easily A Possum D., etc. Miss Desert Chrome si 103 (f. by The Desert Jewel). 5 wins, $15,558. Dam of THE DASHING ATTITUDE si 105 ($122,664, Black Gold D., Easy Date H., 2nd OHA D., etc.), Lota Pyc Chrome si 103 (5 wins to 4, $88,094, 2nd OHA Mystery D., 3rd La Plata S.), etc. Miss Hightime Jewel si 84 (f. by The Desert Jewel). 3 wins to 3, $4,490. Dam of THE GRANITE JEWEL si 99 (6 wins, $60,629, Walter Merrick Memorial S.), etc.

4th Dam:
BARB’S BUG si 93 (1974) by Lady Bug’s Moon. 7 wins to 3, $11,484, Ross Downs Poor Boy F., G Rellie White Downs Spring F., etc. Half-sister to CHICKS CHARGER BAR si 106 (12 wins, $172,692), Easy Bar Day si 101, etc. Dam of 12 starters, 9 ROM, including DR DEPOT si 104 (g. by Rene Depot TB). 14 wins, $186,193, Mr Jet Moore S., Ruidoso 550 Ch., etc. WRITE ME BACK si 99 (f. by The Signature). $35,498, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, etc. Dam of GOSSIP WRITER si 103 (5 wins, $33,073); Granddam of DASH BACK PERRY si 101 ($226,642), Streakin To Romance si 106 (7 wins, $110,572), etc. Mr Crimson Bug si 107 (c. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). 11 wins, $133,045, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, Budweiser D. Ntr RUI 400 yds.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for M.C. Stucks & Shelby Bernard

Cendebs Miss Cartel
March 28, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
MISS PHOEBES O TOOLE si 90 (2007) by Jody O Toole. Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,060. Sister to PHOEBES OTOOLE si 103 ($370,976). Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including
Mr Blue Otoole si 89 (c. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner to 3, $14,019.
Phoebes Hope si 90 (f. by Tac It Like A Man). Winner at 2, $9,076.

2nd Dam:
PHOEBES RUNAWAY si 80 (1995) by Runaway Winner. Placed to 3. Sister to A REAL SMOKIN GUN si 93 ($49,160). Dam of 17 foals, 14 starters, 9 ROM, including
PHOEBES OTOOLE si 103 (g. by Jody O Toole). 8 wins, $370,976, Heritage Place F.–G1, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–G2, Develop A Plan S., Royal Bushwacker S., etc.

3rd Dam:
PHOEBETTE (1990) by Dash For Cash. Unplaced. Sister to TWO–TIME CHAMPION DASHING PHOEBE si 104 ($609,553), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 11 starters, 10 ROM, including
A REAL SMOKIN GUN si 93 (g. by Runaway Winner). $49,160, Los Al Million Juv., etc.
Swiftette si 92 (f. by Merridoc). Winner at 2, $3,075,752. Dam of CORONA CRYSTAL si 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). 6 wins, $163,463, Whataway To Go H., 2nd Charger Bar H.–G1, Las Damas H.–G2, etc. Dam of WALK THRU CRYSTAL si 95 (Champion, 6 wins at 2, $675,855, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc.), CRYSTAL SOLA si 110 (7 wins, $215,914, Okla. Juv. Chal.–G3, etc. Ntr BRD 350 yds.), ONE DANNY si 102 (7 wins to 3, $67,778), Mr Corona Crystal si 97 ($64,114, 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G2, etc.), etc.
COMMANDER CORONA si 103 (g. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins, $45,029, Indp. Day H.–G3, etc.

4th Dam:
PHOEBE'S MOON BUG si 91 (1971) by Lady Bug's Moon. 4 wins to 3, $13,089, Leo H., Las Ninas H. Half–sister to NO CHANCE AT ALL si 104 ($150,676), etc. Dam of 9 ROM, including
DASHING PHOEBE si 104 (f. by Dash For Cash). TWO–TIME CHAMPION si 11, $609,554, Kansas F.–G1, etc. Dam of HEARTSWIDEOPEN si 104 (Four–Time Champion, 11 wins in 13 starts, $1,885,283, All American F.–G1, etc.), SPECIAL PHOEBE si 104 (Champion Aged Mare, 12 wins, $139,963); Granddam of BODACIOUS EAGLE si 104 (World Champion, Two–Time Champion, $1,293,444, Champion Of Champions–G1, etc.), AMERICAN RUNAWAY si 105 (Two–Time Champion, $686,355), HES RELENTLESS si 107 (Champion 3–Year–Old Colt, $616,380, Ntr RP 350 yds.), TEMPTING DESTINY si 95 ($302,699), FM IM A ZATANAZ TOO si 98 ($330,749), FEISTY ICON si 105 (17 wins, $235,017), CORONA EASE si 129 ($209,820, Nwr ZIA 400 yds.), etc.

By WORLDLY MAN si 95 (2003). Winner to 3, $10,115. Sire of 17 ROM, with earnings of $491,309, including Streakin World si 102 ($107,268, 2nd La. Champions Day D.–G2, etc.), Buds World si 102 ($57,375), Worldly Tap si 85 ($30,255), Ritas World si 98 ($29,342), The Real World si 89 ($23,528), Worldly Beau si 94 ($22,203), Mans Story si 89 ($21,035), The Perfect World si 88 ($18,510), Goldmaker World ($15,900), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
REBELIER si 104 (1979) by Dash For Cash. 11 wins to 4, $109,456, Ruidoso Prep S., 2nd Go Together H. Half–sister to Rebel Fever si 91 ($42,356), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including Cowboys Evening Wine si 92 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 3 wins, $16,857, 3rd Long Beach S. Dam of Cowgirls Aint Easy si 96 (f. by First Down Express). 2 wins, $28,447. Dam of Cowboy From Morgan si 101 (7 wins, $37,351), Little Foose Coupe si 94 (2 wins, $17,188), etc. Cowboy Prairiedasher si 95 (g. by TR Dasher). Winner to 3, $11,055. Cowboys Rodeo si 103 (c. by Ronas Ryon). Winner to 4, $73,063, fnl. All American F.–G1.

4th Dam:
REBEL FAIR (1970) by Rebel Cause. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to MONGO JET si 93 ($94,646), Speckled Hen si 100 ($27,596), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 ROM, including REBELIER si 104 (f. by Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, see above. Rebel Fever si 91 (c. by Tiny’s Gay). Winner at 2, $42,356, 2nd Sun Country F.

Sir Runaway Hemp
March 23, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

Consigned by Rob Redding

Moetrain B
March 1, 2019, Black Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
MOEHRIG si 86 (2010) by Azoom. Winner to 3, $5,515. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion EYESA SPECIAL si 107 ($1,394,911), JESSIE O TOOLE si 113 ($93,553), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including Dashin Moehrig si 99 (f. by Dashair). Winner to 3, $12,020. RLR Coronas Girl si 86 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Placed to 3, 2020, $6,189.

2nd Dam:

JESSIE O TOOLE si 113 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $93,653, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, Clasico Inaugural, 2nd Clasico Campeon De Campeones–G3, etc. Ntr MEX 350 yds.


3rd Dam:

MITEY EXPRESSO si 116 (c. by Mitey Easy Dash). 4 wins, $35,630, Longhorn D.–G3, etc. Queenies Dash si 93 (f. by Man In The Money). 2 wins to 3, $3,391. Dam of DASHIN IS EASY si 103 (Two–Time Champion, 15 wins, $775,123, Heritage Place F.–G1, Remington Park D.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc.), DASHIN PRINCE HENRY si 102 (11 wins, $178,048, All American Gold Cup–G3, Mexico Championship Chal.–G3, etc.), DASHIN PRINCE HENRY si 102 (4 wins to 3, $82,011, 2nd Heritage Place D.–G1, 3rd Remington Park F.–G1, etc.), Dash N Run si 106 (4 wins to 3, $82,011, 2nd Heritage Place D.–G1, 3rd Remington Park F.–G1, etc.); Granddarm of GALLANT MYSTIC si 104 (10 wins, $90,965, Kip Didericksen H., etc.), My Man Valentine si 105 ($48,686, 2nd Oklahoma Derby Chal.), Eye Am A Star si 102 (3 wins to 5, $43,212, 3rd Queen City Dash), Love Samba si 101 ($184,142, 4th Rainbow F.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.), etc.


By I SEE VISIONS si 101 (2010), Stakes winner of 5 races, $84,246, South Florida D., 3rd Evangeline Downs D., 4th Miss Polly Cl.–G3. From a limited number of foals, the sire of 3 ROM, including Fly The Eagle si 99 (3 wins, $23,055), Call Rachel (winner, $9,331), TM I See A Patriot si 86 (winner, $9,146), etc. Son of Champion ONE FAMOUS EAGLE si 101, $1,387,453. Sire of 506 ROM, with earnings of $30 million.

1st Dam:
MONTI LEAVING YOU GL si 83 (2014) by Coronas Leaving You. Placed in 2 starts at 2. Half–sister to MON TI ROSE si 103 ($284,169), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

MON TI STOLI si 111 (g. by Stoli). 4 wins to 5, $81,107, Par A Dice S., 2nd Retama Park D.–G2, 4th Firecracker F.–G1, Firecracker D.–G3, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, Refrigerator H.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, Ntr DED 300 yds.

Get Cash Now si 101 (g. by Dashin Now). 4 wins to 4, $143,271, 2nd Louisiana Cl.–RG1, 2nd Don Cravins S., 3rd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Vinton S.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, TED Louisiana Bred D.–RG1, etc.

Mon Ti Dash si 96 (c. by First Down Dash). Winner to 4, $123,094, 2nd Delta Dash, fnl. All American D.–G1, Qlf. Sam Houston Classic H.–G2.

Fast Dash Mon si 103 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $53,854.

Adios Mr Perry si 95 (g. by Sayin Adios). 3 wins to 4, $52,965.


3rd Dam:
SHES MY TEA si 92 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 9 wins to 4, $26,913, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG3. Sister to LOTTA TEA si 94 ($49,422), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 ROM, including

ST PATS TEA si 109 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 4, $95,791, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, 2nd Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, etc. Dam of BODACIOUS DASH si 101 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $756,495, Texas Classic F.–G1, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc.


ST PATS FIRST si 108 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $173,113, Firecracker D.–G2, EVD Challenge S., Stephen F Austin S. (twice), 2nd Ancira Ford Classic S.–RG3, etc. First Tea Rose si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2, $33,744, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, etc. Dam of ROCK THAT WAGON si 99 (9 wins, $128,949, Simulcast Services S., etc.), ROB THAT WAGON si 109 ($104,736, Bitterroot F., etc.), etc.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.


4th Dam: LETTERS HOME si 94 (1988) by Tolltac. 3 wins to 3, $9,057. Dam of 10 starters, 8 ROM, including CORONA ON ICE si 104 (f. by Corona Cartel). $86,196, Manor Downs D.–G2, etc. Granddam of Patriot On Ice si 104 (3 wins and 4 times placed in 7 starts to 3, 2020, $71,910, Billy Montgomery S., 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc. SWEET MESSAGE si 96 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes winner, see above. Down Home Letters si 101 (g. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 6, $58,004. Short Dash Home si 95 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). 4 wins to 4, $12,645. Dam of Letters To Delta si 97 (g. by Deltas First Dash). 10 wins to 7, $70,618.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
MR PERRYS EFFORT si 86 (2006) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner, $3,175. Sister to GENOVESE si 102, etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 5 ROM, including Unforgiven B si 101 (g. by Jumpn). 3 wins, $42,887, 3rd Rocky Mountain D., fnl. Rocky Mountain Ch., Leo Beau Dash S., Arapahoe Park Sprint Bonus Chal.


2nd Dam:
TINY FIRST EFFORT si 105 (1998) by First Down Dash. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, 8 wins to 4, $445,393, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Sister to TINY FIRST DOWN si 105 ($317,881, granddam of EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107, $308,219, Midday News si 100, $192,781), First Down Dream si 87 (dam of IMA CHICKIE TWO si 99, $346,598), First Down Energy (dam of TERRIFIC ENERGY si 101, $181,919; Granddam of Champion CORONAS BOY si 98, $548,626; THERMONUCLEAR ENERGY si 98, $419,582; TERRIFIC SYNERGY si 92, $307,026; DYNASTY ENERGY si 92, $283,564; Half–sister to CRASH THRU TRAFFIC si 108 ($140,595; Dam of CRASHED MY DOOLEY si 102, $102,882), Tiny Dash Of Cash si 105 ($203,739, dam of SIZZLING si 102, $192,412, Dash Of Perry si 103, $382,390, Red Storm Cat si 104, $226,439), etc. Dam of 28 ROM, including EAGLES SPAN si 96 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 7 wins, $190,695, Mystic Lake Northlands F., NCQHRA F., Gopher State D., 2nd Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, etc.

FLYING EAGLE 07 si 97 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins, $45,282, West Texas Juv. S., etc.

EYE AGREE si 103 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins to 4, $44,376, Miss Sam Houston S., etc.

GENOVESE si 102 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $42,880, Ruidoso Juv. Invt., etc.

First Class Lacy B si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $91,149, 2nd West Texas F.–G1.


FIRST OF 15 si 112 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 9 wins, $192,336, Gopher State D., etc.

RATTLE N BATTLE si 99 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins, $148,037, James Isaac Hobbs S., etc.

APOLITICAL MAN si 100 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 8 wins, $143,406, Indiana Ch., etc.

HARDTOGET si 104 (f. by Foose). 8 wins, $130,140, Jerry Jaggers Mem. S., etc.

REACHER 16 si 97 (f. by Inseperable). 7 wins and 5 times placed in 12 starts to 4, 2020, $86,395, Hipodromo Derby Chal., Derby De Las Americas, Futurity Mexicano, , etc.
A Dash Of Vodka

January 10, 2019, Brown Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUnder AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

Half–sister to DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

Prize Dasher si 97 (g. by Fast Prize Jordan). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $114,200, 3rd LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

Jen And Vodka si 93 (f. by One Sweet Jess). Stakes placed, see above..

3rd Dam:
Nagano Moon si 82 (1998) by Major Rime. Placed 3 times at 2, $4,968, 3rd New Mexican Spring Fling. Half–sister to MOON SHAKE si 97 (9 wins, $208,017), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 15 starters, 14 winners, 14 ROM, including FIRST MOONFLASH si 122 (c. by First To Flash). Champion Aged Stallion, 14 wins to 4, $999,828, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1 (twice), New Mexico Classic D.–RG1, New Mexico Classic Cup Ch.–RG1, etc. Ntr ALB 440 yds. Nwr SUN 350, 400 & 440 yds.


Moro Moon si 94 (c. by Sixes Royal). 3 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts at 2, $74,993, 3rd Zia F.–RG1, New Mexico Classic F.–RG2, fnl. Shue Fly S.–RG2.

MOONIFISANT si 99 (c. by Sixes Royal). 5 wins to 4, $201,484, New Mexican Spring F.–RG2, 3rd Shue Fly S.–RG2, New Mexico Classic F.–RG2, etc.

MESA MOONLIGHT si 101 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 4 wins to 3, $29,470, La Pacifica H.

Vancouver Moon si 94 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 4 wins, $350,719, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, etc.

Moon Dynasty si 103 (c. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins, $80,211, 2nd West Texas D.–G3, etc.

New Moon Dynasty si 97 (c. by FDD Dynasty). $14,831, 3rd AQRA President’s Open Spring D. Machi Moon (f. by Dash Ta Fame). Unraced. Dam of CHICKALONI si 95 (6 wins to 3, $271,260, NM Classic F.–RG2, 2nd NM Classic D.–RG2, etc.), Machismo Moon si 89 (3 wins to 3, $157,779, 2nd Zia F.–RG1, 3rd NM Cup 870 Ch., etc.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), TOGETHER TO THE END si 86 ($112,280), PRONTO ALEX si 96 ($94,199), etc.

1st Dam: MS FAST PRIZE CORONA (2014) by Spit Curl Jess. Unraced. Sister to SPIT LIKE JAGGER si 96 ($105,045), Spit Prize Corona si 101 ($81,620), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: FAST PRIZE CORONA si 101 (2006) by Corona Cartel. Winner at 2, $13,438. Half–sister to FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 ($192,875), etc. Dam of 27 starters, 23 ROM, including CR TUCKERNUCK si 98 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 7 wins, $215,649, AQHA Distance Chal. Ch.–G1, Will Rogers Dist. Chal., Bill Reed Memorial S., 2nd Master Salls H., etc.


FAST PRIZE TACITA si 89 (f. by Tac It Like A Man). Winner at 2, $65,916, Iowa Double Gold F.

Spit Prize Corona si 101 (g. by Spit Curl Jess). 3 wins, $81,620, 2nd Herman Jefferson S., etc.

Fast Gold Prize si 104 (f. by Hez Our Secret). 4 wins to 4, 2020, $54,424, 2nd Ruidoso Derby Chal.


3rd Dam: FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 (2000) by Heza Fast Man. 3 wins, $244,929, Heritage Place F.–G1, fml. Texas Classic F.–G1. Sister to HEZA FAST DASH si 103 ($138,123); half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047); dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105, CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178, FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147); dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164, First Prize Perry si 102 ($243,946), First Prize Fancy si 96 (dam of PYC FUN N FANCY si 104, $478,760, IM A FANCY PYC si 92, $454,765, First Prize Diamond si 92 (dam of FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103, $323,456, First Prize Jet si 98, $275,858), First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Dam of 24 starters, 24 ROM, including FAST PRIZE ZOOM si 112 (f. by Shazoom). $192,875, West Tx. F.–G1, etc. Nwr 300 yds.

Fast Prize Doll si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $85,762, 3rd Harrah’s Entr. F.–G2, etc. Dam of FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (6 wins, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc., etc.)

Fast Prize Tracy si 101 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $40,960, 3rd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Dam of APOLITICAL CHAD si 95 (7 wins, $930,468, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc., etc.)

Ferrari Fast Prize si 92 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed, $4,624. Dam of FERRARI JAMES si 107 ($313,640), V Power si 91 ($279,419), Ferrari QT si 97 ($167,659), etc.

Fast Prize Angie si 86 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed once in 2 starts at 2, $1,000. Dam of DASHIN FOR A PRIZE si 109 ($275,770, Dash For Cash D.–G3, etc., etc.)

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Affair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Sires of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam: MS JULIE PRIDE TB (2007) by Leestown. 3 wins to 4, $34,670. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: My Meow (1998) by Excavate. 16 wins to 6, $243,925, 3rd Miller Lite S. Half–sister to Down The Lane ($107,640), Colorization ($66,046), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 1 winner, including Ms Julie Pride (f. by Leestown). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam: ROMEO’S LOVE (1981) by Romeo. 2 wins at 3, $15,231. Half–sister to NATIVE HERITAGE ($16,475, Graustark S., etc.). Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 7 winners, including My Meow (f. by Excavate). Stakes placed, see above.

Colorization (c. by Au Point). 9 wins to 7, $66,046, 2nd Tulsa S., 3rd Louisiana Champions Day Sprint S. 

Oh Romeo (g. by Au Point). Winner at 3, $22,090, 3rd Bayouland Sales S. Raise Em Hot (f. by Raise A Bid). 6 wins to 6, $22,215. Lady Hoop (f. by Fobby Forbes). 5 wins to 4, $19,060.

4th Dam: TIM’S PRINCESS (1962) by Tim Tam. Unraced. Half–sister to FORWARD PASS (Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, $580,631, Preakness S., etc.), TURN TO TURIA ($73,601, Sanford S.–G2, etc.), EVER ON ($118,009). Dam of 14 starters, 11 winners, including NATIVE HERITAGE (c. by Raise A Native). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $16,475, Graustark S., 3rd Ak–Sar–Ben Juvenile S.

Here Comes Harvey (c. by Roberto). 11 wins to 7, $75,010. Bidders Delight (f. by Bold Bidder). 3 wins at 3, $21,019. Dam of RED CLOUD (19 wins, $271,097, Coronet H., Cardinal H., etc.), Clearly Delightful (8 wins to 6, $92,589), etc.

Speedy Shoes (f. by Francis S.). 2 wins to 3, $7,875. Granddam of ILLUMINIZE (7 wins, $67,521, 3rd [Q] at HOL), EXCLUSIVE TAN (Winner at 3, $13,900, 3rd Harris Farms H.), etc.

Track Bender (f. by Never Bend). Winner at 3, $1,104. Dam of Track Wizard (10 wins, $57,385); Granddam of Kinetic Bend (7 wins, $197,040), Meaghan Kelley (7 wins, $55,000), etc.


Tout de Vous (f. by Stevward). Unplaced in only start. Dam of FRIVOLOUS MISCHIEF (2 wins at 3, $17,473, CTBA Marian S.); Granddam of HE’S A DANCING MAN (3 wins, $103,331, 3rd Leland Stanford H., etc.), Insearchof (18 wins, $218,465), etc.

Consigned by Damian Trahan, Agent for
Damian Trahan & DGC, LLC

Sheza Fast Train B
February 24, 2019, Gray Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including
BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
MS LOLA GRACE (2010) by Panther Mountain. Unplaced. Half–sister to RBD JESSAWINGIN si 101 ($142,794), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:
FURBY si 91 (1998) by Royal Quick Dash. Winner to 3, $3,392. Half–sister to Texas Lady Passion si 105 ($59,938). Dam of 14 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including
RBD JESSAWINGIN si 101 (f. by Swingin Jess). 7 wins to 5, $142,794, Party Girl S., 2nd Audubon S., Evangeline Downs Dash, 3rd Billy Montgomery EVD S.
Hesa Hoot si 95 (g. by Hesa Crazy Magic). 2 wins to 3, $32,413.
Caldwell Chrome si 92 (c. by Down N Dash). 2 wins at 3, $18,633.

3rd Dam:
ZOANNIE si 90 (1985) by Zevi TB. Winner to 3, $1,334. Half–sister to Dorame si 97 ($33,012), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including
PASSION RUSH si 108 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 5 wins, $146,028, Ford Oklahoma Chal.–G3, 2nd Ford Challenge Ch.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G1, Galobar S., nfnl. Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–G1, Remington Park D.–G2, Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3.
HURRIED ROMANCE si 105 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins to 4, $29,117, Cherokee Nation S. Ntr FMT 300 yds.
Js Challenger si 86 (f. by Capo de Capi). Winner at 2, $28,000, 2nd Laico Bird S.
Passion Raging On si 100 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins at 2, $85,561, nfnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1, Heritage Place F.–G1.
Eyema Texas Lady (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Dam of Tons A Texas si 92 ($46,888), Eyema Texas Cowboy si 89 ($40,820), Eyema Valiant Lady si 93 ($39,928), etc.
Red River Crossing si 92 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins to 3, $37,087, nfnl. Blue Ribbon F.–G1, Ruidoso F.–G1, Blue Ribbon D.–G3.
Eye Opener Bentley si 97 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). $14,477, nfnl. NM Juvenile Chal.–G2. Dam of
MAKE IT BENTLEY si 103 (g. by Make It Anywhere). 6 wins to 4, $306,837, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–G3, Mr Jet Moore H., 2nd OHA F.–G3, 3rd Sooner S.–G1, etc.
Eye De Man si 89 (g. by Capo De Capi). 2 wins at 2, $122,084, 3rd RP Oklahoma Bred F.–G2.
Feature Mr Bentley si 96 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). 5 wins to 6, $40,657.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Philip Bruchhaus

Go Rhonda Go
January 5, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By ZOOMIN FOR BUX si 117 (2004). Stakes winner of 5 races, $259,739, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 139 ROM, with earnings of $5.9 million, including Champion ZOOMIN FOR SPUDS si 107 ($809,171, Champion of Champions S.–G1, etc.), ZOOMIN EFFORTLESSLY si 112 ($875,675), JODY POPS ZOOMER si 104 ($298,056), ZOOMIN AFTER SIX si si 105 ($227,456), SSTRICKORTREAT si 107 ($183,794), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
Streakin Marguerita si 93 (1990) by Streakin La Jolla. 9 wins to 4, $35,517, 3rd Lassie F.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F. Half-sister to Amajet Rocket si 96 ($62,201, 2nd Leo H., 3rd Firecracker F.–G1, etc.). Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including VALS STREAK si 103 (f. by Dashing Val). 7 wins to 4, $117,640, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, LQHBA Classic f/m, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, 3rd Party Girl S., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Dam of Valk Oak si 91 (g. by Oak Tree Special). $19,542 in Mex., 2nd Cl. Easily A Possum (Mex.), etc. Toast To Ce Ce si 98 (g. by Toast To Dash). 7 wins to 7, $108,921. Heza Fast Val si 103 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins to 4, $85,730.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Stakes winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:
MS MUSKOGEE COLOURS (1999) by Hot Colours. Unplaced. Point earner in open performance competition. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:

Wind Patriot

February 7, 2019, Bay Filly

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

By FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (2003). Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including Champion BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($564,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), JUST ANOTHER NATURAL si 103 ($217,957), ANNA DELOVELY si 98 ($108,407), etc.

1st Dam:
MS PATRIOT AWE (2013) by Game Patriot. Unraced. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 1 ROM, including Fast Prize Five si 94 (c. by Fast Prize Jordan). Placed at 2, $1,320.

2nd Dam:
Awe Contraire si 105 (2008) by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 4, $77,127, 2nd Sam Houston Derby Chal., 3rd Simulcast Services S., fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, Harrah’s Entr. F.–G2, etc. Sister to Chrysis si 98 ($38,010). Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Contraire Patriot si 94 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 6, $49,920. Wild Card Patriot si 97 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $18,839, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2.

3rd Dam:
SPECIAL CRY S si 102 (1998) by Special Effort. 7 wins to 4, $95,190, La Mariposa H.–G3, New Mexico Distaff Chal.–G3, etc. Half–sister to AZOOM si 107 ($738,136), VRRROOM si 108 ($161,593), Bills Last si 95 ($371,381), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 12 ROM, including COSABELLA si 91 (f. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $23,832, Mexico Juvenile Chal., fnl. AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G2.

Awe Contraire si 105 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed, see above.


4th Dam:
CRYSTALINAS si 96 (1988) by Beduino TB. Winner to 3, $3,136. Sister to RUNAWAY WINNER si 104 ($369,410), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 14 ROM, including AZOOM si 107 (c. by Shazoom). 11 wins at 2, $738,136, Texas Classic F.–G1, Sam Houston F.–G1, TQHA Sale F.–RG1, Mexico Juvenile Chal., etc. Ntr HOU 400 yds.

VRRROOM si 108 (c. by Shazoom). 4 wins to 4, $161,593, Harrah’s Entertainment D.–G2, Los Alamitos Two Million Juv., 2nd Fair Grounds Chal. S., 3rd Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.

Bills Last si 95 (g. by Shazoom). 3 wins to 4, $371,381, 2nd Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G1, 3rd Vessels M.–G1, Kaweah Bar H.–G3, Animas S., fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Tate Farms, Agent for Teddy L. Berry

**Separate Effort**

February 10, 2019, Bay Colt

**Hip 393**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Down Dash</th>
<th>TF Im That Guy</th>
<th>Special Effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dash For Cash</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Prize Rose</td>
<td>si 114</td>
<td>si 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Leader</td>
<td>si 98</td>
<td>Dashadee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Ms Special Perry</td>
<td>si 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicks Beduino</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate Ways</td>
<td>si 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sis Special Heart</td>
<td>si 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Effort</td>
<td>si 104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too Tidy Sis</td>
<td>si 114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (2013).** Stakes winner of 5 races, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Championship S.–G1, Lovington S.–G2, 3rd All American F.–G1, West Texas F.–G2, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, fnl. Rainbow D.–G1, etc. His first foals are yearlings of 2020. Son of **World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105,** $857,256, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Sire of 1,772 ROM, with earnings of over $88.9 million, etc.

1st Dam:
MS PROVERBAL (2007) by Separatist. Unraced. Half–sister to DASH THRU MY HEART si 98 ($58,155), **Shoal** si 97, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 1 ROM, including Makenenas Fire si 84 (f. by Highest Fire). Winner at 3, $14,622. 
Sir Louisiana Dash si 99 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $6,000. (Fastest qfr. to the Laddie F.–RG2. Finals ran after press time).

2nd Dam:
Sis Special Heart si 97 (1989) by Special Effort. 2 wins at 2, $41,240, 2nd Sun Country F.–G1, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1. Half–sister to ONE TIDY RYON si 99 ($38,699), **Too Tidy Sum** si 102 ($37,793), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including DASH THRU MY HEART si 98 (g. by Dash Thru Traffic). 4 wins to 3, $58,155, Central Juvenile Chal.–G3, 3rd NCQHRA F., 4th Altolna D.–G3, fnl. AQHA Juvenile Challenge Ch.–G1, Kansas D.–G3, Central Derby Chal.–G3, Canterbury Park D.–G3, etc. 
Shoal si 97 (f. by Southern Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $50,785, 2nd Florentine H., 3rd Flare For Toby H., 4th Miss Princess H.–G2. Siseasyjet si 95 (g. by Easy Jet). 5 wins to 6, $24,249.

3rd Dam:
TOO TIDY SIS si 114 (1979) by Too Tidy. 16 wins, $337,100, World’s Championship Cl.–G1, California Breeders’ Ch., Foster City H., Mid–Summer Invt. H., 2nd World’s Championship Cl.–G1 (twice), Peninsula Ch.–G1, Miss Peninsula H.–G3 (twice), etc. Half–sister to Sky High Lady si 104 (f. by Special Effort). Dam of 5 starters, 5 winners, including ONE TIDY RYON si 99 (c. by Ronas Ryon). 5 wins, $38,699, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–RG3. Sis Special Heart si 97 (f. by Special Effort). Places stalked, see above.

4th Dam:
I’M LATE (1974) by Little Town. Unraced. Dam of 12 foals, 11 starters, 7 ROM, including TOO TIDY SIS si 114 (f. by Too Tidy). Multiple stakes winner, see above.


**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By AJS FAST DASH si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,238, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dashin Perry si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invt. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.

1st Dam:
MS WANDAS LA JOLLA si 90 (2002) by Streakin La Jolla. Winner, $8,366. Half–sister to Ms Wandas Fortune si 98 ($219,786), Ms Kalies Fortune si 93, etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including CJS Huslin Game si 103 (g. by Game Patriot). 7 wins to 5, $98,723.
Bullet Proof Patriot si 81 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). Winner to 3, $24,279.
Built For Battle si 89 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner to 4, $19,790.
CJS Helluva Game si 92 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner at 2, $14,615.

2nd Dam:
ROCKETS FORTUNE si 93 (1989) by Rocket's Magic. 4 wins to 4, $61,132, Lassie F.–RG3, Delta Downs Derby Cl., 4th DED Louisiana Brders’ F.–RG3, etc. Sister to BBS Magic Quarter si 101 ($58,648), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 13 ROM, including
Ms Kalies Fortune si 93 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $20,462, 3rd Old South F.
Mr Courtneys Fortune si 106 (g. by Game Patriot). 6 wins to 5, $94,400, 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, John Alleman Memorial S.–RG3.
Jessa La Rocket si 99 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). $44,108, fnl. La. Champions Day Cl.–G1, etc.

3rd Dam:
CLEVER REGRET si 90 (1982) by Raise Your Glass TB. Winner to 3, $1,632. Sister to FIREWATER FANCY si 102 ($59,184; granddam of THIS FLIGHTS FOR YOU si 110, $175,170), Rhythm N Booze si 101 ($66,035). Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including BBS Magic Quarter si 101 (f. by Rocket's Magic). $58,648, 2nd La Champ. Day Cl.–RG2. Dam of BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 (8 wins, $348,613, Delta Downs LA Brders’ D.–RG2, Harrah's La Bred D., etc.), BBS First Flame si 95 (3 wins, $64,586, 3rd Firecracker F.–G2, etc.); Granddam of Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), etc.
Raise The Sky si 94 (f. by Pie In The Sky). Winner, $24,397, 3rd Mardi Gras D.–G1, etc. Dam of IB Business si 97 ($62,840, 2nd Speedhorse G/S Cup D.–RG3, etc.), Mighty Pocket Rocket si 93 (3 wins, $60,614, 3rd EVD Dash S., etc.); Granddam of JR TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 (5 wins, $313,154, LQHBA Sale F.–G1, etc.), NO CROWN TONIGHT si 106 (3 wins at 2, $65,525, De Saix S., fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

By AJS FAST DASH si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,238, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dashing Perry si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invit. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.

1st Dam: MS WANDAS MAGIC si 97 (2010) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 4, $10,230. Half-sister to BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Brileys Magic si 102 (c. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $41,632.


3rd Dam: CLEVER REGRET si 90 (1982) by Raise Your Glass TB. Winner to 3, $1,632. Sister to FIREWATER FANCY si 102 (f. $59,184; Granddam of THIS FLIGHTS FOR YOU si 110, $175,170, etc.), Rhythm N Booze si 101 ($66,035), half-sister to the dam of HEY PRIMER si 103 ($228,122), etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 winners, including ROCKETS FORTUNE si 93 (f. by Rocket's Magic). 4 wins, $61,132, Lassie F.–RG3, etc. Dam of Ms Wandas Fortune si 98 ($219,786, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.), Ms Kalies Fortune si 93 (2 wins to 3, $20,462, 3rd Old South F.), etc. Raise The Sky si 94 (f. by Pie In The Sky). $24,397, 3rd Mardi Gras D.–RG3, etc. Dam of IB Business si 97 ($62,840, 2nd Speedhorse G/S Cup D.–RG3, etc.), Mighty Pocket Rocket si 93 (3 wins, $60,614, 3rd EVD Dash S., etc.); Granddam of JR TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 (5 wins, $313,154, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), NO CROWN TONIGHT si 108 (3 wins at 2, $65,525, De Saix S., fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
MY BROTHERS CHICK si 99 (2008) by Wave Carver. 2 wins to 3, $9,620. Half–sister to Champion TEMPTING DASH si 111 ($673,970), A TENTAMING DASH si 104 ($541,959), Ocean Won Away si 93 ($41,008), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 3 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including
Mr Pilotos Chick si 91 (f. by Mr Piloto). Winner to 4, $10,445.
PYC Valentina Dash si 97 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Winner at 3, $8,880.

2nd Dam:
A TEMPTING CHICK si 99 (2000) by Chicks Beduino. 3 wins to 3, $36,953, 3rd Mission Beach H., Moss Landing H., fnl. Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, Broodmare of the Year. Dam of 33 foals, 30 starters, 21 ROM, including
TEMPERING DASH si 112 (c. by First Down Dash). 4 wins in 4 starts, $673,970, Texas Classic F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, Ntr LS 400 yds.
A TENTAMING DASH si 104 (g. by First Down Dash). 8 wins to 4, $541,959, Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, Go Man Go H.–G1, Spencer Childers Cal Brdrs’ S.–RG1, 2nd Champion Of Champions–G1, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, 3rd Golden State D.–G1, Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million–G1, Vessels M.–G1.
Ocean Won Away si 93 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 4 wins to 5, $41,008, 3rd Laguna Beach H.
Boundless Ocean si 92 (f. by Ocean Runaway). 2 wins to 3, $27,039, 3rd A Ransom H.
First Tempting Dash si 89 (c. by First Down Dash). Winner, $20,245, 2nd Los Al. Derby Chal. Natalie Dash si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 3, $52,681, 4th La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, Ed Burke Memorial Juvenile S., fnl. PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, Dam of
WHATA CORONA si 91 (c. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 3, $30,305, B & W Stakes. Tempting Colt si 90 (g. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 6, $34,344.
A Tempting Ocean si 83 (f. by Ocean Runaway). Placed to 3, $3,272, fnl. Markel S. Dam of
ONE SHINING OCEAN si 90 (g. by Shining First Dash). 2 wins at 2, $16,398 in Mexico, Clasico Jodys Glory, fnl. Hipodromo Juvenile Chal.
One Famous Ocean si 98 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $33,024. Mi Pequena Amor si 84 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed at 2, $2,535.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Senorita Game

January 10, 2019, Brown Filly

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
MY CORONATION si 87 (2001) by Corona Cartel. Winner at 3, $4,758. Half–sister to HOSTILE TAKEOVER si 97, etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Zomin For Coronation si 98 (c. by Shazoom). 2 wins at 3, $14,366.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
DEVIL DIDIT si 95 (1972) by Printer’s Devil. 2 wins to 3, $2,000, Charlie Russell F. Dam of 15 foals, 14 ROM, including DEVIL WHO si 106 (g. by My Leroy Brown). 25 wins to 5, $254,389, Chicado V H.–G2, Shue Fly H.–G2, St Nicholas Express H.–G3, Yakima Fall F., Fun Sun D., Helena Last Chance D., Orange County Invt. H. (twice), Sun Downs Fall D., 2nd Chicado V H.–G2, etc.

DEVIL DESIGN si 106 (f. by New Design). 7 wins to 3, $40,555, Pot O’Gold F.–G3, 2nd Charlie Russell F.–G3, Great Northern F., etc. Dam of Devil In Traffic si 93 (2 wins at 2, $4,950, 3rd Dutch Masters III F.); Granddam of Devils Ghost si 97 (2 wins at 2, $7,764, 2nd Dutch Masters III F.). Devils Phire si 92 (Winner at 2, $4,354, 2nd Idaho Cup F.), etc.

IMA DESIGN si 103 (f. by New Design). Stakes winner, see above.

By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdr’s F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
MY ELLE PRADA TB (2002) by El Prado [Ire]. 6 wins, $139,020. Dam of 2 TB & 5 QH foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 6 starters, 5 winners, including Expect Elprada TB (g. by Littleexpectations). 8 wins to 7, $82,483. 

Heza Dash Faster si 99 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $33,168. 


He Has Stolinmyheart si 95 (g. by Stoli). 2 wins to 3, $14,150.

2nd Dam:

Stanislav (g. by Stravinsky). 7 wins to 6, $72,094 in Italy. 

Empress Lil (f. by Grindstone). Unraced. Dam of Kid Freud (g. by Freud). 11 wins to 6, $124,046.

3rd Dam:
CALL THE QUEEN (1972) by Hail To Reason. Winner at 3, $14,340. Half–sister to HAIL EMPEROR ($260,451, Native Dancer H., etc.), Royal Dilemma ($16,515, dam of SILVER FLING, $464,312; IMPERIAL DILEMMA, $198,139; granddam of POWDER BOWL, $455,043; GRANGEVILLE, $445,309; etc.), Frau Stark (granddam of GESTURE, $318,419), etc. Out of Champion Two–Year–Old Filly QUEEN EMPRESS (15 wins, $431,428). Dam of 13 foals, 10 winners, including Tumbler (c. by Key To The Mint). 6 wins to 4, $161,200, 2nd Roamer H., etc. 

Fabulous Prince (c. by *Le Fabuleux). 3 wins to 5, $53,572, in Fr., Nor. & Eng., 2nd Jahre Line Oslo Cup–G1, 3rd Prix de la Ville de Trouville. 

Say What You Mean (f. by Judge). Winner at 3, $20,520, 3rd Ruffian H. Dam of GERRIE SINGER (19 wins, $360,211, Bewitch S.–G3, Game Heart H., Truly Bound H., etc.), Sugar Hill Chick (5 wins to 5, $125,930, 3rd Salem County S., 4th Schuylerville S.–G2, etc.); Granddam of JEWEL PRINCESS (Champion Older Mare, 13 wins, $1,904,060, Breeders’ Cup Distaff–G1, etc.), NIKE MADRID [Jpn](17 wins, $2,668,072, in Jpn., Sakitama Hai, etc.), GLOBALIZE (5 wins to 3, $623,650, Turfway Spiral S.–G2, etc.), TUFF CHICK (6 wins, $385,683, Lauries Dancer S., etc.), TOPAZ RUNNER (8 wins, $157,820, Bill Braucher S., etc.), Royal Fudge ($153,285), Summer Squeeze (4 wins to 3, $123,245), Sunset Boy (10 wins, $110,433), etc.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pleez si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.


2nd Dam: LOUISIANA EYE OPENER si 97 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. 7 wins in 10 starts, $151,254, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 ($170,682), THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 ($127,941), JESTTHELOUISIANAGIRL si 98 ($122,904), FED EX TOGETHER si 105 ($111,784), CALL ME FED EX si 107 ($80,437), This Girl Is Special (dam of THISFEATUREISSPECIAL si 98, $190,758; Eyein This Feature si 99, $125,913; granddam of SANTANDER si 106, $142,365, etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including Dutcher si 108 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 4 wins to 5, $194,833, 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, Vessels M.–G1, Sam Houston Classic H.–G2, 3rd Refrigerator H.–G1, etc.


SIZZLIN ON DA BAYOU si 102 (g. by Sizzlin Cartel). 6 wins, $110,955, Louisiana Purchase S., fnl. Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, Open Me A Corona S.–RG2. El Dorado Stone si 88 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner at 2, $17,010, 3rd Louisiana Juv. S.


By Highst Fire si 93 (2011). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $325,637, 2nd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 26 ROM, with earnings of $689,775, including Wokatee On Fire si 93 ($258,136, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1), Fdz Slinkys Fire si 97 ($50,764), Bullyonfire si 94 ($43,360), Salt And Fire si 103 ($36,300), Juanells Fireball si 88 ($30,548), etc.

1st Dam:
My Shining Rose si 102 (2007) by First To Shine. 3 wins to 3, $41,800, 2nd Evangeline Downs D. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, including Arose si 89 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 5, $32,693.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Rosa Jet si 83 (1970) by Jet Deck. Placed at 2. Sister to Champion JET CHARGER si 101 ($190,068), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including Haughty Hussey si 91 (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). $4,658, 3rd Laredo Tex Bred D. Dam of Cam Goes Native si 103 (c. by Cameronian). 11 wins, $87,429, 2nd Head Pin H., etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
Injun On The Run si 102 (1998) by Heza Fast Dash. 5 wins to 3, $28,508, 3rd Retama Park D.–G1. Sister to JAMES ON THE RUN si 98 ($105,683), Fast Beach Man si 104 ($68,186), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 4 ROM, including Babes On The Beach si 103 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 10 wins, $121,500, MCI East Chal.–G3, Manor Downs H. (twice), Red River H., Virgil Bond 870 H., etc. Ntr MAN 870 yds.

3rd Dam:
SIX ON THE BEACH si 106 (1988) by Streakin Six. 4 wins to 4, $30,955, Just A Second S., 2nd Lone Star D. Sister to FABULOUS FIGURE si 111 ($270,112), SIX FIGURES si 98 ($114,604), etc. Dam of 19 foals, 13 starters, 11 ROM, including BABE ON THE BEACH si 92 (f. by Invisible Injun). 5 wins to 3, $193,302, Costa Mesa H., 2nd Golden State F.–G1, etc. Dam of DONT LET DOWN si 103 (7 wins to 3, $697,769, All American D.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.), BAREFOOT BEACH si 109 (5 wins, $106,175); Granddam of APOLLITICAL OK si 98 (4 wins, $274,408, Mr Jet Moore H.–G2, etc.), TAKIANA ROMANOVA B si 98 ($192,687, Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.), MR TAKA B si 98 (4 wins to 4, $180,145, AQHA Derby Chal. Ch.–G2, etc.), etc. Six LITTLE INJUNS si 102 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins, $68,186, 2nd La Plata S.–G3, etc. Six LITTLE INJUNS si 102 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins, $68,186, 2nd La Plata S.–G3, etc. Six LITTLE INJUNS si 102 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins, $68,186, 2nd La Plata S.–G3, etc. Six LITTLE INJUNS si 102 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins, $68,186, 2nd La Plata S.–G3, etc.

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
NAWLINS si 101 (2008) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 4, $41,064, 4th Billy Montgomery EVD S.–RG3. Half–sister to DASHING JET RIO si 96 ($157,019), Stolin Obsession si 91, etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 2 ROM, including Nawlins Lady si 86 (f. by Swingin Jess). 2 wins to 3, $12,018

2nd Dam:


Zathuras Fast Dash si 92 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $35,400, 3rd LQHBA Invitational S. Heckofaman si 103 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 4, $44,007. Boqueeda si 97 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, $37,262.

3rd Dam:
DASHING RIO si 93 (1990) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $4,204, fnl. Firecracker D.–G3. Half–sister to MR FANCY RIO si 99 ($132,043), She Wants Cash si 91 ($12,836; Dam of CAT FIVE STORM si 104, $149,985, Ntr, We Want Cash si 90, $87,787; Hollywood La Jolla si 97, $70,187; Granddam of WAGON TO HOLLYWOOD si 106, $157,990; Mr Gordon Shultz si 98, $119,175, etc. Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including DASHING OBSESSION si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

DASHING RIO DOC si 103 (g. by Merridoo). 10 wins, $103,519, Sundowner Trailer S.–G3, Harrisburg H., 2nd Harrisburg H., High Set S., 3rd Governors' Cup Marathon H.–G3, etc.

RIO RIVER WARRIOR si 105 (c. by Osceola Warrior). 4 wins, $89,731, LQHBA Sale F.–RG2, Live Oak 770 H., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc. Rios Dashing Patriot si 93 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $27,390, Dam of Patriots Leaving You si 103 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins, $89,287, 3rd Lassie F.–RG2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, Billy Montgomery EVD S., etc. Royal Rio Miss si 94 (f. by Royal Sovereign). Winner to 5, $9,728. Dam of JESSI JAM si 96 (3 wins to 3, $68,300, Live Oak S.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 (7 wins, $85,361), etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: NEVER NEUTRAL (2011) by Mr Eye Opener. Unraced. Sister to POT OCASH si 97 ($68,019), half–sister to LOUISIANA CORONA si 101 ($166,206), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including MR CORONADO CASH si 97 (g. by Coronado Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $28,058, Cherokee Nation S., Inl. Old South F.


HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 9 wins, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–G3, AQRA Turf Paradise D., Corona Cartel Stakes at TP, etc.


3rd Dam: CORONA CHICK si 113 (1989) by Chicks Beduino. Three–Time Champion, Broodmare Of The Year, 15 wins to 3, $591,326, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Kindergartem F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Two–Time Champion CORONA KOOL si 104 ($1,296,797), CORONA COCKTAIL si 94 ($214,718), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 13 ROM, including CORONA CASH si 101 (f. by First Down Dash). Multiple Champion, see above.

VALIANT HERO si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 7 wins, $668,633, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. CORONA CARTEL si 97 (c. by Holland Ease). 6 wins, $557,142, Los Alamitos Million–G1, etc.

CORONA CZECH si 93 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $125,759, Mr Jet Moore H., etc. Mighty Corona si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). $309,216, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Captain Courage si 100 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $213,251, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.

Consigned by Juan R. Lozano, Sr.

JL Arcos Bambina
February 13, 2019, Sorrel Filly

INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006), Two-Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), TOGETHER TO THE END si 86 ($112,280), PRONTO ALEX si 96 ($94,199), etc.

1st Dam:
NEWARCOS BAMBINA si 102 (2006) by Newarco. 3 wins to 4, $18,351, fnl. Texas Twister S., Gallery Furniture S. Half–sister to RAGAZZO si 102 ($559,500), GIORGINO si 100 ($324,367), ANASTTASIA si 104 ($127,671), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Louisiana Ez si 93 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). Winner at 2, $13,081, 3rd Wyoming Downs F., fnl. Hadley/Giles F., Sandy Downs Juvenile Challenge. Louisiana Boi si 85 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins to 4, $5,243. New Bay si 83 (f. by Brookstone Bay). Winner at 2, $3,281.

2nd Dam:
LAS ALAMITOS si 97 (1994) by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 4, $202,480, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, 3rd Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, 4th Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sister to Champion Three–Year–Old Gelding FOUR FORTY BLAST si 112 (13 wins, $321,356, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc.), HOLLAND EASE si 109 ($361,227, Golden State D.–G1, etc.), Brisco County Jr si 95 (5 wins, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.), Dividends Declared si 94 ($93,160, 2nd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.; Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN si 97, $456,010, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.; SOMETHIN LIKE THIS si 98, $151,810, Eastex S.–G2, etc.). Half–sister to Reloaded And Ready si 90 (dam of GREAT GRACE si 96, $201,838, Ruidoso Derby Chal., etc.). Dam of 34 starters, 26 ROM, including RAGAZZO si 102 (c. by Shazoom). 7 wins to 3, $559,500, Heritage Place F.–G1, Manor Downs D., fnl. Southwest Juvenile Championship–G1, Sam Houston D.–G2.

GIORGINO si 100 (c. by Apollo TB). 8 wins to 5, $324,367, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, Delta Juv. Chal.–G3, 2nd Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.

ANASTTASIA si 104 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $127,671, Iowa Double Gold F., 2nd Firecracker D., fnl. TQHA Sale F.–RG3, Old South D., TQHA Sires’ Cup D.

FEATURES LUCKY CHARM si 96 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $42,926, Ruidoso Dstf. Chal., 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Dstf. Challenge Ch.–G1, etc.

Potenzza si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $151,754, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, Qlf. All American D.–G1.

Mazzimo si 101 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $31,118, 2nd Sam Houston Derby Chal., Retama Derby Chal., 4th TQHA Sires’ Cup D., fnl. Altona D.

Mia Favoritta si 89 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 1 win and 4 times placed in 5 starts at 2, $22,118, 2nd John Deere Juvenile Chal.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: NEWPORT LILY (2005) by Stoli. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 15 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including:

- TRIPLE VODKA si 101 (c. by Tres Seis). 5 wins and twice placed in 8 starts to 3, $224,670, TQHA Sale F.–RG2, Old South D, 4th Firecracker D.

2nd Dam: NEWPORT FANCY si 95 (1991) by Calyx. 6 wins, $68,851, Las Damas H.–G2, 3rd QHBC Distaff Cl.–G3, Bobby Doyle H., fnl. Vessels M.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–RG3, Chicado V H.–G3, etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including:

- Teller Ima Rockstar si 101 (c. by Teller Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $80,363, 4th Oklahoma F.–G2, etc.
- New Porter si 88 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner in 2 starts at 2, $3,315. Dam of:
  - Jumpn Fly si 96 (f. by Jumpn Chic). 2 wins to 3, $32,306, 2nd AQRA Turf Paradise F., etc.
  - Dreaming To Fly si 99 (g. by Legendary Dreamer). 4 wins to 3, $14,918, 3rd Idaho Cup D.
  - Hesjumpn si 102 (c. by Jumpn Chic). 2 wins at 2, $6,885, 2nd Gem County F.

3rd Dam: LADY NEWPORT (1984) by Sail On Bunny. Unplaced at 2. Half–sister to SWEETEN THE POT si 114 ($124,132), DASH FOR GAME si 106 ($15,310, Ntr PRE 330 yds.), Horseshoe Bend si 110 ($32,084), Sweet Beduino si 101 ($21,824; Dam of A DASH OF BEDUINO si 101, $103,934; THIS JET IS ROYAL si 107, $91,613, Ntr PRE 330 yds.).

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Ch. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: NOBO si 96 (2005) by Dashin Bye. Winner to 4, $20,470. Half–sister to MDT STREETFIGHTER si 105 ($200,382), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including No Freight si 95 (g. by Freighthtrain B). 3 wins and 3 times placed in 6 starts at 2, $256,120, 2nd LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

Miss Nobo Perry si 103 (f. by First Prize Perry). 4 wins to 5, $45,373.

Geaux Blue si 96 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 3, $42,560.


MDT BACKSTREET BULLY si 99 (g. by First Prize Perry). 4 wins, $46,394, Magnolia S., etc. Rebas In The House si 100 (f. by Tres Seis). 2 wins, $47,542, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Dam of SHAKESSHAKESHAKEIT si 97 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). Winner at 2, $227,538, Laddie F.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S., fnl. LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

Ima Gone Reba si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $145,001, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2, 4th LQHBA Louisiana Million F.–RG1, fnl. LQHBA Brdrs’ D., DED Louisiana Bred D.

Its What It Is si 102 (g. by Game Patriot). 5 wins, $90,290, 2nd Louisiana Purchase S., etc. Come On Tempt Me si 97 (g. by Tempting Dash). $16,435 in Mexico, 3rd Cl. Jodys Glory S.

3rd Dam: FOLS ZOKIE COOKIE si 102 (1991) by Fols Gold. 7 wins, $38,811, Blue Ribbon 440 D., Windy City Dash, etc. Ntr AP 400 yds. Dam of 14 starters, 12 winners, including HOLD AIR HOSTAGE si 107 (g. by Apollitical Jess). Champion Three Year Old & Three-Year-Old Gelding, 9 wins, $1,415,551, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Sooner State S.–RG1, Heritage Place D.–G2, 2nd Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc.

ZOKIE STREET si 106 (g. by Corona Cartel). 10 wins, $268,774, Texas Champ. Chal.–G1, Manor D.–G2, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, Sophomore Showdown, etc. Ntr DED 330 yds.

Brave Heart Won si 101 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins and 6 times placed in 14 starts, $381,068, 2nd Black Gold 440 F.–RG3, 3rd All American D.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.

Rectitude si 91 (f. by Heza Fast Man). Winner to 3, $6,687, fnl. Oklahoma Juv. Chal.–G3. Dam of HEZA DOOR PRIZE si 90 (g. by First Prize Perry). $64,943, Sterlie Bertram Memorial S.

Consigned by JLA Farms, Agent for Gregorio Garcia

Leaving Off Road
February 15, 2019, Bay Colt

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 96 (2018), with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
OFF ROAD PRINCESS si 92 (2012) by Swingin Jess. 3 wins to 4, $26,543. Sister to SWINGINSTAR si 100 ($63,229), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
LIL RISING STAR si 89 (2004) by Tres Seis. Winner to 4, $9,999. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including
SWINGINSTAR si 100 (g. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins to 3, $63,229, LQHBA Sale Inv. S., fnl. Lee Berwick Fut.–RG1, The Treme Derby–RG3.
Off Road Princess si 92 (f. by Swingin Jess). Multiple winner, see above.
Jess A Swinging Star si 92 (g. by Swingin Jess). Winner at 4, $13,525.

3rd Dam:
GENRE si 92 (1999) by Runaway Winner. 3 wins to 3, $18,117, fnl. TQHA Sale F.–RG2. Sister to ACCUSATORY si 98 ($93,294), Dam of 14 foals, 12 starters, 9 ROM, including
Glaring Bye si 94 (g. by Dashin Bye). 4 wins to 3, $62,552.
Rockin Woody si 90 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $27,519.
Achieve Her Dreams si 98 (f. by Achievement). 2 wins to 3, $17,640.

4th Dam:
DASHING STARDUST si 84 (1989) by Dash For Cash. Placed to 3, $9,591. Dam of 11 ROM, including
ACCUSATORY si 98 (f. by Runaway Winner). 3 wins at 2, $93,294, Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–RG3, fnl. All American F.–G1, West Texas/Sun Country F.–G1. Dam of DASH TA FREEDOM si 96 (3 wins, $40,730, Equi–Stat earnings of $99,389, 1st WPRA Odessa, TX Sandhill, WPRA Rodeo Houston, WPRA Texas Circuit Fnl., etc.), Runaway Fame si 98 (5 wins, $57,427, fnl. New Mexico H.–RG3), Blazing Drake si 97 (4 wins, $43,211), Dash Ta Freedom si 96 ($40,730), etc.

ADULTERESS si 99 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 8 wins to 3, $77,690, Canadian QH Cup F.–RG3, etc. Dam of Comin In Hot si 97 (3 wins to 3, $28,390, 3rd Hialeah El Nino Inv., etc.), Zoomin Her Way si 105 (2 wins to 2, $25,851, 2nd Alberta Stallion F., etc.); Granddam of SLS RIVER HIGH si 91 (Winner to 3, $10,723, Bonnett/Brodon F.), etc.
Scrumptiously si 100 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins to 3, $10,735. Dam of BONDOCK SAINT si 107 (2 wins, $67,617, Clascio The Prize, 3rd Cherokee Challenge S., fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.), Cybil si 102 (3 wins, $36,950, 2nd Wild West F.), Simply Macho si 96 (2 wins at 2, $63,647, fnl. Heritage Place F.–G1, Speedhorse F.–RG1), Stellar Lake si 97 (3 wins to 4, $30,754), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Agent
PM Gone Hunting
April 28, 2019, Bay Colt

Heza Fast Dash si 103

PM Gone Hunting
X0740822

Heza Fast Man si 111
First Prize Dash si 101
Zuppardo's Prince TB
Oh So Fine si 94

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSJA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUMER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
OH SO FINE si 94 (1977) by Texas Longhorn. 7 wins, $11,250. Dam of 16 starters, 11 ROM, including BARIDI TIME si 100 (f. by Lombardi TB). 25 wins, $113,723, Florida F., Riverside Laddie F., Riverside Downs F., Delta 550 H. (twice), 2nd Old South F.–G2, etc.
MISS FINE WARRIOR si 103 (f. by Osceola Warrior). 12 wins to 4, $101,572, Florida F.–RG3, Sound Of Summer D.–G3, Walter Mclhenney Stars & Stripes (twice), Memorial Day S., etc. OH SO SIXY si 101 (f. by Six Fortunes). 5 wins, $63,430, Delta Downs Louisiana Bredrs' D., 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG2, 3rd Mother’s Day S., Louisiana Bred Classic–t/m, etc. Dam of OH SO DAUNTING si 105 (g. by Daunting Presence). 11 wins to 5, $335,973, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Louisiana Bred Day Juv.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Classic–RG2, etc.
JESS SO SIXY si 101 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 4, $145,535, Anaheim H., 2nd Six De Oh si 91 (f. by Six Fols). 10 wins, $55,736, 2nd Miss Blackhawk S., etc. Osceolas Fortune (f. by Osceola Warrior). Dam of A Fast Fortune si 103 (14 wins, $164,399), etc. Coup De Oh si 91 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 2 wins to 3, $2,968. Dam of Six De Oh si 111 (f. by Six Fols). 10 wins, $55,736, 2nd Miss Blackhawk S., etc. Oh So Effort si 96 (f. by Special Effort). Winner at 2, $3,900. Dam of Hasta B An Effort (g. by hasta Be Fast). Placed at 2, $4,023, 2nd The 1889 F.

Embryo Transfer
Consigned by S & E Prepping, LLC., Agent for Kenneth Garcia

Leave Me One Corona
April 23, 2019, Bay Colt

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 9 races, $278,358, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam: ONE BLACK MAGIC si 82 (2011) by First Down Dash. Unplaced. Sister to JB First Rose si 90 ($34,425). Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam: FIRST BLACK WAGON si 95 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 8 wins to 5, $87,283, John Deere S., Anaheim H., 4th Southern California D.–G1, fnl. Prairie Meadows Ch.–G2, etc.

3rd Dam: FIRST PRIZE ROSE TOO si 94 (1991) by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3, $3,470. Dam of 9 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including FAST FIRST DASH si 101 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 7 wins, $102,250, Manor Downs H., 2nd Expo Square S., Manor Downs H., Universal City H., 3rd Covered Bridges S., etc.

4th Dam: FIRST A ROSE si 101 (1986) by Mr Master Bug. 4 wins to 3, $31,925, HQBC Soph. Cl.–G2, 3rd HQBC Sunbelt D. Half–sister to World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256), First Prize Dash si 101 ($77,465, dam of FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106, $488,270,; FIRST CAROLINA si 106, $415,047,; FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103, $295,147,; FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102, $244,929,; HEZA FAST DASH si 103, $136,123,; First Prize Perry si 102, $243,946), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 3 ROM, including Oh What A Rose (f. by Disco Jerry TB). Unplaced in only start. Dam of Oh Perks Go si 94 (7 wins, $33,338, 3rd Portland Meadows D., etc.); Granddam of OH JESS FLY si 98 (9 wins, $189,355, Herman Jefferson S.–G3, etc.), OH CHEROKEE ROSE si 106 (6 wins, $112,001, Fair Meadows Belles S., 3rd Remington Park F.–G1, etc.), SPIT CURL TEN si 96 (3 wins, $95,857, Speedhorse D., etc.).

RF One Famous Blue

March 25, 2019, Brown Gelding

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

One Famous Cookie si 103 (2008) by Separatist. 2 wins to 3, $27,387, 2nd Hialeah La Nina Invt., South Florida Derby, etc. Half–sister to JESS FEATUREME QUICK si 103 ($687,155), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including RF Heza Fast Cookie si 90 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 3, $14,379.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

One Flying Cookie si 97 (f. by Strawfly Special). $13,092, 3rd Yavapai Downs F., etc. Dam of CARTERS COOKIE si 93 (2 wins to 3, $359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), ONE FLYING DYNASTY si 94 (2 wins to 3, 2020, $131,330, La Fiesta F.), etc.

Take The Fasttrain

January 1, 2019, Bay Colt

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYE FREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:


Carters First Flight (f.by Carters Cartel). Placed in 2 starts at 2, 2020, $1,718.

2nd Dam:

TAKEOFF ROYALLY si 88 (1996) by First Down Dash. Placed to 3, $3,945. Sister to Two–Time Champion ROYAL DOWN DASH si 111. Dam of 21 foals, 14 starters, 9 ROM, including CAPTAIN ON TAKEOFF si 121 (g. by Captain Courage). 6 wins, $61,032, Wayne Brasher Mem. S., Sonoita Ranchers Bonus Chal., 2nd Mike Hastings Mem. S., etc.


Poker Chip 831 si 102 (g. by Fantastic Corona Jr). 3 wins, $40,368, 3rd Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, Sam Houston Classic S.–G2, fnl. Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.


3rd Dam:

Timeto Takeoff si 99 (1977) by Timeto Thinkrich. 4 wins to 4, $76,002, 2nd Vessels M., California Bdr’s Ch., Miss Peninsula H., etc. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including ROYAL DOWN DASH si 111 (f. by First Down Dash). Two–Time Champion, 20 wins to 4, $405,384, All American D.–G1, AQHA Derby Chal. Ch.–G2, etc. Ntr SFE 400 yds. Ntr SUN 440 yds. Dam of Get Down Perry si 97 (3 wins, $159,677, 2nd Vessels M.–G1, etc.), Royal Down Jolla si 97 ($16,524, 2nd Four Corners F.–G3); Granddam of RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 (5 wins to 3, 2020, $428,526, Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc.), SECOND DOWN LEAVING si 103 (6 wins, $188,859, Louisiana Juvenile S., etc.), REAL WAGON si 95 ($102,551, Terrace Hill S., etc.), CORONA DOWN PERRY si 97 (5 wins to 4, 2020, $77,093, Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, etc.), My T Oak Tree si 94 (4 wins, $70,002, 3rd Terrace Hill S.), Mr Sippin Corona si 98 ($43,794), TF Jess A Runaway si 90 ($30,956, 2nd Billy Montgomery LAD S.), etc.

TIME FOR ROYAL CASH si 100 (f. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, $313,583, Golden State F.–G1, Golden State D.–G1, QHBC Champ. Cl.–G1, 2nd Heritage Place D.–G1, etc. Dam of DIVIDE THE CASH si 105 ($448,643, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S., etc.), TIME FOR STREAKING si 105 (9 wins, $96,042, Clasico Campeon De Campeones, etc.), TIME FOR A ROYAL DIP si 105 ($84,799, Paul B Ford Mem. H., etc.); Granddam of TIME FOR ZOOM si 109 ($48,689, Prescott Valley Laddie/Lassie F.–G3), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Sire of 10 ROM, with earnings of $270,700, including RAZZATONI si 96 ($64,859, The Treme D.), Onefamousstreakindash si 97 ($13,287, 2nd Harris County 550 S., etc.), A Lil Bit Famous si 94 ($6,366), Razzaroni si 93 ($53,340), Annas T Time si 94 ($34,166), Famous Connie si 89 ($23,623, Jess Brioni si 86 ($17,169), etc.

1st Dam:
ONE SWEET CARTEL si 94 (2013) by Favorite Cartel. Winner to 3, $9,357, fnl. Lone Star Distaff Chal. Sister to Our Favorite Sweet si 93 ($26,228), half–sister to World Champion ONE DASHING EAGLE si 98 ($2,079,065), ONE SWEET JESS si 103 ($953,592), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
ONE SWEET DASH si 94 (1996) by First Down Dash. 6 wins to 3, $81,937, Prescott Downs F.–G3, Phoenix F.–G3, AQRA Lassie S., etc. Dam of 24 foals, 18 starters, 18 ROM, including 
ONE DASHING EAGLE si 98 (c. by One Famous Eagle). World Champion. Two–Time Champion, 6 wins in 7 starts at 2, $2,079,065, All American F.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, Ed Burke Million F.–G1.
ONE SWEET JESS si 103 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins to 3, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, Ed Burke Memorial Juv. S., 2nd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 400 yds.

3rd Dam:
Sweet Beduino si 101 (1985) by Beduino TB. 2 wins, $21,824, 2nd Santa Cruz Co. F., etc. Half–sister to Sweeten The Pot si 114 ($124,132), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 15 ROM, including 
A DASH OF BEDUINO si 101 (c. by Dash For Cash). $103,934, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc.
THIS JET IS ROYAL si 107 (g. by Easy Jet). 10 wins, $91,613, Prescott Downs F., etc.
Sign It Sweet si 95 (f. by The Signature). 4 wins, $15,572, 3rd AQRA Lassie S., etc.

Embryo Transfer
ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Montgomery Equine Center

La Popatop
February 21, 2019, Gray Colt

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

SAN LORENZO CORONA si 108 (c. by Coronas Leaving You). 8 wins, $254,889, Louisiana Classic S.–RG2, Vals Fortune S.–RG2, Open Me A Corona S.–RG2, Opelousas S.–RG2, etc. CANT CATCHACORONA si 102 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). $123,731, Opelousas S.–RG2, etc. Im Jess Blue si 98 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins and 6 times placed in 12 starts to 4, $102,909, 2nd DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, 3rd The Treme D. Surf N Turf Dude si 107 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $73,970, 2nd Four Corners F.–G3. Open My Prize si 83 (f. by First Prize Perry). Unplaced. Dam of HH GAILFORCE si 106 (f. by Freighttrain B). 3 wins at 2, $179,744, Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc. San Lorenzo si 92 (c. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $6,000. (Currently qf. to Laddie F.–RG2. Finals ran after press time).

3rd Dam:
OCEAN MEMORIES (1997) by Leaving Memories. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to HARBOR BEACH si 111 ($129,372), First Down N Surfin si 97 ($290,681; Dam of Corona Deluxe si 94, $168,135; Granddam of EAGLE DELUXE si 102, $164,787; COUNTRY BOY DELUXE si 103, $161,637; Reagal Eagle si 105, $467,790), Runaway Wave si 105 (Broodmare of the Year, $79,183; Dam of World Champion WAVE CARVER si 104, $1,005,946; Three–Time Champion OCEAN RUNAWAY si 105, $1,642,498, Ntr LA 400 yds.; WAVE HER DOWN si 95, $436,415; TRISK si 102, $254,233; AQUAFINA si 99, $188,336; Granddam of Two–Time Champion UNCLE D si 96, $682,965; etc. Out of IN THE CURL TB ($749,891). Dam of 15 ROM, including OCEAN CARTEL si 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 6 wins, $186,103, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc. Mimi Cartel si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $403,325, 2nd Pocahontas H., etc. Dam of FEATURE MR LUCKY si 105 ($131,672, Sunland Winter D.–G2, etc.), etc. Ocean Express (f. by Fishers Dash). Dam of STEL MY CORONA si 89 ($187,768, PCQHRA Bdrs’ F.–G2, etc.); Granddam of TAC ME UP si 99 ($143,784, Autumn H., etc.), etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAK SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
Senor Chicho si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner to 5, $24,534.

2nd Dam:
RIGHTEOUS LOOK si 103 (f. by Righteous Brother). 6 wins, $27,731, Minndak F., 3rd Hialeah La Nina Invt., fnl. Sandy Downs Dstf. Chal., etc. Ntr ELK 220 yds. Dam of Look Secret si 97 (f. by We Have A Secret). 2 wins, $9,463, 2nd Oneida Co. Fair D., etc. Royal Snow Problem si 107 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 10 wins, $73,768, 4th SLM Big Daddy S., fnl. Aggie S. Ntr HIA 330 yds.

3rd Dam:
Victory Yell si 98 (1989) by Victory Dash. 3 wins to 3, $39,026, 2nd Mystery F.–G3, TQHA Brdrs’ F., etc. Half–sister to ILLUSTRIUS REBEL, etc. Dam of 5 starters, 4 ROM, including A SWEET LOOK si 91 (f. by Sixarun). Stakes winner, see above.
A Special Straw si 80 (f. by Strawfly Special). Dam of Fast Dashing Special si 98 (7 wins, $71,666), etc.; Granddam of Straw Bux si 95 (3 wins, $75,675, fnl. Evangeline Downs Dash), etc. Iba Fast Chick (f. by Chicks Beduino). Unraced. Dam of FAST CHICK BEDUINO si 102 (f. by Dashin Is Easy). 3 wins, $104,302, Longhorn F.–G1, etc.

4th Dam:
IMA FLAMING REBEL si 81 (1979) by Flaming Jet. Placed. Dam of 9 starters, 8 ROM, including ILLUSTRIUS REBEL si 98 (c. by Master Hand TB). Winner, $24,805, Mexican National Ch. Formidable Dash si 96 (g. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, $43,955, 2nd Visalia H.
Cash Rebel si 108 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins, $20,611, 2nd NM Derby Chal., etc.
Shineys Rebel si 94 (f. by Oh Shiney), $16,115, 3rd Debutante H., etc. Dam of WHITE GLOVE DELIVERY si 98 ($78,812, NM Juv. Chal., Qlf. All American F.–G1), Leading Rebel Rouser si 107 ($154,786, 2nd Manor M.–G2, etc.); Granddam of Otch si 108 ($92,067), etc.

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: OUTLOOK IS GOOD si 81 (2012) by Carters Cartel. Winner at 3, $7,740. Sister to Well Worth It si 106 ($77,080). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: WORTH A LOOK si 93 (1997) by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 3, $209,891, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, etc. Half–sister to TOTALLY HAGGARD si 98, etc. Dam of 15 foals, 11 ROM, including TOTALLY HAGGARD si 98 ($16,480), Well Worth It si 106 (f. by Carters Cartel). 6 wins to 5, $77,080, 2nd Ajax Derby Chal., The Plan H., Hazel Park Bonus Chal., 3rd Bitterroot F.–RG3, Wild West F.

3rd Dam: COPAUINO si 95 (1988) by Beduino TB. Winner to 3, $10,241, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G1. Half–sister to PACKIN SIXES si 99 ($86,155), etc. Dam of 13 starters, 10 ROM, including TOTALLY HAGGARD si 98 (g. by Sixarun). 3 wins to 5, $16,480, Land Of Lincoln S., etc. Copafly si 102 (f. by Strawfly Special). 5 wins, $82,679, fnl. KHEY/Y96 H.–G3. Granddam of SPECIALS GOLD si 110 (11 wins, $136,404), SPECIALS JAMIE si 99 ($116,172), SPECIALS JESS si 108 ($148,666), Specialscountrychick si 107 ($43,770), SWEET BEDUINO si 95 ($57,000), etc.

Uno Ima Train

April 7, 2019, Bay Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
OZZYS LIL SISTA si 94 (2008) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins to 3, $7,501. Half–sister to ORIONS AWARD si 94 ($56,892), ORIONS Kool si 100 ($71,948), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Leavin You Tonight si 94 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 4 wins to 4, 2020, $37,340.

2nd Dam:

PYC IS A Dream si 95 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 4, $16,734, 3rd Silestone S.

3rd Dam:

Ineedanova si 98 (f. by Casady Casanova). 4 wins, $10,326. Dam of HOT NOVA si 102 (f. by Hot Colours). 4 wins, $70,833, Jim Bader F.–RG3, etc. Dam of HOT DAM BAM A LAM si 107 (6 wins to 5, 2020, $199,907, Refrigerator S.–G1, Esplanade S., etc.), I NEEDA CORONA si 103 ($76,472, Signature S., 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Novas Gold si 105 ($107,155, 2nd Jack Brooks S.–RG3, etc.), etc.

Zee Feature si 80 (f. by Zevi TB). Placed 4 times to 3. Dam of ZEE SIX PAC si 91 (g. by Sunset Six). 3 wins, $21,309, Colorado Stallion Brdrs’ D., etc. The Zee Man si 105 (c. by Dash Thru Traffic). 3 wins, $39,895, 2nd Fair Meadows Juv., etc.

4th Dam:
EASY CARRIE ANN si 91 (1975) by Easy Jet. 9 wins, $31,054. Dam of 8 starters, 8 ROM, including ANITAS FEATURE si 99 (f. by Truckle Feature). Stakes winner, see above.

Pretty Preppy si 92 (f. by Port Master). 5 wins to 5, $18,902. Dam of PRETTY DASHING si 100 (10 wins, $72,192, Independence Day H., 3rd Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, etc.), etc. Six Gun Annie si 86 (f. by Sixarun). 2 wins, $3,630. Dam of ANNEOPEN si 106 (13 wins, $155,030, Okla. Bred F.–RG3, etc.); Granddam of LLANO TELLER si 105 (11 wins, $1,770,007, All American D.–G1, Ruidoso D.–G1, etc.), MS REGARD si 119 ($330,381, Ntr ZIA 300 yds.), EYESA LIL CUERVO si 98 ($63,947), Six Gun Regard si 104 ($167,583), Big Chop si 104 ($58,006), J D si 86 ($34,354), Lil Annie Eye Over si 96 ($33,222), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC, Agent for Eddie Cramer/Tom or Bill Maher

A Delight Jess
February 26, 2019, Bay Filly

By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), TOGETHER TO THE END si 86 ($112,280), PRONTO ALEX si 96 ($94,199), etc.

1st Dam:
PANAMERA (2010) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced. Sister to JESS SIGNIFICANT si 103, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 ROM, including Textron si 88 (g. by Ivory James). Winner at 2, $2,370.

2nd Dam:
SIGNIFICANT SPEED si 106 (1997) by Duel Fuel. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly & Aged Mare, 13 wins, $517,605. Dash For Cash D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Refrigerator H.–G2, All American Gold Cup–G3, 6666 Ranch H., 2nd B F Phillips Jr H., 3rd All American F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to PUSH THE PACE si 105 (18 wins, $513,119, NM Championship Chal.–G1, etc.), DASH MASTER JESS si 102 (8 wins, $275,697, Sam Houston Chal.–G2, etc.), LIL FAMOUS DASH si 102 ($157,924, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), SIGNIFICANT CARTEL si 97 ($132,333, Cypress H., etc.), FRONT RUNNING SPEED si 105 ($73,542), GETTING EVEN si 89 ($38,221), Speed Transformed si 105 ($84,553), Gate Master si 104 ($41,901), Worthy Contender si 97 ($41,638), Romans si 106 ($32,185, Ntr DED 300 yds., Ntr FG 330 yds.), etc. Out of DASH MASTER MISS si 108 (Dam of Distinction, $249,430, Kansas D.–G1, etc.). Dam of 23 foals, 18 starters, 13 ROM, including JESS SIGNIFICANT si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 3, $419,589, Ruidoso F.–G1, 3rd Lubbock S.–G3, fnl. All American F.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, West Texas F.–G1, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, Zia Park Ch.–G2, Hobbs America F.–G2, Dam of SIGNIFICANT HEART si 98 (f. by Corona Cartel). Champion Aged Mare, 8 wins to 5, $257,292, Mildred N Vessels Memorial H.–G1, PCQHRA Breeders’ D.–G3, Las Damas H.–G3, Miss Princess H.–G3, Lantry’s Jet H., Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S., etc.

CATCH BILLY THE KID si 91 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins, $52,713, First Down Dash D. Fooze Jr si 94 (g. by Foose). Winner to 3, $66,226, 2nd Hobbs America D.–G3, etc.

SO SIGNIFICANT si 95 (f. by Relagate TB). 6 wins to 4, $103,708, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, Dana Point H., 2nd Huntington Beach H., etc. Granddam of One Sweet Sign si 98 (2 wins to 3, $45,837, 2nd Lone Star Distf. Chal., fnl. Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), Dividends Expected si 101 (c. by Relagate TB). 6 wins to 5, $43,738, 2nd Mexico Championship Chal.–G3, Campeonato Juvenil, 3rd Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Ch., etc. Significant Lady (f. by Relagate TB). Unplaced in only start. Dam of LADYS A CARTEL si 106 (f. by Five Bar Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $50,472, Pot O’Gold F., etc. ROYALTYS LADY si 105 (f. by Royaltys Choice). 3 wins, $17,463, Oneida County Fair F.


Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rp Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:

Express Lane Snap si 93 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner at 2, $20,795.
Stayin Inthefastlane si 84 (c. by Fast Prize Dash). 2 wins in 2 starts at 2, $18,900.

2nd Dam:
SHEZA NEON ROSE si 97 (1998) by Takin On The Cash. 3 wins and 4 times placed in 7 starts to 3, $39,770, OHA. F.–G3, 3rd OHA D.–G3. Sister to PURE OKLAHOMA si 100 ($36,758), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 9 ROM, including

PHOTO SMART si 103 (g. by First Smart Money). 12 wins, $215,685, James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, 2nd Road Runner S., 4th Dash For Cash D.–G1, fnl. Sunland Park Winter D.–G2, etc.

PANTHERINTHESPEEDLANE si 103 (f. by Panther Mountain). Multiple stakes winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
KISS ME REAL EASY si 103 (1986) by Real Easy Jet. 4 wins, $21,558, AQHA Stampede S., 2nd Shakkopee S. Half–sister to KIPTY’S KISSES si 99 ($48,972; dam of Champion IMA RAMBLIN GIRL si 104, $162,515; HEZA RAMBLIN MAN si 111, $750,907; FIRST TO RAMBLE si 110, $348,647; granddam of LITTLE BIT OF AH HA si 104, $315,699; etc.), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including

PURE OKLAHOMA si 100 (f. by Takin On The Cash), 4 wins, $36,758, Shebester F.–G3, etc. Dam of HUDINNI si 105 (g. by Valiant Hero). 9 wins and 10 times placed in 22 starts, $1,223,198, Rainbow D.–G1, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, etc.

ADIOS MY AMIGOS si 105 (g. by Make It Anywhere). 11 wins to 5, $232,080, Sooner State S.–G1, Golden Driller S.–G3, Don Steel Mem. S., 2nd Oklahoma D.–G2, Leo S.–G2, etc.

OKLAHOMA BANDIDO si 106 (g. by Take Off Jess). 5 wins to 5, $165,832, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup D.–G3, Mr Master Bug H., 2nd Okla. Bred F.–G3, etc.

OKLAHOMA CARTEL si 97 (f. by Carters Cartel). 2 wins, $59,756, Black Gold F.–G3, etc.

Kinky Boots si 103 (f. by Agouti). 3 wins to 4, $72,494, 2nd Oklahoma Bred F.–G3, etc.

Kiss Because I Could si 94 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). $39,883, fnl. Okla. F.–G1, etc. Dam of Ting Tac si 95 ($75,138, 3rd Mystery D.), Cartel Chica si 90 ($50,824, 2nd Laico Bird S.).

Rare Kiss si 101 (f. by Rare Form). 3 wins to 3, $21,166, 2nd Black Gold 300 F., etc.

Lil Streakin Rogue
March 16, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., Billy Montgomery Lad S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), Candy Coated Rogue si 94 ($15,488), Heza Big City si 85 ($12,465), etc.

1st Dam: PAPAS LIL STREAK si 85 (2012) by Taylors Toastin Papa. 2 wins at 3, $23,660. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: SCOOPIES STREAKIN si 85 (1998) by Streakin La Jolla. Winner at 2, $4,910. Half–sister to Ms Scoopies Toast si 95 ($71,639), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 5 ROM, including Ms Annas Achievement si 95 (f. by Achievement). 4 wins to 7, $49,115. Mr Streakin Mountain si 109 (g. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins to 4, $29,853.


By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:

WHO JACK si 97 (g. by Jumpn). 3 wins to 3, $70,330, FQHRA Stallion Stakes D., fnl. Louisiana Classic S.– RG2, Qlf. QHRAI D.
Jess Mine si 91 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 4 wins to 5, $54,597.
Proud Jesse si 95 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner to 4, $29,800.
Jess Kool si 89 (g. by First N Kool). 2 wins to 4, $24,235.
Perry Train si 88 (g. by Freighttrain B). Winner at 2, $14,130.

2nd Dam:
PR PRINCESS ZENA (1996) by Coup De Kas TB. Unplaced at 2. Half–sister to FOOTPRINCE si 111 ($72,382), TRICKIE LASSIE si 97 ($43,029), etc. Dam of 2 foals, 2 ROM, including
The Corona si 101 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins and 5 times placed in 9 starts, $51,607, 2nd Cajun Kindergarten F.–G3.
Paradise Jayne si 96 (f. by Lil Easy Cash). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:
Colleen Of Sinn si 97 (1977) by Sinn Fein. 3 wins to 3, $7,955, 3rd Early Bird F. Sister to Scoopie Fein si 99 ($15,807; dam of Two–Time Champion MR JESS PERRY si 113, $687,184, Ntr HOU & DED 400 yds.; granddam of TOAST TO MY MOM si 94, $140,397; etc.), half–sister to Oh Black Magic si 97 ($13,698; granddam of MAGICS MIGHTY MAN si 96, $305,210, Bushfire si 114, $212,188), etc. Dam of 12 ROM, including

FOOTPRINCE si 111 (g. by Raise Your Glass TB). 14 wins, $72,382, QHBC Classics F., QHBC Rocky Mt. Cl. F., QHBC Far East Classic F., etc. Ntr ARP 400 yds.
TRICKIE LASSIE si 97 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 7 wins, $43,029, Okla. Bred D.– RG3, etc. Dam of Trick On The Run si 104 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). $85,816, 3rd Black Gold 330 F., etc.
Ira Runner si 104 (g. by Runaway Winner). 5 wins, $47,358, 2nd Blue Ribbon D.–G3, etc.
Braggs Hero si 105 (g. by Valiant Hero). 2 wins, $42,640, 3rd All American Congr. F.
Bootsie Lassie si 96 (f. by Holland Ease). 3 wins to 3, $19,551, 4th Shebester F.–G3, etc.

Dam of Prince La Jolla si 103 (3 wins, $47,333, 2nd Heritage Place Juv. Invt., etc.), etc.
ROVIN LEGACY si 93 (g. by Cash Legacy). Winner at 2, $10,186, Boomer Sooner Fall F., etc.
Harwell si 107 (c. by Game Plan). 12 wins to 8, $41,838, 2nd Darrell Rose Mem. Mem. 350 F., etc.
Hotsie Tootsie si 93 (f. by Easily Smashed). 4 wins to 3, $20,713, 2nd OHA D., etc. Dam of CORONA FIREBALL si 101 (c. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins, $181,112, 11th Oklahoma F.–G2, etc.
TOO TOUGH TO CATCH si 97 (c. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 3, $152,424, Easy Jet S., 2nd Speedhorse F.–RG1, 3rd Oklahoma D.–G3, 4th Heritage Place D.–G2.
Tricky Fein si 92 (g. by Tricky Fun TB). 2 wins to 3, $15,663, 3rd Blue Ribbon D.–G3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip 421</th>
<th>Hip 421</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Tete Rouge</strong></td>
<td><strong>La Tete Rouge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 18, 2019, Sorrel Colt</td>
<td>February 18, 2019, Sorrel Colt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSÁ JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNNER AFULLMOON si 105 ($71,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($55,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

Patriot Sayin Adios si 92 (2011) by Jet Black Patriot. 6 wins to 5, $103,495, 2nd Mother’s Day S., fnl. Mardi Gras D., etc. Half–sister to ALTERED INTENTIONS si 91 ($37,035), Haystretcher si 105 ($202,882), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, a currently racing two–year–old.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

TOGETHER AT LAST si 89 (1984) by Streakin Six. Winner, $3,868. Dam of 9 starters, 7 ROM, including CALL ME TOGETHER si 93 (c. by Call Me Dash). 8 wins, $92,577, LQHBA Sale F.–RG3, etc. Together With Adios si 90 (f. by Sayin Adios). 3 wins, $26,279, 2nd Lassie F.–RG3. Dam of ADIOS MISS JESS si 104 (4 wins, $82,672, Lassie F.–RG3, etc.); JESSTOGETHER si 98 ($40,072, 2nd LA Champions Day Juv., etc.); Granddam of SORTA SHINEY si 95 ($100,800, The Belle Of New Orleans, etc.); JESS RUNAWAYTOGETHER si 107 ($51,650, Louisiana Juvenile S., etc.); SHINING PRESENCE si 94 ($164,470, 2nd Lee Berwick F.–RG1); JET BLACK PRESENCE si 95 ($73,680, 3rd Flashy Hemp S., etc.); ORAONA TOGETHER si 98 ($55,380, 2nd The Treme D.–RG3); etc.

4th Dam:

JUSTANOLD LOVE si 108 (1979) by Dash For Cash. 14 wins, $949,836, Champion Of Champions–G1, etc. Ntr EVD 440 yds. Sister CALLING FOR CASH si 101 ($95,716), OH MY DASH si 110 ($71,257, Ntr), half–sister to CALLMEMOH si 104 ($179,479).

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Play Some Blues

March 21, 2019, Brown Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
WAKEUP TO TOAST (2004) by Toast To Dash. Unplaced. Half–sister to WAKEUP N DASH si 96 ($93,334), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 5 ROM, including PATRIOTS TOAST si 106 (f. by Game Patriot). Stakes winner, see above. French Toasted Bt si 98 (g. by Game Patriot). 6 wins to 4, $65,420. BT Patriot si 90 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 5, 2020, $42,930.

3rd Dam:
WAKEUP CALL (1990) by Phone Trick TB. Unraced. Sister to MALESTROM si 106 (12 wins, $46,059), half–sister to Champion SIR ALIBI si 104 (9 wins, $356,193), NO TELL MOTEL si 105 (11 wins, $166,550), LAYOVER CHARLIE si 106 (15 wins, $104,808), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 11 starters, 7 ROM, including WAKEUP N DASH si 96 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 6 wins, $93,334, Magnolia S., 3rd Races And Aces S., Magnolia S.

Toast In The Morning si 88 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner to 3, $18,730. Open Your Eyes si 95 (f. by Sir Alibi). 3 wins to 3, $15,743, 4th Calf. Juvenile Chal.–G3. Dam of Eyes Agouti si 95 (f. by Agouti). 3 wins to 4, $16,970, 2nd Yellowstone Downs D. Dam of Augie Meyer si 98 (3 wins to 6, $19,096), etc. Easy Dashin Alibi si 93 (g. by Dashin Is Easy). 2 wins to 6, $28,516. Eyes Chico si 98 (g. by Dashin Chico). Winner at 2, $27,564.

Satanas Bar si 93 (c. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 4, $19,231. Call Me The Sleeper si 100 (f. by Strawfly Special). $10,162, 4th Oklahoma D.–G3. Dam of SLEEPERS BEST CORONA si 108 (g. by Coronas Prospect). 8 wins to 4, $130,885, Miss Polly Cl.–G3, Esplanade S., Jess Meche Mem. S., 2nd Harrah’s Dash S., etc. Royal Snow White si 104 (f. by Royal Evening Snow). 3 wins to 3, $52,713, 2nd OHRA Of Indiana D.

Triple Crown N Seven si 89 (g. by Triple Vodka). 2 wins to 3, $21,789. Bet The Title si 101 (g. by Title Contender). 2 wins to 4, $20,318. Wakeup Flyin si 94 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 3, $9,760, fnl. Oklahoma F.–G2, etc. Dam of Sheza Titleist si 102 (f. by Title Contender). 8 wins, $86,799, 2nd Foxy Lady S., 3rd Black Gold Futurity Ch.–G3. Dam of Sheza Just Zoomin si 86 ($21,334), etc.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent

Jess A Wild Patriot
February 28, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By JESS ELIE si 87 (2002). Winner of 2 races, $12,048. Sire of 16 ROM, with earnings of $448,772, including A NOBLE JESS si 106 ($81,175, Barbmast S., etc. Ntr RET 250 yds.), A Noble Jess Elie si 98 ($58,220, 2nd Harrah's Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Noblejessele Inview si 85 ($14,042, 3rd Old South F.), Azoom Policy si 99 ($67,386), Jess A Patriot si 101 ($51,700), Confidante si 105 ($26,835), etc.

1st Dam:
PATRIOTSMEMORY si 96 (2010) by Game Patriot. Winner to 3, $18,467. Half–sister to TOASTIN TO MEMORY si 97 ($139,199), MEMORIES FAST DASH si 109, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 ROM, including Tree Of Memory si 82 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Placed at 2, $2,255.

2nd Dam:
Grab A Memory si 94 (1996) by Holland Ease. 2 wins to 3, $24,055, 3rd Central Juv. Chal.–G3, etc. Half–sister to GRAB YOUR GLASS si 101, etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 ROM, including TOASTIN TO MEMORY si 97 (g. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins at 2, $139,199, Mardi Gras F.–RG2, 3rd La Downs Champions Juv.–RG3, fnl. La Champions Day Juv.–RG2.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Sheez Mylady Jet si 94 (1973) by Easy Jet. 7 wins to 3, $2,982, 3rd G Rollie White Downs Spring D. Dam of 13 foals, 11 starters, 7 ROM, including POFIADO si 91 (c. by Sturdy Indian TB). 5 wins at 2, $55,195, Quick Wrangler F., etc. No Lookin Back si 87 (f. by Casady Casanova). Winner at 2, $2,310. Dam of JUNOS BACK si 102 (7 wins, $65,096, Woodlands Champ. H., etc.), etc. Sheeza Zevi Lady si 83 (f. by Zevi TB). Winner at 2. Dam of SHEEZA LIL VAL si 96 ($19,413); Granddam of VALUE THE MAN si 110 ($732,399), EMPEROR VALERIAN si 108 ($278,029), VALIANTLY si 106 ($203,754), Voulez Vous si 90 ($173,576), etc. Wild Promise (f. by Raise Caine TB). Dam of PROMISE ME VICTORY si 96 ($35,611), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
TF Ima Streakin Gal
January 30, 2019, Sorrel Filly

TF Im That Guy si 105
TF Ms Special Perry si 97
Streakin Duchess si 87
Princely Dancer si 90

TF Ima Streakin Gal


1st Dam:
STREAKIN DUCHESS si 87 (2003) by Streakin La Jolla. Winner to 3, $7,074. Half–sister to HOLLYWOOD PERRY si 108 ($145,323), Taylor Made Cash si 91 ($30,782), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 5 ROM, including

The Real Game si 103 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $142,752, 2nd Lee Berwick F., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Qlf. Laddie F.–RG2.
Bigtime Brady si 94 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 4 wins to 4, $52,960, This Game Is Real si 96 (c. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $25,100, Dashin With Wings si 96 (f. by Dashin Bye). 3 wins to 4, $24,623.

2nd Dam:
PRINCELY DANCER si 90 (1989) by Princely Pleasure TB. 3 wins to 3, $10,022, Suwannee Belle S. Dam of 16 foals, 14 starters, 11 ROM, including

Princely Daisy si 92 (f. by Lil Easy Cash). 2 wins, $29,365, 3rd Go Vicki Meyers S., etc. Princelydancersjewel si 89 (f. by First Down Jewel). 2 wins to 4, $36,877, Dam of Sassy Chic 3341 si 107 (f. by Fast Prize Dash). 6 wins, $100,920, 2nd Party Girl S., 3rd Billy Montgomery EVD S.

3rd Dam:
BEAU WINDY si 96 (1983) by Duck Dance TB. 3 wins to 3, $10,022, Suwannee Belle S. Dam of 16 foals, 14 starters, 11 ROM, including

BEAU CASHANOVA si 99 (g. by Sir Cashanova). 11 wins, $69,760, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, Miss Polly Cl., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.
WINDY DANCER si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $44,984, Lassie F.–RG3, etc. Dam of JESSLUVCHICKS si 111 (10 wins, $71,248, Don Boyd Mem. H., etc. Ntr RDM 250 yds.).
Jess Mr Perry si 103 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $48,579, 3rd Lee Berwick Memorial F.–RG3, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.
Beau Cashin In si 101 (g. by Lil Easy Cash). Winner, $27,705, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc. Bedawee Beau si 92 (f. by Somekindadash). Placed. Dam of SOMEKINDA BEAU si 111 (7 wins, $260,556, Louisiana Cl.–RG2, etc. Ntr DED 440 & 550 yds.), Bigtime Beau si 107 ($153,743, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2, etc.), First Down Bedawee si 90 ($64,881), etc.

Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC, Agent for Haddad Ranch

Mr Perfect Tlc
March 12, 2019, Bay Gelding

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam: PERFECTION si 89 (2008) by First Down Dash. 2 wins at 3, $6,384. Sister to Two–Time Champion FDD DYNASTY si 102 ($1,173,001), First Dinastia si 92 ($42,985), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 6 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Political Dynasty si 93 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 2 wins at 2, $13,118.

A Perfect Tlc si 83 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). Winner at 2, $6,400.


JM MISTER DESTINY si 89 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $274,369, All American Juv. S., 2nd Sunland Park Winter Juv. Inv., fnl. The Championship At Sunland Park Ch.–G1, etc.

SOLID CONNECTION si 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $86,898, Dana Point H., 2nd Cash For Kas H., 3rd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, fnl. Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Dam of Madam Of Fire MV si 99 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). 7 wins, $82,739, 2nd Rebagain H., etc.

STAGGERING STRIDE si 94 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $83,820, La Pacifica H., 3rd La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, Los Alamitos Two Million Juv. S., Town Policy S., etc.

FISHERS DESTINY si 94 (c. by Fishers Dash). 3 wins at 2, $49,210, Cash Rate H., etc.

Brazilian Dasher si 93 (f. by Fishers Dash). 2 wins at 2, $97,935, 3rd La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, fnl. Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc. Dam of APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (c. by Apollitical Jess). Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 6 wins to 3, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, 2nd Golden State Million F.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1, Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc.

CAPTAIN BD si 116 (g. by Captain Courage). 4 wins to 3, $82,346, Indiana Grand QHRA D., 3rd QHRA Of Indiana D. Ntr HIA 220 yds.


Mischievous Player si 84 (f. by Corona Cartel). Placed at 3, $3,661. Dam of DF Mischievous Jess si 93 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 3 wins at 2, $269,795, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, 3rd Heritage Place Juv. S., fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, TQHA Sires Cup, Black Gold.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–G1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
PERRY FIVE (2004) by Mr Jess Perry. Unraced. Half–sister to CUTE LIE si 92 ($43,005), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including

Fired Up Perry si 97 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner at 2, $284,267, 2nd LQHBA F.–G1, 3rd Louisiana Champions Day Juvenile S.–G2, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–G1. Five Lies si 97 (g. by Cash Don't Lie). Winner at 4, $20,516.

2nd Dam:
FIVE STAR CUTIE (1995) by Super De Kas. Unplaced in only start. Half-sister to Slow Way Home si 91 ($31,796), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 11 starters, 10 ROM, including

CUTE LIE si 92 (f. by Cash Don't Lie). Winner at 3, $43,005, Mardi Gras F.–G2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juvenile–G2. Dam of
Jumpn Upn Down si 96 (g. by Jumpn). 2 wins to 3, $42,192.
Five Star Gent si 96 (g. by Cash Don't Lie). 3 wins to 5, $47,458.

3rd Dam:
Le Executrix si 108 (1989) by Six Fortunes. 4 wins to 4, $74,722, 2nd Manor Downs Lassie F., 3rd La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, etc. Dam of 11 foals, 8 starters, 7 ROM, including


El Executor si 90 (c. by Dash To Chivato). Winner at 3, $8,480, 3rd Longhorn Juv. Invt. Time To Get Western si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). $42,396, fnl. Gvrn's Cup D.–G1, etc. Dam of
Time To Splash Bac si 86 (f. by Splash Bac). 3 wins to 3, $40,574, 3rd All Canadian F. Dam of
Unstoppable One si 89 (2 wins in 3 starts at 2, 2020, $39,699, 3rd Robert Adair Kindergarten F.–G2), Speed Of Life si 92 (3 wins, $36,189, 3rd Ajax Juvenile Challenge),
Willy B Gone si 105 (2 wins to 4, 2020, $28,668, 2nd Gary Chumbley S., etc.), etc.
Timepaintyourwagonwd si 94 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). $41,748, fnl. Hialeah D., etc. La Dee Da Rona si 80 (f. by Floyd de Great). Placed at 3. Dam of
Holland Fool Speed si 96 (g. by Holland Ease). 3 wins, $54,562, fnl. Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.

4th Dam:
JUANA MYSTICA si 98 (1983) by Mystic Eye. 7 wins, $179,648, Busch Graham Farms F., etc. Half–sister to CLASSIFIED AS DASH si 103 ($334,835), etc. Dam of 4 ROM, including

Le Executrix si 108 (f. by Six Fortunes). Stakes placed winner, see above. Juanas Fortune si 101 (f. by Six Fortunes). 11 wins, $33,405. Dam of Mystical Reb si 102 ($118,860, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–G2); Granddam of Line Seven si 94 ($24,627, 3rd Manor M.–G2), etc. Traffic Juana (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). Unraced. Dam of MYSTICAL JESS si 98 (3 wins to 4, $64,059, Miss Sam Houston S., 2nd Retama Juvenile Challenge, etc.), etc.

A Black Cloud

January 23, 2019, Bay Gelding

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
PICKLED si 97 (2012) by Mr. Nightlinger TB. Winner to 3, $11,060. Half–sister to GENERAL PERRY si 110 ($124,180), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including A Political Pickle si 90 (f. by Apollitical Blood). Winner at 2, $10,525.

2nd Dam:

Jet Black Dasher
February 15, 2019, Black Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
PM OH SHEZ FAST (2010) by Heza Fast Dash. Unplaced in only start. Sister to ZUPERS QUICK DASH si 107 ($471,129), MCM DASHMASTER si 105 ($425,487), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 ROM, including
Five Bar Fast si 92 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $36,810.
Oh Shez Awesome si 94 (f. by Fast Prize Jordan). Winner at 4, 2020, $18,178.
Fast And Fine si 84 (f. by Fast Prize Jordan). 2 wins at 2, $14,135.

2nd Dam:
OH SHEZ ZUPER si 82 (1996) by Zuppardo’s Prince TB. Unplaced. Half–sister to BARDI TIME si 100 ($113,723), MISS FINE WARRIOR si 103 ($101,572), OH SO SIXY si 101 ($63,430), etc. Dam of 17 foals of racing age, 16 starters, 11 ROM, including
MCM Zuper Man si 97 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins, $130,218, 2nd Faubourg St. John S., fnl. Louisiana Bred D.–RG2, Races And Aces S. (twice), IP 870 S. (twice), etc.

3rd Dam:
OH SO FINE si 94 (1977) by Texas Longhorn. 7 wins, $11,250. Dam of 16 starters, 11 ROM, including
BARDI TIME si 100 (f. by Lombardi TB). 25 wins, $113,723, Florida F., Riverside Laddie F., Riverside Downs F., Delta 550 H. (twice), 2nd Old South F.–G2, etc.
MISS FINE WARRIOR si 103 (f. by Osceola Warrior). 12 wins to 4, $101,572, Florida F.–RG3, Sound Of Summer D.–G3, Walter Mollenhny Stars & Stripes (twice), Memorial Day S., etc.
OH SO SIXY si 101 (f. by Six Fortunes). 5 wins, $63,430, Delta Downs Louisiana Brdrs’ D., 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–RG2, 3rd Mother’s Day S., Louisiana Bred Classic–f/m, etc. Dam of
OH SO DAUNTING si 105 (g. by Daunting Presence). 11 wins to 5, $335,973, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Classic–RG2, etc.
XCENTRIC XTREME si 85 (f. by Calyx). 2 wins at 2, $41,248, Alabama Bred F.–RG3, etc. Coup De Oh si 91 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 2 wins to 3, $2,968. Dam of
Six De Oh si 111 (f. by Six Fols). 10 wins, $55,736, 2nd Miss Blackhawk S., etc.

Sir Streakin Runaway

April 25, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
STREAKIN ANGELITA si 106 (2007) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins to 3, $8,905. Half–sister to DAUNS FIRST DESIRIO si 102 ($139,038), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including
Dakota Slew si 92 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins at 3, $30,860.
Amazzona si 96 (f. by Ragazzo). 4 wins to 3, $14,198.
Streaking Ragazzo si 88 (g. by Ragazzo). Winner at 2, $11,905.

2nd Dam:
FIRST DAUN EXPRESS si 80 (1999) by First Down Express. Placed at 3, $3,170. Half–sister to STREAKIN ANGELICA si 102 ($100,209), Steakin La Tac si 98 ($46,810), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 10 winners, 10 ROM, including
DAUNS FIRST DESIRIO si 102 (g. by Desirio). 5 wins to 3, $139,038, AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G3, 2nd Arapahoe Park D., Dash For Speed S., American Flyer S., 3rd Eastex S.–G2, Prairie Meadows Derby Challenge S., Qlf. Black Gold 440 Ch.–RG3.
Flyin Express si 94 (g. by Steakin La Jolla). 2 wins to 4, $80,542, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG1.
Spittin In The Dawn si 98 (g. by Spit Curl Jess). 3 wins to 4, $41,368.
Chew Tobacco Spit si 88 (g. by Spit Curl Jess). 4 wins to 3, $38,318.
Join The Fun si 96 (f. by Winners Award). 2 wins at 4, $25,213.
Tres Seis Express si 97 (g. by Tres Seis). 2 wins to 4, $20,165.

3rd Dam:
SEXY TAC (1990) by Tolltac. 3rd of 23 foals, 15 starters, 13 ROM, including
STREAKIN ANGELICA si 102 (f. by Steakin La Jolla). 6 wins to 3, $100,209, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Stars & Stripes D., 2nd Sam Houston D.–G2, etc. Dam of JACK PLATINUM si 104 (6 wins, $220,901, Laddie F.–RG2, 4th Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc.), MONEY FOLLOWS MONEY si 101 (7 wins, $78,849, Swift S., 2nd Firecracker D.–G2), Smokin Buddy si 99 (5 wins, $97,761, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S.), etc.
Steakin La Tac si 98 (f. by Steakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 3, $46,810, 3rd Ruidoso D.–G2, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1. Dam of TURBULENT TIMES si 94 (5 wins, $564,146, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc.), TESTING THE ICE si 104 (6 wins, $388,620, Sunland Challenge Ch.–G2, 2nd Leo S.–G1, etc.), Streakin Regard si 95 ($145,984, 2nd Rocky Heinzig S., etc.), Eyesa La Tac si 99 (5 wins, $121,107, 2nd Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc.), Streakin Wagon si 94 ($29,988, 3rd Mystic Lake Northlands F); Granddam of RUNNING GAME PATRIOT si 101 (4 wins, $120,424, Louisiana Purchase S., etc.), etc.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: PR OAK TREE si 98 (2008) by Oak Tree Special. Winner to 3, $8,591. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, including

2nd Dam: PAS N RUNAWAY si 83 (1995) by Runaway Winner. Placed at 2. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including A Swamp Rat si 99 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 7, $39,895, fnl. Walter Merrick Mem. S. Pas N Form si 87 (g. by Rare Form). Winner to 3, $6,211.

3rd Dam: PARR PAS si 92 (1979) by Citation Bars. 5 wins to 3, $9,525, Trinity Meadows Texas Classic. Half–sister to BREAK PARR si 111 ($26,185), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 6 ROM, including Ta Corona si 95 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins, $13,213, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1. Dam of Ta Gol si 100 (g. by Gol). 2 wins to 4, $18,727. Ta Zoomer Boomer si 90 (g. by Shazoom). Winner to 5, $14,650. Rollo Tomasee si 92 (g. by Shazoom). 3 wins to 5, $12,990.

4th Dam: PAS BUNCH si 95 (1963) by Parr Passum. 3 wins, $1,374. Dam of 14 starters, 12 winners, including BREAK PARR si 111 (c. by Camp Town Boy). 9 wins, $26,185, Laredo D., 2nd Pomona Ch., 3rd Gateway F. Ntr FNO 350 yds.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC., Agent for Tyler Hill Farms, LLC.

**Hesa Crazy Corona**

February 22, 2019, Bay Gelding

By **CORONAS LEAVING YOU** si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including **Champion OPEN ME A CORONA** si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), **EYE WORK FOR YOU** si 96 ($379,330), **SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU** si 109 ($329,383), **FIRST PRIZE BOURBON** si 103 ($295,617), **DASH FOR CORONAS** si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
**PRISSEN VALENTINE** si 93 (2006) by Hesa Crazy Magic. 2 wins to 5, $19,622. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including
Hesa Crazy Storm si 90 (c. by Storm Passage TB). Winner at 5, 2020, $5,187.
Thf Mr Lincoln si 84 (g. by Mr Piloto). Placed at 2, $3,805.

2nd Dam:
**BAD GIRL ENCOUNTER** si 94 (1994) by Dashing Encounter. 2 wins to 4, $11,144. Dam of 11 foals, 10 starters, 6 ROM, including
Hesa Magic Encounter si 106 (g. by Hesa Crazy Magic). 9 wins to 6, $93,777, 4th Mr Jess Perry Louisiana Downs S.–**RG3**.
Jazzing Encounter si 95 (g. by Jazzing Hi). 2 wins to 7, $40,147.
Prissen Valentine si 93 (f. by Hesa Crazy Magic). Multiple winner, see above.
Davids Storm Passage si 88 (g. by Storm Passage TB). Winner at 6, $10,002.
Prissen Warrior si 81 (f. by Osceola Warrior). Placed twice to 3, $5,968.
Prissen Holme si 87 (f. by Holme At Last). Placed 3 times at 2, $3,763.

3rd Dam:
**FAST GIN** (1987) by Fast Choice. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including
Bad Girl Encounter si 94 (f. by Dashing Encounter). Multiple winner, see above.
Sids Credit Card (f. by Sid’s Bill TB). Unplaced. Dam of
Sids Jewel si 102 (g. by First Down Jewel). 2 wins to 5, $22,607.
Jewels Are Forever si 94 (f. by First Down Jewel). Winner to 6, $15,717.
Fireball Magic (f. by Hesa Crazy Magic). Winner to 4, $8,792.

4th Dam:
**GIN FEIN** si 85 (1981) by Sinn Fein. Placed twice at 2. Half–sister to **OH MINNIE OH** si 96 ($54,815, Columbus Triple Crown F., etc.). **MINNIE’S ROCKET** si 96 ($6,837, Valentine Derby, etc.), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 1 starter, 1 ROM, including
Bedazzle Um si 94 (f. by Beduino TB). 4 wins to 3, $5,697. Dam of
**SPECIAL DAZZLE** si 94 (c. by Special Effort). 4 wins to 4, $74,471, Manor Downs Laddie F.–**G3**, 2nd Retama Park F.–**G1**, fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–**RG2**.

**Bedazzle You** si 94 (f. by Shoot Yeah). Winner at 2, $9,879, 2nd Clasico Tequila Cazadores.
Be A Leaving si 90 (f. by Leaving Memories). Winner to 3, $8,274. Dam of Ball Peen si 97 (3 wins to 4, $20,557), Leavem Reeling si 96 (2 wins, $15,133), Never Leave A Corona si 92 (Winner to 3, $10,253), Over Armour si 82 (Placed 10 times, $7,813), etc.
The Dazellers si 81 (g. by Six To Five). Winner at 2, $4,626.
JTS Fast Dazzle (f. by Heza Fast Man). Dam of Teller Hez Fast si 88 (Winner, $7,816), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
PRISSY REBEL BELLE si 80 (1995) by Ronas Ryon. Winner to 3, $,351, Alabama Bred Juv. S., 2nd Alabama Bred D. Sister to Prime Time Ryon si 96 ($14,613), half–sister to ALIAS LUTHER SMITH si 99 ($21,283), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 4 ROM, including Spring Hill Rebel si 97 (g. by Achievement). 2 wins to 4, $49,013. Prissy Lege si 92 (f. by Reeds Dash). Multiple winner, see above. Night Linger si 92 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Winner at 2, $9,565.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.


2nd Dam: FIRST PRIZE DIAMOND si 92 (2007) by Fly Jess Fly. Winner in 2 starts at 2, $13,821. Half–sister to FIRST PRIZE LEESA si 106 ($488,270), FIRST CAROLINA si 106 ($415,047; dam of MS FIRST PRIZE ROSE si 101, $550,105;), CORONADO CARTEL si 98, $416,178), FIRST PRIZE ROBIN si 103 ($295,147; dam of EC REVENGE si 93, $200,164), FAST FIRST PRIZE si 102 ($244,929; Dam of FIRST PRIZE ZOOM si 112, $192,875, Nwr; Granddam of APOLLITICAL CHAD si 97, $930,468; FERRARI JAMES si 107, $313,980, HEZA FAST DASH si 109, $275,770; CR TUCKERNUCK si 98, $209,149; FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109, $203,724; V Power si 91, $279,419, First Prize Pearl (dam of FIRST PRIZE BOURBAN si 103, $295,617), etc. Out of Broodmare of the Year First Prize Dash si 101, sister to All–Time Leading Sire & World Champion FIRST DOWN DASH si 105 ($857,256). Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 8 ROM, including FIRST PRIZE DENIM si 103 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 7 wins in 8 starts to 3, $323,456, Laddie F.–RG2, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, Mid City S.–RG3.

FIRST PRIZE DIAMONDS si 103 (f. by Carters Cartel). 8 wins in 13 starts to 4, $133,534, Decketta S.–G3, OHA Mystery D., Easy Date H., 2nd Speedhorse D.

PYC FIRST PRIZE MIA si 98 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Multiple stakes winner, see above.


Ms Diamond Oak si 83 (f. by Oak Tree Special). Winner at 2, $16,410, 2nd El Dorado S.–G1, Grand Sire Stakes.–G1.

Ms Diamond Prize si 104 (f. by Fast Prize Jordan). 3 wins to 3, 2020, $64,718, 2nd La. Champions Day Juv.–RG2, 3rd Billy Montgomery S., fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.

Embryo Transfer ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
QUARTER TILL THREE si 80 (2011) by Dashin Bye. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to STRING BET si 102 ($57,564), Accountably si 97 ($129,878), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
CHECK THE ACCOUNT si 102 (2002) by Separatist. 6 wins to 3, $88,340, Firecracker D.–G2, 3rd East Distaff Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 6 ROM, including STRING BET si 102 (g. by Tinys First Corona). 4 wins to 5, $57,564, Hialeah Junior M., 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–Rg2, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G2, Miss Polly Classic–G3.

3rd Dam:
Jess Checkin si 94 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced, $3,767. Dam of Jess TT si 103 (3 wins, $68,370, 3rd Audubon S., etc.), KD Perry si 83 ($41,165), Hopefullee si 93 ($32,047), etc.

4th Dam:
Shez A Gamble si 91 (1988) by Raise The Gamble. 4 wins, $44,680, 2nd Okla. Bred F.–Rg3, etc. Sister to GAMBLIN ON SIN si 104 ($177,782), half–sister to the dam of BLAZIN FIRE si 98, ($317,612), Blazin High si 105 ($260,113), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 9 ROM, including A DASHING GAMBLE si 98 (f. by Dashing Cleat). 4 wins, $58,539, Okla. Bred F.–Rg3, etc. HEZA REAL EYE OPENER si 95 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins, $23,853, Black Gold 300 F., etc. Shez Cash si 102 (f. by Cash Treat). $38,496, 2nd Okla. D.–G1, etc. Dam of FEDERAL CASH si 101 ($35,359, Black Gold 350 F., etc.); Granddam of Red Bug Man si 107 ($70,448), etc.
Sheza Easy Gambler si 92 (f. by Sticks An Stones). $35,298, 3rd Okla. Bred F.–Rg3, etc. Dam of HEZA FAST WILLIE si 98 (7 wins, $82,340, Okla. F.–Rg3, etc.), HEZA EASY GAMBLER si 98 (5 wins, $30,876, Blue Ribbon D.–G3, etc.), Heza Gambling Man si 111 ($68,491, 3rd Sooner State S.–Rg1, etc.), etc. Like My Mom si 88 (f. by Bold Episode). $7,140, fnl. Okla. F.–G1. Dam of HERE TO ENTERTAIN si 112 ($162,030, Sooner State S.–Rg1, etc.), HEZ OUR ROCK si 97 ($73,886), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
JRS Carters Queen
February 2, 2019, Bay Filly

Carters Cartel si 103
JRS Carters Queen
5984839
Queen De Jeane si 95

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
Queen Djenne si 95 (2000) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 3, $36,790, 3rd Lassie F.–RG3, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including


Crown Royal Ruckus si 99 (g. by Special Crown Royal). 4 wins to 5, $55,988.

Dashing Danali si 88 (f. by Dashing Val). 4 wins to 4, $46,422. Dam of

**MR TEE COS** si 88 (c. by Tee Cos). 4 wins in 7 starts, $55,552, Alabama Bred F., De Saix S. Dash Down Duke si 92 (g. by First Down Jewel). 3 wins to 5, $46,145.

Two Nine Go si 94 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 5, 2020, $20,200.

Royal Spartacus si 90 (c. by Special Crown Royal). 2 wins to 4, $17,496.

Lock Up The Boys si 92 (f. by Lock To Load). Winner to 4, $13,487.

2nd Dam:
TARZANS DANCER si 88 (1989) by Me Tarzan. 5 wins, $15,405, fnl. Delta Downs Louisiana Brdrs’ F.–RG3. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including

**Queen Djenne** si 95 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes placed, see above.

War Amingo si 94 (g. by First Weapon). 2 wins to 4, $40,450.

Magnetic Dot (f. by Hesa Crazy Magic). Unraced. Dam of


Jadalyns Dancer si 92 (f. by Easy First Down). 3 wins to 6, $28,275.

La Jollas Magic si 97 (g. by Hooked On Run). 3 wins to 5, $20,407.

Magic Cartel si 92 (f. by Dragon Wings). 3 wins to 5, $19,500.

Firey Sis (f. by Hemp Meyers). Unraced. Granddam of Lt Snickers si 88 (2 wins, $26,889), etc.

3rd Dam:
ANTIQUE DANCER si 97 (1977) by Antidiluvian TB. 4 wins, $29,394, Shue Fly S., 2nd Santa Fe Downs D. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including

Antique Moon si 91 (g. by Moon Spot It). 4 wins to 4, $3,631.

4th Dam:
IMA GO GO (1966) by I May Go. Unplaced. Sister to Ima Pussycat si 85 (dam of **Im Te Cat** si 83, $3,395; granddam of **DEBS AFFAIR** si 105, $18,718, Ntr RAV 250 yds.; **CYN KIRK** si 96, $8,417; etc.). Dam of 6 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including

**ANTIQUE DANCER** si 97 (f. by Antidiluvian TB). Stakes winner, see above.

Joenhank si 96 (g. by Sutcliffe TB). 2 wins to 4, $9,984.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
DR Sir Runaway Cash

March 15, 2019, Gray Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
RAMPAGING CASH si 112 (2008) by Strike The Cash. 3 wins to 4, $50,703. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
CHICKS RAMPAGE (1999) by Chicks Beduino. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to Jack Rambo si 109 ($47,978), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including
Rampaging Cash si 112 (f. by Strike The Cash). Multiple winner, see above.
Man On A Rampage si 89 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 6, $17,761.

3rd Dam:
WINDY SENSATION si 101 (1994) by Windy Ryon. 3 wins to 3, $143,919, Trinity Meadows Yearling Sale F.–RG2, 2nd Kansas D.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion THE CASANOVA si 104 ($259,102), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 11 starters, 8 ROM, including
Jack Rambo si 109 (g. by Check Him Out). 4 wins, $48,544, 3rd West Texas Juv. Invt., etc.
Quiet Courage si 96 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 2 wins to 3, $12,707, 2nd Dixie Downs D. Dam of SIR SETH si 108 (c. by First Down Dash). 9 wins to 5, $299,368, Zia Park Ch.–G1, 3rd Ruido Soro F.–G1, Ruido Soro D.–G1, 4th Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Ntr ZIA 220 yds.
Dream Ride si 96 (f. by No Secrets Here). 2 wins to 4, $40,225, 2nd Tallahassee S., etc.

4th Dam:
OOH A SENSATION si 109 (1987) by Casady Casanova. 6 wins to 4, $94,394, Shebester F.–G2, Dashing Lady H.–G3, Pony Express H., 2nd Northern Belle S., etc. Half–sister to ANNUAL EDITION si 95 ($43,941), etc. Dam of 9 starters, 7 ROM, including
THE CASANOVA si 104 (g. by The Signature). Champion Three–Year–Old Gelding, 10 wins, $259,102, All American D.–G1, California Championship Chal.–G2, New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3, 3rd Rainbow D.–G1, 4th Dash For Cash D.–G2, etc.
WINDY SENSATION si 101 (f. by Windy Ryon). Stakes winner, see above.
Iama Rose si 95 (f. by Six Fortunes). Winner to 3, $5,462, 3rd Boomer Sooner Fall F.
Granddam of IMA GATOR FAN si 101 (5 wins and 3 times placed in 10 starts to 4, $127,157, South Florida D., Hialeah Sophomore Invt.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
RAPPED IN SILK (2014) by Mr Jess Perry. Unplaced in 2 starts at 2. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
SILK (2008) by Corona Cartel. Placed once in 2 starts, $1,491. Sister to PAPASITO si 96 ($39,365), half–sister to Champion STOLI si 99 ($332,237), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including


One Silk Eagle si 82 (g. by One Dashing Eagle). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts, $6,330.

3rd Dam:
STRAWBERRY SILK is 105 (1987) by Beduino TB. Champion Two–Year–Old, Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 11 wins, $1,266,263, All American F.–G1, Sun Country F.–G1, 2nd Kansas F.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Eyesa Painted Bug si 92 ($40,646; Dam of Eyes The Favorite si 99, $188,862), etc. Out of PAINTED BUG si 113 ($274,569). Dam of 24 starters, 20 ROM, including

STOLI si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Three–Year–Old, Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 10 wins, $332,237, West Texas F.–G1, All American D.–G1, etc.

WHATAVEIGOTTADO si 108 (c. by Shazoom). 6 wins, $157,747, Sunland Park Winter D.–G3, 2nd Hialeah Laddie F., 3rd South Texas M.–G2, 4th Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.


CASHINGTON si 101 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 6 wins, $78,489. O B Cockerell H., etc.

PAPASITO si 96 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins in 5 starts, $39,740, NM Juv. Chal.–G3, etc. Strawberry Dash si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 4, $68,850, 4th Southern California D.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos D.–G1, Charger Bar H.–G1 (twice). Granddam of Sera Jess Fine V si 97 (3 wins to 3, $34,000, 2nd Paragon Oaks), etc.

Strawberry Cartel si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $8,625. Dam of YASHIRA VISTA si 97 (3 wins, $54,139, Ruidoso Distf. Chal., etc.), Hez Our Boy si 92 (2 wins in 3 starts at 2, $57,321, 3rd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, Qlf. Heritage Place F.–G1), Snowbound Cowboy si 89 (8 wins, $45,964, 2nd Marathon S., etc.), etc.

Feverallthruthenight si 82 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Placed at 2, $1,798. Dam of All About Tonight si 87 (Winner, $16,075, 2nd West Texas Juvenile Invt.), etc.

High Silk si 90 (f. by On A High). Placed at 2. Dam of THEWAYTALLWENTDOWN si 105 (6 wins, $62,269, Gulf Coast 4 Star Trailer S.–RG3, 2nd Mark T Bars S., etc.). Granddam of Featured High si 96 ($33,564, 2nd Will Rogers Distance Chal., fnl. Black Gold D., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Delta Equine Center, LLC.

Whos Train
March 26, 2019, Black Filly

By BP WAGON TRAIN si 97 (2011). Stakes winner of 6 races, $263,988, Retama Park D., Mighty Deck Three S., 2nd SW Juvenile Ch.–G1, 3rd Sooner State S.–G1, Mr Master Bug H., fnl. Heritage Place F.–G1, Dash For Cash D.–G1, Mr Jet Moore S.–G3, Mr Jess Perry S. His first foals race in 2020, including BP Fancy Girl si 83 (winner, $6,180). Son of PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON si 107, $889,581, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Sire of 880 ROM, with earnings of over $35.6 million

1st Dam:
RBD FASTESTDASHNDEB si 97 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 3, $43,153, 4th LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. Sister to Fast Dash N Deb si 106 ($198,179). Dam of 2 foals of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Rbdtopprospect si 91 (g. by Prospect To The Top). Winner at 2, 2019, $14,892.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
SUM LIL BUDGET si 88 (1981) by Mito Paint TB. 2 wins, $6,984, Qlf. Sunland Fall F.–G2. Half–sister to Show Me More Money si 95 ($12,764; Dam of FOR LOVE N MONEY si 104, $53,936; Buy Mia Beer si 100, $24,279; Granddam of Money Too Burn si 104, $49,085), Sparkling Budget si 92 ($11,033), Budget Approval si 97 ($97,695, fnl. All American F.–G1, dam of LET GO MY EGO si 96, $29,808), etc. Dam of 10 ROM, including Budget Bob Six si 104 (g. by Streakin Six). 6 wins, $37,808, 3rd Remington Distance Ch.–G3, John Deere Oklahoma Chal.–G3, fnl. American Airlines NM Chal.–G3. Travelin Budget si 101 (f. by Jet Toro). Stakes placed, see above. Six Figure Budget si 86 (f. by Sixarun). Placed twice in 5 starts, $1,103. Dam of Six Figure Leader si 88 (g. by Leader Of The Class). 3 wins, $49,136, 4th Born Runner Cl., etc.


Hip 438

Corona Cartel si 97
First Down Dash si 105
Kiss Rare Jet si 91
Heza Fast Man si 111
First Prize Dash si 101
Streakin La Jolla si 99
Travelin Budget si 101

PYC Paint Your Wagon si 107
Lady Is First si 104
Debs Been Streakin si 95

1st Dam: RBD FASTESTDASHNDEB si 97 (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 3, $43,153, 4th LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. Sister to Fast Dash N Deb si 106 ($198,179). Dam of 2 foals of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Rbdtopprospect si 91 (g. by Prospect To The Top). Winner at 2, 2019, $14,892.


4th Dam: SUM LIL BUDGET si 88 (1981) by Mito Paint TB. 2 wins, $6,984, Qlf. Sunland Fall F.–G2. Half–sister to Show Me More Money si 95 ($12,764; Dam of FOR LOVE N MONEY si 104, $53,936; Buy Mia Beer si 100, $24,279; Granddam of Money Too Burn si 104, $49,085), Sparkling Budget si 92 ($11,033), Budget Approval si 97 ($97,695, fnl. All American F.–G1, dam of LET GO MY EGO si 96, $29,808), etc. Dam of 10 ROM, including Budget Bob Six si 104 (g. by Streakin Six). 6 wins, $37,808, 3rd Remington Distance Ch.–G3, John Deere Oklahoma Chal.–G3, fnl. American Airlines NM Chal.–G3. Travelin Budget si 101 (f. by Jet Toro). Stakes placed, see above. Six Figure Budget si 86 (f. by Sixarun). Placed twice in 5 starts, $1,103. Dam of Six Figure Leader si 88 (g. by Leader Of The Class). 3 wins, $49,136, 4th Born Runner Cl., etc.

The Louisiana Train

January 11, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
REBA ALL IN si 98 (2010) by Coronas Leaving You. 3 wins to 4, $44,770. Half–sister to MDT STREETFIGHTER si 105 ($200,382), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
THRU REBAS EYES si 105 (1998) by Fishers Dash. 4 wins, $46,394, Magnolia S., etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 7 winners, including
MDT BACKSTREET BULLY si 99 (g. by First Prize Perry). 4 wins, $46,394, Magnolia S., etc. Dam of SHAKESHAKEIT si 97 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). Winner at 2, $227,538, Laddie F.–RG2, 2nd LQHBA Million F.–RG1, Vinton S.–RG3, etc.

3rd Dam:

Consigned by Copper Spring Ranch, LLC.

Reba Left The House
January 11, 2019, Bay Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.


IMA GONE REBA si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $227,538, Laddie F.–RG2, 2nd Louisiana Million F.–RG1, fnl. LQHBA Breeders D., DED Louisiana Bred D.

ITS WHAT IT IS si 101 (g. by Game Patriot). 5 wins, $90,290, 2nd Louisiana Purchase S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, fnl. Mid–City S.–RG2.

COME ON TEMPT ME si 97 (g. by Tempting Dash). At 2, $15,594, 3rd Clasico Jodys Glory, etc.

2nd Dam: THRU REBAS EYES si 105 (1998) by Fishers Dash. 9 wins, $168,346, Oklahoma Juv. Chal.–G3, KHEY/Y96 H., Colors Of The Wind H., 2nd AQHA Juv. Ch. Ch.–G1, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, etc. Ntr RET 350 yds. Half–sister to ZOOKIE STREET si 106 ($268,774), Brave Heart Won si 101 ($374,068), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including

MDT STREETFIGHTER si 105 (g. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins, $200,382, Delta Downs Louisiana Brdrs’ D.–RG2, 2nd LQHBA Sale F.–F.G1, Vinton S.–RG3, etc.

MDT BACKSTREET BULLY si 99 (g. by First Prize Perry). 4 wins, $46,394, Magnolia S., etc. Noco si 96 (f. by Dashing Bye). Winner to 4, $20,470. Dam of

NO FREIGHT si 96 (g. by Freighthtrain B). 3 wins at 2, $256,120, 2nd Louisiana Million F.–RG1.

3rd Dam: FOLS ZOKIE COOKIE si 102 (1991) by Fols Gold. 7 wins, $38,811, Blue Ribbon 440 D., Windy City Dash, Frances Carr Dstf. S., etc. Ntr AP 400 yds. Dam of 8 starters, 8 winners, including

HOLD AIR HOSTAGE si 107 (g. by Apollitical Jess). Champion Three Year Old & Three–Year–Old Gelding, 9 wins to 5, $1,415,551, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Sooner State S.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G2, 2nd Remington Park Inv. Ch.–G1, etc.

ZOOKIE STREET si 106 (g. by Corona Cartel). 10 wins, $268,774, Texas Ch. Chal.–G1, Manor Downs D.–G2, Texas Derby Chal.–G3, Sophomore Showdown, etc. Ntr DED 330 yds.

THRU REBAS EYES si 105 (f. by Fishers Dash). Stakes winner, see above.

BRAVE HEART WON si 101 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 5 wins and 6 times placed in 14 starts, $381,068, 2nd Black Gold 440 F.–RG3, 3rd All American D.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc. Rectitude si 91 (f. by Heza Fast Man). Winner to 3, $6,687, fnl. Oklahoma Juv. Chal.–G3. Dam of

HEZA DOOR PRIZE si 90 (g. by First Prize Perry). 2 wins, $64,943, Sterlie Bertram Mem. S.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.--G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($535,196, LQHBA F.--RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.--RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.


Fortunate Wind si 93 (f. by Six Fortunes). 2 wins to 3, $42,779, 2nd LQHBA F.--RG1, etc. Dam of Six Toasts si 99 (5 wins to 6, $146,776, 2nd La. Downs Champions Juv.--RG2, La. Downs Champions D.--RG2, 3rd Laddie F.--RG2, etc.), Louisiana Blue Step si 105 (4 wins to 6, $76,891, 2nd Faubourg St John S., 3rd Virgil Bond 870 S., Magnolia S.); Granddam of JETHRO ALMITLEY si 107 (7 wins, $159,059, Louisiana Purchase S., 2nd Opelousas S., etc.), etc.

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
Reckless Renee si 98 (1997) by Reckless Dash. 3 wins to 3, $23,534, 3rd TQHA Sale F., etc. Half–sister to First Down Delight si 107, etc. Dam of 11 starters, 10 ROM, including Heza No Bay si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 5, $54,426, 2nd Party Girl S.

3rd Dam:


4th Dam:
A LITTLE ANNIE (1981) by Tiny's Gay. Unraced. Sister to Tiny Overdrive si 96 ($67,839); Half–sister to Overdrive Junior si 96 ($68,238), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 6 ROM, including Big Sky Raider si 101 (c. by Pie In The Sky). $16,339, QHBC Rocky Mountain Cl. F., etc. Andy Sixes si 109 (c. by Streakin Six). 9 wins, $78,274, 2nd QHBC Sprint Cl.–G1, Manor D.–G3, etc. Jet Overdrive si 103 (f. by Jet Toro). 5 wins to 3, $10,824, 3rd Michigan F. Dam of Pure Overdrive si 97 (7 wins to 3, $20,860, Maple Leaf D., etc.). Pure D Milo si 106 (5 wins, $22,441, 2nd Alex Picov Mem. F.). Driving Annie Home si 104 (10 wins, $19,116, 2nd All Canadian F., etc.). Granddam of Jog My Memory si 102 ($240,615, Ontario Jackpot F., etc.), Vital Drive si 103 (12 wins, $205,619, All Canadian D., etc.), A Leading Memory si 101 ($67,418, Princess Stakes D., etc.), Brother Down si 104 (7 wins, $125,977, 2nd Ontario Bred And Foaled M.), Memories Times Six si 99 ($105,204, 3rd Ontario Bred and Foaled D., etc.), Silken Memories si 97 (5 wins, $77,476, 2nd Alex Picov Mem. F., etc.), etc.

Consigned by J/B Racing

Sheza Rogue Girl

April 4, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Streakin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
RED FACE GIRL si 92 (2010) by Valiant Hero. Winner at 2, $11,676. Half–sister to BELIEVERS GATHERING si 109 ($183,302), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including My Cherry Bomb si 97 (f. by Wave Carver). Winner to 3, $5,269.

2nd Dam:

4th Dam:
SWEET N SPECIAL si 106 (1987) by Special Effort. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, 12 wins, $209,103, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Dam of 10 ROM, including NOT FOR LONG si 99 (g. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $154,048, Golden State D.–G1, etc. Youcanhearmenow si 98 (f. by Fishers Dash). 4 wins, $31,907, fnl. Central Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of PT Feature Dash si 97 (2 wins, $48,642, 3rd Future Of Iowa S., etc.), etc. Finished Business si 88 (f. by Streakin Six). Winner at 2, $2,300. Dam of BUSINESS TYCOON si 106 (12 wins, $106,798), Business Sprint si 99 (7 wins, $65,771), etc.

Consigned by Copper Spring Ranch, LLC.

Blazin Sunset
February 20, 2019, Black Colt

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.—RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.—RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
RED TEXAS SUNSET si 103 (2015) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 3, $14,560. Sister to World Champion APOLLITICAL JESS si 107 ($1,399,831), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
APOLLITICAL TIME si 104 (2002) by Apollo TB. Three–Time Champion, Broodmare Of The Year, 14 wins, $904,242. Governor’s Cup D.—RG1, Los Al. Super D.—G1, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.—G1, Los Alamitos Invitational Ch. H.—G1, Governor’s Cup D.—RG1, etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 8 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including APOLLITICAL JESS si 107 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 8 wins to 3, $1,399,831, Champion Of Champions—G1, Los Alamitos Super D.—G1, etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 8 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including

APOPOLLITICAL DASH si 94 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 4, $216,811, Southern California D.—G2, 3rd Old Habits H., fnl. All American Gold Cup—G1, etc. Dam of


3rd Dam:
Half Time Attraction si 96 (1997) by First Down Dash. Winner at 2, $14,734, 2nd The Classics F., 3rd California Juvenile Chal.—G3. Dam of 14 starters, 11 ROM, including

APOLLITICAL TIME si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Multiple Champion, see above.

In His Dreams si 97 (f. by Apollo TB). 2 wins, $31,881, 2nd Denim N Diamonds H., etc. Dam of

POLITICAL OPTION si 109 (5 wins, $286,180, Mr Jess Perry S.—RG3, Delta 550 S., 2nd LQHBA F.—RG1, etc. Ntr DED 550 yds.), SIZZLIN CARTEL si 105 ($233,446, Firecracker F.—G2, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment F.—G3, etc. Ntr DED 350 yds.), LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM si 104 ($102,332, All American Juvenile Invitational, etc.), THE LOUISIANA DREAM si 104 ($43,006, Covered Bridges S.—RG3, etc.), NO POLITICS HERE si 104 (6 wins, $174,810, 2nd LQHBA Breeder’s D., etc.), JM Apollo si 95 ($82,325, 2nd West Texas M.—G2, etc.); Granddam of JESS POLITICAL si 102 ($89,461, Billy Montgomery EVD S., etc.),

Cowboy Sexy si 99 (5 wins, $70,427, 3rd PRM Derby Chal.), etc.

Half Time Seperator si 97 (g. by Separatist). 5 wins to 4, $29,075, 2nd Wyoming All Breed D. Tipsy Kitty (f. by Tres Seis). Unplaced in only start. Dam of

Non Stop Patriot si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins, $50,050, 3rd Audubon S., fnl. Louisiana Champions Day C1.—RG2, Billy Montgomery EVD S., etc.

Embryo Transfer
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
RF MISS DASH N STOLI si 85 (2014) by Stoli. Winner at 3, $14,660. Half–sister to MCM FAST DASHIN BLUE si 101 ($88,762), RF Fast Dash N Blue si 100, etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
Fast Dash N Deb si 106 (2006) by Heza Fast Dash. 7 wins to 4, $198,179, 2nd Billy Montgomery S.–RG3, 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc. Ntr FG 330 yds. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including


3rd Dam:
DEBS BEEN STREAKIN si 95 (1998) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins, $17,433. Sister to Hi Tech Hustler si 93 ($71,577), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 12 starters, 8 ROM, including


4th Dam:


Adra Ann si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $36,448, fnl. LQHBA Sophomore S., etc. Blew The Budget si 92 (g. by Toast To Dash). 2 wins to 4, $29,635. Cams A Card si 93 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 5, $15,529.

Rio Rojo Azul

March 19, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
Shelly Leo Bar si 95 (1966) by Sundown Pow Wow. 2 wins to 4, 2nd Midway Downs A F. #2. Dam of 15 foals, 9 starters, 8 ROM, including MARY MITO si 104 (f. by Mito Paint TB). 5 wins to 3, $45,294, Triple Crown F. Dam of JUDGE CASH si 110 (c. by Dash For Cash). 12 wins to 6, $115,936, Leon Defoe Memorial S., Pocatello Downs Spring D., Boise 440 Ch., 2nd Boise F.–G3, etc. HARRY MITO si 106 (g. by Last Hurrah). 9 wins, $30,776, Husker Classic S., etc. LL Cash si 99 (g. by Dash For Cash). 3 wins, $13,751, 3rd Amer. Airlines Central Chal. Mary Six si 92 (f. by Streakin Six). Winner to 3, $2,046. Dam of MARY ROLL si 100 ($27,187, 3rd Francis Carr. Distaff S.), Six Full Moves si 95 ($23,692, 3rd Georgia Dixie Stallion F.), etc.

By FAST PRIZE JORDAN si 109 (2009). Stakes winner of 6 races, $203,724, Mighty Deck Three H., etc. Sire of 53 ROM, with earnings of over $1.1 million, including HOOKED ON JORDAN si 97 ($114,920, 3rd LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1), FPJ Blazen Fast Ryon si 98 ($70,857), Game Overtime si 96 ($64,752, 3rd LQHBA Million Invt. S., etc.), Ms Diamond Prize si 104 ($64,718), etc.

1st Dam:

FISHERS OBSESSION si 83 (2010) by Fishers Dash. Placed twice at 2, $6,605. Half–sister to DASHING JET RIO si 96 ($157,019), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 2 winners, including Tee Will si 92 (g. by Tee Cos). Winner to 3, $8,451.

Dashingblackrio (f. by Jet Black Patriot). Winner to 4, $6,615.

2nd Dam:


Zathuras Fast Dash si 92 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $35,400, 3rd LQHBA Invitational S.

Heckofaman si 103 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 4, $44,007.

Nawlins si 101 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 3 wins to 4, $41,064, fnl. Billy Montgomery EVD S.

3rd Dam:

DASHING RIO si 93 (1990) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $4,204, fnl. Firecracker D.–G3. Half–sister to MR FANCY RIO si 99 ($132,043), She Wants Cash si 91 ($12,836; Dam of CAT FIVE STORM si 104, $149,985, Ntr., We Want Cash si 90, $87,787; HOLLYWOOD LA JOLLA si 97, $70,187; Granddam of WAGON TO HOLLYWOOD si 106, $157,990; MR GORDON SHULTZ si 98, $119,175), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including DASHING OBSESSION si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

DASHING RIO DOC si 103 (g. by Merridoc). 10 wins, $103,519, Sundowner Trailer S.–G3, Harrisburg H., High Set S., 3rd Governors’ Cup Marathon H.–G3, etc. RIO RIVER WARRIOR si 105 (c. by Osceola Warrior). 4 wins, $89,731, LQHBA Sale F.–RG2, Live Oak 770 H., fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.


Royal Rio Miss si 94 (f. by Royal Sovereign). Winner to 5, $9,728. Dam of JESSI JAM si 96 (f. by Jet Black Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $68,300, Live Oak S.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

Fast Dash Rita
March 28, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
LA MOS PYC si 102 (f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 8 wins, $69,590, Gopher State D., 3rd AQRA F., 4th Iowa Double Gold D., fnl. Altoona D., Canterbury Park D., etc.
Acadiana Game si 98 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 3, $67,624, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.

2nd Dam:
RUNNING BLOOD si 95 (1980) by Victory Stride TB. 2 wins and 3 times placed in 7 starts, $3,322. Half–sister to VIM AND VIGOR si 103 ($310,204), DUPLICATE BID si 96 ($105,959), TWIN JET si 101 ($104,111), Dynago Queen (dam of Champion DYNAGO VICTORY si 102, $361,245), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 6 ROM, including STREAKIN VICTORY si 110 (g. by Stream Six). 26 wins, $180,394, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, James Smith Mem. H.–G3, AQHA Dist. Chal. #4, Tijeras H., Bridgand H., etc.
CASH THIS RUNNER si 110 (f. by Dash For Cash). $43,022, Trinity Meadows Ch., etc. Dam of PANTHER MOUNTAIN si 105 (Champion Aged Stallion), 12 wins, $459,921, Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, AQHA Chal. Ch.–G1, etc., ALLURIST si 101 (5 wins, $34,744, Harris Co. S., etc.); Granddam of SHAKEM BLUE si 106 (6 wins, $153,110, Hialeah El Nino Invit., etc.), Specially Alluring si 101 ($146,656, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G1, etc.), etc. Running Reward si 89 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner to 3, $5,299. Dam of Feature Reward si 97 ($56,499, 2nd The Getaway H., etc.

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
Rogue To Riches si 84 (2014) by Oak Tree Special. Winner to 3, $11,300. Half–sister to JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101), HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 ($323,950), JESS A ROGUE si 101, etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:


JESS A ROGUE si 101 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 5 wins to 3, $128,173, Old South F., Invitational Bonus Chal., Sparkling Tip S., Biscayne S., 2nd Gentilly Dash S., etc.

ZOOMIN JR si 100 (f. by Jess Zoomin). Winner, $19,919, in Mex., Clasico Chirina Glories, etc.

GAME GONE ROGUE si 85 (f. by Game Patriot). $8,654, in Mex., Cl. Jesus Nuchi Jimenez Sa.


Jess Teller si 93 (g. by Teller Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $37,082, 4th Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.


3rd Dam:
EASILY A ROGUE si 109 (1989) by Calyx. 9 wins, $302,968, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to LOVE A ROGUE si 106 ($54,934, Ntr), Master Rogue si 101 ($65,680), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including MISS JESS ROGUE si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

HUG A ROGUE si 95 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $31,279, Mexico Juvenile Chal., fnl. AQHA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G1, Qlf. New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of Asnow Hug si 95 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins, $18,693, 2nd Mexico Distf. Chal., etc.

Consigned by Delta Equine Center, Agent for Lazy D Ranch

**TDZ Freighttraintime**

May 7, 2019, Sorrel Colt

**By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008).** Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.—RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.—G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:
ROLEX TIME si 84 (2007) by First Down Dash. Placed to 3, $4,321. Half–sister to WASTING NO CASH si 109 ($77,992), GENERATING CASH si 89 ($58,076), Some Waste Time si 101 ($72,965), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including Telleritstime si 99 (f. by Teller Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $32,472, fnl. Sam Houston D.—G3.

Shining Shazoom si 89 (g. by Shazoom). Winner at 2, $9,511.

TDZ Rolex Rattler (g. by Freighttrain B). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $6,180.

2nd Dam:
WASTING NO TIME (1986) by Streakin Six. Placed. Sister to Champion SIXY CHICK si 106 ($751,284), SIXARUN si 106 ($291,228), etc. Dam of 22 starters, 22 ROM, including WASTING NO CASH si 109 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 8 wins, $77,992, Texas Distance Chal.—G3, Virgil Bond 870 H., 2nd East Distance Chal.—G3, etc.

GENERATING CASH si 89 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $58,076, Heritage Place Juv. Invt.

TIMELESS FAVORITE si 115 (f. by Fishers Dash). 5 wins, $24,910, All Canadian D., etc. Dam of JACK Dupp si 98 (3 wins, $54,134, Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M., etc., etc.).

Some Waste Time si 101 (g. by Some Dasher). 8 wins to 5, $72,965, 2nd PCQHRA H., etc.


Heza Two Timing Man si 95 (c. by Heza Fast Man). $27,120, 3rd B F Phillips Jr H.—RG3, etc.


Its Stoli Time si 82 (f. by Stoli). Dam of WASTING NO CORONA si 99 (5 wins, $154,064, Sunland Park Winter F.—G2, etc.), Valiant Stoli Time si 100 (3 wins, $38,515), etc. No Time Wasting (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). Dam of Time Is A Blazin si 102 (2 wins, $77,356, 2nd Pelican S.—RG3, etc.); Granddam of A REGAL TIME si 89 ($32,251).

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by John K. Leger, Agent for Jordan M. Bertrand

Fast Dashing Rose

March 21, 2019, Brown Filly

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), CARTEL ROSIE si 106 ($180,806), CARTERS LAST STRAW si 96 ($157,745), etc.

1st Dam: ROSE FAST DASH si 96 (2011) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 3, $26,238. Half–sister to EMBRUJO STAR si 99 ($260,864), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 2 starters.

2nd Dam: ALLAS TOAST si 98 (2001) by Toast To Dash. 2 wins to 3, $25,561. Sister to TMW HUNKA HUNKA si 103 ($89,850), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including EMBRUJO STAR si 99 (f. by Embrujo FG). 3 wins to 4, $260,864, Lassie F.–RG2, 2nd Billy Montgomery EVD S., 3rd Lee Berwick F.–RG1, Vinton S., Audubon S.


3rd Dam: TMW MOON STRUCK si 96 (1994) by Holme At Last. 7 wins, $41,883, Mother's Day S., 2nd Walter McIlhenny Stars & Stripes, 3rd Mother's Day S., fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Dam of 5 foals, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including TMW HUNKA HUNKA si 103 (g. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins to 3, $89,850, Little Pana Bar S., 3rd Louisiana Purchase S., fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1. TMW Moon si 90 (g. by Achievement). 5 wins to 6, $59,323. TMW Lets Rock si 99 (g. by Embrujo FG). 3 wins to 5, $54,500.


By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
ROSEY DOES IT (2014) by Mr Jess Perry. Unraced. Her first foal is an unraced to date two-year-old.

2nd Dam:
A SNOWY CARTEL si 107 (2008) by Corona Cartel. 5 wins and twice placed in 7 starts at 2, $316,925, Dash For Cash F.–G1, Manor Downs F.–G1. Half–sister to BP Snowy Success si 95, etc. Dam of 20 foals of racing age, 15 starters, 10 ROM, including

A SNOWY CARTEL si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
A Snowy Fling si 102 (2001) by This Snow Is Royal. Winner, $14,682, 2nd AQRA Turf Paradise D.–G3. Sister to A Royale Fling si 113. Dam of 8 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including

A SNOWY CARTEL si 107 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, see above.

4th Dam:
FRISCO FLING (1990) by Dash For Cash. Unplaced in 3 starts. Half–sister to Think A Mite si 97 ($32,148), etc. Dam of 20 foals, 15 starters, 12 winners, 12 ROM, including

A REAL MAN si 107 (g. by Heza Fast Man). Two–Time Champion. 11 wins to 4, $308,819, Heritage Place D.–G1, Remington Park D.–G1, Sooner State S., 2nd Texas Classic D.–G1, 3rd All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Ntr RP 400 yds.


A CARTEL FLING si 100 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins, $73,355, OHA D.–G3, 3rd Oklahoma Bred F., 4th Bill Hedge Mem. S., fnl. Oklahoma Bred D.–G3, Dam of Dynasty First Class si 93 (3 wins to 3, $100,392, 2nd Speedhorse F.–G3, 4th Oklahoma D.–G3), A Royal Fling si 104 (3 wins, $97,175, 2nd Black Gold 350 F., etc.), etc.


JESS THE MAN si 97 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). $39,228, 3rd Oklahoma Juvenile Chal.–G3, etc. Southern Fling si 106 (f. by Southern Cartel). 4 wins, $49,288, fnl. Oklahoma Bred D.–G3, etc. Dam of BP SOUTHERN DYNASTY si 99 (3 wins, $134,953, FL Lady Bug S., 2nd Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), My Southern Dynasty si 92 ($113,033, 2nd All American Juv., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Delta Equine Center, LLC.

Corona And Ice
February 22, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdr's F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
ROYAL AND FLASHY si 89 (2010) by First Prize Perry. Winner at 3, $3,745. Half–sister to JESS A LIL BIT MORE si 108 ($145,165), SEXY AND I KNOW IT B si 114 ($100,782), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:

SEXY AND I KNOW IT B si 114 (g. by Apollitical Jess). 9 wins, $100,782, Fair Meadows M., etc.
PALOMA BLANCA B si 98 (f. by Prospect To The Top). Winner, $67,615, Selma S., etc.
Petey Wheat si 101 (f. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $38,703, 2nd Joe B Turner Mem. S. Mama Rosa B si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner, $24,338, 4th West Texas Juv. S. Dam of CD MAMAS BOY si 105 (3 wins, $179,379, 2nd Zia F.–G1, NMHBA S.–G2, etc.), etc.

JESS A Lil Bit si 94 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins, $17,032, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2, Dam of RONNIE JAMES si 100 (7 wins, $263,694, Firecracker F.–G2, etc.), THE LIZARD KING si 105 (10 wins, $199,584, Develop A Plan S.–G3, etc.), HAND OF DOOM si 97 ($77,743), etc.

Sheza Runaway (f. by Ocean Runaway). Dam of All Blinged Up si 92 ($53,696), etc.

3rd Dam:
BEDUINOS RUSTY si 106 (1993) by Chicks Beduino. 4 wins in 5 starts, Sam Houston F.–G1. Sister to World Champion WHOSELEAVINGWHO si 105 ($1,334,842), half–sister to CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 ($278,358), Rustys Lil Lady (dam of VALIANT LIL LADY si 103, $517,604), Shenoshespecial si 91 (granddam of FAVORITE CARTEL si 104, $607,669), etc. Out of LIL BIT RUSTY si 103 ($215,394). Dam of 20 starters, 16 ROM, including HESA LIL BIT HIGH si 103 (g. by On A High). 6 wins, $120,865, BF Phillips Jr H.–RG3, etc.

RUSTYS QUICKID si 101 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 7 wins to 3, $87,693, Cypress Soph. H., etc. Dam of JESSA LITTLE RUSTY si 101 ($266,786, AQHA Dist. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), QUICKID CORONA si 114 ($166,040, Bob Moore Mem. S.–G3, etc.), RUSTYS QUICKID si 108 ($135,441, 3rd Retama Park D.–G3, etc.). Granddam of DASH QUICK PERRY si 108 (8 wins to 4, $184,849, Retama Park D., etc.), A Lucky Ladies Man si 91 (2 wins at 2, $134,562, 3rd Golden State Million F.–G1, etc.

Amazing Blood
February 4, 2019, Brown Colt

Consigned by Run Bayou Ranch, LLC.

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:
ROYAL QUICK JO Z (2014) by Royal Quick Dash. Placed once in 2 starts, $1,745. Half–sister to Miss Jess Carter si 96 ($23,490), etc. Her first foal is an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
Jo N Jessie si 91 (2006) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 4, $25,822, 2nd Rainbow Futurity Juvenile S. Half–sister to THANKS FOR THE RIDE si 104 ($43,649), I Aint Jo Chick si 99 ($70,869), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 5 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Miss Jess Carter si 96 (f. by Carters Cartel). 1 win and twice placed in 3 starts at 2, $23,490, 3rd Mystic Lake Northlands F.

Painted Lasso si 101 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 3 wins to 3, $21,139. Ntr OTC 330 yds. A Dashing Reason si 81 (f. by Good Reason SA). Winner in 3 starts at 2, $14,674, fnl. Laico Bird S.

3rd Dam:
JOANNA KATE si 104 (1995) by Rare Form. Champion Aged Mare, 15 wins to 5, $539,084, Los Alamitos Invt. Ch.–G1, Texas Championship Chal.–G1, Remington Gold Cup–G1, Red Earth H.–G3, Bob Moore Mem. H., Las Colinas S., 2nd AQHA Challenge Ch.–G1, All American D.–G1, Remington Park D.–G1, New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3, Classic Chevrolet S., 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1, 4th Rainbow D.–G1, Remington Gold Cup–G1, etc. Half–sister to Tonto Le Blanc si 107 ($49,717). Dam of 20 starters, 15 ROM, including THANKS FOR THE RIDE si 104 (g. by Reckless Dash). 4 wins, $43,649, Harrisburg H., fnl. Heritage Place Juvenile S., JEH Stallion Station H.

I Aint Jo Chick si 99 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins to 3, $70,869, 2nd Fair Meadows Belles S., 3rd Red Earth H., fnl. All American F.–G1. Dam of Jess A Diva Chick si 99 (4 wins to 4, $55,386, fnl. Easy Date H., etc.), DF I Aint Jo Wagon si 90 (Winner to 4, $23,234); Granddam of Flashy Jess si 103 (3 wins to 3, $40,244), etc.

Jax Ross si 95 (c. by Strawfly Special). 1 win and 3 times placed in 4 starts at 2, $60,187, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, Ruidoso Juvenile Invt.–G3.

Jo N Jessie si 91 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes placed, see above.


One Quick Question (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Unraced. Dam of NKHOOTS si 108 (3 wins to 3, $135,754, Valley Junction F., 2nd Cherokee Nation S., 4th Mr Master Bug H., etc.), etc.

TDZ Heza Streakin
January 21, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
Royally Streak si 98 (2006) by Royal Quick Dash. 3 wins in 5 starts to 3, $57,680, 3rd TQHA Sale F.–G1. Half–sister to French Fury si 110 ($181,332), Foroucious Jessie si 91 ($14,403), etc. Dam of 20 foals of racing age, 16 starters, 13 ROM, including
Sting Like A Viper si 99 (f. by Brookstone Bay). 4 wins to 4, $59,270, 2nd Sparkling Tip S., Roble Rojo S., Beautiful Prairie S.
Absolutely Brilliant si 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 3, $20,049 in Mexico, 2nd Jesus Nuchi Jimenez Sanchez S.
Jet Black Streak si 94 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $19,959.

2nd Dam:
French Fury si 110 (g. by Stolti). 10 wins, $181,332, 2nd Turf Paradise D., James S Smith Memorial H., Buena Park H., 3rd Go Man Go H.–G1, Los Alamitos Ch. Chal.–G3, etc.
Royally Streak si 98 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Stakes placed, see above.
Foroucious Jessie si 91 (g. by Scintaflying). Winner at 2, $14,403, 2nd Rio Rico F.–G3, etc. Truley B Jolly si 97 (g. by Truley First Class). 6 wins to 8, $46,482, fnl. Kaweah Bar H.–G3.
Streakin Carter si 90 (g. by Carters Cartel). 3 wins to 5, $34,674.

3rd Dam:
HIGH ON RITA (1990) by On A High. Unraced. Half–sister to Zevita si 110 (9 wins, $25,708, 3rd Four Corners F., etc. Granddam of REAL VISIONS si 104, 7 wins, $287,816, Remington Park D.–G2, etc.; WAR VISIONS si 105, 5 wins, $108,338, Vinton S.–G3, etc.; SPECIAL VISIONS si 103, 9 wins, $106,952, Rocky Heinzig Memorial S., etc.; I SEE VISIONS si 102, $85,142, South Florida Invt., etc.; Texas Vision si 97, 7 wins, $58,283; Six Visions si 101, $18,954, etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Streakin Jessie Gail si 104 (f. by Streakin Six). Multiple winner, see above.

Embryo Transfer
Cantkeepagoodgirldwn
February 15, 2019, Brown Filly

By FAST PRIZE DASH si 104 (2006). Winner to 3, $30,249, fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–G3. Sire of 91 ROM, with earnings of over $2.6 million, including TM DEES PRIZE si 102 ($170,331), TUCKERS PRIZE si 103 ($127,580, La. Champions Day D.–G3, etc.), ONE HOT FLAME si 102 ($125,386), The Mighty Moose si 98 ($92,019), Hang On And Hush Up si 97 ($91,512), Dashin To The Back si 106 ($79,553), etc.


4th Dam: HIP HUGGER si 95 (1966) by Salero Bar. 4 wins to 4, $5,348. Dam of 3 winners, 3 ROM, including HUG TINY si 106 (f. by Tiny’s Gay). 6 wins, $27,429, Alameda H. Dam of MERGANSER si 105 (World Champion, Two–Time Champion, $1,373,704, All American F.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, Sun Country F.–G1, etc.), A DASH OF GINGER si 103 ($38,717, Touch Of Class D., etc. Ntr ADC 300 yds.), HUG A DUCK si 102 (12 wins, $37,266, Last Chance D., etc.). Royal Highlander si 92 (3 wins at 2, $39,785, 3rd Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of TRES PASSES si 101 (6 wins to 4, $1,504,928, Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc.), HAPPY STREAKER si 103 (6 wins to 5, $163,999, Joe B Turner Mem. S., etc.). TEMPTING ANNEE GL si 99 ($104,443, Will Rogers Juv. Chal., etc.), Sweet Annie GL si 98 ($280,532, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), Coup De Main si 98 ($163,475, 2nd Ruidoso D.–G1, etc.).

Consigned by Robichaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

**Dog Soldier Swift**

January 27, 2019, Sorel Colt

By **ONE SWEET JESS** si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion **ONE SWEET RACY** si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), **JESSTACARTEL** si 99 ($675,600), **MAGICAL JESS** si 96 ($421,650), **WICKED AFFAIR** si 97 ($386,779), **JESS MY KISS** si 95 ($296,055), **JESS HAWK** si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
**RUNAWAY BALANCE** si 105 (2014) by Sir Runaway Dash. 4 wins and 3 times placed in 9 starts to 3, $81,420, French Quarter S., 2nd Audubon S., 3rd LQHBA Invt. S. Half–sister to **SHES JESS SPECIAL** si 105 ($104,955), **A Special Toast** si 97 ($85,723), etc. Her oldest foals are yearlings of 2020.

2nd Dam:
**SPECIAL BALANCE** (1992) by Special Project. Unraced. Half-sister to **FABULOUS FIGURE** si 111 ($270,112), **SIX FIGURES** si 98 ($114,604), **INJUNS PLASTIC CASH** si 96 ($60,932), **SIX ON THE BEACH** si 106 ($30,956; dam of **BABE ON THE BEACH** si 92, $193,302; **SIX LITTLE INJUNS** si 99, $121,500; **Babe On The Fly** si 101, $246,111; Granddam of **ROCK YOU**, $790,325; DON'T LET DOWN si 103, $968,301; LITTLE TALKS si 94, $563,896; **ALI BABE FOOSE** si 96, $482,739; **EYE CAUGHTCHA PEEKIN** si 100, $201,942; Glock si 96, $216,170), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 11 starters, 9 ROM, including **SHES JESS SPECIAL** si 105 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 3, $104,955, Vinton S., 2nd Delta Downs La Brdrs' D.–RG3, 3rd TQHA Sires' Cup F.–RG2, etc. Dam of **JESS COURAGEOUS** si 107 (g. by Achievement). 7 wins to 6, $122,254, LQHBA Invt. S., 3rd LQHBA Sale Invt. S., fnl. Mr Jess Perry Louisiana Downs S.–RG3.

**WHITE OR WRONG** si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 4, $113,626, All American Juvenile Invt., fnl. All American D.–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, Hobbs America D.–G2.

**BYE BYE JESS** si 96 (g. by Dashin Bye). 7 wins to 7, $95,984, The Tricky Dust S., etc.


**Eye Popping** si 96 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins, $34,069, 2nd All American Congr. M., etc. Dam of **MAYBELLINA** si 106 (10 wins in 11 starts, $167,660, Alfredo Castro Rea S., Campeonato Juv., Hipodromo Juvenile Chal., etc.), etc.

**Shes Dashin First** si 83 (f. by First Down Dash). Winner, $4,620. Dam of THRIVING IVORY si 111 (6 wins to 3, $147,479, Sam Houston Dstf. S., 2nd TQHA Sale F.–RG2, etc.). Dam of **RUNAWAY BALANCE** si 105 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). Stakes winner, see above.


**Ko Ko Corona** si 93 (f. by King Corona). 2 wins to 3, $18,204. Dam of The **Mighty Moose** si 98 (f. by Fast Prize Dash). 3 wins, $93,104, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, 2nd Evangeline Downs 550 S., fnl. SLM Big Daddy S.–G3, Leverne Perry Memorial S., etc.

Embryo Transfer

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity, QHRAI Stallion Service Auction F.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
Corona Cerveza si 94 (2001) by Corona Cartel. 5 wins, $38,611, 2nd Easy Date H., 3rd AQHA Members Plus S., etc. Dam of 17 foals of racing age, 13 starters, 9 ROM, including CORONA TOAST si 123 (g. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins, $254,786, Sonoita Ranchers Bonus Chal., 2nd LQHBA F.–RG1, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, El Moro De Cumpas S., 4th Lee Berwick F.–RG1, etc. Ntr SON 350 yds.


3rd Dam:
WASTING NO TIME (1986) by Streakin Six. Placed. Sister to Champion SIXY CHICK si 106 ($751,284), SIXARUN si 106 ($291,228), etc. Dam of 22 starters, 22 ROM, including WASTING NO CASH si 109 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 8 wins, $77,992, Texas Distance Chal.–G3, Virgil Bond 870 H., 2nd East Distance Chal.–G3, etc.

GENERATING CASH si 89 (g. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $58,076, Heritage Place Juv. Invt.

TIMELESS FAVORITE si 115 (f. by Fishers Dash). 5 wins, $24,910, All Canadian D., etc. Dam of JACK Dupp si 98 (3 wins, $54,134, Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M., etc.), etc.

Some Waste Time si 101 (g. by Some Dasher). 8 wins to 5, $72,965, 2nd PCQHRA H., etc.

Heza Two Timing Man si 95 (c. by Heza Fast Man). $27,120, 3rd B F Phillips Jr H.–RG3, etc.


Its Stoli Time si 82 (f. by Stoli). Dam of WASTING NO CORONA si 99 (5 wins, $154,064, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, etc.), Valiant Stoli Time si 100 (3 wins, $38,515), etc. No Time Wasting (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). Dam of Time Is A Blazin si 102 (2 wins, $77,356, 2nd Pelican S.–G3, etc.); Granddam of A REGAL TIME si 89 ($32,251).

By BF FARM BOSS si 97 (2012). Stakes winner of 7 races, $932,655, Ruidoso D.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, 3rd Los Alamitos Championship Chal.–G3, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of Champion HAWKINSON si 99, $448,299. Sire of 462 ROM, with earnings of over $11.8 million, including Three–Time Champion STRAWKINS si 108 ($614,156), etc.

1st Dam: RUNAWAY EZ (2006) by Runaway Winner. Unraced. Half–sister to Image Mover si 95 ($49,143), Easy Task si 94 ($42,167), Boom Box si 100 ($35,569), etc. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including Therappe si 91 (f. by Ivory James). Winner at 2, $25,712. Ez Runaway Freight si 86 (g. by Freighttrain B). Winner at 3, 2020, $18,420. Runaway IJ si 84 (g. by Ivory James). Winner to 4, $13,724.


Easy Task si 94 (g. by Special Task). 3 wins, $42,167, 2nd West Tx/Winnermaker Brdrs’ F.–RG3.

Boom Box si 100 (g. by Special Task). 5 wins, $35,569, 2nd TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, etc. Careless Bunny si 93 (f. by Top Avenger TB). 4 wins to 3, $14,274. Dam of RED DOG LEADER si 102 (g. by Meter Me Gone). 5 wins, $226,976, Dash For Cash Juv. Invt., Humble S., 2nd Retama Park F.–G1, Sam Houston D.–G2, 3rd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

RISKY RUN si 102 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 13 wins, $71,872, Hipodromo Championship Chal., 2nd Mexico Championship Chal., Qlf. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2.

Prey (f. by Panther Mountain). Unraced. Dam of PREYN ON THE MOUNTAIN si 96 (4 wins to 4, $114,265, AQHA Awards Recognition Concepts Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.).

3rd Dam: PINK FROST si 84 (1970) by Duplicate Copy. Winner, $2,536. Half–sister to NUTHER BROTHER si 100 ($86,831), FOUR FORTY KING si 100, etc. Dam of 7 starters, 6 ROM, including THE DEERSLAYER si 93 (g. by Reb’s Policy TB). 5 wins to 3, $32,526, Billy Rydalch D.

Fast Frost (f. by Fast Jet). Dam of Replacement Parts si 98 ($74,915, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, etc.). The Peppermint Twist (f. by Easily Smashed). Dam of Gloria Glorius si 98 ($28,270), etc.

4th Dam: BUNNY'S BAR MAID si 100 (1959) by Three Bars TB. Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 6 wins to 3, $72,289, Kansas F., Juvenile Ch., 2nd All American F., PCQHRA F.

Half–sister to Harlequin si 95 ($35,060), etc. Dam of 13 starters, 11 ROM, including NUTHER BROTHER si 100 (c. by Go Man Go). 9 wins, $86,831, Juvenile Invt. H., etc.

FOUR FORTY KING si 100 (c. by Go Man Go). 4 wins, $17,794, Diamond Mae S., etc.

Four Forty Queen si 95 (f. by Go Man Go). 4 wins, $25,242. Dam of SIR RAMBLER si 104 ($86,754, Ntr FNO 400 yds.), etc. Granddam of BLACK SABLE si 104 (Champion, $271,592), JET VIEW si 104 (Champion, $328,627), etc.

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
SALT CRYSTAL si 90 (1999) by Salt Lake TB. Placed 3 times in 4 starts, $3,675. Half-sister to DASH OF ESSENCE si 109 (2006), DASHING PERRY si 103 ($79,944), etc. Dam of 15 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two-year-old, 9 ROM, including

SALTY KING CORONA si 109 (g. by King Corona). 13 wins to 4, $182,743, Gentilly Dash S., Harrah's Dash S., 3rd Delta Dash. Ntr DED 300 & 350 yds.


Fast N Salty si 95 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 4 wins to 5, $86,285.
Salt Train Coming si 98 (f. by Freightrain B). Winner at 2, $16,270.
Jessa Blue Crystal (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Unplaced at 2. Dam of

LDN JESSASALTYDOG si 99 (g. by Im Dalaw). 4 wins, $87,460, Opelousas S.–RG2, 2nd Swift S., 3rd Delta 550 S., fnl. La. Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Mid–City S.–RG2, etc.

2nd Dam:
Dashes Dimples si 97 (1986) by Dash For Cash. 5 wins, $62,253, 2nd All American Gold Cup–G1, etc. Sister to DIS DUDES A DASH si 103 ($25,479), This Chicks Got It si 95 ($96,574), etc. Dam of 17 starters, 14 ROM, including

DASH OF ESSENCE si 111 (g. by Streakin Six). 16 wins, $232,882, World's Championship Cl.–G2, O B Cockerell H., 2nd MBNA America Central Chal.–G3, O B Cockerell H., etc.

DASHS KOOL si 106 (c. by First N Kool). 3 wins to 3, $24,263, Oneida Co. Fair F., etc.
Dashing Perry si 103 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 8 wins, $79,944, 3rd Pomona Express S., etc.
Sixes La Jolla si 101 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 4, $33,087, 2nd Milestone S., etc.
Dashin Apollo si 96 (f. by Apollo TB). Granddam of Officer Moonflash si 105 ($53,157), etc.

3rd Dam:
CHICK'S DIMPLE TOO si 105 (1971) by Three Chicks. 11 wins, $43,056, New Year D., Live Oak D., etc. Ntr ROD 400 yds. Dam of 12 foals, 11 starters, 11 ROM, including

DIS DUDES A DASH si 103 (c. by Dash For Cash). 6 wins, $25,479, Lone Star D., etc.
This Chicks Got It si 95 (f. by Dash For Cash). $96,574, 3rd Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Granddam of JUNO CORONA st 98 ($43,430, Oklahoma Juv. Chal.–G3, etc.), etc.
Daring Dimples si 82 (f. by Streakin Six). 2 wins, $24,819. Dam of DEE DEES DIMPLES si 101 (8 wins, $39,460); Granddam of Blacks Dimples si 95 ($44,920), etc.
Easy Dimple (f. by Easy Jet). Placed. Granddam of DOWN HOME DASH si 108 (18 wins, $60,052, BPM Budweiser F.–G3, etc.). UP DOWN DASH si 112 (8 wins, $55,079, etc.). Unpaid si 88 (f. by Dash For Cash). Dam of GETMEOUTFOROTHERED si 100 ($24,905, Alex Picov Mem. F., etc.), DM PAID IN CASH si 95 (4 wins, $66,142, 3rd Picov D., etc.)

By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam:
SANDRA SUE BLUE si 100 (2011) by Jess Louisiana Blue. 3 wins to 3, $229,355, Mardi Gras F.–RG2, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2, 4th La. Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with 4 unraced to date two–year–olds, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Shes A Fast Blue si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins at 3, 2020, $14,483.

KK Blue Wagon si 88 (c. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Winner in only start at 2, 2020, $3,000. (Currently qlf. to Old South F. Finals run after press time).

2nd Dam:
MADAME MAYOR si 87 (2002) by Mr Eye Opener. Placed twice to 3, $3,857. Half–sister to MR GAME si 105 ($195,594), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 6 ROM, including Eye Heart Blue si 95 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner, $49,210, fnl. La Champions Day D.–RG3.

Lyza Blue si 99 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins to 4, $32,735.

3rd Dam:


4th Dam:


Kdwantsafastone si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Placed to 3, $1,498. Dam of EYE GOT THE BLUES si 106 (6 wins, $187,341, Sam Houston F.–G1, fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc.), EYE GET THE BLUES si 94 ($105,287, Hialeah Junior Maturity Invt., 2nd Vals Fortune S.–RG2, etc.), Dash For Alexis si 97 (3 wins, $54,279, 3rd Flashy Hemp S., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for Bobby D. Cox

Mejor Que Dulce
February 21, 2019, Brown Colt

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: SANIBEL (2012) by Ivory James. Unraced. Sister to Algorithmic si 99 ($319,408), Takoradi si 113 ($26,066), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, including Afterburnner si 89 (g. by Dominyun). Placed 3 times in 5 starts, $6,905.

Sanidee si 85 (g. by Dominyun). Placed at 2, 2020, $4,290.

2nd Dam: ALL ABOUT EASE si 98 (2002) by First Down Dash. 6 wins and 4 times placed in 12 starts, $309,503, Ruidoso F.–G1, 3rd West Texas F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Entrust si 86 (Dam of Champion EXECUTIVE TRUST si 102, 12 wins, $353,414; EXECUTIVE BRASS si 106, $382,282, Ruidoso D.–G1, etc.), etc. Dam of 41 foals of racing age, 32 starters, 30 ROM, including CHAZAQ si 104 (g. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins and 5 seconds in 14 starts, $963,664, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, 2nd Robert Adair Kindergarten F.–G3, Old Habits H., fnl. Champion Of Champions–G1, Golden State D.–G2.


KATHARSIS si 98 (f. by American Runaway). 5 wins to 3, $127,622, Gillespie County Fair F., Texas Twister S., 2nd TOHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG3, fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G2, etc.

ALL ABOUT TORQUE si 93 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $92,809, Hobbs America D.–G3, fnl. Zia Park Championship–G1, Ruidoso Derby Chal.

Algorithmic si 99 (g. by Ivory James). 4 wins to 4, $319,408, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.

Unlimited si 92 (c. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $135,252, 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1.


Mount Ararat si 96 (g. by Panther Mountain). 3 wins to 3, $42,777, 2nd Maple Leaf D., etc.

Takoradi si 113 (c. by Ivory James). 4 wins, $26,066, 2nd Wayne Brasher Memorial S., etc.

All American Ease si 90 (g. by American Runaway). Placed 5 times, $20,350, 3rd Governor’s S.

Victoraease si 106 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins, $15,751, 2nd Hipodromo Juvenile Chal., etc.

Shazumba si 90 (f. by Shazoom). Winner to 3, $9,810, 4th Dana Point H. Dam of EXPEDYTE si 95 (c. by Freighttrain B). 4 wins in 6 starts at 2, $174,513, Firecracker F.–G2, Sam Houston Juvenile S.

Zumbaya si 86 (f. by Azoom). Winner to 3, $8,275. Dam of Mister Mucho Gusto si 98 (g. by Freighttrain B). 3 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts to 3, 2020, $100,078, 2nd La Fiesta F., 3rd Four Corners F., fnl. West Texas F.–G2.

Chicazum si 99 (f. by Dominyun). 2 wins to 3, $38,048, 3rd Heartland F.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. 

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity. 

Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Sires of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
SANTE MON AMIE si 92 (2008) by Toast To Dash. 2 wins to 3, $127,986, Mardi Gras F.–RG2. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including
Hezthefireman (g. by Fighter On Fire). Winner at 2, $9,431.
Paint My Train si 96 (f. by Freighttrain B). Placed at 2, $9,400.
It Goodbye Time si 89 (f. by Dashin Bye). Placed to 3, $5,410.

2nd Dam:
Corona Mon Amie si 99 (2002) by Corona Cartel. 4 wins and 3 times placed in 10 starts, $28,213, 3rd East Distaff Chal.–G3, Royal Bushwacker S., 4th Miss Polly Classic–G3. Half–sister to CHECK EM HIGH si 105 ($132,238), Check It To Em Missy si 99 ($35,163), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 ROM, including
SANTE MON AMIE si 92 (f. by Toast To Dash). Stakes winner, see above.
Cadillac Kind si 101 (g. by Panther Mountain). 3 wins to 4, $48,984.
Iconic Jess si 90 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 4, $23,507.

3rd Dam:
CHECK IT TO EM MISS si 101 (1988) by Check The Charts. 7 wins to 3, $48,214, Vespero Express S.–G3, Trinity Meadows Yearling Sale F., 2nd Miss Betty S., 3rd Boomer Sooner Fall F., Mystery D. Half–sister to SHOW ME GONE si 97 (7 wins, $20,759, Boomer Sooner Prep D., etc.), Yawus Baby Doll si 104 (6 wins, $32,256, 2nd Kindergarten Fillies F., etc.), etc. Dam of 16 foals, 15 starters, 15 ROM, including
CHECK EM HIGH si 105 (g. by On A High). 15 wins, $132,238, Fine Loom H., Master Salls H., 2nd Central Dist. Chal.–G3, Oklahoma Dist. Chal, O B Cockerell H., etc
Check It To Em Dale si 92 (g. by Shazoom). $35,163, 3rd Oklahoma Bred F.–RG2. Dam of Check It To Em Dale si 92 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). 2 wins to 5, $40,202.
Seeya Later Baby si 96 (f. by Streakin Dash). 2 wins, $28,260, 3rd Blue Ribbon F.–G1, etc.
Check Em Royal si 102 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins to 3, $26,382, 2nd Mystic Lake Northlands F.–G3, Woodlands Championship H., North Dakota Horse Park Inaugural, etc.
Royal Miss Teressa si 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 4 wins to 4, $22,347, 3rd North Dakota Horse Park S., fnl. Mystic Lake Northlands F.–G3.
Grand Coeur si 103 (g. by Calyx). 7 wins to 7, $200,809, 4th All American F.–G1, etc.
Dashing Checkers si 92 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins in 3 starts, $2,250. Dam of LICENSE TO ZOOM si 104 (g. by Shazoom). 4 wins to 6, $43,783, Clasico Inaugural, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
JL Sassys Jet Patriot

March 5, 2019, Sorrel Filly

Consigned by Juan R. Lozano, Sr.

JL Sassys Jet Patriot

Jl Sassys Jet Patriot

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBA LAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
SASSY N TRASHY si 84 (2014) by No Secrets Here. Unplaced. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
SHEZA HABIT (2000) by Apollo TB. Unraced. Sister to Champion OLD HABITS si 106 ($680,966), ONE MORE HABIT si 98 ($272,510), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 11 ROM, including SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 (f. by Looking For Chicks). 10 wins to 5, $164,545, AQHA Distaff Challenge Ch.–G1, Blane Schvaneveldt H.–G3 (twice), Sun Downs Distaff Chal., 2nd Sun Downs Distaff Chal., etc. Ntr SUD & SDY 400 yds. Ntr ELK 440 yds. START OF A DYNASTY si 97 (c. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins to 4, $27,157, Clasico Javier Rosique Palavic, 2nd Clasico Jodys Glory, Clasico Felix Banuelos Jimenez, etc.

4th Dam:
FIRST FEMME si 102 (1989) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $30,972, Independence Day H.–RG3, etc. Sister to CHECK HER TWICE si 105 ($215,361; dam of CHECK HIM OUT si 98, $418,528), DASH TO CHIVATO si 96 ($150,549), Its Good To Be Queen si 99 (dam of RDD LA JOLLANIFASTDASH si 102, $403,498); half–sister to Class With Cash si 91 (dam of Champion HATEFUL HANNA; granddam of Champion Hardly Hateful si 103, $436,979), Fishers Fantasy si 84 (dam of FIRST DOWN ILLUSION si 98, $500,547), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including OLD HABITS si 106 (g. by Apollo TB). Two–Time Champion. 9 wins, $680,966, All American D.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.

ONE MORE HABIT si 98 (f. by Apollo TB). 8 wins, $272,510, Los Al Winter D.–G1, etc. Dam of Dynasty Of Habits si 96 ($171,426, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, etc.), etc. Habitual Dreamer si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Placed 4 times at 2, $5,425. Dam of HABITS SECRET si 109 (10 wins, $330,334, South Florida D., Governor’s S., etc., etc.). Sheza Habit (f. by Apollo TB). Dam of SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 ($164,545, AQHA Dstf. Chal. Ch.–G1, etc. Ntr 400 & 440 yds.); Granddam ofBadhabit Jess si 98 ($172,097), etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Simmons Racing

Apolitical Bunny

January 16, 2019, Bay Colt

By APOPLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three–year–old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), RF Apoliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.


Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
SCOOPIE COOCHIE si 89 (1999) by Mr Jess Perry. Winner to 4, $12,460, fnl. East Juvenile Chal.–G3. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 3 ROM, including

SHATTO STOLI si 110 (g. by Stoli). 6 wins to 3, $134,293, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG3, LQHBA Invitational S., Billy Montgomery LAD S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, fnl. DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, Mardi Gras D.

Mr Jet Perry si 87 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins to 5, $38,845.

2nd Dam:
COOCHIES MAGIC (1992) by Rocket’s Magic. Winner to 3, $1,476. Half–sister to COOCHIE HOOCHIE si 94, Head Over Heels si 105, etc. Dam of 9 foals, 9 ROM, including

MCM Jessa Lil Coocie si 93 (g. by Jess Special). 5 wins to 6, $74,334. Make It Magic si 94 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 8, $39,027.


Glendas Magic si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $19,212, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, LQHBA Juv. f.-div., LQHBA Cl. f./m. div., Carolyn Hebert Mem. S. Dam of

Mr Jesses Magic si 104 (g. by Achievement). 6 wins to 5, $185,981, Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2, LAD Champions D.–RG2, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, etc. Decamagic si 95 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $55,778, fnl. Laddie F.–RG2, etc. Mr Jacobs Magics si 96 (g. by First To Shine). 2 wins to 8, $34,515.


3rd Dam:
HOOCHE COOCHE si 87 (1976) by Bunny Bid. 3 wins at 2, $3,144. Half–sister to Charge It Papa si 102 ($191,866), Muss’n Touchit (granddam of TOUCHIT EASY si 106, 18 wins, $75,608, etc.). etc. Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including

COOCHIE HOOCHIE si 94 (f. by Lucks Gay Chic). 4 wins to 3, $32,911, Dogwood Dash F., 3rd Firecracker F.–G1, fnl. Kindergarten Fillies F.


Tote N Time si 98 (f. by Sinn Fein). 2 wins to 4, $5,332, 3rd Great Texas M.

Embryo Transfer
By HEZ FAST AS CASH si 106 (2004). Sires winner of 9 races, $79,359, Desert Classic D.–RG3, etc. Sire of 49 ROM, with earnings of over $1 million, including First Corona Man si 98 ($37,579, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Yn Makario si 83 ($8,038, 3rd AQRA President's Open Spring F.), Pretty Pretty Pieze si 88 ($2,847, 3rd Rocky Mountain Spring Cl.), Ladies Fast Cash si 94 ($85,361), Heza Fast Afair si 103 ($56,815), etc.

1st Dam:
SCOOPIE TOAST si 87 (2008) by Toast To Dash. 2 wins to 4, $17,445. Sister to Ms Scoopies Toast si 95 ($71,639), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, none to race.

2nd Dam:


Annas Streakin Dash si 91 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner to 3, $15,354. Dam of DASHIN BROWN STREAK si 107 (c. by Hotdoggin). 11 wins and 7 times placed in 24 starts, $544,748, Remington Park Invt. Ch.–G1, Leo S.–G1, Sam's Town S., 2nd Leo S.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G2, Evangeline Downs F., etc. Ntr EVD 350 yds.


Big Streakin si 95 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). 3 wins, $82,633, 2nd Billy Montgomery S., etc.

3rd Dam:
SCOOPIE FEIN si 99 (1978) by Sinn Fein. 6 wins to 4, $15,807. Half–sister to Oh Black Magic si 97 (dam of MAGICS MIGHTY MAN si 96, $305,210), etc. Dam of 7 starters, 6 ROM, including MR JESS PERRY si 113 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). Champion Two-Year-Old, Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, 12 wins, $687,184, Texas Classic F.–G1, Texas Classic D–G1, LQHBA F.–RG1, La. Bdr's Laddie F.–RG3, etc.

Scoopie Dash si 91 (f. by Dashing Encounter). Stakes placed, see above.

Scoopie Cash si 101 (f. by Lil Easy Cash). $45,647, 2nd LQHBA Juv.–Fillies Div., etc. Dam of TOAST TO MY MOM si 94 (4 wins, $143,437, La. Downs Champions Juv.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Sinn N Saint si 98 (g. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). $10,656, 2nd 870 H., fnl. War Chic H.–G3.

Crimson Scoop si 98 (f. by Mr. Crimson Ruler TB). 3 wins, $4,696, 2nd Valentine F. Scoopie Magic (f. by Rocket's Magic). Dam of SCOOPIE STREAK si 110 (7 wins, $73,618, Sound Of Summer D., 3rd Kool Kue Baby H., fnl. La. Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc.), etc.

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.


2nd Dam: Royal Baby Scooter si 82 (2001) by A Royale High. Placed 8 times to 3, $7,321, 3rd Hopes And Dreams F. Half–sister to Apollo Rocks si 105 ($201,255), Babys First Down si 95 ($87,914), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including SCOOTER PRIZE si 104 (f. by First Prize Perry). Stakes winner, see above.


By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdrs’ F.–RG1, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
SECOND DOWN PERRY si 101 (2005) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins to 4, $11,380. Sister to Get Down Perry si 97 ($159,677), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including


2nd Dam:
ROYAL DOWN DASH si 111 (1990) by First Down Dash. Two–Time Champion, 20 wins to 4, $405,384, All American D.–G1, Sooner Trailer Chal. Ch.–G2, Texas West D.–G2, etc. Ntr SFE 400 yds. Ntr SUN 440 yds. Half–sister to TIME FOR ROYAL CASH si 100 ($313,583), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including

Get Down Perry si 97 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 5, $159,677, 2nd Vessels M.–G1, Chicado V H., Old Habits H., Lovington H., 4th Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Royal Down Jolla si 97 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 2, $16,524, 2nd Four Corners F. Real Royal Down si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Placed twice to 3, $1,461. Dam of REAL WAGON si 95 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 4 wins, $102,551, Terrace Hill S., etc. My T Oak Tree si 94 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 4 wins to 5, $70,002, 3rd Terrace Hill S. Jesses Royal Dash si 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced. Dam of Mr Sippin Corona si 98 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $43,794, 3rd Signature S. TF Jess A Runaway si 90 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins, $30,956, 2nd Billy Montgomery S. Bottoms Up Corona si 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins, $37,763. Dam of Hope Rambles On si 99 (7 wins to 5, $60,758, 2nd Ontario Sires Stakes M.), etc.

3rd Dam:
Timeto Takeoff si 99 (1977) by Timeto Thinkrich. Two–Time Broodmare Of The Year. 4 wins, $76,002, 2nd Calif. Brdrs’ Ch., Miss Peninsula H., etc. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including

ROYAL TIME DASH si 111 (f. by First Down Dash). Two–Time Champion, see above.
TIME FOR ROYAL CASH si 100 (f. by Dash For Cash). 8 wins, $313,583, Golden State F.–G1, etc. Dam of DIVIDE THE CASH si 105 ($448,643, Ntr LA 350 yds.), TIME FOR STREAKING si 105 ($96,042), TIME FOR A ROYAL DIP si 105 ($84,799), etc. Takeoff Royally si 88 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed, $3,945. Dam of CAPTAIN ON TAKEOFF si 121 (6 wins, $61,032), Take Off Jess si 101 ($380,087, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.), Poker Chip 831 si 102 ($40,368, 3rd Sam Houston Cl. H.–G2, etc.), etc.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam: 

2nd Dam: 
GRANALEE (1991) by Johnny Vittoro. Unplaced in only start. Dam of 7 foals, 3 ROM, including 

3rd Dam: 
KIM BAR JETTER (1976) by Arbmahla High TB. Unplaced. Dam of 4 winners, 4 ROM, including 

By FURYOFTHEWIND si 96 (2003). Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including Champion BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBULENT TIMES si 94 ($554,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), JUST ANOTHER NATURAL si 103 ($217,957), ANNA DELOVELY si 98 ($108,407), etc.

1st Dam: BLUEAWAY si 95 (2012) by Jess Louisiana Blue. Placed to 3, $1,490. Half–sister to DEEHEIRESS si 97 ($127,057), DA EDGE si 102, ($117,076), etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two–year–old, 2 starters, 1 ROM, including Easie si 90 (f. by Apollitical Blood). Winner at 2, $7,712.

2nd Dam: DEELISH si 102 (1996) by First Down Dash. Champion Two–Year–Filly, Champion Aged Mare, 9 wins, $604,153, Dash For Cash F.–G1, Go Man Go H., 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, Los Al. Invt. Ch.–G1, Champion Of Champions–G1, etc. Half–sister to FEARLESS FREDA si 113 ($262,121, Ntr RET 440 yds.; Dam of Champion FREDRICKSBURG si 109, $369,304, Champion FREDAVILLE si 112, $324,696, Ntr HIA 350 yds.;, DASHA FREDA si 99, $111,741; Granddam of World Champion HEZA DASHA FIRE si 105, $2,240,112, Champion IMA FEARLESS HERO si 92, $1,062,435), etc. Out of SUCH AN EASY EFFORT si 111 ($496,127, Ntr HOL 440 yds.). Dam of 21 starters, 17 ROM, including DEEHEIRESS si 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins to 5, $127,057, Miss Princess H.–G3, Anaheim H., 2nd Las Damas H.–G2, Chicago V H., fnl. Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc. Dam of ROLLICKIN RED si 103 (g. by Roll Hennessy Roll TB), 10 wins to 7, $353,002, New Mexico Horsemen's Assn. H. (twice), Zia 870 Ch., Challenger Six H., etc.

JESS EYE si 97 (c. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins to 3, $44,509, 2nd Animas S., etc.


CAPTAIN FORCE si 94 (c. by Captain Courage). 4 wins, $126,728, Black Gold 440 F.–RG3, etc.

DECASH si 86 APHA (c. by Real Easy Cash). APHA Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 2 wins, $19,924, Masterpiece D.–G1.


TF MS SPECIAL PERRY si 97 (f. by Special Leader). 2 wins to 3, $116,625, Firecracker F.–G2. Dam of TF IM THAT GUY si 105 (5 wins to 4, $535,814, Hobbs America D.–G3, 2nd Zia Park Ch.–G1, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.), NOT PERRY PRETTY si 95 (5 wins in 7 starts to 3, $219,918, Firecracker F.–G2, Old South F.), TF JESS A LEADER si 107 (3 wins to 3, $119,730, QHRAI D., etc.), etc.


By Tee Cos s. 102 (2009). Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, etc. Sire of 75 ROM, with earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT sii 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS sii 105 ($85,494), MR TEE COS sii 88 ($55,252), Di Maria sii 104 ($113,780, 3rd La. Champions Day D.–G3), Gamey Tee Cos sii 86 ($90,204), Jls Shakem Tee Cas sii 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It sii 97 ($75,625), etc.


4th Dam: REBEL SIEGE si 90 (1975) by Tru Tru. Winner, $1,241. Dam of 7 starters, 5 ROM, including REBELLIOUS KIRK si 99 (g. by Dr Kirk). Winner to 3, $14,043, 2nd Aberdeen F. LUVUKIRK si 91 (f. by Dr Kirk). Stakes placed, see above.

Rebbie Kirk si 96 (f. by Dr Kirk). 6 wins, $30,388. Dam of HEZA NOBLE KIRK si 102 (11 wins, $30,301, Energy Downs Wyoming Bred F., etc.), MIZZ NOBLE KIRK sii 97 (3 wins, $14,541, Energy Downs Wyo. Bred F.), SHEZA NOBLE DOCTOR sii 94 (2 wins, $11,628, SD Bred F.), REBBIES LTD si 93 ($8,780, Sweetwater Wyoming Bred F., etc.), etc.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Dwayne Breaux

Moon Zee Grand
March 15, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FDD GOING GRAND si 112 (2010). Stakes winner of 6 races, $197,510, Old South D., Evangline Downs S., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $516,960, including GOING NOBLE si 102 ($109,541, Harrah's F.–G3), THE GRAND LEGEND si 97 ($67,603), Ancient Of Days si 104 ($20,177, 3rd De Saix S.), The Most High Rules si 96 ($60,339), Tdz Going Nuts si 99 ($47,482), Fdd Aufluential si 84 ($39,760), etc.

1st Dam:
SEVENTEEN BUGS si 80 (2001) by My Moon Shot. Placed to 3, $3,646. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old. 8 starters, 5 ROM, including Hi O Kona Corona si 95 (c. by Hail Corona). 3 wins to 6, $56,349. Miss Onisac si 90 (f. by Cosino). Winner to 4, $36,146.

2nd Dam:
BABY BARBS BUG si 90 (1980) by Sunny South TB. Placed to 3. Half–sister to DR DEPOT si 104 ($186,193), Mr Crimson Bug si 107, etc. Dam of 19 foals, 12 starters, 9 ROM, including Miss Highfalutin (f. by On A High). Winner at 2. Dam of DROP OF CORONA si 109 (f. by The Corona). 5 wins, $89,131. Easily A Possum D., etc. Miss Desert Chrome si 103 (f. by The Desert Jewel). 5 wins, $15,558. Dam of THE DASHING ATTITUDE si 105 ($122,664, Black Gold D., Easy Date H., 2nd OHA D., etc.). LOTTA PYC Chrome si 103 (5 wins to 4, $88,094, 2nd OHA Mystery D., 3rd La Plata S.), etc.

3rd Dam:
BARB'S BUG si 93 (1974) by Lady Bug's Moon. 7 wins to 3, $11,484. Miss Hightime Jewel si 84 (f. by The Desert Jewel). 3 wins to 3, $4,490. Dam of THE GRANITE JEWEL si 99 (6 wins, $60,629, Walter Merrick Memorial S.), etc.

Consigned by Julien R. Stevens, III

**JRS Carters Shadow**

February 8, 2019, Brown Filly

By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.-G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.-G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
Shadow Of Colors si 102 (2005) by Dashing Val. 4 wins to 5, $80,252, 2nd Mother’s Day S.-RG3, 3rd Flashy Hemp S.-RG3. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including JRS CORONAS SHADOW si 109 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 5 wins to 3, $232,143, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.-RG3, 2nd Open Me A Corona S.-RG2, Mardi Gras D., Vinton S., 3rd Vals Fortune S.-RG2, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.-RG2, Louisiana Classic-RG2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.-RG2, Opelousas S.-RG2, etc. JRS Special Colors si 94 (f. by Special Crown Royal). 2 wins to 3, $36,792. JRS Stolis Colors si 93 (g. by Stoli). Winner at 3, $17,393. JRS Shadows Fantasy si 90 (g. by Okey Dokey). 3 wins to 3, $14,140.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
Larkin Ease si 98 (1984) by Easy Jet. 5 wins, $50,302, 3rd Kansas F.-G1, etc. Half–sister to Champion LORSALOT si 103, etc. Dam of 10 starters, 10 ROM, including Larkin Six si 95 (g. by Six Fols). $40,520, 3rd Hopes And Dreams F.-RG3, fnl. Remington F.-G1.

4th Dam:
LARKING KIT si 90 (1968) by Lanolark TB. 2 wins to 3, $2,876. Dam of 8 starters, 8 ROM, including LORD WINSALOT si 103 (g. by Sir Winsalot). Champion Two-Year-Old Gelding, 10 wins, $416,687, Kansas F., Delta Downs F., Columbus Triple Crown F., etc. Ntr DED 400 yds. ROMEO LARK si 94 (c. by Nadir’s Romeo TB). 10 wins to 4, $82,522, Endurance H.-G3, etc. LARKIN SUPREME si 103 (c. by Nadir’s Romeo TB). 2 wins to 4, $23,571, Miss Polly H., etc. Robinalot si 97 (c. by Sir Winsalot). 8 wins to 4, $62,734, 2nd Blue Ribbon F., 3rd QROA D. Breakaway Baby APHA (f. by Dash For Cash). Unraced. Dam of TEXAS HERO si 101 APHA (Two-Time World Champion, 18 wins in 22 starts, $100,402, PSBA F., Pot O’ Gold F., etc.), CONCHO COUNTY si 92 APHA (Two-Time Champion, 6 wins, $54,500, American Paint Cl. F., etc.), WHITE LACE si 89 APHA (Two-Time Champion, $40,762, PSBA D., etc.); Granddam of LADY CORONA si 95 (Champion, $53,818), etc.

**ENAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Rocking Bar
March 18, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAK SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
Apollitical Rock si 86 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 3 wins to 4, $17,246.
Walk Thru Snow si 86 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 2 wins in 4 starts at 3, $13,663.

2nd Dam:
Thirdrocktothesun si 109 (1998) by Juno Dat Cash. 6 wins to 3, $18,848, 2nd Portland Meadows Fall D., 3rd Great Falls HRA F., etc. Ntr CRR 250 yds. Ntr WMF 300 yds. Half–sister to TINY ROCKET DASH si 107 ($45,862), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including Snow Rock si 92 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:
Thirdrocktothesun si 109 (f. by Juno Dat Cash). Stakes placed, see above.
Shot In The Knight si 96 (g. by Pleasure Dash). 4 wins to 4, $13,265.
Pantherchick si 105 (f. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins at 3, $5,652.
Dancinwith Alarabell si 92 (f. by Sambaso Dancer). 3 wins to 3, $6,239.

4th Dam:
AZURE STRIDE si 84 (1980) by Azure Te. 2 wins at 3, $2,161. Half–sister to Checker Stride si 101 ($12,952, 3rd Coors F.). Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, including Tiny Dundee si 102 (f. by Rock A Tear). Multiple winner, see above.
Tiny Strides si 88 (f. by Rock A Tear). 3 wins to 3, $4,227.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 (2010), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of $929,150, LQHBA Brdrs’ F.–RG1, Louisiana Cl. S.–RG2, etc. His first foals will race in 2020. Son of CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103, $278,358, Firecracker F.–RG2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), etc.

1st Dam:
SHAKEM LITTLE CORONA si 99 (2010) by Tinys First Corona. 3 wins and twice placed in 8 starts to 3, $41,857, 4th Firecracker F.–G2. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 3 ROM, including Stolen Royalty si 89 (f. by Stoli). Winner at 2, $12,390. Coronas Fooling You si 87 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). Placed at 2, $8,230. Stolorona si 84 (g. by Stoli). Winner at 2, $6,600.

2nd Dam:
SHAKIN LIL ORO si 84 (2004) by Royal Shake Em. 2 wins to 3, $9,846, fnl. Dixie Stallion F.–RG3. Dam of 4 foals, 3 starters, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Shakem Little Corona si 99 (f. by Tinys First Corona). Multiple winner, see above.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
RHYTHM OF THE ROAD si 101 (1986) by Vikingson TB. 9 wins to 6, $23,521, 2nd QH Of Texas Brdrs’ D., 3rd Walter Mcllhenney Stars & Stripes. Half–sister to ADALIDA si 95 ($46,809), BEYOND THE BLUE NEON si 97 ($34,612), CHARGING WRANGLER si 99 ($33,933), Dam of 10 foals, 9 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including ORO O TOOLE si 98 (g. by Jody O Toole). 8 wins to 5, $57,590, Mystic Lake Northlands F.–G3, Canterbury Park D., 4th Central Derby Chal.–G1, Kansas D.–G2, Manor Downs D.–G2.

Plataoro si 106 (f. by System). Stakes placed, see above. Oro Leader si 91 (g. by Special Leader). Winner to 3, $4,296; Barrel Futurities of America earnings of $37,373. Oro La Jolla si 91 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner to 3, $11,476, fnl. Firecracker D.–G2. Oro Rose (f. by Man In The Money). Unraced. Dam of Hotrodin si 91 (Winner at 2, $9,370), Winners Man si 86 (2 wins at 3, $6,889), Miss Special Rhythm si 84 (Winner at 2, $3,723), etc.

Consigned by Run Bayou Ranch, LLC.

Greatest Of All Time
March 2, 2019, Brown Colt

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:

Madame Bijoux si 95 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 3, $39,980. Shake Em Ike si 94 (g. by Jet Black Patriot). 2 wins, 1 second in 5 starts at 2, $54,907, LQHBA Million Futurity.– RG3, 3rd La Primera Del Ano D.– G1.

2nd Dam:

Shakemandzoom si 85 (f. by Shazoom). Placed twice, $2,876. Dam of Corona Suerte si 93 (g. by Coronas Prospect). 3 wins to 4, $51,585, 2nd Will Rogers Derby Chal, fnl. AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.– G3, A Ransom H.

3rd Dam:
SHAKE EM SIX si 97 (1982) by Streakin Six. 4 wins to 3, $6,158. Broodmare Of The Year. Sister to SHAKE SIX si 99 ($135,408); Half–sister to SPECIAL SHAKE si 104 ($478,645), etc. Dam of 18 foals, 15 starters, 13 ROM, including

SHAKE THE BANK si 105 (f. by Bully Bullion). Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, Two–Time Mexico Champion. 14 wins, $372,585, Mexican D.– G3, etc. Dam of SF ROYAL BANK si 100 (5 wins, $359,937, O B Cockerell H.– G3, 2nd All American F.– G1, fnl. Rainbow D.– G1, etc.), FAMOUS BANK si 95 ($60,659, Hazel Park Bonus Chal., etc.) SF SIMPLE SHAKE si 95 ($33,486, Mexican QH Brdrs’ D.– RG3, etc.); Granddam of SF SIMPLE QUICK DASH si 101 ($44,258), SF ROYAL SHAKE SNOW si 105 ($30,532), etc.


By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
SHANNONS GRACE si 93 (2011) by Jet Black Patriot. 2 wins to 4, $41,160. Half–sister to CUTE MIC JAGGER si 108 ($174,728), Toast Ta Fame si 110 ($124,604), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 ROM, including Princess Win A Lota si 95 (f. by Freighttrain B). Winner to 3, 2020, $19,981.

2nd Dam:
Toast Ta Fame si 110 (g. by Toast To Dash). 6 wins, $124,604, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1. Ntr RP 330 yds.
Toastin Fame si 106 (g. by Toast To Dash). 6 wins to 5, $123,702, 3rd Bradford S., 4th Louisiana Champions Day D.–G2.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
KATE SHANNON TB (1979) by Mito Paint. Unplaced. Sister to JOHNEY MITO ($146,801, Riley Allison F.), etc. Dam of 16 QH foals, 13 starters, 9 winners, including SILVER MASQUERADE si 112 (g. by Moon Lark). 9 wins, $56,352, The Woodlands Ch.–G3, Sherman Hill S., KEOKUK S., inaugural H., etc. Ntr PRM 350 & 400 yds.
Streakin Shannon si 93 (f. by Streakin Six). 4 wins, $118,587, 3rd West Texas D.–G2, etc. Miss Dashin Kate si 100 (f. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins, $16,243. Dam of MISS DASHIN FORTUNE si 97 ($70,091); Granddam of SATCHA WAGONEER si 101 ($75,160), BEDUINOSFIRSTRUNAWAY si 91 ($33,393), Ipolito si 98 ($78,994), etc.
Streakin Kate si 89 (f. by Streakin Six). Winner, $9,247, fnl. Sun Country F.–G1. Dam of XO KATE si 104 (11 wins, $242,302, Harrah’s Distf. S.–G3 (twice), etc.), Dodadash si 107 (5 wins, $129,951), Cashinon si 102 ($58,987); Granddam of GAME CHANGES si 90 ($140,685, Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.), BABY LA JOLLA si 103 ($100,388), OAK CANYON si 97 ($95,742), On The Wagon si 99 (3 wins, $105,830), etc.
Kate Perry (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Dam of Heza Fast Perry si 98 (4 wins, $115,884, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of HEZA LAWMAN si 104 ($77,400), etc.

No Meaux Lies

January 4, 2019, Gray Colt

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
Shazee si 91 (2008) by Shazoom. 3 wins to 3, $25,247, 3rd La Pacifica H., Sgt Pepper Feature H. Half–sister to Champion ZOOMIN RACER si 105 ($211,883), RACING STREAK si 101 ($64,484), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 2 ROM, including One Sweet Shazee si 95 (f. by One Sweet Jess). 3 wins to 3, $35,283.

A Hope And A Prayer si 81 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). Winner to 3, 2020, $10,119.

2nd Dam:
RACING WINNER si 106 (1998) by Runaway Winner. 5 wins to 4, $66,864, Central Derby Chal.–G3, Hertz Rent–A–Car S., 2nd Altoona D.–G3, 3rd Central Distaff Chal.–G3, Kool Kue Baby H., fnl. Manor Downs D.–G2, etc. Dam of 17 foals, 13 starters, 13 ROM, including

ZOOMIN RACER si 105 (g. by Jess Zoomin). Champion Distance Horse, 9 wins, $211,883, AQHA Dist. Challenge Ch.–G1, Lone Star Dist. Chal.–G3, Downs At Albuquerque Dist. Chal., Herman Jefferson S., 2nd Remington Park Dist. Ch.–G2, etc.

RACING STREAK si 101 (f. by Steeakin Sixes). 5 wins to 4, $64,484, Silestone S., TQHA Texas–Bred S., 2nd East Distf. Chal., 3rd Barnmaster Sprint S.–RG3, etc.

Hawking si 94 (g. by Hawkinson). 2 wins to 3, $128,759, 3rd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc.

Winners Cartel si 99 (g. by Teller Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $145,292, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.

3rd Dam:
LALELI si 97 (1987) by Special Effort. Winner, $12,582, fnl. Kansas D.–G1. Half–sister to the dam of CORONA CAPTAIN si 101 ($114,421). Dam of 15 starters, 14 ROM, including


RACING WINNER si 106 (f. by Runway Winner). Stakes winner, see above.


Winning Flair si 91 (f. by Runway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $14,484, 2nd San Jacinto S., etc. Dam of GALION si 103 (11 wins, $187,353, La Plata S.–G3, Mile High D.), FIRST PLACE WIN si 111 (4 wins, $133,149, East Juv. Chal.–G3, etc.), STREAKIN FLAIR si 97 (5 wins, $44,264, La Villita S., 3rd East Distf. Chal., etc.), Dare To Flair si 90 ($128,911, 3rd Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc.), Shazoomer si 105 (6 wins, $113,188, 2nd Ford East Juv. Chal.–G3, etc.), Favored si 97 (3 wins, $92,488, 2nd Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.), Catchin Winnings si 95 (4 wins, $61,523, 2nd Manor Downs F.–G2), Granddam of RELENTLESS DYNASTY si 101 ($247,256, TQHA Sale F.–RG2, etc.), MAGIC BLACK JACK si 118 (5 wins, $226,246, Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc. Nwr DED 220 yds.), etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by J/B Racing

Xdw Sheez Sweet

March 28, 2019, Bay Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:

SHEEZESPECIALLYFAST si 112 (2009) by Heza Fast Dash. 7 wins to 4, $118,275, Evangeline Downs Dash, 3rd Billy Montgomery EVD S.–RG3. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, 2 starters, 1 ROM, including Xdw Lucyat 100 si 83 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). Placed in 2 starts at 3, 2020, $1,969.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:


4th Dam:

Sheez Mylady Jet si 94 (1973) by Easy Jet. 7 wins to 3, $2,982, 3rd G Rollie White Downs Spring D. Dam of 13 foals, 11 starters, 7 ROM, including POFIADO si 91 (c. by Sturdy Indian TB). 5 wins at 2, $55,195, Quick Wrangler F., etc. NO LOOKIN BACK si 87 (f. by Casady Casanova). Winner at 2, $2,310. Dam of JUNOS BACK si 102 (7 wins, $65,096, Woodlands Champ. H., etc.), etc.

Engagements:

LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities:

LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Hip 481

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

Mpeyeyourcash
February 16, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
SHELL EYE YOUR CASH si 98 (2005) by Mr Eye Opener. Placed 3 times at 2, $3,663. Sister to POT OCASH si 97 ($68,019). Dam of 11 foals of racing age, with 2 currently racing two–year–olds, 6 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including Your Cash Piloto si 95 (g. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins to 3, $32,160. Jess Ponyupmr si 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $16,621, fnl. Gillespie Co. Fair F.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
CORONA CHICK si 113 (1989) by Chicks Beduino. Three–Time Champion, Broodmare Of The Year, 15 wins to 3, $591,326, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, Kindergarten F.–G1, etc. Half-sister to Two–Time Champion CORONA KOOL si 104 ($1,296,797), CORONA COCKTAIL si 94 ($214,718), etc. Dam of 14 starters, 13 ROM, including VALIANT HERO si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 7 wins, $668,633, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. CORONA CARTEL si 97 (c. by Holland Ease). 6 wins, $557,142, Los Alamitos Million–G1, etc. CORONA CZECH si 93 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $125,759, Mr Jet Moore H., etc. Mighty Corona si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). $309,216, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc. Captain Courage si 100 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins, $213,251, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.

Hip 482

Heza Labron

January 7, 2019 Brown Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST Dasher si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
SHENOSHEZFAMOUS (2015) by One Famous Eagle. Unraced. Half–sister to FAVORITE CARTEL si 105 ($607,669), SHESCHECKINUMOUT si 97 ($105,075), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
SHENOSHERCORONA si 91 (2001) by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $16,318. Dam of 26 foals of racing age, 19 starters, 13 winners, including FAVORITE CARTEL si 105 (c. by Favorite Trick TB). 9 wins to 4, $607,669, AQHA Challenge Ch.–G1, Los Alamitos Championship Chal.–G2, Paul B Ford Memorial H., 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, SLM Big Daddy S., 4th All American F.–G1, etc.

SHESCHECKINUMOUT si 97 (f. by Check Him Out). 4 wins to 5, $105,075, La Pacifica H., 3rd Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, Calif. Brds’ Matron S.–RG2, etc. Dam of SENOR GIANNI si 94 (g. by Good Reason SA). 4 wins to 3, $139,852, 3rd Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, Golden State D.–G2, etc.


LOCOMOTIV si 95 (g. by Freighttrain B). At 2, $19,072, 2nd Old South F.

3rd Dam:
SHENOSHESPECIAL si 91 (1997) by Special Effort. Winner to 3, $3,622. Half–sister to World Champion WHOSLEAVINGWHO si 105 ($1,334,842), CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 ($278,358), WHOLELOTA DASH si 103 ($109,986), and to the dams of RUSTYS MIRACLE si 103 ($762,565, All American D.–G1, etc.), VALIANT LIL LADY si 104 ($517,604), BOKNAAL si 116 ($177,575), BUBBA CARVER si 107 ($125,945), HESA LIL BIT HIGH si 103 ($120,865); Granddams of JESSA LITTLE RUSTY si 101 ($266,786), QUICKID CORONA si 114 ($166,040), JESS A LIL BIT MORE si 108 ($145,185), BRUCE ALLMNTY si 106 ($131,942, Ntr RP 110 yds.), etc. Out of LIL BIT RUSTY si 103 ($215,394). Dam of 13 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Henos Hespecial si 106 (c. by First Down Dash), 4 wins, $28,410, fnl. Canterbury Park D.–G3.


4th Dam: KATE SHANNON TB (1979) by Mito Paint. Unplaced. Sister to JOHNEY MITO ($146,801, Johnny Dark ($17,237), etc. Dam of 13 starters, 11 winners, including SILVER MASQUERADE si 112 (g. by Moon Lark). $56,352, The Woodlands Ch.–G3, etc. Ntr. Streakin Shannon si 93 (f. by Streakin Six). 4 wins, $118,587, 3rd West Texas D.–G2, etc. Miss Dashin Kate si 100 (f. by Dash For Cash). 2 wins. Dam of MISS DASHIN FORTUNE si 97 ($70,091); Granddam of SATCHA WAGONEER si 101 ($75,160), Ipolito si 99 ($78,894), etc. Streakin Kate si 89 (f. by Streakin Six). Winner at 2, $9,247, fnl. Sun Country F.–G1. Dam of XO KATE si 104 (11 wins, $242,302), Dodadash si 107 (5 wins, $129,951); Granddam of GAME CHANGES si 90 ($140,685), BABY LA JOLLA si 103 (8 wins, $100,388), OAK CANYON si 97 ($95,742), On The Wagon si 99 ($105,830), etc. Streak Katie Streak si 91 (f. by Streakin Six). 3 wins, $6,690. Granddam of SPANISH CARTEL si 106 (7 wins, $66,011, Cash For Kas H., etc.), VICTORY SPLASH si 101 ($53,012), etc. Kate Perry (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Unplaced. Dam of Heza Fast Perry si 98 ($115,884, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1, etc.); Granddam of HEZA LAWMAN si 104 ($77,400), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.


3rd Dam: ROMANCE WRITER si 92 (1992) by The Signature. 4 wins to 3, $35,498, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Cl.–G2, etc. Half–sister to GOSSIP WRITER si 103. Dam of 5 starters, 4 winners, including Streakin To Romance si 106 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 7 wins, $110,572, 2nd Texas Championship Chal.–G1, John Alleman Memorial S., 3rd Sam Houston Cl.–G2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G1, Texas Championship Chal.–G1, etc. Fly Back To Me si 95 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 3, $10,832. DD Toast To Romance (f. by Toast To Dash). Dam of Octoprissy B 2 si 91 (3 wins, $34,432), etc.

4th Dam: WRITE ME BACK si 99 (1986) by The Signature. 4 wins to 3, $35,498, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Cl.–G2, etc. Half–sister to DR DEPOT si 104 ($186,193), Mr Crimson Bug si 107 ($133,045), Mitos Money Maker si 102 ($81,023), Michelle Leighann si 103 ($61,079), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including GOSSIP WRITER si 103 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $33,073, Go Together H.–G3, etc. Dash Back To Me si 92 (f. by Dash For Cash). $22,338, Qlf. Rainbow F.–G1. Dam of DASH BACK PERRY si 101 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 4, $226,642, Charger Bar H.–G2, Las Damas H.–G3, 2nd Farnam S., 3rd Texas Classic D.–G1, Zia Park Ch.–G1, etc. Dash Through Fire si 94 (3 wins, $71,634, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc.), etc. Bo Dash Back si 95 (f. by Bodacious Dash). 3 wins to 4, $34,050, 3rd Long Beach H., etc.


Jessa Fast Romance
March 12, 2019, Chestnut Colt

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
ROMANCE WRITER si 92 (1992) by The Signature. 4 wins to 3, $35,498, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Cl.–G2, etc. Half–sister to GOSSIP WRITER si 103. Dam of 5 starters, 4 winners, including Streakin To Romance si 106 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 7 wins, $110,572, 2nd Texas Championship Chal.–G1, John Alleman Memorial S., 3rd Sam Houston Cl.–G2, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, fnl. Dash For Cash D.–G1, Texas Championship Chal.–G1, etc. Fly Back To Me si 95 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 3, $10,832. DD Toast To Romance (f. by Toast To Dash). Dam of Octoprissy B 2 si 91 (3 wins, $34,432), etc.

4th Dam:
WRITE ME BACK si 99 (1986) by The Signature. 4 wins to 3, $35,498, Sunland Park Fall D.–G3, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Cl.–G2, etc. Half–sister to DR DEPOT si 104 ($186,193), Mr Crimson Bug si 107 ($133,045), Mitos Money Maker si 102 ($81,023), Michelle Leighann si 103 ($61,079), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including GOSSIP WRITER si 103 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins, $33,073, Go Together H.–G3, etc. Dash Back To Me si 92 (f. by Dash For Cash). $22,338, Qlf. Rainbow F.–G1. Dam of DASH BACK PERRY si 101 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 4, $226,642, Charger Bar H.–G2, Las Damas H.–G3, 2nd Farnam S., 3rd Texas Classic D.–G1, Zia Park Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of Dash Through Fire si 94 (3 wins, $71,634, fnl. Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1, etc.), etc. Bo Dash Back si 95 (f. by Bodacious Dash). 3 wins to 4, $34,050, 3rd Long Beach H., etc.

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
GAME LUCY (2013) by Game Patriot. Placed at 2, $4,620. Her first foal is an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:
LUCY PERRY si 103 (2007) by Jess Mr Perry. 6 wins to 4, $107,646, fnl. Lassie F.–RG2. Dam of 2 foals, 1 ROM, including
Dsb Little Bud si 84 (g. by Reba Reba Corona). Placed to 3, $8,650.

3rd Dam:
RUNAWAY LUCY si 99 (1993) by Runaway Winner. 2 wins to 4, $5,423. Half–sister to Milady Rona si 96 ($17,015), etc. Dam of 3 foals, 3 ROM, including
Lucy Perry si 102 (f. by Jess Mr Perry). Multiple winner, see above.
Dont Lie Lucy si 90 (f. by Cash Dont Lie). 4 wins at 3, $59,955. Dam of Fast Prize Haywood si 94 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner at 2, $24,104.
Hearts Dont Lie si 81 (f. by Gary D TB). Winner at 2, $2,745.
Westra Please si 82 (f. by Jess) Special). Placed at 2, $3,460.

4th Dam:
ROULA DOLL (1981) by Roulade TB. Unraced. Sister to BAR ROULA si 96 (11 wins, $100,697, World’s Championship Cl., etc.), half–sister to Pass Catcher si 97 (5 wins, $39,139, 3rd Golden Triangle D., etc.), Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 8 ROM, including
Milady Rona si 96 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 3 wins to 4, $17,015, 2nd Central Juvenile Chal.–G3, KHEY/Y96 H., 3rd Bob Morehouse Memorial S., fnl. Central Derby Chal.–G3, Sunland Park Winter D.–G3. Dam of Azoomin Sooner si 91 (g. by Azoom). Winner to 4, $19,337.
La Clave Siete (f. by Tiny’s First Corona). Unraced. Dam of El Eclipse si 87 (Placed to 3, $5,851).
Rhons Honor si 94 (g. by Ronas Ryon). 4 wins, $15,189, fnl. California Juvenile Chal.–G3.
Sir Roula si 91 (g. by Sir Alibi). 6 wins to 6, $9,751.
Azteca Connection si 81 (g. by Heza Fast Man). Winner to 3, $5,848.
Checotah Ryon si 86 (g. by Ronas Ryon). Winner at 3, $4,085.
Cash Roulette si 82 (f. by Light On Cash). Placed at 2. Dam of
Streakin Roula si 90 (f. by Streakin Sixes). Placed at 2 and 4, $1,959.
First Roula (f. by First Place Dash). Unraced. Dam of
Corona Roula si 83 (g. by Captain Marvelous). 2 wins to 4, $11,209.
Tellem Ima Roula si 86 (g. by Captain Marvelous). Placed to 3, $3,551.
Azoomin Roula (g. by Azoom). Placed at 2, $1,852.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC, Agent for Anthony Gaspard / Earl Landry, Jr

**Shezadashingreatness**

February 3, 2019, Brown Filly

**By GLIMPSE OF GREATNESS** si 97 (2005). Stakes winner of 4 races, $43,976, Hippodromo de las Americas S., fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1, TQHA Sale F.–G1, Manor Downs F.–G1. Sire of 21 ROM, with earnings of $331,362, including GLIMPSE OF FIRE si 105 ($60,140), Glimpse of Dash si 106 ($151,490, 2nd Sam Houston F.–G2, etc.), PF Rita si 90 ($13,152), Mansofgreatness si 93 ($11,685), etc.

**1st Dam:**

SHEZADASHINATCHA si 95 (2009) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 4, 40,476. Half–sister to RT Runnin To Achieve si 94 ($78,889), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including

**Ed O** si 97 (g. by Mr Piloto). 2 wins at 2, $383,490, 2nd Lee Berwick F.–G1, LQHBA Sale F.–G1, Manor Downs F.–G2, etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including

**Hezarunnintoachievie si 97** (g. by Heza Fast Dash). Winner to 3, $59,912, fnl. LQHBA F.–G1, LQHBA Sale F.–G1, 3rd LQHBA Million Million F.–G1.

**2nd Dam:**

RUNNINATCHA si 85 (1990) by Runaway Winner. Placed twice. Dam of 9 foals, 7 ROM, including


**3rd Dam:**

MY EASY HONI (1981) by Comin’ Easy. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to OH HONI OH si 101 ($81,568), Bar Comarunin si 93 ($16,263), etc. Dam of 15 foals, 8 starters, 3 ROM.

**4th Dam:**

COMARUNIN HONI (1965) by Glory Be Good. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners, including

**OH HONI OH** si 101 (f. by Three Oh’s). 13 wins, $81,568, Silver Cup Series #1, etc. Dam of ESPECIALLY EFFORT si 105 (c. by Special Effort). $77,920, Everglades Classic S., etc. RUNNIN SMASHED si 94 (g. by Easily Smashed). 8 wins, $16,354, Cow Cap. Turf Club F., etc.

**Bar Comarunin** si 93 (c. by Bar Depth). 7 wins to 7, $16,263, 3rd Arnimstce F.

**Ima Bit O Honi** si 99 (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). 3 wins, $15,946, 3rd Manor D., etc. Dam of Toros Honi si 88 (f. by Easy Toro). $7,620, 3rd January F. Dam of BRIDGETS GAMBLER si 103 (6 wins, $37,105, La Chiripada F.–G3), Honis Toastem si 97 (3 wins, $31,704), etc. Native Honi si 87 (f. by Raise Your Glass TB). 3 wins to 4. Dam of NATIVE AGAIN si 107 (f. by Native Creek). 9 wins, $74,548, DED Derby Cl.–G3, etc.


**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Shesafivebarlady
February 18, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKESHAKESHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
SHESASTREAKINLADY si 87 (1991) by Streakin La Jolla. 6 wins to 5, $1,315. Dam of 11 foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, 6 ROM, including

3rd Dam:
VIKING SWEETIE si 92 (1984) by Vikingson TB. 4 wins to 5, $8,523, Rubarb Jones 550 Ch. Half–sister to Mr Ghetti Oh si 93, etc. Dam of 3 foals, 2 starters, 2 winners, including Doctoress (f. by Doctor Bright). Winner to 5, $2,757. Dam of Scrat Bait si 85 (f. by Heza Bold Sign). Placed 5 times to 3, $14,960. Sheza Rare Princess (f. by Rare King). Unraced. Dam of Flite Risk (Winner to 4, $23,505), etc.

4th Dam:
Miss Alberghetti si 100 (1964) by Shrapnel. 14 wins to 5, $15,985, 2nd Columbus F., Uvalde D., Hilltop Downs Ch., Gulf Coast S. Ntr RWD 220 & 250 yds. Ntr LIF 330 yds. Half–sister to JODY OH si 105 ($91,117), JODY QUEST si 94 ($28,458), JODYS DECK si 101 ($11,023), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 9 starters, 9 winners, 9 ROM, including

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Sires of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.


Zoom Bye si 97 (g. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins to 4, $42,807. Maybeyes si 89 (f. by Carters Cartel). 1 win and 4 times placed in 8 starts, $17,070, fnl. TQHA Sale F.–G2, Rocky Mountain Spring Classic F.


Streakin Snow si 97 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 8, $51,123, 4th LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Streakin Mary Lea si 92 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins in 7 starts at 2, $20,984, fnl. Lassie F.–RG3, LQHBA F.–RG2, LQHBA Sale F.–RG3. Dam of REEDS LA JOLLA si 97 (6 wins, $89,078, Go Vicki Meyers S., fnl. LQHBA Classic–G3, etc.); Granddam of Shez Bigtime Fast si 104 (2 wins and 3 times placed in 5 starts at 2, $84,313, 2nd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.). Lomas Chick si 90 (f. by Scott’s Poppy TB). 3 wins to 5, $3,013. Dam of JUDES MIGHTY DUDE si 103 (28 wins, $205,381, Lone Star Park Dist. Ch.–G3, Remington Dist. H.–G3, etc.), etc. Game Snowlady (f. by Game Patriot). Placed to 3, $1,100. Dam of LEVIAN si 91 (3 wins to 3, $55,358, Gillespie County Fair F., etc.), CORONAS FAST GAME si 116 (6 wins to 3, $71,875, 2nd Bitterroot F., Hawthorne F., Bitterroot D., etc.), etc.

Embryo Transfer

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.

Nominated To: Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
A Dash Of Jambalaya

April 27, 2019, Gray Filly


1st Dam: SHEZ DASHIN BYE si 95 (2005) by Dashin Bye. 3 wins to 6, $31,945. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Feature Dashin Bye si 82 (g. by First Down Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $11,616.


4th Dam: REBS TEARS si 94 (1979) by Reb’s Policy TB. 2 wins to 4, $2,674. Half–sister to Tu Bux si 88 (dam of EL BANKO si 111, $232,393, Ntr WYO 400 yds.), Go Go Too si 91 (granddams of GO OHS WILD si 88, $26,692; Three Ohs Pride si 101, $13,608; etc.). Dam of 10 foals, 8 starters, 8 ROM, including Tears No More si 102 (f. by Complete Return). Stakes placed, see below.


By GAME PATRIOT si 109 (1997). Stakes winner of 7 races, $225,096, Retama Park F.–G1, etc. Sire of 740 ROM, with earnings of over $30.4 million, including JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), GAME si 98 ($508,994, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), GAME SHOW SPECIAL si 101 ($383,323), WATERGIRL B si 92 ($374,228), AB HOPE FOR CASH si 109 ($364,092), BBS FIRST BEDUINO si 101 ($348,613), etc.

1st Dam: SHEZ HERE TO PARTY si 93 (2005) by Streakin La Jolla. Placed 3 times to 3, $4,151. Half–sister to HEZA FAST WILLIE si 98 ($82,345), Heza Gambling Man si 111 ($68,491), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 6 ROM, including MSM Runaway Dash si 102 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 3 wins to 6, 2020, $60,808, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1.


Heza Gambling Man si 111 (g. by Title Contender). 6 wins, $68,491, 3rd Sunland Championship Chal.–G1, Sooner State S.–RG1, fnl. All American Gold Cup–G2.


THE CHECKING ACCOUNT si 99 (f. by Check The Charts). 7 wins, $49,797, Blue Ribbon D.–G3, etc. Dam of CHECK THE ACCOUNT si 102 (6 wins, $88,340, Firecracker D.–G2, etc.); granddam of STRING BET si 102 ($57,564); Accountably si 97 (3 wins to 6, 2020, $125,427, 2nd Evangeline Downs F., etc.), Jess TT si 103 ($68,370), etc.

HEZA REAL EYE OPENER si 95 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins, $23,853, Black Gold 300 F., etc. Shez Cash si 102 (f. by Cash Treat). 6 wins, $38,496, 2nd Oklahoma D.–G1, etc. Dam of FEDERAL CASH si 101 ($35,395); granddam of Red Bug Man si 107 ($70,448), etc. Like My Mom si 88 (f. by Bold Episode). Winner at 2, $7,140, fnl. Oklahoma F.–G1. Dam of HERE TO ENTERTAIN si 112 ($162,030, Sooner State S.–RG1, etc.), HEZ OUR ROCK si 97 (4 wins, $72,584, Sunland Dist. Chal.–G3, etc.), Agony Of Defeet si 106 (4 wins, $32,034, 3rd Blue Ribbon D.–G3, etc.), etc.

Hez Jess A Train

January 2, 2019, Brown Colt

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: SHEZ JESS A CUTIE si 84 (2006) by Mr Jess Perry. Placed in only start, $3,340. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including

Hez Jess Leaving You si 85 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner to 4, $22,656.
Hez Jess A Cartel si 94 (c. by Five Bar Cartel). 2 wins to 3, 2020, $17,865.

2nd Dam: CORONA WILD si 88 (1994) by Chicks Beduino. Winner, $3,735. Sister to Champion & Broodmare of the Year CORONA CHICK si 113 ($591,326), etc. Dam of 8 starters, 7 ROM, including

SIZZLIN RED CORONA si 107 (c. by Fishers Dash). 11 wins, $126,080, All Canadian Fut. of Alberta, Ford Canada Chal., AQHRA Aged Series Ch., etc. Ntr LBG 300 & 400 yds.

4th Dam: SIZZLING LIL si 91 (1984) by Sizzle Te. Broodmare Of The Year. Winner to 3, $7,212, 2nd Moon Deck S. Dam of 20 foals, 15 starters, 13 ROM, including

CORONA KOOL si 104 (f. by First Down Dash). Two–Time Champion. 14 wins, $1,296,797, Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc.
CORONA CHICK si 113 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Three–Time Champion, Broodmare of the Year, 15 wins, $591,326, Ed Burke F.–G1, Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Ntr LA 350 yds. Dam of

CORONA CASH si 101 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Two–Time Champion, 14 wins, $1,542,880, All American F.–G1, etc. Dam of LOUISANA CORONA si 101 ($186,206), etc.
VALIANT HERO si 105 (c. by First Down Dash). 7 wins, $668,633, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.
CORONA CARTEL si 97 (c. by Holland Ease). $557,142, Los Alamitos Million–G1, etc.
Mighty Corona si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). $309,216, 2nd Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.
Captain Courage si 100 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). $213,251, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.
CORONA COCKTAIL si 94 (c. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 3, $214,718, Evening Snow H., etc. Dam of

JD BACCARAT si 117 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 7 wins, $247,240, KOFX–FM H.–G3, etc.

Embryo Transfer

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms, Agent for Live Oak Farms/Watson Land and Cattle

**Jess A Bomb**

February 15, 2019, Sorrel Filly

**By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008).** Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam: SHEZ THE BOMB si 102 (2014) by Heza Fast Dash. 3 wins to 3, $135,991, Audubon S., 3rd French Quarter S., 4th Lee Berwick Memorial F., fnl. DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3, LQHBA Breeders D. Sister to Jess Good Lookin si 99 ($158,249). This is her first foal.


**Embryo Transfer**

Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

Sheza Black Patriot

January 12, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Stakes winner of 7 races, $876,921, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc. Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JET BLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:

SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 (2007) by Looking For Chicks. 10 wins to 5, $164,545, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, Blane Schvanevekldt H.–G3 (twice), Sun Downs Dstf. Chal., 2nd Sun Downs Dstf. Chal., 3rd Sandy Downs Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Ntr SDY & SUD 400 yds. Ntr ELK 440 yds. Half–sister to START OF A DYNASTY si 97, etc. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 7 starters, 4 ROM, including Badhabit Jess si 98 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $172,097, 2nd Lovington S.–G2, fnl. All American F.–G1, Championship At Sunland Park–G1, Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.

Sheza Piloto Habit si 101 (f. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins to 4, $52,615. Alota Bad Habits si 106 (c. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins to 4, 2020, $35,201.

2nd Dam:

SHEZA HABIT (2000) by Apollo TB. Unraced. Sister to Champion OLD HABITS si 106 ($680,491), ONE MORE HABIT si 98 ($272,510), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 11 ROM, including SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 (f. by Looking For Chicks). Stakes winner, see above.

START OF A DYNASTY si 97 (c. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins to 4, $27,157, Clasico Javier Rosique Palavic, 2nd Clasico Jodys Glory, Clasico Felix Banuelos Jimenez, etc.

First Prize Habit si 86 (f. by First Prize Perry). $43,541, 2nd La Primera Del Ano D.–G3.

Heza Hot Habit si 106 (g. by Red Hot Rhythm). 5 wins, $41,421, 2nd Idaho Falls F., etc.

Sheza Fast Habit si 95 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). $36,055, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–G3, etc.

3rd Dam:

FIRST FEMME si 102 (1989) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $30,972, Independence Day H.–G3, etc. Sister to CHECK HER TWICE si 105 ($215,361; dam of CHECK HIM OUT si 98, $418,528;, etc.), etc.; Half–sister to the dams of Champion HATEFUL HANNA si 105 ($139,487; dam of Champion Hardly Hateful si 103, $436,979), FIRST DOWN ILLUSION si 98 ($500,547), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including

OLD HABITS si 106 (g. by Apollo TB). Two–Time Champion, 9 wins, $680,491, All American D.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–G1, 2nd All American F.–G1, etc.

ONE MORE HABIT si 98 (f. by Apollo TB). 8 wins, $272,510, Los Al Winter D.–G1, etc. Dam of Dynasty Of Habits si 96 (f. by FDD Dynasty). $171,426, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, etc.

FIRST WRANGLER si 105 (c. by The Signature). 4 wins, $95,805, Double Bid H., etc.

Jess Another Habit si 107 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $98,374, 2nd Paul B Ford Mem. H., etc.

Dam of One Hot Habit si 95 ($189,599, 2nd Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, etc.), etc. Habitual Dreamer si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Placed 4 times at 2, $5,425. Dam of HABITS SECRET si 109 (10 wins, $330,334, South Florida D., etc.), etc.
By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam: SHEZA CHICAWA si 85 (2011) by Heza Fast Dash. Winner to 5, $16,665. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam: STREAKIN CHICAWA (1994) by Streakin La Jolla. Unplaced. Dam of 7 foals, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including
- Streakin FG si 90 (f. by Embrujo FG). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts at 2, $29,542, 4th Lassie F.–RG2.
- Streakin For Toast si 89 (g. by Toast To Dash). 3 wins to 4, $25,465.
- Docs FG si 84 (f. by Embrujo FG). Winner to 3, $22,020.
- Streak In Time si 93 (f. by Bigtime Favorite). Winner to 3, $16,850.
- Streakin Bye si 89 (g. by Dashing Bye). Winner in only start at 2, $12,600.


Go Mimi Jace si 82 (f. by Jace TB). 2 wins to 4, $2,913.

Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Delores Castille

Heza Classic Piloto

April 21, 2019, Bay Colt

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MSPHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam: SHEZA DASH CLASSIC (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. 2 wins, $16,275. Sister to HEZA FAST CLASSIC si 108 ($346,752), Heza Fast Corridor si 110 ($151,874), etc. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: CLASSIC CORRIDOR TB (1989) by Corridor Key. Unraced. Dam of 7 TB and 9 QH foals, 15 starters, 11 winners, including

HEZA FAST CLASSIC si 108 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 8 wins to 6, $346,752, East Championship Chal.–G2, Louisiana D., 2nd LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Classic S.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, Mister Jess Perry S.–RG3, etc.

Heza Fast Corridor si 110 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 9 wins, $151,874, 2nd Races And Aces S., 3rd Marathon S.


Runaway Classic TB (f. by Patriotically). 4 wins to 4, $29,061, 3rd Bayouland Sales S.


4th Dam: HOW’S THAY (1966) by Dead Ahead. 8 wins to 3, $11,796. Dam 3 starters, 3 winners, including

SHAM’S GIRL (f. by Our Michael). 9 wins to 6, $60,901, Marigold S., Spartacus H., La Scala H., 2nd Venus H. Dam of

Living In Sin (f. by Bates Motel). 6 wins to 4, $44,330. Dam of Hers Funny (6 wins, $83,377), Hot And Sinful (2 wins, $38,688), Dippin Snuff (3 wins, $36,460), etc.

Flirtin Wolf (g. by Wolf Power). 11 wins to 8, $41,760. Family (c. by West Coast Scout). 4 wins to 6, $29,648. Ntr Foxfield 1m.

Angel Guns
March 30, 2019, Sorrel Gelding

By FIRST PRIZE DOC si 108 (2009). Stakes winner of 5 races, $73,700, Gentilly Dash S., etc. Sire of 22 ROM, with earnings of $459,612, PRIVATE FIRST PRIZE si 98 ($31,613, LQHBA Sale Invt. S.), Little Toy Guns si 96 ($61,714, 2nd Harrah's Dash S.), First Prize Cruise si 102 ($35,222), First Easy Doc si 97 ($37,696), NI Rebs Special Doc si 92 ($32,890), Saintly Prize si 93 ($27,920), First Ladybug si 96 ($23,784), etc.

1st Dam:
SHEZA DASHIN ANGEL si 90 (2006) by Toast To Dash. Placed 5 times to 4, $10,594. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 3 ROM, including Kissy Suzuki B 2 si 93 (f. by First Prize Perry). 3 wins and 5 times placed in 11 starts to 3, $36,245.

2nd Dam:
OUR LUCKY ANGEL si 80 (1996) by Raise A Secret. Unplaced. Sister to PEBS LIL ANGEL si 111 ($97,921), Secret Seraph si 92 ($63,731). Dam of 8 foals, 7 starters, 4 ROM, including Angel Can Dash si 85 (f. by Toast To Dash). Winner to 4, $14,475.

Fishers Secret Angel si 88 (f. by Fishers Dash). 2 wins to 3, $9,185. Dam of Secreto Holland si 93 (c. by Queretano). 4 wins and 7 times placed in 16 starts to 3, $10,951.

3rd Dam:
ANGEL LAYNE si 89 (1984) by Angels Policy. 2 wins to 3, $18,682. Half–sister to JETS ON BY si 96 ($26,526), Dam of 21 foals, 16 starters, 16 ROM, including DASHING KNUD si 104 (g. by Fishers Dash). Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 14 wins, $1,080,048, Los Al Million F.–G1, Golden State F.–G1, Ed Burke Mem. F.–G1, Northwest Championship Chal.–G2, Goetta H., 2nd El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc.

PEGS LIL ANGEL si 111 (g. by Raise A Secret). 14 wins, $97,921, Boise D.–G3, MBNA America Canada Chal.–G3, Boise 440 Ch., QHBC NW Classic D., etc. Ntr BOI 400 & 440 yds.

REY TARASCO si 94 (g. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 5, $35,008, Autumn H., Splash Bac H. Secret Seraph si 92 (g. by Raise A Secret). 2 wins to 3, $63,731, 3rd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, 4th California Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, El Primero Del Ano D.–G2, etc.


4th Dam:
JETSET SUE si 82 (1971) by Easy Jet. 2 wins to 3, $5,418. Sister to KING BIRD si 95 ($16,746), etc. Dam of 13 foals, 12 starters, 10 winners, 10 ROM, including JETS ON BY si 96 (g. by Casady Casanova). 4 wins to 5, $26,526, Raton F.–G3.

Sue Me Later si 92 (f. by Reb's Policy TB). Winner to 3, $7,667. Dam of TUXER si 133 (14 wins, $64,948, Ruidoso 550 Ch., 2nd Mark Barnes S., etc. Nwr RIL 550 yds. Ntr RIL 400 yds & 550 yds.), LOTS OF CHICKS si 111 (12 wins, $47,036, Mark T Bars S., etc.), etc.


Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Hip 497

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

BCL Sweet Corona

February 21, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.


2nd Dam: HOTSIE TOOTSIE si 93 (1990) by Easily Smashed. Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam: COLEEN OF SINN si 97 (1977) by Sinn Fein. Dam of THE SWEETEST SIN si 92 (3 wins, $47,333, 2nd Heritage Place Juv., etc.). Granddam of Prince La Jolla si 103 (3 wins, $47,333, 2nd Heritage Place Juv., etc.).

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

Sykotic si 98 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). 4 wins to 4, $51,896.
E Z Fourtune si 92 (f. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 5, $39,185.
Heza Fast Winner si 99 (g. by Gros Oreille). 4 wins to 4, $34,124.

Kissmystarrydash si 104 (g. by Star Fire Dash). 5 wins, $72,324, 2nd Ontario Sires S. First Dash Bayou si 107 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins, $96,234, 2nd King William H., etc.


Embryo Transfer

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
SHEZA HABIT (2000) by Apollo TB. Unraced. Sister to Champion OLD HABITS si 106 ($680,491), ONE MORE HABIT si 98 ($272,510), etc. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, with an unraced, to date two–year–old, 12 starters, 11 ROM, including

SHEZA BAD HABIT si 116 (f. by Looking For Chicks). 10 wins to 4, $164,545, AQHA Distaff Challenge Ch.–G1, Blane Schvaneveldt H.–G3 (twice), Sun Downs Dstf. Chal., 2nd Sun Downs Dstf. Chal., 3rd AQHA Distaff Challenge Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of

BADHABIT JESS si 98 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $172,097, 2nd Lovington S.–G2, Inl. All American F.–G1, Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc.

START OF A DYNASTY si 97 (c. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins to 4, $27,157, Clasico Jodys Glory, Clasico Felix Banuelos Jimenez, etc.

First Prize Habit si 86 (f. by First Prize Perry). $43,541, 2nd Idaho Falls F., etc.

Heza Hot Habit si 106 (g. by Red Hot Rhythm). 5 wins, $41,421, 2nd Idaho Falls F., etc.


2nd Dam:
FIRST FEMME si 102 (1989) by First Down Dash. 5 wins, $30,972, Independence Day H.–RG3, etc. Sister to

CHECK HER TWICE si 105 (f. by Looking For Chicks). 20 wins, $125,361, dam of CHECK HIM OUT si 98, $418,528, etc., etc.; Half–sister to the dams of Champion HATEFUL HANNA si 105 ($139,487, dam of Champion Hardly Hateful si 103, $436,979), FIRST DOWN ILLUSION si 98 ($500,547), etc. Dam of 16 starters, 14 ROM, including

OLD HABITS si 106 (g. by Apollo TB). Two–Time Champion. 9 wins, $680,491, All American D.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, Governor’s Cup F.–G1, 2nd All American F.–G1, NM Championship Chal.–G2, 3rd Champion Of Champions–G1, Los Al Invt. Ch.–G1, etc.


First Wrangler si 105 (c. by The Signature). 4 wins, $95,805, Double Bid H., etc.

HABITUAL si 93 (g. by Jazzing Hi). 3 wins at 3, $41,529, Sooner Trailer S., etc.

Jess Another Habit si 107 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). $98,374, 2nd Paul B Ford Mem. H., etc. Dam of

One Hot Habit si 95 ($189,599, 2nd Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G3, etc.),

Abeachindynasty si 98 (2 wins, $59,396, 2nd Rocky Mountain F., etc.), etc.

Habitual Dreamer si 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Placed 4 times at 2, $5,425. Dam of

HABITS SECRET si 109 (10 wins, $330,334, South Florida D., etc.), etc.

Hez A Foxx
January 26, 2019, Black Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
SHEZA LILBITUINO si 96 (1998) by Takin On The Cash. 4 wins to 3, $30,346, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1. Half–sister to HESA LIL BIT HIGH si 103 ($120,865), RUSTYS QUICKID si 101 ($77,743), etc. Dam of Fernweh si 97 (4 wins in 4 starts to 3, 2020, $541,118, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), ABUNDANZ si 120 ($71,817, Ntr IND 330 yds.), Valorus si 86 ($54,869), Gold Rrrush si 99 ($51,103), etc.

3rd Dam:
BEDUINOS RUSTY si 106 (1993) by Chicks Beduino. 4 wins in 5 starts, Sam Houston F.–G1. Sister to World Champion WHOSLEAVINGWHO si 105 ($1,334,842), half–sister to CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 ($278,358), Rustys Lil Lady (dam of RUSTYS MIRACLE si 103, $762,565; VALIANT LIL LADY si 103, $517,604), Shenoshespecial si 91 (granddam of FAVORITE CARTEL si 104, $607,669), etc. Out of LIL BIT RUSTY si 105 (10 wins, $195,584, Develop A Plan S.–G3, etc.).

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
SHEZA LILBITUINO si 96 (1998) by Takin On The Cash. 4 wins to 3, $30,346, fnl. Sam Houston F.–G1. Half–sister to HESA LIL BIT HIGH si 103 ($120,865), RUSTYS QUICKID si 101 ($77,743), etc. Dam of Fernweh si 97 (4 wins in 4 starts to 3, 2020, $541,118, Ruidoso F.–G1, etc.), ABUNDANZ si 120 ($71,817, Ntr IND 330 yds.), Valorus si 86 ($54,869), Gold Rrrush si 99 ($51,103), etc.

3rd Dam:
BEDUINOS RUSTY si 106 (1993) by Chicks Beduino. 4 wins in 5 starts, Sam Houston F.–G1. Sister to World Champion WHOSLEAVINGWHO si 105 ($1,334,842), half–sister to CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 ($278,358), Rustys Lil Lady (dam of RUSTYS MIRACLE si 103, $762,565; VALIANT LIL LADY si 103, $517,604), Shenoshespecial si 91 (granddam of FAVORITE CARTEL si 104, $607,669), etc. Out of LIL BIT RUSTY si 105 (10 wins, $195,584, Develop A Plan S.–G3, etc.).

Engagements:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

MP Say Yes

January 17, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
SHEZA YES (2012) by Heza Fast Dash. Unplaced in only start. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
Mom Said Yes si 98 (2001) by Toast To Dash. 5 wins to 4, $90,071, 2nd Go Vicki Meyers S., Don Cravins S. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including Special Yes si 93 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 3, $47,051, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2. Moms Patriot si 84 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins at 2, $18,270.

3rd Dam:
ANNIES FIRST KISS si 84 (1989) by First Down Dash. Winner at 2, $1,509. Half–sister to ANNIES BAD BOY si 93 ($110,925). Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including Mom Said Yes si 98 (f. by Toast To Dash). Stakes placed, see above.

4th Dam:
ATOM ANNE TB (1969) by Atomic. 2 wins at 3, $22,630. Half–sister to No Restraint si 89 ($16,717; granddam of ROYAL PEEPERS si 102, $76,196; A DASH OF ROYALTY si 97, $46,677), etc. Dam of 1 TB and 11 QH foals, 9 starters, 7 winners, including ANNIES BAD BOY si 93 (g. by To Half Or Hav Not). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $110,925, Bay Meadows F., Jet Deck H.–2nd div. Return A Legend si 92 (g. by To Half Or Hav Not). 3 wins to 3, $37,465, fnl. Bay Meadows F.–G1, etc. Mr. Hocus Pocus TB (g. by Magical Mile). 4 wins to 5, $22,257 in TB & QH competition. The Atomic Rocket si 86 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner at 3, $6,193. Dam of Dubs Special Angel si 91 (f. by Special Effort). 2 wins at 3, $20,592, 3rd Longhorn F.–G2. Rockets Glare si 97 (f. by Chicks A Blazin). 2 wins to 6, $41,150. Dam of Man Of Faith si 95 (Winner to 3, 2020, $20,111), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Shine Me Blue

February 6, 2019, Brown Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
SHINE ME INTRIGUING si 87 (2012) by First To Shine. Winner to 4, $19,255. Half–sister to INTRIGUING JESS BLUE si 111 ($146,214), JESS BLUE INTRIGUING si 99 ($70,421), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unraced to date two–year–old.

2nd Dam:

JESS BLUE INTRIGUING si 99 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 4 wins to 4, $70,421, LJHBA Invitational S., fnl. Sam Houston D.–G3, DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG3.

Blue Me Intriguing si 89 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 4 wins to 6, $34,843.

Yankeeblueintrigning si 84 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 5, $13,808.


Louisiana Lenas Girl si 94 (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 3 wins, $27,744.

3rd Dam:

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:

Five Bucks

February 4, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
SHRUG si 95 (2005) by Separatist. Winner at 2, $5,485. Half-sister to Champions HAWKISH si 106 ($685,631), HAWKINSON si 99 ($448,299) and FLAME N FLASH si 94 ($439,151), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including RECKING BALL si 93 (f. by One Dashing Eagle). 2 wins at 2, $13,040, Pot O' Gold F.
The Hitt Man si 86 (g. by Hard Hitting). 2 wins to 6, $28,179.
Nimble si 90 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). 3 wins to 3, $28,130. Dam of Be Quick si 92 (f. by Kiddy Up). 5 wins to 4, $40,482.
Ok Ok Ok si 105 (f. by One Dashing Eagle). 2 wins at 3, $22,289.

2nd Dam:
HAWKISH si 106 (c. by Dash Thru Traffic). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, 8 wins to 3, $685,631, Kindergarten F.–G1, Ed Burke Memorial F.–G1, PCQHRA Brdr's F.–G1, etc.
HAWKINSON si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Aged Stallion, 9 wins, $448,299, Los Alamitos Winter Ch.–G1, Go Man Go H.–G1, 2nd Champion Of Champions–G1, etc.
FLAME N FLASH si 94 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Champion Three-Year-Old Filly, 8 wins, $439,151, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, etc. Dam of ELICITY si 96 ($194,585), etc.

Embryo Transfer
Consigned by S & E Sales Prepping, LLC., Agent for Kenneth Garcia

Jess A Shy Boy

January 24, 2019, Bay Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
SHY BIG SIS si 91 (2013) by Tempting Dash. Winner to 4, $11,900. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam:
VIVA MEXICO si 88 (2008) by Feature Mr Jess. Placed twice in 4 starts. Sister to FEATURES LUCKY CHARM si 96 ($42,926), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 8 starters, 4 ROM, including Shy Big Sis si 91 (f. by Tempting Dash). Winner, see above. Blame It On Mexico V si 84 (c. by Corona Cartel). Placed at 2, $3,882, fnl. AQRA Presidents Fall F.

3rd Dam:
LAS ALAMITOS si 97 (1994) by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 4, $202,480, 2nd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, 3rd Governor’s Cup D.–RG1, 4th Los Alamitos Million F.–G1, etc. Sister to Champion Three–Year–Old Gelding FORTY FORTY BLAST si 112 (13 wins, $321,356, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc.), HOLLAND EASE si 109 ($361,227, Golden State D.–G1, etc.), Brisco County Jr si 95 (5 wins, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G1, etc.), Dividends Declared si 94 ($93,160, 2nd Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, etc.; Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN si 97, $456,010, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.; SOMETHIN LIKE THIS si 98, $151,810, Eastex S.–G2, etc.). Half–sister to Reloaded And Ready si 90 (dam of GREAT GRACE si 96, $201,838, Ruidoso Derby Chal., etc.), Dam of 34 starters, 26 ROM, including

RAGAZZO si 102 (c. by Shazoom). 7 wins to 3, $559,500, Heritage Place F.–G1, Manor Downs D., fnl. Southwest Juvenile Championship–G1, Sam Houston D.–G2.

GIORGINO si 100 (c. by Apollo TB). 8 wins to 5, $324,367, Sunland Park Winter F.–G2, TOQA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, Delta Juv. Chal.–G3, 2nd Sam Houston Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.

ANASTTASIA si 104 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $127,671, Iowa Double Gold F., 2nd Firecracker D., fnl. TOQA Sale F.–RG3, Old South D., TOQA Sires’ Cup D.

FEATURES LUCKY CHARM si 96 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $42,926, Ruidoso Dstf. Chal., 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Dstf. Challenge Ch.–G1, etc.

Potenza si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins and 4 times placed in 8 starts to 3, $151,754, 3rd Rainbow F.–G1, Qlf. All American D.–G1.

Mazzimo si 101 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $31,118, 2nd Sam Houston Derby Chal., Retama Derby Chal., 4th TOQA Sires’ Cup D., fnl. Altoona D.

Mia Favorita si 89 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 1 win and 4 times placed in 5 starts at 2, $22,118, 2nd John Deere Juvenile Chal.


Newarcos Bambina si 102 (f. by Newarco). 3 wins to 4, $18,351, fnl. Texas Twister S., etc. Dam of Louisiana EZ si 93 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). Winner, $13,081, 3rd Wyoming Downs F., etc.

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JRS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
SI SANTORINI si 98 (2010) by Game Patriot. 3 wins to 3, $46,678, Qlf. Lee Berwick F.–RG1. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, including Budman si 97 (g. by Five Bar Cartel). Winner at 2, $20,100.

2nd Dam:
SHES A KILLER (2000) by Mr Jess Perry. Unraced. Half–sister to Holme At Jos si 89 ($18,051), etc. Dam of 14 foals, 10 starters, 9 ROM, including
Patriot Heart si 96 (c. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 4, $60,566, 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1.
Si Santorini si 98 (f. by Game Patriot). Multiple winner, see above.
Rarely Done si 101 (f. by One Rare Bug). 4 wins to 4, $40,758.
Killer Shine si 91 (g. by First To Shine). 3 wins to 4, $30,667.
Killer Leaving You si 98 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 3 wins to 4, $28,263.

3rd Dam:
JOES HEMP JET si 96 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 2 wins, $4,071. Dam of 6 starters, 4 winners, including
Holme At Jos si 89 (f. by Holme At Last). 2 wins to 3, $18,051, 3rd Lassie F.–RG3.
Osceola Jet si 91 (g. by Osceola Warrior). 3 wins to 3, $19,820, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.
WILD TYCOON si 110 (g. by Tempting Dash). 8 wins, $73,507, Develop A Plan S.–G3, 2nd Refrigerator H.–G1, Old South D., Qlf. Sam Houston Ch. Chal.–G2. Ntr LAD 220 yds.
Hez Jet Black si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins, $84,848, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S., 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, 4th Louisiana Purchase S.–RG3, fnl. LAD Champions Day Ch.–RG2, etc.
Redhot Patriot Jet si 96 (g. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $56,319.
Black Ice si 93 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins to 5, $54,468.
Scarlett Jewel si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner at 2, $45,780.
Jazzing Linda (f. by Jazzing Hi). Unraced. Dam of Game Hi si 99 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $50,583, 3rd Mardi Gras D., etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:
SIGNIFICANT JESS si 90 (2012) by First Down Dash. Placed to 3, $1,640. Half–sister to Champion SIGNIFICANT HEART si 98 ($257,292), CATCH BILLY THE KID, etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:
JESS SIGNIFICANT si 103 (2006) by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins to 3, $419,589, Ruidoso F.–G1, 3rd Loubbock S.–G3, fml. All American F.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G1, Zia Park Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of 20 foals of racing age, 17 starters, 13 ROM, including SIGNIFICANT HEART si 98 (f. by Corona Cartel), Champion Aged Mare, 8 wins to 5, $257,292, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–G3, Miss Princess H.–G3, Las Damas H.–G3, Zia Park Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of 20 foals of racing age, 17 starters, 13 ROM, including CHAMPION SIGNIFICANT HEART si 98 (f. by Corona Cartel), Champion Aged Mare, 8 wins to 5, $257,292, Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ D.–G3, Miss Princess H.–G3, Las Damas H.–G3, Zia Park Ch.–G1, etc. Dam of 20 foals of racing age, 17 starters, 13 ROM, including CATCH BILLY THE KID si 91 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins, $52,713, First Down Dash D., etc.

3rd Dam:
SIGNIFICANT SPEED si 106 (1997) by Duel Fuel. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly & Aged Mare, 13 wins, $517,605, Dash For Cash D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, Refrigerator H.–G2, All American Gold Cup–G3, 6666 Ranch H., 2nd B F Phillips Jr H., 3rd All American F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to PUSH THE PACE si 105 (18 wins, $513,119, NM Champ. Chal.–G1, etc.), DASH MASTER JESS si 102 (8 wins, $275,697, Sam Houston Chal.–G2, etc.), LIL FAMOUS DASH si 102 ($157,924, Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.), SIGNIFICANT CARTEL si 97 ($132,333, Cypress H., etc.), FRONT RUNNING SPEED si 105 ($73,542), GETTING EVEN si 89 ($38,221), Speed Transformed si 105 ($84,553), Gate Master si 104 ($41,901), Worthy Contender si 97 ($41,638), etc. Out of DASH MASTER MISS si 108 (Dam of Distinction, $249,430, Kansas D.–G1, etc.), Dam of 18 starters, 13 ROM, including JESS SIGNIFICANT si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

SO SIGNIFICANT si 95 (f. by Relagate TB). 6 wins to 4, $103,708, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, Dana Point H., 2nd Huntington Beach H., etc. Granddam of One Sweet Sign si 98 (2 wins to 3, $45,837, 2nd Lone Star Dstf. Chal., fml. Ruidoso F.–G1), etc. Dividends Expected si 101 (c. by Relagate TB). 6 wins to 5, $43,738, 2nd Mexico Championship Chal.–G3, Campeonato Juv., 3rd Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Ch., etc.

Embryo Transfer
By FURY OF THE WIND si 96 (2003). Stakes winner of 3 races, $70,554, Cal. Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Sire of 239 ROM, with earnings of over $7.2 million, including Champion BRACE FOR BERNAL si 105 ($322,326, Heritage Place D.–G2, etc.), TURBO TIMES si 94 ($564,146), QUATRO MENUDOS si 104 ($300,386), FURY OF THE STORM si 93 ($292,291), CHARLIES FURY si 103 ($237,952), JUST ANOTHER NATURAL si 103 ($217,957), ANNA DE LOVELY si 98 ($108,407), etc.

1st Dam: SILENT LA JOLLA (1996) by Streakin La Jolla. Placed to 3, $1,332. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including Toast An Angel si 98 (f. by Toast To Dash). 3 wins to 3, $42,210, 2nd East Distaff Chal.–G3. Heza Dashing Lajolla si 91 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 5, $36,040, 3rd Billy Montgomery LAD S. Silent Game si 91 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 6, $31,381. First Down La Jolla si 85 (f. by First Down Jewel). 2 wins to 6, $24,134. Dam of Heza Dashin Patriot si 83 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner to 3, $8,150. La Jollas Best si 82 (f. by Alabama Schoolboy). Winner to 3, $10,274.

2nd Dam: SILENT AMANDA (1984) by Rovargas. Unplaced in only start. Sister to ROVAR GAS JR si 97 ($169,998), OMEGA DEVIL si 92 ($55,488), JENNYS IMAGE si 86 ($39,063), etc. Dam of 7 starters, 4 winners, 2 ROM, including First Down Gas si 93 (c. by First Down Express). Winner to 7, $28,379. Ro Jolla Gas si 96 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins to 7, $26,900.


ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

Fastdash These Silks

March 25, 2019, Brown Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: SILK (2008) by Corona Cartel. Placed once in 2 starts, $1,491. Sister to PAPASITO si 96 ($39,740), half–sister to Champion STOLI si 99 ($332,237), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including This Silks Dashing si 96 (g. by One Dashing Eagle). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $35,829, fnl. Bob Moore Memorial S.–G2.

One Silk Eagle si 82 (g. by One Dashing Eagle). 1 win and 1 time placed in 3 starts, $6,330.

2nd Dam: STRAWBERRY SILK is 105 (1987) by Beduino TB. Champion Two–Year–Old, Champion Two–Year–Old Filly, 11 wins, $1,266,263, All American F.–G1, 2nd Kansas F.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, etc. Half–sister to Eyes The Favorite si 99 ($188,862), etc. Out of PAINTED BUG si 113 ($274,569). Dam of 24 starters, 20 ROM, including STOLI si 99 (c. by First Down Dash). Champion Three–Year–Old, Champion Three–Year–Old Colt, 10 wins, $332,237, West Texas F.–G1, All American D.–G1, etc.

WHATHAVEIGOTTADO si 108 (c. by Shazoom). 6 wins, $157,747, Sunland Park Winter D.–G3, 2nd Hialeah Laddie F., 3rd West Texas M.–G2, 4th Texas Classic D.–G1, etc.


CASHINGTON si 101 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 6 wins, $78,489, O B Cockerell H., etc.

PAPASITO si 96 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins in 5 starts, $39,740, NM Juv. Chal.–G3, etc. Strawberry Dash si 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 4 wins to 4, $68,850, 4th Southern California D.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos D.–G1, Charger Bar H.–G1 (twice). Granddam of Sera Jess Fine V si 97 (3 wins to 3, $34,000, 2nd Paragon Oaks), etc.

Strawberry Cartel si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner to 3, $8,625. Dam of YASHIRA VISTA si 97 (f. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins, $54,139, Ruidoso Dstf. Chal., etc.


PF Fake News
February 7, 2019, Sorrel Filly
By JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 (2006). Sire of 369 ROM, with earnings of over $13.3 million, including YOU DRIVE I FLY si 98 ($590,134, LQHBA Million F.–RG1, etc.), JET BLACK ROGUE si 103 ($453,101, LQHBA D., etc.), JETBLACK GOLD MOMENT si 109 ($277,670, Firecracker D., etc.), LOUISIANA JAMBALAYA si 99 ($266,346), TELAROSA si 98 ($240,393), etc.

1st Dam:
SIN TACHA REINA (2013) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. Unplaced at 2. Half–sister to ROYAL SIN TACHA si 104 ($46,701), Falcon Point si 98 ($30,615), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including No Sins Here si 91 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner at 2, $2,130, fml. Sam Houston Juvenile S.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
SIN TACHA TB (1992) by Slew’s Royalty. Unraced. Half–sister to GRANJA SUENO ($145,685), Granja Reina ($75,222), etc. Dam of 12 QH foals, 10 ROM, including STREAKIN SIN TACHA si 108 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 16 wins, $692,842, AQHA Chal. Ch.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, Texas Ch. Chal.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Ntr LAD 350 yds.
Miss Sin Tacha si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 3, $196,578, 3rd Heritage Place F.–G1, fml. Dash For Cash F.–G1, etc. Dam of VIVA MI CORAZON si 99 (7 wins to 3, $603,581, Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, PCQHRA Brdrs’ F.–G2, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million F.–G1), SENSATIONAL TACHA si 105 (4 wins, $83,196, Pitre GMC Dstf. S., etc.), Prissy Sin Tacha si 98 ($133,256, 3rd Texas Classic F.–RG1); Granddam of ME A SINNER si 99 ($41,752, Dash For Cash F.–G2, etc.), etc.
Jess Sin Tacha si 97 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $49,407, 3rd Evangeline Downs D., etc. Tacha La Jolla si 93 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner to 5, $19,652. Dam of TAYLORS TOASTIN PAPA si 107 (9 wins, $201,551, Mr Jess Perry LAD S.–RG3, John Alleman Mem. S.–RG3, etc.), Tachas Got Game si 100 (4 wins, $79,894, 2nd Vinton S.–RG3, etc.), Pantera Sin Tacha si 95 (3 wins, $77,970, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Harry Stratton

Hezas Sin Tachas

February 9, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHUNDEE AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: SIN TACHAS BEST GAME si 80 (2012) by Game Patriot. Placed twice to 3, $9,220. Half–sister to ROYAL SIN TACHA si 104 ($46,701), Falcon Point si 98, etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Bad Becca Dashin Bye si 88 (f. by Dashin Bye). Winner at 2, $8,400.


3rd Dam: SIN TACHA TB (1992) by Slew’s Royalty. Unraced. Half–sister to GRANJA SUENO ($145,685), Granja Reina ($75,222), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 10 ROM, including STREAKIN SIN TACHA si 108 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). World Champion, Two–Time Champion, 16 wins, $692,842, MBNA Chal. Ch.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1, MBNA Texas Chal.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, etc. Ntr LAD 350 yds.


Jess Sin Tacha si 97 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $49,407, 3rd Evangeline Downs D., etc. Diva Isabel si 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $19,531, 2nd Dashin Folly H. Tacha La Jolla si 93 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 5, $19,652. Dam of TACHAS GOT GAME si 100 (g. by Game Patriot). 4 wins, $79,894, 2nd Vinton S.–RG3, etc. PANTERA SIN TACHA si 95 (g. by Panther Mountain). 3 wins, $77,970, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2, etc.

By APOLLITICAL BLOOD si 99 (2012). Three-year-old Champion, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,519,800, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 69 ROM, with earnings of over $1.8 million, including Champion TRUMP MY RECORD si 104 ($796,937, Texas Classic F.–G1, etc.), JR PRISSYS BLOOD si 105 ($57,871), POLLITICAL BLOOD si 97 ($31,576), Rf Apolliticalcookie si 95 ($58,267, 3rd Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
EASILY A ROGUE si 109 (1989) by Calyx. 9 wins, $302,968, La Primera Del Ano D.–G1, Remington Park Ch.–G1, etc. Sister to LOVE A ROGUE si 106 ($54,934, Ntr), Master Rogue si 101 ($65,680), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including MISS JESS ROGUE si 98 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.

HUG A ROGUE si 95 (f. by Runaway Winner). 2 wins to 3, $31,279, Mexico Juvenile Chal., fnl. AQHA Juvenile Chal. Ch.–G1, Qlf. New Mexico Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of Anslow Hug si 95 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 3 wins, $18,693, 2nd Mexico Dstf. Chal., etc.
By INSEPERABLE si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, Rainbow D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), TOGETHER TO THE END si 86 ($112,280), PRONTO ALEX si 96 ($94,199), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

Andys My Dash si 98 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). 3 wins to 3, $16,977, 2nd Firecracker F. at GP–G3, Charlie Russell F., fnl. Northwest F. Sister Parish si 101 (f. by Hawkinson). Multiple winner, see above. First And Famous si 92 (g. by Dash Ta Fame). $3,788, fnl. Utah Sires Fall F.

3rd Dam:
A SPACE IN TIME si 87 (1983) by Master Hand TB. Winner to 4, $2,341. Dam of 9 foals, 7 starters, 7 ROM, including My First Valentine si 111 (f. by First Refusal). Stakes placed, see above.


Time To Refuse si 83 (g. by First Refusal). Winner, $4,272, 2nd AQRA F. Hezamazing si 102 (g. by Casady Casanova). 9 wins to 6, $15,074, fnl. AQRA Laddie S. Hey Harv si 90 (g. by A Dash Of Beduino). 2 wins to 8, $7,387. Fetchit To Me si 86 (f. by Three Oh’s Wild). Winner to 3, $5,720, fnl. AQRA F.–G3, Dam of Wild Andromeda (f. by Secretly Wild). Winner to 3, $4,665. Room To Zoom si 85 (f. by Wrangler Sam). Placed 4 times to 3, $1,277.

4th Dam:
SADIE FOLKS si 94 (1977) by Wee Folk TB. 2 wins to 3, $2,005. Dam of 5 foals, 4 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Forced To Folks si 94 (g. by Master Hand TB). 4 wins to 7, $8,877. A Space In Time si 87 (f. by Master Hand TB). Winner, see above.

Consigned by Rob Redding

Coronas Fly Boy
May 5, 2019, Gray Gelding

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 93 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:
CHICKS FLY si 82 (2009) by Chicks Regard. Winner at 3, $13,293. Half–sister to MAKE ME FLY si 104 ($159,431), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 3 ROM, including Summerhill Cartel si 90 (g. by Carters Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $15,519.

2nd Dam:
TWO SICK TO FLY si 85 (2001) by Strawfly Special. Winner at 3, $9,032. Dam of 8 foals, 6 starters, 6 ROM, including
MAKE ME FLY si 104 (g. by Make It Anywhere). 3 wins to 3, $159,431, Will Rogers Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. All American F.–G1, Heritage Place D.–G2.
TELLHER TO FLY si 92 (f. by Teller Cartel). 3 wins at 2, $88,907, Jim Bader F., 3rd Polk Co. D.

3rd Dam:
ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 (1994) by Jody O Toole. 5 wins to 4, $97,634, Live Oak H., Hill Country H., 2nd Retama Park D.–G2, Sam Houston D.–G2, Dash For Cash D.–G3, 3rd Mildred N Vessels Mem. H.–G1, etc. Dam of 11 foals, 7 starters, 4 ROM, including
Reckless And Traffic si 96 (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). Winner to 3, $17,807.

4th Dam:
TEES HEART si 91 (1984) by Rocket's Magic. 8 wins, $19,217. Dam of 9 starters, 9 winners, including
ILL TEMPERED TEE si 108 (f. by Jody O Toole). Stakes winner, see above.

Picture Perfect Tee si 95 (f. by Power Train). 5 wins to 4, $21,350. Dam of CREOLE WILLIAMS si 91 (4 wins to 3, $86,229, Corona Chick H., 2nd Los Al. Two Million Juv., 3rd Los Alamitos Winter D.–G1, etc.), Picture Perfect Game si 101 (5 wins to 5, $100,335, 3rd Mardi Gras D.–RG3, 4th LQHBA F.–RG1, fnl. DED Louisiana Bred D.–RG1, etc.), DC Power Zoom si 93 (7 wins, $32,492, 2nd Mexico Derby Chal.), etc.

Carry On Tee si 95 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 5 wins, $17,488, 4th Lassie F.–RG3. Dam of BURRS WARRIOR si 110 (11 wins, $181,645, East Derby Chal.–G3, DED La Brdrs D.–RG3, etc. Ntr DED 300 yds.), WARRIOR LEE si 105 (3 wins, $130,257, Laddie F.–RG3, Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup F.–RG2, 3rd La Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.), CARRY ON DASH si 101 (4 wins to 3, $117,201, LQHBA Juv., etc. Dam of Carry On si 97 ($45,545, 3rd Governor's Cup Marathon, etc.); Granddam of TEE CHIC si 103 (4 wins, $380,986, Oklahoma F.–G2, 2nd Hialeah Derby S., etc.), PATRIOTIC GAMES si 95 (3 wins to 3, $304,298, Firecracker F.–G2, etc.), SHINING TEE PIE si 103 (4 wins, $229,937, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), A GAME DAME si 111 (6 wins in 11 starts, $119,192, TQHA Sires' Cup F.–RG2, etc.), etc.

Consigned by Copper Spring Ranch, LLC

Shez Packin Sixes

January 1, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKEHANDSHAKEIT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
SIXES SOLA si 90 (2013) by Mr Jess Perry. 2 wins and twice placed in 6 starts, $12,599. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, including Frosted And Fast (f. by Heza Fast Dash). Placed in only start at 2, 2020, $2,060.

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

CRYSTAL SOLA si 110 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Stakes winner, see above.


Mr Corona Crystal si 97 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $64,114, 3rd Dash For Cash F.–G2, Innl. Sam Houston D.–G3, KEOKUK S.–G3, Heritage Place Juvenile S..

4th Dam:
SWIFTETTE si 92 (1996) by Merridoc. Winner at 2, $5,713. Half–sister to A REAL SMOKIN GUN si 93 ($49,160), and to the dam of PHOEBES OTOOLE si 103 ($370,976, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), etc. Dam of 12 starters, 9 ROM, including CORONA CRYSTAL si 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, see above.


Consigned by Grant Farms, LLC.

MP Sixty Silky
February 16, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–G1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–G2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:
SIXY SILHOUETTE si 91 (2009) by Corona Cartel. 3 wins, $24,922. Half–sister to OH SO DAUNTING si 105 ($335,973), JESS SO SIXY si 101 ($145,535), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 2 ROM, including MR SIXY PILOTO si 103 (g. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins at 2, $50,100, De Saix S.

2nd Dam:


XCENTRIC XTREME si 85 (f. by Calyx). 2 wins at 2, $41,248, Alabama Bred F.–G3, etc. Six Figure Fortune si 90 (g. by Hail Corona). 2 wins, $30,518, fnl. Louisiana Purchase S.–G3, etc. Osceolas Fortune (f. by Osceola Warrior). Unraced. Dam of A Fast Fortune si 103 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 14 wins, $164,399, fnl. Delta Dash, etc.

3rd Dam:
OH SO FINE si 94 (1977) by Texas Longhorn. 7 wins to 4, $11,250. Dam of 11 ROM, including BARDI TIME f 100 (g. by Lombardi TB). 25 wins, $113,723, Florida F., Riverside Laddie F., etc. MISS FINE WARRIOR si 103 (f. by Osceola Warrior). 12 wins, $101,572, Florida F.–G3, etc. Coup De Oh (f. by Coup De Kas TB). 2 wins, $2,968. Dam of Six De Oh si 111 (10 wins, $55,736, 2nd Walter Mcilhenny Stars & Stripes (twice), Miss Blackhawk S., etc.), etc.

Oh Shez Zuper si 82 (f. by Zuppardo’s Prince TB). Unplaced. Dam of ZUPERS QUICK DASH si 107 (12 wins, $471,129, Louisiana Cl.–G2 (twice), etc. Ntr EVD 400 yds. Ntr DED 400 & 440 yds.), MCM DASHMASTER si 105 (7 wins, $425,487, Lee Berwick F.–G1, LQHBA Sale F.–G1, etc. Ntr DED 300 yds.), MCM Zuper Man si 97 (5 wins, $130,218, 2nd Faubourg St John S., etc.), etc.

Embryo Transfer
First Sizzlin Rose

May 10, 2019, Bay Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: SIZZLING ROSE si 101 (2007) by Corona Cartel. 2 wins to 3, $23,207. Half–sister to EAGLES SPAN si 96 ($190,695), EYE AGREE si 103 ($44,376), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, with currently racing and unraced to date two–year–olds, 5 starters, 2 ROM, including Dales Cartel si 90 (g. by Stoli). Winner to 3, $31,629, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day D.–G3.

2nd Dam: TINY FIRST EFFORT si 105 (1998) by First Down Dash. Champion Three–Year–Old Filly, 8 wins to 4, $445,393, Southern Calif. D.–G1, etc. Sister to TINY FIRST DOWN si 105 ($317,881, granddam of EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107, $308,219; Midday News si 100, $192,781), First Down Dream si 87 (dam of IMA CHICKIE TWO si 99, $346,598), First Down Energy (dam of TERRIFIC ENERGY si 101, $181,919; Granddam of Champion CORONAS BOY si 98, $548,626; THERMONUCLEAR ENERGY si 98, $419,582; TERRIFIC SYNERGY si 92, $307,026; DYNASTY ENERGY si 92, $283,564); Half–sister to CRASH THRU TRAFFIC si 108 ($140,595; Dam of CRASHED MY DOOLEY si 102, $102,882), Tiny Dash Of Cash si 105 ($203,739, dam of SIZZLING si 102, $147,912; Dash Of Perry si 103, $382,390; Red Storm Cat si 104, $226,439), etc. Dam of 28 ROM, including EAGLES SPAN si 96 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 7 wins, $190,695, Mystic Lake Northlands F., NCQHRA F., Gopher State D., 2nd Southwest Juvenile Ch.–G3, etc.

FLYING EAGLE 07 si 97 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins to 4, 2020, $45,282, West Texas Juvenile S., fnl. Rainbow Futurity Juvenile S.

EYE AGREE si 103 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins to 4, $44,376, Miss Sam Houston S., etc.

GENOVESE si 102 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $42,880, Ruidoso Juv. Invt., etc.

First Class Lacy B si 102 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins, $91,149, 2nd West Texas F.–G1.

Poker Face B si 103 (c. by Teller Cartel). 4 wins to 3, $45,996, 3rd Harrah’s Entr. F.–G3.


FIRST OF 15 si 112 (f. by Apollitical Jess). 9 wins, $192,336, Gopher State D., etc.

HARDTOGET si 104 (f. by Foose). 8 wins, $130,140, Jerry Jaggars Mem. S., etc.

REACHER 16 si 97 (f. by Inseperable). 7 wins and 5 times placed in 12 starts to 4, 2020, $86,395, Hipodromo Derby Chal., Derby De Las Americas, Futurity Mexicano, , etc.

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
HIGH ON CIDER si 94 (2001) by On A High. 2 wins to 3, $6,794. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including
My Favorite High si 85 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). Winner to 4, $16,374, 3rd Sam Houston Derby Challenge.
High On Sassy si 95 (f. by Game Patriot). Multiple winner, see above.
Lil Doc Shine si 101 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 3, $37,130.
Callies Runaway si 96 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 4, $21,068.
Ciders Runaway si 98 (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner to 3, $17,980.

3rd Dam:
CIDER BELLE si 101 (1997) by Dash Of Cider. 4 wins to 5, $89,599, The Classics D., 3rd Centaur Texas Chal.–G3, AQH Foundation, fnl. Governor’s Cup F.–RG1, La Primera Del Ano D.–G2, Calif. Sires’ Cup–RG2, etc. Half–sister to First Titanium TB ($202,028), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 7 winners, 7 ROM, including
Stolen Identity si 102 (c. by Identity Theft). 4 wins to 4, $66,512, 4th LQHBA Sale F.–G1.
Baja Widowmaker si 93 (g. by Achievement). 3 wins to 4, $33,982.
Cotton Nash si 99 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 7, $22,427, fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1.
MB Rainbow Stew si 93 (g. by Fishers Dash). 2 wins to 6, $19,405.
The Streakin Belle si 88 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner at 2, $3,412. Dam of
Reggies Girl si 95 (f. by Ruggero). 3 wins to 4, $20,903.

4th Dam:
Baja Belle TB (1990) by Snow Chief. Winner at 2, $80,787, 2nd Black Swan S., 3rd Calif. Brdr’s Ch. S., Very Subtle Sales S. Half–sister to Far Trip ($35,712), etc. Dam of 6 TB foals, 5 QH foals, 6 starters, 3 winners, including
CIDER BELLE si 101 (f. by Dash Of Cider). Stakes winner, see above.
First Titanium TB (g. by In Excess). 3 wins to 6, $202,028, 2nd In Excess S.
Baja Gold TB (g. by Strike Gold). 6 wins to 6, $74,014.
Shes Mischieb TB (f. by In Excess). $2,220. Dam of
Tarzan First si 94 (c. by First Down Dash). 2 wins at 2, $28,834, 4th West Texas F.–G1.
Silver Tazan si 88 (g. by Simply Silver Sage). $27,796, 4th Hobbs America F.–G2, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Eyesa Fast Prize
January 28, 2019, Brown Filly

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:
SM EYESA STREAKER (2013) by Streakin La Jolla. Placed twice in 4 starts, $3,770. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Eyesa Streakin Chick si 93 (f. by Patriot Cartel). Winner 2, $9,610.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:

ENGAGEMENTS:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities:
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.–G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam:
SMARTY LEIGH PERRY (2003) by Jazzing Hi. Unplaced in only start. Half–sister to JESSE LEIGH PERRY si 107 ($112,048), etc. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, including Jess Like Me si 91 (g. by Mr Jess). 2 wins to 4, $13,091.
Ms Perry Blue (f. by Jess Louisiana Blue). Winner to 4, $8,110.

2nd Dam:
MISS FRUGAL si 82 (1989) by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3, $2,000. Half–sister to BETTY LOOP si 107 ($187,376), etc. Dam of 9 foals, 8 starters, 6 ROM, including
You Will Remember Me si 91 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 7, $50,889.
Game Patriot Miss si 92 (f. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 4, $36,376.

3rd Dam:
WESTERN HAND TB (1977) by Master Hand. Winner to 3, $168,765, Riley Allison F., 2nd Memorial Day H., 3rd Rancho Bernardo H., Ruidoso F. Etr SUN 4f. Half–sister to Penny Three (granddam of PRINCE SLEW, 12 wins, $574,225,; STOLEN LADY, 11 wins, $189,659), etc. Dam of 2 TB and 10 QH foals, 8 starters, 6 winners, including
Dynamic Ego TB (f. by Bold Ego). 3 wins, $5,874. Granddam of MAJOR BITES si 104 (10 wins, $768,398, Zia Park Championship–G1, Namehimastreaker NM Cl.–RG1, etc.), L Dandy TB ($46,979, 2nd George Maloof F.), Boy Ego TB ($45,427, 2nd George Maloof F.), Dyna O Mite si 90 ($19,783, 3rd By By JJ S.), etc.
Western Six si 88 (f. by Six Fortunes). Winner to 3, $2,273. Dam of GO FLY WEST si 91 ($41,410, NM Derby Chal.–G3, fnl. AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G1, etc.), Westernshines si 92 ($30,540, 3rd Four Corners F.–G3), Major Traffic si 103 (13 wins, $132,466, fnl. East Juvenile Chal.–G3, Special Hank H.–G3, etc.), etc.

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent

Open Bar Mc

January 20, 2019, Gray Filly

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two–Year–Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKESHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam: Shake Wide Open si 104 (2010) by Royal Shake Em. 4 wins to 4, $11,293, 3rd Les Bois Park D., Kip Didericksen H. Half–sister to Shazoom Away si 99 ($93,348), etc. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, none to race.


Eyez On Brimmer si 115 (g. by Brimmerton). 8 wins to 6, $40,219. Ntr GP 400 yds.

3rd Dam: CHITCHATTY si 94 (1993) by Runaway Winner. 3 wins at 3, $4,205. Sister to RESONATE si 102 ($23,948), half–sister to VIGOROUSLY si 105 ($51,815), Bizarre si 93 (granddam of Two–Time Champion RUNNING BROOK GAL si 102, $1,359,989; BIG BIZ PERRY si 98, $434,705, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), Midknight Magnolias (dam of SHES LILS FG si 97, $123,605), etc.. Dam of 8 foals, 6 starters, 4 ROM, including ADASHIN RUNAWAY si 98 (f. by Adash For Cash). 7 wins in 13 starts at 2, $40,535, Evergreen F.–G3, Huntington Harbour H., 2nd Costa Mesa H., etc. Dam of MR CORONA CARTEL si 107 (g. by Corona Cartel). 6 wins to 4, $222,392, Joe Reed Il S., 2nd Golden State Million F.–G1, fnl. Los Alamitos Super D.–G1, etc.

PEPE EL TRUENO si 107 (c. by Spanish Boot). 5 wins, $61,555, California Bdrds’ Sprint S., 3rd Katella H., fnl. Vessels M.–G1, Go Man Go H.–G1, etc.

MISTIC ROSE si 89 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $49,259, Ed Burke Mem. Jr. F., etc.

DLT RUNAWAY si 95 (f. by Spanish Boot). 4 wins to 4, $28,990, My Debut H.


La Corona Cartel si 91 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins, $45,450, 2nd AQHA Members Plus S., etc. Chitchattin Memories si 102 (g. by Leaving Memories). 3 wins, $50,303, 2nd AQHA Juv. Chal. Dh.–G2, 3rd Sandy Downs Juvenile Chal.

Chitchat N Charlie si 100 (g. by Okey Dokey Dale). 4 wins to 3, $31,871, 2nd Firecracker F.

By THE LOUISIANA CARTEL si 109 (2007). Stakes winner of 5 races, $127,941, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Sire of 185 ROM, with earnings of over $5.5 million, including Two–Time Champion EC JET ONE si 104 ($1,370,385, All American D.–G1, etc.), MI AMOR SECRETO si 107 ($478,855), CARTELS POP POP si 92 ($191,509), TLC DALE si 108 ($189,502), ZOOMIN B CARTEL si 92 ($136,060), etc.

1st Dam:
La Jolla Suspect si 97 (2006) by Ausual Suspect. 3 wins to 3, $89,073, 2nd Manor Downs D.–G3, Sam Houston Distaff Chal.–G3, 3rd TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, Gallery Furniture S., fnl. AQHA Distaff Challenge Ch.–G1, Delta Championship Chal.–G3, Frances Carr Distaff S.–G3. Half–sister to Champion EL DUERO si 111 ($380,505), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including
Meduzza si 95 (f. by Ragazzo). Winner at 2, $44,850, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, La Villita S., 3rd Miss Sam Houston S.

2nd Dam:
LA JOLLA ROCKET si 95 (1994) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins in 4 starts, $45,890, Lassie F.–RG3, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2. Half–sister to Jess Go Holme si 98 ($25,920), etc. Dam of 18 foals of racing age, 14 starters, 10 ROM, including
EL DUERO si 111 (g. by Oak Tree Special). Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, 5 wins, $380,505, West Texas F.–G1, Highheater Jet H.–G3, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1, 3rd Hill Country Dash Bonus S., fnl. American Gold Cup–G1, Remington Championship Chal.–G2, Sam Houston Championship Chal.–G2, Retama Park D.–G3.
La Jolla Suspect si 97 (f. by Ausual Suspect). Stakes placed, see above. Emilianos Wagon si 102 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon), 2 wins, $43,847, fnl. Firecracker F.–G2. El Nilo si 87 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 5, $42,775. The Louisiana Rocket si 95 (g. by The Louisiana Cartel). 2 wins at 4, $32,683. The Louisiana Jewel si 108 (f. by The Louisiana Cartel). Winner at 2, $21,713.

3rd Dam:
HOLME BY ROCKET si 97 (1984) by Rocket Wrangler. Winner at 2, $1,446, fnl. Alamo QHBA D.–G3. Dam of 11 foals, 9 starters, 7 ROM, including
LA JOLLA ROCKET si 95 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes winner, see above.

4th Dam:
HAPPY HOLME si 95 (1975) by Away From Holme TB. 2 wins to 3, $1,394. Half–sister to TALENTED REWARD si 90 ($5,427, Brady Fall F., etc.). Dam of 4 starters, 4 ROM, including Happy Rebel Gal si 99 (f. by Rebel Cause). 2 wins to 3, $8,736. Dam of
REBEL WHEEL si 97 (c. by Mr Big Wheel). 4 wins to 3, $17,079, Alamo QHBA F.–G3. Yawls Rebel si 88 (f. by By Yawl). Winner at 2, $1,739. Dam of FAST MAN REBEL si 96 (8 wins, $75,680, Texas Horse Racing Hall Of Fame S., Santa Rosa H., etc.), etc.

Soft On The Freight
February 22, 2019, Bay Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Sire of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

Bigtime Jess si 82 (g. by Bigtime Favorite). Winner at 3, $13,225.
Zing Bling si 95 (f. by Dashin Bye). Winner at 2, $10,210.

2nd Dam:
SUMMER SPECTATOR si 96 (1979) by Hempen TB. 3 wins, $9,570. Dam of 15 foals, 13 winners, 13 ROM, including SOFT SUMMER NIGHTS si 103 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins, $160,197, DED Louisiana Brdrs’ F.–RG3, La Champions Day Juv.–RG2, 2nd Lassie F.–G3, 3rd Sam Houston D.–G2, etc.

CATCH YAWL si 101 (g. by By Yawl). 5 wins, $40,431, Kindergarten Colts F.–G3, etc. Summer Toasted si 95 (g. by Toast To Dash). 3 wins to 5, $60,698.
Summer La Jolla si 86 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $13,224, fnl. Lassie F.–RG3.

Jess Dashin si 102 (f. by Dashin Bye). 2 wins to 4, $64,714, 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.

3rd Dam:
CATCHAJET si 96 (1972) by Easy Jet. 8 wins to 3, $75,802, Jet Deck H., Las Ninas H., etc. Half–sister to LOVELY SURPRISE si 95, etc. Dam of 9 starters, 9 ROM, including Catcha Tiny Jet si 98 (f. by Tiny’s Gay). 4 wins, $27,196. Granddam of MAJOR JOURNEY si 104 (5 wins, $49,007), Storybook Rime si 88 ($18,413), Wally Street si 95 ($18,039), etc. Innocent Affair si 86 (f. by Go Moon). Winner to 3, $2,145. Dam of Catcha Dancing Jet si 90 (f. by Duck Dance TB). 2 wins to 4, $37,496, 4th Mardi Gras F.–RG2, etc.

4th Dam:
CATCH SNAP (1960) by Pelican Gill. Unraced. Dam of 11 starters, 9 winners, including LOVELY SURPRISE si 95 (f. by Bar Tonto). $4,974, Utah F. Ntr RDF 350 yds. Dam of LOVE CHARGE si 94 (Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, $69,778, Bay Meadows F., etc.).

Catcha Go si 96 (g. by Go Moon). 8 wins to 6, $23,338, 2nd Fun Sun F.
Ima Surprise si 95 (f. by Bar Tonto). 5 wins, $5,737. Dam of I’MA ON si 94 (Champion Two–Year–Old Gelding, $81,275, Bay Meadows F., 2nd Jet Deck H., etc. Happy Charms (f. by Go Moon). Placed to 2. Dam of CHARMIN TOO si 104 (10 wins, $51,067, Oxnard H., 2nd Bay Meadows Inaugural H., Lubbock Downs Fall F., etc.), etc.

One Sweet Brees
April 20, 2019, Bay Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
COMMERCIAL AFFECTION si 89 (2009) by Dashin Bye. Winner to 3, $13,930. Half–sister to WW WARRIOR BOB si 102 ($98,919), WW Man Done Gone si 107 ($188,840), WW Shuboom Shuboom si 102, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Peppermint Punch si 98 (f. by Tee Cos). Winner at 2, $17,573. Buckk Wheatt si 87 (g. by Divide The Cash). Winner to 3, $15,573. Hottsie Tottsie si 85 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). Winner at 2, $5,735.

2nd Dam:

Engagements:
LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities:
LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Heza Game Dasher
May 17, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998). Stakes winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMPN si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUMDER AFULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam: SOMEKIND OF GAME si 84 (2011) by Game Patriot. Placed at 2, $7,310. Half–sister to Him Astreaker si 110 ($126,944), Heza Clicken Dee si 96 ($124,328), Heza Streakin Fool si 109 ($111,883), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 3 ROM, including Lucky Kind Of Game si 91 (f. by Heza Fast Dash). 2 wins to 4, $52,100.

2nd Dam: DEE MAGIC ENCOUNTER si 94 (1993) by Dashing Encounter. 3 wins to 3, $13,380, Mother’s Day S. Half–sister to DE MAGIC SIX si 105 ($106,181), ATOAST TO DAQUEEN si 95 ($62,985), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 10 ROM, including Him Astreaker si 110 (g. by Streakin La Jolla). 10 wins, $126,944, 2nd Oklahoma Derby Chal.–G3, LQHBA Soph. H., 4th John Alleman Mem. S.–RG3, etc.

Heza Clicken Dee si 96 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 7 wins, $124,328, 3rd Woodlands S.


Heza Green Oak si 94 (c. by Oak Tree Special). 2 wins to 4, $27,723. Magic Mountain Miss si 93 (f. by Panther Mountain). Winner to 5, $23,486.


3rd Dam: DEE MAGIC QUEEN si 95 (1985) by Rocket’s Magic. 5 wins to 3, $29,145, 3rd Lassie F., fnl. DED Louisiana Breeders’ F.–RG3. Dam of 12 foals, 10 starters, 8 ROM, including DE MAGIC SIX si 105 (g. by Six Fortunes). 12 wins, $106,181, Louisiana Bred Classic–c/g, Delta 400 S., 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, Mardi Gras D.–RG3, etc.

DEE MAGIC ENCOUNTER si 94 (f. by Dashing Encounter). Stakes winner, see above.

ATOAST TO DAQUEEN si 95 (f. by Toast To Dash). 3 wins, $62,985, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2. Dee Magic Dash si 91 (g. by Toast To Dash). 4 wins to 4, $38,417. Dee Final Game (f. by Game Patriot). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of Miss Game Player si 106 (2 wins and 2 times placed in 6 starts at 2, $30,375, Ntr FG 330 yds.).

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998). Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.


4th Dam: REINA RIALTO (1965) by Bar None Bob. Unplaced. Half–sister to My Favor si 85 (3rd Blue Bonnet D.), and to the dam of Latch Lifter si 95, etc. Dam of 3 winners, including Miss Scoot Deck si 85 (f. by Scoot Deck). 3 wins to 3, $4,155. Dam of SCOUT DECK MOON (f. by Moon Spot It). 3 wins, $4,002, Manor Downs F. Dam of PASSEM MOON DECK si 97 (4 wins, $36,033, Bandera Downs F.–G3, etc.), Miss Texas Joker si 94 (4 wins, $11,202), Houston Joker si 91 ($8,817, fnl. Firecracker D.–G2, etc.).

**Embryo Transfer ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.

**Nominated To:** Bank Of America Racing Challenge.
By HEZA FAST DASH si 103 (1998), Sires winner of $136,123, Blue Ribbon F.–G2, etc. Sire of 663 ROM, with earnings of over $33.2 million, including EYSA JESS JUMP si 111 ($887,537, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), DASHNUNDER FULLMOON si 105 ($711,951), OL TIME PREACHER MAN si 98 ($565,933), HEZA LOUISIANA DASH si 105 ($531,933), JES A FAST DASHER si 101 ($493,459), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
MY SPECIAL HEART si 93 (1985) by Special Effort. Winner to 3, $4,698. Half-sister to EASY MARTINI si 105 ($49,534), Chica Martini si 95 ($16,689; dam of A SPECIAL MARTINI si 102, $77,018), Gamblin Martini si 99 ($12,283), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 9 ROM, including First Down Diamond si 102 (g. by First Down Dash). 10 wins, $67,024, 2nd PCQHRA H., Paradise H., Head Pin H., 3rd Kaweah Bar H.–G3, fnl. MBNA Amer. Calif. Chal.–G2 (twice). Martinis Heart si 95 (g. by Three Martins TB). 6 wins, $28,558, 3rd Grants Pass F., etc. Gamblin Dash si 89 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed 3 times, $1,853. Granddam of Down And Streakin si 101 (5 wins, $68,310), Downtown Streaker si 87 ($26,914, fnl. Laddie F.–RG2), etc.

MP Special Country

April 3, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008). Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 96 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:
ABSTINENCE si 96 (1990) by Special Effort. 2 wins to 3, $4,466. Dam of 21 starters, 18 ROM, including MR ITS COUNTRY TIME si 100 (g. by Country Chicks Man). 4 wins to 3, $66,441, Dillingham H., Independence Day H., James S Smith Memorial H., etc.


Frozen Ocean si 96 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 3 wins to 4, $35,984, 3rd Fort Erie D.

Eyesa Chickin It Out si 101 (f. by Eyesa Special). 2 wins, $31,780, 2nd All Canadian Derby Of Alberta, etc. Dam of ZOOMN ON BYE si 104 (4 wins to 3, 2020, $60,706, Alberta Bred F.–RG3, etc.). Eyesa Zoomsi si 100 (14 wins, $113,129, 2nd Maple Leaf F.), etc.

Dashin Haze si 98 (c. by Royal Quick Dash). 4 wins, $30,202, 3rd Alberta Bred D.–RG3, etc.

Wave Rocker si 94 (f. by Wave Carver). 3 wins, $28,564, 2nd Canada QH Cup F.–G3, etc.


Famousagletime si 93 (c. by One Famous Eagle). 3 wins to 3, $60,700, 3rd La Fiesta D., etc.


Its Shine Time si 103 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins, $67,132, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.

3rd Dam:
STARS IN HER CROWN si 98 (1983) by Easy Jet. 6 wins to 3, $217,757, Leo H., 2nd Kindergarten F.–G1, 3rd Trinity Meadows March F., fnl. Bay Meadows F.–G1, Los Alamitos F.–G1, Los Alamitos D.–G1, etc. Dam of 7 foals, 5 starters, 4 ROM, including Dashing Stardust si 84 (f. by Dash For Cash). $9,591, fnl. La Primera Del Ano D.–G1. Dam of ACCUSATORY si 98 ($93,294, Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–RG3, fnl. All American F.–G1, etc.), ADULTERESS si 99 (8 wins to 3, $76,148, Canadian QH Cup F.–RG3, etc.), etc. Granddam of BOONDOCK SAINT si 107 ($67,617), Cybil si 102 ($36,950), Comin In Hot si 97 ($28,331), Zoomin Her Way si 105 ($25,852), etc.

JL Blue Is Flashing
March 10, 2019, Bay Colt

By JESS LOUISIANA BLUE si 109 (1998), Champion Aged Stallion, stakes winner of 4 races, $170,682, East Championship Chal.–G2, etc. Ntr DED 440 yds. Sire of 461 ROM, with earnings of over $19.4 million, including JESSA LOUISIANA ZOOM si 99 ($637,591, Lee Berwick F.–G1, etc.), LOUISIANA SENATOR si 111 ($599,408), JESS A SAINT si 103 ($537,302), BLUE LOUISIANA JOLLA si 107 ($416,359), etc.

1st Dam:
Splash Of A Flash si 98 (2000) by Splash Bac. 5 wins to 3, $70,415, 2nd Mile High F.–G2, Rocky Mountain F.–G3, 3rd W/SW Derby Chal.–G3. Dam of 14 foals, 5 starters, 3 ROM, including Mnm Chocolate si 98 (g. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins to 3, $39,746. Im Your Queen si 89 (f. by Jess Zoomin). Placed to 5, $9,335.

2nd Dam:
ROMANTIC EFFORT si 83 (1994) by Special Effort. Winner to 3, $2,808. Dam of 14 foals, 6 starters, 4 ROM, including Splash Of Flash si 98 (f. by Splash Bac). Stakes placed, see above. Oaks Effort si 105 (g. by Oak Tree Special). 3 wins to 4, $23,126. Exquisite Effort si 98 (g. by Splash Bac). Winner at 2, $11,025.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
TWIST A FLEET si 96 (1976) by Fleet Mel TB. 3 wins to 3, $13,654. Dam of 19 foals, 18 starters, 15 ROM, including GRISWOLD si 117 (g. by Merridoc). Three–Time Champion Distance Horse, 20 wins, $627,307, Marathon H.–G1 (twice), QHBC Marathon Cl.–G1 (twice), etc. Nwr LA 440 yds. APPREHEND si 102 (g. by Merridoc). Two–Time Champion, 10 wins, $579,230, Golden State D.–G1, QHBC Championship Cl.–G1, El Primero Del Ano D.–G1, etc.

GOOD ATTITUDE si 98 (g. by Merridoc). 6 wins, $63,576, Independence Day H., etc. Kid Gris si 101 (g. by Merridoc). 5 wins, $42,172, 2nd Josie’s Bar H., etc. Casual Eyes si 89 (f. by Merridoc). Winner at 2, $10,268, fnl. Golden State F.–G1, etc. Dam of EYES FOR EV si 96 (4 wins, $52,802), WHISPERING LIES si 102 ($42,882), etc. Decadent Darlin si 84 (f. by Merridoc). Placed at 2, $3,173. Dam of Fysta si 97 (3 wins, $71,997, 2nd New Mexico State Fair Senorita F.–RG3, etc.), etc. Madison’s Legacy si 84 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Placed at 3, $2,528. Dam of STREAKIN POSTOAK si 107 (12 wins in 19 starts, $155,224, Fair Meadows M.–G3, etc. Ntr 400 yds.), etc. My First Twist si 85 (f. by First Down Dash). Unplaced. Dam of CORONA FOR YOU si 120 (10 wins, $197,290, La Mariposa H.–G3, Arapahoe Dstf. Chal., etc.), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By MR PILOTO si 89 (2008), Stakes winner of 2 races, $1,002,240, All American F.–G1. Sire of 90 ROM, with earnings of over $3.1 million, including MPSHINNING si 106 ($698,345, LQHBA La. Million F.–RG1, etc.), PILOTO ON FIRE si 93 ($100,411), WATCH MY WALLET LOTO si 93 ($100,107), A REMARKABLE PERRY si 102 ($61,461), Ed O si 97 ($383,490, 2nd Laddie F.–RG2), Piloto Strong si 86 ($103,415), etc.

1st Dam: ST PATS WAVE si 95 (2008) by Wave Carver. Winner to 3, $16,492, fnl. Delta Juvenile Chal.–G3. Half–sister to BODACIOUS DASH si 101 ($756,495), NATIVE TEA ROSE si 90 ($260,905), ST PATS FIRST si 108 ($173,113), etc. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 3 winners, 3 ROM, including Corona Man Leaving si 95 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 3 wins to 3, $32,040. Waven Bye Piloto si 97 (f. by Mr Piloto). 3 wins to 3, $31,914.

2nd Dam: ST PATS TEA si 109 (1998) by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins to 4, $95,791, TQHA Sires’ Cup D.–RG3, La. Champions Day D.–RG2, 2nd DED La Bred D.–RG3, etc. Dam of 26 foals of racing age, with 2 unraced to date two–year–olds, 21 starters, 18 ROM, including
BODACIOUS DASH si 101 (c. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 3, $756,495, Texas Classic F.–G1, 2nd Rainbow D.–G1, The Championship At Sunland Park–G1, 3rd Ruidoso F.–G1, fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1, Rainbow F.–G1, John Deere S.
ROCK THAT WAGON si 99 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 9 wins, $124,399, Simulcast Services S., Dash For Speed S., 2nd American Flyer S., Pen Pal S., etc.
ROB THAT WAGON si 109 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 10 wins in 16 starts to 3, $104,736, Bitterroot F., Sandy Downs Juv. Chal., Oneida Co. F., Oneida Co. Mixed Breed D., etc.

3rd Dam: SHES MY TEA si 92 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 9 wins to 4, $26,913, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG3. Sister to LOTTAYA si 94 ($49,422), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 4 ROM, including
ST PATS TEA si 109 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, see above.
Mon Ti Fleur si 94 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $10,990. Dam of MON TI ROSE si 103 (8 wins, $284,169, La Champions Day D.–RG2, Billy Montgomery S.–RG3, etc.). MON TI STOLI si 111 (4 wins, $81,107, Par A Dice S., 2nd Retama Park D.–G2, 4th Firecracker F.–G1, etc. Ntr DED 300 yds.), GET CASH NOW si 101 (4 wins, $143,271, 2nd Louisiana Cl.–RG1, Don Cravins S., 3rd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, etc.). Mon Ti Dash si 96 ($123,094, 2nd Delta Dash, fnl. All American D.–G1, etc.); Granddam of Always IFS si 95 ($59,488, 3rd West Texas D.–G3, etc.).

By CORONAS LEAVING YOU si 103 (2005). Stakes winner of 9 races, $278,358, Firecracker F.–G2, etc. Sire of 278 ROM, with earnings of over $10.8 million, including Champion OPEN ME A CORONA si 106 ($929,150, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), EYE WORK FOR YOU si 96 ($379,330), SCOOPIES LEAVING YOU si 109 ($329,383), FIRST PRIZE BOURBON si 103 ($295,617), DASH FOR CORONAS si 106 ($268,737), etc.


Body Of Evidence si 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $29,745, 3rd The Circle City S., fnl. Sam Houston Juvenile Chal.–G3.


PHENOMENAL FANTASY si 98 (f. by Special Leader). 3 wins and 3 times placed in 7 starts, $174,177, 2nd Rainbow F.–G1, fnl. All American F.–G1.

Body Of Evidence si 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $29,745, 3rd The Circle City S., fnl. Sam Houston Juvenile Chal.–G3.
Attitudes Runnaway

March 24, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By Sir Runaway Dash si 97 (2004). Stakes placed winner of 4 races, $120,706, 2nd Golden State D.–G1, etc. Sire of 203 ROM, with earnings of over $7.8 million, including TF RACEE RUNAWAY si 104 ($536,196, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), JLS DASHN AND ZOOMN si 105 ($534,505, LQHBA F.–RG1, etc.), RUNAWAY SECOND DOWN si 103 ($428,526), JLS TAYLORS RUNAWAY si 102 ($313,154), etc.

1st Dam:
STREAK N ATTITUDE si 98 (2007) by Streakin La Jolla. 4 wins in 4 starts at 2, $142,708, Harrah’s Entertainment F.–G3, East Juvenile Challenge. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including

Im All Out si 101 (c. by Heza Fast Dash). 4 wins to 4, $74,410, 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, fnl. Louisiana Champions Day Juv.–RG2.


2nd Dam:
Cash Attitude si 98 (1994) by Runaway Winner. 2 wins to 3, $79,725, 2nd Heritage Place F.–G1. Sister to RUNAWAY CASH si 109 ($153,390), WINNERS DASH si 99 ($112,373), etc. Dam of 11 foals, 6 starter, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including

STREAK N ATTITUDE si 98 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes winner, see above.

Streakin Attitude si 97 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 3 wins to 3, $32,175, 4th Firecracker F.–G2, fnl. Firecracker D.–G2, East Juvenile Chal.–G3. Dam of


Coonascorona si 103 (g. by Coronas Leaving You). 5 wins, $76,612, fnl. LQHBA Sale F.–RG1.

Cash Dynasty si 99 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 3 wins to 6, $18,785.

3rd Dam:
JENNIFER CASH si 91 (1986) by Dash For Cash. 2 wins to 3, $3,987. Sister to Hooked On Cash si 96 ($162,138); Half–sister to Excitable Lady si 85 (dam of HOLLIES EFFORT si 102, $49,447), Tourjete si 85 (granddam of RARE ED si 105, $150,635; Lil Sharky si 92, $13,088), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 9 starters, 9 ROM, including

RUNAWAY CASH si 109 (g. by Runaway Winner). 11 wins, $153,390, Sunland Park Fall F.–G2, 2nd Speedhorse F.–RG2, Ruidoso Horse Sale F.–RG3, 4th All American D.–G1, etc.


Apollos Winner si 89 (f. by Apollo TB). 2 wins, $26,594, 2nd Texas Juvenile Chal.–G2. Dam of HESA WINNER si 108 (5 wins to 4, $47,234, Roble Rojo Bonus Challenge S., etc.), DEWEY COX si 103 (7 wins to 4, $34,768, Hawthorne F.), Kissin Kate Barlow si 109 (5 wins, $33,948, 3rd Los Alamitos Dstf. Chal.–G2, etc.), etc.

Cash Attitude si 98 (f. by Runaway Winner). Stakes placed, see above.


By AJS FAST DASH si 103 (2009). Winner of 6 races, $166,302, fnl. LQHBA F.–RG1, Louisiana Champions Day Cl.–RG2, etc. Sire of 12 ROM, with earnings of $401,238, including Fast Dash Hondo Cat si 109 ($82,478, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2), Brileys Prize si 95 ($72,988, 3rd LQHBA Sale F.–G1), Fast Dashin Perry si 97 ($49,190, 2nd LQHBA Million Invit. S.), Ajs Corona Chick si 102 ($49,027), etc.

1st Dam:
STREAKIN AMBER si 98 (2004) by Streakin La Jolla. 4 wins to 3, $80,455, Evangeline Downs F., 2nd Bluebonnet S., etc. Half–sister to Dashin Too Hi si 93 ($51,944). Dam of 14 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 11 starters, 8 ROM, including OAK HILL STREAK si 96 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 7 wins and twice placed in 13 starts to 4, $153,827, Flashy Hemp S., Audubon S., Louisiana Purchase S., etc.


Maxed Out Streaker si 93 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $32,335.

Shirley’s Signature (f. by The Signature). Unplaced in only start. Dam of TIENE MUCHO BLANCO si 105 APHA (APHA Champion Three–Year–Old Paint Gelding, 5 wins, $56,230, Super Bowl H., Dillingham H., etc.). JUST WANNA BE ME si 99 (7 wins, $56,927, Dashing Folly H., etc.). Devons Signature si 100 ($166,966, 3rd All American F.–G1, etc.), See If I Care si 107 (7 wins, $63,490, 2nd W/SW Ch. Chal.–G2, etc.),; Granddam of TORTUGA TONY si 117 (9 wins, $253,117, Hialeah D., etc.), START SOMETHIN BAD si 92 ($126,705, La Primera Del Ano D.–G3, etc.), Darker Tint si 105 ($53,736), Teller Bye si 109 (5 wins, $52,103), Stel Just Me si 92 ($39,289), etc.

Consigned by Spring Hill Farms

**Streaknsexyondatrain**

February 9, 2019, Sorrel Filly

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 217 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including BV MIDNITE EXPRESS si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), MOONIE BLUES si 97 ($534,579), BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN si 107 ($350,045), TOMMY THE TRAIN si 109 ($279,315), BORN TO B BAD si 112 ($271,606), HH GAILFORCE si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

**STREAKIN ANGELICA** si 102 (1997) by Streakin La Jolla. 6 wins to 3, $100,209, La. Champions Day D.–RG2, Walter Mcilhenny Stars & Stripes H., 2nd Sam Houston D.–G2, 3rd Mardi Gras F.–RG2, fnl. LAHBA F.–RG1. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, with a currently racing two-year-old, 10 starters, 10 ROM, including

**JACK PLATINUM** si 104 (g. by Toast To Dash). 6 wins, $220,901, Laddie F.–RG2, fnl. Lee Berwick F.–RG1, Delta Downs Louisiana Bred D.–RG2, Louisiana D.–RG3, etc.

**MONEY FOLLOWS MONEY** si 101 (g. by Royal Quick Dash). 7 wins to 4, $78,849, Swift S., 2nd Firecracker D.–G2.

**Smokin Buddy** si 99 (g. by Game Patriot). 5 wins to 5, $97,761, 2nd Louisiana Juvenile S.

Mr Worldwide si 102 (g. by Heza Fast Dash). 10 wins, $107,981, fnl. Delta 550 S.–G3.


2nd Dam:

**SEXY TAC** (1990) by Tolltac. Placed to 3. Dam of 23 foals, 15 starters, 13 ROM, including

**STREAKIN ANGELICA** si 102 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes winner, see above.

**Streakin La Tac** si 98 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 3, $46,810, 3rd Ruidoso D.–G2, fnl. Remington Park F.–G1, Texas Classic D.–G1. Dam of

**TURBULENT TIMES** si 94 (c. by Furyofthewind). 5 wins in 8 starts to 3, $564,146, Golden State Million F.–G1, 4th Ed Burke Million F.–G1, fnl. Ruidoso D.–G1.

**TESTING THE ICE** si 104 (g. by Stoli). 6 wins, $388,620, Sunland Championship Chal.–G1, Markel S., 2nd Leo S.–G1, All American Gold Cup–G3, etc.


**Eyesa La Tac** si 99 (f. by Eyesa Special). 5 wins to 3, $121,107, 2nd Blue Ribbon F.–G2, East Derby Chal.–G3, etc. Dam of **RUNNING GAME PATRIOT** si 101 (4 wins, $120,424, Louisiana Purchase S., 2nd Mr Jess Perry S.–RG3, Swift S., etc.), etc.

**Sexy Course** si 97 (f. by Captain Courage). 2 wins, $13,891, fnl. Retama Juv. Chal. Dam of

**FMM ROCKING CARTEL** si 87 (g. by Teller Ima Rockstar). Winner to 3, 2020, $48,249, Oklahoma Juvenile S., fnl. Oklahoma D.–G3.

First Daun Express si 80 (f. by First Down Express). Placed 3 times, $3,170. Dam of

**DAUNS FIRST DESIRIO** si 102 (g. by Desirio). 5 wins to 4, $139,038, AQHA Derby Challenge Ch.–G3, 2nd Arapahoe Park D., Dash For Speed S., American Flyer S., etc.

Embryos Available

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
By JESS ELIE si 87 (2002). Winner of 2 races, $12,048. Sire of 16 ROM, with earnings of $448,772, including A NOBLE JESS si 106 ($81,175, Barmmaster Sprint S., etc. Ntr RET 250 yds.), A Noble Jess Elie si 98 ($58,220, 2nd Harrah's Entertainment F.–G3, etc.), Noblejesselie Inview si 85 ($14,042, 3rd Old South F.), Azoom Policy si 99 ($67,386), Jess A Patriot si 101 ($51,700), Confidante si 105 ($26,835), etc.

1st Dam:
PR IMA DASHER si 97 (2009) by Heza Fast Dash. 2 wins to 3, $21,466. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 starter.

2nd Dam:

3rd Dam:
SWEET INDULGENCE si 90 (1983) by Dash For Cash. Placed to 3. Sister to Dash It si 95 ($42,966), etc. Dam of 17 foals, 15 starters, 10 ROM, including SIX GUN SAGE si 102 (c. by Easy Sage). 5 wins to 3, $152,216, Remington Park F.–G2, etc. Hank The First si 102 (g. by Special Effort). 2 wins to 4, $62,603, 3rd West Texas F.–G1, Ruidoso F.–G1, fnl. West Texas D.–G3.

Grand Indulgence si 92 (c. by Special Effort). $36,835, 2nd TRM Yearling Sale F.–RG3, etc. Sweet Carlyo si 89 (f. by Special Effort). Winner at 2, $6,325. Granddam of Sweet Okey Dokey si 92 ($68,568), etc.

4th Dam:
Barne's Ladybug si 100 (1965) by Mr Bar None. 6 wins, $112,786, 2nd Texas F., Oklahoma F., South Texas D., 3rd All American F., etc. Half-sister to Champion TOP LADYBUG si 100 ($195,973), LADY BUG'S MOON si 100 ($191,536), LADY BUG LEO si 95 (granddam of Two–Time Champion BUGS ALIVE IN 75 ($505,969), Lady Lasan si 95 (dam of Champion TOP BUG si 100, $104,112), Dam of 14 starters, 12 ROM, including GOING LADYBUG si 104 (f. by Go Man Go). 4 wins, $58,238, Blue Ribbon F. Ntr SUN 350 yds. AMAZER si 86 (c. by Easy Jet). 5 wins to 3, $10,989, Early Starter F.


Dash It si 95 (f. by Dash For Cash). 4 wins to 3, $42,968, 3rd Val Verde Downs D., etc. Dam of DASH ITS COUPER si 101 (6 wins, $263,064, Rainbow F.–G1, etc.). Winning Blues si 104 (5 wins, $64,288, 3rd Casino Cash D.–G3, etc.). Apollo's Dasher si 104 (3 wins, $33,840, 2nd Texas Dist. Chal.–G3, etc.). Granddam of COUPERS FIRST DASH si 96 ($81,415, Calif. Brdrs' Matron S.–G3, etc.).

Mr Top Bug si 98 (c. by Top Moon). 4 wins to 5, $30,184, 3rd Ruidoso D. Ntr MND 250 yds.

By FREIGHTTRAIN B si 115 (2008). Stakes winner of 9 races, $421,761, Black Gold Futurity Ch.–RG3, etc. Sire of 927 ROM, with earnings of over $7.5 million, including

**BV MIDNITE EXPRESS** si 98 ($769,319, Heritage Place F.–G1, etc.), **MOONIE BLUES** si 97 ($534,579), **BYE BYEFREIGHTTRAIN** si 107 ($350,045), **TOMMY THE TRAIN** si 109 ($279,315), **BORN TO B BAD** si 112 ($271,606), **HH GAILFORCE** si 106 ($179,744), etc.

1st Dam:

**STREAKIN CINDY** si 85 (2002) by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins, $9,314. Half–sister to **Runaway Trs Seis** si 102 ($25,265), etc. Dam of 8 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 5 starters, 5 ROM, including


Ms Streakin Cindy si 87 (f. by Sir Runaway Dash). 2 wins to 4, $14,070.

2nd Dam:

**RUNAWAY CINDY** si 101 (1995) by Runaway Winner. 4 wins to 4, $20,266, fnl. TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2. Half–sister to **MOONS HIGH** si 101 ($570,799), **Moons Ego** si 102 ($36,213), etc. Dam of 10 foals, 7 starters, 5 ROM, including


Iam Little Strawfly si 105 (c. by Strawfly Special). 6 wins to 5, $99,327, fnl. Texas Classic F.–G1, TQHA Sires’ Cup F.–RG2, All American Juvenile S.

3rd Dam:

**MANGO MOON** si 101 (1983) by What A Sketch TB. 3 wins and twice placed in 7 starts, $141,763, Val Verde Downs F., 2nd Kansas F.–G1. Dam of 14 foals, 12 ROM, including

**MOONS HIGH** si 101 (f. by On A High). 6 wins to 4, $570,799, Rainbow D.–G1, 2nd All American F.–G1, 4th All American D.–G1, fnl. Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, etc. Dam of **HIGH ON A MIRACLE** si 102 (8 wins to 8, $105,244, Hard Twist S., 4th New Mexico H.–RG3, fnl. Zia D.–RG3, Lineage Ch.–RG3, etc.), **MIRACULUS MIRACLE** si 95 (2 wins at 2, $67,913, NM Brdrs’ F.–RG3); Granddam of Jodys Swinger si 93 ($36,741, 3rd Quicksilver S., fnl. Harrah’s Entertainment D.–G2), etc.

**Moons Ego** si 102 (g. by Master Ego TB). 6 wins, $36,213, 2nd Big Profit H., fnl. All American D.–G1, Alameda H.–G3, Mr Jet Moore S.–G3.

Aleisha Elaine si 83 (f. by Holland Ease). Placed. Dam of **Mango Chick** si 104 ($51,443, 2nd Four Corners F.–G3, etc.), **Brtsendingmyregards** si 96 ($19,743, 3rd Will Rogers Juv. Chal.); Granddam of **Chics Dirty Secret** si 92 ($39,879, 3rd Jaguar Rocket S., etc.), etc.

Mango Mist (f. by Holland Ease). Unplaced in only start. Dam of **MANGO SAMBASO** si 95 ($5 wins to 3, $96,695, Futurity Mexico, 2nd Derby Garanones, etc.), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity. **Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
TF La Chispa Divina
February 28, 2019, Bay Filly


1st Dam: PATTI O PRADA si 83 (2010) by PYC Paint Your Wagon. Unplaced at 2. Half–sister to JET BLACK PATRIOT si 110 ($876,921), WILD TYCOON si 110, etc. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 3 starters, 1 ROM, including Ima Little Runaway (g. by Sir Runaway Dash). Winner to 3, $9,120.

2nd Dam: FIRST DOWN HEMP si 89 (1998) by First Down Jewel. Winner at 2, $3,805. Half–sister to Holme At Jos si 89, etc. Dam of 22 foals of racing age, 19 starters, 16 ROM, including JET BLACK LEGEND si 96 (g. by Game Patriot). 3 wins to 3, $63,789, 2nd Old South F., 3rd Mardi Gras F.–G2, etc.

3rd Dam: JOES HEMP JET si 96 (1987) by Hemp Meyers. 2 wins, $4,071. Dam of 6 starters, 4 winners, including Holme At Jos si 89 (f. by Holme At Last). 2 wins to 3, $18,051, 3rd Lassie F.–G3.

**World Dynasty**

April 16, 2019, Brown Colt

**By Tee Cos si 102 (2009).** Stakes placed winner of 3 races, $246,396, 2nd James Isaac Hobbs S.–G2, etc. Sire of 75 ROM, with earnings of $2 million, including WALCOTT si 102 ($132,423), CAJUN COS si 105 ($85,494), MR TEE COS si 88 ($55,252), Di Maria si 104 ($113,780, 3rd La. Champions Day D.–G3), Gamey Tee Cos si 86 ($90,204), Jls Shakem Tee Cas si 95 ($83,592), Cos I Get It si 97 ($75,625), etc.

1st Dam:
**Streakin World** si 102 (2008) by Worldly Man. 4 wins to 5, $107,268, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day D.–RG2, 3rd LQHBA Invitational S., Audubon S. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 starters.

2nd Dam:
STREAK FORIT (1995) by Dashduino. Unplaced in 2 starts. Half–sister to Streakin Kinda Dash si 97 ($147,587), Streakin Devil si 99 ($32,975), etc. Dam of 4 foals, 1 starter, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including Streakin World si 102 (f. by Worldly Man). Stakes placed, see above.

3rd Dam:

4th Dam:
REBELIER si 104 (1979) by Dash For Cash. 11 wins to 4, $109,456, Ruidoso Prep S., 2nd Go Together H. Half–sister to Rebel Fever sa 91 ($42,356), etc. Dam of 8 foals, 5 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including Cowboys Evening Wine sa 92 (f. by Ronas Ryon). 3 wins, $16,857, 3rd Long Beach S. Dam of Cowgirls Aint Easy sa 96 (f. by First Down Express). 2 wins, $28,447. Dam of Cowboy From Morgan sa 101 (7 wins, $37,351), Little Foose Coupe sa 94 (2 wins, $17,188), etc. Cowboy Prairiedasher sa 95 (g. by TR Dasher). Winner to 3, $11,055. Cowgirls Gone Wild sa 102 (f. by Tr Dasher). Winner at 3, $8,976. Cowboy Number One sa 94 (g. by Tr Dasher). Winner at 2, $8,944. Cowboys Rodeo sa 103 (c. by Ronas Ryon). Winner to 4, $73,063, fnl. All American F.–G1.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.

**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Five Bar Streaking

January 1, 2019, Sorrel Colt

Consigned by Robicheaux Ranch, Inc., Agent for Steve Bajat

By FIVE BAR CARTEL si 91 (2011). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $1,068,825, Ed Burke Million F.–G1, 2nd All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 92 ROM, with earnings of $2.6 million, including AMENDING THE BAR si 99 ($227,866, LQHBA Sale F.–RG1, etc.), SHAKE SHAKE SHAKE IT si 97 ($217,938, Laddie F.–RG2), KH HI FIVE si 94 ($172,415), FIVE BAR BODEE si 96 ($115,914), etc.

1st Dam:
STREAKING HOT FLASH si 83 (2003) by Streakin La Jolla. Winner at 2, $4,776. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, none to race.

2nd Dam:
Char Dusty si 98 (1990) by Senor Comino. 5 wins to 3, $15,599, 3rd Sound Of Summer D.–G3, fnl. Go Together H.–G3. Half–sister to CHAR DO si 97 ($54,886), etc. Dam of 5 foals, 3 winners, including
Streaking Hot Flash si 83 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Winner, see above.
Char D Ryon (f. by Ronas Ryon). Winner at 2, $2,075.
Cash For Dusty (f. by Light On Cash). Winner at 2, $1,275.

3rd Dam:
CHARMONE (1980) by Setforholme TB. Placed at 2. Dam of 6 foals, 4 starters, 4 winners, 4 ROM, including
CHAR DO si 97 (f. by Easy To Do). 3 wins at 2, $54,886, Kindergarten Fillies F., 3rd Graham Farms F.–G3.
Char Dusty si 98 (f. by Senor Comino). Stakes placed, see above.
The Star Warrior si 95 (c. by Easy To Do). 8 wins to 5, $19,346.
Easy Char si 101 (g. by Easy To do). 2 wins at 2, $2,834.

4th Dam:
PARAISO CHARGER (1974) by Tiny Charger. Winner at 3. Half–sister to ALAMITOS AMY si 95 ($8,124, Ski Hi Park F.), Ms PARAI SO Feature si 98 ($33,632, 3rd Trinity Meadows March D., etc.), ROCKET BAR DANCER si 92 ($9,018, 2nd Thayer County Laddie S., etc.). Dam of 7 foals, 4 starters, 1 winner, including
Diamondiferous (g. by Mighty Strong). 2 wins at 3, $4,850.
Comino Charger (f. by Senor Comino). Unraced. Dam of
Mamas Gotta Harley si 102 (g. by Affirmed Royalty). 5 wins to 5, $16,370.
Lady Le Blanc si 84 (f. by Tonto Le Blanc). Placed to 4, $3,710.
Strong Fortune (f. by Mighty Strong). Unplaced. Dam of
Senorita Comino (f. by Senor Comino). Winner at 3, $1,134.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
Consigned by J/B Racing

Heza Little Surreal

March 29, 2019, Bay Colt

By HEZA FAST ROGUE si 101 (2011). Stakes winner of 8 races, $323,950, Mardi Gras D., etc. Sire of 19 ROM, with earnings of $269,466, including Straknin Fast Rogue si 96 ($28,399, fnl. Mardi Gras F.–RG2), Heza Forever Lucky si 89 ($21,243), Jess Rock N Rogue si 90 ($19,440), Fast N Gone si 88 ($19,423), Vf Ought To Go Rogue si 88 ($17,710), Logans Fast Rogue si 92 ($17,594), Shes A Rogue One si 86 ($16,231), etc.

1st Dam:
STREAKN GAME PATRIOT si 87 (2012) by Game Patriot. Placed 3 times, $6,248. Sister to
Good Game Meg si 93 ($55,395), Shes Got Game si 105 ($49,342), etc. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, 1 winner, 1 ROM, including

2nd Dam:
BUGS GROOVY (1996) by Streakin La Jolla. Placed twice to 3, $2,668. Dam of 13 foals, 13 ROM, including
Good Game Meg si 93 (f. by Game Patriot). Winner to 3, $55,395, 2nd Lassie F.–RG2. Dam of
Game Overtime si 96 (g. by Fast Prize Jordan). 3 wins to 4, 2020, $64,752, 2nd Leverne Perry Memorial S., 3rd Mr Jess Perry Louisiana Downs S.–RG3, Vinton S., etc.
Game Swinger si 94 (f. by Swingin Jess). 5 wins to 4, $55,123.
Eyeondaprize si 91 (f. by Fast Prize Jordan). Dam of 3 wins to 4, $25,560.

Best Be Onya Game si 110 (g. by Game Patriot). 5 wins to 5, $88,893, 4th Mid–City S.–RG3. Ntr DED 550 yds.
Best Be Streakin si 106 (g. by Dashing Val). 3 wins to 6, $51,960, fnl. Laddie F.–RG3.
Merci Bugs si 90 (f. by Game Patriot). 5 wins to 5, $41,444.
All Buffed Up si 93 (g. by Copper Buff). 2 wins to 4, $41,365.
Cant Bug This Game si 98 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $33,420. Dam of
This Bug Can Dash si 89 (f. by Down N Dash). 2 wins and twice placed in 6 starts at 2, $14,756, 3rd Sam Houston Juvenile Chal.–G3.
Pieper si 98 (f. by Down N Dash). 3 wins to 4, $31,954.

Game Winning Dash si 95 (f. by Down N Dash). Winner at 2, $5,133.
Gone Too Soon T si 97 (f. by Game Patriot). 1 win and 4 times placed in 7 starts at 2, $15,900.
Whats Up T si 90 (g. by Game Patriot). Winner to 4, $12,754.
Thischicksallgame si 81 (f. by Game Patriot). Placed once in 3 starts at 2, $2,660. Dam of
This Games Special si 88 (g. by Oak Tree Special). Winner at 3, $33,093.
Thisdudezoomin si 90 (g. by Alazoom). 2 wins to 5, $27,422.
Gordons Hope si 84 (f. by Strong Hope). Winner to 3, $12,160.
Cajun River Queen si 88 (f. by Mr Queens Mystery). Winner at 2, $9,296.

ENGAGEMENTS: LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.
Eligibilities: LQHBA Sale Futurity.
A Sweet Dash
January 23, 2019, Brown Filly

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008), Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:

2nd Dam:


3rd Dam:

**Consigned by Tate Farms, LLC., Agent for Kathleen & Steve Billings**

**Goodbye Easy Street**

March 6, 2019, Brown Filly

By **INSEPERABLE** si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.

1st Dam:


2nd Dam:


Mayor Stoli si 101 (g. by Stoli). 4 wins to 4, $70,624.


3rd Dam:

RED NECK BABE si 92 (1988) by Mr Hempen. Winner at 3, $3,284. Half–sister to Mr Runnin Wheels si 94 ($22,312), Drew Little Man si 98, etc. Dam of 14 foals, 11 ROM, including REDNECK PATRIOT si 96 (f. by Game Patriot). 2 wins to 3, $81,474, Lassie F.–RG2, etc.


Kdwantsafastone si 94 (f. by Mr Eye Opener). Placed to 3, $1,498. Dam of EYE GOT THE BLUES si 106 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins, $187,341, Sam Houston F.–G1, fnl. Dash For Cash F.–G1, La. Champions Day Juv.–RG2, etc.

EYE GET THE BLUES si 94 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 2 wins to 4, $105,287, Hialeah Junior Maturity Invt., 2nd Vals Fortune S.–RG2, 3rd South Florida D., etc.

Dash For Alexis si 97 (f. by Dashin Bye). 3 wins, $54,279, 3rd Flashy Hemp S., etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** LQHBA Louisiana Million Futurity.  
**Eligibilities:** LQHBA Sale Futurity.

By **INSEPERABLE** si 96 (2006). Two–Time Champion, stakes winner of 5 races, $672,756, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 159 ROM, with earnings of over $3.9 million, including GOLD DIGGING ASHLEY si 106 ($355,195, Sooner State S.–G1, etc.), QUEEN WASHITA si 101 ($260,510), SUDDEN SEPARATION si 102 ($260,264, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), RARIN si 107 ($256,640), etc.
By CARTERS CARTEL si 103 (2005). Champion Two-Year-Old Colt, stakes winner of 6 races, $659,146, Ed Burke Million F.-G1, etc. Sire of 396 ROM, with earnings of over $10.9 million, including CARTERS COOKIE si 93 ($359,630, Rainbow F.-G1), EXQUISITE STRIDE si 107 ($308,218), THAT RICO si 97 ($228,000), JUST CALL ME CARTER si 96 ($219,502), CLOUD RIDGE si 103 ($200,537), etc.

1st Dam: SWEET EYE CANDY si 84 (2012) by Fast Prize Dash. Winner at 2, $14,092. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam: SWEET SNOW CANDY si 87 (2008) by Royal Evening Snow. Unplaced in 2 starts. Sister to SRR ROYAL FLUSH si 98 ($36,269), Bringnucandyandroses si 106 ($128,669), etc. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 5 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including TM Candy Crusher si 102 (g. by Fast Prize Dash). 2 wins to 3, $28,958. Sweet Eye Candy si 84 (f. by Fast Prize Dash). Winner, see above.

3rd Dam: Sweet Candy Rose si 107 (1995) by First Down Dash. 4 wins to 3, $295,905, 2nd Heritage Place F.-G1, 3rd Remington Park F.-G1, Texas Classic F.-G1, 4th Remington Park D.–G1, Qlf. Heritage Place D.–G1. Dam of 24 foals, 21 starters, 19 ROM, including TOAST TO CANDY si 102 (f. by Toast To Dash). 5 wins to 3, $55,725, Miss Blackhawk S.–G3, Bluegrass D., 3rd Tallahassee S.


4th Dam: Im Steppin Easy si 107 (1985) by Sail On Bunny. 4 wins to 4, $54,304, 3rd Go Together H.–G3, El Reno S., 4th West Texas F.–G2, fnl. Rainbow Silver Cup–G1, QHBC Sprint Cl.–G1. Half-sister to STEPPIN PERFECT si 100 (9 wins, $49,660), Sugar Foot Strut si 92 ($7,715; dam of STRUTTIN TO BEDUINO si 97, $107,961; STRUTTIN BEDUINO si 103, $63,431), etc. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 5 winners, 5 ROM, including Sweet Candy Rose si 107 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes placed, see above. Ruby Medallion si 85 (f. by Jody O Toole). Winner at 2, $4,937. Dam of DOOLEYS MEDALLION si 103 (14 wins, $237,250, NM State Fair Brdrs’–RG3, Cimarron H.–RG3, etc.), HOUSTONS MEDALLION si 98 (3 wins, $94,826, NMHBA S.–RG3, etc.); Granddam of MARCUS MEDALLION si 104 (6 wins to 7, 2020, $282,718, Zia H.–RG2, etc.);

JRS One Sweet Gator
March 20, 2019, Bay Colt

By ONE SWEET JESS si 104 (2008). Stake winner of 7 races, $953,592, Golden State Million F.–G1, etc. Sire of 288 ROM, with earnings of over $9 million, including Champion ONE SWEET RACY si 103 ($397,423, AQHA Distaff Chal. Ch.–G1, etc.), JESSTACARTEL si 99 ($675,600), MAGICAL JESS si 96 ($421,650), WICKED AFFAIR si 97 ($386,779), JESS MY KISS si 95 ($296,055), JESS HAWK si 99 ($157,951), etc.

1st Dam:
SWEET GATORGIRL si 93 (2009) by Tres Seis. 2 wins and twice placed in 8 starts, $11,400. Ntr OTC 440 yds. Half–sister to IMA DASHING GATOR si 94 ($27,326), etc. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, with an unraced to date two–year–old, 2 starters, 2 winners, 2 ROM, including JRS Coronas Gatorgal si 94 (f. by Coronas Leaving You). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $22,800. Chiloso si 87 (g. by City Place TB). 2 wins to 4, $12,639.

2nd Dam:
SWEET N SALTY TB si 94 (2004) by Salt Lake. 2 wins to 4, $19,640, in TB & QH comp. Dam of 5 QH foals, 4 starters, 4 ROM, including IMA DASHING GATOR si 94 (f. by Tempting Dash). 3 wins to 4, $27,326, Markel S., fnl. Sam Houston Derby Chal., Sam Houston Dstf. S.

3rd Dam:
WED BY PROXY (1994) by Procida. 7 wins to 5, $79,866, Sweet Patootie H., 3rd Detroit Miss H. Dam of 5 TB foals, 4 winners, including
Wedding Prospect TB (f. by Pauliano). 5 wins to 3, $45,340.
Wedding Prayer TB (f. by Meadow Prayer). 4 wins to 7, $24,507.

4th Dam:
NEW BRIDE {CHI}(1983) by Nobloys. 7 wins at 3, $43,278, in Chile & NA, Premio Carlos Campino–G3. Half–sister to =WHITE LADY ($19,944, Premio Jorge Baraona Puelma, etc.), =WATCHIN ($12,446, Premio Santiago Garcia M.–G2, etc.). Dam of 5 TB and 4 QH foals, 5 starters, 3 winners, including
WED BY PROXY TB (f. by Procida). Stakes winner, see above.
Moon Bride TB (f. by Procida). 3 wins to 3, $7,178, in Chile. Dam of
Haflinger TB (g. by Hussonet). 4 wins to 6, $85,823, in Chile & NA, 2nd Cotejo de Potrillos–G3, 3rd Premio Alvaro Covarrubias–G3. Ecr Ellis Park 5.5f.
=Miscellanea TB (f. by Hussonet). Unraced. Dam of =Miss Fantasia TB (6 wins to 4, $32,440, in Chile, 3rd Luis Davila L.), etc.
=La Gaffeliere TB (f. by Worldwatch). Unraced. Dam of =Lagrezette TB (3 wins to 3, $26,792, in Chile, 2nd Arturo Lyon P.–G1, Thompson Matthews–G3, etc.), =Fu Manchu TB (9 wins to 5, $41,000, in Chile.), =Don Titan TB (8 wins to 6, $34,806, in Chile), =Don Javi TB (6 wins to 4, $33,631, in Chile), etc.

Consigned by Blanchet Farms, LLC., Agent for Montgomery Equine Center

Louie B Quick

April 30, 2019, Sorrel Colt

By BRIMMERTON si 104 (2001). Champion, stakes winner of 7 races, $519,538, All American D.–G1, etc. Sire of 268 ROM, with earnings of over $5.8 million, including KING BRIMMERTON si 103 ($348,698, TQHA Sires’ Cup S., etc.), BRIMMIES ALLI BI B si 112 ($221,154), COUNT DE MONEY si 101 ($200,894), FULL BOAT si 111 ($94,394), CYPRESS CITY si 94 ($90,346), EBW OBSESSION si 99 ($87,105), etc.

1st Dam:
LOUISIANA LACE TB (2006) by Cuvee. Winner at 2, $52,125, Creme de la Creme S. Dam of 6 TB foals of racing age, 5 starters, 3 winners, including
Contrarian Bet (g. by Will He Shine). 8 wins to 4, $139,500, 3rd La. Bred Premier Night
Ragin Cajun S.
Open Interest (f. by Ide). 3 wins to 4, $52,745.
Laci Lu (f. by Tapiture). Winner at 3, 2020, $35,320.

2nd Dam:
Count The Cows (1994) by Western Playboy. 6 wins to 4, $129,346, 3rd Illinois Brdr’s’ Debutante S. Dam of 7 foals, 6 starters, 4 winners, including
LOUISIANA LACE (f. by Cuvee). Stakes winner, see above.
Western Doll (f. by Crafty Prospector). 4 wins to 4, $111,494. Dam of
Who’s Counting (f. by Crafty Prospector). 9 wins to 4, $63,800.
Chase The Bunny (f. by Crafty Friend). Unraced. Dam of
Girl Downstairs (f. by A. P. Warrior). 6 wins to 7, $246,235.

3rd Dam:
TRY GUESSING (1983) by Ambetella. 3 wins, $28,448. Sister to FAMOUS RELATION ($176,051), Gateway’s Pyramid ($97,796). Dam of 4 foals, 4 winners, including
Count The Cows (f. by Western Playboy). Stakes placed, see above.

4th Dam:
EIGHTH CHOSE (1965) by *Djeddah. Unraced. Dam of 9 foals, 8 winners, including
FAMOUS RELATION (c. by Ambetella). 9 wins, $176,051, Illinois Coronet H., Cardinal S., Orange and Blue H., I. U. S., Dwight Denham S., 3rd Nodouble H., etc.
MISS DELILAH (f. by Tyrant). 4 wins to 4, $104,537, H. J. Hardenbrook Mem. H., Tulip S., etc. Dam of MISS DELOVELY (6 wins, $212,170, Isaac Murphy H., 3rd Four Winds S., etc.), Hair Cut (7 wins, $189,089, 3rd Peach Of It H., Curley Reeves H., Illinois Oaks),
Trim (Winner at 2, $26,980, 2nd Illinois Silent Beauty S.); Granddamm of TALLY UP (10 wins, $234,093, Springfield S., Paradise Creek S., etc.), Seguro (7 wins, $180,863, 2nd Land Of Lincoln S.), Barrel Racer (3 wins, $111,888, 3rd Purple Violet S.), etc.
Gateway’s Pyramid (c. by Ambetella). 13 wins, $97,796, 2nd Prairie State H.
Choist (f. by Cross King). Winner at 3, $6,360. Dam of BALDSKI’S CHOICE (18 wins, $568,818, Annapolis S., Harrison E. Johnson Memorial H., etc.), SHADE MISS (5 wins, $63,961, Miss Fairview Heights H., 3rd Falls City H.–G3, etc.), etc.